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FOOD ADDITIVES: COMPETITIVE, REGULATORY, AND
SAFETY PROBLEMS
THURSDAY, JANUARY 13, 1977

SzECT Cox

U.S. SENATE,
rzTEE ON SMALL BusINss,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room 1318,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Gaylord Nelson, chairman,
presiding.
Present: Senator Nelson.
Also present: Benjamin Gordon, staff economist Karen Young,
research assistant; and Judith Robinson, Senator Nelson's staff.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GAYLORD NELSON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, AND CHAIRMAN, SENATE
SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE
Senator NELSON. The committee will come to order.
We are today opening 2 days of hearings to assess where we are with
respect to the marketing, regulation, and safety of food additives.
This is the first time since 1972, when the Senate Select Co .mittee on
Nutrition and Human Needs conducted hearings, that the current
regulatory and commercial status of food additives has been aired in
public congressional hearings.
Concern about the safety of a number of additives led to the examination of the subject by this committee tand the General Accounting
Office.
Safety questions raised about certain additives include the potential
to cause cancer, birth defects, genetic damage, and other harmful effects
on human health.
The GAO, in three separate reports to us, revealed a large number
of problems relating to: (1) Food additives testing-the state-of-theart for screening and evaluation of safety; (2) the desirability for an
independent testing system, free from economic bias on the part of
product promoters; (3) the need for new statutory suspension authority for regulatory agencies to utilize when safety questions about additives-and other substances to which the public is widely exposedarise; (4) the need to set some guidelines for reaching regulatory
decisions based on benefits versus risk; and (5) the need to ascertain
what research is being conducted into alternatives for additives that
pose safety questions.
"No segment of the environment to which humans are exposed is as
chemically complex as food, and, in large part, the chemical and
(1)
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biological properties of food components and their relationships to
human illness and disease are poorly understood," says the second
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences Task Force
report on "Human Heath and the Environment: Some Research
Needs," which is about to be issued.
We have reached the point in the United States where more proc,
essed, convenience, snack, and franchised food products are purchased
than fresh foods.
This means that consumers are consuming more chemicals that make
it possible to process foods with a long sheff and shipping life.
Ian of these substances are safe and economic to use as stabilizers,
emulsifiers, antioxidants, flavoring and coloring agents, nonnutritive
sweetners, texturizers, and for other purposes.
However, by 1970, the use of food additives had more than doubled
in two decades to more than 1 billion pounds a year, according to industry figures. The average American, the industry estimates, eats 5
pounds of additives a year. More kinds of food additives are approved
for use in the United States than in any other nation.
The FDA regulates more than 2,100 additives for uses in food
directly, and more than 10,000 additives in packaging and other indirect uses.
Unfortunately, many chemicals long used in the food supply are
being shown to'be harmful under new scientific scrutiny; many were
never adequately pretested prior to approval and widespread use; and
the number of new chemicals or new uses of them continue to proliferate without a real assessment of their nutritional value and sometimes
with potential health hazards.
The questions must be asked:
Where are we now, with respect to the chemicalization of our food
sup ly?
an the food supply to ths Nation and the world be expanded safely
with or without the large numbers of chemicals that are now going
into the food?
What synergistic effects are chemicals in the food supply having on
human health when they are combined with the mass of other chemicals
and substances in the environment, including drugs I
If we are going to continue the widespread use of these chemicals
and, in fact, increase their use, there must be carefully developed
scientific evidence showing that they are safe, necessary and free from
long-term possibly irrevocable, effects on the human race. The technology now exists to do so.
Foods must be safe and wholesome before they are placed on the
grocery shelf. Labeling and nutritional education cannot prevent cancer or birth defects if the food supply causes insidious hazards. Scientists are concerned that long-term, low-doses of chemicals may cause
not only cancer, but birth defects or genetic damage.
Scientific knowledge now exists to screen these chemicals for such
effects.
We are here today to begin building a record documenting the extensive use, marketing, regulation and safety of food additives.
These hearings may lead to legislation, designed to meet the needs
of the times with respect to mass human exposure and the state-ofthe-art for testing.
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As information is generated in the hearings, the committee will
consider whether to conduct further hearings, and will accept material
for the hearing record that contributes new and relevant information.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Gregory J. Ahart, Director of
Human Resources Division of the General Accounting Office.
Mr. Ahart, if you would identify your associates, so that the reporter will have a correct record.
STATEMENT OF GREGORY 7. AHART, DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY ALBERT B. 3IO0KIAN, GAO; AND STUART
FLEISHMAN, GAO

Mr. AHART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

On my immediate right is Mr. Albert B. Jojokian, and on his right
is Mr. Stuart Fleishman, who works with Mr. Jojokian.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we are pleased to
appear here today to discuss our reports on the Food and Drug Administration's (FbA's) regulation of three color and food additivesRed No. 2, saccharin, and aspartame. In addition we have issued a report to the Congress on chemical carcinogens including food additives
and we have recently initiated a broad scale review of FDA's regulation of food additives. We will discuss these also.
Our reviews concerning the three additives were directed primarily
toward developing information on (1) The history of FDAs regulation of them, (2) the current status of testing the safety of the additives, and (3) whether the regulatory actions taken by FDA on the
three additives complied with the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act as amended (21 U.S.C. 301).
RGULATION OF RED NO. 2
Red No. 2 is the name given to a certified lot of the dye generically
known as amaranth. The composition and purity of amaranth varies.
FDA has established composition and purity specifications that amaranth must meet before it can qualify for use in food, drugs, and cosmetics. Only amaranth meeting such specifications is classified as Red
No. 2.
Since July 12, 1960, the color additive amendments to the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act have required FDA to establish regulations
listing color additives that are safe for use in food, drugs, or cosmetics.
Such regulations may list color additives for use generally in food,
drugs, or cosmetics or may prescribe the conditions under which the
color additives may be safely used.
The act provides that a color additive is deemed unsafe and should
not be listed in a regulation permitting its use in food, drugs, or cosmetics if it is found by FDA to induce cancer in man or animal.
The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended in 1960 placed all
color additives commercially established at that time, including Red
No. 2, on a provisional list to alhw their use for a reasonable period
until their safety could be reviewed and regulations for their use
could be !ssued.
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Senator NELSON. How many food additives were being used at that
time?
Mr. AHART. Mr. Jojokian, do you know about how many there were I
Mr. JOJOKTAN. I do not know the exact figure, but I understand
there are 1,300 additives, intentional additives, and I believe 600 unintentional additives.
Senator NELsoN. One thousand three hundred intentional?
Mr. JOJOKIAN.

Senator NELoS.

That is an estimate.

Those were additives added directly to the food?

Mr. JOJOCAN. Yes, that is correct.

Senator N=sox. When you say unintentional, you mean in the
packaging, which may infiltrate the food?
Mr. JOJOKrAN. That is correct.
Senator NELSoN. What are the true figures now?
Mr. JoJTOKIAN. I believe there are about that many today.
Senator NEIsoN. But we have been adding additives every year.

,Mr. AIIART. I do not think we have the exact information as to how
manv there were then or how many there are now.
We would be glad to furnish that for the record if we could get
hold of the data.
Senator NELSoN. If the act required in 1960, that many of the additives being used at that time be placed on a "GRAS" or provisional
list, how would the FDA put them on a list if they did not know
what they were?
Mr. AHART. I assume that information is available, and we just do
not have it here.
Senator NELSox. All right.

[The information follows:]
An FDA official told GAO that FDA did not have information on the total number of food additives that were in use in 1960. According to the October 12, 1960,

Federal Register, 181 color additives were placed on the provisional list at that
time.

Mr. AHART. The 1960 amendments provided that the provisional
listing was to terminate no later than 21/2 years from the effective date
of enactment-July 12, 1960-or January 12,1963.
Senator NELSoN. For purpose of the appropriate place in the record, the staff advised me there are now about 2,100 approved direct
additives, contrasted with the 1,300 that you just mentioned.
Mr. AHART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The amendments also provided, however, that FDA could postpone the termination date if such
action was consistent with the objective of carrying to completion, in
good faith, as soon as reasonably practicable, the scientific investigations necessary for making a determination as to the additives' safety.
We found that FDA had permitted the use of Red No. 2 in food,
drugs;- and cosmetics for 15 years without making a final determination of its safety. FDA postponed termination of the provisional
listing for Red No. 2, 14 times on the basis of requests from manufacturers or industry associations to allow completion of scientific
investigations concerning its seafety.
Since 1970 several scientific studies involving animals, including
some performed or sponsored by FDA, raised questions concerning
the safety of Red No. 2 in food. In some of these studies Red No. 2 or
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amaranth was shown in test animals to be toxic to reproductive systems or to be carcinogenic.
Mr. GORDON. You described the statute as allowing use for a "reasonable" period until safety could be reviewed; that a termination date
of January 12 1963 was given; that postponementof termination date
was permitted if such action was consistent with the objective of car-

ring to completion in good faith, as soon as reasonably practicable,
t e seientific investigations necessary for making a determination as
to the additives' safety.
Would you say that the 15 years during which this product was allowed to be on the market without proof of safety is a reasonable
period I
Mr. AHirT. In my Judgment, Mr. Gordon, it is not.
1t seems unnecessarily long to us. The statute itself provided the
provisional use of color additives for a reasonable period of time with
a limit of 21/ yers unless FDA extended the time to allow completion
of safety studies, and it seems to me -theCongress did not have in mind
str etching the period to -anythingas long as 15 years before you could
reach a conclusion regarding safety.
Mr. GoRDON. Could you see the public benefiting from this delay I
Mr. Axiw. I assume there is some public benefit.
At least it is my understanding that Red No. 2 has some economic
benefits over some alternatives that would be available.
In other words, it would be cheaper to the manufacturer, and the
reduction, however, large it is, if passed on to the consumer, -there
might be some public benefit in that gard.
Senator NELSON. When you are talking about economic benefit, that
is not the function of the Food and Drug Administration.
The function of the FDA is to protect the public health.
Mr. AHART. That is correct.
Senator Nu SoN. And to make sure what is on the market is safe.
Considerations of economic benefits certainly are not within the purview of the FDA is that correct?
Mr. AHART. I do not think I indicated it was. I was asked to answer
the general question whether there was any public benefit from the
continued use of Red No. 2 during this long period of time.
Senator NELSON. I see.

Mr. Aiw. Because of its concern about the safety of Red No. 2,
FDA in July 1972 issued a proposal to limit human exposure to the
color additive. However, at the time our report was issued on October 20, 1975, FDA had not made a final determination regarding its
safety.
Because we believed that continued use of Red No. 2 before resolving its safety exposed the
public to unnecessary risk, we recommended
that the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) direct the Commissioner of FDA to promptly establish
the safety of Red No. 2 or prevent its use in food, drugs, and cosmetics.
Senator NELsoN. What date was that?
Mr. AHwr. That was in October 1975, Mr. Chairman. October 20,
1975.
On January 19,1976, FDA announced a ban on the use of Red No. 2
in food, drugs, and cosmetics. FDA took the action because new evi-
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dence showed that Red No. 2 caused a statistically significant increase
in the number of malignant tumors in test animals and because of
what it termed "the absence of other data to allow a definitive judgment of safety."
UZOULATION OF SACCHAI N

In our report on saccharin we pointed out that saccharin was "generally recognized as safe" for use in food until about 1970 when studies
raised questions about its potential to cause cancer in test animals.
Saccharin is an acid and pure saccharin generally is unsuitable for
use in foods and beverages because it is only slightly soluble. It is
most often combined with either sodium, calcium, or ammonium salts
which neutralize the acid and produce a more readily soluble compound.
The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended by the Food Additives Amendment of 1958 (21 U.S.C. 348), requires 'FDA to establish
regulations prescribing the conditions under which a food additive
may be safely used. The act defines "food additive" as any substance
which becomes or may be expected to become a component of food,
either directly or indirectly or which may otherwise affect the characteristics of the food. The proposed use of a food additive whose safety is not generally recognized by qualified scientists must be approved
by FDA.
Food additives "generally recognized as safe" are referred to as
GRAS substances. Such substances added to food are not considered
food additives and are exempt from the requirement for FDA approval.
Senator NiLsoN. You say they are not considered food additives.
They, in fact. are food additive, however.
Mr.'AimmT. The GRAS food additives are not considered food additives subject to FDA's approval.
Approval is not required.
Senator NELSON. But they are additives which were at the time generally accepted as safe, is that rightI
Mr. AHArr. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Were there about 600 of them at the time, or thereabouts, on the GRAS list?
Mr. FLEISHM iz. We do not know the exact figure. There is a very
large number that the FDA is presently reviewing, something like 675.
Senator NELsON. In a review of the GRAS list, if they are found to
be unsafe, they come under the same statutory provisions as new additives, do they 'not
Mr. JoJioxAN. If new evidence raises safety questions about a
GRAS substance, FDA then may issue an interim regulation until
those questions are resolved.
r
Senator NELSON. And if they are found to be unsafe, the same statutory provisions apply, as would apply to new additives?
Mr. JOJOKIAN. That would be correct. If they come under an interim
regulation, then they are considered a food additive.
Senator NELSON. When did the FDA start its review of the GRAS
list, what year was that?
Mr. JOJOxKIN. I believe 1970.
Senator NnEoN. Are you familiar with how far along the FDA is
in that review?
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Mr. AiART. We have just started a survey, and plan to do a review
on FDA's regulations of food additives in general.
I do not think we have the specific information that you are asking
for.
We are not that far along in our review.
Senator NELSON. Go ahead.
Mr. AHART. The FDA's food additive regulations define GRAS substances as those which experts determine, based on scientific data or
reasoned judgment founded in experience with common food use, pose
"no significant risk of harm if used as intended."
Senator NELSON. Now, in fact, the placement of these additives on
the GRAS list did not necessarily mean there had been any scientific
studies made of the health hazard question?
Mr. AHART. That would be correct.
Senator NELSON. In other words, if they had been in the marketplace
for a long time, and the literature did not disclose any health hazard,
they were listed on the GRAS list, is that roughly correct?
Mr. AHART. That is correct.
Senator NELSON. So that these additives to the GRAS list were sim-

ply those that had been used for quite some time, and there appeared
to be no known risk in the scientific community, is that correct?
Mr. AHART. That is correct.
Senator NIELSON. But it was not based on individual studies of these
items on the GRAS list, individual scientific studies of these items on
the GRAS list, is that correct?
Mr. AHART. That would be correct for many of the substances, I am
sure.
Senator NIELSON. There may be some. The definition is generally

recognized as safe?
Mr. AHART. Yes.
Senator NEsON. So a good many of them, the vast majority, were
on the list, simply because they were generally recognized as safe,
because there were no known health hazards about them that had been
yet disclosed, is that correct?
Mr. AHART. That would be correct, yes.
If an important question of safety has been raised regarding a
GRAS substance, it may be removed from GRAS status.
An interim food additive regulation may be issued to permit its use
while the safety question is being resolved, provided there is reasonable
certainty that the substance is not harmful and that no harm to the
public health will result from its continued use.
On February 1, 1972, FDA removed saccharin and its various salt
forms from the GRAS status and issued an interim food additive regulation limiting the use of saccharin in foods.
The interim regulation stated that preliminary results from studies
on long-term feeding of saccharin to animals conducted by FDA and
others indicated "possible adverse effects." According to the regulation,
if the experimental findings indicate that continued use of saccharin
poses a "significant risk" to the public health, action would be taken
as warranted to minimize the risk. The regulation authorized saccharin's use as a sweetening agent only in special dietary food and for
certain technological purposes such as reducing bulk and enhancing
flavors in chewable vitamin tablets. This authority for saccharin's use
was to expire June 30, 1973.
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However, on May 25, 1973, FDA issued a Federal Register notice
extending saccharin's interim regulation indefinitely. The Federal
Register identified several completed or nearly completed long-term
feeding studies made of taree different animal species. These study
results showed a statistically significant incidence of bladder tumors
in the male offspring of test animals fed saccharin.
Senator NELSOr. Why was that done?
Mr. AIART. As I indicate here, the Register pointed out there were
studies being made on three different species of animals, and at the
completion of those studies, they would make a determination of safety
of saccharin.
I assume it was extended so those studies could be completed, so they
would have better data upon which to base a judgment.
Senator NELSON. But during this interim period, there has been a
question of safety
Mr. AHART. The question of safety was raised in 1970.
The Federal Register indicated that these studies were referred to
the National Academy of Sciences for review and that a final determination of. saccharin's safety would be made after FDA received recommendations from the Academy.
Senator NELSoN. When were the studies referred to the National
Academy of Sciences?
Mr. AHART. Some time prior to May 25, 1973, Mr. Chairman.
I do not know if we have a specific date.
Senator NELSON. YoU state that the Federal Register identified several completed, or nearly completed long-term feeding studies made
on three different animal species.
Now, that was in May of 1973, 31/2 years ago. Are all of those studies
now completed?
Mr. AIART. I think those studies are completed. There are other
studies being conducted.
Senator INiLsON. You mean studies that have been initiated since
the long-term studies you referred to here?
Mr. AIART. Well, I am not sure just when they were initiated. I
think some of them may have been initiated prior to that time, some
of them initiated since.
I will refer to additional studies later in my statement, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator NELSON. But you refer to the fact that there are several
long-term studies nearly completed, as of May 25, 1973.
Mr. AHART. That is correct.
Senator NELSON. Are you saying that there are new studies that have
been initiated since then?
Mr. AHART. There are additional studies that were not included in
these referred to here, initiated since that time, yes.
Senator NELSoN. And you say tbza-studies have been referred to
the National Academy of Sciences for review.
Do you have any information as to the status of the National
Academy's review of the studies referred to?Mr. AHART. Yes, it is the next part of my statement, Mr. Chairman.
We will get to it.
In December 1974, the Academy submitted to FDA its report on
the safety of saccharin which pointed out problems with thc studies
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and concluded that existing studies had "not established conclusively
whether saccharin is or is not carcinogenic when administered orally
to test animals." The Academy recommended that certain additional
studies be made to resolve the question of whether saccharin is carcinogenic or otherwise unsafe in the human diet.
In hearings on FDA's fiscal year 1976 appropriations before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations, the Acting
Director of FDA's Bureau of Foods stated that most tests recommended in the Academy's 1974 report were being made by the health
protection branch of the Canadian Government. He estimated that the
tests would be completed in 3 years and that in the meantime "saccharin will continue to be interim listed for use as a food additive until
such time as conclusive evidence is obtained that saccharin is or is not
carcinogenic."
Mr. GoRDoN. Mr. Ahart, you used the word conclusive.
Why does the evidence have to be conclusive?
I would suggest that, even if the evidence were not conclusive, but
at the very least, l4ighly suggestive, would not that be enough?
Mr. AIHART. Weq, I would think that certainly FDA can act on evidence that is less than conclusive. I think the issuance of an interim
regulation on saccharin in 1972, and a more recent notice proposing
further action concerning saccharin were based on lesethan conclusive
evidence.
I think that you are right that FDA would be in position to act with
less than conclusive evidence as to the lack of safety ofSenator NELSON. What is the standard statutory requirement?
Mr. AHART. The statute requires it be proven safe, be shown to be
safe, so I would think if there was a need for conclusive evidence, it
would be on the fact it was safe, not on the fact it was unsafe.
The language used by the FDA as to conclusive evidence relates to
whether it is or is not carcinogenic.
Mr. GORDON. Also, Mr. Ahart, in your report to Senator Nelson of
August 16, 1976, you stated that studies have shown that saccharin
rapidly crosses the placental barrier in pregnant animals. Wouldn't
providence dictate, then, that the public should not be exposed to this
substance, or, at the very least, it's use should be tightly controlled?
Mr. AHART. I would think, Mr. Gordon, if in fact FDA has found
there is danger to the fetus if the mother has consumed saccharin, it
should be labeled so that the mother can make a choice whether she
would want to undertake that risk.
SAFETY FACTOR USED FOR SACCHARIN QUESTIONABLE

The level of saccharin allowed in food under FDA's interim food
additive regulation is based on a safety factor of 30 to 1 rather than
the conventional 100-to-1 safety factor. Use of a safety factor less than
100 to 1 for saccharin, which was removed as a GRAS substance because questions were raised about its potential to cause cancer, seems
questionable.
In determining whether the proposed use of a food additive is safe.,
the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 348(c) (5) (C)) requires
FDA to consider safety factors generally recognized by qualified experts as appropriate for the use of animal experimentation data.
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FDA's regulations provide that except where evidence is submitted
which justifies use of a different safety factor, a food additive for use
by man will not be granted a tolerance that will exceed one-one
hundredth of the maximum amount demonstrated to be without harm
to experimental animals.
We believe that while resolution of safety questions are pending,
saccharin's authorized levels of use in food should be based on the conventional margin of safety provided by FDA's regulations.
IMPURITIES IN SACCHARIN SHOULD BE LIMITED TO LOWEST ACHIEVABLE
LEVELS

We noted also that the levels of o-toluenesulfonamide (OTS), an
impurity in saccharin with possible cancer-causing potential, was not
being limited to the lowest level achievable under present manufacturing technology. FDA limits the level of OTS to 100 parts per million.
We were told that this limit was established in 1974 because-substantial levels of the impurity were identified in saccharin samples used in
two studies; the impurity has-possible carcinogenic potential; and
industry was capable of reducing its levels to 100 parts per million.
According to a 1974 National Ademy of Sciences report to FDA,
impurities in saccharin, especially OTS, may have been the possible
cause of the bladder tumors observed in certain studies
Technology advancements have since made it possible to reduce the
levels of OTS in saccharin to less than 50 parts per million and as low
as 1 to 3 parts per million. The scientific community questioned the
prudence of allowing saccharin on the market with levels of impurities
that exceeded levels which industry could reasonably achieve.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We believe that allowing an interim food additive regulation to remain in effect for several years while safety questions concerning the
additive are being resolved seems contrary to FDA's intent of permitting use of such additive for a limited period. Potential hazards from
the use of saccharin could be further minimized by applying the conventional 100 to 1 safety factor and by reducing the levels of OTS in
saccharin to the lowest level practically achievable under present manufacturing technology.
Because saccharin has been used under an interim food additive
regulation for about the past 4 years and because safety questions
about it are not expected to be resolved soon, we recommended that
the Secretary of HEW direct the FDA Commissioner to promptly reassess: The justification for continued use of free saccharin and its
three salt forms under the interim food additive regulation; and the
need for issuing a permanent regulation or possibly discontinuing
their use in food.
We also recommended that if continued use under the interim regulation is justified, consideration be given to the need for increasing the
safety factor to the conventional level set forth in FDA's regulations
and to reducing the permissible levels of OTS in saccharin to the
lowest achievable levels.
On December 10, 1976, HEW advised us that the FDA Commissioner had reassessed the justification for the interim listing of sac-
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charin for use as a food additive. He concluded that continuation of
the interim listing was appropriate. On January 7, 1977, FDA published two notices concerning saccharin. One extended the interim
regulation to permit saccharin's continued use until Canadian studies
on its safety are completed and evaluated. The other notice proposed
to amend the interim food additive regulation to establish a tolerance
of 25 parts per million for toluenesulonamide. FDA does not believe
a change in the safety factor is necessary.
REGULATIO11i OF ASPARTAME

Our third report concerned aspartame, an artificial sweetener that
was developed by G. D. Searle & Co.
On February 9, 1973, Searle submitted to FDA a petition proposing
the issuance of a food additive regulation to provide for the use of
aspartame in foods. The petition included general information on the
characteristics and specifications of aspartame, its proposed uses, and
summaries of scientific animal and human studies regarding its safety.
After reviewing the petition, FDA considered certain aspects of the
animal study data submitted in support of aspartame' safety to be
incomplete and suggested to Searle that the petition be withdrawn unless the issues could be promptly resolved. Searle submitted additional
support data and on July 26, 1974, FDA published a regulation approving the use of aspartame in certain foods.
OBJECTIONS FILED AGAINST ASPARTAME

The Food, Drug and Cosmetic Aict provides that individuals adversely affected by a food additive regulation may object and request a
formal public hearing. FDA received three statements of objection
relating to the aspartame regulation. One statement raised objections
to a labeling requirement for cold cereals containing aspartame but
did not contain a request for a hearing. The other statements raised
questions about the possibility of aspartame causing brain damae in
infants and young children and requested a hearing to resolve those
questions.
After reviewing the objections FDA considered the uses of aspartame authorized by the regulations safe but recognized there was a
difference of opinion and agreed to convene a hearing to address the
safety issues raised by the objectors.
Plans to convene a hearing were suspended, however, as subsequent
testing data submitted by Searle indicated that diketopiperazine
(DKP), a manufacturing byproduct in aspartame, could be carcinogenic. FDA did not take regulatory action to prevent the marketing
of aspartame because Searle and General Foods Corp., a comarketer,
voluntarily agreed to withhold it from the market until DKP's carcinogenic potential was resolved.
FDA QUESTIONS DAT& SUBMITrED BY SEARLE

Besides aspartame, Searle also manufactures a number of drugs
which FDA has approved for marketing. In July 1975, FDA raised
questions about Searle's performance of animal experiments-and its
reporting of safety data to FDA concerning two drugs-flagyl, used
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to treat infections and aldactone, an antihypertension drug. Because
of the importance and sensitivity of these questions, the FDA Commissioner, on July 23, 1975, established a task force to: Review the
practices followed by Searle in conducting animal experiments, analyzing the experiments' data, and submitting the data to FDA; determine if there is evidence that any practices of Searle in carrying
out the above functions violated the Food, Drug and.-Cosmetic Act or
any other laws of the United States; and recommend an appropriate
course of action based on the investigation's findings.
FDA officials said that the investigation was directed primarily
toward evaluating drug data submitted to FDA since 1968. They
stated that the review of aspartame data was included as part of the
investigation, however, because (1) of -the additive's recent approval,
(2) of its potential for wide use in foods, and (3) its inclusion would
provide a broader product base to evaluate Searle's practices.
ASPARTAME REGULATION STAYED

Preliminary results of the task force investigation indicated possible
discrepancies in the data and the research summaries submitted to
FDA supporting aspartame's safety. On December 5, 1975, FDA
stayed the regulation approving the use of aspartame.
In joint hearings held on January 20, 1976, before the Senate Subcommittees on Health and on Administrative Practice and Procedure,
Committees on Labor and Public Welfare, and the Judiciary, the
FDA Commissioner disclosed preliminary task force findings. He
stated that 11 studies submitted supporting the food additive petition
for aspartame had been reviewed and numerous problems had been
noted. These problems included poor methods of distribution and
identification of control and treated animals, poor records of weighings, poor animal husbandry practices, discrepancies between Searle's
pathology sheets and pathology summaries submitted to FDA, and
problems in the design. of some of the studies. The Commissioner
stated that a final decision on whether to revoke the regulation approving the use of aspartame would be made after the task force had
o cially completed its investigation and added that aspartame-would
not be permitted to be marketed until all questions about its safety
had been aired and resolved.
An FDA Bureau of Foods official told us that as of January 1, 1977,
no decision had been made on whether to revoke the regulation.
I

TESTING FOOD ADDITIVES FOR CARCINOGEZICITY

In addition to these reports, we issued a report to the Congress on
June 16, 1976, on Federal efforts to protect the public from cancercausin chemicals.
In this report we discussed the need for a Federal policy concerning
carcinogens. Federal agencies have problems accepting and applying
the results of animal tests to people, because (1) the National Cancer
Institute has only recently developed minimum testing guidelines for
determining a chemical's carcinogenicity and other agencies have not
officially adopted the guidelines as P basis for carcinogenicity testing,
and (2) there are no scientific principles to help Federal agencies
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apply animal test results to humans. As a result, some carcinogens are
not regulated at all while others are regulated differently by the various regulatory agencies.
Senator NzLsoN. What known carcinogens are not regulated at all?
Mr. AHART. I think there are 3o known carcinogens that have been
identified by the National Cancer Institute.
It is my understanding that 15 of those are subject to some kind of
regulation by the Federal Government, but because of variances in the
regulatory practices, and the reason why they are regulated, our study
indicated that probably 32 of the 36 are subject to public exposure of
some type, so out of the 36 known ones, 32 have some public exposure
to them.
Senator NELSON. What is the number that is unregulated?
Mr. AHART. Fifteen of them are subject to some regulation, so that
\would leave 21 of them that are not subject to regulation.
Senator NELSON. Do you have a list of those carcinogens?

Mr. AHART. Yes, in an appendix to our June 16, 1976, repot, there
is a list of the 36 identified known carcinogenic substances.
Senator NELsON. And how many of them are food additives?
Mr. AHART. I would have to check the list. I do not know if I have
the number. I would expect the known carcinogens, Mr. Chairman, are
not approved for use as food additives.
Senator N.LSON. Even indirectly?

Mr. AHART. Well, not even indirectly, if they are known carcinogens,
the law would not allow them to be approved for use as a food additive,
even as unintentional food additives.
Senator NELSoN. And you have discussed in your report in what
way there is exposure to human beings by these, as you state?
Mr. AHART. We do talk about a couple of examples in the report that
we have studied in some detail to find out just what the effects were.
One of these is asbestos which -is regulated by OSHA in the workplace.
It is also regulated in the air by EPA. It is not regulated, however,
in water.
Another one is benzedrine, which is regulated by OSHA in the
workplace. They prescribe it to be used only in a closed system so
there would be no exposure to the workers.
EPA, however, does not regulate benzedrine.
Senator NELSON. All right.

Mr. AHAir. All agencies responsible for protecting the public
from carcinogens should, we believe, cooperate to develop a uniform
policy for identifying and regulating carcinogenic chemicals 'and the
products in which they appear. The policy should also deal with such
issues as the conditions under which regulatory agencies will allow
public exposure to carcinogens.
We -pointed out in the report that under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act the safety of certain products and substances, including
food additives, is to'be assured before they are approved for commercial use. We found that in some cases, however, they did not receive
the kind of long-term tests that experts agree are needed to detect
cancer-causing potential.
According to officials in FDA's Division of Food and Color Additives, all intentional food additives must receive long-term tests to
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detect carcinogenicity before FDA will approve them. Intentional
additives are to, (1) improve nutritional value, (2) maintain freshness, (3) improve esthetic appeal, or (4) aid in processing.
Unintentional additives are used mainly in packaging foods and,
according to the FDA officials, receive long-term testing only when the
consumer would be exposed to more than 1 or 2 parts per million of the
additive in the food unless FDA had valid reasons to suspect that the
additive might be carcinogenic. FDA officials explained that the longterm tests were expensive, and because virtually none of the unintentiona1 additives migrate from the packaging material to the food. the
amount of the additive which may be ingested is virtually nil. FDA's
principle in this regard is the higher the anticipated human exposure,
the greater the amount of toxicological data required to assure human
safety. According to an April 1970 report to the Surgeon General by
the Ad Hoc Committee on the Evaluation of Low Levels on Environmental Chemical Carcinogens:
1. No level of exposure of a chemical carcinogen should be considered toxicologically insignificant for humans, and
2. No chemical substance should be assumed safe for human consumption without proper negative lifetime biological assays of adequate size.
HEW said that, although extending carcinogenicity testing to unintentional food additives that have only remote possibilities of riskmight be reassuring, it did not foresee any benefit to the public great
enough to justify the substantial costs of such a policy.
Senator NELSON. You state that no chemical substance should be
assumed safe for human consumption without proper negative lifetime
biological assays of adequate size.
Are you saying that is what the law requires, or is that an opinion?
Mr. AART. This is the opinion of the committee which I have identified here as the Ad Hoc Committee on the Evaluation of Low Levels
of Environmental Chemical Carcinogens in its report in April 1970
to the Surgeon General. This was their judgment.
Senator NELsoN. Whose lifetime, that of a human being?

Mr. AHAIRT. I assume they were talking about animal tests, lifetime
studies in animals.
Senator NELSON. All right.
Mr. AHART. We %lo not agree that FDA can assure safety for unintentional additives when the additive migrates to the food and leaves a
residue of less than 1 or 2 parts per million.
Based on the Ad Hoc Committee's criteria, we do not believe that
FDA can assure that all food additives are safe unless the additives
receive carcinogenicitv testing.
Accordingly, we recommended that the Secretary. HEW, require
FDA to have all approved and proposed food additives tested for
carcinogenicity.
Senator NELSON. Is not that what they are required to do with all
new additives proposed to be marketed now?
Mr. AHART. I think the law requires they reach a judgment that
there is assurance that they are safe.
I do not think the law specifically requires they carry on long-term
studies on animals in each case.

If Jhey can assure themselves of safety, this would not be required;
however, the Ad Hoe Committee's judgment was that you cannot assure safety unless you have carried out the long-term studies, so there
is a judgment on merit.
Senator NELSON. We will ask the FDA about that, but are you saying that despite the l.w on carcinogenicity, that the FDA, when an
application is made to market food additives, and proposed data show
carefully controlled scientific studies that it is safe, that that data need
not include careful studies as to whether or not it is a carcinogen?
Mr. AHART. Well, as I understand the FDA's present policy, if it
is for direct additives, intentional additives, the long-term studies for
carcinogen qualities would be required.
Senator NELSON. Required for all additives?

Mr. AHART. For intentional additives, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NFLsoN. So this sentence in which you say, "We recommend the Secretary of HEW require FDA to have all approved and
proposed food additives tested for carcinogenicity," you are saying
that is already done for direct additives?
Mr. AHART. It is done if it is an intentional additive; yes.
Senator NELSON. So this sentence, which implies to me it was not
required for intentional additives, does not mean that at all. It means
if it is an unintentional additive, which it might infiltrate the food
supply, it is recommended that they be tested for purposes of determining if they are carcinogenetic. Is that what you -are saying?
Mr. AHART. Yes; our recommendation was directed to the unintentional additive.
Senator NELSO.

All right.

Mr. AHART. Because our work to date on food additives has pointed
out certain problems concerning the regulation of food and color additives, we have recently initiated a broad survey of FDA's programs
to regulate these additives. During this survey we will attempt to
determine whether current legislation and-FDA regulatory practices
adequately protect consumers with respect to substances which are
added to food.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement. We will be
pleased to answer any questions that you or other members of the
committee may have.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. You have underway now, I understand from your
testimony, a broad survey of food additives, including the GRAS listI
Mr. AHAr. Yes; we will include the GRAS list in the study, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator NELSON. And what are the parameters of that study?

-

Mr. AHART. Right now, we are in what we call a survey phase.
We are gathering information on the totality of the regulation of
food additives.
We will be looking at the regulation of potential additives, of food
additives; we will be looking at the use of interim regulations, and
we will be looking at what FDA is doing in terms of the GRAS list
to be sure it does not include anything which is harmful to the public.
It is a fairly broad look at the total area of regulating food additives.
Senator NELSON. How many personnel of the GAO are working on
this question ?
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Mr. JoJoRIN. Six, Mr. Chairman.
Senator N&LSON. Six?

Mr. JoJo~uN. Yes.
Senator N.LsoN. And when was the study initiated
Mr. JoJoKiAN. This month, the beginning of this month, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NE:LSON. Beginning of January of this year?
Mr. JOJORKAN. Yes.
Senator NELSON. When do you anticipate the study will be concluded?
Mr. JOJOHIAN. We do not have a date for reporting on this, but we
expect to complete our survey work within the next few months to
determine whether we should do any further work in this area.
Mr. AHAr. I think it will probably be more than a year, Mr. Chairman, before we will be issuing a report as a result of this work.
Senator NELSON. More than a year?
Mr. Aiwar. Probably more than a year.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Ahart, for your very
useful testimony.
We appreciate your taking the time to come.
Mr. AHART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ahart follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we are
pleased to appear here today to discuss our reports on
the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA's) regulation
of three color and food additives--Red No. 2, saccharin
and aspartame.

In addition we have issued a report to

the Congress on chemical carcinogens including food additives
and we have recently initiated a broad scale review of
FDA's regulation of food additives.

We will discuss these

also.
Our reviews concerning the three additives were
directed primarily toward developing information on (1) the
history of FDA's regulation of them, (2) the current
status of testing the safety of the additives, and
(3) whether the regulatory actions taken by FDA on the
three additives complied with the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act), as amended (21 U.S.C. 301).
REGULATION OF RED NO. 2
Red No. 2 is the name given to a certified lot of
the dye generically known as amaranth.
and purity of amaranth varies.

The composition

FDA has established composition

and purity specifications that amaranth must meet before
it can qualify for use in food, drugs, and cosmetics.
Only amaranth meeting such specifications is classified
as Red No. 2.
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Since July 12, 1960, the Color Additive Amendments
to the FD&C Act have required FDA to establish regulations
listing color additives that are safe for use in food,
drugs, or cosmetics.

Such regulations may list color

additives for use generally in food, drugs, or cosmetics
or may prescribe the conditions under which the color
additives may be safely used.
The act provides that a color additive is deemed
unsafe and should not be listed in a regulation permitting
its use in food, drugs, or cosmetics if it is found by
FDA to induce cancer in man or animal.
The FD&C Act, as amended in 1960, placed all color
additives commercially established at that time, including
Red No. 2, on a provisional list to allow their use for
a reasonable period until their safety could be reviewed
and regulations for their use could be issued.

The 1960

amendments provided that the provisional listing was to
terminate no later than 2-1/2 years from the effective
date of enactment (July 12, 1960), or January 12, 1963.
The amendments also provided, however, that FDA could
postpone the termination date if such action was consistent with the objective of carrying to completion,
in good faith, as soon as reasonably practicable, the
scientific investigations necessary for making a determination as to the additives' safety.
-2-
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We found that FDA had permitted the use of Red No. 2
in food, drugs, and cosmetics for 15 years without making
a final determination of its safety.

FDA postponed

-

termination of the provisional listing for Red No. 2,
14 times on the basis of requests from manufacturers
or industry associations to allow completion of scientific
investigations concerning its safety.
Since 1970 several scientific studies involving
animals, including some performed or sponsored by FDA,
raised questions concerning the safety of Red No. 2 in
food.

In some of these studies Red No. 2 or amaranth

was shown in test animals to be toxic to reproductive
systems or to be-carcinogenic.
Because of its concern about the safety of Red No. 2,
PDA in July 1972 issued a proposal to limit human exposure
to the color additive.

However, at the time our report

was issued on October 20, 1975, FDA had not made a final
determination regard-ing its safety.
Because we believed that continued use of Red No. 2
before resolving its safety exposed the public to
unnecessary risk, we recommended that the Secretary
of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) direct the Commissioner of FDA to promptly establish
the safety of Red No. 2 or prevent its use in food, drugs,
and cosmetics.
-3-
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On January 19, 1976. FDA announced a ban on the
use of Red No. 2 in food, drugs, and cosmetics.

FDA took

the action because new evidence showed that Red No. 2
caused a statistically significant increase in the number
of malignant tumors in test animals and because of what
it termed "the absence of other data to allow a definitive
judgment of safety."
REGULATION OF SACCHARIN
In our report on saccharin we pointed out that
saccharin was "generally recognized as safe" for use
in food until about 1970 when studies raised questions
about its potential to cause cancer in test animals.
Saccharin is an acid and pure saccharin generally
is unsuitable for use in foods and beverages because
it is only slightly soluble.

It is most often combined

with either sodium, calcium, or ammonium salts which
neutralize the acid and produce a more readily soluble
compound.
The FD&C Act, as amended by the Food Additives
Amendment of.1958 (21 U.S.C. 348), requires FDA to establish
regulations prescribing the conditions under which
a food additive may be safely used.

The act defines "food

additive" as any substance which becomes or may be expected
to become a component of food, either directly or indirectly,
or which may otherwise affect the characteristics of
- 4-
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the food.

The proposed use of a food additive whoff safety

is not generally recognized by qualified scientists must
be approved by FDA.
Food additives ':generally recognized as safe" are
referred to as GRAS substances.

Such substances added

to food are not considered food additives and are exempt
from the requirement for FDA approval.
Saccharin's safety hot established
FDA's food additive regulations (21 C.F.R. 121.1(k))
define GRAS Substances as those which experts determine,
based on scientific data or reasoned judgment founded
in experience with common food use, pose "no significant
risk of harm if used as intended."

If an important question

of safety has been raised regarding a GRAS substance,
it may be remove from GRAS status.

An interim food

additive regulation may be issued to permit its use
while the safety question is being resolved, provided
there is reasonable certainty that the substance is not
harmful and that no harm to the public health will result
from its continued use.
On February 1, 1972, FDA removed saccharin and its
various salt forms from the GRAS s'-,tus and issued an
interim food additive regulation limiting the use of
saccharin in foods.

- 5 -
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The interim regulation stated that preliminary results
from studies on long-term feeding of saccharin to animals
conducted by FDA and others indicated "possible adverse
effects."

According to the regulation, if the experimental

findings indicate that continued use of saccharin poses
a "significant risk" to the public health, action would
be taken as warranted to minimize the risk.

The regula-

tion authorized saccharin's use as a sweetening agent
only in special dietary food and for certain technological
purposes such as reducing bulk and enhancing flavors
in chewable vitamin tablets.

This authority for saccharin's

use was to expire June 30, 1973.
However,

on May 25,

1973,

FDA issued a Federal

Register notice extending saccharin's interim regulation
indefinitely.

The Federal Register identified several

completed or nearly completed long-term feeding studies
made of three different animal species.

These study

results showed a statistically significant incidence of
bladder tumors in the male offspring of test animals fed
saccharin.
The Federal Register indicated that these studies
were referred to the National Academy of Sciences for
review and that a final determination of saccharin's
safety would be made after FDA received recommendations
from the Academy.

In December 1974 the Academy submitted
- 6 -
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to FDA its report on the safety of saccharin which pointed
out problems with the studies and concluded that existing
studies had "not established conclusively whether saccharin
is or is not carcinogenic when administered orally to
test animals."

The Academy recommended that certain

additional studies be made to resolve the question of
whether saccharin is carcinogenic or otherwise unsafe
in the human diet.
In hearings on FDA's fiscal year 1976 appropriations
before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations, the Acting Director of FDA's Bureau of Foods
stated that most tests recommended in the Academy's
1974 report were being made by the Health Protection
ranch of the Canadian Government.

He estimated that

the tests would be completed in 3 years and that in the
meantime "saccharin will continue to be interim listed
for use as a food additive until such time as conclusive
evidence is obtained that saccharin is or is not carcinogenic."
Safetyjfactor used for
s
1arc-n quest1-n-abl-e
The level of saccharin allowed in food under FDA's
interim food additive regulation is based on a safety
factor of 30 to 1 rather than the conventional 100 to
1 safety factor.

Use of a safety factor less than 100

to 1 for saccharin, which was removed as a GRAS substance
- 7 -
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because questions were raised about its potential to
cause cancer, seems questionable.
In determining whether the proposed use of a food
additive is safe, the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 348(c)(5)(C))
requires FDA to consider safety factors generally recognized
by qualified experts as appropriate for the use of animal
experimentation data.

FDA's regulations provide that

except where evidence is submitted which justifies use
of a different safety factor, a food additive for use
by man will not be granted a tolerance that wT1l exceed
1/100th of the maximum amount demonstrated to be without
harm to experimental animals.
We bel-i-eve that while resolution of safety questions
are pending, saccharin's authorized levels of use in
food should be based on the conventional margin of safety
provided by FDA's regulations.
Impurities in saccharin
shoiidI'T11-ted t
la-est ach ievab el-evel s
We noted also that the levels of o-toluenesulfonamide
(OTS), an impurity in saccharin with possible cancercausing potential, was not being limited to the lowest
level achievable under present manufacturing technology.
FDA limits the level of OTS to 100 parts per million.
We were told that this limit was established in 1974
because
- 8 -
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--substantial levels of the impurity were identified
in saccharin samples used in two studies,
--the impurity has possible carcinogenic potential,
and
--industry was capable of reducing its levels to 100
parts per million.
According to a 1974 National Academy of Sciences report
to FDA, impurities in saccharin, especially OTS, may
have been the possible cause of the bladder tumors observed
in certain studies.
Technology advancements have since made it possible
to reduce the levels of OTS in saccharin to less than
50 parts per- million and as low as 1 to 3 parts per million.
The scientific community questioned the prudence of
allowing saccharin on the market with levels of impurities
that exceeded levels which industry could reasonably
achieve.
Conclusions and recommendations
We believe that allowing an interim-food additive
regulation to remain in effect for several years while
safety questions concerning the additive are being resolved
seems contrary to FDA's intent of permitting use of such
additive for a limited period.

Potential hazards from

the use of saccharin could be further minimized by applying
the conventional 100 to 1 safety factor and by reducing
-9-
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the levels of OTS in saccharin to the lowest level practically
achievable under present manufacturing technology.
Because saccharin has been used under an interim
food additive regulation for about the past 4 years
and because safety questions about it are not expected
to be resolved soon, we recommended that the Secretary
of NEW direct the FDA Commissioner to promptly reassess
--the justification for continued use of free
saccharin and its three salt forms under the
interim food additive regulation and
--the need for issuing a permanent regulation or
possibly discontinuing their use in food.
We also recommended that if continued use under the
interim regulation is justified, consideration be given
to the need for increasing the safety factor to the
conventional level set forth in FDA's regulations
and to reducing the permissible levels of OTS in saccharin
to the lowest achievable levels.
On December 10, 1976, HEW advised us that the FDA
Commissioner had reassessed the justification for the
interim listing of saccharin for use as a food additive.
He concluded that continuation of the interim listing
was appropriate, and that no change in the safety factor
was necessary.

FDA is evaluating the feasibility

of lowering the permissible levels of OTS in saccharin.
-
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REGULATION OF ASPARTAME
Our third report concerned aspartame, an artificial
sweetener that was developed by G. D. Searle and Company.
On February 9, 1973, Searle submitted to FDA a
petition proposing the issuance of a food additive
regulation to provide for the use of aspartame in foods.
The petition included Seneral information on the characteristics
and specifications of aspartame, its proposed uses, and
summaries of scientific animal and human studies regarding
its safety.
After reviewing the petition, FDA considered certain
aspects of the animal study data submitted in support
of aspartame's safety to be incomplete and suggested
to Searle that the petition be withdrawn unless the issues
could be promptly resolved.

Searle submitted additional

support data and on July 26, 1974, FDA published a regulation
approving the use of aspartame in certain foods.
Objections filed against a!par tame

The FD&C Act provides that individuals adversely
affected by a food additive regulation may object and
-request a formal public hearing.

FDA received three

statements of objection relating to the aspartame
regulation.

,

One statement raised objections to a labeling

requirement for cold cereals containing aspartame but
did not contain a request for a hearing.
-
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The other
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statements raised questions about the possibility of
aspartame causing brain damage in infants and young children
and requested a hearing to resolve those questions.
After reviewing the objections FDA considered the
uses of aspartame authorized by the regulations safe
but recognized there was a difference of opinion and
agreed to convene a hearing to address the safety issues
raised by the objectors.

Plans to convene a hearing were suspended, however,
as subsequent testing data submitted by Searle indicated
that diketopiperazine (DKP), a manufacturing byproduct
in aspartame, could be carcinogenic.

FDA did not take

regulatory action to prevent the marketing of aspartame
because Searle and General Foods Corporation, a co-marketer,
voluntarily agreed to withhold it from the market until
DKP's carcinogenic potential was resolved.
FDA"uestions

data

Besides aspartame, Searle also manufactures a number
of drugs which FDA has approved for marketing.

In July

1975 FDA raised questions about Searle's performance
of animal experiments and its reporting of safety data

to FDA concerning two drugs--flagyl, used to treat
infections and aldactone, an antihypertension drug.
Because of the importance and sensitivity of these
-

95-866 0 - 77 - 3
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questions, the FDA Commissioner, on July 23, 1975,
established a task force to
--review the practices followed by Searle in conducting
animal experiments, analyzing the experiments'
data, and submitting the data toFDA;
--determine if there is evidence that any practices
of Searle in carrying out the above functions
violated the FD&C Act or any other laws of the
United States; and
--recommend an appropriate course of action based
on the investigation's findings.
FDA officials said that the investigation was directed
primarily toward evaluating drug data submitted to FDA
since 1968.

They stated that the review of aspartame

data was included as part of the investigation, however,
because (1) of the additive's recent approval, (2) of
its potential for wide use in foods, and (3) its inclusion
would provide a broader product base to evaluate Searle's
practices.
Aspartajme re99ulation stayed

Preliminary results of the task force investigation
indicated possible discrepancies in the data and the
research summaries submitted to FDA supporting aspartame's
safety.

On December 5, 1975, FDA stayed the regulation

approving the use of aspartame.
- 13 -
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In joint hearings held on January 20, 1976, before
the Senate Subcommittees on Health and on Administrative
Practice and Procedure, Committees on Labor and Public
Welfare, and the Judiciary, the FDA Commissioner disclosed
preliminary task force findings.

He stated that 11 studies

submitted supporting the food additive petition for
aspartame had been reviewed and numerous problems had
been noted.

These problems included poor methods of

distribution and identification of control and treated
animals, poor records of weighings, poor animal husbandry
practices, discrepancies between Searle's pathology sheets
and pathology summaries submitted to FDA, and problems
in the design of some of the studies.

The Commissioner

stated that a final decision on whether to revoke the
regulation approving the use of aspartame would be made
after the task force had officially completed its investigation and added that aspartame would not be permitted
to be marketed until all questions about its safety had
been aireJ and resolved.
An FDA Bureau of Foods official told us that as

of January 1, 1977, no decision had been made on whether
to revoke the regulation.

- 14 -
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TESTING FOOD ADDITIVES
FOR CARCINOGENICITY

Inaddition to these reports, we issued a report
to the Congress on June 16, 1976, on Federal efforts
to protect the public from cancer-causing chemicals.
In this report we discussed the need for a Federal
policy concerning carcinogens.

Federal agencies have

problems accepting and applying the results of animal
tests to people because (1) the National Cancer Institute
has only recently developed minimum testing guidelines
for determining a chemical's carcinogenicity and other
agencies have not officially adopted the guidelines
as a basis for carcinogenicity testing and (2) there
are no scientific principles to help Federal agencies
apply animal test results to humans.

As a result, some

carcinogens are not regulated at all while others are
regulated differently by the various regulatory agencies.
All agencies responsible for protecting the public from
carcinogens should, we believe, cooperate to develop
a uniform policy for identifying and regulating carcinogenic
chemicals and the products in which they appear.

The

policy should also deal with such issues as the conditions
under which regulatory agencies will allow public
exposure to carcinogens.

-
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We pointed out in the report that under the FD&C Act
the safety of certain products and substances, including
food additives, is to be assured before they are approved
for commercial use.

We found that in some cases, however,

they did not receive the kind of long-term tests that
experts agree are needed to detect cancer-causing potential.
According to officials in FDA's Division of Food
and Color Additives, all intentional food additives must
receive long-term tests to detect carcinogenicity before
FDA will approve them.

Intentional additives are to

(1) improve nutritional value, (2) maintain freshness,
(3) improve esthetic appeal, or (4) aid in processing.
Unintentional additives are used mainly in packaging
foods and, according to the FDA officials, receive longterm testing only when the consumer would be exposed to
more than 1 or 2 parts per million of the additive in
the food unless FDA had valid reasons to suspect that
the additive might be carcinogenic.

FDA officials

explained that the long-term tests were expensive,
and because virtually none of the unintentional additives
migrate from the packaging material to the food, the

amount of the additive which may be ingested is virtually
nil.

FDA's principle in this regard is the higher the

anticipated human exposure, the greater the amount-of
toxicological data required to assure human safety.
- 16
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According to an April 1970 report to the Surgeon General
by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Evaluation of Low Levels
of Environmental Chemical Carcinogens
--no level of exposure of a chemical carcinogen
should be considered toxicologically insignificant
for humans and
--no chemical substance should be assumed safe
for human consumption without proper negative
lifetime biological assays of adequate size.
HEW said that, although extending carcinogenicity
testing to unintentional food additives that have only
remote possibilities of risk might be reassuring, it
did not foresee any benefit to the public great enough
to justify the substantial costs of such a policy.
We do not agree that FDA can assure safety for
unintentional additives when the additive migrates to
the food and leaves a residue of less than 1 or 2 parts
per million.

Based on the Ad Hoc Committeefs criteria,

we do not believe that FDA can assure that all food additives
are safe unless the additives receive carcinogenicity
testing.
Accordingly, we recommended thpt the Secretary,
HEW, require FDA to have all approved and proposed food
additives tested for carcinogenicity.

- 17 -
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CURRENT GAO WORK
Because our work to date on food additives has pointed
out certain problems concerning the regulation of food
and color additives, we have recently initiated a broad
survey of FDA's programs to regulate these additives.
During this survey we will attempt to determine whether
current legislation and FDA regulatory practices adequately
protect consumers with respect to substances which are
added to food.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement.
We will be pleased to answer an

questions that you or

other members of the Committee may have.

- 18 -
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Senator NELSON. Our next witness is Mr. Sherwin Gardner, Acting
Commissioner for the Food and Drug Administration.
Mr. Gardner, could you please identify for the reporter your
associates.
STATEMENT OF SHERWIN GARDNER, ACTING COMMISSIONER,
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE;
ACCOMPANIED BY DR. HOWARD R. ROBERTS, ACTING DIRECTOR,
BURFU OF FOODS, FDA; RICiPKA'1D A. MERRILL, CHIEF COUNSEL, FDA; MR. RONK, BUREAU OF FOODS, FDA; AND DR. BLUMENTHAL, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF TOXICOLOGY,;FDA
Mr. GAmNER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
On my right is Dr. Howard R. Robertb,, Acting Director, Bureau of
Foods, and on my left is Mr. Richard A. Merrill, Chief Counsel, Food
and Drug Division.
In addition, Senator, there are several members of the Agency who
are in-the audience, in the event that questions are raised which they
might be able to answer. We will identify them when they are called
upon.
Senator NELSON. All right.

Let's see, you have a statement, plus an appendix.
Your statement is 35 pages, and then you have an appendix.
Can you summarize your statement?
Mr. GARDNER. I did not intend to go through the appendix, but I
do think that most of the statement is something that needs to be read
into the record. So with your permission, we will do that, and if I find
a place where we can summarize, I will try to do that.
Senator NELSON. All right.

Your statement and the appendix will be printed in full in the
record. Where you can summarize, and economize on the time, we
would appreciate it, and if you wish to comment on any of the
testimony of the GAO, we would appreciate having your comments in
the record.
Mr. GARDmNE.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your committee to
discuss the current legal authority of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to regulate food and color additives and the activities
of the Agency in this important and highly publicized area.
Your letter of invitation and our discussions with the committee
staff indicate a broad interest in the regulation of food additives.
Therefore, my statement is directed to a discussion of the Agency's
authority and program activities for food and color additives. I am
also attaching to my statement individual appendices which discuss
the specific subjects you inquired about in your letter of invitation. On
the assumption that these specific subjects are likely to consume more
of the discussion following my prepared statement, I believe it appropriate to focus my prepared'remarks on the general legal, administrative and scientific context in which debate about the safety of
particular compounds takes place.

It is apparent, from a review of the history of the various amendments to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act-from the Food
Additives Amendment of 1958 to the Medical Device Amendments of
1976, that Congress has consistently expected that the Agency would
make its decisions based on the best science available at the time.
Dramatic changes in science and technology have occurred, however,
since 1958. Each of the various amendments makes clear that the
burden of establishing the safety and performance of the regulated
products is on the manufacturer. FDA has the responsibility to
make scientific judgments to approve or disapprove the use of these
products.
One of the most difficult tasks facing FDA today is to evaluate the
safety of individual food substances on an ad hoc basis, and, at the
same time, to develop a mechanism for conducting safety reviews for
all substances in an orderly manner to assure that safety decisions are
valid in terms of current scientific standards.
Senator NELSON. What do you mean, one of your most difficult tasks
is to evaluate the safety of individual food substances on an ad hoi
basis?
Mr. GARDNER. Senator, what happens usually is that someone will
raise a question about a substance.
Senator NELSON. Now, so that I have it clear in my mind, are you
talking now a out a new substance that is proposed to market, as a
direct food additive, for example?
Mr. GARDNER. It could be a substance that is already marketed on
the basis of an existing approval.
Senator NELSON. Leaving aside the GRAS list for a moment, under
the current law, if a manufacturer proposes to market a food additive, what is the standard for proof of safety that is required by the
Food and Drug Administration?
Mr. GARDNER. For marketing a new additive I

Senator NELSON. A new additive at chis time.
Mr. GARDNER. Well, that would depend to some extent on the scientific judgments about the substance, and what sorts of tests are needed
to prove its safety.
Senator NELSON. All right.

I did not have a chance to review the statute, it has been 4 years
since the last hearings that I chaired before the Nutrition Committee,
so I cannot recall.
Is the standard roughly the same as the standard to market a prescription drug, that is to say that there have to be an adequately
controlled scientific study or studies to prove its safety, and in the
case of drugs, efficacy.
Mr. MERRILL. Let me respond to that, Mr. Chairman.
The statute requires the Agency to make s determination that a substance is reasonably certain to be safe for its intended use.
The tests that the Agency is permitted to require are not nearly so
specifically defined in the food additive amendments, as in the drug
provisions. The Agency has a good deal more freedom to demand new
tests as new scientific information suggests. We are not tied to a phrase
like adequate and well-controlled studies.
Senator NELSON. What is the statutory language I What is the operative language? I have it here.
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Mr. MERRULL. Is your concern with the language that describes the
kinds of tests, rather than the standard of judgment that the Agency
is to apply I
Senator NELSON. Yes; any evaluator of a study will have to exercise
judgment as to whether or not he is satisfied that the study is based
on sound protocol, convincing, and whatever else it asserts.
What I am-trying to find out is, what is the standard used by the
Food and Drug Administration for food additives' safety?
I see the statute here, but your being a lawyer, I know that 10 lawyers will interpret it 10 ways.
Mr. MERRrLL. There are two parts to the question, I think, Senator.
One is, what do we require manufacturers to submit to us. The
statutory language that deals with that appears in section 409 (b) of
the statute, which lists a number of items of information that a manufacturer is required to supply, such as, the name and information concerning the additive, including its chemical identity, its composition,
statements of the condition of proposed use of the additive, all relevant data bearing on physical and other technical effects, a description
of practical methods of determining the quantity of additive in or on
food, if that is important, and finally, full reports of investigations
made with respect to safety for use of such additive, including full
information as to the methods and controls used in conducting the
investigation.
Senator NELSON. I would ask that that section 409 (b) be printed in
the record.
Mr. MERRILL. We should also include at that point, if I may interject, the regulations that the Agency has issued, which describe and
somewhat amplify the requirements' of food additives.
Senator NELSON. How long are the regulations? You mean the regulatioffs adopted by the FDA, to implement the provisions of the
statute?
Mr. MERRILL. That is correct.
Senator NELsoN. How long are those regulations? I do not want to
put something here that would be too long. I will put it in the appendix if it is too long.
Mr. MERRILL. The citation would be sufficient. I could not tell you
the precise length.
Senator NELSON. If you can give us the citation, that may be
sufficient.
Mr. MERRmL. I will supply that for the record, if that is satisfactory.
[The statute and citation follows:]
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POOP ADDITIVES
Unsafe Food Additives
Sac. 409 [348]. (a)A food additive shall, with respect to
any particular use or intended use of such additives, be
deemed to be unsafe for the purposes of the application of
clause (2) (C) of section 402(a). unless-(I) It and Its use or intended use conform to the
terms of an exemption which is in effect pursuant to
subsection (i) of this section; or
(2) there is in effect, and it and its use or intended
use are In conformity with, a regulation issued under
this section prescribing the conditions under which such
additive may be safely used.
While such a regulation relating to a food additive is in
effect, a food shall not, by reason of bearing or containing
such an additive in accordance with the regulation, be considered adulterated within the meaning of clause (I) of
section 402(a).
Petition To EstablLh Safety
(b)(I) Any person may, with respect to any intended use
of a food additive, file with the Secretary a petition proposig the Issuance of a regulation prescribing the conditions
under which such additive may be safely used.
(2) Such petition shall, in addition to any explanatory or
supporting data, contain(A) the name and all pertinent information concernlng such food additive, including, where available, Its
chemical identity and composition;
(3) a statement of the conditions of the proposed
use of such additive, including all directions, recommendations, and suggestions proposed for the use of
such additive, and including specimens of its proposed
labeling;
(C) all relevant data bearing on the physical or other
technical effect such additive is intended to produce.
and the quantity of such additive required to produce
such effect;
(D) a description of practicable methods for determining the quantity of Auch additive in or on food. and
any substance formed in or on food, because of its
use; and
(E) full reports of investigations made with respect to
the safety for use of such additive. including full information as to the methods and controls used in conducting such investigations.
(3) Upon request of the Secretary, the petitioner shall
furash (or. if the petitioner is not the manufacturer of such
additive, the petitioner shall have the manufacturer of such
additive furnish, without disclosure to the petitioner), a full
description of the methods used in, and the facilities and
controls used for, the production of such additive.
(4) Upon request of the Secretary. the petitioner shall
furnish samples of the food additive involved, or articles
used as components thereof, and of the food in or on which
the additive is proposed to be used.
(5) Notice of the regulation proposed by the petitioner
shall be published in general terms by the Secretary within
thrty days after filing.
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Senator NELSoN. Now, did I understand you to say the FDA has
more leeway respecting food additives than it does respecting prescription drugs, or over-the-counter drugs?
Mr. NDm&LL. I did say that. I think the point is that the statute
does not contain a description of the kind of studies.
Senator NEasoN. All right.
What you are really saying is that the minimum standard resp eing prescription and over-the-counter drugs is more specific ii its
statutory requirements than it is respecting food additives?
Mr. MmUULL. It is for effectiveness studies, Mr. Chairman. It is not
for safety.
The provisions in the Food and Drug Act, with respect to the
safety of drugs use the language in all tests reasonably appropriate,
which is not very definitive.
Congress in 1972 introduced the adequate and well-controlled studies
requirement for proof of effectiveness, which is of course a good deal
more focused and explicit.
Senator N=.LoN. Does the language of the statute respecting additives give the FDA authority to require any tests that it decides may
be apporiate?
r.
. Yes, indeed.
Senator NEmsoN. You may require very elaborately controlled
scientific studies if, in the judgment of the FDA, the proposed chemical additive may indicate the need for them?
Mr. MEmunL. Not only can we do, but the statute also permits us,
as a new phenomenon of concern to scientists, to require tests to determine whether a chemical can be responsible for that hazard as
well; I think the statute in that sense is very flexible.
Senator NELSON. Is whatever you are trying to establish subject to
pha-llenge?
Mr. MW~nM. Yes.
Senator NE.LsoN. I suppose it is, if it were totally unreasonable?
Mr. MEmmLL. Sure, I think a manufacturer who was confronted
with the requirement for 73-year study of some kind in animals might
well want to take us to court and challenge the reasonableness of that
requirement.
Senator NELsoN. So, back to your sentence on page 2, saying, "One
of the most difficult tasks is to evaluate safety of food additives, of
food substances on an ad hoc basis." What does that mean in that
context?
Mr. GAiDNER. What I was trying to get at is that questions have
been raised about currently approved and marketed substances, or
questions raised about substances newly submitted to the Agency. We
have broader implications for all classes of similar substances, and
that is the difficulty which the Agency has to contend with. New questions arise because scientific methods and standards have changed
over time; new discoveries are made about substances, and that requires us in the middle of the stream, so to speak, to go back and
look anew at other substances about which the same source of questions could and should be raised.
It is difficult in that sense, and it precludes us from making an
orderly and systematic approach-to safety evaluations.
Senator NELoSN. All right.
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Mr. GARDNR. The statute does not explicitly require the Agency
to review periodically its safety decisions about products it regulates.
Indeed, it would be much simpler if FDA could view its initial product
decisions as final. However, it is not possible to rely indefinitely on the
scientific judgments of a particlar time, even if they are based on
the best available data. Continual review of scientific regulatory decisions is necessary because, over time, several factors come into play
that can make the data available at the time of the initial decision
obsolete. Some of these factors are:
New information on risk associated with certain substances; new
patterns of use of products; product defect information; changes in
scientific knowledge and standards; and technological advancement in
manufacturing and measuring techniques affecting residues in foods.
Senator NELSON. Is the staff correct that there are about 2,100
direct food additives nowI
The testimony of the GAO was that in 1960 there were about 1,300.
Mr. Gordon says that there are now about 2,100. Is that an accurate
figure?
Mr. GAPMNER. Dr. Roberts said yes, that is the correct figure.
Senator NzsoN. I am advised it is in the FDA testimony some
place.
Now, is there a listing, do you have a listing of all of these additives
by class, and what their purpose, function, role is as a direct food
additive?
For example, how many are emulsifiersI
Dr. ROBERS. We could supply this, Senator Nelson, for the record.

Breaking these down, for example, there are on the order of 400
regulated direct food additives.
There are about 1,650 flavors and spices, and we could give you those
categories, as well as specific details.
Senator NELSON. Xre the flavors and spices considered not to be
health hazards in any way ? You said controlled food additives.
Dr. RoBERTs. If they are permitted, they are not considered unsafe,
that is correct.
Senator Nror. Are not some of them part of the GRAS list?
Dr. ROBRTS. Yes, sir. There are both GRAS and regulated flavors.
Mr. MmuL. Perhaps I can interject.
We use that phraseology frequentlySenator NELSON. Whatphraseolog v
Mr. MERLL. We use the phraseology "regulated food additives,"

and it bothers me, too.
What we mean is that it is an ingredient added to food for which
there is a food additive regulation on the books.
Senator NELSON. They are all subject to regulation?
Mr. MmwLu They are all subject to regulation of a variety of kinds,
as the testimony points out.
Senator NELSON. But beginning with the GRAS list, none of them
were, is that correct?
Mr. Mmi.. Prior to 1958, they were regulated-if we put aside
Pesticides for a moment-they were regulated in the sense that FDA,
if it found an ingredient about which there were safety concerns, to
indicate enforcement action against foods that contained it, and additives that were subject to after-the-fact regulation.
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Senator NELON. I would like to have the record show what these
additives are, and what their function is.
This is the kind of question I am raising. If an additive, let us say a
color, as a consequence of long-term use and careful scientific studies,
appears to be perfectly safe, and there is no known hazard, is there
any sound reason for permitting in the marketplace another one that
does the same thing, unless there are scientific studies that show it is
even safer, or unless there is some substantial economic benefit?
Mr. GARDNER. I think you are asking questions which bear on relative
safety and relative benefit for the use of different additives, and that is
not a matter in which we are authorized to make judgments.
Senator NELSON. I know that.

We have regulations to deal with that question as to prescription
drugs.
I am asking you what would be your view about the value of some
legislation in this area respecting adequacyI
Mr. GARDNER. I would not look forward to that role for the Food and
Drug Administration, having to make judgments about relative
benefits of different kinds of alditives.
I think that the marketplace which is now the way that kind of
question is decided, is probably the most appropriate one.
Senator NELSoN. The marketplace cannot make any determination
about safety. That is the responsibility of the FDA.
Mr. GARDNER. That is right, and the judgments that are made by the
FDA with respect to safety are whether or not the substance is reasonably safe for use in foods.
That is a role we have now, and I am not suggesting that that change.
Senator NELSON. I know you are not suggesting ac-hange, and I know
You said you would not like the role, but would it be in the public
interest UThat is the other question.
Mr. GARDNER. I do not think that that would be a very effective use

of public resources.
Senator NELSON. We have had lots of testimony over the years with
respect to a similar problem in principle: That is, that there are vast
numbers of prescription drugs put in the marketplace, which are no
more effective, and on which we do not have the safety experience, and
some of which are less effective and less safe than ones already in use.
Why would it not make sense to ask, when you have an additive that is
going to perform the same function, that is no more effective, or less
effective, and on which the safety question is not as clear, to ask, what
is the purpose of allowing it to be marketed?
The marketplace -cannot determine that. It is a safety and efficacy
question. We have marketed drugs for years and years and years, that
were ineffective. As a matter of fact, for hundreds of years, many drugs
put into the marketplace, which physicians swore by, were found later
to be ineffective or unsafe. Even in the past few years over 6,000 drugs
were taken off the market because there was no evidence of their
efficacy.
So the marketplace cannot determine that.
Mr. GARDNMR. Well, I do not think you can really separate out the
question of relative -safety and relative benefit, because when you start
making judgments about which sweetener or which color is safer, then
you cannot escape looking at the way iA which those products are used,
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or in which they might be used. That gets to usage and economic benefits, and then we are back into the benefit business, which I think is a
quagmire for the Government to get involvedin.
Senator NELSON. Well, yes, it is, but the problem is there. You have
hundreds and hundreds of compounds and chemicals and nonprescription drugs and prescription drugs in the market. In fact, I
think you have by name a hundred-thousand non-prescription drugs
in the marketplace; 20,000 prescription drug products but only
TOO different compounds; food additives are up to 2,100. There is no
way in the world to make studies about the long-term safety of all of
them, and there is no way that we will make studies finding out how
they interact with each other, the food additives that are chemicals,
with drugs being taken by the same individual, and so forth. All we
are doing is compounding the problem, without any social benefit that
I can see.
I am wondering if we should start addressing ourselves to that:
Why add a chemical that may very well be carcinogenic, if we do not
know if it is more effective; or one that loes nothing, or perhaps is not
cheaper than one that has been on the marketplace for 25 years, and
for which we have pretty good studies that indicate that there is no
safety question there I
Mr. GARDNER. Well, I would agree with you, Senator, that that is a
good question, and one that the Congress should consider anew. I say
anew, because apparently there is an implied suggestion that Congress
considered that when it enacted the food additive legislation that is
now on the books.
Senator NELSON. Well, it is a question that ought to be addressed by
the scientific community.
After all, the legislation, if there is legislation in this field, ought to
be based upon good scientific advice.
It is there, in the FDA and the NIH (National Institutes of Health),
the National Aeademy of Sciences, and among the thousands of biomedical scientists all over the country. It seems to me that is where the
guidance, technical -and scientific advice, should be coming from, not
from legislators who have neither the resources, nor are they scientifically qualified to make independent judgments on these questions.
Mr. GAPRZER. I think it would be appropriate and proper for the
Congress to get advice from scientists, but ultimately that turns out
to be a public policy decision, which I do not think is solely in the
province of scientific decision.
Senator NELSON. No, I do not think it is either. But in order to make
a public policy decision, you need to have the information.
Well, we will go on. I should not take anymore time with it. You
were at the top of page 3.
Mr. GARDNER. I was about to say that the periodic review of original
scientific decisions is essential and an implied requirement of law if
we are to carry out properly our regulatory responsibilities.
THE REVIEW PROCESS

la FDA, product reviews are conducted in two ways: By classes of
products, and by specific product evaluation.
1he product class review approach is effective and efficient. It'permits a contemporary comprehensive review of similar or related sub-
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stances and it assures a uniform and consistent application of policy
and scientific standards. Specific product evaluations usually occur on
an ad hoc basis in response to applications from manufacturers for
approval of products prior to marketing or in response to new scientific findings.
There are six major product class reviews now in progress in the
Agency: The drug efficacy study for prescription products; the OTC
drug review; the safety and efficacy study of biological products; the
review of low level antibiotics used in animal feeds; and the GRAS
review of food substances; and the cyclic review of food additives.
I would like to submit for the record a brief description of each of
these class review projects.
Specific product evaluations have a varied character, ranging from
the addition and/or deletion of an indication or warning statement on
a drug label to the removal of a previously approved product from
the market. Included in this latter category, for example, are actions
related to diethylstilbestrol, cyclamates, Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Red No. 2 and many others.
Based on our experience with product class review programs, it will
not surprise us to find that some food additives now considered to be
safe by qualified scientists will have questions raised about their safety
during the course of one of our food additive review programs. Such
questions are inherent in the nature of scientific inquiry; in science
there are no closed subjects.
When a question of safety occurs about a compound that FDA previously has approved, the Agency must review the question in a reasoned and scientific manner. This approach is rooted in commonsense,
because it is not difficult to raise questions about the safety of a food
substance. If unevaluated questions produced an immediate and uncritical response, our food supply would be in constant chaos, with
products continually being banned and then later returned to the grocer's shelves. This kind of institutionalized "wolf-crying;" would destroy the credibility of any agency, as well as undermine our food
supply.
Of at least equal importance, an objective, orderly review is necessary to provide the legal and scientific basis for any regulatory action
that may need to be taken. FDA's regulatory actions will not be accepted by the scientific community, the courts, and the public unless
they are supported by sound scientific evidence. Moreover, Congress
has prescribed specific standards and procedures to be applied in making major regulatory decisions.
In short, with the exception of situations involving the sudden appearance of contaminated lots of food or other specific, unequivocal
threats, there is a need for orderly review of r'qw information about
familiar products. Action without scientific basis, even in response to
widely publicized but ungrounded allegations, would ultimately mean
less, not more, protection for the American consumer.
FDA'S FOOD SAFETY ACTIVITIES

To put the safety evaluation of food substances into perspective, I
think it would be useful to describe briefly for the committee FDA's
food safety program.
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Nearly all of FDA's food budget is directed to problems concerned
with food safety. Out of a total of approximately $77 million for fiscal
year 1977, approximately $72 million is devoted to food safety. Program activities include, among others, surveillance for: (1) Microbiological contamination and toxins, (2) heavy metals, (3) industrial
chemicals, (4) mycotoxins and natural poisons, and (5) manufacturing and storage conditions. Our program entails a variety of aproaches to various problems geared to the likelihood and degree of
azard from a given problem and its prevalence. For example, in fiscal
year 1976 we made nearly 19,000 establishment inspections of domestic
firms and over 61,000 examinations of import shipments. In addition,
during this same period, we analyzed nearly 37,000 domestic and im-

ported food samples.
I am providing for the record a description of the major projects
by which we manage our food safety activities. This will illustrate
further the broad range of our current food safety activities, of which
the GRAS review project'and the cyclic review project of food and
color additives are two important parts.
Before describing these projects in detail, I believe it will be useful
first to outline the statutory requirements that govern the regulation
of food additives.
REGULATORY CONTROLS FOR FOOD ADDITIVES

Substances added to human food are regulated under several riot
entirely congruent provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act. While the public perceives "food additives" as embracing all
artificial chemicals added to food, the legal definition of the term excludes many chemical substances that are regulated under other provisions of the law and includes many natural ingredients, such as
spices and many added vitamins.
The statutory standards for the evaluation of substances added to
food, and the procedures for applying them, are a product of a series of
amendments made by Congress to the basic 1938 act between 1954 and
1968. The result is a complex regulatory framework in which the consequences of scientific findings about a substance and the procedures
for terminating use of a substance that FDA has found to be unsafe
often depend on the legal category into which it falls.
The act. broadly defines a food additive to include

'"*

* * any sub-

stance the intended use of which results or may reasonably be expected
to result, directly or indirectly, in its becoming a. component or
otherwise affecting the characteristics of any food." This expansive
threshold definition includes both natural and artificial substances.
Consumption of artificial food additives is substantially exceeded by
consumption of natural food additives.
In addition to ingredients added directly to food, the definition of "food additive" also includes those substances that may reasonably be
expected to migrate from food packaging and other food contact surfaces to food. As analytical methods have become capable of measuring
increasingly tiny amounts of a compound. we have discovered that
more and more substances can "reasonably be expected" to rnirate to
food in small quantities, and, thus, this category of food additives has
been growing rapidly.
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Accordingly, under modem methods of processing and packaging
food, the vast majority of the components, intended and expected, 0
the Nation's food supply are potentially classifiable as food aditives
and therefore are subject to premarket testing and approval. However, in addition to the broad inclusive language just described, the
statutory definition of food additive includes a number of important
exceptions for certain substances.
These exceptions are of two basic kinds. One kind includes substances added to food that are subjected to premarket approval requirements under other provisions of the act, such as color additives,
pesticide residues, 'and animal drugs. The other kind includes two important categories of added food ingredients for which Congress has
prescribed somewhat different controls.
The most important of these latter two exceptions, which embraces
the larger number of substances, is the category of so-called GRAS
substances. Any substance that is "generally recognized as safe among
experts qualified by scientific training and experience to evaluate its
safety" is not classified as a food additive and is therefore excluded
from the requirements of section 409 of the act for premarket testing
and approval. A substance may be classified by experts as GRAS on
either of two bases:
1. For a substance used in food before January 1, 1958, by either
scientific procedure or experience based on common use in food.
2. For any substance, by scientific procedures.
FDA has adopted regulations that particularize these two criteria
for GRAS classification. We have defined "experience based on common use in food" to require "a substantial history of consumption of a
substance by a significant number of consumers in the United States."
We have defined "scientific procedures" even more narrowly, and require the same quality and quantity of scientific evidence for GRAS
status as for approval of a regulated food additive. The application of
these definitions to substances being evaluated in our GRAS review
project will help insure that all GRAS ingredients in food are generally safe for consumption.
Senator NELSOn. Let me ask a question here.

As to the problem raised respecting some challenge to an additive
that is in the marketplace, and the problem that would arise if, in response, you removed it from the marketplace, and so forth, I can agree
that that creates a very serious problem, and it is easy to challenge the
safety of any product.
However,'is it not quite another question when a manufacturer proposes to introduced a new additive? There is no disruption of the
marketplace, if the FDA requires very careful scientific studies on a
new use for a substance, including carcinogenicity, or all other aspects
of the health hazards. That does not disrupt the marketplace. You can
do something about slowing up the proliferation of chemicals used
by'Mr.
careful
scientific requirements, can you not, and should you not?
GARDNER. Yes, we are making sure that
appropriate scientific
tests are required to assure safety.
I would not want the record to show we did that as a means of deliberately slowing introduction of new additives.
Senator NELSON. Well, that aside, you raised the question of the
problem of somebody's challenging the safety of a product, and your
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responding by taking it out of the marketplace, and disrupting the
market. That would affect the credibility of the FDA.
I am saying that you do not ;have that problem, when somebody
comes along, and says, "I have a new additive here," but that additive
does nothing that others already do not do.
You know it does not. They know it does not. The other additives
have had long experience in testing, and you know of no safety hazard.
It is my conclusion that no social purpose is accomplished at all by
adding a new substance to the food supply, if it is not any cheaper
economically, it does not do the job -betterin coloring, in emulsifying,
but is just a new chemical, that may or may not be a hazard.
Under the circumstance, is not there some obligation, regardless of
the relative efficacy question, simply to say, all right, as to safety alone,
we are saoing to remuire very careful and extensive tests?
Mr. GARDNER. We would require very extensive and careful testing,
but the standards required for that product for demonstration of safety would not be different from the standards we would require for
similar products.
Senator NELSON. Well, counsel simply said you have lots of flexibility in that area, and it would seem to me your obligation is quite
different for a product that has been in the marketplace, is being
widely used, and for which you may very well say, "we will require
some studies before we remove it from the marketplace."
It is quite a different matter before letting it in the marketplace, to
require very extensive and careful studies, is it not?
Mr. MERRILL. I think it is, and I think the record bears out we do demand exactly that of the new products coming on. The standards for
approval, as science has progressed, have become more rigorous, more
demanding.
I think Mr. Gardner's point is that we try to apply the best science
available which we would apply across the board.
It is important that the record show that we often know a good deal
more about the safety of relatively more compounds, simply because
science has provided us a good deal more information, we have done a
good deal more testing, less experience in use perhaps, but a good deal
more testing, precisely because the scientific criteria have improved so
much since 1960.
Senator NELSON. I was not raising that question. I was raising the
question about a ifew product that you did not know more about.
For example, what is your policy respecting testing on a new product, as to whether it is a carcinogenic, or mutagenic?
Mr. GARDNER. That would depend upon the product.
Senator NELSON. It would depend upon what?
Mr. GARDNER. On the particular substance.
We need to get scientific judgment about the character of that substance, and from that judgment, determine whether mutagenic or carcinogenic tests would be required.
Senator NELSONf. Are you saying now that for any new product, you
consult the scientific community to determine what kind of tests ought
to be made as to that particular chemical ?
Mr. GARDNER. I think I can say yes, but I would like Mr. Ronk, who
is in the Bureau of Foods, and responsible for the food additive activity, to elaborate on that answer.
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Mr. RONK. We would require generally based on anticipated exposure that that material would have. If it would be a direct food additive, where we anticipated the food exposure would be more thanSenator NELSON. Let me clarify that more precisely. If it is a direct
food additive to be broadly consumed, as contrasted with an indirect
additive, is it automatic that you require mutagenic and teratogenic

testing?

Mr. GARDNER. It would be. We would automatically require the
teratogenic plus other tests.
Senator NELSON. And mutagenice
Mr. GARMNER. We would ask for the mutagenic information, but we
would not require the same thing.
Senator NELSON. So that is now the practice of the FDA. as to any
new food additive that is to be widely consumed I
Mr. GARDNER. That is right.
Senator NELSON. And when did the FDA start that policy?

Mr. GARDNER. Well, I have been in my job since 1972. As I view our
records, that policy started around the time of the Pfizer Committee in
1969, which recommended that we look at the physiology and the teratogenic kinds of tests.
Senator NELSON. I take it the teratogenic test is relatively simple to
conduct. Am I wrong on that?
Mr. GARDNER. I do not believe any test is; I would not classify it as
simple to conduct.
Senator NELSON. I did not say that. I said relatively.
Mr. GARDNER. Relative in terms of the long-term teratogenic study,
yes. So if we are going to say the ultimate in difficulty would be the
long-term study which takes 21/2 and 3 years to perform, yes.
Senator NELSON. I am going by memory, and I may be wrong, but
about 1969, we took testimony on testing'for teratogenicity. I do not
know what the language was, but I believe the witness said it was practical and feasible to make such tests, is that correct?
Mr. GARDNER. Yes; if you used standard protocol.
Senator NELoN. Go ahead.
Mr. GORDON. May I ask a question at this point?
What is the cost of the GRAS review to date?
Mr. GARDNER. I believe that figure is $18 million, and it is alluded to
somewhere in our testimony.
The second major exception to the food additive definition covers
substances approved for use in food prior to 1958 by either FDA or
the Department of Agriculture. This category of substances-which
are described as "prior sanctioned"-are, in a sense, "grandfathered"
on the basis of prior approvals by FDA or USDA. We endeavor to
apply essentially the same scientific standards in evaluating prior
sanctioned substances that we apply to food additives and GRAS substances and, if new evidence warrants, will rely on the adulteration
provisions of the act to limit their use or to remove them from the food
supply.
Nonetheless, the different legal status established by Congress for
prior sanctioned substances requires a different, potentially more cumbersome regulatory approach.
Also excepted from the food additive definition are three categories
of products that are subject to premarket testing and approval under
other provisions of the act or other laws.
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Pesticide chemicals on raw agricultural products are excepted from
the definition because their use is regulated under the pesticide residue
provisions of the act and under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets
standards and tolerances for pesticide use; FDA enforces the tolerances for pesticides set by EPA.
Color additives are excepted from the food additive definition because they are specifically regulated-and subject to premarket testing--under the Color Additive Amendments of 1960. In enacting those
amendments, Congress provided that the Agency could provisionally
list colors in use in 1960 while scientific investigations were undertaken to enable decisions to be made about their safety. As the committee knows, the Agency has for several years provisionally listed certain colors while studies were being undertaken and additional data
gathered to enable the Agency to evaluate fully the safety of the colors.
Recently, the Agency published a final, definite schedule for resolving
the status of the remaining colors on the provisional list.
The final category of products excepted from the food additive defin'iion because- they are subject to premarket testing and approval
under other sections of the act are now animal drugs. Before 1968, now
animal drugs were regulated under sections 505 and 409 of the act.
Congress enacted the animal drug amendments in 1968 which unified
the regulation of new animal drugs under a single scheme.
Mr. Chairman, it is important that this committee and the public
appreciate that the procedures for terminating the approval of any of
these products--that is, for removing them from the food supplydiff6r, just as the procedures for approving 'the use of added food ingredients vary. Thus, for example, the use of a provisionally listed
color can be terminated rapidly-we need only issue a notice in the
Federal Register-while the use of a permanently listed color additive can be terminated only after a lengthy administrative process
that may include a formal evidentiary hearing. The approval of a food
additive cannot be terminated as rapidly as a provisionally listed color
additive, but the procedure is not as cumbersome as that required
to remove a permanently listed color additive from the marketplace.
Finally, the procedures for terminating the approval of a pesticide or new animal drug each differ. In short, Congress has provided
some half dozen different procedures- for terminating the approval
of the types of products which are frequently all lumped by the public under -theheading of "food additives".
Senator NFJsoN. Let me ask you a question there. In order to remove a drug, or suspend an additive, you would have to make a finding
of an imminent hazard ? What is the finding you have to make
Mr. MFmrrL. I am sorry, but the explanation will take a few
moments.
The imminent hazard standard applies only to new drugs and new
animal drugs, and permits us to withdraw approval without or before
holding the hearing. But to do so we must persuade the Secretary
that he should find that a product constitutes an imminent hazard.
Senator N.LsoN. This does not apply to food additives?
Mr. M mILL. It does not apply to food additives or to color additives.
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Senator NELSON. What does apply to food additives?

Mr. MmuiiUi. With respect to provisionally listed color additivesI will talk about these colors first because that process we found is
the speediesv-the Agency may withdraw the certificates and terminate
the provisional listing essentially overnight on the basis of a discovery of a hazard.
Senator NELSON. What do you have to find?

Mr. MERRILL. I can giv, you the preciseSenator NELSON. Parapfhrase it.
Mr. MEMIL. Essentially if the public health so requires. It is a
fairly soft standard.
Senator NELSOn. Are you saying that if the FDA concludes or
suspects a health hazard, you have the authority -to suspend it overnight?
Mr. MERRILL. If it is a provisionally listed color.
Senator NELSON. How does something become provisionally listed?

Mr. MERRILL. If it were on the provisional list at the time-

Senator NELSON. You are not talking about the GRAS list?
Mr. mRiLL. No; only provisionally listed color additives. That is
why it is complicated. The law does not treat similar things alike.
Provisionally listed color additives can effectively be removed overnight, if there is any suggestion of real concern.
---If it is a permanently listed color additive, the ,process is the most
cumbersome that the laiw currently provides. The filing of objections to
an at ion by an agency to terminate the listing of the color additive
i.mediatsely stays that order, and authorizes the petitioner an administrative hearing before the order can become effective.
Senator NELSON. What factors would cause the FDA to provisionally list an additive?
Mr lMRPam. The color additives that are provisionally listed are
there because they were in commercial use in 1960.
Senator NELSON. Could you now put one that is on the market, and
about which you have reservations, on the provisional list? You can
or cannot do that
Mr. MERRILL I don't think we have ever done thst, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pape confirms my impression that the provisional list was a
transitional provision, designed for things in use to enable a full safety
assessment to be made.
It is a mechanism that will expire with the completion of the studies
on the compounds now on the provisional list.
Senator NELSON. So, under the provisions of the current law, if
the FDA, based on some evidence called to their attention, concludes
that there is a health hazard respecting a now marketed color additive,
of the same dimension and judgment as one that is on the provisional
list, it still cannot remove or suspend the use of that additive in the
same way it can if the additive was on the provisional list?
Mr. MERILL. That is correct, and let me amplify that. If we were

dealing only with color additives, which are not on ihe permanent list,
the procedure would be nightmarish in my personal judgment. If a
color is provisionally listed, it is very prompt. If it were a human drug,
about which we have safety concerns, unless they arise to the level of
an imminent hazard, we cannot take the kind of action against that
product that we can against a provisionally listed color additive.
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Senator NESoN. Well, should not the law have some carefully
drawn provisions which permit the FDA the authority, when evidence
by some reasonable standard indicates a health problem, to suspend
the drug, or the additive?
Mr. MERRIL. I think the answer to that is very clearly yes. We say
in the testimony, and in recommendations for legislation, that the
whole area ought to be addressed and a standard summary removal
authority established.
Senator NELLSON. Have you looked at the legislation we introduced
on that precise point?
Mr. MimLuL,. I have indeed.
Senator NELSON. Is it drafted in a way that would meet the problem
in your judgment, or should it be amended?
Mr. MERRILL. I would prefer to comment by letter for the record on
that. My general impression is the bill does address the problem and
would be satisfactory.
My concern would be, does it cut across all of the pertinent provisions of the statute.
Senator NELSON. We would like the benefit of your judgment on that
legislation that we introduced several years ago, because we intend to
introduce it again.
Go ahead.
Mr. GARDNER. Along those lines, it is also important to note that it is
not only the procedures that apply to these products that are different;
Congress has also in some instances provided different substantive
standards for evaluating their safety. Most notable is the Delaney
clause, which prohibits the use of any food additive-direct or indirect--or any color additive shown to cause cancer in man or animal.
A modified version of the Delaney clause also applies to new animal
drugs intended to be used in food producing animals. On the other
hand, the Delaney clause does not apply to prior sanctioned substances
or pesticide residues.
FOOD ADDITIVE REGULATION: SCOPE AND PRESENT DAY TRENDS

The number of food substances in all of the foregoing categories
that fall within our regulatory jurisdiction is very large. There are
over 400 nonflavor GRAS substances; approximately 1,650 flavors and
spices, some of which are GRAS and some regulated additives; about
400 regulated direct food additives and on the order of 10,000 GRAS
and regulated indirect additives. Additionally, there are some 65 regulated and 52 "provisionally listed" color additives (including drug and
cosmetic colors). Pesticides, as we have noted, are regulated by the
EPA and animal drugs are covered by a separate agency program.
Senator NELSON. For purposes of keeping the record clear, when you
say regulated and unregulated, you are using that term in the context
of the testimony of counsel, Mr. Merrill, is that correct?
Mr. GARDNER. Yes.
A consequence of the dramatic improvement in the tools for safety
evaluation has been the relatively morestringent requirements n6w
imposed on petitioners seeking approval of food additives than were
considered necessary in the early 1960's. There has been a significant
reduction in the addition of new additives to the food supply. For
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'example, an average of 44 direct food additives were approved
,annually in the period 1959 through 1963. In the 1972-76 period, approximately ten food additives per year were approved. A table showing the number of food additive applications received and approved
from 1958 to the present is attache as appendix J.
STATUTORY CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL

As I noted earlier, a primary purpose of the Food Additives Amendment of 1958 was to place the responsibility for demonstrating the
safety of food additives on the producers and users of food additives,
rather than the Government. Before enactment of this amendment,
pretesting and approval of food substances was not required. Substances with unknown or uncertain toxicity could be added to foods.
The Government had the burden of proving in court that an added
substance was poisonous or deleterious before regulatory action could
be taken to remove the substance from food use.
Any food additive must now undergo strict testing to establish the
safety of the intended use. Information must be presented to FDA in
the form of a petition and includes the identity -of the new additive,
its chemical composition, its manufacturing methods, and the analytical methods to be used to detect and measure its presence in the food
supply at the levels of expected use. Data must be provided to demonstrate that the proposed analytical method is sufficiently reliable and
capable of determining compliance with the regulations.
Data also must be provided to demonstrate that the additiv will
accomplish the intended physical or technicaLeffect in the food, and
that the level sought for approval is no higher. than that reasonably
necessary to accomplish this effect. This is the so-called functionality
requirement.
Finally, data must be provided to establish that the additive is safe
for its intended use. This requires scientific evidence ordinarily derived from animal feeding studies using the proposed additive at various levels in the diets of two or more species of animals.
In reaching a decision on the safety of any substance to be added
directly to food for man, a number of factors are considered:
1. Available toxicology data.
2. Estimated average daily intake of the substance by those whose
diet normally includes the foods containing such substances.
3. Estimated average daily intake of the population consuming the
maximum amounts.
4. Adequacy of the-safety factor employed.
5. Relationship to other substances of closely similar chemical structure whose metabolism and physiological or pharmacological activity
is known.
For a new proposed indirect additive--one which migrates from the
package to a food-the safety decision is based on a combination of
migration studies in food simulating solvents, in addition to toxicological and other safety data, and exposure information. In cases
where there is virtually no migration of components to the food simulating solvent, short-term toxicity tests generally suffice. Where a compound possesses high biological activity and there is more migration,
lifetime feeding studies may be required.
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The criteria for establishing the safety of color additives are generally the same as those for food additives. In short, the safety of
the color must be established by appropriate studies in test animals
and in nonanimal laboratory testing-for example, testing required to
cstablish the chemical identity of the color-before it will be listed for
use by FDA.
It is important to note that the criteria for evaluating an application
for approval of a food or color additive, do not include the "benefits"
from the use of the additive. The term "functionality," which as I indicated previously is one of the requirements for approval of a food additive, requires FDA to determine whether the additive proposed for
use performs its intended function. Thus, FDA must be satisfied that
an emulsifier emulsifies and that a stabilizer stabilizes. But the Agency
is not authorized to determine whether society needs another emulsifier
or stabilizer. FDA does not, and I doubt whether the Agency should
or even could, as a routine matter, make the kind of value judgments
that would be necessary if only "beneficial" food additives could be
approved. That is a Judgment that already has been made by the
Congress in a collective way when it enacted the Food Additives
,Amendment. _
GRAS REVIEW

Another key issue which concerned Congress and led to passage of
the 1958 amendment was the need to establish priorities in testing
substances. Congress clearly was concerned that testing'of new unknown substances be given priority over testing of ingredients that
had been in use for years. While it was important to test the older
ingredients as well, these could be reviewed more gradually as resources
become available. The GRAS review project was an inevitable outcome of the amendment which gave formal recognition to the concept
of generally recognized as safe.
One of FDA's first actions after passage of the 1958 amendment was
initially to determine which of the many food ingredients then in use
were GRAS and which were food additives and thus subject to the premarket testing requirements of the new law. To make these determinations, during the 1958-62 period, the Agency surveyed a number of
experts and published advisory lists of GRAS substances, codified in
21 CFR 121.101. The composite list included substances which were
sanctioned for food use by the FDA or USDA prior to 1958. and those
substances that had a history of use in food prior to 1958 without any
known or expected health hazard. It is clear, however, that this list
was developed without a thorough scientific review, as we know it, of
most of these ingredients.
Very few substances were added to the published FDA GRAS list
between 1962 and 1970. The Agency did, however, issue individual advisory opinion letters during this period, with the effect that at least
100 additional unpublished substances were considered to be GRAS for
specific food uses.
In his Consumer Message of October 30, 1969, President Nixon directed the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to initiate a
full review of all GRAS ingredients. To implement this mandate, FDA
developed an approach that has followed four sequential phases:
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1. The collection phae.-An industrial user survey to establish consumer exposure to each substance and a literature search of 50 years of
scientific literature to collect all of the safety information relative to
each substance.
2. The collation pluze.--fhe organization of the literature and consumption data into a "scientific literature review."
3. The evaluationphae.-The development of a tentative evaluation
of the "scientific literature review" to determine whether expert food
safety scientists agree that the substance is generally recognized as safe
for its intended use or whether some limitation is required in the
interest of safety, the release of the evaluation for review and comment
at a public hearing, and the development of a final evaluation based on
the tentative findings and the public comments.
4. The implementation plue.:-The issuance of proposals and final
regulations necessary to implement the evaluations.
The FDA contracted with the Food Protection Committee of the
National Academy of Sciences ( NAS) to survey the food industry and
determine the aggregate national production of all GRAS ingredients,
the amount of each ingredient used in any particular food, and the
anticipated consumption of these ingredients by U.S. consumers. This
survey was completed for all published and unpublished GRAS ingredients, and for FDA regulated flavor ingredients in 1972. The NAS
also has continued to update and refine consumption information on
GRAS ingredients on an as needed basis.
The search of the world scientific literature, from 1920 to the present
time, and the summary of available safety data for each GRAS ingredient or group of ingredients were accomplished with contract support. Announcement of these contracts, and solicitation of unpublished
safety data, have also been published in the Federal Register. To date,
118 scientific literature reviews, covering 356 GRAS substances, have
been prepared for the published nonflavor GRAS list plus a few
chemically related unpublished nonflavor GRAS ingredients; 28 literature reviews covering the remaining 83 unpublished nonflavor GRAS
ingredients are now in preparation.
We also have had scientific literature reviews prepared for apnroximately 700 of the existing 1,650 natural flavors and species and synthetically produced flavor ingredients, because our original intent was
to evaluate all flavor ingredients used in food, rather than to narrowly
evaluate only the 226 predominately natural spices and essential fltvoring oils on the GRAS list. Our approach to this safety evaluation

of flavors has also been to examine synthetically produced components
of flavor formulations first, and then to evaluate natural spices, and
their essentail oils.
An auxiliary source of information in the GRAS review has come
from laboratory studies on the potential mutagenesis and teratogenesis
of GRAS substances. The testing has been done predominantly under
contract. The compounds selected for testing were also selected on
a priority basis in accordance with their suspected effects and to provide as much information as possible for substances which cannot be
tested with limited resources. To date, 81 representative nonflavor ingredients have been tested for teratogenic effects in at least two species
of animals; 52 ingredients have been tested for mutagenic effects in
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3 test systems and by the end of this fiscal year 235 nonflavor substances will have been tested for mutagenesis potential.
The evaluation phase of our GRAS contract program has been accomplished through a contract with the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB). The federation has established a select committee of food scientists to review the scientific
literature, consumption information, and test data for each ingredient;
and to issue advisory opinions to the FDA on the safety of the ingredients. The results of the committee's work for any substance under
review can lead to any number of the following five recommendations:
1. There are sufficient data to assure continued safe use of the ingredient under present or expected levels of use. This provides a basis to
affirm the GRAS status of the ingredient when used in accordance
with wood manufacturing practices.
2. There are sufficient data to assure continued safe use of the ingredient only at present levels of use. This provides a basis for affirming
the substance as GRAS but with limitations on its use crresponding
to present use levels.
3. Questions about the safety of the ingredient have arisen in the
review which should be resolved. In such a case we would promulgate
a regulation, requiring that studies be undertaken for the ingredient if
its use in food is to continue.
4. The data indicate such substantial questions about the safety of
the ingredient for use-in food that prohibition of its use is appropriate.
5. There are insufficient data to establish conditions of safe use for
an ingredient. This is a basis for either prohibition of use for-the ingredient or a regulation requiring additional testing as a condition for
continued approval.
We have committed ourselves to an open process that permits public participation in the GRAS review. It is our view that all data
and information leading to the development of each federation recommendation and Agency decision should be made public. We have,
therefore, announced in the Federal Register the public availability
of all consumption, testing, and literature review material as it is
completed on each group of ingredients. We have also provided that
the federation's tentative evaluations for each ingredient are announced in the Federal Register for comment and argument before
the federation prepares a final recommendation for the Agency.
Our estimate is that we have reached the halfway point in the
GRAS review of nonflavor ingredients. We have completed all data
and information retrieval phases of the project and advisory opinions
have been provided by FASEB for about 200 of the total 439 substances. Our remaining task is to implement these advisory opinions
by regulations.
Thus far, the total cost of the GRAS review program has been approximately $18 million. During this fiscal year, we received specific
funds for the reevaluation of currently used food additives as part
of a budget supplement to increase our efforts in the monitoring of
the quality of bioreseareh data submitted to the Federal Government.
The funds for food additives will he used, in part, to hire additional
scientific personnel to review FASEB opinions and for personnel to
prepare implementing regulations and the associated Federal Register documents.
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ADDITIVE REVIEW

Soon after the GRAS review started, we began to develop a plan for
the reevaluation of the safety of ingredients that have been subject
to food additive regulation by FDA since 1958. By September of 1972
the basic concepts for a cyclic review project for all ingredients added
to foods had been developed to take account of changes in scientific
standards. As mentioned earlier, the safety decisions for compounds
approved more than 10 years ago were based on less stringent toxicological standards than would apply to similar petitions submitted
FA has already conducted reevaluations of certain food additives.
Approved food additive petitions may be subjected to reevaluation for
a number of reasons, for example:
Questions on safety concerning an approved petition may arise as
the result of review of a new petition for a similar substance or literature reviews by our scientists.
Review of a new petition for an additional use of a compound may
lead to reevaluation of the original petition, especially where submission of the two petitions is separated by a number of years.
In these and other ways, reevaluation of food additives by contemporary safety standards has already begun. However, such reevaluations
are not comprehensive or systematic. They depend almost entirely
on "chance" factors and as such do not provide either the Agency
or the public with a reliable basis for assuming the safety of food
additives under current knowledge.
The primary goal of the additive review is to develop a current
toxicological profile for each food and color additive, which is integrated with fairly precise estimates of the amount of each of these
additives a consumer is exposed to in his daily diet. This safety profile of toxicity and exposure information will be updated periodically,
thus providing practical assurance that permitted food additives are
not responsible for the induction of acute or chronic disease effects.
We will, as a part of the periodic evaluation, ask for additional
safety information to be developed so that as new lines of investigation are explored, the limited risks that these uses present will be further reduced. This information will give us a clearer picture than we
have now about the potential of each food ingredient to produce cancer, adverse effects on reproduction, effects on the fetus, or heritable
genetic damage, or other types of chronic disease. The second major
thrust is a program to insure the integrity and quality of the biological information submitted to the Agency in support o'f regulated food
and color additives.
ELEMENTS OF THE ADDITIVE REVIEW PROJECT

The project consists of four elements:
1. Review of substances added directly to foods. This element includes the reevaluation of the safety of all flavors, colors, and regulated direct food additives. These total some 2,100 compounds.
2. Review of substances which are added indirectly, that is, migrate,
to food. This element will embrace the reevaluation of the safety of the
regulated, GRAS, and prior sanctioned packaging materials. There
are about 10,000 indirect additives.
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8. Completion of the GRAS review. Included will be the existing
nonflavor items included on GRAS lists, as well as the prior sanctioned items. Also included is the ongoing program of evaluation of
GRAS affirmation petitions.
4. The Bio-Research Monitoring Program. This project is part of
the Agency's comprehensive program to assure the integrity of the
data subnutted to the Government in support of safety decisions. This
program is being implemented through the publication of Good Laboratory Practice Regulations and monitoring of the approximately 130
nonclinical laboratories through-an inspection program.
It is not practical in this statement to outline in great detail all
the elements of this many-faceted program. I will, however, state our
major objectives, and outline the more important procedural steps
which place the program in a time perspective.
The objectives for each of the first three action elements for classes
of additives are similar. They are:
1. Determine how much of each additive the consumer is ingesting.
2. Assemble the toxicological and other safety data available for
each additive to evaluate whether (or not) the data meet today's
criteri&
3. Develop acceptable protocols for-the variety of toxicological and
other safety tests we use to decide the safety of additives.
4. Develop a set of evaluation criteria to describe as precisely as we
can the minimum amount of safety information that we will accept to
allow the use of an ingredient in food regardless of how low the
exposure may be.
The fourth element, bioresearch monitoring, is different in character from the evaluation per se of food additives. It does, however,
have an important influence on our ability to make sound judgments
about the safety of additives. For some time, FDA has been concerned
about the absence of industrywide standards for the conduct of nonclinical laboratory studies. Intensive investigations of certain laboratories have revealed significant quality control problems in some of
them. FDA's reliance on the basic accuracy and integrity of the data
submitted as a result of studies performed in these laboratories is
essential to the review and approval of food and color additives. The
submission of faulty, erroneous, or distorted data increases the potential for reaching invalid judgments about the safety of these additives.
Mr. Chairman, when this program is fully operational, it will assure
that studies in support of petitions--for food additives, new drugs,
and so forth-submitted to the Federal Government, are conducted m
an appropriate scientific manner, and that the data from such studies
are accurate, complete and reliable. Other approaches, such as the
Government's being responsible for the conduct of safety studiescommonly known as "third party testing"-have been proposed to addres these concerns. However, we believe that our bioresearch monitoring is, to date, the most effective and efficient approach to solving
the problem. We believe that the cost of "third party testing" would
not result in any substantial benefits. It would merely add another
Federal superstructure for designating laboratories, collecting fees
and hearing disputes. Because FDA is responsible in either case for
the final evaluation of the data and making the decision on whether
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product is approvable, we believe our current program is more
appropriate.
-To implement the bioresearch monitoring program, the Agency has
published proposed Good Laboratory Practice for Nonclinical Laboratory Stvdies regulations. We have initiated a pilot inspection program
designed to determine how widespread are the problems uncovered in
the initial investigations. We will develop baseline data to measure
conformance of the laboratories to the proposed regulations and to
determine what improvements are needed. The pilot effort will also
enable us to obtain the necessary knowledge to improve the quality of
the proposed regulations and the methods of inspection. It will be a
learningprocess for both the Agency and the industry.
We believe there are about 130 nonclinical laboratories doing toxicity testing on food and color additives. When the bioresearch
monitoring program becomes fully operational, we will be routinely
inspecting each laboratory at least once every 2 years. Where problems
are uncovered or suspected, we will, of course, make more frequent
inspections. Our goal is to improve the performance of nonclincial
laboratories, where necessary, and to maintain compliance at a high
level.
Returning to the overall food additive review project, there are three
major near-term tasks:
1. An industry additive use survey for all flavors, colors, and
direct regulated food additives. This survey will provide the information needed to calculate the exposure pattern of any additives in a
particular food. A prototype of this survey was conducted in 1970
for those food ingredients which were considered GRAS. This more
comprehensive survey that we are discussing this morning, a survey
of all direct addition food additives and color additives, is expected
to begin in April.
2. We are currently establishing internal working groups to develop the standards by which we will evaluate the safety of any
ingredient added to food. These standards will include definitions of
test protocols to be followed when evaluating the safety of food and
color additives.
3. In March a team of Agency scientists will begin development of
a priority list for the approximately 2,100 direct food, color and flavor
additives. The reevaluation process will begin with collection of available information for each individual ingredient. This information will
be evaluated using the safety standards described above. Concurrently,
a review of the scientific literature of colors, flavors and direct food
additives will be made by the Bureau of Foods. This review will help
to establish a toxicology profile for each ingredient, and thereby help
establish a priority order for evaluation of the approximately 2,100
ingredients.
Completion of these activities should enable us within 18 months to
make preliminary judgments regarding these 2,100 substances and will
lead to the establishment of a priority list.
We recently received, on contract, a set of criteria for evaluating the
safety of flavors which we will soon publish for public comment. These
criteria were developed by the Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology's "Special Committee on Flavor Evaluation
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Criteria"--SCOFEC. Included in these recommendations are the use
of short-term in vitro screening test.
Although the status of screening tests is being debated, we will define an appropriate role for the Ames type tests to screen compounds
to predict their potential carcinogenicity.
Before any indepth evaluation takes place, we will classify the substances under review into three categories:
1. Those ingredients which cannot be adequately searched in the
literature because they have problems in nomenclature.
Action-FDA will require industry to furnish information.
2. Those ingredients for which no toxicological or other biological safety information can be discovered.
Action-FDA will request data through Federal Register announcement. If information is not available, we will require industry
to carry out studies to allow for continued use.
3. Those ingredients, which have an adequate preliminary safety
profile.
Action-FDA will do an "indepth" review of the information and
reach a current safety conclusion, recognizing that further scientific
advances or reports of experiences may subsequently require change.
Ingredients for which there is an adequate preliminary safety profile will be designated for immediate evaluation.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the process of evaluation, approval, and reevaluation
of food additives that I have described is one of the most important
responsibilities of the FDA. It is also the most visible activity of the
Agency, which confirms the importance of the hearings you are conducting this week.
Our two major ongoing projects for reviewing the safety of food ingredients, like other programs in our Bureau of Foods, are designed to
permit FDA to provide continued assurance that consumers are not
exposed to unsafe foods. These projects are a reflection of the fact that
the scientific standards for evaluating the safety of chemicals have
changed dramatically in the nearly two decades since the passage of
the Food Additives Amendment in 1958.
We have always sought to apply the best contemporary standards
for assessing the safety of substances added to food, and in the process
we have often found ourselves aplying new rules to old ingredients.
The distinctive feature of the GRAS review and the additive review
is that they represent an effort to apply new standards, not simply as
questions are raised about familiar compounds, but to all inredients
on a rational, systematic basis. This is a costly, exacting, but indispensable process.
The application of contemporary standards to products approved 15
years ago will cause us to revise some old decisions, and undoubtedly
produce some public anxiety. I believe it is important, Mr. Chairman,
for Congress and the public to come to understand that new questions
always can-and indeed should-be raised about ingredients previously assumed to be safe. Continuing reevaluation, in the light of new
evidence and new standards, must become a routine part of FDA's
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work, and an accepted characteristic of the regulatory process, rather
than a cause for accusation and alarm. The time for alarm would come
if the safety of approved products were never questioned. That would
signify that we were not doing our job and that scientists had ceased
to be inquisitive.
In short, the raising of questions about the safety of previously approved products is a sign of a system that is working, not a signal that
it has failed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My colleagues and I will be happy to
answer any questions you and other members of the committee may
have.
Senator NELSON. We thank you very much for your statement.
[The prepared statement and supplemental information submitted
by Mr. Gardner follows :]
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Mr. Chairman:
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your Committee to
discuss the current legal authority of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) to regulate food and color additives and the activities of the
Agency in this important and highly publicized area.
Your letter of invitation and our discussions with the Committee staff
indicate a broad interest in the regulation of food additives.

Therefore,

my statement isdirected to a discussion of the Agency's authority and
program activities for food and color additives.

I am also attaching

to my statement individual appendices which discuss the specific subjects
you inquired-about inyour letter of invitation.

On the assumption that

these specific subjects are likely to consume more of the discussion
following my prepared statement, I believe itappropriate to focus my
prepared remarks on. the general legal, administrative aod scientific
context inwhich debate about the-safety of particular compounds takes
place.
Itis apparent, from a review of the history of the various an'end-erts
to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act--from the Food Additives
Amendment of 1958 to the Medical Device Amendments of 1976, that Congress
has 'consistently expected that the Agency would make it(s
decisions based
on the best science available at the time. Dramatic changes inscience
and technology have occurred, however, since 1958. Each of the various
amendments makes clear that the burden of establishing the safety and
performance of the regulated products ison the manufacturer. FDA has
the responsibility to make scientific judgments to approve or disapprove
the use of these products..
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One of the most difficult tasks facing FDA today is to evaluate the
safety of individual food substances on an ad hoc basis, and, at the
same time, to develop a mechanism for conducting safety reviews for
all substances in an orderly manner to assure that -afty dec..i-orv.
are valid in l.enrr of c:urrtnt ,(it ,nl.iIif: ,.,.itIird..
The statute dot-% not r.xl)lii:itly rquirr, t.h , A',n.y .to r',vi.(,W pWr(Jdic.1dl ly

its safety decisions about products it regulates.

Indeed, it would he'

much simpler if FDA could view its initial product decisions as final.
However, it is not possible to rely- indefinitely on the scientific
judgments of a particular time, even if they are based on the best
available data.- Continual review of scientific regulatory decisions
is necessary because, over time, several factors come into play that
can make the data available at the time of the initial decision obsolete.
Some of these factors are:
--

new information on risk associated with certain substances;

--

new patterns of use of products;

--

product defect information;

--

changes in scientific knowledge and standards; and

--

technological advancement

in manufacturing and measuring

techniques affecting residues in foods.
2
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Thus, periodic review of original scientific decisions is essential
and an implied requirenmnt of law if we are to carry nut nroverly our
regulatory responsibilities.
THE REVIEW PROCESS
In FDA, product reviews are conducted in two ways:
--

by classes of products, and

--

by specific product evaluation.

The product class review approach is effective and efficient.

It

permits a contemporary comprehensive review of similar or related
substances and it assures a uniform and consistent application of policy
and scientific standards.

Specific product evaluations usually occur

on an ad hoc basis in response to applications from manufacturers for
approval of products prior to marketinq or in response to new scientific
findinqs.
There are six major product class reviews now in prnqress in the Aqency:
--

the druq efficacy study for prescription P)rodi(.tt.;

--

the OTC druq review;

--

the safety and efficacy tAudy (f hiolowjir.,l iirorldo...;

--

the review of low 1'tvr

inl. ihioticot'.-a.d io .inimi l fr'I.,

and
--

the GRAS review of food substances;

--

the cyclic review of food additives.
3
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I would like to submit for the record a brief description of each
of these class review projects.
Specific product evaluations have a varied character, ranging from
the addition and/or deletion of an indication or warning statement
on a drug label to the removal of a previously approved product from
the market.

Included in this latter category, for example, are actions

related to diethylstilbestrol, cyclamates, FD&C Red No. 2 and many others.
Based on our experience with product class review programs, it will
not surprise us to find that some food additives now considered to be
safe by qualified scientists will have questions raised about their
safety during the course of one of our food additive review programs.
Such questions are inherent in the nature of scientific inquiry; in
science there are no closed subjects.
--When a question of safety occurs about a compound that FDA previously
has approved, the Agency must review the question in a reasoned and
scientific manner.

This approach is rooted in common sense, because it

is not difficult to raise questions about the safety of a food substance.
If unevaluated questions produced-an immediate and uncritical response,
our food supply would be in constant chaos, with products continually
being banned and then later returned to the grocer's shelves.

This

kind of institutionalized "wolf-crying" would destroy the credibility
of any aqency, as well as undermine our food supply.
4
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Of at least equal importance, an objective, orderly review is
necessary to provide the legal and scientific basis for any regulatory
action that may need to be taken. FDA's regulatory actions will not
be accepted by the scientific community, the courts, and the public
unless they are supported by sound- scientific evidence.

Moreover, Congress

has prescribed specific standards and procedures to be applied inmaking
major regulatory decisions.
Inshort, with the exception of situations involving the sudden
appearance of contaminated lots of food or other specific, unequivocal
threats, there isa need for orderly review of new information about
familiar products.

Action without scientific basis, even in response

to widely publicized but ungrounded allegations, would ultimately mean
less, not more, protection for the American consumer.
FDA's FOOD SAFETY ACTIVITIES
To put the safety evaluation of food substances into perspective, I
think itwould be useful to describe briefly for the Committee FDA's
food safety program.
Nearly all of FDA's food budget is directed to problems concerned with
food safety.

Out of a total of approximately $77 million for

Fiscal Year 1977, approximately $72 million is devoted to food safety.
Program activities include, among others, surveillance for:
5
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(1) microbiological contamination and toxins, (2) heavy metals,
(3) industrial chemicals, (4) mycotoxins and natural poisons, and
(5) manufacturing and storage conditions.

Our program entails a

variety of approaches to various problems geared to the
likelihood and degree of hazard from a given problem and its prevalence.
For example, in fiscal year 1976 we made nearly 19,000 establishment
inspections of domestic firms and over 61,000 examinations of import
shipments.

Inaddition, during this same period, we analyzed nearly

37,000 domestic and imported food samples.
I am providing for the record a description of the major projects by
which we manage our food safety activities. This will illustrate
further the broad range of our current food safety activities, of
which the GRAS review project and the cyclic review project of food
and color additives are two important parts.
Before describing these projects indetail, I believe itwill be
useful first to outline the statutory requirements that govern the
regulation of food additives.
ReulaWtor

Controls for lood Additives

Substances added to human food are regulated under several not entirely
congruent provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

While

the public perceives "food additives" as embracing all artificial
chemicals added to food, the legal definition of the term excludes many
chemical substances that are regulated under other provisions of the law
and includes many natural ingredients, such as spices and many added vitamins.
6
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The statutory standards for the evaluation of substances
added to food, and the procedures for applying them, are a product of
a series of amendments made by. Congress to the basic 1938 Act between
1954 and 1968. The result isa complex regulatory framework inwlich
the consequences of scientific findings about a substance and the
procedures for terminating use of a substance that FDA has found to be
unsafe often depend on the legal category into which itfalls.
The Act broadly defines a food additive to include

"...

any substance

the intended use of which results or may reasonably be expected to result,
directly or indirectly, in its becoming a component or otherwise affecting
the characteristics of-any food." This expansive threshold definition
includes both natural and artificial substances.

Consumption

of artificial food additives issubstantially exceeded by consumption
of natural food additives.
Inaddition to ingredients added directly to food, the definition of
"food additive" also includes those substances that rmay reasonably be
expected to migrate from food packaging and other food contact surfaces
to food. As analytical methods have become capable of measuring
increasingly tiny amounts of a compound, we have discovered that more
and more substances can "reasonably be expected" to migrate to food in
small quantities, and, thus, this category of food additives has been
growing rapidly.
7
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Accordingly, under modern methods of processing and oackaqina food.
the vast majority of the components, intended and expected, of the
Nation's food supply are potentially classifiable as food additives and
therefore are subject to premarket testing and approval.

However, in

addition to the broad inclusive lanquaqe just described, the statutory
definition of food additive includes-a number of important exceDtions
for certain substances.
These exceptions are of two basic kinds.

One kind includes substances

added to foodthat are subject to premarket approval requirements under
other provisions of the Act, such as color additives, pesticide
residues, and animal drugs.

The other kind includes two important

categories of added food ingredients for which Congress has prescribed
somewhat different controls.
The most important of these latter two exceptions, which embraces the
larger number of substances, is the category of so-called GRAS substances.
Any substance that is "generally recognized as safe anong experts
qualified by scientific training and experience to evaluate its safety"
is not classified as a food additive and is therefore excluded from
the requirements of section 409 of the Act for premarket testing and
approval.

A substance may be classified by experts as GRAS on either

of two bases:
1. For a substance used in food before January 1, 1958, by
either scientific procedure or experience based on common
use in food; or
2. For any substance, by scientific procedures.
8
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FDA has adopted regulations that particularize these two criteria for
GRAS classification. We have defined "experience based on common use
in food* to require "a substantial history of consumption of a substance
by a significant number of consumers in the United States."

We have

defined *scientific procedures" even more narrowly, and require the
sam quality and quantity of scientific evidence for GRAS status as for
approval of a regulated food additive.

The application of these

definitions to substances being evaluated in our GRAS review project
will help ensure that all GRAS ingredients in food are generally safe
for consumption.
The second major exception to the food additive definition covers
substances approved for use in food prior to 1958 by either FDA or the
Department of Agriculture.

This category of substances -- which are

described as "prior sanctioned" -- are, in a sense, "grandfathered" on
the basis of prior approvals by-FDA or USDA. We endeavor to apply
essentially the same scientific standards in evaluating prior sanctioned
substances that we apply to food additives and GRAS substances and, if
new evidence warrants, will rely on the adulteration provisions of the
Act to limit their use or to remove them from the food supply.
Nonetheless, the different legal status established by Congress for prior
salnctioned substances requires a different, potentially more cumbersome
regulatory approach.
Also excepted from the food additive definition are three cateqories
of products that are subject to premarket testinq and approval under
other provftions of the Act or other laws.
9
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Pesticide chmicals on raw agricultural products are excepted from
the definition because their use is regulated under the pesticide
residue provisions of the Act and under the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) sets standards and tolerances for pesticide use; FDA enforces the
tolerances for pesticides set by EPA.
Color additives are excepted from the food additive definition because
they are specifically regulated -- and subject to premarket testing
under the Color Additive Amendments of 1960.

--

In enacting those

Amendments, Congress provided that the Agency could provisionally
list colors in use in 1960 while scientific investigations were
undertaken to enable decisions to be made about their safety. As
the Comittee knows, the Agency has for several years provisionally
listed certain colors while studies were being undertaken and
additional data gathered to enable the Agency to evaluate fully the
safety of the colors. Recently, the Agency published a final, definite
schedule for resolving the status of the remaining colors on the
provisional list.
The final category of products excepted from the food additive
definition because they are subject to premarket testing and approval
under other sections of the Act are new animal drugs.

Before 1968,

new animal drugs were regulated under w:ction% 505 and 409 of the Act.
Congress enacted the Animal Drug Amendments in 1968 which unified the
regulation of new animal drugs under a single scheme..
10
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Mr. Chairman. itis important that this Committee and the public
appreciate that the procedures for terminating the approval of any of
these products -- that is,for removing them from the food suonl .- differ,
just as the procedures for approving the use of added food ingredients
vary. Thus, for example, the use of a provisionally listed color can
he terminated rapidly -- we need only issue a notice inthe Federal
Register -- while the use of a permanently listed color additive can be
terminated only after a lengthy administrative process that may include
a formal evidentiary hearing. The approval of a food additive cannot
be terminated as rapidly as a provisionally listed color additive, but
the procedure is not as cumbersome as that required to remove a
permanently listed color additive from the marketplace. Finally,
the procedures for terminating the approval of a pesticide or new animal
drug each differ. In short, Congress has provided some half dozen
different procedures for terminating the approval of the types
of products which are frequently all lumped by the public under the
heading of "food additives".
It is also important to note that it is not only the procedures that
apply to these products that are different; Congress has also in
some instances provided different substantive standards for
evaluating their safety.

Most notable is the Delaney Clause, which

prohibits the use of any food additive-- direct or indirect -- or
any color additive shown to cause cancer in man or animal. A
modified version of the Delaney Clause also applies to new animal
drugs intended to be used in food producing animals.

On the other

hand, the Delaney Clause does not apply to prior sanctioned substances
or pesticide residues.
11
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Food Additive Regulation: Scope and Present Day Trends
The number of food substances in all of the foregoing categories that
fall within our regulatory Jurisdiction is very large. There are over
400 nonflavor GRAS substances; approximately 1,650 flavors and spices,
some of which are GRAS and some regulated additives; about 400 regulated
direct food additives and on the order of 10,000 GRAS and regulated
indirect additives. Additionally, there are some 65 regulated and 52
"provisionally listed" color additives (including drug and cosmetic
colors). Pesticides, as we have noted, are regulated by the EPA and
animal drugs are covered by a separate Agency program.
A consequence of the dramatic improvement in the tools for safety
evaluation has been the relatively more stringent requirements now
imposed on petitioners seeking approval of food additives than were
considered necessary inthe early 1960's.

There has been a significant

reduction inthe addition of new additives to the food supply.

For

example, an average of 44 direct food additives were approved annually
inthe period 1959 through 1963.

Inthe 1972-1976 period, approximately

ten food addjtives per year were approved. A table showing the number
of food additive applications received and approved from 1958 to the
present isattached as Appendix J.
12
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Statutory Criteria for Approval
As I noted earlier, a primary purpose of the Food Additives Amendment
of 1958 was to place the responsibility for demonstrating the safety
of food additives on the producers and users of food additives, rather
than the Government.

Before enactment of this Amendment, pretesting

and approval of food substances was not required.

Substances with

unknown or uncertain toxicity could be added to foods.

The Government

had the burden of proving incourt that an added substance was poisonous
or deleterious before regulatory action could be taken to remove the
substance from food use.
Any food additive must now undergo strict testing to establish the
safety of the intended use. Information must be presented to FDA in
the form of a petition and includes the identity of the new additive,
its chemical composition, its manufacturing methods, and the analytical
methods to be used to detect and measure its presence in the food supply
at the levels of expected use. Data must be provided to demonstrate
that the proposed analytical method is sufficiently reliable and capable
of determining compliance with the regulations.
Data also must be provided to demonstrate that the additive will
accomplish the intended physical or technical effect inthe food, and
that the level sought for approval is no higher than that reasonably
necessary to accomplish this effect. This isthe so-called "functionality"
requirement.
13
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Finally, data must be provided to establish that the additive issafe
for its intended use. This requires scientific evidence ordinarily
derived from animal feeding studies using the proposed additive at
various levels in the diets of two or more species of animals.
In reaching a decision on the safety of any substance to be added
directly to food for man, a number of factors are considered:
1. Available toxicology data.
2. Estimated average daily intake of the substance by those
whose diet normally includes the foods containing such
substances.
3. Estimated average daily intake of the population consuming
the maximum amounts.
4. Adequacy of the safety factor employed.
S. Relationship to other substances of closely similar chemical
structure whose metabolism and physiological or pharmacological
activity is known.
For a new proposed indirect additive -- one which

inrates frorw

the package to a food -- the safety decision is based on a combination
of migration studies infood simulating solvents, inaddition to
toxicological and other safety data, and exposure information. In
cases where there is virtually no migration of components to the food
simulating solvent, short-term toxicity tests generally suffice.
Where a compound possesses high biological activity and there is more
migration, lifetime feeding studies may be required.
14,
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The criteria for establishing the safety of color additives
are generally the same as those for food additives.

In short, the

safety of the color must be established by appropriate studies in
test animals and in nonanimal laboratory testing (e.'j., testing
required to establish the chemical identity of the color) before
itwill be listed for use by FDA.
It is important to note that the criteria for evaluating an application
for approval of a food or color additive, do not include the "benefits"
from the use of the additive.

The term functionality, which as I

indicated previously is one of the requirements for approval of a food
additive, requires FDA to determine wheth(c;• the additive proposed for
use performs its intended function. Thus, FDA must be satisfied that
an emulsifier emulsifies and that a stabilizer stabilizes. But the
Agency isnot authorized to determine whether society needs another
emulsifier or stabilizer. FDA does not, and I doubt whether the
Agency should or even could, as a routine matter, mae the kind of
value judgments that would be necessary-if only "beneficial" food
additives could be approved. That isa judgment that already has been
made by the Congress in a collective way when it enacted the Food Additives
Amendment.
GRAS Review
Another key issue which concerned Congress and led to passage of the
1958 Amendment was the need to establish priorities in testing substances.
Congress clearly was concerned that testing of new unknown substances
be given priority over tes"Ing of ingredients that had been in -use for
16
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years.

while it was important to test the older inqredients as well,

these could be reviewed more gradually as resources became available.
The GRAS review project was an inevitable outcome of the Amendment
.which gave formal recognition to the concept of generaTly recognized
as safe.
One of FDA's first actions after passage of the 1958 Amendhnent was
initially to determine which of the many food ingredients then in use
were GRAS and which were food additives and thus subject to the premarket
testing requirements of the new law. To make these determinations,
during the 1958-1962 period, the Agency surveyed a number of experts
and_published advisory lists of GRAS substances, codified in21 CFR
121.101. The composite list included substances which were sanctioned
for food use by the FA or USDA prior to 1958, and those substances
that had a history of use infood prior to 1958 without any known or
expected health hazard. It isclear, however, that this list was
developed without a thorough scientific review, as we know it,of most
of these ingredients.
Very few substances were added to the published FDA GRAS list between
1962 and 1970. The Agency did, however, issue individual advisory
opinion letters during this period, with the effect that at least 100
additional unpublished substances were considered to be GRAS for
specific food uses.
Inhis Consumer Message of October 30, 1969, President Nixon directed
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to initiate a full
16
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review of all GRAS ingredients. To implement this mandate, FDA developed
an approach that has followed four sequential phases:
1. The Collection Phase - An industrial user survey to
establish consumer exposure to each substance and a
literature search of 50 years of scientific literature
to collect all of the safety information relative to
each substance.
2. The Collation Phase - The organization of the literature
and consumption data into a "scientific literature review."
3. The Evaluation Phase - The development of a tentative
evaluation of the "scientific literature review" to
determine whether expert food safety scientists anree
that the substance isgenerally recognized as safe for its
intended use or whether some limitatfon is required in'the
interest of safety, the release of the evaluation for
review and comment at a public hearing, and the development
of a-final-evaluation based on the tentative findings and
the public comments.

..

4. The Implementation Phase - The issuance of proposals and
final regulations necessary to implement the evaluations.
The FDA contracted with the Food Protection Committee of the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) to survey the food industry and determine the
aggregate national production of all GRAS ingredients, the amount of each such
ingredient used in any particular food, and the anticipated consumption
17
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of these ingredients by United States consumers. This survey was
completed for all published and unpublished GRAS ingredients, and tot FDA
regulated flavor ingredients in 1972. The NAS also has continued to
update and refine consumption information on GRAS ingredients on an as
needed basis.
The search of the world scientific literature, from 1920 to the present
time, and the summary of available safety data for each GRAS ingredient
or group of ingredients were accomplished with contract support.
Announcement of these contracts, and solicitation of unpublished safety
data, have also been published inte Federal Register. To date, 118
scientific literature reviews, covering 356 GRAS substances, have been
prepared for the published nonflavor GRAS list plus a few chemically
related unpublished nonflavor GRAS ingredients. Twenty-eight literature
reviews covering the remaining 83 unpublished ronflavor GRAS ingredients
"re now inpreparation.
We also have had scientific literature reviews prepared for approximately
700 of the existing 1,650 natural flavors and spices and snythetlr.a11/
produced flavor ingredients, because our oriqinal intent was to evaluate
all flavor ingredients used in food, rather than to narrowly evaluate
only the 226 predomin4ely natural spices and essential flavoring oils
on the GRAS list. Our approach to this safety evaluation of flavors
has also been to examine synthetically produced components of flavor
formulations rirst, and then to ev,,loaL: natural .;c
essential oil;.
18
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An auxiliary source of information in the GRAS review has come from
laboratory studies on the potential mutagenesis and

teratogenesis

of GRAS substances. The testing has been done predominantly under
contract. The compounds selected for testing were also selected on
a priority basis in accordance with their suspected effects and to
provide as much information as possible for substances which cannot be
tested with limited resources.

To date, 81 representative nonflavor

ingredients have been tested for teratogenic effects in at least
two species of animals; 52 ingredients have been tested for mutagenic
effects in three test systems and by the end of this fiscal year
235 nonflavor substances will have been tested for mutagenesis potential.
The evaluation phase of our GRAS contract program has been accomplished
through a contract with the Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology (FASEB).

The Federation has established a select

committee of food scientists to review the scientific literature,
consumption information, and test data for each ingredient; and to
issue advisory opinions to the FDA on the safety of the ingredients.
The results of the committee's work, for any substance under review
can lead to any number of the followinq five recommendations:
--

There are sufficient data to assure continued safe use
of the ingredient under present or expected levels of use.
This provides a basis to affirm the GRAS status of the
ingredient when used in accordance with good manufacturing
practices;
.19
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--

There are sufficient data to assure continued safe use of
the ingredient only at present levels of use.

This provides

a basis for affirming the substance as GRAS but with
limitations on its use corresponding to present use levels;
--

Questions about the safety of the Itgredient have arisen
in the review which should be resolved.

In such a case we

would pronuiqate a regulation, requiring that studies be
undertaken for the ingredient if its use in food is to
continue;
--

The data indicate such substantial questions about the
safety of the ingredient for use in food that prohibition
of its use isappropriate;

--

There are insufficient data to establish conditions of safe
use for an ingredient. This isa basis for either prohibition
of use for the ingredient or a regulation requiring additional
testing as a condition for continued approval.

We have committed ourwelve% h) an np
pn jirfcf'r., til,,t pf'fl:it-. bIlir. pahrtir.ij4,
in th? G;IA% review.

It i% our vie-w 1.1mIaIl dal.,a

mto
I iifoirotin.i6

It.odirill

-..to.-thdevelopmIent of each r'ederatiovi re'iim-'n'Ihitio in ll A'enc.y d:cislion
should be made public.

We have, therefore, announced in the Federal

Register the public availability of all consumption, testing, and
literature review material as it Is completed on each group of
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ingredients. We have also provided that the Federation's tentative
evaluations for each tngred'; nt are announced inthe, Federal Register
for comment and argument before the Federation prepares a final
recowsendatfon for the Agency.
Our estimate is that we have reached the half-way point in the GRAS
review of nonflavor ingredients. We have completed all data and
information retrieval phases of the project and advisory opinions
have been provided by FASEB for about 200 of the total 439 substances.
Our remaining task is to implement these advisory opinions by. regulations.
Thus far, the total cost of the-GIAS review program has been.
approximately $18 million.

During this fiscal year, we received

specific funds for the reevaluation of currently used food additives
as part of a budget supplement to increase our efforts in the monitoring
of the quality of bio-research data submitted to the Federal
Government. The funds for food additives will be used, inpart, to
hire additional scientific personnel to review FASEB opinions and
for personnel to prepare implementing regulations and the associated
Federal Register documents.,
ADDITIVE REVIEW

Soon after the GRAS review started, we began to develop a plan for
the reevaluation of the safety of ingredients that have been subject
to food additive regulation by FDA since 1958. By September of
1972 the basic concepts for a cyclic review project for all
21
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ingredients added to foods had been developed to take account of
changes inscientific standards. As mentioned earlier, the safety
decisions for compounds approved more than ten years ago were based
on less stringent toxicological standards than would apply to
similar petitions submitted today.
FDA has already conducted reevaluations of certain food additives.. Approved
food additive petitions may be subjected to reevaluation for a number
of reasons, for example:
--

Questions of safety concerning an approved petition may arise
as the result of review of a new petition for a similar substance
or literature reviews by our scientists.

--

Review of a new petition for an additional use of a compound
may lead to reevaluation of the original petition, especially
where submission of the two petitions is separated by a
number of years.

In these and other ways,-reevaluation of food additives by contemporary
safety standards has already begun.
are not comprehensive or systematic.

However, such reevaluations
They depend almost, entirely on

"chance" factors and as such do not provide either the Agency or
the public with a reliable basis for assuming the safety of food
additives under current knowledge.
22
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The primary goal of the additive review isto develop a current
toxicological profile for each food and color additive, which is
integrated with fairly precise estimates of the amount of each of
these additives a consumer isexpos d to inhis daily diet. This
safety profile of toxicity and exposure information will be updated
periodically, thus providing practical assurance that permitted food
additives are not responsible for the induction of acute or chronic
disease effects.
We will, as a part of the periodic evaluation, ask for additional
safety information to be developed so that as new lines of investigation
are explored, the limited risks that these uses present will be further
reduced. This information will give us a clearer picture than we have
now about the potential of each food ingredient to produce cancer,
adverse effects on reproduction, effects on the fetus, or heritable
genetic damage, or other types of chronic disease. The second major
thrust isa program to insure the integrity and quality of the biological
information submitted to the Agency in support of regulated food and
color additives.
Elements of the Additive Review Project
The project consists of four elements:
1. Review of substances added directlyto-foods.

This

element includes the reevaluation of the safety of all
flavors, colors, and regulated direct food additives.
These total some 2,100 compounds.
23

2. Review of substances which are added indirectly, i.e.,
migrate, to food. This element will embrace the reevaluation
of the safety of the regulated, GRAS, and prior sanctioned
packaging materials. Therk are about 10,000 indirect additives.
3. Completion

?f-the GRAS

review.

Included will be the existing

nonflavor items included on GRAS lists, as well as the prior
sanctioned items. Also included isthe ongoing program of
evaluation of GRAS affirmation petitions.
4. The Bio-Research Monitoring Program.--This project is part
of the Agency's comprehensive program to assure the integrity
of the data submitted to the Government in support of safety
decisions. This program isbeing implemented through the
publication of Good Laboratory Practice Regulations and monitoring
of the approximately 130 nonclinical laboratories through
an inspection program.
It is not practical inthis statement to outline ingreat detail all
the elements of this many faceted program. I will, however, state
our major objectives, and oiline the more important procedural
steps which place the program in a time perspective.
24
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The objectives for each of the first three action elements for classes
of additives are similar. They are:
--

determine how much of each additive the consumer is
ingesting;

--

"assemble the toxicological and other safety data available
for each additive to evaluate whether (or not) the data meet
today's criteria;

--

develop acceptable protocols for the variety of toxicological
and other safety tests we use to decide the safety of
additives; and

--

develop a set of evaluation criteria to describe as precisely
as we can the minimum amount of safety information that we
will accept to atl6w the use of an ingredient infood regardless
of how low the exposure may be.

The fourth element, bio-research monitoring, isdifferent incharacter
from the evaluation per se of food additives.

Itdoes, however, have

an important influence on our ability to make sound judgments about
the safety of additives. For some time, FDA has been concerned about
the absence of industry-wide standards for the conduct of nonclinical
laboratory studies. Intensive investigations ofcertain laboratories
have revealed significant quality control problems in some of them. FDA's
reliance on the basic accuracy and integrity Of the data submitted as a
result of studies performed inthese laboratories isessential to the
review and approval of food and color additives. The submission of
faulty, erroneous, or distorted data increases the potential for reaching
invalid judgments about the safety of these additives.
25
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Mr. Chairman, when this program is fully operational, itwill assure
that studies insupport of petitions (for food additives, new
drugs, etc.) submitted to the Federal Government, are conducted
in an appropriate scientific manner, and that the data from such
studies are accurate, complete and reliable. Other approaches,
such as the Government'sbeing responsible for the conduct of
safety studies (comonly known as "third party testing") have been
proposed to address these concerns. However, we believe that our
bio-research monitoring is,to date, the most effective and efficient
approach to solving the problem.

We believe that the cost of

"third party testing" would not result inany substantial benefits.
It would merely add another Federal superstructure for desiqnating
laboratories, collecting fees and hearing disputes.

Because FDA'

is responsible in either case for the final evaluation of the data
and making the decision on whether the product is approvable, we
believe our current program is more appropriate.
To implement the bio-research monitoring program, the Agency has
published proposed Good Laboratory Practice for Nonclinical Laboratory
Studies regulations.

We have initiated a pilot inspection program

designed to determine how widespread are the problems uncovered in the
initial investigations. We will develop baseline data to measure
conformance of the laboratories to the proposed regulations and to
determine what improvements are needed.
26

The pilOt effort will also
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enable us to obtain the necessary knowledge to improve the.quality
of the proposed regulations and the methods of inspection.

Itwill

be a learning process for both the Agency and the industry.
We believe there are about 130 nonclinical laboratories doing toxicity
testing on food and color additives. When the bio-research monitoring
program becomes fully operational, we will be routinely inspecting each
laboratory at least once every two years.

Where problems are uncovered

or suspected, .we will, of course, make more frequent inspections. Our
goal isto improve the performance of nonclincial laboratories, where
necessary, and to maintain-compliance at a high level.
Returning to the overall food additive review project, there are
three major near-term tasks:
1. An industry additive use survey for all flavors, colors,
and direct regulated food additives.

This survey will

provide the information needed to calculate the exposure
pattern of any additives ina particular food. A prototype
of this survey.ws conducted in 1970 for those food
ingredients which were considered GRAS.

This more

comphrehensive survey that we are discussing this morning,
a survey of all direct addition food additives and color
additives, is expected to begin in April.
27

2. We are currently establishing internal working groups todevelop the standards by which we will evaluate the safety
of any ingredient added to food. These standards will
include definitions of test protocols to be followed when
evaluating the safety of food and color additives.
3. InMarch a team of Agency scientists will begin development
of a priority list for the approximately 2;100 direct food,
color and flavor additives. The reevaluation process will
begin with collection of available information for each
individual ingredient. This information will be evaluated
using the safety standards descritled above. Concurrently,
a-Nview of the scientific literature of colors, flavors
and direct food additives will be made by the Bureau of Foods.
This review will help to establish a toxicology profile for
each ingredient, and thereby help establish a priority order for
evaluation of the approximately 2,100 ingredients.
Completion of these activities should enable us within 18 months to
make preliminary judgments regarding these 2,100 substances and will
lead to the establishment of a priority list.
We recently received, on contract, a set of criteria for evaluating
the safety of flavors which we will soon publish for public comment.
These criteria were developed by the Federation of American Societies
for Experimental Biology's "Special Committee on Flavor Evaluation
Criteria" (SCOFEC). Included inthese recommendations are the use
of short-term in vitro screening test.
28
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Although the status of screening tests isbeing debated, we will
define an appropriate role for the Ames-type tests to screen
compounds to predict their potential carcinogenity.
Before any in-depth evaluation takes place, we will classify the
substances under review into three categories:
Category 1 - Those ingredients which cannot be adequately searched
in the literature because they have problems in
nomenclature.
Action--FDA will require industry to furnish Information.
Category 2 - Those ingredients which no toxicological or other
biological safety information can be discovered.
Action--FDA will request data through Federal Register
announcement. If information isnot available, we will
require industry to carry out studies to allq9w for
continued use.
Category 3

-

Those ingredients, which have an adequate preliminary safety
profile.
Action--FDA will do an "in depth" review of the information
and reach'a current safety conclusion, recognizing that
further scientific advances or reports of experiences
may subsequently require change.

Ingredients for which there isan adequate preliminary safety profilewill be designated for immediate evaluation.
29
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Conclusion
Mr. Chairman, the process of evaluation, approval, and reevaluation
of food additives that I have described is one of the most important
responsibilities of the FDA.

Itisalso the most visible activity

of the Agency, which confirms the importance of the hearings you
are conducting this week.
Our two major on-going projects for reviewing the safety of food
ingredients, like other programs inour Bureau of Foods, are
designed to permit FDA to provide continued assurance that consumers
are not exposed to unsafe foods. These projects are a reflection of
the fact that the scientific standards for evaluating the safety of
chemicals have changed dramatically in the nearly two decades since
the passage of the Food Additives Amendment in 1958.
Me have always sought to apply the best contemporary standards for
assessing the safety of substances added to food, and inthe
process we have often found ourselves applying new rules to old
ingredients. The distinctive feature of the GRAS-review and the
-J-

additive review is that they represent an effort to apply new
standards, not simply as questions are raised about familiar compounds,
but to all ingredients on a rationale, systematic basis. This is
a costly, exacting, but indispensable process.
The application of contemporary standards to produg.sapproved15 years
ago will cause us to revise some old dqcisions, and undoubtedly produce
some public anxiety.

I believe it is important, Mr. Chairman, for

f,
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Congress and the public to come to understand that new questions
always can -- and indeed should -- be raised about ingredients

previously assumed to be safe. Continuing reevaluation, in t-e
of new evidence and new standards, must become a routine part of FDA's
work, and an accepted characteristic of the regulatory process,
rather than a cause for accusation and alarm. The time for alarm
would come if the safety of approved products were never questioned.
That would signify that we were not doing our Job and that scientists
had ceased to be inquisitive.
In short, the raising of questions about the safety of previously
approved products isa sign of a system that isworking, not a
signal that ithas failed.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My colleagues and I will be happy to
answer any questions you and other members of the

committee may

have.
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APPENDIX A
PROVISIONAL COLOR LISTIN

-

The Color Additive Amendmdnts of 1960 to the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act require that there be a separate regulation prescribing
safe conditions of use for every color additive that Isused infood,

-

drugs, and cosmetics. Such regulations may be issued Inresponse to
a petition from an Interested person or on the initiative of the
Commissioner. Each regulation must be supported by data sufficient to
establish its safety after considering, amonq other relevant factors:
(1)probable consumption of the color; (2)cumulative effects of the
color, itany; (3)safety factors; and (4)the availability of any
needed practicable analytical methods.
The Color )dditive Amendments also provided for the provisional listing
of those color additives that were certified or inuse as color additives
prior to the effective date of the Amendments (July 12, 1960). Provisional
listing of those colors already inuse was intended to provide time for
the orderly safety testing of color additives under the new law.
.he provisional list was intended to expire initially two and one-half
years after July 12, 1960. The Amendmentsi however, provided for the
extension of-the closing date for the provisional list to permit the
completion of scientific investigations necessary to make final
determinations on the listing of the colors.
The closing date for the provisional list of color additives has been
extended from time to time since passage of the Amendments. Itwas
extended from September 30, 1976 to December 31, 1976, on September 23, 1976.
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Most recently on January 7, 1977, the closing date we,, extended tri

January 31, 1977,
On November 14, 1975, the Commissioner of FDA published a notice in
the Federal Register of his intention to extend, the closing date for
use of provisionally listed colors to September 30, 1976 and to make
final determination for many of the color additives by that date. The
step was taken inan effort to resolve finally the status of the
provisionally listed colors.
On September 23, 1976, FDA issued a notice of proposed rulemaking to
extend the closing date for certain of thelyrovisionally listed colors
for specified 'time periods, and to terminate the provisional listing
for certain uses of other colors including Red No. 4 and Carbon Black.
(See Appendix C for status of Red No. 4.) The closing dates of the extensions
were determined on a color-by-color basis and vary depending upon the type
of data considered necessary to complete the data packages to support
issuance of listing regulations for color additives within the parameters
prescribed hy the Amendments.

Although noni or the extensive' av,ji tl0le

data for the color additives casts any doubts on their safety, these
additional data must be submitted before a final conclusion can be made on
their safety to the extent required by the Amendments.
With regard to the color additives that will remain on the provisional
list, FDA proposed to require those who have petitioned for approval of
these colors to:
2
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Agree inwriting within 30 days of the effective date of thq
regulation to undertake the necessary tests.
--

File"research progress reports with FDA, and submit the
final results of all tests within specific time periods.

--

Notify FDA immediately of any findings that indicate a
potential for any color additive to cause adverse effects.

Failure to abide by these requirements would result inthe immediate
removal of the color additive from the provisional list.
The comments to the proposal of September 23, 1976 are beinq considered
and final regulations will be published inthe Federal Register later
this month.
As data become available that permit conclusions as to the safety of
the colors within the parameters prescribed by the Amendments, listing
regulations will be issued.

Submission of the various types of data

identified in the proposal of September 23, 1976 will complete the
data-packages necessary for the individual colors and permit such
conclusions.
If any scientific data become available that cast doubts upon the safety
of a provisionally listed color additive, such provisional listing will
be terminated immediately.
It is anticipated that no color will be provisionally listed after

December 31, 1980.

Cqntinuation of the provisional list beyond that
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date will not be considered unless there exist some unforeseeable and
unavoidable occurrences or situations that make submission of the
required data extremely impracticable if not virtually impossible.
The FDA will Mnclude color additives inthe planned cyclic review
of additives to assure continued confidence In their safety.
4
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* APPENDIX B

FD&C RED NO. 2
On February 12, 1976, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
terminated provisional listing for FD&C Red No. 2 and, therefore,
approval for the use of this color additive infoods, drugs, and
cometics.
Red No. 2 has a long history of use inthis country being among
the first substances approved for use Infood under the Food and
Drugs Act of 1906. All of the available chemistry and safety data on
the color had been reviewed before the issuance of Food Inspection
Decision No. 76 on July 13, 1907. With passage of the Federal Food,
Drug- and Cosmetic Act of 1938, the color was considered to be harmless
for use infood, drugs, and cosmetics and listed among the color additives
that would be batch certified by the Food aid Drug Administration (FDA).
Inthe 1950's the safety of color additives ingeneral was
questioned following the occurrence of adverse effects inchildren
who had consumed candy and popcorn containing excessive levels of
certain color additives, although not Red No. 2. The various
certified color additives, including Red No. 2,were subjected to
extensive testing by the FDA, including chronic animal feeding
studies. Red No. 2 was considered to be harmless, on the basis
of the results of such studies, while several of the certified colors
were found to produce adverse effects and were, therefore, delisted.
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In1960 under the Color Additive Amendments, all color additives
then inuse, including Red No. 2,were placed on provisional listing
pending the completion and evaluation of scientific studies sufficient
to demonstrate safety under the intended conditions of use. In
the case of Red No. 2,these studies involved Investigation of
the potential dermal effects of the color additive when used in
drugs or cosmetics. An evaluation of the data by FDA's Bureau of
Foods am.March 6, 1969, concluded that the color additive was safe
for use infood, drugs and cosmetics. Permanent listing of the
color additive at that time was precluded, and its provisional
11ttnn was extended as ithad bon over previous years.
Inearly 1971, reports were received indicating that FD&C Red No. 2
might produce adverse effects. These were reports of studies done
with a color described only as amaranth by Russian investigators
during the late 1960's and 1970. One such report Indicated that
the amaranth tested had produced carcinogenic (cancer causing) effects;
This report has generally been discounted because of a lack of
knowledge concerning the identity of the amaranth and the testing
protocol used, along with the reported distribution of tumors In
the test animals and the unusual absence of tumors inthe control
animals. Other Russian reports indicated amaranth had effects upon
rat reproduction, but they were also questionable interms of their
2
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relevance to Red No. 2. The Russian studies did serve to emphasize
a need for data concerning assessment of the potential for effects
of certified synthetic organic color additives on the reproductive
system. The-Russian reports also raised public concern about the

safety of Red No. 2.
InSeptember 1971, FDA required industrial sponsors to provide data
from reproduction studies for all provisionally listed colors
subject to ingestion. Inaddition, because of the mediate question
concerning safety of Red No. 2 and because of a request of the
Joint Food and Agriculture Organization/World Health Organization
Expert Committee on Food Additives, FDA initiated a long-term
chronic animal feeding study with rats that had been exposed to
Red No. 2 from the time of conception (inutero). Industry also
included Red No. 2 into their program of evaluating reproductive
physiology of certified color additives.
The question concerning reproductive effects has been the subject
of several studies to assess the potential for teratology, and
other adverse effects on the reproductive system. Furthermore,
the data from these studies have been evaluated at various times
by three advisory :bomittees inaddition to FDA scientists. The
general conclusion has been that Red No. 2 has had no adverse
effects upon the reproductive system of test animals.
The chronic study that was initiated by FDA utilized rats from
one of the early reproduction studies. Several problems occurred

with this' study, however, that raised questions :Cuncernin its
valIdity and usefulness. During the course of the study, ,there
was a mixup among some of the animals at the various dosage levels.
After a review of the matter itwas concluded that the study,
Ifcompleted, could possibly give a determination of whether the
color was carcinogenic and the study was permitted to go to completion.
The FDA study data concerning the chronic effects of Red No. 2 alonq
with the other available data were presented to our Toxicology Advisory
Committee for consideration of its potential carcinogenicity, At
the committee's request, each of the available tissue slides of
the test animals were reexamined and the incidence of malignant
tumors statistically analyzed by a working group comprised of members
of the committee, NCI and FDA. This group concluded that the recent
FDA study could not be used to demonstrate safety and, in fact,
raised questions concerning the safety of the color. The Toxicology
Advisory Committee, during a meeting on March.8-9, 1976, affirmed the
findings of the working group that the FDA study could not be used to
demonstrate the safety of Red No. 2. The problems in the study led the
majority of committee members to conclude that carcinogenicity had not
been demonstrated either.
As noted above, FD&C Red No. 2 was provisionally listed following
passage of the Color Additive Amendments. A color additive may be
provisionally listed only as long as studies are being conducted
4
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or evaluated to deonstratt tits safety, or there are no indications
of adverse effects 4pon the public health. Both of these factors
were considered carefully before action was taken to terminat, thq
provisional listing of FI&C Red No. 2.. The questions of safety
that were not answered by the FDA study, particularly,,the potwtial
for carctnogenesis, can only be answered by completion of an adequate
long-term animal feeding study with rats. We were unaware of any
such studies currently underway or even planned. Inview of the
requirements for provisional listing, we could see no alternative
but to remove the color additive from provisional listing and to
deny the petition to list the color "permanently." A recall of
products on the market was not considered n essary because of the
lack of definitive evidence showing an adverse effect. FDA's action
Indenying the petition to list the color "permanently" iscurrently
the subject of a formal evidentiary hearing provided for under section
706 of the Act.
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APPENDIX C
FD&C RED NO. 4
On September 3,1976, tho Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
terminated the provisional approval for Red No. 4. Red No. 4
may no longer be uled to color any food or Ingested drug. This
color had been inuse infood since 1929.
FDA decision on Red No. 4 was part of a more comprehensive
Agency review of some 84 colors which were provisionally
listed (as opposed to permanently listed) at that time. The
origin of the provisional list dates back to 1960 action by
Congress (see Anpendix A).
A study completed by Ifazleton Laboratories, Inc. in1968,
usig beagles as the test animal, raised the question of safety
.about Red No. 4 for a second time. (Safety questions first
were raised by results of an FDA study in1964.) Evaluation
of the Hazleton study Indicated that lesions were present
in the bladders of some of the test animals. Another effect
observed in the study was atrophy of a portion of the adrenal
glands. There is no dispute as to the occurrence of bladder
lesions there isa dispute as to the cause of the bladder
lesions.
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Itwas for this reason that we requested petitioners, as early as
November 1969, that a third study be conducted to resolve the issue
conclusively. However, these studies were'never performed by
industry.
The dispute over the bladder lesions has diverted attention
from another effect which was observed Inboth studies--that
is,atrophy of a portion of the adrenal glands. This isnot
a trivial effect; it has an important bearing on the safety
of Red No. 4. There isno dispute as to the finding of
adrenal atrophy. There is,however, some question as to
whether the effect occurred at the lowest of the administered
doses. Inany event, the safety data now available to FDA'
do not establish an unequivocal no-effect level for the use of Red No. 4,
To summarize briefly, Red No. 4 isa color for which:
--Safety questions have been raised by studies showtnq
toxic effects attributed to ingestion of the color;
the data available are not sufficient to enable the
Commissioner to establish c9nfidontly a safe Irovel of u,..
2
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.Additional studies are needed to resolve tho-questionS,
but these have not yet been undertaken and will require
two to three years for completion and evaluation.
.Uncertainties about the safety of this color and the
need for additional studies have been known for at '
least two years, but the petitioners have not taken
action to initiate those studies.
Given these facts, we concluded that itwould not be appropriate
to continue the provisional listinq status of Red No. 4 for use
infoods or ingested drugs. We did, however, approve the
permanent listing of Red No. 4 for use inexternally applied
drugs and cosmetics effective October 27, 1976.
We should emphasize, howev r, that all colors will continue
to be the subJect of attention and additional scientific
evaluation as we update our knowledge about their safety. Indeed,
the FDA has undertaken a massive review of the safety of all
food and color additives to take account of newly acquiirnd scientiftr.
knowledge and changes insafety standards that have occurred
since these additives have been approved.
3
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APPENDIX D
FD&C RED NO. 40
The color additive FDC Red No, 40 Is listed "permanently" for use

infood, drugs, and cosmetics under sections 8.244, 8.4104, and
8.7201 of the color additive regulations, having been approved for
use Inregulations published inthe Federal Register of April 10,
1971, and August 6,1974.
After itwas listed in1971, FO&C Red No. 40 rapidly became a
widely used color additive. Infiscal year 1972, for example, the
first full year of its listing, FDA certified 892,282 pounds of
the color. The amount of FOC Red No. 40 certified remained
reasonably steady until fiscal year 1976, when its use Increased
substantially; inthat year, FDA certified 1,500,760 pounds of
FOI Red No. 40. This Increase isno doubt attributable to the
termination of the provisional listing of FO&C Red No. 2 published
Inthe Federal Reailter of February 10, 1976. When its provisional
listing was terminated, FOA Red No. 2 was the second most widely
used color additive. Before this termination, FU&C Red No. 40
was the fourth most widely used color additive. Tdny Itranks
second Inusage after FOIC Yellow No. 5.
Inlate 1974 and early 1975, the Allied Chemical Corporation,
the patent holder and petitioner for use of FD&C Red No. 40,
began two chronic feeding studies, one inthe rat and one in
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the mouse, oh FO&C Red No. 40. Both studies are beina conducted
by Hazleton Laboratories, Inc., Falls Church, Virginia. Allied

undertook the studies because neither the British nor Canadian
governments would approve use of the color intheir countries
unless additional chronic studies were conducted. Moreover,
FDA had advised Allied that it preferred new chronic studies
rather than additional metabolism or reproduction studies if
Allied were going to supplement the data already available on
FD&C Red No. 40.
On February 25, 1976, representatives of Allied, Hazleton, and CFR
Services, Inc. (aconsultant to Allied) met with representatives'
of the Bureau of Foods of FDA to discuss the results of the studies
to that point. Allied reported that the results of the study in
the rat were unremarkable; the results of that study have remained
unremarkable to this day. However, Allied did report the occurrence
of lymphomas in some mice. The lymphomas were appearing earlier
than expected, based on historical experience with the strain of
mouse used, and they appeared to be dose related. Itwas suggested
to Allied by FDA that an interim sacrifice of some animals in the
mouse study might aid in determining whether there were any
undetected lymphomas that could confirm or negate the statistical
significance of the lymphomas already identified
the 52-week point in the study, animal

At approximately

were sacltficed in each

group, reducing the original 50 animals per group to 30 animals
per group. No lymphonas were detected inany of the sacrificed

animals.
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Allied began, at FDA's suggestion, a second chronic feeding'study
In the mouse to determinewhether the early onset of. lymphomas.
apparently detected inthe first mouse study would be duplicated.
This second lifetime feeding study, which began inmidsummer of
this year, isbeing conducted using larger numbers of animals- per
group to provide more definitive information on this phenomena. The Food
and Drug Administration has received three interim reports on this
study. Although the results thus far are too preliminary for
conclusions to be drawn, they do sulq'est a possible duplication of
the early onset of lymphomas noted inthe first study.
After itwas advised of the preliminary results of the first mouse
study, FDA insisted that monthly progress reports on the study be
submitted to it. Thus, FDA has been closely monitoring the study
since April 1976.
Although the studies are incomplete, the Acting Commissioner of
Food and Drugs has ordered a review of the results of the chronic
studies being conducted on FD&C Red No. 40 by a group of experts
from FDA, NCTR, and NCI to aid FDA in determining whether regulatory
action on FOIC Red- No. 40 is appropriate, and to help develop.a
complete scientific and legal basis on which to base any necessary
action. Consideration of the results of these studies by the
working group will ensure that any decisions subsequently reached
ia
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by FDA regarding the safety and use of FO&C Red No. 40 are legally
sound and scientifically supportable. The working group, is
chaired by Dr. Albert C. Kolbye, Jr., Associate Director for
Science inthe Bureau of Foods, FDA.
It isnot possible to establish a firm date on which the working
group will file a final report with the Acting Commissioner and
the Director of the Bureau of Foods, because the completion dates
for the two mouse studies cannot now be precisely ascertained.
The working group will report to the Acting Commissioner and the
Director of the Bureau of Foods promptly, following completion
of its review of the results currently available. A report is
expected by the end of this month.
The working group held its first meeting on December 16 and 17, 1976.
Although the working group is an internal Government body, Ind not
an advisory committee within the meaning of the Federal Advisory

Committee Act (5 U.S.C. Appendix I), the Acting Commissioner concluded
that is would be beneficial to provide for public input into the
--working group's review.- Accordingly, the morning session on
December 16, 1976 was open to the public for the presentation of
data and views.
Any further FDA decisions on Red No. 40 will be guided by the
evaluations of the interagency work group and by the recommendations
of the Bureau of Foods.
4
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APPENDIX E
FD&C YELLOW NO. 5
FD&C Yellow No. 5 has been permitted for use in food inthis country
since 1916. Itwas among those colors listed for use in food, drugs,
'and cosmetics with passage of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
in 1938. Itwas among the provisionally listed color additives following
passage of the Color Additive Amendments of 1960.
A color additive petition proposing the permanent listing of FD&C
Yellow No. 5 for use infood, drugs, and cosmetics was submitted to
FDA on February 25, 1965. The data inthis petition were considered
adequate to support listing of the color for certain uses and on
July 7, 1969 a regulation was issued listing the color for use infood
and ingested drugs.

The data Included the results of chronic toxicity

tests conducted by the FDA with the color in mice, rats, and dogs.

The

color was not listed for use inexternally applied drugs and in
cosmetics because of questions concerning the adequacy of the data
submitted to support these listings.
The provisional listing of FD&C Yellow No. 5 for use inexternally
applied drugs and in cosmetics has been extended until January 31, 1977.
The proposal of September 23, 1976, described inAppendix A, would extend
the closing date for provisional listing of FD&C Yellow No. 5 to
December 31, 1980 pending submission of the results of new chronic
feeding studies.

There have been a number of published reports of allergic-tvye
reactions Incertain susceptible individuals that establish a relation
between their occurrence and the Inqestion of FD&C Yellow No. 5.
Following evaluation of these reports, FDA now is considering what
would be the most appropriate action to assume consumer protection.
We anticipate that we will be publishinq a Federal Reisteyr notice
on this very shortly.
2
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APPENDIX F
SACCHARIN
In the June 29, 1971 Federal Register, FDA published a proposed
regulation restricting the uses of saccharin and establishing
limitations on daily intake. This action was based on a report by
the National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council (NAS/NRC)
which concluded that a daily intake of 1 gram per day for an adult
weighing about 155 pounds would not constitute an appreciable hazard.
On February 1,1972, FDA published in the Federal Rogtster, a final
order approving saccharin for limited use infoods.

Intha±t order

FDA s-tated this action was only an interim measure pending the
completion of studies underway at that time. The FDA also stated
that ifthe results of those tests indicate that continued use of
saccharin involved a significant risk to the public health, further
action would be takeff to minimize such risk.
InJune 1972, FDA asked NAS/NRC to review the results of all
experiments, either completed or ongoing, on the possible
carcinogenicity of saccharin.

Because no specif-ic date could be

established for the completion of the ongoing chronic feeding tests,
FDA extended the effective date of the interim food additive regulation
beyond June 30, 1973, until such time as tie final report was received
from NAS/NRC.

*4
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The NAS/NRC report was received in December 1974 and while FDA
was reviewing it,several studie%of sacchi , i were undertaken by
the Canadian government. FDA was advised by Canadian officials that
their final report is expected to be completed in early 1918.
InAugust of 1976, the GAO released a report on saccharin prepared
at the request of Senator Nelson.

The GAO reconiiiended that FDA

promptly reassess the justification for the continued use of ,sacchariu
under the interim regulation and the need for issuing a permanent
regulation or possibly discontinuing the use of saccharin in food.
AO also urged that consideration be given to reducinq the tolerance
for OTS (ortho-toluenesulfonamide), an impurity insaccharin, ifFDA
determined that use of saccharin should continue under the Intrfrim
regulation.
In the Commissloner's view, allowing continued l iiI

i,,
(iof

,,r..h,rin

under the interim requlsition i,; appropriate bvI.niv'o ',u.h u',, would

significantly increase the ri,;k i th, public; hea lth.
January 7, 1977, FDA published iii th(- l.deral

iguji.

Ibervelore', on

.RI.eqteran order

extending the effective date of tie itterim food additive regulation
for saccharin until Tniloing studies are completed and evaluated.
Concurrently, FDA published a proposal to amend the interim regulation
for saccharin by establishing a tolerance for OTS, a major impurity in
commercial saccharin.

The tolerance proposed, 26) ppm, is the lowest

level achievable under current manufacturinq practices.
2
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AII'I.NI)IX Co
ASPARTAME AUTHlENTICATION REVIEW

Inresponse to a petition from G. D. Searle Co., FDA published a notice
in the Federal 5nister of July 26, 1974 which concluded that the
the data inthe Searle aspartame petition and other relevant material
justified amending the food additive regulations to provide for th6
safe use of aspartame. Some 150 studies inall had been conducted
and were submitted insupport of the petition.
Subsequent to publication of the final regulation, the FDA received
three objections and two requests for a hearing. The requests for a
hearing were based on grounds questioning the calculations for children
of both aspartame and glutamate and the correctness of assuming that the
two compounds will not act synergistically to produce adverse
neurological results, and on evidence on aspartame-induced brain damage
inmice. The objectors later raised the issue of the finding of uterine
polyps in rats ina long-term feeding study of diketopiperazine (a
breakdown derivative of aspartame).

A Public Board of Inquiry was

to be scheduled to evaluate the issues raised by the objectors.
On April 29, 1975, Searle informed the FDA that-they had arranged for
an independent panel of experts to review the uterine tissues and that
until the FDA had had an opportunity to evaluate the report of the panel,
Searle would withhold products containing aspartame from the market.

In

addition, all oftheir customers who had i)urchased marketahle ,uintitle"
of aspartame had agreed to delay market plans.
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InJuly 1975, the Commissioner established the Searle Investigation
(which)
Task Force as a result of "recent investigations by the Agenc..'
o' anial
have raised questions about Searle Laboratories' conduct
to the
experiments and the reporting of data to the FDA." Inaddition
Force
investigations with regard to two drug products, the Task
investigated certain aspartame studies.
Commissioner
By notice inthe Federal Register of December 5, 1975, the
stayed (effective itmediately), the aspartame regulation hecausr the
"preliminary results of an audit of the records of certain animal
studies conducted by or for the petitioner, Including studies on
aspartame,

indicate the need for a comprehensive review of certain

of the research data held by or for the petition." The Public
Board of Inquiry was postponed by this same Federal Register notice
until questions raised by the preliminary results of the audit were
resolved.
The final report of the Searle Investigation Task Force concluded that
"serious deficiencies" in Searle's operations and practices undermined
"the basis for reliance on Searle's Integrity inconducting high-quality
animal research to accurately determine or characterize the toxic potential
of its products." The investigation of two studies done by Searle's
contractor, Hazleton Laboratories, demonstrated some of the same problems
found at Searle.
2
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THE NATURE OF AND FUNDING FOR THE AUTHENTICATIqN PtVIrW
On July 23, 1976, the Commissioner convoyed to'j(arlr, hL',_dt

iIon

that certain aspartame studies must be akjthentiritcied.utilizin

a

"review mechanism which, operating independently of but funded by
Searle or other private sources" would promlpLly undertake the
authentication. This decision was reached after considerable
discussion within the Age-ncy and careful review of several alternative;.
One of the major issues was the propriety of usinq public fundP for
thepurposeof authenticating data supporting the food additv,:
petition. Careful estimates then, and detailed discussions tin,,e,
led to the conclusion that the authentication review could be undertakeri
by the Agnecy itself only at substantial dollar costs and drain,
on limited manpower resource, and that this ,hould not bi done to
clear a particular product. ontIhalf of a si'i

ic prival., (tnur'r. I)t

organization.
Based on the Agency's experience in using third-party organizations
in advisory roles, (for instance, the use of the Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) for the GRAS
review,) the Agency felt that an objective, competent, thirdzparty
could be found that. would possess the scientific capabilities to
perform the authentication review. We also believed that a mechanism
with such a third-party could be established -so tht rnA's
continuing law enforcement rsrifons ihllit I(,, ljoild I(.* lil y
discharged.
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The purpose of the authentication effort would simply be to determine
whether the data from certain "control" studies submitted by Searle
to the FDA insupport of the food additive petition for aspartame
are accurate, complete and reliable. As the Commissioner's letter
to Searle pointed out, .the authenticators would not "he invited or
authorized to formulate judgments with respect to th' question of
whether aspartame issafe under the prescribed condition% of use."
Instead, the FDA would discharge its responsibilities to undertake
the evaluations necessary to the ultimate determination regarding
the safety of aspartame and would indeed 7ake that determination.
Those scientific matters raised by the objectors would be submitted
for resolution to the Board of Inquiry ifthe results of the
authentication review confirmed the need for such proceedinqs.
The Commissioner's letter to Searlh al-;o amplified that h,

r.Fihniir,

for any authentication review of the aspartame data must be a matter
of public record because the ultimate conclusion with regard to the
additive's safety would be sharply scrutinized and must, therefore.
"be the product of sound, open, and thus credible procedures."
SELECTION OFAUTHENTICATORS
Searle intially proposed that indiv ijhlI fX.r'., wild I)( conve-nd

in various fields to undertake th

jul,.hent i .,l Ion i'-IorL., but Uhf

Agency believed such an approach to he unsal.-f0acl.ory for ,evriul
reasons.

Instead, the FDA preforrel thait. in ohij, Live., .0i.ntifically

competent organization be found which was fr,, of iny po',sihle
4
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conflict of interest regarding Searle and that such an organization
assume the responsibility for the authentication effort.

Searle

was told that itwas inappropriate for them to make any contacts
with organizations or individuals regarding the possibility of
those organizations or individuals playing a part inthe authentication
effort and further that FDA assumed the responsibility for reaching
agreement with an organization that would ultimately do the
authentication review. The assumption of that responsibility included
the drafting of a contract acceptable to the FDA and the authenticating
organization which was then presented to Searle for its review and
approval.
The Universities Associated for Research and Education in Pathology
(UAREP), an affiliated group within FASEB, was the group selected
to authenticate the aspartame tests. After assuring that UAREP
met the criteria with regard to scientific competence and that no
conflict of interest existed inconnection with Searle, FDA
representatives discussed the possible contract with members of the
UAREP Board of Trustees. That discussion focused on the fact that
the purpose of the contract isto determine whether the data from
certain.studies submitted by Searle to the FDA insupport of the
food additive petition for aspartame are accurate, complete and
reliable, and that UAREP was not being invited to make recomendations
with respect-to whether aspartame has been shown to be safe for human
consumption under any conditions of use. The evaluations of he
various studies and ultimate determination regarding the safety of
5
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aspartame isclearly the FDA's responsibility, which the Agency will
assume subsequent to receipt of UAREP's final vw'\tten report.
Based on this and other understandings, the UAREP Board voted to
undertake the authentication review and representatives of the
FDA and UAREP have worked to produce a draft contract. The draft,
contract, approved by both the FDA and UAREP, has been forwarded
to Searle for Its review and approval.

kI

\
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APPENDIX H
HYPERKINESIS
Behavioral disorders related to the hyperkinetic syndrome are found
inchildren of all socioeconomic groups and inmost countries
throughout the world.

A conservative estimate would be that moderate

and severe disorders are found in about 3 out of 100 elementary
school children.

More males than females appear to be affected.

The major symptoms of the disorder are an Increase of purposeless
physical activity and a significantly impaired span of focused
attention. The inability to control physical motion may generate
other behavioral consequences. It has been suggested that there
are several etiological subgroups within the syndrome.
In1975, Dr. Ben F.Feingold stated inhis book, Why Your Child is
typeractive, that artificial colors and flavoring agents produce
hyperactive behavioral symptoms in genetically predisposed children.
In addition, he alleges total withdrawal of the artificial substances
via the Feingold Kaiser-Permenente (K-P) diet can be of therapeutic
value in the treatment of between 25 and 50 percent of the children
with hyperkinesis.

It should be noted that these reports are anecdotal.

The possible relationship between food additives and the hyperkinetic
syndrome in children is an important health issue that is currently
being studied by various agencies within the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and by outside groups.

4
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One recent study by an outside group was a study of the Feingold
hypothesis by the Food Research Institute of the University of
Wisconsin. This was a carefully designed study which represented
the first systematic attempt to test the hypothesis inwell-controlled
settings. The preliminary" findings of the researchers show no
significant overall effect from the Feingold diet either as
measured by classroom behavior or by parents.
The Interagency Collaborative Group on Hyperkinesis (ICGH), composed
of scientists from FDA, NIH, NIMH, NIE, was established inthe summer
of 1976 to assess all the available data on the possible association
between hyperkinesis and diet and to ike recommendations for any
additional research that appeared to be indicated. FDA scientists
provided the leadership inorganizing the ICGH and inthe preparation
of the First Report of the Preliminary Findings and Recommendation.
This report was accepted by Dr. Theodore Cooper, Assistant Secretary
for Health, inFebruary 1976.
On February' 23, 1976, the members of the ICGH prepared and approved
thr specific research proposals to carry out the recomendation of
the ICGH report. These proposals are:
1. A Dietary Challenge Study of Artificial Food Colors and Flavorsin Children (1-5 years old) with Behavioral Disturbances (to be
carried out at the Kaiser.Permenente Center InCalifornia).
2
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2. A '";:..

Challenge Study of Artificial Food Colors and FlavorS

in Siiuol-Ago Hyperkinetic Children (to Ie carried out at the
University of Wisconsin).
3. Support to Obtain Data, Results and Interpretation of a Study
of Food Additives and Hyperactivity inChildren (the observational
phase of this study was completed at the University of Wisconsin
inDecember 1975).
The Bureau of Foods has provided $31,506 for the rundtinq of it..m 3
and the National Institutes of Health have provJded $106,800 for
the funding of a challenge study inchildren ages 1-5 years (item 1).
3
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APPENDIX I
STATE OF THE ART OF MASS SCREENING FOR MUTAGENICITY
INTRODUCTION
Mutagenicity unlike other fields of toxicology employs a myriad
of Indicator systems e.g., bacteria, plants, animal cells, insects,
whole animals, each having specific indexes, parameters and philosophies
regarding what demonstrates a significant or nonsignificant response.
This poses problems for many investigators who wish to perform
mutagenicity studies, and who must select among the various methods.
Selecting the proper test method is especially difficult for those
investigators possessing limited experience in the field.

This

situation is made worse by the fact that research in this area is
continuing at a rapid pace and the test methods employed today may
not be applicable tomorrow.
Itshould be recognized from the outset, however, that for a definitive
evaluation of safety inregard to mutagenicity, animal testing isneeded.
TYPES OF TEST SYSTEMS
1. Bacterial
The strains of Salmonella typhimurium developed by Dr. Bruce Ames are
among the most useful bacterial systems employed for the evaluation of
mutagenicity substances. Inaddition to the basic strains detecting
certain types of mutagenic events, other strains have beew developed
which can detect other mutagenic events.

These fabricated strains
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allow a greater penetration of substances into the organism and
augment the expression of the mutagenic event.
[schericia _oi has also been employed for assessing the mutagenicity
of chemicals. The various strains however have not undergone the
extensive development of Salmonella, and have therefore been used in
a limited capacity in the United States. It appears, however, that
this strain of bacteria is equal to Salmonella in detecting chemical
mutagens.
The work of Ames has contributed significantly to knowledge of the
mutation process. Nevertheless, his efforts to develop strains
having an exceedingly high susceptibility to mutagenesis has created a
concern among some scientists that it will give positive results for many
chemicals that are not truly hazardous to humans. This situation should
be kept in mind when one employs these strains, for the possibility of
2
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discovering so called "false positives" may be high. On the other hands
some known carcinogens have not been found to be mutagenic inthese test
systems. This problem, of false positives and false negatives, isof
concern to FDA and other Government agencies. Itneeds to be resolved
before the role of these tests in the regulatory process can be defined.
In comparing Salmonella and E.coli, one concludes that there is
no need to use both inscreening for mutagens. Either bacterial
species may be utilized with artificial metabolic activation systems.
Other bacterial systems can certainly be employed but due to inadequate
information, itisnot known to what degree of confidence negative
results can be assessed.
2. Yeast
The most commonly used yeast strains are Saccharomyces cerevisiae
and Schizosaccharomvces Dombe. These organisms have the facility
to detect not only gene mutations, but also chromosomal mutations.
Yeast systems,,however, appear to be less sensitive than bacteria
interms of detecting mutagenically active substances. This
insensitivity indetection seems to stem from the relative
impermeability of the cell membrane. Additionally, the activity
of potent mutagens such as dimethylnitrosamine (CV4N) is much less
inyeast as compared'to bacteria. Yeast strains are, however,
more useful than Salmonella or Escherichia Inanalyzing the
genetic bases of the mutational events detected.

3
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The test systems discussed thus far are relati-vely easy to perform
and can yield information in regards to the types of mutagenic
lesions produced.

One cannot, however, on the basis of significant

mutagenicity in these tests declare a substance dangerous to men.
They should be viewed as systems which demonstrate the potential
of a substance to be mutagenic in men. They provide an information
base, but cannot by themselves form the basis for decisions regarding
mutagenicity to humans.

--

3. Manmal-an Cells
Two major cell lines have been used for the assessment of gene
mutations.

They are the Chinese hamster ovary and mouse lymphoma.

Of the major procedures utilizing mammalian cells, the mouse lymphoma,
which measure gene mutations, has been employed most extensively
and has a larger data base with respect to the number of compounds
that have been investigated. The technical procedure is somewhat
involved and is not easily performed by a novice.
The Chinese hamster ovary cells can also assess gene mutations.
Biochemical markers provide the means of identifying the mutant cells.
4
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Since the ultimate objective in mutagenicity Is to obtain data
that is relevant to man, human diploid fibroblasts come closer to
that objective than any other jfl v
mutations.

system which assesses gene

It is a tedious and highly intricate procedure but is

mentioned here due to its potential for providing very valuable
Information.

4. ORoohill Hella ot

frosoghjla mlanogaster has been used quite extensively for assessing
the mutagenicity of various chemicals.

Both major classes of genetic

damage can be assessed, i.e., gene as well as chromosomal mutations.
Amon the various procedures which can be performed in Lroso2hlae are
dominant lethality, chromosome loss and -linked recessive lethality.
The -linked recessive lethal test Is the most sensitive of the
procedures interms of the detection of chemical mutagens. Additionally,
Drohila appears to be able to activate metabolically chemicals
ina manner similar to mammals.

Therefore direct as well as Indirect

mutagens can be Investigated.
5
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TEST SYSTEMS I TECTIN0 CW' ONSAL WlUTTIONS
Chromosomal mutations are responsible for the greater portion of
human diseases that are attributable to mutagenesis. Down's syndrome,
and K1inefelters syndrome are well known diseases of chromosomal
origin. Systems measuring this type of aberration are numerous and
for the most part easy to perform.
Various types of mamalian cells Inculture have been uployed to
investigate chemical; for cytogenetic abnormalities. ,They are too
numerous to list individually. For example human lynphocytes
obtained from volunteers can be utilized Intwo fashions: (1) after
exposure of humans to a substance, these cells may be cultured,
induced to divide and examined for chromosomal abnormalities, or
(2) withdrawn from "normal" volunteers Induced to grow, and,
subsequently exposed to chemical Mutagens and observed for chromosomal
abnormal i ties.
There has been some discussion among scientists inthe field of
mutagenicity in reference to the heritability of chromosomal breaks
and gaps, and consequently the relevance of such effects to true
genetic damage. Those who advocate use of in vitro cytogenetics
do so on the basis that in Instances where exchanges or translocations
are not observed In combination with breaks and gaps, itis usually
due to inadequate techniques or insufficient exposure time. There
6
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is no doubt, however, that the technique is useful as a screen for
potential mutagens, but cannot bethought of as a system which yields
definitive information regarding heritability of the observed
aberrations.
One area that has not been investigated is the relationship between
gene and chromosomal mutations in the same cell line. The mouse
lyphoma and Chinese hamster cells lend themselves very well to this
possibility. Information of this type could establish that the-quantitative and qualitative relationship of these effects are, and
lead to a better understanding of these processes.
7
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APPENDIX J
NUMBER OF FOOD ADDITIVE APPLICATIONS RECEIVED AND APPROVED

FROM 1958 TO PRESENT

YEAR
Direct
1958-1967

RECEIVED
- direct

Dir

APPROVED

1441

1296

303

1968

38

85

7

1969

22

88

5

1970

39

99

1971

30

8n

1972

25

81

1973

23

68

23
23

1974

20

56

8

1975(Sept)

14

14

11

Indirect*

6

-

*No discreet number can be described for approved indirect additives
because of overlapping listings.
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Senator NxwZoxr. We will have some questions that I will not ask at
this time, which we would like to have for the record, which we will
submit ii writing, and I assume yon will respond to.

Mr. GAmxm We certainly will.

Senator Nuzmso. Just briely, with respe to the Food and Drug
Administration Task Force report on the Searle Co., when was that
report finished t
Mr. Miuw. I think the report was submitted to the Commissioner.
of
1076,
Api 11.
date for the record. It was in the spring
1 9cn uply the precise
Senate Nzsowr. Some time in the spring of 1976, the task force
completed its report, or delivered its report to the dommissioner of
the FDA. Is that correct ?
Mr. MnuuL That is correct.
Senator NWk2. And has the Commisioner taken any action, or
recommended any legal action, respecting that task force report I
Mr. Mmumu Welr a number of things have grown out of that.
There are matters of public record. One is that the drug Aldactone,
on which some of the studies were conducted, had been labeled to include some additional warnings.
We do not have anyone here from the Bureau of Drugs who could
describe the precise 'hazard we were concerned with, but that is one
significant acion.
We have made a recommendation with respect to other actions to
the U.S. attorney, but I do not feel at liberty to describe its contents
here.
Senator NzusoN. You mentioned there is a public record and you
have made a recommendation. Have you made a recommendation for
a reference of this question to a grand jury I
Mr. Mzumu We have made a recommendation to the U.S. attorney
in the northern district of Chicago that he consider that.
Senator Nrsor. That he consider what?
Mr. Mzmu A grand jury investigation.
Senator Nelson. when was that recommendation made ?
Mr. M=za&m.. I can supply that for the record.
Senator NuLBoN. Was it recently?
Mr. 1Mmix It was recently.
Senator NxsoN. This year?

Mr. Mmur I cannot tell you precisely. It was January 10,197.
Senator NxEox. But in the past 2 or 8 weeks?
Mr. Mznmru In the past month.
Senator Numso €.In the past 80 days?

Mr. Mxum& Ye.

Senator NXro. All right.
The Yellow Dye No. b, you commented on that briefly in your
statement.
Now, that is, as I understand it, the most widely used of all certified
color additives, even more than Red Dye No.2, is that correct?
Mr. Mzuuu Yes.
..
Mr. Gmawut. That is cofrec.
Senator NUzsox. And my staff advises me that possibly up to 40 percent of all food that is colored contains Yellow No. 5; is thatapproximately correct?
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Dr. Ron=rs. I have no basis for commenting on that.
Senator NzLxo. The staff advises me that information was secured
from the FDA.
Mr. GAmiwixn We can go back and confirm this;
Senator Nzsor. I just want the record to be correct, reasonably

borrec

Mr. Gmnmi

firm it.

. To the extent we have information, we will con-

[Subsequent information was received and follows :]

Results of a UmitHd survey conducted in 197, on various food products, indicated that 158 out of 889 products tested contained Yellow No. 5. This is equiva.

lent to approximately 45 percent.

Senator Nnzox. The staff advises me the information furnished
was possibly up to 40 percent of all products containing color additives contain Yellow -No. 56and that 11/2 million pounds of it are in
use today, and that studies by the FDA itself show it to cause an allergic reaction in some people similar to an allergic reaction to aspirin
which we would understand to mean that about 2 percent of the total
population in the United States, or 400,000, are subject to such rea-ion.
My question is, what specifically, is the Food and Drug Administration doing to Inform the public or those who might be allergic,
about Yellow No. 5 1What precisely is the Food and Drug Administrar
tion doing?I

-

0

Mr. Giiw . First, just to correct the record, the studies which
demonstrate that effect are not the Agency studies. I believe those are
in the Woentific literature and being conducted by other people.
Senator NLSON;. Well, the FDA collected the scientific studies?
Mr. GmAwxrn. That is correct, and with respect to the more important part of that question, the recommendation is being prepared
which I have yet to see, for proposing a labeling requirement, but i
cannot comment on it because I have not seen the recom-hendation and
obviously cannot answer or act on it.
Senator NzLsoN. Does the literature indicate serious allergic reactions in any of the population, or what is the nature of the allergic
reactions?
Mr. Gm .nxPaPerhaps Dr. Blumenthal who is Director of our Division of Toxicology would like to respond.
Senator N
isoc.
Dr. Blumenthal?
Dr. BLUmaNTL. As I recall, this will be subject to confirmation,
but it is my recollection that the major reaction is urticaria itching,
something like hives.
Senator Nzsox. I was wondering about the seriousness. As you
know much better than we do, people may have a very severe @kn
breakout that is seribus, or mild. Are these people seriously allergic?
Dr. BwaxumL. I would have to reserve my answer to some degree, because I have not reviewed this literature for some years. The
literature relating to the reaction of people to Yellow No. 5 Is really
not extensive. Considering the number of people who are allergic to
spirln, one would expect that the medical literature would be fill
of people showing the combined response, but in fact, there is ar eat
paucity of. this kind of report, and most of the reports are perhaps
5, 6, 7 yearsold.
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Now, my recollection is that uticaria is the major allergy's response-it may be major-but I would like to go back and check that
specifically.
Senator NEsoLN. As to the literature, your reference is to the fact
there is not much in literature on it, as compared with aspirin Would
I be correct to suggest that the reason may well be that a doctor more
routinely asks about aspirin, and does not ask routinely about Yellow
Dye No. 5, and, furthermore, if he did, the patient would not know
whether he or she had consumed that?
. Dr. BLVI0ZNuTl. What you say is obviously something that has a

great deal of truth in it, although those individuals who-have an allergi .response, may go to an allergist. Here, we are talking about
physicians who have been aware of these reports as long as we have.
Senator NESoN. I understand, but how many people get to an
allergist.
Dr. BLUMENTHAL. I agree.
Senator NEuoN. All right.

Thank you very much -or your testimony, Mr. Gardner.
We will submit some additional questions. Thank you very much.
We will have to move along.
Mr. GARDNER. Thank you.
[Subsequent information was received and follows :]
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March 1, 1977
Sherwin Gardner, Acting Commissioner
Food and Druf Adintistration
Deprtment of Health, Hdocation 4 Welfare
Ito~ille, Maryland
Dear Commissioner:
The Sene Select Committee on Sma1l Business appreciates
the testinony supplied by the Food and Drug A~mnistration
for the heartas January 13, 1977 on food additives marketing,
regulation and safety.
As we stated at the hearings, we are requesting additional
information for the record.,' Since we would like to close the
record in spprox lately one month, we would appreciate receiving'
the following information as soon as possible.
1. As requested at the hearings (sei paso 50 of the,
transcript), we would like to have a breakdown of how all
additives are used, bT; category as to "regulated',, "generally
recognised as safe," prior,sactioa," "proyisionally listed
color additives," and any other category, i,*, the number of
additives used as preservatives, colors, flavors, etc. within
each category.
2. During the hearings (see page 31 of transcript) we
requested information as to whether any of the estimated 36
known carcinogens identified by the National Cancer Institute
(as discussed in the GAO Report "Federal Ifforts to Protect
the Public from Cancer-Causing Chemicals Are Not Very Effective")
are food additives, either direct or-indirect.
Subsequently, it has come to our attention that of some
200 chemicals backlogged in the MCI's Carcinogen lioassay
Program, 126 are regulated by the FDA as food additives both
direct and indirect (food Chemical News, January 31, 197,

pao 5l..)

We would appreciate any information you may have that
expands on the Food Chemical News list of such additives, and
a response to the hearing question regarding the known
carcinogens.
See article, "FDA Regulates Half of Backlogged ChemicaLs In NCI Testing Program,"
Food Chemical News, January 81, 1977, page 491.

Sherwin Gardner, Acting Commissioner
Food and Drg Administration
March 2, 197
Page 2
3 Subsequent to the hearings, the FDA has proposed
regulations regarding !M4C food color Yellow 1W. S (see
page 136 qi transcript). We would appreciate receiving:
ae the DA's public P"ouncement of proposed action"
61 the proposed regulations; c) any other material relevant
to the specific issue,
4. With respect to sacohorin, the PDA has proposed one
action recommended by the OAO: reducing. the amount of impurity
allowed in saccharin to the lowest that is technically
feasible. However, another recommendation of the GAO has not
been acted upon, relating to the safety factor.
A. Why does the FDA propose continuing for
saccharin a safety factor of 30-to-one instead of
100-to-one, when the FDA's own regulations provide
that, owce t where evidepceis submitted that justifies
use Ad a different safety factor, a food additive for
human use will not bi granted a toleratce that will
exceed 1/100th of the maisuxm.anount demonstrated to
-be without harm to experimental animals.
I% there scientific evidence that saccharin
justifies a lesser safety,.factor?
36

S. FDA in-house studies, an those done At the Wisconsin
Alumni Research Foundation (WARP) show that saccharin produced
"a statistically significant incidence of bladder tumors", In
side. The FDA's Director, Bureau of Foods (see page 9, GAO
Report. "Need to Resblve Safety Questions on Saccharin")
stated: "Dose-related carcinoaenicityof administered
clearly
,eNn. ct
saccharin for the, urindjybladr of
demonstrated."
In light of the Delaney clause in the Pood, Drug 4 Cosmetic
Act, prohibiting any substances in food which cause cancer In.
w1 man
or-animals, is continued approval of saccharin a violation
of law?
-6. Wih respect to interimn status": It is our understanding
that the FM first proposed "interim food additive status"
regulations for brominsted vegetable oil on July 28, 1970.
Since that tie four additives including saccharin, have been
granted "InterIA.mstatus, including manitol and acrylonitile
fJune 14, 1976), and several additives have boon Proposed for
such status, including butylated hydroxytoluene (35ff).
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Sherwin Gardaer Acting Commissianer
Food and Dru A ln stration
March 2, 1971
PAe 3
f A. Please identify t
11ladditives udet or propos*4
for "Interim status" regulation; It)what they are used
for; I1) how otensive their us6 is; IV) what their
previous'regulators' status was.
5. On *ht grounds and under what statutory
authority does the FDA Justify "interim status'
regulations?
C. s it.
rect thatthe FDA requires the same
safety justification* for additives under "interim
status" as for additives with "permanent status"?
Please elaborate.
D. It is our understauding that the FDAS authority
to issue such "interim status" regulations was cha11ented
inccourt in 1971 by the Center for Science in the Pubi C'
Interest add Mz. James S. Turner, Attortoy. iPlease.
briefly describe the resolution of the litigation, with
appropriate citations.
7. The PDA testimony respecting the GRAS list review
'states that the Review Committee has recommended action on
two additives for which there are insufficient data to
establish conditions of safe use.
,
What are the two additives and what are they used fort
S. Respond to all allegations in the teitiony of
Dr. Sidney bIUD Health Research Group respecting 'coal
tar color additives. -What actions is the FDA-taking with
tespect to these additives?
9. What is the FDAs view on themoiits of requiring
that food additives' approval exPire
at regular intervals,
requiring renewed approval based oa current safety testing
methods
Your assistance In providing this additional information
will cont .bute to making the hearing record current and
complete with respect to the marketing, rtulation and
safety of food additives.
Thank y6u for your help.
-=

ON: 1k

-Sincerely,

GAYLORD NBLSON
U.S. Senator
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Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20110
Dear Senator Nelson:
Thank you for your letter of March 1, 1977. requesting additional
information for the record to supplement our testimony before the
Senate Select Committee on Small Business on January 13, 1977. Our
response follows the order of- the questions in your letter.
1. The-b-eikdowm of additives used in food by category (i.e., food additives,
-substances generally recognized as safe (GRAS), prior sanctions,
permanent y listed color additives, and provisionally listed color
additives) and the functional category of those additives (e.g., preservatives,
wlsifiers, stabilizers, flavorings, etc.) is-found generally in part 21
Sofd
o
h rl
aReau1ations
(CFR). In particular, we direct
your at
to l
189 (these regulations were recodified
in th*'Fedral
tist,of March 16, 1977 (42 FR 14309)). Thus, for
example, part
1 he food additives approved by the Food and
uAdinistration (FDA) for use as food preservatives, coatings,
film and related substances, special dietary and nutritional additives,
anticoking agents, etc. The list of substances that are GRAS can be
found in part 182. Color additive listings are found in parts 70-82
of Title 21 of the CFR (recodified in the Feodral Register of
March 22, 1977 (42 FR 16553)).
Additionally, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), on contract with
FDA. is preparing computer printouts of all ingredients that are GRAS,
direct food additives, or color additives used In food. Next to each
ingredient noe will be listed the technical effect and where the
ingredient is listed in the CFR. We have enclosed the most recent
lists available within the FDA. (Tabs A-F)
2. Tab G contains the Bureau of Foods' comments on the 11 chemicals
permitted for use by FDA that are part of the National Cancer Institute
(MCI) carcinogen bioassay program. Where appropriate, an indication
isgiven to the possible impact upon FDA and the users of the additives
if certain of these chemicals were deemed unsuitable for specific uses.
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Of the 36 substances on the list (Tab H), as discussed in the GAO
report, only vinyl chloride asbestos and betel nuts can clearly
be identified as being regufated as-food additives within the meahing
of section 201(s) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
(21 U.S.C. 321(s)). Betbl nuts are not approved for use In this
country. Proposals are pending relative to asbestos and vinyl chloride.
Inthe Federal Register of September 3,1975 (40 FR 40529), the FDA
proposed regulations to restrict the uses of vinyl chloride polymers
In contact with food. The proposal permits the continued use of vinyl
chloride polymers in food packaging and other food-contact articles
where the potential for migration of vinyl chloride is diminished to
the extent that it may not reasonably be expected to become a component
of food. The proposal includes an interim food additive regulation
for the use of water pipes made from vinyl chloride polymers. The interim
regulation would be in effect pending development of additional data
to determine If vinyl chloride may reasonably be expected to be in potable
Water that is drawn from the tap. The proposed regulation would prohibit
all other uses of vinyl chloride polymers in food contact articles,
including semirigid and rigid articles such as bottles and sheets,
because in those uses vinyl chloride may reasonably be expected to
become a component of food.
In the Fera Register of September 28, 1973 (38 FR 27076),0.he
CoMtssWOW Pet
proposed that any food containing tblc that. is not free
from asbestos fibers shall be deemed adulterated in violation of
section 402(a)(1) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. As..
announced inthe Federal Regter of March 14, 1975 (40 FR 11865), a
final order on this
osal had to be delayed until an acceptable method
for determining the presence.of asbestos particles in talc can be.
developed. The issues involved include the fact that there is no
demonstrable evidence that ingested talc containing asbestos is a health
hazard and that a suitable methodology for determining asbestos.
fibers has not been developed. The future state of talc as a food
ingredient, and particularly as a component of a coating for rice, will
be consistent with whatever regulation is promulgated when these issues
have been resolved.
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3. Inresponse to your request concerning FDIC Yellow No. 6s we
are enclosing inTab 1:
1. A copy of the press release of February 3, 1977.
2. A copy of the proposed regulations published inthe Federal
Register on February 4, 1977.
3. A copy of the supporting material that ison file at the
Hearing Clerk's Office (5600 Fishers Lane. Rockville, Maryland)
which forms the basis for the proposed action.
4 and 5. InJune 1972, FDA signed a contract with the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) to review the results of all experiments on the
possible carcinogenicity of saccharin. They concluded that the
appliction of a 100:1 safety factor was unduly conservatives as a
consequence, a 30:1 safety factor was recommended. This action was
in accord with the report of a World Health Organization (WHO)
scientific group inwhich various Justifications for decreasing the
margin of safety were set forth. Hence, the Ad-Hoc Subcommittee
concluded that a total intake of 1 g/day, or 15 to 20 mg/kg Inadults
inthe 50 to 70 kg weight range was safe. The FDA accepted this
recommendation.
Continued approval of saccharin was not a violation of the Delaney
clause to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act because, until
recently, saccharin had not been conclusively shown to be carcinogenic.
As noted above, the FDA accepted the recommendations of the HAS. The
HAS report's primary conclusion was that the data then available, have
"not established conclusively whether saccharin is or isnot carcinogenic
when adinistered orally to test animals." The HAS further recommended
that several additional studies be undertaken to generate data that
would ermit a reasonably conclusive scientific Judgment on the question
of whether saccharin is a carcinogen, and that the question be reconsidered
when a substantial portion of the additional data became available.
During FDA's review of the report, several studies on saccharin were
undertaken-by the Health Protection Branch of the Canadian Department
of National Health and Welfare. At that time, these studies were
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expected to provide data that would enable FDA to make a final
determination regarding the use of saccharin in food. On March 9, 1977,
following careful consultation with the Canadian Government's Health
Protection Branch and review of the available studies, FDA announced
its Intention to prohibit use of saccharin in foods and beverages
because the artificial sweetener had been shown conclusively to cause
bladder tumors In test animals. A copy of FDA's proposal on saccharin
is enclosed. (Tab J)
K
6. Substances currently regulated under "interim food additive
regulations" are identified in Tab K along with the additional
information you requested on these ingredients. A substance soon to
be proposed for interim regulation Is butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT)
which is used as an antioxidant or preservative. In 1970, the HAS
survey on GRAS substances showed that 994,600 pounds were produced
for food use. The average consumption was 28 milligram per day.
BHT is currently listed as a GRAS substance, a regulated direct food
additive, a regulated Indirect food additive and a prior sanctioned
Ingredient depending on Its intended use.
An interim food additive relation isbased on the express authority
of the Comssioner to estlish the conditions under which a food
additive may be safely used (21 U.S.C. 348(c) and (d)). New questions
about the safety of old and well-established food ingredients will
frequently be raised. Where the new evidence merely raises questions,
and authoritative scientific Judgment concludes with reasonable
certainty that the ingredient may safely be used, an Interi, food additive
regulation may be issued to allow continued use of the ingredient for
a -imited time while further study is undertaken. In the case of both
an interim food additive regulation and an ordinary food additive
regulation, the Commissioner must be "reasonably certain" that use of
the additive is safe before he may approve or permit continued use of
the additive.
The Commissioner's authority to promulgate interim food additive
regulations was upheld in Jalgosn v. Erds. D.D.C., Civil Action
Not 446-71, July 6,1971, ATr
am.C. Cir. No. 71-2046,
December 16, 1972.
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7. Japan wax and carnauba wax are the two substances reported by
the Select Committee 'n GRAS Substances (SCOGS) as having insufficient
data available to establish conditions of safe use. Japan wax is
generally recognized as safe as a substance migrating to food from
cotton and cotton fabrics used in dry food packaging. Japan wax.
also ispermitted for use as a component of paper and paperboard
intended for use inproducing, manufacturing, treating, packaging,
transporting, or holding aqueous or fatty foods. Carnauba wax is
generally recognized as safe as a miscellaneous and/or general
purpose food additive...
8. Dr. Sidney Wolfe's allegations concerning color additives do
not raise any new questions or present any new data that have not been
thoroughly considered previously by FDA. Perhaps the greatest
problem suggested by Dr. Wolfe is that surrounding the time when
a decision has been made, and the data available at that time to make
the decision. A decision to approve a food or color additive can, quite
obviously, be based only on the data that isavailable and the scientific
techniques to analyze those data. But, new data do becomeavailable
and scentific techniques improve which make it necessary to review
those decisions.
Toxicology, like all other scientific disciplines, Isnot static.
There have been tremendous advances and changes In the views Of
scientists toward toxicological testing. This has led the Agency
to initiate a cyclic review of all permitted additives Including
"permanently" listed color additives. A complete discussion of this
"Cyclic Review" was presented to you on January 13, 1977. Itshould
not be thought, however, that the Agency is viewing the Cyclic
Review as a "cure-all." Prompt action istaken and will continue to
be taken to end the use of any additive when the Agency determines,
as was done for FOIC Red No. 2, FDX Red No. 4, carbon black, and most
recently saccharin, that there are sufficient scientific data to demonstrate
that the additives should no longer be permitted.
The Agency likewise takes action when advised by consumers or other
Interested parties that there are reasons for viewing with concern the
continued use of the additive. For example, on the basis of a comment
to a proposal, the Agency stayed the effectiveness of an order
permanently listing DIC Red No. 34 for use in externally applied
drugs and cosmetics. The color has been continued on a provisional

95-l

0 - 77 - 10
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listing while we are considering whether there isa possibility that
this color, as well as D&C Red Nos. 10-13, might contain B-napthylamine
a known carcinogen. The Agency insists inall cases, however, that
actions to terminate the approval of any substance be based on sound
scientific principles and not merely suspicion of potential problems.
To do otherwise, would be irresponsible.
The Health Research Group has submitted a petition to the Agency
proposing the delisting of the six certifiable colors, which they
identify as coal-tar dyes. The testimony on color additives given
by Dr. Wolfe is essentially a condensation of this petition. Scientists
at the Agency are examining each of the points of the petition.
9. The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act does not require FDA to
review periodically its past regulatory decisions nor does it
require that approval be terminated at a regular interval. However,
the Agency realizes that the data that were the basis of the initial
decision can become obsolete in terms of current safety standards.
Therefore, with the advent of the BRAS review program, the Agency began
the cyclic review of all ingredients added to food, Periodically, each
ingredient will be reevaluated in terms of how closely itisJudged to
meet the current set of evaluation cOteria. In reality, there is no
"final" FDA decision since if at any time. an additive is found to be no
longer safe for Its Intended use the Agency will take the necessary
-action to remove it from the marketplace.
IfI can be of any further assistance, please let me know.
Encosurs
Bard r
/ Deputy Cosm- s ner
Enclosures
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TABS
Tab A

Classification of ingredients
added to food
Alphabetized list of Generally Recognized
As Safe GRAS/Non-Flavors Partial
list of flavors/spices Generally
Recognized as Safe (GRAS)
Alphabetized list of direct food
additives (non flavors)
Listing of direct food additives
(non flavors) by technical effect

Tab B

Tab C
Tab D
Tab E
Tab F

A

Listing of colors used infoods and/or
drugs and/or cosmetics
\

Partial list of prior sanctioned substances

Tab G

Memorandum to Associate Commissioner for
Science from Acting Director Bureau of
Foods: Bureau of Foods comments on
backlog list of Chemicals inthe NCI
carcinogen bioassay program

Tab H

N(!List of known Human Carcinogens

Tab I

Packet of information on FD&C Yellow
N6-.- 5

Tab J
Tab K

Saccharin
Interim Regulated Substances
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CLASSIFICATION OF INGREDIENTS ADDED TO FOOD
TAB A
Classification of Substances

Number of Ingredients
3/16/77

Generally Recognized As Safe Sustances

(GRAS)

Non-Flavors
Flavors and Spices Regarded As
Generally Recognized As Safe by
VDA
lavors and Spices Considered
Generally Recognized As Safe by
Wanufacturers

439
268
735

Prior Santioned Substancos
(Includes direct food additives, Indirect
food additives, and generally recognized
as safe substances (GRAS) )

Total Number of Ingredientu
Not Knovn

Direct Food Additives
Ron-Plavors
Flavors and Spices
Indirect Food Additives

332
946
Approximately

10,000

Color Additives
t. Color Additives Permitted For Use-In Food
A. Subject to Certification
5. exempt From Certification
C. Provisionally Regulated and Subject
to Certification
D. Provisionally Regulated and Not
Subject To Certification

6
25
3
0

U. Color Additives Peritted For Use
In Drugs
A. Subject to Certification
C. 3xmeqpt From Certification
C. Provisionally Regulated and
Subject to Certification
D. Provisionally Regulated and Not
Subject to Certification

21
16
34
1
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Classification of Substances

Number of Ingredients
3/16/77

III. Color Additives Permitted For Use
In Cosmetics
A. Subject to Certification
a. Exmpt From Certification
C. PrOViSionally Regulated and Subject
to Certification
D. Provisionally Regulated and Not
Subject to Certification

Interim Regulated Ingredients

13
14
33
17

3

ALPHABETIZED LIST OF-GENERALLY RECOGNIZED AS SAFE SUBSTANCES
GRAS/NONFLAVORS
PARTIAL LIST OF FLAVORS/SPICES GENERALLY RECOGNIZED AS SAFE
TAB B
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National Academy of Sciences
Technical effect
121.1155

Chemical for controlling micro-organisms
in cane sugar and beet sugar mills

121.1165

ihizopus oryzaa

121.1170

Bacterial Cataless

121.1171

Sodium methyl sulfate

firming agent

121.1102

Calcium lignosulfonate

stabilizer and thicker

121.1225

Adjuvants for pesticide use dilution.
(7 individual listings)

surface active agents

121.1199

&(I) Endothia panasitics classified as
follow: Class Ascomycetes; order,
Iphriales; family, Diaporthecesae;
genus, -ndothia; species, parasitic&.

anti-microbial agent
Enzyme
Enzyme

Enzyme

s(2) Bacillus cereus classified as follows:
Class, Schizomycetes; order Eubacteriales;
family, Bcillacease; genus, Bacillus; species,
cereus

Enzyme

a(3) Mucor pusillus Lindt classified as follows:
Class, Phycomycetes; subclass Zygomycetes;
order, Mucorales; faily, Mucoracease; genus.
Hucor; species, pusillus; variety, Lindt.

Enzyme

a(4) Mucor miehei Cooney at Emerson classified
as follows: Class, Phycomycetes; subclass,
Zygomycetes; order, Mucorales; family,
Mucoraceae; genus, Mucor; species miehi,
variety, Conney et Emerson.

Enzyme

121.1233

Carbohydrase and cel1ulase enzyme preparation

Enzyme

121.1259

Candids lipolytica

Enzyme

121.1260

Alpha-galactosidaes from Morteirella vinaceae
var. raffinoseutilizer

Enzyme

121.1265

Amyloglucoaidase enzyme product

121.1267

Solvent extraction process for citric acid

Proceesing aid

121.1244

Tertiary butylhydroquinone (TBHQ)

Antoxidants

Enzyme
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241
LISTING OF COLORS USED IN FOODS AND/OR DRUGS AND/OR COSMETICS
TAB E
1. Color Additives PortnLtted for Ur-n in Food
Listed Subject to Certificati4
Citrus Red i;o. 2
-- For Colorimg oronlaos Only
Orange it
-- For Coloring Sausc$es
FD &C Blue No. 1
FD & C Red NO.'3

FF &C Red No. 40
PD & C Yellow No. 5
Exempt from Certification
Dried algae meal
3
is-apo- ' -Carotenal
Caramel
)I-Cnrotene
AnnAtto C:Lra:t
Tagetes Real and .xtrnct
PApril-ta

--

--

Chicken veed

Chicken

eed

1roprika Oteoresin
Turmeric
Turmeric Olcoresin
Saffron
Fruit Juice
Vegetable Juice
Toasted Partially Defetted
Cooked Cottonseed Flour
Titanium Dioxide
Cochineal Extract; Carmine
Grape Shin Extract (Enocianina) -- Beverages
Ultramarine Blue
-- Coloring Salt for Animal Feed
Ferrous Gluconnte
-- Ripe Olives

Dehydrated Beets(Beet Powder)
Corn Endosperm Oil
-- Chicken feed
Riboflavin

Carrot Oil
Synthetic Iron Oxide
Canthaxanthin

--

Dog and Cat F )ods

Provisionally listed and Subject to Certificatlool
FD & C Creen 1o. 3
1D & C Yellow No. 6
F0 & C Blue No. 2
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2. Color Additives Permitted for Use in Drugs
Listed Subject to Certification
FD & C Blue No. 1
FD & C Blue No. 2

["Zhthalocyaninato(2-) J copper
D & C Blue No. 9
D & C Green No. 5
D & C Green No. 6
FD & C Red No. 3
FD & C Red No. 40
;& C Red No. 39
D & C Violet No. 2
FD & C Yellow No. 5
D & C Green No. 8
D & C Yellow No. 7
D & C Yellow No. 8
D & C Yellow No. 11
D & C Red No. 17
D & C Red No. 31
D & C Red No. 34
D & C Violet No. 2
Ext. D 6 C Yellow No. 7
D & C Blue No. 4
Exempt from Certification
Synthetic Iron Oxide
Caramel
Annatto Extract
B-Carotene Titanium Dioxide
Pyrophyl ito
Cochineal Extract; Carmine
Chroium-cobalt-aluminuta Oxide
Alumina(Dried Aluminum iydroxide)
Calcium Carbonate
Talc
Potassium Sodium Coppe- Clilorophyllin
Carthaxanthin
Dihydroxyacetone
Pyrogal lol
Ferric Ammonium Citrate

Ingested drugs
Sutures
Sutures
Sutures
Sutures
Sutures
Ingested drugs
Germicide
Sutures
Ingested drugs
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied
Externally applied

drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs
drugs

Ingested drugs
Ingested drugs
Externally applied drucG
Sutures

Dentlfrices
Ingeated drug
Suntall lotiolns
Sutures
Sutures
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3. Color Additives Permitted for Use in Cosmetics
Listed Subject to Certification
FD & C Red No. 40
D & C Green No. 8
D & C Yellow No. 7
D & C Yellow No. 8

D & C Yellow No. 11
D & C Red No. 17
D & C Red No. 31
D & C Red No. 34
D & C Violet No. 2
D & C Brown No. 1
Ext. D & C Yellow No. 7
Ext. D & C Violet No. 2
D & C Blue No. 4
Exempt from Certification
Titanium Dioxide
Henna
Pyrophyllite
Potassium Sodium Copper Chlorophyllin
Diydroxyacetone
Disodium EDTA Copper
Asulene
Iron oxides
Manganese violet
Ultramarine blue
Ultramarine green
Ultramarine pink
Ultramarine red
Ultramarine violet

Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally
Externally

applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied
applied

cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics
cosmetics

Hair coloring
Externally applied cosmetics
Dentifrices
Suntan lotion
Shampoos

External
External
External
External
External

including
including
including
including
including

eye
eye
eye
eye
eye

area
area
area
area
area
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4.

Color Additives Provisionally Listed for Use in Drttgs
Subject to-Certification
FD&C Green No. 3
FD&C Yellow No. 5
FD&C Yellow No. 6
MD&C Red No. 3
FD&C Blue No. 1
FD&C Blue No. 2
D&C Green No. 5
D&C Green No. 6
D&C Yellow No. 10
D&C Red No. 6
DaC Red No. 7
D&C Red No. 8
D&C Red No. 9
D&C Red No. 10
D&C Red No. 11
D&C Red No. 12
D&C Red No. 13
D&C Red No. 19
D&C Red No. 21
D&C Red No. 22
D&C-Red No. 27
D&C Red No. 28
D&C Red No. 30
D&C Red No. 33
D&C Red No. 36
D&C Red No. 37
D&C Orange No. 4
D&C Orange No. 5
D&C Orange No. 10
D&C Orange No. 11
D&C Orange No. 17
D&C Blue No. 6
Ext. D&C Yellow No. 1
Ext. D&C Green No. 1
Exempt from Certification
Logwood

External use only.
External use only.
External use only.
Ingested drugs.

External use only.
External use only.
External use only.
External use only.

External use only.

External use only.

Surgical suture use only.

-0
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5. Color Additives Provislonally Listed for Use in Cosmetcs
Subject to Certification
FD&C Green No. 3
FD&C Yellow No. 5
FD&C Yellow No. 6
FD&C Red No. 3
FD&C Blue No. 1
D&C Green No. 5
D&C Green No. 6
D&C Yellow No. 10
D&C Red No. 6
D&C Red No. 7
D&C Red No. 8
D&C Red No. 9
D&C Red No. 10
D&C Red No. 11
D&C Red No. 12
D&C Red No. 13
D&C Red No. 19
D&C Red No. 21
D&C Red No. 22
D&C Red No. 27
D&C Red No. 28
D&C Red No. 30
D&C Red No. 33
D&C Red No. 36
D&C Red No. 37
D&C Orange No. 4
D&C Orange No.5
D&C Orange No. 10
D&C Orange No. 11
D&C Orange No. 17
D&C Blue No. 6
Ext. D&C Yellow No. 1

x ternal use
only.
xterna use only.

Ext. D&C Green No. 1

Exempt from Certilication
Aluminum powder
Annatto
Bismuth citrate
Bismuth oxychloride
Bronze powder
Caramel
Carmine
Carotene
Chromium hydroxide green
Chromium oxide greens
Copper, metallic powder

For use as a color component in
hair dye.
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continued, color additives exempt from certification, for use
in cosmetics Ferric ferrocyanide (iron blue)
Graphite
Guanine (pearl essence)
Lead acetate
Mica
Zinc oxide

For use as a color component in
hair dye.
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PARTIAL LIST OF PRIOR SANCTIONED SUBSTANCES
TAB F
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FOOD DRUG COSME!C LAW JOURNAL--DECEMBEER,

1958

LIST OF CHEMICALS APPROVED UNDER FEDERAL MEAT INSPEC- TION ACT BEFORE SEPTEMBER 6, 1958, WHICH ARE EXEMPTED
FROM 1958 FOOD ADDITIVES AMENDMENT OF FEDERAL FOOD,
DRUG, AND COSMETIC ACT
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Research. Ser-ice
Meat Inspection Division
Washington 2!. D. C.
ZYLYM 1D.5-.27
N ov emL'er 3, 1937
TO:
Inspectors in Charge of Meat Ir.spec:ion
FROM:
R. M..Mehurin, Chief, Chemical C.:ol Section
SUBJECT: Permitted Chemical Additives

Additive
.Acetic acid

Reference
Reg. 18.7(i)

Purpost
Refining

Pr,,dw.s
Rwdered fits

Amines, filming Correspondence Volatile boile.
additive to retard corrosic:
in pipes
Anti-foam A
Correspondence To retard
(methyl
foaming
polysilicone)
Reg. 16.13(e); To retard
Antioxidants
18.7(d);
(oxygen inrancidity
17.9(d)
terceptors)
development
Ascorbic acid Reg. 18.7(s);
Accelerate
283(b) (7)
color filing
In curing

S:earn

Bacterial starter; lactic acid
starter culture
Benzoate, sodium; benzoic
acid
BHA (butylated hydroxyanisole)

Dry sausage;
prk roll

Reg. 18.7(p)
Memo. 234

To develop
flavor

To retard
Reg.(ii),
(b)
(3) 2&1(a)
flavor
-- reversion
(1)(v)
Antioxidant:
Reg. 17.9(d)
18.7(d) (5);
To retard
rancidity
development
Reg. 18.7(t)
Antioxidant:
16.13 (e)
To retard
rancidity
development

Amount
Sufficient for
purpose
See chemical
names
10 ppm

Lard and
s"rteing

Cured cuts;
cured co-.,'.i:u:ed product

.

0.01% singly;
0.02% combinations

7a ozs. to 100
gab. pickle;
Y&0 . to
100 lbs. meat
0. %

O:eom.rg2a.".e 0.1%
.. d a.d
s'. te:-..'rg

0.01%

u..s..ofdd"

0.003 1
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WASHINGTOY° CONFERENCE,

Additive
Rjeren e
Reg. 18.7(d)
BHT (butylated hydrocy- (6) ; 17.9(d)
toluene)
Bicarbonate
of soda
Borax
Bromelin

Produ:
Purpose
Antioxidant:
Lard and
To retard
shortening
rancidity
development
Reg. 18.7(1);
To neutralize Rendered fat;
Correspondence excess acidity; tomato soup;
cleaning vegts. beans, etc.
Reg. 17.9;
Preservative
Export
18.8
Correspondence Same use as
papoin
Reg. 18.7(i)
Refining
Rendered fa:

Carbon (purlfled charcoal)
Carbon dioxide Correspondence Immobilizing
gas
Binder and
Caseinate,
• Manual 18.28
extender
sodium

Caustic soda

(sodium hydroxide)

j,&GE 835
8

1958-FDA-mP

Reg. 18.7(i) (j) Refining;
denuding

AMe.Unt

0.0151C

S-._ficint for
purposee
Su cient for
purpose

Sufciie.rit for
purpose
Hogs
Sufficient for
purpose
Imitation
Suicient for
sausage; nc.=- pu,-pose
specific
loaves; sou;.s;
stews; etc.
Fats; tripe
Su,,ciert for
purpose

-Cellulose gum Correspondence Extender,
Baked pies.
Su.-cie-6t
(carboxymethyl
etc.
purpose
stabilizer
cellulose)
Citric acid
Reg. 1&7(d) (9) Synergist: To Lard and
0.01%
increase effec- shortening
tiveness of
antioxidants
Reg. 18.6(t)
Synergist: To Unsmoke"
0.01ve
increase effec- sausage
tiveness of
antioxidants
Reg. 28.1 (a) (3) To protect
Oleomarr..-..e St"icien:
(viii), (b)(l) flavor
*(viii)
Correspondence Flavoring
Chili con zm-..
Suicie.t
purpose
Citric acid and Reg. 18.7(o)
Prevent
Beef b!c.:.!
0.251
sodium citrate
coagulation
Coloring mate- Reg. 28.1 (a) (3) To color
Sufficient
Sausage :1rial, vegetable, (i), (b) (1)
purp.,Sc
casings, renings; olec(iv) ; 18.7(m); dered fat.
and synthetic
margari:e:
(CFR Amend- marking
sliorteni';;
brandin; -%.k
ment 57-29);
ink, etc.
17.9(a) (b);
16.7(a) ;.
16.13(d)

for

for
for

for
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Adiive

.

Refrence

Purpose

Amount

Products

C.ed product; 2.5 %

Corn syrup

f: Reg. 187(b)

Flavor; cure

Corn syrup

Reg. 187(b)

dried

(q) ; em 243

Flavor; cure

ha= urger
C-d product;
hburger

2.0%

Cycluate,
sodium

Memo. 249

Sweetener

-Bacon

0.15%"

Cyclohe
nib"

Correspondence To retard

qla-

(q); Memo. 243

-

corrosion
Flavor; cure;
seasoning

Diacetyl

Reg. 18.7(b);
2&2 (a) (4);
Memo.215
Reg. 28.1 (a) (3) Flavor

'Diatoaceous
earth

Reg. 18.7 ()

Dextr ose

Enz)'mes, proteolytic
Ficin
Fullers
earth
Glycerol
(glycerine)

Sufficient for
purpose

Refining

Rtndered fits

Cooling

Chopping of
m.eat; packagin; of product

Sufficient for
purpose
Suffitcient for
purpose

See papain,
bromelin, ficin
Correspondence Same use as
papain
Reg. 18.7(i)
Refining

Reg. 18.6(a) (5) Inhibit drying;
Correspondence manufacture
of mono- &
diglycerides
Glycerol lacto- Correspondence A type of
mono- &
palmitate, etc.
diglycerides
Gums, vegetable Correspondence Emulsifying
agent; binder
(tragacanth.
karayk. etc.)
Reg. 18.7(j)
Bleach
Hydrogen
peroxide
Hydrolyzed.
Reg. 28.2(b) (7.) Flavor
Manual 18.52 to
plant protein
18.56
Accelerate
Reg. 18.7(s);
Ismscorbic
color fixing
acid
28.3(b) (7)
in curing
Isopropyl
citrates

Saage, harp,
etc.

10 ppm from
approved feeder
Sufficient for
purpose

O:eomargarine

(iv),
(vii) (b)(1)

Dry ice (carbon Memo. 239
dloxide-solid)

i.ler water

Reg. 28.1 (a) (3) To protect
(ix). (b) (1)
flavor
(ix)

Rendered fats
S.a.onings,
c--.?ng mixes
Shortening

Sufficient for
purpose
Suflicient for
purpose
Sufficient for
purpose

S;.ice emulsion; Sufficient for
4s; roll,
purpose
t:.eading m.x
Tripe
Sufficient for
purpose
VAious
Sufficient for
purpose
C--ed cuts:
c-.:ed coumi.
.. : product

7Vj ozs. to 100
gals. pickle;
;oj . to 100
lbs..meat

i:Iomargarine

0.02%

250
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Relerexce

Lignin

Purpose
To retard
rancidity
development;
emulsifier
Reg. 28.1(a)(9) Emulsifier
Correspondence Loosen scale

Oleomargarie
Steam boilers

Lime

Reg. 18.7(j)

Tripe

Acithin

Malt syrup .
Mono- and
diglyceridesI

Reg. 1&7(d)
(4) ; Corres.
pondence

Denude

Correspondence Flavor; cure
Reg. 17.8(c)
Emulsifiers

(3) (ix), (b)

() (ix)
Monosodiunn
glutamate
Morpholine
Nickel
Nitrate of soda
or potassium

Source of
nitrite

Nitrite of soda Reg. If&87(k)

Fix color

Nordihydroguaiaretic acid
(NDGA)
Octadecyla.
mine
":
Oxygen in.
terceptorPapain

;Y."Ipose

...Olt in lard
& shortening;
•:.022 in oleo.. :garine

Reg. 1&7(k)

Nitrogen

$'---cient for
?U.:pose
s$...cient for

To increase
Lard, shorteneffectiveness
ing; olcomar.
of antioxidants garine

Reg. 282(b)
Flavor
(6) ; Manual
18.2 to 18.56
Correspondence To retard
cotrrosion
Reg. 18.7(i)
Catalyst

or potassium.

;".-rose

2.53
S- cient for
-ose; 0.5%
M oleomar-

(43);18.7(c);

Reg. 18.7(d)
(9) ; 28.1 (a)

.Amount
S:.Acient for

Cured produ.
Lard, shorte.ing; oleomar..
garint

28.1 (a) (9)
Monoisopro
pyl
citrate

Product:
Lard and
shortening

Various

r'a.-ine

Su5cient for
S-;,Pos

Boiler water

2.) ;pr from
a;.p-oved feeder
Hydrogenated S5---.cient for
fats
-.-';Qse
Cured products St sdium or
;.:.assiun
,'-:ra:e
Cured product.

$i-msod5ur or

Correspondence Exclude oxygen Sealed products 5. -cicnt for
;'-Ose
Reg. 18.7(d) 4(2) Antioxidant:
Lard and
To retard
shortening
rancidity
development
Correspondent *Boiler additive Steam
2 ;;m in
to retard cort
*::5-4ensed
t. (analysi.,
rosion in steam
pip"
Reg. 16.13(e) See antioxi17.9(d);
dants
18.7(d)
Reg. 17.8(c)
Soften tissue Frozen cuts
-. ':'ent for

(56) ; Memo.

226

I
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Additive
Reterence
Reg. 18.7(r);
Phosphates:
disodium; sodl- 18.7(t) ; 28.3
wn hexameta-; (b)(6)
tripoly-; sodium pyro-; wdiu add pyro-

Purpose
Decrease
amount of
cooked-out

juices

-..2 ;-.
€.":; ;,.d h-am

1958

Aemos.nt
S.0% in pumping pickle; 0.S%
in canned

chopped ham

phosphte

Phosphate, so- Correspondence Retard scale
diwn hexametaformation
in
pipes

Pcn:ewa:er

10 ppm from
approved ieeder

Phosphate,
trisodium

Reg.18.7(j)

Tre

Sufficient for

Phosphoric
acid

Reg. 18.7(d) (9) Synergist: To
increase effect'eness of antioxidants

Denuder

8.

_

Propyl galtate

Reg. 18.7(d) (7) Antioxidant:
To retard
rancidity
development

Resin guaiac

Reg. 18.7(d) (1) Antioxidant:
To retard
rancidity
development

Silica get

Correspondence Anti-caldng
agent

Sodium ascorbate; sodium
isoascorbate

Reg. 1&7(s);
28.3(b) (7);
Memo. 217,

SupI. I & 2

Accelerate
color fixing
in curing

Ur! and

purpose

0.01%

SbCt:i.".

0.01%
La-, and

4:: -..r- C'rI-.
€::.

0.1%

.ixes, 0.5%

C'-d c.ts;
c ,:.- r.I:r.uct

7ya ozs. to 100
gals. pickle;
];I o. to 100
Ibs. meat; 10%V
soln. to surface

of cured product
prior to packaging

Sodium
bicarbonate

See bicarbonate
of soda

Sodium
carbonate

Reg. 18.7(i);
18.7(j)

Refining;
denuding

FL.; :.;e

Sodium
caseinate

Manual 18.28

Binder and
extender

:-U-'n
Sufficient for
purpose
.-'.ono.n-e;

Sufficient for
purpose

.ax;s_ s..s

Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda)

Reg. 18.7(j)

Denuder

t

Sufficient for
purse

252
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Addiive
Sodium
Metasilicate

Reference
Reg. 18.7(j)

Purpose
Denuder

Prod:;.:'
Tripe

Sodium or
potassium
nitrate

Reg. 18.7(k)

Source of
nitrite

Cured prc4'4.".s 7 lbs. to 100
gals. pickle;

Sodium or
potassium
nitrite

Reg. 18.7(k)

Amount
Suf..cient for
purpose

3ma oz. to 100
lbs. meat (dry
cure); 214 ozs.
to 100 lbs.
chopped meat
Color fixing

Cured pro,...,!:s 2C0 ppm (02.%)
in product; 2
lbs. to 100 gals.
pickle; I oz. to
100 lbs. meat

(d-)- cure) ; 'X

oz. to 100 Its.
chopped meat
* Reg. 28.1(a) (9) Emulsifier
Sodium
sulfoacetate
derivatives of
mono- and diglycerides

Oleotnarga-.e

0.3%

Sorbitol

Correspondence Retard drying

Seasonings

Su...cient for
purpose

Starter
distillate

Reg. 28.1(a) (3) Flavor

Oleomarga..e

SU.cielt for
purpose

Stearyl citrate

Reg. 28.1(a) (3) To protect

Oleomargaz-.e

0.15%

Sausage, ha..'
miscellaneots

S:..cient ior
Purpose

Suz.l-cient for
;:rpo~se

(iv). (b) (1)

(vii)

(x). (b) (1)

flavor

Sugars. approved (sucrose and
dextrose)

Reg.'18.7(b);
28.2(a) (4)
Memo. 215

Flavoring;
curing;
seasoning

Sulphites with
strong alkali

Correspondence Retard corrosion

Boiler water

Tannic acid

Reg. 18.7(i) ;
Refining;_
Correspondence loosen scale

Rendered fa-s; .---€cient for
boiler water
; urprafe

Tocopherols

Reg. 18.7(d) (3) Antioxidant:
To retard

Larcd and
shortening

(x)

._

rancidity

development

4
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Additiw
Trisodium

phosphate
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Referrnce
Reg. 1&7(j)

Purpoe
Denuder

Products
Tripe

Amount

Sufficient for

purpose

This memorandum supersedes "Meat Jns;ec:on Division Memorandum No.
57.3. dated.February 25, 1957.
R.M. Mehrin
[Signature)

ACCEPTABLE MATERIALS FOR PLASTICS, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, MEAT INSPECTION
DIVISION, JANUARY, 1958
SYNTHETIC RESINS, PLASTICIZERS, STABILIZERS, DRIERS, DRYING
OILS, COLORANTS AND RELEASE AGENTS APPROVED FOR USE
IN RUBBER OR SYNTHETIC RESIN PLASTICS INTENDED FOR CONTACT WITH FEDERALLY INSPECTED MEAT FOOD PRODUCT
Resins
A. Can enamels
The classes of resins that have
been met with most frequently
are:
Risphenol-epichlorhydrin
Bisphenol-epichlorhydrinesters
Epoxy ester
Bisphenol-epichlorhydrin-vinyl
Certain modified phenols
Certain modified vinyls
Oleoresins
Alkyl oleoresinous
Polyester
Alkyl ester
The basic types of resins may be
listed as follows:
Fossil resins, specifically gilsonite, and natural East Indian
and Congo resins
Bisphenol-formaldehyde
Certain substituted phenol formaldehydes
Phenol formaldehyde
Urea formaldehyde
Bisphenol-epichlorhydrin
Bisphenol-epichlorhydrin esters
Maleic anhydride retin'ester

95-866 0 - 77 - 17

-ster(f ed Congo resin
.s:erified resin
.!elamine-formaldehyde
?:,)'vnyl chloride and acetate
•.ellulose acetate butyrate
Polystyrene
?ol)'vinyl butyral
I.lyethylene
Fe:roleum hydrocarbon
B. Films for wrapping ioods
.-rheacceptable resins for wrapping
foods are:
Condensate of diniethyl terephthala:e and ethylene glycol
Resins from high and low viscosity polyvinyl alcohol for
iatty ioods only
Polyvinyl chloride
Polyvinyl acetate
Po!vvinyl chloride-acetate
Vinlduc chloridc

Polystyrene
Polyethylene of the high anid
low pressure type
Cellulose acetate
Regenerated cellulose
Butadiene-scrylonitrile synthetic
rubber

254
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Methyl and ethyl acrylate
Ethyl cellulose
Rubber hydrochloride
Polyester resin---ethylene terephthalate and ethylene isophthalate
Butadiene acrylonitrile-styrene
copolymer
Butadiene-styrene Copolymer
Terephthalic acid-ethylene glycol copolymer
C. Grease-proofing and wet-strength
resins for paper wraps
Polymer of 2-chloro-butadiene
Polymer of melamine-formaldehyde
Polymer of urea-formaldehyde
Polymer of dimethyl-polysiloxare
of 350 centistokes viscosity
Copolymer of styrene and isobutylene (for foods of high
water content only)
Plasliciers
Acetyl tributyl citrate
Acetyl triethyl citrate
Butyl stearate
Butyl phthalyl butyl glycollate
p-Tertiary butyl phenyl salicylate
Dibutyl sebacate
Di-iso butyl adipate
Di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (for
foods of high water content

only)

Di-iso-octyl phthalate (for food
of high water content only)
Diethyl phthalate
2-Ethylhexyl diphenyl phosphate
Ethyl phthalyl ethyl glycollate
Glyceryl monooleate
Glycerin triaceate
Monisopropyl citrate
Paraplex G-60
Paraplex G-62
Stearyl citrate
Triethyl citrate
3-(2-Xenoxyl)-l,2-epoxypropane
'tabilizers

Aluminum inonostearate
Ammonium citrate

Ammonit.-. ;-::assium phosphate
Calcium a,:e.a:t
Calcium es.; acetoacetate ace. tate
Calcium carb,::ate
Calcium gl..cem'hosphate
Mono-, di. a=:1 tricalcium phosphate
Calcium otate
Calcium rcirceate
Calcium s:ea-a:e
Magnesium.. g*.-erophosphate
Magnesium s .-'ate
Mono-, di. azd trima.-nesiunt
phosphate
Potassium c:r:e
Disodium ,:..:gn phosphate
Sodium ci-a:e
Sodium py.ph2sphate
Sodium tetrap:,-opho6phae
Tin stearate
Inorganic sal.s c! copper manganese, and z'=c. zinc s:earate
and zinc -ean-aze, are acceptable if t*.e :aching of the
metal con:-ib::es less ihan S0
parts per m!X' n to the food.
Driers
Cobalt capry!a:e. "noleate, naphthenate, and u ate
Iron capryla:., :'.x,:;ate, naphthenate, and :a::a:e
Manganese cap..late, linoleate,
naphthena:e. .d tallate

Drysno Oils

Chinawood c.;1
Dehydrated ca.s:er oil
Linseed oil
Tall oil

Colorants (Pigmen:s)
Carbon black
Oxides of ireon
Titanium diox.it
nulary gra'e
Ultramarine
-

'Notional For-

Release Agents
Acrowvax C
DC Fluid 2N(' o: .
cenistokes viscc s:..Methyl polysivcxi.e oi 3..1 centistokes viscs'. -
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Iicrocrystalline wax
Linoleic acid amide
Oleic acid amid
Palmitic acid amide
Stearic acid amide

Polyethylene glycol 400
Polyethyle,,e glycol 1500
Polyethylene glycol 4000
Polytetrafluoroethylene

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
(21 CFR PART 121)
FOOD ADDITIVES
PROPOSED DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURAL AND
INTERPRETATIVE REGULATIONS
[FederalRegiler, December 9, 1958, pages 9511-9517]
The Commissioner of Food and Drugs, in accordance with the provisions
bf the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (sees 201. 402, 409, 101; 72 Stat.
1784, 1785 et seq.; 52 Stat. 1055, as amended, 70 Stat. 919, 72 Stat. 948; 21 U. S. C.
321, 342, 348, 371) and pursuant to authority delegated to him by the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare, proposes the promulgation of the following
regulations with respect to food additives, &nd hereby offers an opportunity to
all interested persons to present their views in writing to the Hearing Clerk,
Department of Health, Education, and Weliare, 330 Independence Avenue S. V.,
Washington 25, D. C., within 30 days from the date of publication of this notice
in th'e FEDERAL REGISTER. Comments may be accompanied by a memorandum or brief, and it is requested that all comments be submitted in quintuplicate.
PART 121-FOOD ADDITIVES
SUBPART A-DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURAL AND
INTERPRETATIVE REGULATIONS
Sec.
121.1 Definitions and interpretations.
121.2 Pesticide chemicals in processed foods.
121.3 Substances added to food which are not generally recognized as safe.
121.4 Tolerances for related food additives.
121.5 Generally recognized safety factors to be considered.
121.6 General principles for the evaluation of the safety of food additives.
121.7 Food additives for which new-drug applications are required.
121.8 Food additives proposed for use in foods for which definitions and
standards of identity have been prescribed.
121.9-121.50 [Reserved)
121.31 Petitions proposing regulations for food additives.
121.5Z Withdrawal of petitions without prejudice.
121.53 Substantive amendments to petitions.
121.54 Effective date.
121.55 Objections to regulations and requests for public hearings.
121.56 Public hearing; notice.
121.5? Presiding officer.
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Poultry Additives
The following important list of food was re-eived just in time for inclusion in
additives approved under the Poultry this December JouaAm. It is presented
Products Inspection Act and exempted in -'fli text:
by the.1958 food-additives amendment
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Narket:g Service
Poultry Division
Vashington 23, D. C.
November 20, 1958
TO: All Poultry Inspectors, Inspection B.-ran.h
FROM: G. S. McKee, Pathology Section Hea, Inspection Branch
SUBJECT: PERMITTED FOOD ADDITIVES
Purpose
Amount
Additive
Sufficient for purpose
Refining Acetic acid
Volatile boiler adv.i:'ve See chemical names
Amines, filming
to retard corrosion
pipes
Sufficieut for purpose
Stabilizer
Agar Agar
Sufnicient for purpose
Animal & Vegetable Shortening

Oil

Anti-foam A (methyl
polysilicone)
Antioxidants (oxygen
interceptors)
Ascorbic acid
Benzoate, sodium;
benzoic acid
BHA (butylated
hydroxyanisole)
BHT (butylated
hydroxytoluene)
Bicarbonate of soda
Caramel
Carbon (purified
charcoal)
Caseinate, sodium
Cellulose gum (carboxymethyl cellulose)
Chlortetracycline
Citric'acid
Citric acid and sodium citrate
Condiments
Sodium chloride
(NACL)

To retard foami11

10 ppm

To retard rancidi-v :evelopment
Accelerate color '.-x:ng
in curing
To retard flavor .evtsion
Antioxidant: To .e:,rl
rancidity development:
Antioxidant: To re:at
rancidity developmren:
To neutralize excess
acidity; cleaning veg:s.
Flavor
Refining

0.011 singly; 0.02% combinations
7y4 ozs. to 100 gals. pickle;
M oz. to 100 lbs. chicken meat

Binder and exter..-e
-Extender, stabilize

Su-.cient for purpose
Sui.cient for purpose

To retard spoilage'

0.01%r
0.01%
Sufficient for purpose
Sufficient for purpose
Sufficient for purpose

; par:s per million

Synergist: To irncrese

0.01%

effectiveness of a.-:.:xidants
Prevents coagula'.o.-.

0.2

To develop Fiavo:
Flavoring and del.#n':.;
process
•

Su.cient for purpose
Sucient for purpose
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Additive
Coffee extract
Coloring material,
vegetable and synthetic
Corn syrup
Corn syrup dried
Cyclamate, sodium
Cyclohexylamine
Dextrose
Dacetyl
Diatomaceous earth
,.,

w

Dry ice (carbon

dioxide solid)
Enzymes, proteolytic
Ficin
Flavoring (chemical
and synthetic)
Flour (rice, potato,
wheat)
Fullers earth
Gelatin
Glycerol (glycerine)
Glycerol lactopalmi-

*,

tate, etc.
Gums,.vegetable
(Tragacanth, karaya,
etc.)
Hydrolyzed plant
protein
Isoascorbic acid
Lactic acid
Lecithin
Lignin
Malt syrup
Mono-and diglycerides
Monoisopropyl
citrate
Monosodium glutamate
Nitrate of soda or
p,)tassium
Nitrite of soda or

potas4sitiin
Nitrogen
,ordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA)
Oxygen interceptors
Papain
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Purp'ose
To develop flavor
Casings and ink only

Anount

Flavor, cure
Flavor, cure
Sweetener
To retard corrosion
Flavor; cure seasoning
Flavor
Refining
Cooling

2.5%/
2.0%

Soften tissue

Soften tissue
Flavor

Sufficient for pur,-ose
Sufficient for p'-'.'ose
Sufficient for p-.'rpose

Thickener

Sufficient for P.'.r'nose

Refining
Thickener
Inhibit drying; manuftcture of mono & diglycerides
A type of mono. &
diglycerides
Emulsifying agent;
binder

Sufficient fo."r.'-pose
Sufficient fo- P=sose
Sufficient for p;.rpose

Flavor

Sufficient for p'.-pose

Accelerate color fixingin curing
To develop flavor
To retard rancidity development; emulsifier
Loosen scale
Flavor; cure
Emulsifiers

7Y ozs. to

Sufficient fr -- pose
Sufficient for ; :.-pose

0.15%
10 ppm from approved feeder
Sufficient for p-_-rose
Sufficient for p'--pose
Sufficient fc.: p-.,ose
Sufficient for p..pose

Sufficient for -=.,>ose
Sufficient fo: pu..:pose

'.,'. gals. pickle;
ozs. to IC,) !'ls. chicken -r.eat
0.5%
Sufficient for --- pose
-Sufficient for pr.,-ose
2.5%
Sufficient fo: p'.urpse

To increase effectiveness
of antioxidants
Flavor

0.01% in Ia:.- & s-or'eing

Source of nitrite

See Sodium ir ;-:,tassium
nitrate
See sodium . 'r-:as.Uum

Fix color
Exclude oxygen
Antioxidant: To retard
rnnci(lity development
See antioxidants
Soften tissue

Sufficient for .u.,-se

nitrite

Sufficient for p'
0.01%
Sufficient fc.: -

e
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Additive
Phosphates: disodiurn; sodium hexameta-; tripoly-; sodium pyro-; sodium
acid pyrophosphate
Phosphate, sodium
hexametaPhosphoric acid
Propyl gallate
Resin guaiac
Silica gel
Sodim ascorbate;
sodium isoascorbate
Sodium bicarbonate
Sodiunt casemnate
Sodium or potassium
nitrate

FOOD DRUG COSMETIC LAW JOURNAL-DECEMBER,

Purpose
Decrease amount of
cooked-out juices

A motwl"

Retard scale formation
in pipes
Synergist: To increase
effectiveness of antioxidants
Antioxidant: To retard
rancidity development
Antioxidant: To retard
rancidity development
Anti-caking agent
Accelerate color fixing
in curing

10 ppm from approved feeder

To neutralize excess
acidity; cleaning vegts.
Binder and extender
Source of nitrite

Sodium or potassium
nitrite

Color fixing

Sodium sulfoacetate
derivatives of monoand diglycerides
Sorbitol
Starch
Stearyl citrate
Sugars. approved
(sucrose and dextrose)
Tannic acid
Tapioca
Tocopherol4

Emulsifier

Yeast (dry and wet)

1958

5.0% in pumping pickle;
0.5% in canned chopped
chicken

0.01%
0.01%
0.1%
0.5%
7$ ozs. to 100 gals. pickle;
/ or. to 100 lbs. chicken meat;
10%r soln. to surface of cured
product prior to packaging
Sufficient for purpose
Sufficient for purpose
7 bs. to 100 gals. pickle; 3$
ozs. to 100 lbs. chicken meat
(dry cure); 2-4 oz. to 100 lbs.
chopped chicken meat
200 ppm (02%) in product;
2 lbs. to 100 gal. pickle; 1 oz.
to 100 lbs. chiken meat (dry
cure); Y oz. to 100 lbs.
chopped chicken meat
0.517

Retard drying
Thickener
To protect flavor
Flavoring; curing; seasoning

Sufficient for purpose
Sufficient for purpose
0.15%
Sufficient for purpose

Refining; loosen scale
Thickener
Antioxidant: To retard
rancidity development
Flavor

Sufficient for purpose
Sufficient for purpose
0.03ro
Sufficient for purpose

The food additives herein listed are permitted for use in official poultry procsting
plants provided a letter of approval or an approved label and formnilat is in the
official file. These approvals outline specific conditions. for use.
Authority for use of food additives is found in Sectionts 81.52 and 81.130 oi the
Regulations, and AMS P'-Jnstruction No. 918-10 Supplement No. 2 Revised
2/13/37.
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wewJd food Ingredient may be inpaws to health, and thus in violation
of sa uoM402 of the-act, the Commisgo*" will establish or amend an appUpnor sanction regulation to impose
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w,,te
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ow~oar)Y for the safe use of the ingredi=L ar to prohibit use of the ingredient.
atm. 201 s). 409. 701(a), 52 Stat. 1055 and
1 *%at 1784-1788. as amended: 21 U.S.C.
= is). 848. 371(a).) 188 FR-12738, May 15.
1 112001-121,2004

[Reserved]

1 i.2005 Substances employed in the
nmanufature of food-packuging materisi.

Prior to the enactment of the food
additives amendment to the Federal
Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act, sanctions
i-cre granted for the usage of the followUw substances in the manufacture of
packaging materials. So used, these
substances are not considered "food addit'ves' within the meaning of section
*.0l(s) el the act, provided that they are
of good commercial grade, are suitable
for s&clatlon with food. and are used in
accordance with good manufacturing
practice. For the purpose of this section. good manufacturing practice for
food-packaging materials Includes the
restriction that the quantity of any of
these substances which becomes a component of food as a result of use In
fod-packaging materials shall not be
intended to accomplish any physical or
technical effect In the food itself, shall be
A ,88 FR 12388. May 15. 1973.

.

Drug Administration

9121 .2005

reduced to the least amount reasonably
possible, and shall not exceed any lmit
specified In this section: .
(a) Antioxidanta (lmit of addition to
/ood. 0.005 percent).
Butylated hydroxyanisole.
Butylated hydroxytoluen.
Dllauryl thlodlproplonat.
Distearyl thiodlproplonate.
Gum guatac.

Nordlhydrogualretc acid.

Propyl gal!ate.
Thlodlpropionlc acid.
3.4.5-Trlbydroxy butyropbenone.
(b) Antimycot cs.
Calcium proplonato.
Mcthylparaben (metbyl p-hydrozyben.

Zoate).
Propylparaben

(propy 'p-hydroxyben.

Zoate).
Sodium benzoate.
Sodium proplonate.
Sorbic acid.
(a) Driers.

Cobalt capryl*td.
Cobalt llnoleate.
Cobalt naphthenate.

Cobalt tallate,
Iron caprylate.
Iron linoleate.
Iron napbtbenate.
Iron taliate.
Manganese caprylate.
Manganese linoleate.
Manganese naphthenate.
Manganese tallate.
(d) Drying oils (a.s components o/ finished
resins).

Chinawood oil (tunV oil).

Dehydrated castor oil.
Linseed oil.
Tall oil.
(e) Plasticizers.
Acetyl tributyl citrate.
Acetyl triethyl citrate.
p-tert-Butylphenyl salicylate.
Butyl stearate.
Butylphthalyl butyl glycoluxte.
Dibutyl sebscrte.
Dl-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (for foods
of high w%,ter content only).
Diethyl phthalate.
Dlisobutyl adipata.
Dllsooetyl phthalate (for foods of high
water content only).
Dlphcnyl-2-cthylh.,xyl phosphate.
-poridized soybcan oil (Iodine number
mauimrmi 6: and oxirane oxygen, minimun. 6.0 percent).
Ethylphthalyi ethyl glycolate.
Glycerol monooleate.
Monotsopropyl citrate.
Mono. di-. and tristearyl eltrate.
Triacetin (glycerol triacetate).
Triethyl citrate.
8- (2-Xenoyl) -1 2-epoxypropane.
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(I) Release agents.

Dimethylpolyailoxane (substantially free
from hydrolyzable chloride and alkoxy
Soups. no more than 18 percent e"
in weight after heating 4 hours at
200" c: viscosity 800 centietokes. so0
centistokes at 250 C.. specift gravity
* 0.6 to 0.07 at 2V 0.. retracUve Ludex
1A00. to 1A04 at 25" C.)
Linoleamide (llnolelc acid anide).
Oleamtde o1*1o acid amide).
Palmitamide (palmittc acid amde).
Stearamide (stearla acid amide).
(g) Stabflizers.
Aluminum mono-, di-. and tristearate.
Ammonium citrate.
Ammonium potassium hydrogen pho.phate.
Calcium glycerophosphate.
Calcium phosphate.
Calcium hydrogen phosphate.
Calcium oleate.
Calolum acetate.
Calcium carbonate.

Calcium rielnoleate.

Calcium stearate.
Dlsodlum hydrogen phosphate.

Magnesium glycerophosphate.

Magnesium stearate.
Magnesiua phosphate.
Magnesium hydrogen phosphate.
Mono-, di-. and trisodium citrate.
Mono-. di-, and trIpotasslum citrate.
Potassium oleate.
Potassium stearate.
Sodium pyrophosphate.

Sodium stearate.

Sodium tetrapyrophosphate.
Stannous stearate (not to exceed 00 part.
per million tin as a migrant in finished
food).
Zinc orthophosphate (not to exceed 50
parts per million sinc as a migrant in
finished food).
Zinc resinate (not to exceed S0 parts per
million zinc as a migrant in finished

food).

I

(h) Substances used in the manu/acture
o1 paper and paperboard products used in
blood paekaging.
Aliphatic polyoxyethylene ethers.*
1-Alkyl (C,-0,)-smino-3-aminoropane
monoacetate.0
Dorax or boric acid for use In adhesives.
sizes. and coatings.0
Butediene-styrene copolymer.
Chromium complex of perfluoro-octane
sultonyl glyclne for use on paper and
paperboard which ts waxed.*
Disodlum
cyanodithIolmtdocarbamate
with ethylene diansine and potassium
N-methyl dithtocarbamate and/or so.
dium 2-mercaptobenzotblaole (slimIcides1.
•
thyl aervlate and methyl methacrylate
0cpolymors of Itaconio acid or metha-

crylic acid for use only on paper and
paperboard which is waxed.*
Hexamethylene tetramine as a setting
agent for protein, including casein.6
I-(2-Hydroxyethyl ) -I-( 4-chlorobutyl),
2-alkyl (0,-Cn) imldazoinlum. chio.
ride."

Itaconic acid (polymerized).
Melamtne formaldehyde polymer.
Methyl acrylate (polymerized).
Methyl ethers or mono-, di-, and tripropylene glycol.*
Myristo chromic chloride complex.
Nitrocellulose.
Polyethylene glycol 400.
Polyvinyl acetate.
Potassium pentnchlorophcnate as a slims
control agent.*
Potassium trichlorophenato as a slim&
control agent.0
Resins from high and low viscosity polyvinyl alcohol for fatty foods only.
Rubber hydrochloride.
Sodium ptntachlorophenate as a slime
control agent.*
Bodlum-trichlorophenate as . slime control agent.*
Stearato-chromio chloride complex.
Titanium dioxide.*
Urea formaldehyde polymer.
Vinylidtne chlorides (polymerized).
(Sec. 409. 72 Stat. 1788: 21 U.S.(. 348) 130
F.R. 15845. Dec. 23. 1985. a amendled at S1
P.R 2807. Pob. 18 1968: 31 FPR 11R09 Spot. 1
1966; 33 PR 15282. Oct. 15. 1048. Redesif.
nated at 38 Pn 12738. May 15. 1973)

.Subpart F-Food. Additives Resulting
From Contact With Containers w
Equipment and Food Addiivei
Otherwise Affecting Food
A-rnoarrr: The provisions of this SubPul-

P issued under sec. 409. 72 Stat. 1785: 2:
U.S.C. 348.
-§ 121.2500 General provisions--opt
cable to Subpart F.
(a) Regulations prescribIng condile
under which food additive substaDt

may be safely used predicate usage tiiC'
conditions of good manufacturing Prl^'tice.

For the purpose of this SubW1

V. good manufacturing practice s-I!.s $'
defined to include the following reS6
tio.n3:
(1) The quantity of anv-food Rdd"-C
substance that may be added to f-1"
a result of use in articles that r4
food shall not exceed, where no lt'
*Under the conditions of norma

these substances would not reasCnEl"
expected to migrate to food. based CSAI
able scientific information and dstM.
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MEMORANDUM TO ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR SCIENCE FROM ACTING DIRECTOR
BUREAU OF FOODS: BUREAU OF FOODS COMMENTS ON BACKLOG LIST OF CHEMICALS
IN THE NCI CARCINOGEN BIOASSAY PROGRAM (STUDY COMPLETED BUT NOT
YET REPORTED) JANUARY 17, 1977
TAB G

MEM ORANDUM

AND, WELFARE
f,EI)CATION,
H,.LfIMAMLT
DEPARTMENT OFPUL'.I
SIWKVICE
rOOD UD DRUO .DMIISrKTIoN

To

Associate Commissioner for Science (HFS-1)

DATE:

01f

txo.\:Acting Director, Bureau of Foods (HFF-l)
ss

cT:

Bureau of Foods Comments on the Backlog List of Chemicals in the
NCI Carcinogen Bioassay Program (Study Completed but not yet
Reported)

The list of chemicals provided by you to Dr. Angelotti on 11/18/76 and
identified as those chemicals in the NCI Carcinogen Bioassay Program for
which studies have been completed but not yet reported (backlog list)
has been reviewed within the Bureau of Foods.
This review was undertaken to provide you with information relative to
current or potential uses of these compounds in foods, meat animals,
cosmetics and packaging and to identify those chemicals permitted for
use through FDA regulations. In addition, and as appropriate, wc have
provided you with an indication of impact upon FDA and the regulated
industries should certain of these chemicals be deemed unsuitable for
use in the future in foods, meat animals, cosmetics, and packaging.
Should you need addit-onal input from tne Bureau of Foods relative to
the backlog list in your efforts as the primary FDA liaison person to
NCI for their Carcinogen Bioassay Program on Environmental Chemicals
please contact Dr. Angelotti. As you will note from the following review many chemicals of interest to FDA exist on the list and unilateral
and uncoordinated public issuances by NCI about these chemicals may be
expected to impact heavily on the FDA and the Bureau. For example, of
the approximate 200 chemicals on the list about 116 of them are permitted
for use by FDA as GRAS, direct or indirect additives, as color additives
or chemicals permitted for use in the production of colors, and as
chemicals for which an NADA has been approved or which are used as ingredients in approved animal drugs. If substantial numbers of these 116
chemicals are identified as carcinogens by NCI the FDA will be hard
pressed in terms of Bureau resources to either generate the banning
regulations that may follow or to provide the appropriate scientific
justification for not banning them. In either case, the milestones in
the approved cyclic review of food additives may be adversely affected.
The subject list of chemicals has been reviewed and divided into eight
general categories: pesticides, dye chemicals, color additives, food
additives, indirect food additives, cosmetics, chemicals used in food
producing animals, and other chemicals.
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Host of the chemicals within the dye chemical, cosmetic chemicals and
other chemical list have no direct use-n foods, and only have the
potential to contaminate foods through accidental or environmental
means.
Host of the pesticides are used directly on foods. In some cases, they
may be ubiquitous food contaminants by way of the environment. DDT and
its analogs are good examples of such chemicals. EPA, of course, is responsible for the registration and establishment of tolerances for
pesticides. Should any be found to be carcinogenic, it would be EPA's
responsibility to cancel the registration so as to remove the pesticide
from commerce. Although replacement chemicals would be available in most
cases, the economic consequences might be serious. FDA methodology is
presently suitable for the detection and quantification of these materials,
and so no serious problems should confront FDA in that regard.
In the case of the chemicals listed under dye chemicals and other chemicals, few have the potential to become serious food contaminants. These
would include only those chemicals which are highly lipid soluble (and
highly water insoluble). Aroclor 1254 is a good example. Since this
environmental contaminant is ubiquitous, FDA can do little but to continue to monitor foods for violative samples. Should a "zero" tolerance
be established, our food supply as we know it would in some instances
have to undergo drastic changes;-Many of the dye chemicals have intermediate lipid solubilities, and should
they be released to the environment through industrial discharge, they
could btoaccumulate in fish to some extent. Our present pesticide methodology would probably be inadequate to determine many of them. New
methodology, therefore, would have to be developed in order to monitor
for them in foods.
In the area of the use of these chemicals in cosmetics, 24 are identified
as potential cosmetic ingredients with varying levels of importance to
the cosmetic industry. Several of these materials are covered by regulations restricting their use in cosmetics. For each of these materials
listed the number of formulas voluntarily submitted under the cosmeticregistration has been included. Our files at present'reflect approximately 20,000 formulas.
Pesticide Chemicals
A. Where available, the type of use, volume of use in a recent year,
and whether they are included on EPA's Rebuttable Presumption Against
Reregistration List (RPAR) are given. The latter is a working list
of pesticides that may be too hazardous to man or the environment to
allow continued use. EPA will analyze data submitted by manufacturers,
users, and other interested parties either in support of or challenging the presumption. EPA will then decide whether to allow reregistration or begin cancellation proceedings.
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1. Catan. Very important fungicide, 1969 production estimated to be 12-14 M* lbs. Removal from market would have
serious consequences.
2. Chlordecone (Kepone).
Formerly used as insecticide in ant
and roach baits; no longer produced in U.S. On RPAR list.
Insecticide, about 2.7 M lbs
3. Dichlorvos (Vapona, DDVP).
used in 1974. On RPAR list.
4. Dimethoate. Insecticide, about 2.3 M lbs used in 1974.
On RPAR list.
5. Malathion. Very important insecticide, about 16 M lbs used
in 1974. Removal from market would have serious consequences.
6. Dieldrin. Production discontinued.
7. Aldrin.

Production discontinued.
Insecticide, about 0.6 Mlbs used in 1974. On RPAR

8. Lindane.

Insecticide- about 1.2 M lbs used in 1974. On RPAR

9. Endrin.

10. Chlordane. Insecticide,all uses suspended.
usedTnT974.

About 21 M lbs

11. Thiodan (Endosulfan). Insecticide, 1.5 M lbs used in 1974.
12.

DOT (Includes DDD, DDE).
fo'r
nearly all uses.

13.

PCNB.

14.

Chlorobenzilate.

Fungicide, on RPAR list.

15. Heptachlor.
Suspended.

16. Methoxychlor.
17.

Insecticide, registration cancelled

Acaricide, on RPAR list.

Insecticide, 2 M lbs used in 1974.

All crop uses

Insecticide, 3.4 1 lbs used in 1974.

Parathion. Insecticide, 10.4 M lbs used in 1974. Important
insecticide, removal would have serious consequences.

18. Toxaphene. Insecticide, 45 Mlbs used in 1974. On RPAR list.
Very important, removal would have very serious consequences.
* 14

one million
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19. Tetrachlorvinphos (Gardona).

Insecticide.

20. Nitrofen (TOK). Herbicide.
21.

Daconil.

Fungicide for turf and ornamentals.

22. Phosphamidon. Insecticide.
23. Picloram.

Herbicide.

24. Chloramben (Amiben). Herbicide.
was 1.2 R* lbs.

Estimated use in 1964

25. Treflan (Trifluralin). Herbicide. Estimated domestic use
Wi Holds largest share of cotton herbicide market
and 20% of the soybean herbicide market. Removal of this
product would be serious.
26. Zectran.

Systemic insecticide.

27. Photo-Dieldrin. See Dieldrin. This material is formed
on exposure o7 dieldrin to sunlight.
28. Azngphosmethyl (Guthion). Insecticide, 3.1 N lbs used
tin1974.
29. Dicofol (Kelthane).
30. Delnav (Dioxathion).

Acaricide, 2.6 M lbs used in 1974.
Acaricide, insecticide.

31. Triphenyltin Hydroxide. Fungicide.
32.

Hexachlorophene. Fungicide, bactericide.
tion very limited.

Current produc-

33. Bayluscide. Molluscicide.
34. Perthane.

Insecticide, 0.2 M lbs used in 1974.

35. Methyl Parathion. An extremely import insecticide, especially
on cottom. Estimated use in 1974 was 53 M lbs total. Removal
would have serious consequences.
36. Piperonyl Butoxtde.
OnRPAR list.
* M - one million

Synergists in insecticide formulations.
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37.

1,2 Dibromoethane. Insecticide, nematccide.
331 M* lbs used in 1973.

5

On RPAR list.

Dye Chemicals
B. Many different dyestuffs are produced and used in, the U.S., and the
number of chemicals that are used to manufacture them are myriad.
As a consequence, although the total dye production is high, most of
the intermediates are produced in relatively low tonnages. The
following list gives some uses, and where available, production
volumes.
1. 5-Nitro-o-toluidine. Dye intermediate, 0.35 M lbs made in
1973. Used in about 10 dyes.
2. Hydrazobenzene. Dye intermediate, stabilizer for explosives,
laboratory reagent.
3. 2-Amino anthraquinone. Intermediate for anthraquinone vat
dyes.
4. 2-Chloro-p-phenylenediamine sulfate.
used In some hair dyes.

Intermediate. Possibly

5. 4-Nitroanthranillc acid. Not listed as dye intermediate;
5-nitro compound is.
6. p-Anisidine. Azo dye intermediate, more than 100,000 lbs/yr
used.
7. 2,5-Toluenediamine sulfate.

Intermediate for a number of dyes.

8. NN-Dimethyl-p-nitrosoaniline. Used in about 36 dyes.
9. o-Anisidine HCl.

Dye intermediate, about 2M lbs used in 1973.

10. Vat Yellow 4 (Amanthrene). About 12,000 lbs used in 1973..
11.

3.3'-Dimethoxybenzidine (Diantsidine).
mediate.

Important dye inter-

12. The following are believed to be dye intermediates, but Information on them was not readily available:
*

- one million
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2-methyl-l-nitroanthraquinone, 3-chloro-p-toluidine, 1-nitronaphthalene. p-aminodiphenylamine, 5-chloro-o-toluidine, 1,5naphthalenediamine, 4-chloro-m-phenylenediamine, N-(l-naphthyl)
ethylenediamine, azobenzene, o-toluidine.HC1, 4-chloro-otoluidine.HC1, 5-nitro-o-anisidine, 2,4-diaminoanisole, 4-amino2-nitrophenol, meta and p-cresidlnes.
Color Additives
C. Anillne.HC1 is an intermediate used in the production of D&C Red
No. 31 and D&C Red No. 33. D&C Red No. 31 is limited to external
application and D&C Red No. 33 is permitted with tolerance limits
for use in drugs and cosmetics. It is anticipated that Aniline,
in most cases, is a component of the certified color and is permitted up to 2000 ppm.
EDTA is used in the production of disodium EDTA - copper listed for
use in cosmetic shampoos, and would be present at significant levels.
o-Anthranilic acid is an intermediate used in the production of
D&C Red No. 39 which is listed for use at a level of 0.1% in
quaternary ammonium type germicidal solutions intended for external
application. This compound would possibly be a metabolite of D&C
Blue No. 6. O&C Blue No. 6 is listed for use in drugs and cosmetics
with no restrictions.
Phthalic Anhydride as Acid is an intermediate used in the production
of most halogenated fluoresceins (FD&C Red No. 3; D&C Orange-Nos. 5,
10, 11; D&C Red Nos. 21, 22, 27, and 28; D&C Yellow Nos. 7 and 8) and
in the production of D&C Red Nos. 19 and 37. The amount of free
phthalic acid permitted varies from 0.1% in FO&C
Red No. 3 to 1.0% in
D&C Yellow No. 8.
The following compounds are used in the production of practically all
azo colors:
Sodium Nitrite is used in diazotization of amines prior-to coupling
with other compounds to form color additives. (Food colors include
FD&C Red No. 40, FO&C Yellow Nos. 5 and 6; and Orange B).
Urea is used to destroy the excess nitrous acid (sodium nitrite plus
C used to diazotize amines.
If adequate urea is used, we would not expect to find any sodium
nitrite in any color additives. We would not expect toV-fnd more
than a trace of urea in any of the color additives because of its
great solubility in water. We have not looked for either in color
additives.
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Direct Additives
D.

Compound
L-Tryptophan

Regulation
121.1002

Use

Amount in Food

Amino acid nutrient Max. 4.3% of total
protein weight

Calcium disodium EDTA 121.1017

Preservative

25 - 800 ppm

Disodium EDTA

121.1056

Preservative

36 - 500 ppm

Tetrasodium EDTA

121.1088

Boiler water
additive

Est. less than
5 ppm

BHT

121.1034

Preservative

10 - 200 ppm

NTA

121.1088

Boiler water
additive

Est. 0.1 ppm

Trisodium NTA

121.1088

Boiler water
additive

Est. 0.1 ppm

1,2-dichloroethene
121.1040
(ethylene dichloride)

Spice Extraction
solvent

Max. 30 ppm in spice
oleoresin

Sodium nitrite

Preservative

10 - 200 ppm

121.1064
121.1230

In addition to the chemicals directly added to food there may be residues
from the use of other additives which are on the NCI list. Azodicarbonamide
(121.1085) used in flour at 45 ppm reacts to form biurea which is the dimer
of urea and urea is on the NCI list. Azodicarbonamide is also covered under
.2514, .2550, .2562 in indirect additives.
The biocides regulated in 121.1155for use in sugar mills and in 121.2506
as slimicides pass through various thiourea intermediates before they are
degraded to innocuous products. The intermediates include: thiourea,
ethylenethiourea and dimethylthiourea. The NCI list does not include
these specific thioureas but does mention diethylthiourea, 2,5-dithiodiurea
and N,N-dicyclohexylthiiurea. The biocides were approved based on data in
the petitions which demonstrated that the thioureas were not present at anj
analytical sensitivity of 2 ppm along with lab scale studies which indicated
that the actual residues are probably less than 1 ppb.
Arabinosylcytosine is an adduct of a sugar, arabinose, and a naturally
occurring pyrimidine, cytosine. Adducts of carhonyl-amine compounds are
formed in the browning reactions used to produce food flavorings. It is
possible for arabinosylcytosine to be formed in the production of meat
flavorings, etc., since cytosine is found in RNAand DNAand arabinose is
a commercially available sugar.
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The NCI list includes numerous solvents which might be used in food processing without our knowledge because their residues are so low that the food
processor considers them "generally recognized as safe" or non-food additive
residues. For example, some enzyme preparations use unusual solvents to
isolate the enzyme and at the rate of enzyme usage in food the projected
solvent residues are in the low ppb range. The Division of Chemistry considers this situation a possibility because the development of enzymes for
food uses has been progressing very rapidly in relation to FDA's ability to
review the status of these enzymes.
Cosmetic Chemicals
Rreported Use

Important to
Cosmetic
Industry

1. Captan

33

Preservative

No

2. p-phenylenediamine

329 (not listed
as HCl)

Oxidative hair dye

Yes*

3. p-anisidine

not reported but in Oxidative hair dye(?)
CTFA Dictionary

4. 1H-Benzotriazole

1

Preservative

5. 2-Chloro-p-Phenylenediamine Sulfate

31

Oxidative hair dye

E. Material

No. Formulas Filed

No
No

6. Chloroform

5

No

7. Methyl Chloroform

4

No

8.

not reported but in
CTFA Dictionary
1

No

10. EDTA

507

Yes*

11. 2-Nitro-p-Phenylenediamine

276

Oxidative hair dye

Yes**

12. 4-Nitro-o-Phenylenediamine

212

Oxidative hair dye

Yes**

13. 1,1,2,-Tetrachloroethylene

I

14. 2,5-Toluenediamine
Sulfate

106

NTA, Trisodium Salt

9. TetrachloroeUylene

No

No
Oxidative hair dye-

Yes*
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Material
15.

No. Formulas Filed

9
Reported Use

16.

p-Aminodiphenylamine
2,4-Dlaminoanisole

17.

4-Amino-2-Nltrophenol

77

Oxidative hair dye

18.

Hexachlorophene

8

Preservative

19.

Trlchlorofluoro-

40 (59 more
as HC1)
70 (229 more as
sulfate)

Oxidative hair dye

334

Impor tant to Co!
metic Industry

Oxidative hair dye

Yes but
regulated

methane
20.

L-Tryptophane

2

21.

Sodium Nitrite

3

No
Preservative

22. Urea

114

23. 2,4-Toluene diamine

5

24. BHT

240

*

'*

No
Antioxidant

A determination of carcinogenicity May have significant impact.
Substitution of compound is possible but difficult.
Indirect Additives
Is permitted for use in adhesives.

2. NTA. Nitrilotriacetate trisodium permitted as a boiler water
active.
3. Tetrachloroethylene.
polystyrene.
4. 1,1,2-Trichloroethane.

Is permitted as a foaming agent for
Is permitted for use in adhesives.

5. /I-Nitrostyrene. Basic polyner-paper-dry food.
6. Iodoform. Permitted for use in adhesive.

95-866 0 - 77 -

No
Yes*

A determination of carcinogenicity would have a significant impact
on the cosmetic industry. No known substitutes.

F. 1. Dioxane.

No but
regulated

Aerosol Propellant

Yes**
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Used for insect control in paper bags for

butoxide.
.Pperonyl
dry food.

8. Phthalic anhydride. Permitted for use as a modifier for rosins,
reactant for polyurethane, reaction control reagent, retarder
for rubber articles.
9. Toluene diamine.
articles.

Permitted for use as an antioxidant in rubber

10. BHT. Prior sanctioned. Widely used in polyolefin and saran
coatings.
11. Ethyl Tuads. Tetraethylthiuramdisulfide.
a rubber accelerator.
12.

Permitted for use as

Dibutyltin diacetate - Cleared for use as an optional adjuvant
under t 121.2522 (Polyurethane resins) as a catalyst, which may
be used as the food-contact surface of articls intended for
contact with bulk quantities of dry food. No food uses.

Chemicals Used in Food-Producing Animals
G. 1. 2-Amino-5-Nitrothiazole and its N-acetyl derivative
Approved NADA used for blackhead disease in turkeys
2. Daraprim - One approved NADA - antimalerial and antimetabolite
3. Dichlorvos - Three approved NADA's - antihelminthic
4. Dibutyltin Dilaurate - Three approved NADA's - antihelminthic
The diacetate salt in on the NCI list
5. Prednisone
6. Niathiazide
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

One NADA approved

-

Approved for the treatment of blackhead disease
turkeys

Chloroform
EDTA
Uidifirn
Carbon Disulfide
Hexachlorophene
Urea
BHT

)
)
)
)
)
)

These items may be used in formulations but not
as the principal items, or as sanitizers, or as
antihelminthics without approved use or as feed
constituents.
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Other Chemicals
H. This general category includes chemicals of many different types.
Uses and production volumes are included where available.
1. 2 4-Dinitrotoluene. Used in dyes, explosives, intermediate
for 2,4-diaminotoluene. About 471 M* lbs produced in 1973.
2. 2,4-Toluenedtamine (2,4-diaminotoluene). Used as intermediate
for polyurethane foams, about 193 M lbs produced in 1973.
3. Chloroform.

RAR ist.

About 253 M lbs made in 1973.

Solvenflon

4. Meth l chloroform. Solvent, intermediate for vinylidine chloride.
Nearly 600 M lbs used in 1974.
5. Dasone.

Epoxy hardening agent, some drug and veterinary use.

6. Aniline. Intermediate for isocyanates, rubber chemicals, dyes,
etc. About 412 M lbs produced in 1975.
7. Tris (2,3-dibromopropyl) phosphate. Flame retardant for textiles.
About 10 M lbs produced in 1975, use expected to grow significantly.
8. 1.2-Oichloroethane. Solvent, about 6000 M lbs produced in 1975.
9. Cupferron. Laboratory reagent.
10.

1,1-Dichloroethane. Solvent.

11. Tetrachloroethylene (perchloroethylene).
in 1974. Primarily used as solvent.
12.

About 728 M lbs produced

p-Phenylenediamine.HC1. Intermediate for antioxidants; about 74 M
lbs of substituted p-phenylenediamines were used in 1974.

13. EDTA. About 64 M lbs made in 1974. Used as chelating aqent, in
soaps and detergents, dye baths, boiler water, chemical processing
aid, etc.
14.

Dichlorodin.ethylhydantoin. Used as chlorinating aqent, disinfectant,
in &ustR -deodorant, in laundry bleach, PVC stabilizer.

15.

NTA. Proposed detergent booster. Also used in metal plating,
mineral separations; chelating agent.

* M4= one million
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Assocate Co0iJssioner for Scicice
16.

p-llitrosodiphenvlanlne.

Rubber processing chemical.

17. p-Dioxane. Solvent, also used in sort cosmetics.
18. Trirethylphosphate. f!olonger produced.
direct food uses. Production will be halted
19. Aroclor 1254. flo
in the very near future. Formerly used as flare retardant
plasticizer, electrical fluid, hydraulic fluid.
20. Hexachloroethane. Intemediate for Fluorocarbon 114, of which
80 14" lbs were produced in 1975.
21.

Trichlorofluororrethane (Fluorocarbon 11). About 334 M lbs produced in 1973. FDA is suggesting warning labels on regulated
products, may eventually require its withdrawal.

22. Carbon Disulfide.
produced in 1975.

Intermediate, solvent. About 479 M lbs

23. Phthalic anhydride. Intermediate. About 709 4 lbs produced in
1975 (has ranged to 1000 M1lbs in recent years).
---

M a one million

Howard R. Rerts, Ph.D.

RAngelotti:vs 1/12/77
cc HFF-l00 (Kolbye)
HFF-200 (Forbes)
HFF-300 (Quinn)
HFF-400(SchaffnerHFF-2(Riester)
HFF-330(Ronk)
HFF-150(Blumenthal)
HFF-150 (Shibko)
HFF-3(Angelotti)
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NCI LIST OF KNOWN HUMAN CARCINOGENS
TAB H

NCI LIST OF KNOWN HUMAN CARCINOGENS
1. beta-napthylamine
2. benzidine
3. 4-aminoblphenyl
4. 4-nltrobiphenyl
5. clornaphazine (bls-2-chloroethyl-2-naphthylamine)
6. mustard gas (bis chloroethyl sulphide)
7. nickel carbonyl
8. diethylstilbestrol
9. bls (choromethyl) ether
10. vinyl chloride
11. aflatoxin
12. asbestos
13. arsenicals
14. chromates
15. estrogenic compounds
16. tobacco
17. tobacco smoke
18. soots
19. tars
20. pitches
21. asphalts
22. cutting oils
23. shale oils
24. creosote oils
25. high boiling petroleum oils
26. coke over effluents
27. various combustion products
28. betel nut (chewing)
29. radium (note a)
30. thorotrast (note a)
31. uranium ores (radon and radon daughters)
32. other radioactive materials (note a)
33. auramine (note b)
34. magenta tnote b)
35. isopropyl oil
36. wood dust (note b)
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PACKET OF INFORMATION ON FD&C YELLOW NO. 5
TAB I

U.S. DEPARTMENT OP I :,ALT1I. EOUCATION."ND .VLFARe

P77-4
FOR IDfJIATE !LEASE
Febnary 3, 1977

(Food and Drug AMeinstration)
PI?=S-(301) -- 443-3285
(lcme) -(202) -- 363-4104

The Food an,! r)rug ItMrlnistration tocay propomcd a s

ise of

actions to assure that people allergic to Yella.w ro. 9., th,- rost
widely-used color additive, will be E.ble to avoid U: in fc,,--l. and
drug-3.
FDA cstixrates that 47,000 to 94,000 people in -he United S-a:u
hae
allergic to Yell rwNo. 5, a]so )nr=.m as tartrtazinc.
recctior.us to Yelc

A.lergic

No. 5 irclde asthlatic s~uptoxrs, such as

%.:hzezrng and difficulty in breathing; hives; and sluffy or rnny
nose.
The Agency proposed that:
-

the labels of foods containing Yella.; Vb. j5 identify the

color by nave in the list of ingredients.

Prov.cusly, all colors

used in food products only nec-d to )e identfici in the intrldient
listing es artificiall coloring," es providcd for -y .m...

'e

prl-.'-r-l usos of Yell,: ,o. 5 in fccds are in lxn,.xri.jps, u'nany, C'*.6qsertfs, coreals,

xy:hry
x
Spocs, ice croarn and shcrlck, e.nfry

prv'3ucts and snack fcc,:Is.
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-- Yollow No. 5 kc prohibitd in &dugsu:ed frociuntly by

.lIrgic people.

ban would apply to fivo cate, ,rics of ro--

pctccriptLon drugs (pain relievers, antiLutez mi rx's, cough-cold
raredies, anti-asthmatic drugs and nasal deongestants taken by
routh) and to seven categories of prescription drugs (the previous
five plus steroidal and r'cn-storoidal .nti-inflanratory drugs).
-- Drugs that continuao to e colored v.ith Yelaa No. 5 Wo
rc.j .irod to cherry on tic front ]bel tI':
w'arinr.g stpaLcirnt: ")is
proCuct contains 19EC '13:.ci No. 5 vh.:eh way c;--vso al].trjic-type
rcac.Iiais in certain sui:captl]e recpl."

Coloring ls u:-cd in drugs

to I'elp intify rcdicines by kind z-nd dosage.
SheMwin CGrdner, Acting FMA C ,,

s.ictor, said.

"Yellca No. 5,

as curent].y used, poses no hazard to tn v..:xral pcrpvlaLion.

Lut

these people who arc allergic to Ye3lai Vb. 5 ought to he able to
identify it in their foods and 6xgs rin
it.

avoid products containing

7he proposals %.: exe issuing care dCcigr.cd to ecce.xplish tle-se

bjectives."
Fstirates of the-Mirer of p'-cple allcrgic to Ye.lw No. 5 are
1.~don tl--e
nv-,or-of pacpJle esht.ated t: o
a.T..c

Alcrvic t

sirin.

c-spcnes to Yolc*4: No. 5 Eewz to co -r pr rvrily in [ro:.i)O

n1l1ro91c to aFi:3rJn.

1l.3=t half of the pip2le

Sctio::s to r.spirin zire also

h-11o
hc:ve h.NA all .Kgic

to1VOerg.c
Ye!l.. No.
FO 5.

There is no cvidOnoe of alergijc :C-.cLiccs to Yollw-. Mo. 5 from
its use on the dkin, -o tho prcpcsod rogulatic4is eo rtoL apply to
extorrally-applied drugs or cos.retLcs.
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L t rn r . ,t*A, , Lu, . , .v
'rhle -rn" ni nf . e r pro po ses to omeo
naIal poirpos. vasomotor rhlnitls. ald I
idexes No.7N9-0001
he exemption effective upon publication
skIn alltiles to variou substances. his I
.1a final order In the rISRAL lntt15rrl,
been known for over 50 years. The IsNo. 5
FD&CYELLOW
nudhe advisesthat. pending Itiance of
plrn reactluls is iflnnitfete l by arthmatle i
Ong r..ul..utlon in titis matter. he iS Labelina In Food and Druos for Human symptinii
Or|
n-le.demlk,
urtt.-orla,
Incidence
'lto overall
naal symptom..
In
Certain
Use and Restriction on Use
.'toingapplication of I 1.17 tp dcclaraHuman Orugs
.low of fat coitent that Comply with all
of aspirin Intolerance in the United
'Mo Food and Drug Administration Sales is unll rnn. Gaiuter and Deeor
•
'equlrements of Ihis proposal.
The Cominlloner lIs carefully cOlt- PDA) is proposingl to r1,0uire the label (tcf. 1) cited a report by Pears on on a
ildertedthe itivon.entad effects Of tho declaration of 1080 Yelluw No. 5 when large asthmatic rAttlatiuon in which 2.3
and ingested drugs percent were said to tee aspirin ntoterhooe&
used to color
iroosed neulstiln and. becanthewidto prohibit Its use In certain druN4 ant. Chatfo and Settlpan, (rtef. 2). on
are
Osctthe quality of the hnae eflYirot- for human use. 'Thes tfMt'lftlOni
other hand. reported an incdenee Of
mnot- the
because ofreaction
esasry
e
oi
nt, has concluded'that an env.n- ln evidence of silercu-typ
43" percent in their large population of
statement Is not
rmtkins asthmatics. These figures were obtained
nental Impact
the required. ing evdec
.. enltronmento
PDO Yellow No. 5. ILntreted persons solely on the basis of rJinical history.
co of the environ ntal Impact a-to
eisidient is on file with the Hearing have until Aprill. 1977to submit com- Chafes and Settipane found that among
ments.
,'eic Food and Drug Adsmllstlatlolh.
their patients with rhinitis. 0.7 percent
'herefore. under the Federal Food. In the FeosaL. Ratsiza of May 8. 1060 were aspirin intlerant.
rug. and CosmetIe Act (secs.201(n), (34 FR 74471).the Cinilsloner of F)od
It hasals'o lon.i beet-kies'n that some
03(a). .7l(ai. 53 Slat. 10410a mended. and Drugs lpsued an orlr lifting FD&C persons are s-ansitiho to or.n oi chemi047to ansendcd. 103 (21.8.S 321(tt, Yellow eo.5 (also known as tertrazine cals. lo. c'er. the first person to report
:43(a). 31(al)) and under authority when not certified by FDA for Use In an association between FDLC Yellow No.
telegated to the CommLsloner (21 CPR food, drugs, and cosmetlrc) for use in 5 nd nlerilc-typo reactions wes Lockey
t.1) (rcadliflestlon published in the Fizo- food under I 8.275 (21 CFR 8.275) and (Rtef.3. In 10%95
reported genonin ested drug, undsr § 8.4173 ermellsd urticrL LOcher
IsAL Rcansvti of June I, 1970 (41 FU for t
In thie patients ef;4262)). it to p'roposed that 1 1.17 be (21 CFR 8.4176).This action w*A sup- ter Ingestion of one or teore tabeta Of
imeoded by adding new paragraph (h) ported by safet*' date in a color additive a eortleosterolrd containing FD&C Yelpetion (CAP 2) and other relevant low No. 8. The patients coere an asthnat14) to read asfollows:
dat. The pettion awas submitted by the Ic. a patient known to bie-eey-aenaltive
12.17 Fuedgnutlrition labeling.
Certilled Color Industry Conunitte, c0/ to drugs of co.l tar origin vrho was tdk-.
2C"
lucton Laboratories. Falls Church. VA in3 a steroid I,,r a skin-ash due to a
(h) ..
Manufacturers topical mercurial, and a patient with a
(14) A percentage declaration of the (nowxthe Certified Color
St. NW., Washing- collagen diseasewho was.known to be
'at (milkfat. butterfat) content appear- Association. 900 17.th
of filing was aspirin intolerant.
notice
20000);
D.C.
to.
the
on
statement
ng in the ingredient
R9c0ira of
Stnce the 1960"s.there has been Inabel of a food listed in I li.C(a) (1) (1) published In the *'1rtAL
4033).
creasin numbers of reports establishing
foes not constitute a "nutrition claim or March 27.1965 (30 Pr7ns
were placed on that there is a strong asociation between
NOspecific restrict
nforrotion' within the meaning of
No. 5 other aspirin intolerance and FD&CYellow NfO.
)ragraph (a) of this section Providcd, the use of FD&C Yellow
than the requirements of batch certifi- S Intolerance. Chafee and ettilpane
rest:
Provisionally (Ref. 4) described an asthmatlc patient
(I) The declaration appears on the cation by FDA. The color isapplied
drugs with aspirin sensitivity (angioedeme5
use In externally
information panel (for requirements for listed forcosmetics
under 1 8.501(a). The whose chronic asthma Ard acute attacks
information paners.se I 1.8d) with no and In
for this provisional lstng were exacerbated after taking certain
rester prominence than any other closing date31,
pub- antilsthmatic drugs, vitamins. premarin,
was
1077. A ploposal
)rnted matter appearing on the panel, is January
rOLSTEtOf Se.- and certain foods. In double-blind studtnd in a type size no larger than. the lhed In the FbSlCAL
postto
41860)
FR
les. she was reported to be allergic to
(41
1976
23,
t2msor
I
ISb()
b7
type sizerequired
slnlmum
'or
the declaration
of net quantity or Pone this closing date to December 31, FD&C Yellow No. 5 and. mitelly. to FDkC
1910.conditioned upon the tiseely sub- Red No. 4. Druts containing FD&C Yelcontents. and
from new chronic tox- low No. 3 could provoke symptoms with
(iI) The declaration is not required by mission of reports
laily studies. Regulations finalizing this a single dose.On tihe basis of thte findAtharregulations In this chapter.
proposal are expected to be published in ngs, tie authors recommended bhet
I
Interested persons rosy, on or before the near future.
dyes be required to be listed on
An order listing FD&C Yellow No. S FD&C
April 5. 197. submit to the Hearing
food and drug packages.
Clerk. Food and Drug Administration, for use In externally applied cosmetics
The precise Incidence of Intolerance of
Rm 4-45. 6600 Fishers Lane. Rockvlile. under 18.7255 (21 CFR 8.7-55) was pub- FDIC Yellow No. S In the total populaRrcesrca of Jan- tion or even in aspirin-intolerant paMD 20851,written comments (preferably lshed in the F9eMAeL
In quintuplicate and Identified with the uw7 21, 1974 (30 VR 2358). 11owever, tients Is not known. Over an Il-year pe.
HcarinX Clerk docket number found in the effective date of that order was rlod. Sam.er and Deers (Ref. 1) followed
brackets in tie heading of this docu- stayed by the submission of objections over 1,000 esplrin-intolerant patients
ment*)rcr rdin this proposal. Received to. among other things. certain restric. diagnosed ot the basis of history. They
comments may bebeen in the above Me- tltoes that were to be placed on use of hospitalized for study 182 of these esbetween te hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., the color. Published elsewhere in this pirln-intolerant p.stlents. All were asthissue of the FosaAL R.cstr.me is a notice
Monday through Friday.
but theyhi had v. onotor vlinThe Mod and Drug Administration onsouncirng the stay of the oifctlr'e date matic,
Itis and nasal polyps for year before
I.Asdetermined that this docurrent does of that order.
asthma. Of the 182 aspirindCeeloi'n3
reqilrlng
proposal
not co:ta ln a mlor
intolerant patients. nin0 (5 percent)
-DISUs SOro or NODLtsu
premPratioa of on Inflntion impact statePD&CYelSince FD&C Yellow No. a was listed were intolerant of tArtrazine,study
meaet tinder Executive Order 11821and
using
No. 5. In it double-blind
CF.;l Circular A-107. A Copy of the In- for use In food and Ingested drugs. evi- tow
aspirinof
40
3
patients.
these
of
some
caused
responses
of
allergic-type
Is on file with dence
flation Impact aos.esseent
potlente (7.5 percent) recei'the litrein Clerk. Food and Drug by ingestion of substances containing Intolerant
developed
tartrazsne
N
25
milligrams
Ing
the color has accumulated. These re- symptons.
Administration.
Spouses to FD&CYellow No. 5occur prl27,1977.
Dated: J ntuary
Juhlin et sL"(Rot. 5) found that seven
apIrin
have
also
who
patients
In
masily
seven oaptrln-Iltolerant patients deof
JOBS . Htlu.
intolerance, although an absolute asso- veloped asthma or urticara tonlyl to 2
oser /or
A " - Commiba
Trhe
established.
been
not
has
elation
,i5ostrvae.
C.n
phenomenon of aspirin Intolerance in milligrams of tortr,'ine. One of the
CosePliss
certain persons with underlying allergic seven reacted only slightly to 1 mill11t DO0.77-53 I'lled -3-n8:45 sinl
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grain but reacted strongly to 3 milit- tire Is Indicative of the relatleig incidence and crerusntlrs IAnot ordered to firegrams f tartrazine. Thoua,Ute " authors OftilItia vs. allergic rldnitU%there are) tint a li!4Aihd mofollerxic-tyo refoud It 100-pe-rcent Incidence of tartsa- to 4 mntilkln patients withlallerTticrhian- Ilrimt.li. Crometio arllclc
ssli
i I
sine Intoler-nco In elir Ilamted studies. tm, of whomn14.00 to !.M00 could be otiollhao.he, deniifrinwm.And lipti'k;l
nr a-o unikolly t litshs nillemrni-tvno
Althoujh the tc.st was Sluile blind. there pirin Ittolaraimt. Thus. a to al of 9 G000
were nec reactors to a placebo. One of to I11S.020know s'ptrin-lntolrAint p- reirsur..
bec.tuwuof the very r ..
timepatLents had brtn Laknt an antlhis- tints could be assumed. If it is further ir.owil.t of the co.mntle Utat may me .
tamine Containing Only 34 micrograms of assumed that 50 percent o nspiin- tWallyIs. l.csted. utirternure, as a.
tertrarlne rer tablet for a month in an Intolerant patients are Intolerant to MLy 3f, 101. eli tnily ordered lab.L
attempt to rellevo urtiearia ahlch began P12W Yellow No. S..husin MlclaelsMo for couctirs lutve h-n required to ieafter taking an asirin tablet. ltre and Juhliln's urtlcar and ailloedem•, clara the specific colon present. Under I
was no Improvement in the urticaria un- population (Ref. G?.then there would be these circumstances, personswho are hytit3 days after the patient stopped tak- 41.000 to 54,000 1060 Yellow No. S Ju- persensitive to VO&e Yellow N. S will:|
Ia the ontihstamine.
tolerant patients.
by creful rview O the product lbeing, I
fMrlchaeleson and Juldin (Ref. 6),.In a . The amount of POIC Yellow N. 5 In- be able to avoid cosmetic products constudy Involvfng provocation tests with tested is undoubtedly Important in the taIninll the color. TheCommssioner.o 1aspirin. ao dyes. and two commonly used potential provocation of A reaction. In eludes, therefore, that no further aI-on
food presem.lives In patients with re. many cases, however. it is not ronlbte is retired as to ewlnrt!b in eefAIl
current urticarla or angoedena. found to ascertaIn the anount of PILC Yellow or for externally applied dngs.
that 39 of 62 r..tlents developed a reae- No. 5 I.toutcd by the people who reported
Pcoros.u. te Fo2as
Lionto somthhng-e.g.. 35 of these had We allergIc-typa, symptoms to their phyurtleara to aspirin; 10to tortrszne 112 steians end. accordingly. tlia throehald
PersonsWIr, know Ih,-y re uto!erant
casm after I to 3 milligrams. the rest vltie for provocation of a reaction to of VDtW.Yellow Htf. 6 are likely to I1.)
ofter to It minlliarm : and 22 to n- rote Yellow No. 5 has not Ncan defined se'intive in thuotype v: fords that they'
dlum benzoate (42 percent). There were In the literature. The detorminatlon of
uos
amid,with alpproprIt'a labh-| elola,
also 10 circs of urticarls due to Sunset the threshold amount may be partIcular- tion would be Able to atid the loteoati.
Yellow (PDW Yellow No. 6) and some ly dfllctdt In those per os wiro show Itarsrd from nlllrc;;-L30 rstSO0l to
of these we, not sensitive to tartruzins. allergic-type reactions to PD&CYellow the col)r in food by reading the label.
It is not pe131blefrom this pner to a$- No. 6only a*tbr lItvng beted the color Aceordin2ly. it label declaration 0. i'.
certain tho precise percentago of aspirin- additive in foods or drugs over a pro- presence of FDIJ Yellov f.s. 6 In faA
Intolerant Latlents who were also In- longed period. Sanster and Deere (Ref. for human*, whether added " the
tolerant of 513W Yellow No. 8. but It 1) tested one dose of 25 nnllarn of stratellt color, a mIxttire. or a lake. wo,'ld
PD&CYellow to. S In 40 aWirn-ntoler- enable persons Intolerant to FEDA Yelwould appear to be about 50 percent
Settlpene and Pudupeksm (Pet. ) antpatlents. three of whom reacted pasl- low No. 5 to minimize exposure to the
recently performed a tartrsine-placebo- tively. juhlin et &I.Iltef. S). on ie other color.
controlled double-blind crossover study hand, reported that some paUnis
Tho bhes for the propmeil Action l the!
In 40 patients who had a history of aspi- promptly showed allergti-type reactions provision of section WOO(b)t3)of the
rn Intole,-nee and In 40 normal can- after a single Ingeation ot a little as 1 federsi Food. rfig. and CosmtLI Act'
pa- nMWram
of tartrans ,FD&C Yellow (21 U.S.C. v1l(h)t3w). which provides
trots. west of tse aspirin-Intolerant had
No. 5).
tionts had UMW the remainder
that regulations for the lifting of a color
rhinlts and rhfnorrhen. Many of these -7le" Pond and Drug Admintstrmton additive shall 'preocrOe the conditions
also hod urticarfa. The potients were has long been concerned about allergies under which such additive may be safely
challenged with O.44mllltram of tWre- involving food, drugs, and cosmetles. The employed for such useor nets (including.
sine or placebo except for two who re- Comnssitoner recoglzes that many sub- but not limited to • * I and directions
calved 0.22 milligram). Six (15 percent) stances to which man is exposed, nclud- or other labeling or p.cknaztin require-.
of the 40 espirn-Intolerant patients Ing those occurring In nature, may eelt ments for suchl additive) ." FDC Ye!ow.
given tartrazine developed urticarla or alirgic.type reactions in some unusually No. 6 has clearly been hown to produce
bronchospiem, together with at least a suseepUble or Idiosyncratic Individuals. allergic-type responses In humans and
29-percent reduction In three pulmonary A great variety ot materials has been im- thus'& requirement for libel declartIcn
ftuneton tests. There were no reactions ptcsted in iferil-type raetlo, e.g., of the color is JustiLed. 'thr evidence that
to the placebo, and none of the normal dutat o various kind poie , featherg., other color additives may elieit siallart
Insect fragments. bee stings, seeds, dan- responses is limited and. accordingly. theI
controls developed any reactions.
It is not possible to stale precisely the druff, and a number of foods. In general .Commissioner concludes that stmllarI
LabelIns requirements should not be exIncidence of Intolerance to F060 Yellow No. 5 In the United States. Further. hyperi
tnsvepersons may react by itended to other color additives At this
there is a broad range of degree of in- hitting a number of repones. which time. Under the proposed amendment. I
tolerance, some patients reacting to a may Include antoedema. urticria,
foods containing calor.pteler tian FD&C
fraction of a milligram and others re- bronchial atha. proritis. and vascular Yellow No. 5 run continue to be labeled
In accordanc with the requirements canr
quiring 6 milligrams or more (the dosIn evaluating the reports described ceming the label declaration of color ad- i
clre found in foots). Using the incidence
of 4.3 percent aspirin intolerance in a above, the Commissioner concludes that ditives prescribed by-sectIon 403 Wl'and
the
available
population of rsthmatles and 0.7 per- there is no evidence it
k) of tile act 421 U.9.0. 343 ii and
cent In a poaulatio01 with IIlnltls. as re- Inforlntion on FD&C Yellow No. S that 4k)), whIch pernalls ic.l;ratian co eIv.
ported by Chafe* and Settlpino Iret. 4) denomstroles a mtillitcant hazard to the tlv,Iy tut at tifieial color.I
There I, no evidence that any color.
In their laro practice involving over genleril opuLttion when the color Li 1ied
No. 5, licltohalIncluding FD.C
YulIow
3.581 p;icntA with these di!reoiw. enl- at current levels and In the manner now lertc-type
reactions
in suilmals.
Accordcul4tlommof the incidence can be etti- practiced. However. because Of the elmated. In Chafce end SettlpAne's report. dense of a caual relationship between InslY, lIbel declration o rD4.C Yellow
allegic6
and
serious
Yellow
No.
and
pet
food
would
k.DC
No.
6
In
animal
feeds
allergic
rhlhad
half
the
patients
about
.•
nitis. only. The other pstients had asth- type responses in certain susceptible In- not be required.
m.1 alone +or asthma plus rhinitts. 'The dividuals, the Commissioner concludes
Tho Commissioher concludes that laincidence of asthma In the United States that action must be tekein to limit the beling for food products should be revial ,s
is estimated to be I to 2 percent. Thus. If potential for exposure of such persons 0s uWnau tmtble to Iilude theoclara.there are 2 to 4 million asthmatics In the to the color through ingestion of food or Lionof I.DACYellow No. 5 among the list I
of Ingredients. Therefore, he propoesK]
United States and about a 4-percent In- drugs.
cidence of aspirin intolerance in seeth- There are no reports of reactions to that the eftectivo dat for this portion I
matics, there could be 80J000to 160.000 P1360 Yellow No. 5 from externad ap- o f th e fI nal r
gula
ti n b e I y ea r a f ter !fl
da&teof Theo,Coumi,oner
pubication in ts eiaeas
cases of aspirn Intolerance among "t#- plication and. accordinily the usieof the a.-+a.
beleve hi.)
tlls
matlcs. it Chaferand Settlpanes pral- color additIve In externally applied drugs

L
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IeowNo. 3 dt-wired on the label would
noble a phys!clan to Identify more
a.lly person. Into~crat of l"DC Yeiw No-11.
It
Paesci'elro. Deoi POPOSAL
The secondpro."oal applicable to P:oeriplion drm.iswould include the labelIarequirements of the first prcerlpprnso:ai and a prohibition
drug
Ionlainst
the use of FD&CYeioNO.S In
en clausesof drugs. The following
isses of Ingested proerlption drua. as
be administered
that maywould
as those
reltally
or vaoginaily.
not be PerItted to contain FD&C Yellow No. 5:
nalgesic drugs. antihistaminic drugs.
ough and co'd drugs, oral nusal tlecone.,tant d.'ts. ntlathmatlc drugs. nonterotdal autl.inflampatorY drugs, and
lucocorticoid drugs.
The reasons for this proposal are the
lme as those set forth under OTC Drug
ro:0oe1 IL
PReomsOo
Diti RrcMAT.oS
J. the proposed drug regi!atlons set
)rth below. tie Commissioner has doIded to propose only the second aproa6chfor both OtC and prescription
rugs fo: human usebecause It provides
is optimal degree of safe cond:liors of
se for the color. The second approach.
rhfe Includling the provisions of the
rat. wou!d be more restrictive. Therere, the Commisioner believes that the
ruposedchixugs ti Farts S and 201that
oild be made If the first proposed aprotch (I e., a labeling requirement for
11drigs containing PTsC Yellow No. S)
cr. finalized are readily apparent and
o not require presentation. Even though
nly the second approaches are sot forth
the proposed regulations. the Comisiloner requests
comments on both the
)TC and prescription drug proposals.
'he Commissiloner Is also interested In
ecelving comments on the availability
I druzs that do not contain FDSC Yelw No. 5 within the five OTC drug
lassesand the sevenprescription drug
tosses included In the proposal set forth
-Iow.

-

LErecave Days
As with the food labeling proposal.
he Commissioner believes that the effeclye date of the final regulations as It
Curtains to labeling drugs for human use
"sould also he 1 year after the date of
heir publication In the FiOsLi, Rctsra. Ife bolleves this will provide surn.
!;ent I!me for manufacturers to obtain
.ev: Ititis. FArh dru-i for human use
ont.tAifi: FLIlC Yellow No. 5 labeled
ier I year after the date of publiation
I the final regulations in the Fsro;taA.
cisri,. should bear a label indicating
he presenceof FDWCYellow No. S.
It the second proposl-were adopted.
he efective date of the labeling portion
I the final regulation would be I sear
s stated above. With respect to the
lassesof drugs that would have to be
reformulated to remove FD&C Yellow
,°o. 3. the Commissioner proposes to
tiakethis portion of the final regulations

publication In the Fr.0eMAL
RI1tIEesrr.
Alter the effective date of this portion
of the final regulatioru. the use of IDtC
Yellow No. S In the muutfacture of 2ny
drug among the cliases of drugs prohibited from containing FD'C Yellow
No. 5 would render the drdg adulterated
within the meaning of the Federal Food.
Druag,and Cosnetc Act 131 U.S.C.301
e set.) and subject to regulatory action.
Further, the Commissioner proposes that
the distribution bv a manufacturer of
any drug prohibited from containing
Pi&C Yellow No. Geighteen months after
the date of publication of the final regulations will causethe product to be adulterated and subject to regulatory action.
The prohibition of PD&CYellow No. 8
would apply to its useas a straight color.
a lake. or"mixtures of straight colors. The
Co'nmissioner Is not proposing to recall
from the market any druqs containing
FDkC Yellow No. 5 If they were manufactured or in processwithin 8 months
of the dp.teof publication of the final
regulations or weredistributed for sile
lthin IS months of the date of publication of the final rerislations.
Manufacturers of new dnus containIng FMIC Yellow No. 5 may revise their
labeling to conform to this proposal at
the earliest possible time after the effective date of the final regulations and.
should not wait until their supplemental
application submitted under 1314.8 (21
CFR 314.8) has been approved. If the
second proposal were adopted, a manufa.tUeir of a Aewdcuu i;o1isining rD.C
Yellow No. 5 in one of the classes of
drugs that would beprohibited from containing the color additive would be allowed to either delete the useof any color
additive or substitute other color additiyes In accordance with I 314.8(d) 13)
and (e) pertaining to supplemental new
drug applications.
To be in compliance with 1314.8, the
holder of-a new drug application would
be required to submit data providing the
new composition and showing that the
change in composition doesnot interfere
with any assay or control procedure used
in manufacturing the drug, or that the
as ay and any other control procedure
have been revised to make them adequate. The supplement would be reQuired to Include data available to e3tablish the stability of the revised formulation. If the data are to limited to support a conclusion that the drug will
retain Its declare, potency for a reaonable marketing priod. a commitment to
test the stabil'.ty rf marketed batches at
resonable iiterva,3 and to submit the
data as thtv become Pv.ilable is requtred. Addi'ionally. there intl.t be a

commitmnt to recall from the market
any batch found to fall outside the approved specifications for the drugs.
The articles and publications cited In
this preamble are listed below. In addition, other articles and publications used
in support of this proposaltare listed..
Copiesof the Journal articles and olher
Information forming the basis for the
proposed actions are on public display
In the-office of the Hearing Clerk. Food
end Drug Administration. Rm. 4-65.

between 0 a tn. and 4 pun. blaiy;
through P.riday.
Itritgares
it) Isznter. I. and t.. Veers.'Cosea.
Ira the Nature of lntolra ce to As.plrta
Journal of Alinrry. 40:216-21,167.
i2 Chafte, P'. it. alid 0. A. Mettlpatte.
-Apirtn Intoleran, e. I. l'r.41.-wsv fit an Al.
lergli

opula ltri." Journal u

Allcrcy -an

ClodC lassuiulojy. 63:193-1"J, 1074.
131 ltackiy. . D. 'Al-ejle Rieactions due
to rD)&C Yellow Na 5. Tartraxlue. an Ani.
lie DyeUsedas a Colorntg and idesltil"ss I
Agentin VarioulStards, Annuls of A-I

lergy. 17:711.
15'

.7 -' .. i

(4) Cbafes.P. N. and 0. A. seatipso.,
"Ashs, Causedb) PDOCApproved
DY..
Journal of Alergy. 40:05, lee?7.
i61 Juhln. L.. 0. Miehselston. and 0.
Zetterstro, *Urtilcarla and Athmsa ind-sed
by Food. sd.Dru AdditIves i. Paltis ,lth
A-pirn Ilyper~enmhlity." Journal of Alcergy
5U' C11in=1 Immunoa4Ye. 50:92. 1972.
le) "tich.elnon. 0 erid L. JuhIll. "'Urtearls Induced by P:tservattlv and Dye Additives in Foods and Dru?." British Journal
of Derms'.oogy. 8W:025. 1953.
17) Setlpafe. 0 A. and R. X Pudupe.
kam. "Apitln Intolerance. 1i. Slbtyp".
Fuasitiat Occurrence of Cr*.' ne.%Cte:v!t's.in
Tirtsnaee." Journ %lof Allergy sald Clinical
iosmunology St, . 1978.
Oieees AvICLtS AO F"LMAcioe
it) S peer. 8, Management Of Childshood
Asth . Sprinlgoeld: Charles C. Thomas.

'

19t5.

13 Criep. L. H. "Allergie VasUltariluepura." Journal of Allergy and Clinical Iamunoogy. 48:7.1971.
i3) Yurchk. It aL. "sIm r.oloal StUdtis
with Aspirln. Clinical tudies with Aspityl.
protein Cosjusates." Jounal of Allrg,
45.245, 1970.
ll)-Joson. H. ).t. et I.. "Tartreaslne:
Solid-phra,,e Radtolmein onsasy Studies of
an AID De Implcated In Allergic Reaetios
lAZo dyes and Alierfy)," (unpublished
Paper).
(5) Samter. St. and R, . Beers. "InSlaerasnceto Aspirin, Clin:cat Studies and Considerstaon of lie PathoqnesL%.' Annals of
Internal Mtedicine. e:97-9F.7 -16.
(a) Coton. If. S. "Tatrrstrune Revisitod."
Drug tieligeence and Clinical Pharmacy.
9:199. 15i7s.

(7) Smith. L. V. and R. J. Slvia. "Dr p
Containinl Tartraxlne Dye." Journal of Allergy and Cliical Immunology, 38:430. 1979..
The Commisisioner has carefully con-

sldered the environmental effects of the
proposed regulation. and, because the
proposed action wpill not significantly
affect the quality of the human environment, has concluded that an environ-i
mental Impact statement is not required.

A copy of the environmental impAct asssnsmnt is ois file with the Ifeuring
Clerk. Food and Di ur Admntatr~tion.
Therefure.
u.Ier (tic Fedcrail
Drug,
and Cuametic-Act
itees. 501. ',;d.
502,

.

701, 106 1b), Ic). and (dI. 52 Stat. 10491051 as amended. 1033-1030 as amended.

74 Stat. 309-403421U.S.C. 351. 352,371'.
376 ob). ci. and (dI))) and under au-.1,thorltv delegated to the Commissioner

121 CVR 5.1) (recod~fIcation

.

.ublishc I

in the MCrEgeL ReOISleC Of June 15. 1(78
(41 it 2422115).It is proposed that Chapter Z of Title 21 of the Code of "eeral

Regulations beamended osfollows:

I
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PART I---REGULATIONS FOR THE Ff4- or In part for coloring purposes shall which may catse allerglc-typer5j3:
FORCENENT OF THEFEDERALFOOD. conform to the requirements of 182.
In certain aticcpttble Indlvldsias" as-r
(2) Ingested drugs for human use (as quired by 18.4115 of this chapter.
'1 DRUGAND COSMETIC
ACTAND THE
ACT well as those that may be administered
FAIR PACKAGING
AND LABELING
(l itfacontainerIstoosmallorothe
i. In 11.12 by revising paragraph Ic) rectally or vaginally) containing VISC wse unable to accommodate a label wl
Yellow No. S ahMll bear the statement sufficient Space to bear all the requlr,
t9 read as follows:
"This product contains FD&CYellow No. Information but i packagedwltiin
11.12 blood laboIlnfi spices,flaorins, 5 which may ame allergic-type reoe- o'zter container from which It Is remove
elorilgs, andelsicsal pIesrsalives. tions In certain susceptible Individuals" for dispensing or use.the Informatinn r
on their label and In the labeling on or quired by paragraph tb) (2). (3). a:
(c) A statement of artificial flavoring. within the packago.If any. For presrlp- (5) of this section may be contained
arttletal coloring. or chemical preserve- lion drugs conttnlnng MIC Yellow No. other labeling on or within thn packs
tir shall be placed on the food. or on Its S. the labeling required by- 20.l00(d) from which It is to be dispensed. I
container or wrapper, or as any two or of this chapter *hall bear the statement information referred to in paragraph I
aU three of these,a may be necessary "ThIS product centthu PW Yellow (111ad (I) of this section may be pla
to render such statement likely to be No. A which may cause allergic-type re- on such outer container only. and the I
read by the ordinary person under cun- actlon In certain susceptible indiid- formation required byparagraph (b)(
tonar conditions of purchase and useof usal". This statement shall be se forth of this section may be the crimp of I
such food. The speelle ariifcisl color in the "'Iow Supplied" section of the dipensing tube.
usedIn food shall be Identified on the labeling.
labeling when so required by its listing
Interested personsmay, on or beft
In Part 8 to assure safe conditions of use
April S. 1927. submit to the Hear:
for the color addittv.
PART200--CENERAL
Clerf. Food and Drug Admlnistrati.
4. Io Subpart B by adding new Rm. 4-65. 5600 Fisher Iane., Iockvi
MD 20457.written comments (pretiea
I 0S to read a follows:
In quintuplirate and dentltd with.
PART$--COLOR ADDITIVES
1
100.55
Drugs for huIman s41 not per- Hearing Clerk docket number found
2. In I 8.273(d) by redeslgnatins the
miltied
to
contain
FDAC
Yellow
No.
brackets in the heading o th doc
text that follows the Italszed heading
S.
meant, regarding this proposal. Recel
as paragraph (d) (1) and by addingnew
Although 1 0.4115 of this chapter pro- comments may be seenIn the aboveo.
paragraph (d) (1) to read as follows:
vides for the use of IPDI;CYellow No. 5 between tit hours of 9 am. and 4 p
O8.278 FD&Cyellow .NoS.
in most drugs, It prohibits FDkC Yellow Monday through Friday.
No. S from being used In certain catesor--The FoodandDrugAdislntrat
ries of systemaUally administered hasdIermisndt tht this document does
(I)'
(dl Lebtrig requir-ementfs.
(2) Foods for human use that contslin' drugs for human use. It a drug within contain a major proposal requirlng pr
PD&C Yellow No. 5. Including butter. one of the categories of drugs for human ration of an Inflation Impact stslets
Executlve
Order11821sad 03l2 (
cheese. and ice cream, shall speellically use listed in 18.4173 of this chapter con- under
A-107.A copyof the tnttlon InMF
declare Its presence by listing the color talns any quantity of FVSC Yellow No. S. rular
Is on lle with the Hearing CI
additive InI the list of ingredients.
the drug is deemed adulterated and sub- aasa"Menlt
SkodandDrugAdministration.
Ject to regulatory action.
Dated: January 28,1177.
I. In 1114173
by revising paragraphs
S MawN OAmes.l
(b) and(c to read asfollows:
PART201--tAELING
Acting Consslssoner of
I8.A!7S FDRC Yellow No. S.
6. In subpart C by adding new
Food anidDrup
I 201.54to read as follows:
il15 Doe.77-4330PW 24-77:8:41 asn
(b) Uses and restrictom. (1) Except 1201.4 Declar•ilen of presence of
for the cttegories of drugs for human use
FDAC Yellow Ne S.
n paragraph ib) S() of this section' -The labeling for each Ingested over(21 CFRPert128d
Pr)& "Yellow No. 6 nW be used for
coloring Igested drup in amounts con- the-counter drug for human use consistenL%ith good mahufacturing prac- taining FIAC Yellow No. 5 (" well as
ANDBOTTLIId'OF
IROCESSINO
Ike.- those that may be administered rectally
BOTLED DRINKINGWATER.
- (I) FD6 Yellow No. 5 may not be used or vaginally) shall, asrequired by 18.4175
Pro
Amendments to Cufrent Go,
In the following categories of ingested of this chapter. bear the statement "Ths
M8l=u4scturing Practice Regulations
prescription drugs for human useas welt product contains FDC Yellow No. 5
-I
as those that may be administered which may cause allergIc-type reactions
In certain susceptible Individuals". The
rectally or vaslnully:
li
FR
. 1-124sieal i at I
labeling statement shall appear on the
Analgesc drsgs
principal display panel of the OTC drug 807 In thesue for Tuesday. Januat
Anliihlstsmlanie
drup
producL A statement Indicating the 1977.in the Aifth lin'of the third p.
CoughandColdprepfratlons
presenceof FSDC Yeliow No. 5 shall also graph. "radlum-225 . should read
orlt
newa
decooga•tants
Anit Ifintiet
appear on any labeling on or within the dium-226".
lronAtrrolds anti-lnllammatory drugs
package.
Ot c casirold drugs
6. In 1201.100by reislng paragraph
DEPA TMEI4T OF
fill VIXC Yellow No. 5 may not be bSI(6 and by addlig new paragraph
TRANSPORTATION
used In the following categories of in- 1b, 01, and (I to read as fuolows:
Federmi Highway Adminlstralion
a"l .d OYC drugs for human useas well I1201.100 Presritokm drugs for hu.
mn use.
.
as those that may be administered
" 23CF"RFtss922)
rectally or vaginalLy:1
.
Io.7S.--2I'
IitWaDoekst
..
I.
Alssiestle
drugs
"(b)
•
"
"
.
Atlilistamlne drugs
* (5) An idenUYtn lot or control numSAFER
i-$YiiiYROADS
PROG
4ough andcold preparetbns
ber
from
which
IIs
possible
to
deterNpl
fProposed
Ralssnalilag
Ural ssaldeconsteLnt
..
mine the complete manufacturing hisAnttthrobties
a Purpose. The purpose bf this d
tory of the package of the drug.
I(s Laling rquiresMent:. (s 'Me
(1 For all Ingeted drugs containing meat Is to publish proposed rules fO:
•abet of the color additive and any mix- FIC Yellow No. S. the statement "Iis
administration of the safer off-sy
lures prepared therefrom intended solely product contsinsFDL- Yellow No. 5 roads program. s

t-

i
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Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Concerning limitations on thu use of FD&C Yellow N.

and Drugs (Docket No.

S in Food

) Sup,.rting material.
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Is amended in p
t
)rs1 ,e)by
itiong the reference to "11.6 I" to
-r."
b*"
2.
. ,,d
.
g I.1U . . ..
f~tln
to. 4.100Appica ifye: cross.
relerenc/ o their regulate
Is amended
In parg
(c) (I) iclanlnil the

eferee to

Yellow No. 5. The Commissioner. In
evaluating the listing of -D&CYellow
No. 5 tr external cosmetic use, coneludes that such action is Inappropriate
pending receipt of the now data front
chronic sldles wIth DR&QYellow No.
.
Accordingly, theCommissioner is an-

read " 2..70." nounclng Inaccordance with section 701
141(.ct"

()(2) of the Federal Food. Drug. and
311 (s)(2)).
COmi At:(2l UZ.
for the order listing POC Yellow No. ,
for use in externally appliedcosmetics.
Therefore. tnder the Federal Food.
Drug. and Cosmenti Act (see. 701(e).
70 (bi. (e). and (d). 70 Stat. 91 . 74
Stat. 9-403 (21 UZC. 271(e). 376 (b).
(c). and (d))) 'end under authority
deleSated to the Commissioner (21 CIA
J.I) (rccodilcatUon published In the
FotxAL. Remtrea of June 16. 1916 (41
IDocketNo. lr'-o081
FR 24262)), noticeIs given that the .ffectlv# date of ,larch22. 1974for the
PART6--COLOR ADDITIVE$
order amending Part 8 by adding new
-btlog of FO&C
Yellow No. 5 for Cosmetic Subpart 0 consisting of 18.72735 is
Use subject to Certification; Stay ol-tayed by the filing of timely and valid
Effectiveness
. objections.
The Food and Drug Administration
Until further notice. FD&CYellow No.
(FDA) Is announcing a stay of the effec- S will continue to be provtsionally listed
tiveneas of the order listing POW Yellow for use In coqmetics; generally. wd iii
No. A for use in externally applied externally applied drugs.
cosmetics.
January 28,1977.
D.:
In the FetesA Rzesisea of January
21. 1974(29 FR 2358).the Commissioner
.
SmRwI OA*sec.
of Food and Drugs Issued an order istActing Commissioner of
Ing PDL-C Yellow No. S for use In
Foodand Drugs.
extemly applIed cosmetics other than
IrR Doc.7-3237 Fled -4-77:8:4 aml
hair straighteners. permanent wave
preparations, and depilatorles by adding
new J 8.7255 (21 CFR 8.7255).The con-i
Unued use of these three types of produbte has been permitted under the pro- I
visional listing of PD&C Yellow No. 5.
Timely objections to the order were I
received from a manufacturer of colors.
a manufacturer of cosmetics, end a trade
ausociatlon. Two of the letters objected
to the order's exclusion of the tue of
FDIkCYellow No. S In Ingested cosmetics.
Both letters claimed that such useshould
be Included In the order and cited flndIngs from teratolorlcal and multireproduction studiesas supporting evidence
for their safe use. It was also cited thAL
the color ws already listed for use In
food and Ingested drugs. Two of the
letters objected to the exclusion of the
use of the color in hair strlaihteners.
perma rnt wrave preparations, and
depilatories. One letter objected to tile
Omlissu. 01a flnatl lloting of lIakesmade
from FD&C Yellow No. S. One letter objected to the omisson of the useof'F'DC
Yellow No. S In externally applied drugs.
The filing of these objections automatically served to stay the effectiveness
of the order becausethey Involved its
primary aspects.
A proposal was published In the Pg.tAal REtotsrt of September 23.1976(41
FR 41860) to postpone the closing dates
for the provisional- listinit of certain
color additives beyond December 31.
19741.One of the reqtuirements that the
proposal would Imposeis the submission
of new dt- from chronic studies with
Certain color additives,Including FD&
resulatlin shall
t
glecueIM.ou.
e_
bcm e
(ees 355.lot(&$
,,
lt.t1045. 10M (1
3. 7ta.
Dated Jaa.ry 28.101"7.
Sn wxi O I .b£l. .
A1ff0 Commlhst'ler l
Food a-. Drugs.
Do0.17-339 Filed2-3-'U7ti41ani
I
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I provide sufficient time to permit use
current stoerks of labeling and revision
labeling to include a declaration of the
roeence of ]'o-C Yellow No. s. anutmeelrs
could, of course. revie their
.Istinlx before the effective date or LIN
.. ulatlon. and the Commissioner eno

quently. listing of VDC Yellow No. S
may shve an Incorrect Impression that It
ih in active Ingredient. Finally. there
may be Phisicians who are unaware that
Yellow No. S may elicit allergicFOILC
ty'pe responses In certain susceptible In,
divldnAs and for whom a simple listing

urages them to do so.
Psooests 105Descs r05 Hesseew
U35
The ute of onlor additives In Ingested
rues for hutnnn use is an old. accepted
r'cllee In the pharmaceutical industry.
be
useofeoloradditivesIdrugsserves
-necessry
public health unctiono be-

would be inadequate.
For these reasons, the Coinmltsloner
. concludes that the use of FDLC Yellow
No. S In drugs should be declared in the
form of a precautionary statement. ie.
'*This product contains PD&CYellow No.
re&
which miy cause. alleic--type
acin.na
bl
101vd

site
drugs of Identical
use
it-permits
The disshape
to be distinguished.
ltd
Inction provided by the juseof colors
orovidex an Important quality control
0el in the dispensin of drugs to prevent
nixypa between otherwise similarly apsearing drugs. The ability to distinguish
:moet different products is also very
important to persons taking many drugs.
lpeciallyto the patient who may think
n terms of taking a drug of a particular
oloa rather than by the name of the
frug. Color additives in drugs also assist
o th- Identification of a drug In casesof
,edeautal overdose.
Because yellow is a primary color. it is
ridely usedas a color additive n drug$.
)f the three yellow color additives availbie for use in Ingested drugs. FD&C
!allow No. SIs the moat widely used. It
rused to produce not only typically Yel.
-w shades but also variations of green,'
.rown. orange. and other related colors..
t is estimated that approximately 60
-ereent of all colored drug tablets for
otuman
usesold in the United States conaS PDLC Yellow No. 5.
Thus. In view of the extent of use of
'D&C Yellow No.5. a substantial number
I drugs would have to be reformulated
the color additive were prohibited in
si,, for human use. Further, while reormulating their products to eliminate
DC Yellow No. 5. some firms might
ecide to eliminate all color additives,
'he considerable time and effort necessip to reformulate drug products and

u&Wa.
This abovedecision would, of COIM.
be subject to modification If new Inor.
otion becomesavailable Indieating that
the only way to protect sensitive persons
would be to prohibit the use of FD&C
Yellow No. 3.
Although a total prohibition against
the uie of FMLC Yellow No. 5 is not
warranted, the Commissioner concludes
that some action must be taken to limitt
the potenUal for exposure of these senstlve Individuals to drugs containing
FDLC Yellow No. 6. To achieve this obJective. the Commissioner is proposing
two alternative approaches for both
over-the-counter (OITC) and pre.criplion human drugs. In addition to comments on the propsais themselves, the
Commistoner requests views concerning
the advantages and disadvantages of the
two alternative approaches,
OTC Dav Paorcs". I
The first proposal applicable to OTC
dru
wouldamend the color additive
regfuitins (21 CPU Part 8) to require
that the presence of.D&C Yelow No. 5
all OTC drugs
bedeclared on the labelselof
that are Ingested as xell as those that
may be administered rectally or vagi,ally.A declaration of the presence of
FD&C Yellow No. on the label of these
0OTCdrugs would enable persons who
know they are Intolerant of FD&Cyellow
No. 5 to avoid drugs containing this color
addltive. Further. byhaving the presence

Yeilow'No. 5 have other isesc allergic
problems inthiarue, in -'many rmses. a ,
sen.titivity tt ;picn. Thai. diIs Usedto
treat nli,:rni.' prohl.,ms may be used
widely lky ls'r.nns intolernt of FIaCi
Ycllfnw No.. 5. Ilow,:v.,r. if n iierso• fitadmintolerant o F'flC Yellt)w No.5 1%5
latee it dri%!,r.alnnC FD&C Yellow
No. 5 to tre.1t an xi.-tini, nll.r.tie problem. severe ar-ratatlo's of the basic ["
.
allergic co:idltion may rest. Further. Ir
the h.Lste of tre.1tilig a crjls lleric
problem. a drug contaIning FDMCYellow
No. 5 could be taken by a person who
6

h

sitlrn

vntog

h

the color
as containing
drug is labeled
Likewise.
a drug containing
additive.
riaC Yellow No. 5 could also be taken
by a sensitie perrot to treat a serious
allergic ptoblecs b.,fora the . ,.-3n's Intolerance of F.c Yellow No 5 had been
a.ertained.
Anotitler slswihl:ity uhiph would nnt be
re4lved by the OTC Dru, Proposal T is.
that all a-v.lLaile drus rf it particular
lla.a that tre tL.Adto troat a sensitive
liers n's allergic condition might contain
I"D)C Yellow No. 5. Al.,mat-ely. the
only drugs In a clai which are effctse
for a person ml2ht all contain FIDC
YelioV No. 5. tlus, it could 1 Irnpossible
to select a drug f. "a of FD&C Yellow
o' s.
In view of these considerations, the
Commissioner is offering. is an alternative to OTC Drug Propoial 1. a second
proposal applicable to OTC )drug producs. Ths secondproposal would include
the labeling requirements of the first
proposal plus a requirement that would
prohibit tile use of FD&CYellow No. 5 In
certain classesof drugs that are tngested.
t
as well as those that may be admrnis ered
rectally or vaginally. The classes of OTC
drugs that would not be permitted under
this proposal to contain FD&C Yellow
No 5 areantlgesic. antistamlhiC otugh
and cold. oral nasal decongestant, and
antlasthmatic drugs. These are the
cla.es of OTC drugs that are moat likely
to be taken by persons Intolerant of
Pr&C Yellow No. 5 to treat an allerio

he lonsof product Identification would declared on.the label physicians would problem or s a ubsttute or sprn.
a important It considered necessary
ar the protIon of public health nd if
here were nosutable alternative course
fanetfon. However. on the basis of the
urrentinformatlon available concerning
te nature and extent of the problem of
slolerano Of FD&C Yellow No. 5. the
'ommissloner believes that prohibiting
II drug usesof P0IX5Yellow No. 5 Is not
ecessaryfor the protection of patients
Isoare intolerant of FP05 Yellow No. 5.
Iis that a labeling requirement similar
The Cemmissloner concludes, however,

.
a-substitut foroa
e
more easily be able to identify Persona
As L •es
DMoo
PsrasenpTiowe
Intolerant of FD&CYelow No, s.
The orsr-roposai applicable to PreUnder this proposal. the principal i
play panel of OTC drugs containing scriptlon drugs Is a labeling requirement
FDW Yellow..No. 5 that are Ingested. as similar to that proposed for C01drugs.
well as those that may beadministered In addition to a declaration of the presrectally or vaginally, would berequired to ence of FD&C Yellow No. 5 on the label ,
contain the statement "This product of all ingested prescription drugs tas well
contains .
Yellow No. 5 ishich i as those that may be administered reccapable of producing allerele-type rear- tOlir or vainally) containing this color
required by
lueln
add'thse
persons".'he additive.
tons In certainmscccptibleNo.S5o
l I
wu 'l2t.2.01.1t0red
h CI.l
d 2the
Yellow .D&C
quantity of

bet for drugs a simple listing of the
olor as PD
Yellow No. 5 among the
at of Ingredients would not provide a
telt
safeguard for the person InAllrant of PDkC Yellow No. 5. Geerally., there Is no uniform procedure for
he delaraton of ingredients on drug
tkelng: therefore.- susceptible ndliouslamight overlook such a listing. The
Uting of Ingredients for ingested drug
roduc s has traditionally been used to
'eauate active Ingredients;. conse-

I
-.
Persons intolerant of PD&CYellow No.
S, like many other persons. may take a
variety of OTC drugs at one time or another; to rlieve or treat conditions or
symptoms of a disease.Someof the drugs
that may be taken are used to treat
allergic or allergic-type condition, ineluding those allergic-type conditIons
that may arise asa rest of ingestion of
1D50 Yellow No. S. As previously disctussd,. most persons reacting to FDC

OTC Dkv Psoms

(

I1[

8.4175) to contain the statement "This
S .,
product conL ins PD&C Y ellow No.
which may causeallergic-type reactions
'rons". This
In certain susceptible
statement would be required to appear
on the label and in the "flow Supplied"
section of the package insert. if present
Although persons Intolerant of FD&C
Yellow No. 5 niy-not see the labeling on
prescription druas. they could remind
their physicians of their intolerance. TIue
physician could then avoid prescribing
a drug containing fD0 Yellow No.5 for
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Tho prof"wd loteling rcvi rmerots . ild tp',ko offoct ono ycar
aftor t-o issuance of a final rt.julat.tn.

'Ma ban on YJ.lwm r'o. 5 in

certain drugs wuxtld take effcct six rrontlhm after a final regulation

is published. )b product recalls ,=ld be required.
The proposals appear in the February 4, 1977 MUMV L REGISTh.
CQxr.rnts ,ay
Drug/ A

be s*A.mitttcd within CO cays to I uina Clerk, rccrd and

lr.nistration, ft= 4-65, 5600 Fi::h..rs I-ane, rPocville,

?3ry1)A 20857.
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the nature of intolerance to

-_oncerning

spirin
I) ,tolroew to aq'loJt iu aot utoonmon in ,lirlisaswear mitdle ago rka, Vt 4
VC,ONhot hare a hi ,rio of alOpy. ItI Ohar.rerzrd 6y thaagc* foltho ilk' as,
rhlaintis, formntion of )uvdi
P 'repnial
tdNo,./
O
$'rlfdory )mIoiuS mionbutz
of intolcmee in'
r'l de the de,rlaol,e.l
.lpps, *nd beomeril aptAma-h'
otndaiIc"? diseace
.. :tiED ,.et~ .l Fey axpidn *imailats an
tdle
'
georl. (I
es l anti.
:idcae for all allergy tCoattyl'lq.111ie acid per "o oretgetulealicylioadd
,le dlrtrvia a i "e,,v"rnAeh.no. Jttcoopte to demonstrate antibodlcs to acMyl.
ltl'jtllE' rid l,,rc Wit€.orea.ralt vtrguece*#fvl. ($) If an immunological etiolopy
ruled ooe, e ptrix inuP itl,!e (t efftes by a dirctA actiooi on cff ctor organ.,.
al be
.4cI lyll"cut
ta l'l. 4at
best one mtdiatur-a¢eed reftr, i.e., the
It
aivlneltce4 waodilatation I the *Vtx of mon and the .,ininuducc l bronchoconseril
rn of ihe gubeata pig. (5) 1'at#ente lAo Aare an W.tolerance. Io aspirin hotoe a too.
ilble fatoleranec to otlcr Miso," or. per, e.g, py/raoloes and ineomethaci. ReioN to these .tru.trolly dliatrilar eonmpoiued ncne after first administration. It
,*wprs rioadnte etoawo9me' thaet ll.y crct their [lcet on th. soees rw¢cptors. (6)
pspal-rI.s.tik
p.
is pro e'd that wipffrio jsrodve# haeeet tristit symptomoi In
tat* by-artiatim petl-.I.,al ci. mervo'ploes .ehieh here bee* altercd bly a pre.¢ezft.
# dircose. (7) A possible mocanten .y irkich peripheral rhemoreceptors might
rlcidpate I ihe palht,*.,,.*i* of bronchial asthmaNoh bre outlined and rerlicwrd
the light to/ e.hat i* kotown a-nt ref rs stkick control the roextar bed of the
1s and lbe fenctlioxal *tat( of te reqdrptory mComcomembranes.

wrts tht the |nigstioi (f a.pirin can produce severe p1le'glu e.
appeared shortly after the ,ii-ov.ry .of the drug.' Since then, a subsmuna..r of related ob.e..rvti,,ns ha-, "een published, and their sint.
t.1 t.ltVati|, 11aue e Pcar..son" sti|'.s -iwt of
ilt's| v,-.* fi % r,.
Iltmtit jtilt tH ,y ll age.s oit. his savr'., 2.3 pvr celt were aspirinh.. "1'nivtr,

ed

ly ',f llini

r,-I.

of Me.lIine.

...

l., In part
)tetaroh
ilininil
.'rd

t Iart IoV it grait fr,.,:, A?.innui? (Chirlrea* Ail.. tIlieago.

1Alth

.'rvi;Q I{eeat.:h (vUialt No. Fit 45 frnon tile Oe

inrh, .gniio,,0l Iwc4Itiv.tO ,di liculdh.
4i fir puhliintiet,Juet 212. I;-o.

sor gof Me.lelo.ne t'nhrity of I.C.A '.allege of Mei..uine.
iei. ilty of Illinois (:olto of %.%iua..
ut A,MW lt- il.'o.f'e-nr ,f M..i .i .4
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eell.tivt'. but tlh. iidi'iifu,
iIlrl, t sr.ill iluhi-IeI.
11u.0,.: ,,.s ul
i.'tl3,
Statistics Vai'y ace,,tdiug to tlt tyle. (of pti,.nts Whl.,u., the Ie

euIli. !.

frhi
.

statist ie.
Dly Mill large, tie literature sugg.'t.ts that. ali ill) IlllUi l s'dt ll.'atehmi. ell
accounts for the pectuliar features nt as4lrin.sensitivity. i.r... the acute cLpimml.-m
of acute angioedenia or acute ando svere bronchial tl,nin shieh siiula,..
i
nS.tllir.,i
Mrallthat aspirin ,i,.'.
aUlaphylxis. ruee PeuLLlOil fiftlt(h. "It 1i
8s it cOltiileliliflt litd fiill-lUs 5fi

itit ,, iiiin

ti,t
lt

,huta

wit ih seLuilI I';mtii:."

but ralis.s smit questihni alsout this "n'yster'i.,u.s elillieNd entity."''.hl'o

.
alid Feihlleg'-I-in a review of 45 utsljiill-sellsitiv,, pati,'lits-1-'onmli'hi0 t.11 1!-.lack of %i-cifle stil reactiois (in spite, 4f tl:,..
(o:fvit
.Vipf,111),
cyl
rq:v.,r.
a.se(qsitivity to drugs other tllu, a.4iirtll i'e 13 )lati.'ts, 1and etiluuIk, tjjt
"repeated exposure to) other sulstaii.es Of a clueoi,.ii ItuIr. IIiso ilteltI*:..

of giving pi sitive skit tests, infy be res'lOsible filr the ehr,,uii., asthn:vt ,.,..
countered in these iidividual.-Allergy to asjuiri cuay be an indi,':ttir that
the individual avequiredthm
he nivehaism , . ,,act ti) sil~ll,: (.hieiCal ,,1.
pounds." Felitberg concluded that ill the alisence ,o1 p'asitive skill teea-tIi,,ls
the antiborly with which aspirin reacts must have bt.tl induce(

neous antigen which iJs not been identifle.,

by fil exir:.

but might include in (ectinuiA

agents, hieterianfT;ins, nd pr,,lue.ts of tisue Ilrehalowi; ilderdl. wq-"in
sensitivity has been classified as a fornt LI itif',.ti,,us astlitaa.
It has beett known for some time that uspiill.-s,.isitive paliellts alre allde
to take sodium salicylate with impunity, but. even in the absi,iee or reatrti,,ts
to s.'odiuma salicylate, it is eonceivahle that a qpeeific inieu'iahegieal seisitiviy
to acetylsalieylic acid exists." In spite of mIlmerous att:.npts. however, it has
not been possible to demonstrate the existence of ttii.,itivocal atltilhoIliv. t,,
acetylsalieylie acid: most of the studies so tar eith,.r report atutibodie tea

salicylates or permit alterinato iterpretatioiis."-'2

BRIEF COMMENTS ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF INTOLERANCE TO ASPIRIN

Intolerance to aspirin is not uticommon. Furom 1954 until 1.63 we have
followed titore than 1,000 aspirii-sensitive patients wi) sutered froii algiledema, rhinitis, and/or bronchial asthma; of those, 182 weve ]lospitalizi1

fir

intensive study.
The initial 1allitfestatiml of the disease which is eventually im-meiattel1 wi:h
cydlriru..e w.t.*r"
litulerati., to aspirin is a. vasmoit(tir rhinitis. distinguish

eretion, which develop, in the majority id patients during the sme(i'd ll*third
deeale is at first intermittent. later pilenlial. 1111'l 4.1u,11,nly fill,,wel Iy
the for1atill of ilasal pllyl's.
14ruuld']ill USthilla ill cilSilil-kt'lltive lit
tel
t, oL.elt' ilk ,,i.UI'
iage. 'retlpitatntig kitctots are rarely defin.l. but msal IlylM.ettmly st .. mutt,,
, tc
bring fin the first altae k" f bruillelial a.stlli,1 ilk a suce.,tive nlllIe'l"
tient.4. lit the b ginning, the bronchial ('lastrueti,,li i.idily revis-.sihh. " i
i.slprotervenil : and V.velI later, Illeih nillis Itimi l oIff
lg.li
sitivt,
iui
w Itilileleallle dloses, Li Lli1"'°
oftenlt lit olttriile.d witl sutl'rrl-tlt
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t',.Iuu,.,..40

Madny~ attlhr,r 5

d!,v.
oht

be,nel.I

Lt14tila151

et

fe

.u.qih'd, ".t':;

a.qlierbsL.t, .itive, Ijhntieit

Is
IInl flax a Ilithl h higher intortulity rate 0l111 IJroit.
chial nothina. Ili a teral: st-atistleitt evalualiuni of Out own g.ov1. however,
makes tin believe tltat tihe overall iroutiostit picture Ix better thau tihe literal.
lure suggests.
.j ot the callo f tlt- dl se1u1u.
Tit ti, llli,Jtity of oeult.
1ntifehraneo to aspiltr Is
plitlt, rCAjiroI'.y i'ympt's.s irtt 'dol the (It'Vellijlt l ilttolltr flee tit
s
n i:l l Irin.ea€..
a-(ld41111r.4
n o sjalatt
1l.iIi(t
atsilt. iftulk by p'.:.s a..:
161111,9 compllatna 'ls isy pittioiatS With 0t14lli9h1'd flit IolollOtOe t s.,ls'in 110.l4
11t, 1.s airuIl, alter tite'- ,tul'l 1. IIltel' oVthe ,liN IMP, I.P., 1 r11,11c110c0OI 4 } J)to1a 111u
)runr,.stl.ti.
It eoiltrat to) srys l.1sll,.d
oiu
lay othom, I10 inleidncee off ni,,1 ey In our
group or Isitlents Is low: ,,ily oibaut 3 petr eent tif Our patients had a lers,,nial
history nf atop. .m..,141, re, with Oakexljwcel laultl1ence of a,.-py of lit l.ast
10 per (:evit, but p.-abley sltifieplitly higherr,. nlily llsi-eketel gi'ou1p 4
the populatiOll-but the Ineid,:4e of otouy ill their offs pring i. SubstAlntili
and reatonably close to the expected figure. We do not wish to Ilply that
tli relative lmice oef attpy in ntr' gtolut) argtis aigillat atijensiile 1ii11lulO.
lugleal Iieeha1ills,
but it c..'. C'Ulllosl that the illeldelte (f 0trpy. its oua
Im
Atoulls
,
somueh
is
l',swet tholl i. would expect.
THE SPECIFICITY OF INTOLERANCE TO ASPIRIN
it order to clarify the bIechentieal speetrith of intolernne to aectyl.
lleyllo acid, each af thwo patients under our care received (a) sodium sulcylate and (b) ohe or several of the compounds which aire listed fit TI. 1ait'd 2.
The compounds include i) msaleylie acid ester with lengthenin, Side (.hons,
(2) eholine-salitylate, (3! thli-a'piritn, (4) neetyl-p-aninolphitol. .(5) di.
1e1tyfluoreeloin, -and (8) Traesent ine, azo-salitylt.
l'rrbpi,',yl,,l ieylie arid
behaves Ii vitro like inspixiit: it ik hydrolyxed by the choli.icster.e ef washed
td blood cells and of serum. Diuectylfluoresecin is a white, nonfluoreseent
imder, but deneetylation produces brilliant fluorescence in minimal doses;
consequently, the compound Iidi Itself well to studiei of IStroilntestllAl
"liorptionl, since ontsot an1.! degree of deaeetylation lm be realil~y extal lished
1b-fluorometrie atlll iys. Tho-esplh'in and etel.l .ii inollt.nol' rtint. e.
avetylated either lit vivo or lit vitro. NOle of these coil)poun |(Is
Ildndeed illy
oynlptns li aslalrin-.ellsith'e liv.tit lts."
lExtelslve In Vitro. .611,14 8hih
we Ihove
warrle,
ieu i Ioted li year*
y.v I. hve.
thiled to incover ahny Am'lu
,llii'tal
difi'e.(.nes li the h~inlian.a
i ofeyl.il.
I'ylia avid ly Valllo:a test 14Y*.IIs, e.g., ]lasmlnt mnl red hloel ,.,.Il vlatinlleol
frowi asmphin-aslive, liatf,'its mill aorlanl teoirol. Ti ee..
tit- stittlies

talifirut the if,,rtienti'ua -whihlt1 l t11uatilixeel in sevir1l .x4.41ll,.nat 1e,,11.
*igr1ph. in riteelt yw.erY'" Ill vitro aIdlltalrg orie44411111 NiliylitL 111id a1.t0.ylsalityll achl b0ly setlati . jsnli..|g 14u
iil' sale Ill 1asliriti1'Iiitv,' i teI * l4il1.
iiq..¢,
Ko'ttitivo lintiitts. Teli. tlc.et ,l.ai,.tylintfn Is tlt- siuti.i ili S1I , 11
ill'.
l
i rill.
Mils ,tItP l .' ats . 4 f
Iproll
: mu:lill
tetrtil.e ; -atal 1'44 Ill,.,|11 .l.. I01,talitl.,l
fl' ill

1|l

ll

iv-|pl1ti,:Ilt-4 title.)

11'IIIiO

ilOi

l.illt lii

:''y

,h d lt
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Compounds tolerated by patients with eotnlllplsel intolerance t, al:.bs:lilil neil. (I.
Prepared for us by Dr. 10.S. Marvel, Tit William Allert No'es Lal,<ra'ry, leluvrtiolet of
Ohemltry, and Dr. X. C. Taylor, Jr Departuent of Cherltnra" ai, Cheinmicl f.,uilaserlC,
UalIvorit of Illinois, Ufrbaliia Ill. ;, supplitil as Arthrcpan lb%"
Dr. 1Iarr." S. Tirtuls, Tle',
Purdue I reiiemclk Compan , Iew York, -.. Y. .7. S4vnthi-.ac.
i I v i . 'M. L. Tsdhiter n-i-l
0 3. Bitter, Sterling.Winthtrop
]mimsttugm, I31e6earch
t;e!aer, .',. 4, A'upplieil muiAp udide

by Dr. Max (illiort, Thu Ai

Commpany,
1
:lkhlart, Id.)"

at a comprialtit, rate (ictliod
3tilehel"').

u,

iili
t

ii . Tih,ie.,..:M 1hol'stee.

II u

in vivo alhorition of oidit itylivlte alid
i~a.it. li
ii i'iiri,,,,'
greatly from oo imlividliil tN iiothr but i ra:,,ISI l
e*.,:ii within tle
v ,luilil,"i't
841110 1iiliyimlliil. Repa'iiltl011 of h11util tlid uliil)lilild sillh .'lilt
dilutybi .ltowCel io difereit ep il thet hiidlling of' .uiiuu ialicyllte bv liupirlin.scwiitivit
aipiihn.,4tl't
piiul
iili. 1; kil
itVIuill
ii
,.s.iill,.
',
.imi.l101i6yt
jiv i,:itiitaili fto"
, .l'ih
trie
m'ivbiali.'l:)iu iila 1 oitiih
to) ndIlli
eXIR'rilltiil Xiliti, lut it l., of itilti'ert thiait tlli ru
il* aitatyi:il11 lli O
diftCltt'llluasit4i'ithi ]ih thie, .qilult. hi limlihriit.lleh4tIiVe AIWi11')1! a itl.s4'I,'iltI't'
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i'rof.rllal ColIel'ge, UnIveriY of lllinois 1033.)
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REACTIONS TO CHEMICALS OTHER THAN ASPIRIN IN ASPIRIN-SENSITIVE

.PATIENTS
"While- hntoleranee to acetylolicylie acid is not Intolerance to salleylates,
Ss'nuniber-ot chemicals cause rhinitis and broneliinl a thima In aspirliu.scnsitlvo
"
patients; they are ideeitified in Fig. 3. Awinopyrihie (asid hntipyrite) have
beeA responsible for siewndi severe reactious, but tieir number is listed be.
'ause pliyskvians are reluctant to preserile them di'ug. T rit4rlizlile, 1'D&C
vvlu%w ,No. 3, iirodueed mnv.l and brotehial symlptoms lit 9 of oir 182 ho*
WItalized patients. During the sunmter of 19G3, we admuidiisterel 21i 1g1. of
*tuntraxiimdi In aqtsaui,., t1111i.oll to 80 01iulluul:iui iliid 14splliliv.,, ]li teilts ilidei,
riglil) culit lleld. donhl,..llhid eoiititions. OQie lialf of the plrtivipaliil Ilpliitt w'or, aspihhi-vu sit-.i.. Only 3 piitieiits rtted to 0li a'.tmiiihist nit61i of
lartrinine with hi.iloleha allid lironehveoillIesteitoli, but the 3 reator'Weie
aiplin.,mniive; evc.i so. the low hicilde ice of reticicvs
auttirlised ui.
After we olmevr-d. by elancwe, that hidonietlhiiuin lti'..pitatd liiblehial

allihind:

In ime of our
,
itpiit
ih

tL.1ilog.) to)

itiitive asthiiiil., wvtllv
giveli hidainethiei
18 hositlik.1 Lasirhi-selilin bi
'iiiel-iit
11'
eieh (f Ilns&, ItnIeCit.4
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Fig. 3
Compou
lms
iwluTce reactions
|o ae.'ulierfle
acid.which
(Indomethaein
t upplietl-inas pittlents
Intlocin with
by D)r.e~tnibishe,!
Gilbert ., |ztolerntee
11avie...Merck,
Shuris
and b])hte Lbortorie. Weitt Point, Ill. Tartra.int iuspfitil 1-y 31r. W.
r.re,w. tile
Wa. .". stnng. (uon.any, Chitago), 11.)

developed severe bronchial obstruction which rcluimtd lxt,.:ive %yipto,,itiu:
therapy.
Since sit lntolei'iiwe to LWetyl.nliylic acid e.s
ci to) It, -. eiatedI with A:'
litol 'ralkeb to pyrazololies iid indoilnethilein, a co1ielttivun might exislt II.tweei, tile ,unnier in which aslJill, atd otlhr Ilinour A lli;,.iv. re.lie:ve 3:in
ifi
aud the Ihhalnler iti whieh i.pirilt iialdtle's Itns1ii 1111d br.,l:,lial .1t4t.|,t
fiitt-sen: |tive pattlit..

In rent.et yvari., it ham been xhowtl thll tha r.lk f (o' j3int by Alt'l.laivyl
.tlir
1l1ilor anilt.1ipe. iivolvit..i pCripit.1il it., mdl0 its v.lit:.r11
action. Li.t and noeiiite. have offercl'tlet iviuci.g
tlen¢a,that a1lh'pirl :iltl
of latin. It |11pvsaraslthatIh ,1adyby competitive inhihitian of ellellik.trclot(Orl
r(celitus; matl that ekl'hil. b-tt.
kinin toid related i i..y'xKpthdc, stiitilate imnia
not ill, elrc'ts of bradykini ti'
pta'bt'
relt'llt.al1 by )rstt tlil.li
.wvith uItt,.t'l"
.el.
''. X.
.nirli'. lih.M thist)rnatlkinii.isav
smlirylle acid. i tlil,
f.,:iv
'
ligpilist
Le., the vaswudilthtiviu cuhitohred 1a0t at the defi .itv
acid aitd by .8 oe
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.tridvirolo.g IThe tti.Almtl,i thaltK.li,'hl itt. .4,Vrr
l,
lit elt.r
hlm
rlc,,.
lirnte.t trilt• or $kill iby
itit iviti ucI fr
t
1.,tclIIII
ltjlhi4 (|)
it.
,.alm h e or lnlilng
1111
mi cim mokmlnallecmllItlititth l
lot
that e lr'

blood Howa"
and incr.ajisd vatniutlhr lwl'lemnhilily Its skill andt tiattous
inciveui,
memliranex, a1 well it llbotchieCclistrictionlt aml seeretli of mucous glands,
and (2) thict aspih4ht fit all uhlloritial recet-ptur symtemi might, in ampirillsensl.
live patients, activate rather thait hhibit peripherall |lwm.receptorx. It Is tho
cIii'tive of this, rep-ort to eNatliii, thON jl.4tulate.
IHE NATURE OF AXON REFLEX AND ANTIDROMIC VASODILATATION
ELike hih llne, i1s hrldykitiuI t4 ilt eh, maorCCepto'. of tihe %kin, it ilitiositi Ol
a aXOnllvx
lX. Studies of the eltets of plhynictl, thermalid, or tlehical
irrithitii out tile vaouhar bed lai'e Iect carried out on the Skill, miI It is
uveraily ugrced that a vnrety of stihlitil ore followed by antidrouile no.
chiiit~tiuli.3 , : ~cro.Vlonl'4 desr1ih0ie.q the plthwily of ntillromil: vasodilutution.
1lil4 ituclcnivu stlnultlinti,
of tho Acinmil .3i,:; %astotlilalatlollWI the *tthulit,:l rare..
ItIW
4)i lyolivvel, to i00 npiioin -e tiil itxvn relhx. Clittllmaclis pciery ierve's Arilig
(illca11
u11e tckl ro..ictorf tsina receive l rAleleis front rirluh.i in Iu *Unlo fli'etfi of the skin.
Inlqul)p froi 11140ree eltots travel alo010
1 te .lkmmNcry'
fillm into th1 urd In 1hW
u1
wady, hut
ai n4U.tltion oxs tihcV janit lic: ]ollit wlitst tlhe vaitulhir lranihe Join, they inltinte It:,sul.
stkth |11100C0eltriftai-Uly1In tIh,:,:lIrnce. .1-ih the oiri-ite ,|ireetilm, 4tihltt 61, to dilnt orniall.y
tokc': lay ilclhuA ini netory IPe
,IVn'5te) lotohtiest.t %'116,lillatorrulwmoso,. 0
cii.,
-

.1h1

111t|Ire (if thv clhelilica[ Illediltol', (or minttot' ;, which]

prloduce!:

YamH)-

,lilatationl ix uncertain. *oNne in.vestigators )elie'o that the ineditor which
initiates the. wquence of the recptor, e.g., histamine, also elicit the vamenItr
respsm.e, but Parrot and Lo(febvre'l have shown that nitihistinaine. which
itiibit hxtaititie.itdi'ueed vam,odiialat loll will not ub)lish va.nodilatatiotl cli.
Ited by stiultation of the l)eripheral end of posterior root fiber.m.
Paton,' it a thoulhtilrl 'eviv. of the ph atliIlcology )f altiflrcltic valso-

dilatation, acknowledges thsit the proper nieclittors fur rapid vusular r'emponises
rtvinanit to be ident ifd:
fl"
Put '.ow.we know flant svetuorv il(ryes contain very little Ihtamlo or aetvieloline, *and
'Al. strophte fr potent antiil tan '.Ines do not reduce nntl,lromle vaoedilatatio,, nur (i I linavo
,l.crv l mwl'f) the fire rc-ponse evoked Iy hI.maine. one li i to stcek for other ineliatiors
,of 11,0 voolcHilbctioa. I have npeuiated whether the iiasodilatntiln seen In hluichiig may lot
e jiartly ,twdialed ly the siticl, nielte.
tlunhinf is u1ually attriluti4i to it relief ift Ietinmlc.
iI tMe toile. Yet th II" 'tens
of It lo ,,f a kint fluji I lave not ptvn in tj,',t
iptl-r
,olc1;
Oimtgliailpl 5otk; find "til lsntewy is ruthor sotrt. The oticer dloy T i'-k'ci it htlortitury micatt
s
wlh'ther Ie ilushed; within a i.e-rlu! of nl-oat .10 P11:ua,. lie6it sc-,1-t. In eilitttl;1t, tt10 tiie
In )lood.Rfnw of the forrmain in romloo,:'. too ho.tling the ftt, wht,.h 1it ('rtltlinly 41110to l1(lt5.e
vr
'ae('coa, tric.tor to,%Inthe ara npp.'rtr tootike Poetral itlitiUtc ttt clev,'hp.t.
M0 the 1uli.tnAIIi
Wh101 ili tle. s, l .cli retix artc.r I,cai alla.hation to,
Or I'it1asl' from wilhhiti. tile Shlmt. hl.1.t1ittit'hat lotell fiitltil' tltic
extentii'v.
''rod, lc l, J.: Si
F1144
W. A.

..

t

lh .

.. . ,..int

.,

.11•I.

Qu

mccl Serve. Micrin.I1..t.1. Ill.,
I ation, WV.I). .1.: l'!il:i ::1.-lugv .

is( lrilb

S ilt. ill lw

.A.,

cit
orf '
.t*

,..

tc.h itc,.r |,.

,.-11-ltirt

N*l

r
1-1.16

tr.tw

t',.otti
ic
1

Clc.%:!.
i rh'
C'h T1.4-cc:10, Puhlip-,l.r. I'. 6471.
Vic,1c-iifll - li,, g. With
l,
Itecr.sneo
-'e'i:
to tho,
elifisr: lPl,.-cem.c'in lh. Itiolgiai
|i
ill 6,011hcti1i tc llerncatulgy,
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It l|ils not. beu"elk
po+4i4ih'-, ]owevir, to dvuiirta,
ergie"
,;e' a1ld it 11119
not lievIt
e
sltowii that

*.h'...,'

"i'
" -. liHllg.

Vki.
v.,,l
1l,-I,.i'..,'il

Itftru

,nerve fibel) by ele.cte
ical ttlitIttion.
Tito Sniut getueril sttatcenet holds true for nio,).t. li iot ull. ,,f thV ehieui.
eat$ whlch, like iwrotottin, ATV, and poly-jeptidi. (.g.. 1.s.iykit.i- or Kil).
stance P, not on etemoreeptonL. it is flir to stitto tht th,. hyjl,,thk,lrs w h
assign the acitvitiul of the elanduiirtrt|tor aund th,:. s.tl.'t.:.! AtiltI t
vasodilittlo to the 1 i NUuMAthtueuve
hIM: Wcec'ul 1c
ttlld 1-, iw.t .*tiv-.
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN REFLEXES IN THE SKIN AND
IN THE RESPIRATORY MUCOUS MEMBRANE

In the skill IuittumiIto. has beei the must wi#',0y .:xauuain',! : *'i.tr

,Ungiar, Grosiord, nd Driteourt26 huave suggested aws:iuar.y as Jt.

lov

1h(t
hh;ta.

snitergi. fibers producu nitti(home vasollilhtatio:i In the u:.-.e of 1.1-g1.'[it
recent years, Avlado",'" its auggestcd (1) that hi
,ti:tit.
Ii:
lts.ytt.
plthletll br6n1eho nutrition and (2) that ],irvaymj .: t1...tie
iitu,h:i ihll iII1.,s
a feedback znelhaitin-it which iii tuitu Itiluhiits tMi. '4.!.'140 fi s:.:,litiiuatI listanuli. Avi'do suggests that hradykitih untight Ste: ill a i4,,uhrt. f.4luii,,. 1111t
th ix suggestion, while attractive, iemauiuhs t,) be s. stl.:.tl .t.A lPy ...Xpilitu
trit'l
.z

evidence.

It is likely. tlht stitnuli which are g.terut.d tit ehwuzuo:':.to'. of the
respiratory jitueouts lnluabrone itot Olly induce an nxorn rflex hVi: art. enritel
to the dotsat root gangliont and beyond."1 Ili other
:. hrl.S.o
-might represent not ol|y the result. of *Anormnal .mititivofi.,

,,..,stui.i,:u
IiW-iiheril

receptors, but the cominted result of exaggerated .:.rips:u14
l :111
'.u ss tut.u.
fitted to an udttly reslm o.ive system of Itutonouie c, itroIs .itd
the hrui..
*hil tree.
THE EFFECT OF ASPIRIN ON PERIPHERAL CHEMORECEPTORS
Asplniu acts a a competitive inhibitor for many. but nit hU. br.tt.lykitiin
receptors. The axon reflex vldih is indeed by topiel. apitien
ot tetrhydroftrftryl nicothinte (Fig. 4)-thought to re!,Na.me vh.a?.ve
kiu;iu.scan be effectively Itidhite(d by pretreatment with comupitrativ..y .mll .10s0•
, r..tf oeetyluulieylie aeidl it itolrmil fittije'ts.--1 Aspiin ,1',.t a',, |uh.,it
Ilexes; whih 81 ire duerd Imy o'thery lrritIuittA. itillt.i i - r:t
'v
,ti-M it, ltt..,l I-Y
aillieutiwi (f hulhstit..ihiu nd tltethuehohiu. ' itis in:tet'.-:hm :.. iuctc ti:a

*apsakien
(; nmen:&mkkId)
6

5

"Oill3

Oil
FIg. 4,
Tel*ruhydrofarfuryl
nh.,tltuele. (tij'llkd
uslsul, switzerlmoul.)

um Trufubril

h y 1tr.

f.1.:.

,.!I\ 1.i'."|.
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I.wiriu A11e not ijlmiI.i tl.v direI e.flrut (e.g., t., fer,,.,niio,.. or t wl..a) .r
i'ei.idhi;y tfl',,tt,. i.,,., th,,
iitipirin'veiV ,.
ht,.',el Iloriykitlin, but tlit
,4'5 i l1 It,
lt- r:eef)t
11h11
l
tf| i i i
el
I41l10II ?I-.1il
. 1,\ 14i|Ily , ti
-

in fnit, It hlt been stlll that
hbilll odjUliet III tlie f 1.at Illel t Qr biOlelkialIaqt 111U1.23

1s a
istylI11kyhic

• ni~alhtcl by ,uplrilt;

In jipirin-celt i

atiett, aspI it

Jrodulct--either

himmdint ely or

after

a intent perlo.l which might extended| to up to : huitir-11gim-dellmna, rhiltlis,
• aItnd b',r,,lechili n.-thhli,. Ave believe thll llirailln il.
. h .'r.s h4by
diltli.
4.1ii1ilt 11i1,,1.1 veItcllurreepti 'r,iti erither kin or mitMil &alld lnrelieliiI mIte:u.
,tllbrallie; I11111
We silli ariK'-vitt. bricily, the ratitlltu foil ts16 ilttvijrtlitili.
Th1e fjliutll h11n]im,
of PoUr., why Sye:ty.llicylie acid. liil al*itliitiiilst to
kiaill, AhIuld a0. 0.4 nil negilSt II f1iqsii-telltiVC li tie'lltS it
1141illitillt rather
1a1i8i flevllt stillihi, lit tlt: eito of the eleliorecept sr. ID i 'ILt v¢ellm, SeC')Iall
atteuitits h e I,... mull.e to clairfy. thu bioeliewi ,?al differ..eu le:twev.ln algo*isJhk ald
1Ii?4.1.
tlhll8 Pltem,
1' for jistaneo, Is
roj so.d aI kitlie theuiry
o(fr.'ll-.*(alt,.r i1ltclulltioll. applied to acutyl-Clollille Illd nect)yklehilillo 11altlu-

(fiists

n1d,

melre

ecejitly, to ad1 l..rglc lledllitols alut rv-eptor.

Jiltolk Sug.

pettks that only the agonist 4lsus.iciates rapidly; the untagnuist forms a
oinparatlvcl- stable complex with receptor .rotein which 1rL'vvilts shltli3itilig Sillists frloln vemling nd stimulating receptor silte. If a ire-txsting
.4ia6ei:14e, tlherefor(-. w41l,] ,IeIeivu-m or destroy. tli ?l4l.nvIty, tit the ecleip.tor to
-lnd alitagonists. antagoiolst's 'lght Ile expected to stimultAte, ,'nthcr than to
loeck, receptor sites.
III. Upite of exteiosive studie.s, the relative sluifleaneo of t4ynllthielle 3,ud
IprasYmlpathetiv eitrl ill the analutelnlmee of normal bronehoamiotor t,ic haI.s
lUt hmeln clearly ,.tahli.heed; rtpeeiflea)ly, it Atppear" that rexlts obtained Ill
"oral nen"', do lnot neee.mrily supply to patients with pre-existhig ironehgo0mtietion. Evei );A, NV1dieombe," after a. eomlpreheinsivo review of the
-existting. (.videnee. eouelitldes, "It is probal)ly wiso to.accept the eonventional
view that vagal iterves are constrietor,.and sympathetic dilitor, -to the traebuotbonelhiat tne; while renieiheritg that many experiments which indicate
that this-is an ovv.ii)nplifleatiol have yet to I)o 'xplajiIeid."
. Atrololne .faili to control the asplrin-iduced lrouchueonstrietioi -f
Aipirin-sg1alItive la tihits; thir responlsl to isoproter,.ol reni itlhiinet. While
this 41os Hiot ,ueesily preclude a pe)s1i)eC role of Sylipathetie uIlid parasyiImthetic abnormalities In the puthogc.eslts of the synmelotime, it Is h..aptling Anld,
We believe, logical to tract' he. bro:el,,couslie, uf .liirii-seusiliic itiel
to wceptoiV whl.ht llv:r? ll-it hieti ]revomsl. mieitified aiMa eimme Lii !asmIS
liql| hrolehiuli vcoa..stsml,; 811li 'which. liko the pliriplicrll ell.l- r,eve lite.i,, are
*tIlippo.d for ra1il e h'ti,0 of the IliI.ehlidiimhlgI stiiivt1iem
r,
o( tue re2pil.a-

%ory
tracvt.
'he natural steirfiotf w'hnt we have called "aspiistigiz-sts
that
alspii.litIlht'e le jnhils l,:b.-0lp ehllnum ill the el'iiorm'tiit)r%. it Ililt Imu 11111l
hieiehid ithlie Ill I.w'llralilt.s, fr of tht ki11. which. at fir't. -Iilt in exaggersiiiltel
l1I411l1 tIg pho
y
siti
St.ie.l
onhith,1.
Afhvr a vaiitil , i11t1rval. eI'Ii.11 yeals ifher
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lill iiiteeiieit¢L tt) WoVeety'14eIU1'o|..V.

rerm-4L

11i..

til: it .1It1i4i-

I'

ble re1"loto.6 alre kinin llilrtor.s Ih*y Ah,,,iuae. fllit wt*ttl 1iiil* lll, . Iliih.
itkil hby 1i.4111irill, |llt
it ivi.' rle, ,,l1ei 4l.M1
t* h,,a
bee
1ili.ll.lI
iaa*lil|.
,
It lite rettip.
•tor 41ltortion fit this Iteiaticular lmoilikelt hils Ierogi.s..
it point where eilliill
CUll sio Ioeig)l" forml i ftiis| eoiomplex With the riwlectter. it w, itl,l I no liougir
ai amntagae st, but mlialist,
ilit. initiate the eri|. ed
1.4 f'xe:vs %%hilwe have

describlxd.
It lntoleree
tither 1wriplhril
ro-ceptors, sh,,tt,|
m.sumptliton is

i. a.tt,,d by eliaiImg.*s Ii jee-l,,..i'rau

to aslirhi
t.,
initw, ilve

iLI;*

r'vilttill

will
i iui
ll ( lu eere'l.

Iuti.lltM, but 11&C' y
iduve theme re.ctiltlu

.. Z,

yelh-w

'alm the2

1.4-14014-111s.'.WeI. Jm~V*' fJll'l

t'srrv.t fier (1) cailifYpvei.. (aee 1Olltlj,

ald (:.) tUatruzlin. (F ).
JlldSllithuebt

I.e..
UIIiUi4hviuideel

.lewitreetptors.
ur
filliilar

.1i1

thaL~lt t|li.

si':.), (2, i ll$ ,11itulthivin.

'*

tiv,.
hiald i- a, jeyriZil,. .,VtL,

rouetioll.s ill illnrt, if 1It ai. A$],|r|Ilt-selsitiv

o.hw No. 5--wvhioh is capuiclde of ii.0ludlir r.cwtioens-wil

oIly ill n Cel'Iteill, Cemlijritiviy sliaul 11*weltge w,
wMldhii -selsitive palti.It.4. It i4 ,allr Jill) 1jsill tlia ai:rtrilzi.* r.qtlir,.. lii.
t i.iii.iroiiellaititi hsvre it l.ve.moe
ail ,IT
.etiv,. i1teldhij. nnllthat this Iti,.
t rallisforlItuelit (CCC4Imrs olly ill i liviail.,I tiauebtvr (,f paticit.s iiilla.r 4.(,olditinz.
'tvhie l lt' etieitly tlllelr sttidy. 0
.AI-il.Influaminatory drugs, o1 the other haid, flliunt :a,
'
et nmth(e s:1.,"

ehemoreeltur: neith r. phenyllutz.(a e nor
-aeiethyl.jui1eiidyl.-').:.
phenyvl-4-b-heluYl-.Vyrezzolozc-5 induce untowardl reaeti,,'as. an1 they call be taken
* With, hlptilty by aspirinl.seiasitete path-its4. Cocaseqtle-ttly. it aijspewirs theat nt
only anti.inflammatory ilugs filleI lieripheral 41i]uh..1ik.sliv.i"e il, their I:,ed.
of action, but thnt winor alulg.ie. wliulh i jeluev.
i, rozi'e rt.sputis.'5 ia
aspirin.eimitive liatielats miight differ ill their muds.. ,4f a(.titull fmin mtir
analgesis which, like
lioi(i
o.macctl..nll
lipciim-.dic.ylate, are tolhrated without ultowarmd reacttons.
DESENSITIZATION OF CHEMORECEPTORS
Attempts to desensitize ]|y. za.iwitnit'iv periplle.rl roe-eptore. hilve bee.1 lnlsls.
but have not beo ver sue-isful. Oin the bIaisi- te' .of .,"
stu-i,.s. welhv ,"ae
tsed the active principle of red pepper. cap.i.ii,, a highly irritatii. Kil;tiuted elI..ylumiel. or al Ioig.clueiw ulltisit t
o-aie'l'llt.l" ice'i.1 1' ig.
C i. I'll|e.d loll
sellsitiz, "l)(wilillerll weCptors,' butIlo.s the' l,4'ttlia r ;hal.ity tip
. .
malne revn litors Oil Contiiued ilp'livatioll, eitlhsvr teie.;.ly (or byv ilJt'l':!.,l.
Jlllem', d.4-111011-0'1401 t lnt capsaiciii de001; ltol Illly il
.lls lllslOllz Vell'4' *';'
elilslaortui'eteoi. to eelm.iill, hult alkin Iea liiecl iii.. a l,! ad.. l.le.h., li. :*.*
r.spulow to dhysi .al stiiluil I itl is mihileir,.sl.
)csu iitiz.t it'll. ,,f e,,.t1r,., is Iet iew. its v,. at -i.;" ,al ,l, li:,t Ill, ' .
ltalili es to Ilih( itille. ]h.lesate ;i lpilia: it off 1..,.vtyll',hi:ze ,l,.eis,.icsi
t, t
. 'I::l hil. :,tll shi:,,l.,r
..i , b.i
I.. t)
aeetyleholiie, l int,l ela('of th..e (It'is
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C0lX#f¢MIX.
jIirlrOf
of ('a

t. J)(seilcItizatiol, to eaipsnlein, on the other hinid, "... hloeks tie axos
*frrititx
' nilexes throughOut the body find blocks theiu pernunettI.y."' We tire still
It1,reiqtllhI,
thiWiov.e
I,whether e(-ap-si.dii will deme |ltizo vot iIly IntiIIIIl ri.
.l'r'tlt. but

tiht" 3ih,1'rnl
.0Ilo

(Ithre..llol
of mpi)lrfnl.,Kitive

Ipl'iets.

CONCLUSIONS
fi tile Ascitee pi" M voletfilg ,vid(,nee that .ectrlsllcylie aeld is al itligen
nir
lt alltigellc d]teriIillil t excelt under ilk vitro Conditiolns whieh have li"
rel.tioll to tile clillival ylldr'llie) it seemied desirable to examine alteruite
• cxlplaituttioiia for the severe reactions which It produces' it selected patlelltm.
ol'ur ,assniti)tion, that iasltiin ineti directly Iid iiiriidoxiea|lly oil periphlerl
ehiilnUrveeptojrs has beeni streugtilled hy the reeognlitiulo thlt other, efleliaihelly
i..llrlhted, perip]ieral analigesies pii'oduee idCfltiQl .ViIptOl118 OIl first
0
XlORU e.
Th-'po.slble role of altered comitkponeltH of the alltOnimlu)1111C i
xV.V
psytemt il the
jljtthogeneasi (of br' nebid asthlma 4-wit ItparticuIlar eili)hsais oil the VilgU. °s4
-lml beef) debated fur iuafln
y tim, but itlle. of the theories while lv bv..eit
offvild has wllly t.xplained tile mil'ltural history of bronehial asthna. Itivesti.:i11o1. of the itornaln and abort lll1 behavior of peripheral ehe.noreceptors
tight provide a il.. islng link utid a better uinderstanding of tile, lonspecife
factort1which deterlmlille the Vurse of a .pe'lfic d. en.4e.
Intoleranee to aspirin has maie ftuires which we earanot umidermtaud at

prevent, e.g., the etiology of mml.spolyps or the meaning of the eosinophllia
which tends to be assuciated, with the syndrome. Even so, we feel justifid
its proposing that ispilll-induetd reactions are the result of a receptor disensc
which requires further st .y anad iArifleation.
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Aspirin intolerance
1. Frequency in an allergic population
Francis H. Chafee, M.D., and Guy A. Seflipane, M.D.

Providence,R. 7.
.TAefreguema of intolerance to aspirin isna total population of othtw' coad/or
,,ti
Ma
wae 89 o of
t 8,7 1 or I. pw ent. I% the aethatfig roup, the freguene
et d,, per qent. Thou asmaeot 4
A ngtive al/erpy e tee. had esl
djtcatitlp
move aspirin (ntoleran (IJ per "e) thas dm thoe with pefti ve %I*tos
(LU per oat) (p < O01). rAe frequency of intolerance to ae isi weoaeted with
adrnoing ywer (14 per ent for tOm uner 10 year of age compared to-4 per
Cnit for tose $0 eevm of age or over). I thoee paft
with rhnitis alone to wee
0, per oat, a elpgnllt lower volve tA* found is ts who Aod
both athas
and rhulti, 44 per oent (p < 001). Of the 89 patient, S9 or of per ent reported

brotonspem, £9 or ## per eews
reported wtivaria, and 0 or 10 per oet reported
rANatle after inoetion of cepirin. Bvoehospem wee the priua a c ftatm of

.aspir intolerance in patints with know* aetAms, while the mnifeeatione of
ertgcori Were the predominant e ptom of patient. with kafos rhinitle (alone). It
t important to compore teAchrvaterietl of as aeplrl.,ntole'amt grovp to that
of the popoketio from which It isled.~

Adverse reactions to acetylsalicylic acid, aspirin, have been known for
over 70 years.' A review of the literature reveals a definite need for population
studies to determine the frequency and nature of intolerance to this drug. In
this report, we have attempted to evaluate the frequency and characteristics
found in a selected group of patients intolerant to aspirin with the char.
acteristies found in a given population of allergic subjects front which the
former group was derived.
Fom the Division t Alleot, Department of Medicine, Rhode Island Htopitul, and the
Divslon, of Slologkal and WOSd-ce Ie, Brown Univerity.
eeired for publietion July 20, 1973.
Reprint rexueats to: Gur A. Settipane, M.D., 184 Waterman St., Provildnee, I 1. 02906.
Vol. is, No. 4. pp. Its-lot
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TABLE I. Frequency of aspirin Intolerance In various age groups of asthmatic patients

Ago we
11r#0
so"n
Iyeenl

10.19
0.9
so.9.

No. With
46thme

858
85t
842

HooW.I

me. With

ASA
Inteloes I

11
18
13

%$

1.4
8.7
8.5

I

Itbre h.I
I apes

#A

8
6
11

0.8
1.7
8.3

.. l i

srtlCml/
IensI.de

t
6
8

%t

0.4
1.7
0.9

5.0
1
2.0
6.7
16
857
34
4049
4.6
2,
0.
6.0
17
867
t
$0 and over
1.1
55
8.1
t0
76
4.8
Total
1,775
*The trend of progressive differences by decades is statistically elpifieant (p < 0.01).
1The
trend of differences Is not statistcally significant. Included are 8 patients who
manifested both broncheepasm and urticarna. Four patients with aspirin intolerance
manifested solely by rhinor-hsa are not Included in this table.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The records of private patients of an allergist practicing In Providenac, Rhode Island,
were reviewed. This was facilitated by a program of coding pertinent detalls of each record
onto Mcloe IKysort cards which had been in use for many years to provide quick and
accurate retrieval of Information. The few records of children Arst seon under the age of 10
years were excluded. A diagnosis of asthma or rhinitis. was found in .3,781 record and these
cases formed the population of this study. All patiett had be toted by the scratch
technique to a battery of inhalant allergems." When the scratch test was nerattio for a
pertioalsr allergen that was suspected by history, the Intraeutaneous test was adso done.
Allergens Included tree, grass, and ragweed pollens, anmal dandirs, and selected molds. A
positive reaction had to be definitely larger than the control, and all questionable reactions
were considered as negai ve tests. The cases were sorted into those with a diagnosis of atha
alone (,188s); those with only rhintis, seasonal or nonseasonal (t00)1 and those with
both of these conditions (042). The records for each diagnosis were subdivtdd Into those
patients who had positive allergy skin tests to one or more pollen, dander, or mold and those
with native reactions to those antigens. Cases of Infectious rhinitis were excluded from
this study. Vasomotor rhinitis was classified, with those cases of rhinitis with negative skin
tests. A diagnosi of asthma was accepted if symptoms consisted of clinically reversible sins.
of wheezing, shottnes of breath, and cough on a recurrent bus, not due to any other
organic disease. A diagnosis of rhinils was accepted If symptoms consisted of repeated nasal
stuMeess, rhinorrhen, and frequent snering on a sesonal or nonsesonal ba.
The records
were then divided according to sex, and further arranged by decades according to the age
when first seen. Those patients 50 years of age and over wers clasifed Ito one group.
All patients had been routinely questioned for ay symptom of possible intolerance to
aspirin, and their answers had been specifially included on the Keyort cards. Since aspiria
Is in such common use, It Is assumed that a.l patients had at one time Ingested it. Acute
wheezing, rhlnorrhee,"6neenlng, urtlearla, angtoedema, or symptoms of shook occurring within
I hours after Ingestion were our criteria for intolerance to aspirin. There wene SO reords
in which one or more of these symptoms occurred. There was no instance of shock. Augloedems
was Incluied in the category of urticaris. These 89 eases were carefully scrutinized as to the
family history of aIlergy, the presence of nasal polyps, and the typle of response to aspirin
ingestion.

RESULTS
Out of 8,781 patients, 1,133 or 80 per cent had asthma alone, 642 or 17 par
ent had both asthma and allergic rhinita, and 2,006 or 53 per cent had allergic
*The standard scratoh tests as purchased by Hollistler-Stier Laboratorles.
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TABLE II. Freque- c of ospir;n intolerance in rMnitis alone compared to rhinitis with asthma
MAO and

eoboe
""
Feale

boolnitis
l.3

'i
1

Ire
0.6

TOWa
4%000
1i
0.70
*Thi diferenceS rslseially sigsnisat (p < 0.001).

mI i
362I

642

is

29

t
4.8

WA

rhinitis alone. Of the tozal population 44 per cent were males nid 56 per cent
were females, and th4 sex ratio was approximately similar in each of the
preceding categories.- These 3,781 patients were further classified into' age when
fMst seen. The age range was from 10 to over 50 years of age witha slight
predominance in the younger age groups. There were 24.5 per cent.ln the 10
to 19 year ag* group, 2.3 per cent in the 20 to 29 year age group, 20.6 per cent
In the 30 to 39 year age group, 17.1 per cent in the 40 to 49 year age group,
and 15 per cer.t were 0 Fears of age or older.
The frequency of aspirin Intolerance in our total population was 89 out of
3,781 or 2.4 per cent. In the asthmatic group of 1,775 cases the frequency of
aspirin sensitivity was 4.3 per eent. Those asthmatiea with negative skin tests
to inhalant allergens, intrinsic. asthma, had significantly (p < 0.01) more
.aspirin intolerance (29 out of 427 or 6.8 per cent) than asthmatics with positive
sidw tests, extrinsic asthma (41 out of 1,348 or 3.5 per cent). A greater
frequency of intolerance to aspirin in intrinsic asthma -was' noted in all age
groups, and t?.lis frequency of intolerance appeared to increase with advancing
years. For example, those individuals under 20 years of age had a. frequency
of 1.4 per em, while those 50 years of age or older had a frequency of 6.0 per
cent (Table I.
The frequency, of aspirin sensitivity in patients with rhinitis (alone) was
13 out of 2,006 or 0.7 per cent. There was essentially no difference in the rhinitis
'with positive allergy skin tests compared to the rhinitis with negative allergy"'
skin tests. However, when the frequency of aspirin intolerance in patients with
rhinits alone (0.7 per cent) was compared to the frequency found in patients
with rhinitis and asthma (29 out of 642 or 4.5 per cent), this difference became
highly significant (p < 0.001) (Table II). The two manifestations of aspirin
intolerance. b.onehospasrm and urticaria, were found in different frequencies
In asplrin.Intr!erant patients with known asthma compared to those with known
rhinitis alone Table III,. The manifestation of urticaria was found to be in
greater prop(..z:on In those aspirn.intolerant patients with known rhinitis
alone. The man.!~.statko,. of bronchospasm in aspirin-intolerant patients with
known asthma was statistically greater (p < 0.01) than the manifestation of
urtlearia in t%.ese same patients. In addition, the frequency of' bronchospasm
In aspirin-Int-o!erant patients with Intrinsic asthma was greater than in those
with extrinsic asthma i p < 0.01). However, the frequency of urticaria was not
slgnlWfleanly .. *rent is the extrinide compared to the intrinsic asthmatic. The
frequency of ,:.ne or more positive kin tests was greater In those intolerant

es-see o -7'-o
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TABLE III. Frequency of bronchosposm and urticaria as manifestations of aspirin
Intolerance in asthmatic patients

I ,'.No.
Total

P,-I !

No.
ealoo

Extrinsic asthma
positivee skin test)

1,848

30

13

Intrinsic asthma
(negative skin tests)
Total asthma

427
1,775

23
85

5.9
81.

p

<0.01

eois fft

1twlP
ov
I%1ve h-e

12
8
to

..
0.7
M.*

< 0.01
<0.01
0.4t
4
0at
4
P,006
Rhinitis alone
N. 8. = not significant.
Three cma who reacted with both bronchoepasm and urticarls are Included. Four cases of
aspirin lntolerane manifested solely by rhlaorrhe. ae not included I&this table.
*The difference between the number of asthmatics whose symptoms of aspirin Intolerance
were manIfested by brdnchopasm (8.1%) a compared to those whom symptoms were
Is atalstically NsISl ut (p < 0.01).
manifested by urtcaria (1.1
tlot significantly different.

patients who on ingestion of aspirin manifested only urticarla (22 of 25 or 88 per
cent) than in those who manifested only acute bronehospasm (31 of 55 or 56.4
per cent) (p < 0.01).
In known asthmatics, the increased frequency of intolerance to aspirin with
advancing age appeared to be significantly influenced by the symptom of
bonehospasm (p <40.01) rather than by that of urticaria (Table I). There was
no significant sex difference found in any of our categories. Of the 89 patients
with aspirin sensitivity, the, frequency of symptoms that occurred, after aspirin
•ingestion, was as follows: bronchospasm, 66 per cent; urticaria or angtoedema,
83 per cent; and severe rhinitis, 10 per cent. There was a history of nmltipk
drug allergy in 18 per cent and also a tartrazine sensitivity in 2 per cent. Other
characteristics found in these patients with aspirin sensitivity are listed in
Table IV. Nasal polyps were noted either at the physical examination or by
ENT consltation.
DISCUSSION

Epidemiological surveys should include two types of detailed examinations.
The first examination should be the characteristics of the selected or afflicted
group and the second examination must include a search for these same eharateristies in the population from which the group was selected. In this manner
a particular characteristic found In the selected group is evaluated for its
uniqueness in the population.
In our population of 3,781 allergic patients, 89 had aspirin intolerance and
presentedthe following characteristics: a predominance of females; a relatively
older age group; a positive family history of asthma or allergic rhinitis In 51
per cent; and-one or more positive skin tests to pollens, animal danders, or
molds In 65 per tent. Most studied showed similar findings in those with aspirin
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TABkE IV. Pg:y.rin. patients with aspirin Intolerance

MAts

-'

Po"ed
.Yantroalirmery
ypa skin tests
Pol-IT*

familyhistory of atopy

SRymro=s of aspirin intolemee
..--- Lr,a/sug1oedem a
R -li~f20

3

3

sn

i

46

61

9

33

*10

*Xneludes
pa'Ieo-s whoe symptoms of aspida intolerane involve more than one of these
categories.

intolerance but their results were not evaluated and compared with the total
population frum which the aspirin-intolerant group was chosen.
. In our zotal allergic population of 3,781, a predominance of females exists
(56 per cent). The 61 per cent of females found in "our intolerant group may
actually be ref.ceting this disproportionate sex ratio of the total allergic population. There was no statistically significant sex difference found in any of our
categories. Most past studies14 showing a predominance of females in individuals
with aspirin intolerance failed to show the sex ratio of the total population from
which the Ir.to!erant group was selected.
The frequency of aspirin Intolerance in .a population is also dependent on
the characteristics of that population. Factors that may affect this frequency
are as follows- The number and type of asthma and allergic rhinitis the age
group of the population, and method of study. Our data indicates that a. population consiring largely of patients with allergic rhinitis or of a younger age
group will have a lower frequency of aspirin intolerance.
Our frequency of intolerance in our asthmatic population was 4.3 per cent.
This frequency Issimilar to other studies done on asthmatic individuals. Walton
and Randle' reported a frequency of intolerance to be 3.2 per cent in 2,580
asthmatic patients. Although they stated that their intolerant group was equally
divided-be:ween extrinsic and intrinsic asthma, they did not report what percentage of their total asthmatic population had extrinsic or intrinsic asthma.
Pearson" reported a frequency of aspirin intolerance to be 2.3 per cent of 1,205
asthmatics. Although he demonstrated that this intolerance occurred more
frequently in an older age group, as was noted in our study, he did not report
how many o his asthmatics had intrinsic or extrinsic asthma. In their survey
Gardner and Blanton" asked 95 allergists, "How many cases of aspirin sensiti.
vity have you encountered and what per cent does this represent of all the
allergic pfttents you have seen?" Their estimate revealed a frequency of 0.2 per
cent. XeDrald, 3athison, and Stevenson' reported a frequency of 5 per cent
in 282 ast-?matic patients. However, after challenging certain selected asthmatics,
their frequency of aspirin intolerance increased to 8 per cent.
Past reports of a positive family history of atopy In those individuals with
aspirin intolerance range from 50 per cent, reported by Samter and Beers,' '
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to 65 per cent by Walton and Randle.' If the total population from which the
aspirin-intolerant group was selected is essentially an atopie population, a positive family history of mer 50 per cent is to be expected." Therefore, the
increased frequency of a positive family history of allergy may not be a unique
property of Intolerance to aspirin.
A positive allergy skin test was found in 65 per cent of our aspirin-intolerant
group, and this increased frequency probably reflects the general characteristics
of the total population' from which our group was chosen. Other investigatlons', 0" on aspirin-intolerant patients who were selected from an allergic
population also have showed high frequencies of positive allergy skin tests.
Samter and Beers. selected 183 patients with aspirin intolerance not from an
allergic population but from the medical wards of a hospital. Their data proved
to be dramatically different in that only 10 per cent of their 182 patients with
Intolerance had positive allergy skin tests to seasonal and environmental inhalant
allergens. This demonstrates that positive allergy skin tests may not be a
characteristic of aspirin intolerance. Our data also supports this finding by
showing that significantly more intrinsic than extrinsic astlunatics have an
Intolerance to aspirin.
Similar to other reports, the most common manifestations of aspirin
intolerance in our patients were bronchospasm (66 per cent), urticaria and
angioedema (33 per cent), and rhinitis (10 per cent). Our data -also agrees
6 , in that a significant number of our aspirin-intolerant
with other studio',"
patients had nasal polyposis (36 per cent). We'were not able to judge the
severity of asthmatic symptoms in our aspirin-intolerant patients in relation
to the severity of asthma in our total population.
The fact that bronehospasmn is the predominant symptom of aspirin
intolerance in patients with known asthma compared to those aspirin-intolerant
patients with known rhinitis alone may demonstrate that aspirin may somehow
enhance or interact with a defeat already, present in selected asthmatic patients.
This enhancement of an existing defect may account for the greater frequency
of aspirin intolerance In the asthmatic compared to the patient with rhinitis
alone. Patients with rhinitis alone do not have an increased frequency of
bronchospasm, but when the primary diagnosis of rhinitis and asthma coexists
in the same patient, the symptom of bronchospasm as a manifestation of
intolerance again pikidlnates.
The frequency of positive skin tests in those patients whose aspirin intolerance is manifested by urticaria/angioedema is greater (88 per cent) than in
those whose manifestation is bronchospasm (56 per cent) (p < 0.01). This
difference together with our other data presented may imply that a reaction of
urticara/angioedema may be related to atopy while one of acute bronchospasm
is not.

The frequency of multiple drug allergies in our aspirin-intolerant group
(18 per cent) is similar to that reported by Samter and Beers (22 per cent)..,
Our frequency of intolerance to tartrazine was only 2 per cent of the group that
was intolerant to aspirin. However, the association of intolerance to aspirin and
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to tartrazine has been tepoted in the literature,. ,13 and if all our aspirinintolerant patients were challenged with tartrazine, the frequency of associated
tartrazino intolerance might bo ineased.
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Asthma caused by FD&C approved dyes
FrautcitIf. Caf., M..D..° and, (;""y

4.

ctti

c, M...,o

Prori&,ce,R. 1.
A cast of #crue i ctabc etluutma dw to scnitirvtyp to .'tt tir of kc 1L)&C aP.
proIedf dh#, molably Tertreaeim (yetow Xo. 5), I reported. Theme dpca are orm.
mnoly used to color drug tablcts #madejldsxc,4 as well as Pa.y foods. Lquircd
. ling11of these dy(* os drug ea food packagis might be lifr.sari#u.

A

i\

tiflial, food colors, tlerived from coal tar and approved by the Food

and Drug Adinihistration, have long been suspected to be a cause of r-ticaritt
in children wiiho have eaten colored candies. In 1958 Speer' reported that artificW colors were the cause of asthma in six children, but gave no further details.
A year later Loekey: found that Tartrazine (yellow No. 5), the coloring agent
in Decefron, Paracortol, and Deronil tablets, was the eause of urticaria in three
adults.
*We prese t in this paper an adult whose severe asthma, was caused by certahi of these artificial colors.
C*te history.

M1rs. D. T., age forty-two. was initially seen In 3958. At that time the family history ARd
her po t history of. all(-rry were negath.. In 1956 she noted tho gradual development of
ehronle ansal bloka-e and the los of her sense of taste and entell. She Ihegan to wlmees', In
early 19$., and as3liagnoils of infectious asthma was made. Audiblo wheezing ilk the chest
and. eridenee of ni,"l IVrPopi s and saunitis were time only positive findings of the mlbyttcal
cuaminlit|iz. $u1..nlseu.-x.,
thmolmh.-omy, antrntomyi amd excision of nasad polyl,-4
w.r., [rform4e, an-I retnmtt with a, wscine nmade
from ba'terinl cultures at tie tiume of
was institu:,-l. Tihe asthms gradually disnipllarMm under this i.rogranm.
In .Tunaury.. 1, .er af.t.-a, suwldekihy r.turm-d Akaid the end of 1imo.1mo1mlh
%ai only
so:otr.,lb.. by pr-daisone, She has lWAto receive steroid therapy pineo that time except for
fl .eoire-l for publiention D.c. 14, 1900.
'l"iyi.l,,ian, Contuhinr ..taff, Rhode Iland Iloopital.
""A--ixtaist l
l.-*:-rtmemt of I,.io.i,.,. and v)irertor. A~h'r~y Clin|1.ltol,' lolnil
D'.-inr,.
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. HiMIFU.
fI'Afeut u10 Si

AIeMt p.rrieoti. The asioute.

'deally.

e l,-a

J. Alh..r-.
jorolai sona, az,' l.-.hi,;5 to '..

ong., or its sqiilalv.-tr,

q4hebud go be hisoitalistod throw.times 'luring IlS., to -. aztrol .v,-.. ntta:.
is It'n1 Asoromplaietd of maniuuisal nsvmintulas which w,.re rolie'v.'.l '.y a laily l,,. aot 'reaaarle, 1.23
sag. SMewas hopItalized three thamo for severe aaethu. as.l at h'tre hr qujtiot s were
r thu. Atl first was alits toa ,.:-wrilt a
aew truly controlel. It was during this najut
tight uaprodutivo enough sad a very severe whwezing *'.kh was 'ulte distinct fruis Lor
"oisa" athma
194 brought as knprovweuaL InJ uly she took two .r;lrin al.-ts, fir aewle.hn.. a drug
whick she often took for this e.jesliat, &adwithin a fua ',uni.utsss
.Iwelhped a se"Tre n t .lk
,*f aftliedets. She was unable to awpt.a diagnosis of w.-.irin sncutirrity a.IL ou h.r own
voliion, took this drug on two Peparate
uioas. Each t'iu a sever., ttta.k of asuglWdensaa
~pemptly re e Shte las bad so further Intake of a.slri. san.)Po further attuck-, f angi,etoas. Aetamkoplaoaa (Tylhaee) was uubstituteJ, end nu "abhet iamwliateiy proolu..:. tw',
astma and the tight, unproducl ve rough deftrilwl aoore. *iw. dhol'oaunud all soli-ylute.
awl aatlpyretle but the tigkt cough an,] sreru whovsl-. tourlau.il. Thea;ttiaest sa,d I-r
pvhutlia gradually became aware that this syndrome sto.. tobe e.!larod wlon,.Ver hi.
too* drp tor the relief of asthnu, stuk a , louprel.Fras l, Elixophlqin, Quiloron tazisul.s,
or Tedoul-25. Antihiotic, such as, Aehrooinyea and Mystv.lin-F, stc-ni.l to totrsl Io.r infvetioat Ist they also definitely enhanced the semr athuA unui cou.h. There' was si, renea.
"Ia rlwipuas to tretatmeat, and her sthms became i..husniy tur, .- re.' '
Is late .orembor, 196, es was efnrreel to the Prat: lDigaootio Hati
]
l where all
medicatloas were stoppd. bo was dishrgeelA a wok" lut..r. opwatlally wyuaptom fr.. Wit!hi:
two weeks the.t re aSthma rturned. and SiA had to be' L.rpitaliz'.d again. The wI'-,.11ii
sever truly daiileered l4ari. this hospital stay, in sinlt.: of loron4exesopy. $h. was dioarle after 3 weeks only to be ,vaJmittetl 6 days lator, a-weely IlL fhe was trwatei, with
aualeslhyllia, hydrevvort6*eo sad flukU iareteaanlty. -0. oral nsw'lrations were , tive. y
the sixth hoqts day her cheat was completely elcar, an) the tight enough hai gone. 11.4
ahbes were her only complaint. so r'..mrin, 115 m., whieh had loe .n o,,titteftl at the titese
of saoUsila, sw reorered. The tight -ough and vevvre wit-rz. neturn..! within 3 hour, awl
esstla ol for 24 hmors. StIlloetrol was sulsticule, the men.'.-imuul vymprmaw wore r..la.ved.
and there was so return of wheaig. Phe has had only or attack of r'er'e astl, n
i,*.
her diachargo from the hospital In aid.Jamiwy, 11163, an.l :hat altak was on i warta diy
is 3ay. She had bee sitting outdoors near her husband who was applying a lawn fertilizer
wkkh euntalned a funglekio. The serere asthma sad tight tough asplaredl within 2 hour*.
sail, "like the opelng of a door," dirAppelar'e suddenly 4,; hours later. The lalbl Ahote-.
that the product contained "dinathyl etster of tetraclloroteroPhtimalie sCi4."
The essential clue that this patleat was meting to son-thing in her nlirgnntoa wao
irealed by the attack after takingg Pimnasrin, an ai rIvrir of her elan at the prowslieig
hespltalizatiou showed that she had ben reetisAn this drux r.ijlarl . When It was Iearn-,i
that Tnrtrazlne (yellow No. 6) was one of its Ingresll.et.: attention we.- ilirctcdl t i+olorieg
aaet as a possible Cautoieof her asthma.
Nht,rsntiaeee to do well after discharige. There was #sou.- rturn of tkhcrough after a
few dav, which was relie' Ldwhen Sle stolops!d the routine; ,:,. of a vitauin tall.t. C.'ate-I
snl vsleeel with Tartrazlne. Fioa time to time there woul) to,a salit fliuring ?'r svoe.:~,v
whirh would stimulate a cautr'h for a el-motniniu g preAluin. Jte hsi'Cnal always Iortoatght
farther impruve.ment. Thi patient waut?'l to take a viltauti., a, i yl-...
lhi.uiil,.o ,.l.ir..
icresluct, was prescribed. Another flare uf wle"zing' prenap'ly r.earro.l, It:,,l it uses
ll.'aral'l what
Me...prolue't e'entluid "Hiuns lutermain' as a Iercai'r1tlve,. O'h,.r m,.ls rontainl., thdV-vhinualI
wre' the men to leralpitste. attacks, twoa smearel
wait now .lirr-'r,.l twmnr,l nthsuleal n''llitlvi .
fly tsrtetul teniling of Ilel.ls. toy ewrra.e'i-a.ln,.ce Wilk fusesl n:..I ,Irug ,onnu taa.run-r., al I.y
trial awl emir, a list of fowl awl ,ruzs was finally eltai.. wl, ih
i
s
frv. .
ll' soe."
leroeedeceitur ye'os,sPisliun I.nuote, na.l uirugs, *leritlel frr'ontltar.
a.4' aspirin nel
ac'4aaaneil,1hea. A HiWletck was obralni..l shirk esulai"ml otly
l
.-.
,
hhs ,hy..s. The,.' ce,'-tr's
have rIituolel In roomplI4te r,-lict frwesthe qsailrom..
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.ist lus! no wertiv aatrk o'lne N.it3y, 11005, ndal hen
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W* utd fullire.
LABORATORY STUDIES
}xtFen.sive. hmrlto.V" ex 1,imitim(,u.,,
including lihie marrow ald elet 'ojdhie1vtle stniic.., were perr,,r:;,el .Inilug Ihe iatieii ' n ut-roItusIietzhdi.zmitins.
The fliln-,weet e!ltil ely within Irltalal il lil.4. (.et ort I.
i)aotl 1.iuiliejlifift of
30 per ilt wIri'
Wis ll.1111.1 i,li uidiliimli at l her lst huslitaili,itliom. A reiqIlit
count the next duty wa. wilit normal liilil. Cl'ltillr,. Of lie 22]1111.Ultu, ose, an
ihiamt, .l.a:t' f.vualedl
rittI'd ,..ui,.nthoge"i flora..e'el ill illtreutlllvwl skill
tests to ilhlalmiusl ind foods we'. Al-so rel.atudly negative. *
)uchti'iolly plate analysisi
firllmed the pre-'neliI' ohf imuisnuogloculins; A,
0, And M. .L1Re
i
cipitini b)alid1. were uobserved bsetweet the center well, which
eolnained the pntient.'. erum, ,and the perilicral w,.ll., whieh contained the

separate goat asnihuniun Inutiu1.,glolulisc, A, (., and 31.
"C.Th,: patillt*i. sermnl was also iiIalyxcdh Iby 4uehtcr'louy pIlate technique for
preciltith asntil ie,s agaillut the dyme. The center well wag filled with serull1,
lid eath of the peiulieral
Wells
cotaim., alIa r eln.t sution of one of .1e
FM)&C approved dyem. No perecipitin bumds wer. seen dltring a 7 dayv period
of ol . -s ion.
A double.lild proedtue wi. used to challenge the patient with the dyes.
Uniform capsulcs, eolord wil vegpable dye, were each filled hy a pharnmiacist
with a 2 per el t Wil. at toone of the F)&C approved dyes. Thr en sUles
containing a dye were sealed itt each envelope, which the plarnaeist then codled.
These envelopes were band,?d to the plh)siAeial, who, having no know|k'dger of
their content, i.Id then olI to the patient with instructions that sie take
the contents of one envelope before breakfast every thld noi'lilg. A record
of the revct:iOs was kept, and the code was not broken until after all eapsules
had been taken. The result appe.ar in Table I.
Patch tixts with a 2 pe'r cctit solution of each of tile dye% were applied to ithe
kkiln of the patient'S tipper arma. Xo local dermititis nor increase itl WleeZing
was nloted within Ihe 11ext 72 hoitru.
The pati,.nt wts t,.sted hy the skin.wilmielw teehli,lue.a After cleallsing,
sites on tile volar surface (toftihe forearm were prepare d by scraping away tile
Sule.rfieial lyers of the( .kii with a .terile Wallel 1ut il a .ltheeu of Iis.414 ItuiM
was; oistuireel. A droop of 2 i.r .|iet solltiifl o C11-h d lye
Wl itl
el nI wllaralte
silt whiell Wxa. il]:i1 r,',ere'.
withi it sterile gl;ass r,,ver .Mi1 . hiekte I vy a eaernll'ard,
111%1
lxelllnei ,|lewn with
Iilli-Si' tape'. A. ,hop sit Itolialill .ililuit' r aseceilrol Will
11,(iC
,,11
cint i llitioul sit,. a14 similarly .vi'e''l. Tweiity-Inllr hldllS litter
the cover slips wi.re Irt.ilmle.
etfhesd, am'! tlie lllillehc'c4 to at heillatology teerlli-

ilt. His rep.it is given iii Table II.
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Table 1. RemIl of urdt ixjestinl o
A
f9
V
1)
1
F
0
it

Red) No. 3
Red No. 3
Yellow No. 5
Btu* No. 1
Placebo
Red No. 4
Yellow Xo. 6
1'lCehO

yc

No s)uptums
No Vsmljt,,Is
Tl'4kl'ng of throat; tight cough swl wheezira; f..r '14 heirs
So sympruo
No synalptoms
little hearineow of elto.4
'No syo[,fr.m4
'No symptoks

Table II. Eogillophilohiticresponse to FI&. dyes
Slide
A

D .Total
llue No. 1
M Noed.o
!
Yellow 'o. 5
Yellow No. 6
allne

0
D
B

cell# counted
100
100
100
100
4

co-NN'
9
2
$
a
0

1W.i.

Table III. Eo.ixophiloloctic response to FD&r, does by paiuite tron.
[ r

STotalsite
.
Dpe
Blue .'o.1
Red 'o. 2
Yellow o. 5
Yellow No.
Boline

Md.

P

Q
x
8
T

romped
200
300

100
100
200

€or ,d7i
8
1
44
25
15

nprim d *;te

To

optoi'd"
10.)
0

*oo!;hi

3

0

5

100

Passive-transfer testing on a nonallergic male by the same technique wis.
then done. Sites on the volar aspect of the forearm were each prim,:, with 0.10
ml. of the patient's serum 24 hours ill advance of the skin scraping. An equal
number of sites were also scraped on an area of skin which had not ben primed.
A 2 per cent solution of each dye was theit placed on a primed s.. alge, oi unprimed site, coveiid with a sterile gla.%s cover slip, and lbomuid in flit: tt.mr'l
manner. They were removed 24 hours later, coded, and handed to tho }umat'l.gy
teelmician. Talue III contains findings.
Skin-windilo

mot dole',
lfrovell

tests with aspirin. acetanmnoplen, and. scoliim h

.pa.z.te Vrre

for .it was felt that seinit.ivity to them-- stbstatc.p hadqliven.ly
latest n
el iri aily.

DISCUSSION

Until inid-962 the patients asthmitic symptonms beb veld ieordilir to the
UsUll Coneeption imfilied il the diagno.%is of infectious asthi:ul. Shf hl
h
.h,: ,.ii.
whei.zing which was utot related to environmimnt tor %sison, anul,whi..h wits .!iti-
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nitely nisdo worsi Iy respiratory infection. l'.tie::ts with this dimam, often
develop lilt as-irin Seisitivity, a1d, when is. hllle~nd It ou' ')utlelil, we .t
first considered it to IWanother inaniftsttioll of the discaO.
After June 196' a new syndront aplpar 4 which wit sulkriinpased A1pon
her 'xLu afthrna. These symploms conAIiAtv of a markedly tight Coligh, "which
was often sttdden in its ouset, and which was 'always assoclted with fm ulp'rductive cough end with a severe asthma. ie frequently comni~ted that "this
asthnia is difirilit--a remark with which lier physician coneunrred, hit did
not know ho. to Interpret. Tle drainittic real'lw.atvate of tljis .Volidvme rotloring Prentarin at hea+r
last htpitalixation provided the illevlls for its underStanding.
Some drug rainufacturer. employ vegetale dyes to color their products.
Most coimpailhit.5 use one or more of the FD&C dyes which are derived front
coal tar or petroleum, for they are quite stabile and will not be changed by a
long shelf life. The actual dye used in any Individuat product is a trade secret
and will not readily le revealed. We have had cooperation frott the medical departments of the companies concerned, when we have asked for the dyes in a
sleifle product and have giveit the reasons .or our request. 1Even so, it hits
eeia a tinie-consuning procedure. It is difficult for the siverage physician, and
nigh impowile for the patient, to obtain this information. It would be far eaier
for the physican, let alone the patient sensitive to the.e cienlcats, if the Food
and Drug Administration were to require listing of the dyes on the package.
The same comment is applicable to food. These dyes, such. a. Turtrazine
(yellow No. 5), are at times added without xing listed on the label and some
food manufacturers are loathe to admit that chemicals, other than those reqitered
to be listed, are added to their products. Other companies, in contrast, have
freely answered our requests for information.
Another pomible contact with these dyes occurs in the hospital operating
room where solutions-notably of eocaine-are often colored for identification
by the hospital pharmacy. Irrigating solutions employed by the car, aose, and
throat surgeon must also be screened. Neither of these is lahelel as to dye content.
*There are 11 coal-tar dyes which are certified by the Food and Drug Administration," and 5 of these (red No, 2, red No. 4. yellow No. 5, yelloww Xo. 6, and
blue No. 1) are most comminly used. Blue X'o. I was the only dye in one
drug which caused symlptom. in our patient, and yellow No. 6 was the sole
one in another. Both of these dyes gave no r-spon.w. in the double-blind oral
test, wlich might imply that them. dyes were poor stimlatom or nitiibody
and must- be given ovwr a lI.iiotl of time ti, bring rcstilts. P'oilive results
were obtaim'd to each of thezn, li the skin-window prIcedute on the valit-lit's ski,. so alitilAo il.- Wl.,' l 4,s'lit , ,'omnfilai li z out" illi o .rsinollof a'linll.iil
,ensitivity. J'idinger ad his eo-workers' ustedthat a less-nsiirked cosinuphilothctie rslxinw wax. usually obtabled in tile rei'ij'ient's skin oil pa.sive trnlis'er,
and Fowler and Lowell" c tnfirnled this finldiie in their ticed to ))uttle the
Sites with. larger amounts ai serai thii usual. This fin.ling aight exli1amn
the hatk of t lestmns to hil- So. I ill lv skin ,,f our Imeallialir i" m'illie'al.
The Ihsitiv' rl'-spill. uc yi.th,
No. i;. thiagih. 140e.s
show t1mt mills .1111i-
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All of these eonilgip ub are aromatic, and sote ii.tudt, other heteropylie ring.s.
suehas are found in Tartraziie. They all contain acidic earhoxyl or snltfwui,
acid goup. Our patient apparently had no elinleul nationn to yellow .'. 3.
and, although this tompound is atromatie, it is frve of acidic group.q. The s.u.
sitivity to aspirin, aodiuim benwoate, and aeetiiniitophot may, tliei.furc, be
acribed to the presence of a earboxyl group oil n aromatic ring. Her s('z.iti-ity
to dinethyl tetrachloroterplithalic acid inhauldativit IS exphuintl on the h.sis of
a ready hydrolysis of the mutehyl ester groups in vivo, thereby giving ris, to
free earbo.y- groups-ugain oil nit aromatic ring. It has to be awsumned thut these
reactive acidic groups are somehow involved in a hiaptene formation," and it i..
not elear why other non acidic reactive groups, suct as; aino gZwups, plmay :ao
part. At any rate, those dyes which contain only sulfonic acid groups appear
to be less effective in producing a sensitivity reaction in our ease, and no eliticda
reaction has occurred whei our patient hs. inp..ted thov ehenlicals whith
lave basic, rather than acidie, gritips.
FiPmlly, we should like to give eedit for the solution of this ease to the
patient herself. Jt call honestly be said that, if it were not for her objectivity
and Intelligence in observing, interpreting, ,nd reporting of her symptoms. sh1
probably would not lie alive today.
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Urticaria and asthma induced by
food-and-drug additives in patients with
aspirin hypersensitivity
Lennart Jublin, Gerd Michatilsson, and Ol

Zetterstr~m

Uppsala, Srecdeii
Seres of 8 recent1v fnrestigated aspirin sentitiue patients reacted with astlnt',
.wrticavin, or both after I to 2 mag.of the azbenzenc dye, tartrazime. Tartrc('.in is
commonly i,ed as a food and drug -color and a daily intoka of #e&.rultsil'igrama is
possible. The patirnts also reacted to some ben:oio eeid deriroties. All of these
food-and.drup adslitires may be difficult to atoid. It is important, ther.for, that
they ar property id-ftifle'l since they are dlangerousfor ccrtatsa patients 'th ashma

and urticaria. Admnitstation of these uldrt.os to patients wit is history of reactivity
is a procedure of considerable danger that should be done only with extreme caution
and informed consent.

It is well known that mny patients with bronchial asthma and chronic
uitiearia show a pronounced hypersensitivity to aspirin, sometilmes kaiti-g to
fatal reactions. There is evidence that the effect -of aspirin becomes apparent
only when several factors are present at the same time., " Various hypotheses
have been presented for the mechanislu of the reactions to aspirin. In some
patients the clinical symptoms arc of an anaphylactic type aud suggest an allergie pathogenesis. Acetylated proteins" or aspirin anhydride impurities3 have
been proposed as possil)le antigens. Yurchak and associatese have foiw, no conelusive evidence of specific inmunological reactions. The fact thult not only Ispirin but also other chemically different compounds, such as indometbacin,
antipyrine, and tartrazine ean precipitate attacks might suggest a no0.-allergic
mechanism. Alternative explanations along this line include the theory of an alteration of kinin receptors in the lungs and the capillaries as prop.-sed by
Samter and Becrs.' l)ircct activation of the complement system or 1;.kc of an
inhibitor to ant enzymatic rection are 2 other possibilities dieustsed by Yurehnm
and assoeinte".•
]Vc have studied patients with aspirin hypersensitivily for some time, but
only recently have we become aware of the inil-,rtattce of tile ass'aiatc~l sensitivity to the yellow-azohenzerle dye, tartrazine. Thi. dye is commonly used, nI d it is
an approved food-and-drug ad-litive. Asthma an-d urticaria caused by tart'trazine
Front tio Dlartment of Dernntology and tihe 3)epartrieat of r ulnIontar]
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ly Luckey.? Sinco then IS such patients and one case of tarb':riled
was first
Santer and k.r1.s$ f(ll ia
traine....Ne-, purpura have W.n l.,vrilxx,.,8111
reaction z1,tgo)tIrzine in 3 out or 40 aspiriu..ensitive patients. Durig tlmo Inst
few ronla s we have been able to dmndstratc atpronounced tartrazinc lypersen.
sitivity I. 7..,ut of 8 of our aspirin.sensitivo patients. We havo also found an
associated r.-aetion to benzontes in some patients. This, and thq surprisingly
high nu. er of foo.]s and drugs whieht contain tortrazine as well as other
adlitive. have Irur,pted the following preliminary report. The adminNistration
of these --ru---s to patients with a history of reactivity is a potentially danger.
ous proe.:.u that is not reeoantmended for general U.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Compounds used
The dy.- zartrine, 'FDC Yellow No. 5), wa. dinolved Inawater and given orally with
10 to 20 r.,:. o wstter. The initial tet dose was 1 ag. exept in ohio cueo in which 0.75 ing.
was given.
The fc") wb. drugs were ndnaiiiltered lit colorless gelatin capsules with lactope to complete
to Ailing o!. t!..- capsule. ' o other andditive besides ltactose were used: (1) netkylsthieyelce
add* (al.:n.*, capsules with 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, and 500 rag. were available; (2) purific"d
acetyulslicya: t:fd' (free from the anhydrides) in amounts of 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 250, and
500 sag. p e Capsule; (3" acetylsalicylie acid anhydaidet in capiudes coataining doses of 5, 10,
25, ad 100 g.: (4) 2.L:ydroxybenzyl alcohol (Saligenlu),t 50 ag. per e!nl.sule; (5) 4-h),troxybeazo!e ae.? 5s) mig. I-r capsule; (6) benzoic acid sodium selt,? 2.'o iag. per eapule;
(7) Lactose !a 100 ag. 0e was used as a placebo.
Testing procedure
The p:.-v)roeAon tests were done when the patients were as free as possiho front their
symptons. .s a rule, other drugs were not used during the 3 days preceding the provocation
test which was ade in the iorninag after a light breakfast. The latients, all of who:n wore
known fro=. previous tests or history to react to awpirin, were informel that various products

which mgL: . present in food and drugs were to be tested. The amount or type of drug was
Unskno'a It, tf.lm. We ,.sual.v started with benzoate and its derivative.A. The minimal dose
of purified actylsalieyli." acid which gave symptoms wvas determined in the List provocation
tests. The &.iy of the placebo varied. The initial do"e of aertylsalieylie: acid wis usually 50 ag.
in patients witl: urticaria as the dominating symptoms and I nag. in those with mainly or only
asthma. If no resp-onee or only an nneertani one occurred withiti one hour, the doie was
Increased. ki'= beuzoto was given in an initial dose of 250 ug. After 2 hours another 250
nag. war. gl.a if no reaction occurred. A single dose of 50 ag. of hyJroxybenzoic acid an11
hydroxyl-.e=y1 0:ohol was ustd except in 2 patients who were given another 50 aug. of hydroxybenzoic ae'. O.ly one type of drug was tested I-r day and a sneateot with another drug %as
not m'de t.til the prervous reaction had disappeared.
CASE REPORTS
Case I
A 4.y.:.r.t.. n.an l..
itgover. 1e

urti,,aria which lig:,n iiflr hi haIl tali. 0.3 Gin. of aipirin for a
eotir, .'d the use of asPirTh and aired an anlil,istr'aniue, cknmstine, 3 tinaes

daily for o..a mout!h witLont any effed:. Ite was then adnaitt d to the hoi.lotal where a medical
"Bofors AB. Mate :al. Swe-len.
b.!ly 'rof. H. Is. Vogcl, (Civiuishg'he Falorik, AulIng. '.%uaai,.h, (ermainy.
tKira1V s
$igma:,C...:.!.:,Il Coauq.jy, St. Loui., Mo., U.S..A.
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TABLE I. Reactions in 7 ospirin.sensitive patients to tarlrozine, slicykres, and be.-,tes: Testing
hour
Sbstune
Aspirin

Patient I
500 in1., nodcento
ang.1oecma and
urticaria

J

Patent 3

Patient 2

100 tin., .4eeraan.i.efleuti cnd urti."r%

No'-

Avetylsieyliiu id with- Not done
out its aihyldridv

60 i..,
,.rer, enioeein r,! i irti.nr.ih

5 1....
ere u-1isia
rr. t:ie:di

AectLstievlic acid
15 ig,2
e. 11ore.wtill
. nality~lridfo
2-llydroxyLienzyl nlt~ohol 50 tog-., lilOtli.nllU
urtie,riht

Not d*, t...

. c.... :.i:,it;.

50

5;Pl;li!rltI.'l.".)
l#D .
";',

ed.[i

n,

t:lll

uri i :nirL.

4-Hydroxyhonxz'ic a'id

50 nW., slight urtivatih

50 itig., r.io-,,r.-,ie ing,- 106 "--j.-ilhi :.,rhre.'
coeattiii tnd urli,:',,ri:.

fSodium loeuzonte

500 n).., io raeitioii

600 iil4.. nO reati,tr,

Tnrtra.ine

1 nig., severe urtlcaria

2 mrg., f.niah erytlem
and ur*W-arit

i

;') $!I.l-t ra-'.lri

1.5 m.z. s ,vere nw',!-n
L-sr; -i-jur d..!..

Placebo
No reaction
No reaction
No
".odiura salicylato 500 ng. (free from anhydride) provoked r1linitis, a.:hma, -',.a:. v:zieuria.
tA repeated test with 10 mag. showed more pronounced syciptois nn.l g.noral n.:,Mse.
examination revealed nothing ab,,oreial except urticaria. His urticitria e askd 3 d-y. t-er lIt
stopped taking thie :otltihistamiue.
Ill the provocitiou tests (Table I) tartrazine produced f much rrore it:tms.. trticaria
wititii one hour than any of the other chtcmicais. It was -!so roveale-] that t,.
tihs:-amlne
with which Ie had been treated contained 30 ug of tartrazirne per tnl,1t.
Tho patient was told to avoid drugs and, as far as possible, food Aditirif. Si:.:e tl.ea
he has not had any symptoms Of urticaria.

Case 2
A 54-year-old woman has had a disabling urticaria nanl Aaglon;:urot..- eeraia Piz.-:e 100
and bronchial asthna since 1970. lit 1970 site developed a severe atti.k Of .U.ir:ic
and
angio-eden, after taking aspirin. She has been Iospitalizcd for .!evernl .:xths .:.l
o.r )!,,r
urtienrin and has been unalhle to work for long lerio,l-. In the su.-n.:e: of l)7,) sk.- hind a
perioi with oily minor symptoms of uiticarila and lstha. It the
. .it':'a, s!,',,i
Ls.e
started to tnke a niew /-receptur-stiniulting drutg for lr nt',ma. It '-A E.)
.:- r e
astltinntic syzlntonms aid 'fter 1 to 2 weeks of tleatii,:at 1.0 hf,1 n l.s:
"..::=,:.ili,
A eonuti'etion with tlh dlru was su.pected and its ndniit:tiron : ,
i:i'....
,un..tr
of drugs were then tried for treatment of ier uitica:i, v-ithhott :.iy .'.'.:.s.
'h.'.l i-!:0.
olotahswd some reli,-f frti lif
aiitih.-taniito vdhi,'h st; now :inonw i., "r... .
. "" .'
iv.:..
Piovoi-ation tests with avpirin, hydroxytinzyl alcohol, .:..lroyln'e."./ a,,.d.r. I ::.rtraziu0
Indu,:ed urticnria ani facial erythenina within one hour (T..lc I). S:, .!ia coae:.:a,'.
of a
feeling of tighti,.ss in her clhest for one hnur but imdvin :',,n'hai. Th. .. ,tirn :r, tr.r:-.zr,.;
Might c-xplnin tilitch of tier persistent urtigaria since etn,':al of i.- ,l::s ;ive. .:rller to
this paient cont.ielld up to 2 11-. of tartrazine per tabl0t. The r,-l,tp, i'i t.e nu'.:::'zt of 1970
could cortailly Ito causeI by til new nstliani drull- asathe?olinary ,b
,a
:-.
drucontaincMl 1.2 nit. of tartrazie. During tile last fewmaiil.c
0.1-h th-..
lti
itas hI
, on n
diet in whilh wit haviov
tried to a'.oil all food, ulrihlki, :0ia. ,lrul;". cini:': .ly's. :.y.":.l:me.,
nnd le'nountes. Vli lias lhnd o:iy siuinor nstllimiatie mympto:tz n is ..r:.ei,
.:'.."
iron:
iirtic.irl:i.
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was bvgun wlth 3 smoll d~o and Ircreosed 21o 10 lim $ if no reaction devofopul withill onn
1slfnt 4

Not doao

Potons 3n

So tag., ngio.
eikinvund

urtilria,

4.3.mt, evero nrtp'-nmnNut itnUe
10 mg. no :,It
dl) Ing., no

ti,:'

::ic.

Itellig an1

urti.:urio

50 #log. no ,..tt. -z,:nq.
rhifh1 ill5
l tdl.hi
0o ila., sin te.inti.:
I rug., sligl~zast:~
5 Big., so:vterOgtsslis

No -eaction

to,., nnuj.1iti

Not 'io's

eieola,

"Not eolosto

oto 4S.i1A
A1
e) a'.,

Patient 7

Plein 6

300 mg., aglo.

Not #lu61'

lT . lit) ic(ari lio

5A

gt., Ilh'aiuh,:all",
!
lurtienirila

C&I,:a 1111-11l
itticria

JOA ug'.i.!hil.
urtiriri:iavind i

:00 l aintyutgui
llllellztita
Ut icritU

.300|11g., It0 ralI'ti"in
l

I nig-.. faciiat ?ti'lsslig.
itcdhisg tasd uortiulusal

No renction

NIt oInil.

1:1:i.4.
.is

ssst

a

Vo reaction

itI;r~

n.

i-u zig.. ii. tlg:,.t .4,n1
Uili. ria
Il'51) .g., taulitit
ll
Is t
'
tarct

1.5 Ing., nwivia.li oif
IIIAL,i6ot

.

i

1 aIq., Ituisitis,
-ysit.sen ; 5 5Jsic.,
t.60' several lartiu.ar4

No renetion

Case 3
A 17-:---old -hs lurd a histoly of Basal lunyps and brumtlanl a-Athnia whlah be:.n atthe
has been of chronic cluoarscbtr wvith isnny exiv..ert.,tio,,is which hnve
required l:of[.itlizzatiou. Smo hla also suffe red from itchins, ineion.ed dervr-ajot.-ci.u, ama
uretiria.
hhad lad a pronounced hyiersensitivity to aspirin for 3 .,.ors an.I find aI1o
noticed tiUlu apple juike, broixoli, dill pickles and Ibtitantas may plossaiblv incr,.-o her
symptoms. Allergo--Ins izsvetigatio, as well as a radionllkrgotoi l-et te.t (RAST), have not
rMeeled any utopia allergy.
Provocation tests cauCLU i4ersensitivity reactions of rhinitis *nil a.t.thma wIthtin 10 to GO
minutes to nil dru;s except tile placebo. In addition, urticaria nod a furtllr fitceueo of her
derrnograpitst o.?curred at tho santo time following the adinlistratlvis of ipurifled
neet.lieylic aocid (Table I). The reactions wero most pronounced after tile nolt,]intsti.ion of
pitsfled ascety! ali-ylie acid, 2.hydro}-be n.}y nl,:ohol, and tarttr:xine. A.risii.-th at Ion of
epiniplatim, wsts steede1 to stop the attacks.

age of S. 11,r Pitima

Case 4
A 20.t.ar.ol, womnnn hall nsal polyp.. and "brotnchitis" which began at the agoeof S. Tiho
firAt sere asthina attack occurred .at the age of 12 when site touk lit aspirin tablet fur the
Stt
tlo,. s:tv zl,,. ,e t hin- sh1:18 h.! n:1-.al swvllini and Islcs, .late to,.
nsiti., ni uf a
noustople r.nr:mtt.r. Frtqueit rejpir~atosy isfcsl.-etksi uflat incte.ca lher -tstadl'tic t4ywtont-1.
The I.attiea:: !,t.l
.t'
%: Iscst to como1is,1 allergetm..
skill
In
t1,: ,ti
.. j's] .h al*.*
t usg o tile ho.-4lal, si: an cta Ir .'.,. ca-, a-ith :.n ::.ist' :s1-1tl:
att,,ck pre.e'pittu-,I Iy an noan
1 icilliu tablet. A RAST test to) pvtti'illu! sand] an intraesataieious
test to bcriz-l.qsuicilln woe, iscg tivo is well as a o11.1 provixnatilit tc', wihll 0.1; Cit. of
tartrnziae-free acalItillin. Siowa thu ampicillin tablet coatnine1 0.2 vig. oi toirtraziite and
provoati., tepts tith tntraoiziiw produced althota (Talle 1), it sces psolal-lo that hor attack
Was .mi*,el !.,v t:tt.asin... Ti pliet al.n lseslmlers hatvits -tit :ttack of isibtmni tf.r taking
a Y.!ll.w) -'.'itar:-ia drii.. (whi.h cotiuthies tatrisrazn.le) amiI I.ut
l sis stiain~s:.t,.
1'¢ at.,,l I-'d
a contrlet,
tle pill wii.:hi colilled 0.1 lieg. of tartraille.
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Case 5
A 47-year-old woman had emigralimo since childhood and recurreut urtiarim Iot -10 y.,'trat.
Ohe has detected thut ile vomits and las severe urticarla, after tuking asiirirn l*:.:ts, eaim.qd
pnn, and coffee 11l-4oProtimmO symiptoims. Provocation tests wera positiv.- to t.ri.zoait...4 and
tnrtrnzine. Flushilg and it,.iing were evident utier npproxiumtely 3m)Iminutk-f, ,.-sea4 the
urtieurla was must evident after 6 to 12 hours. Sinec Phe as, maint:nie,:,d a di,.: w*i-.'! i free
frost hbumoyatex, ie has e.umely tit.- syt.ujtmuts of urtimuria.

Case 6
A 57-y' tr.old wonrmmL.
WIit .4rieAls of isthminsitec the ago of 17 im:m'lr- '. tt.ti:.trin
for th I:tst 7 ye;ars. For mu'my yo;ars ithe has .suffeic1 emrmtemtly front swc'i.it T,:':l tii o.A.
HitO 111t0
a fc.'lmtg of h.emqies, tiglimto s of. tmo head, and g.tvrm'l mlil..':...
olh'A of
urtlear anid astlmwn. lsto suspcet.od ail itulertmmce to litgonhurry Jm;m,mt:$.ft in.rmmk'" amid
*oslo yeltowi.hcolored butts. Site rarely u.u',l aspirin and was ;lot zmnar: '." (,Y irsensitivity to thut drug,
At time time of testing tio heel lwen free fCon usthm. for #%,out ene u.,:t!; ini, i;om
urtlearia, for one week. One hour titer tile provocation ts.t iitlt tis, ri. amtmio.l,:::., im,:re~oed
asal swelling, headache, aud dyspite. developied, but no resn asthrtna we.tTile .*: :e.
patient complained of headael, malaise, sro and swollen throat, and inereed'.-1
about
one hour after provoemtion tests with Ienzoatet and tartraziae. After 2 to 3 hrU's ifhi, had
developed pronounced urticeria. Ttejeatid testAi were pcifortd with tnrtrtzit.- :,7A !-.v l'atvs
induced the Sau1 rinetioum.

Case 7
A 49-Tear-old woman had pulntonary tuberculosis from 2945 to 1954 ael .as treated
tith para-auino salicylie aid. Purltaps it is coincidentil, but from tipproxit,.-V tlatt time
time has also suflored from nasal conge.tion and eompline'l alxoutt a asln.u-'.ke i, rots:itis.
There has been a pronouited increase of her astihmua during the last 5 )ears ati shmeato

developed symptoms of severe urticaria. Site iRus not been aware of aty prei4i'ating factors
but Ra* consumed fresh and preserved fruits and berries duily since 1913t at w.i,:: time she
had moved to a house with a large fruitgardcru.
The provocation tests with 500 mg. of sodium salicylato induced namiel couev*et'i, iea-.ache,
swreatiug, thinitis, and atthmua within one hour anti urti:aria within 2 to 3 hours. I~e urti.::ri
was most pronounced after 6 to 12 hours. She also reacted in the same wky v.t -otthma u
urtiearla after the admliuistrtiom of sodiuni henzoate and 4-hydroxybezoic neil. These tests
were repeated one month later with the same results. A 1 nmg. doie of ta
-:.o indueei
rhinitis and dyslpnei. Whmen an additioal dose of 5 Ing. wse given, tile patie-t IL'. develped
urtiearia. Time patient has improved after being kepot oi R diet In wih dyes :tr-l p.::'rtatives
are avoided.
DISCUSSION

Samtr ande flcer' tm',,lh,\v-41 3S niirin.snulitive luitti=.'ltt. s'ith .<m'm=n. :mUl
sonetiwe. 1lso ut-tii-arit, t114 found as"mmvIt- d sel sitivitik'.. to io,,,'b .n,: drtut
in
42. "ourtetm patients (<
p er-nt) ve'e sensitive ia toaz.rnmh,. lf',.::ver., it is
ltcr
rot obvious from that study it jo-ovoceation te.4ts hasi hIm-at 11tak. ill al" pattits

anl, it so, wlmther the does re(ittrctd vicre stnffmient to intie .yn],jrs Saniter
anld lieets desprilsed in another study J0 aspirint-semsitivc patinm,: -4 w'.bnm 3
reacted to 25 ng. Ot tartrayid e. Tihti-, o11e ]tas the inllj etmsiott that
in. frtjllellv
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of trl-tlrahzine r,.actionsi is fairly low among patients sensitive to aspirin. Our
finding that 7 out of 8 of the uspirin-seusitive Patients in out- latest study are
highly . -isitive to even 1 nmg. of tartrazinw Jas made us re-evaluato the importance of this applaroved food additive. Why they also react to tartrazile is un.
known. Tartrazine taken orally undergoc s an azo.reduulliv,: e!,.avage inl lhc gut.
In m;:n it is ,+,ml.ltely excreted as su i'milie ovid within 4- )isturs.'
Th: kvtl of 5.'..ksitivity to aslsiriln and til '-azile may vary fruit titte to time.
If Sa:nti. an-l ]M.er.., " tested the palit-jmts 1ulw they were in a phase of deCr .st: s<.silivit., it could l.ji(sihly expliill til lower iucideice of irult,.lns to
tartra.*'2,. We th,+refore tiik that, although rept-atd provocatlietl tests involve
a eusi.Li-rabe' risk for severe resAtiuns, they
uld be 11nuh
l'rthaken because paticlts +,may oltaill ,rnmidct'ahle relief when they are put+on A suitable diet and
drug rf.cia)(n.
Cro.ss.:sitivil~v to lx'.nxates s.wm.s to Ile tuaelOmOn)1 The only caso we
have foruud deserih,.d is that of Chafee and Settipave" in which beizoates are
shows tf probably ,causea reaCtion. The doses u.ed iu the provocation tests may
seem to be high but this amount can easily be obtaijutd mertily by unknowingly
consuming certain lypes of preserved foods or leverqgs which contain up to 1 to
2 (;jn. oi heizretaes per 1,000 Gin. A hypersensitivity reaction to 4-hydroxybenzolc acid was seen in all of our patients, whereas only 3 patients reacted to so-.
dlum beinzonte when given it in a 5 to 10 times larger-dose. Why the hydroxy
Compounds tested are more reactive needs further investigation.
'il presence of the ilmnunogenic substance, aectyl.,'lic.l i acid anhydride,
in cohmmaereivlly available aspirin has been shown by de Week.3 Ile proposed that
the anhydri.d iniglt be reslonsiblo for some of the untoward reactions to aspirin.
In one of our patients it produced rhinitis and astluma within 30 minutes. Ihowever, this mi.ht be due to the formation of aeetxlsalicylic acid to wiich the patieit is hig',1y sesilive, reacting severely to only 3.5 iag. Acetylation of Proteins
has been regarded as another possible mechanism.' It does not, however, seen to
be involved ilt our Iati.nts who reacted to several nsoiacetylated substances.
When ]4-ig at the Clinical symptoms of our patients we find that -1of the 6
patients with urtiearia alq,) have asthna. Two of then reacted in the provocatioi
tests tuith lxzh ,sthina aud urticaria, wheredms 2 showed aticdcma and urtieria
but nao real -..tlua, although one corl theined of tightness of the chest. The reason
might be that in tle period before tle testing, urticaria had been tht. J-revaililg
symptom. I:.,e of oltr patients (Case 4) who had nio liistery of i,44earia reacted
with asthnua I,,; U-o C¢.izij:ienid of itching with hydroxvle.zoiu ai,1. It thcrefore stceus oI..vi,,'s t11t the ,l,.millting .symptolla
m is reproduced in tile jrovoteation tv,.t. Tl.;: 1(o;ies of aeetylsalicylic acid needed to produce a reaction ill the
2 patkints tvith mainly asthma and nasal Polyps (Cases 3 and 4) were im,:h
lower than in ;he others. It is uncertain whether or not they repr,,setit a different
type of aspirin ityp.rsen.itivity with a mneehaisin for reactiotis s separate fromlt
those prekselit i the oth(r patits.
We have
1e.l alarmed to find iow offten raasdeahile amamnts of Iartra6.'
zinc, as will hs .:veral other additives steih as beitxoates, are i.t-ci wilhotit :any
iuoaiatiol L.-i: g available to the pre.scriber and eilastuler. F. ing,,d I dis,:ussvS
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by the National ]teseareh Council, and Lockey" has iCCIctly 'XV.!-ilI,.,I t11
great number of various additives pre,sent it suie COll111011 drugs. Tht, j'i*.'!,!,as
asoeited with food and drug dyes in an usthna patient "nsitive t- aspirin,
sodium lienzoate, and tartrazine have been analyzed by Chafee and -41ttip.1e.1
They also discussed cross-reactions between ehemically rmlated reed, ydlow, an.l
blue colors. Detailed deelarations of udditi,'es in foods uad druas re thtardore
highly desirable.
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Urticaria induced by preservatives and dye additives
in food and drugs
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SUM htA Rn

Fifty-two patients with recurrent urticaria or angio-ocdenta and thirty-three control have been proyoked with five different food dyes and the lreiervatitv- sodium be.zoate and 4-hydroxy-benzoic
acid, as well as aspirin, sulphanilic acid and a placebo. The reaction was judged a, positive in thii tynitiC patients who developed urticaria within 14 h. Of these, thirty-five reacted to aspirin, twentyseven to benzoic acid compounds and twenty-seven to azo dyes. The four patient, who did not have
urticaria after aspirin, reacted with urticaria to benzoic acid contpound,, and three of them toazodycs.
No definite pattern for the reaction to the different azo dyes was seen. None had an urticarial action
from sulphanilic acid, Patent lue (a non-azo dye) or placebo. The docs of additives used in the
provocation tests are easily exceeded in daily life by the consumption of foods and drug.. Rectzrences
of urticaria could be prevented through the avoidance of food and drugs containing azo dyes and
preservatives.
Aspitin-sensitive patients sometimes react adversely to other analgesic), like the indol and pyrazolon
derivatives, and to azo dyes such as tartrazine. Reactions to tartazine %ere firit doscrib.-d by Lockey
(i959). Since then about twenty-five such cases have been de:scrib:d (Juhlin, Alichaisson &
Zetterstrism, 1972). Suniter & U.ecr% (t96S) found that about S, of their aspirin-sensitive patients
also reacted to tartrazine. In a study of reactions in aspirin-sensitive paticints, we foaLd that sevea out
of ten patients with recurrent utticaria and/or obthma reacted to tarurazine. Furthermore, seven of
them also reacted to benzoic acid and some of its derivative- (Juhlin et.i!, 1972). The high frequency
of reactions to these common Urod and drug additives. has prompted us to extend with several dye. the
provocation tests itt patients with recurrent urtic 'ria and ngio-ocdera. Thik Paie: report, the results
obtained in a group of fifty-two patient. with recurrent urticaria. F.unples of ft, with and without
-.
azodyc, bcnaz3tts and sulicylats are also included
Patients

Fifty-two patients with symptoms of tccurrnt urticaria and angi-oe&m w.re te.ted. No iatints with
urticaria factitia, cold or he'-t urticaria wetc inluclded in th. group. All exceo" five cae ,. were investigatcd on the wards. The nicdtal hi.tutics indicated the procac of an a-tririr.hyp.riensitisity ill
only seventeen patienti.. Five of the p.itients also had asthma. Scve:.sl patizno H-d had turtit'aria
periodically or continually for years. In somne
of the cases, the sympto::n, hId becn -o intense that they
required long periods of sick leave and hospital ctre. All of the patient, had been treated with
525
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diILret antihisumaimns, nostly-without any imtprovement. Somctimes%an ;:.xplazinsbl worsening
hid been noted after w-rtaia antihistamine tablcts which ere colouread.
The sampling of patients is, to some extent, sclcctive. Twelve of the ,3ti-.ns had visited the
demnatohgy clinic earlier and had been found to be sensitive to aspirin but hid, despite avoidance of
thimedication, continued to have usrtcarla. The other patients had visited the clinic for the first time
flr recumt urtlosria of unknown actiology during the period December t17i-\ov'emb,€ 1972.
Thirty-dice healthy persons served ascontrols. Two of them have a moderate allergic rhinitis and one
sometimes has an itching of unknown cause.
TAULS 1. Foods which often cMntiM ago J)'* L"d b6r.zo!: &.:dS

~mAs* 4v

Vknss" cadics, caramel, and chews, life saVers n.d fruit drops, iled chocolates, b--.not pure se;olate.

3oh drinks, fruit drinks and a&ds.
jalst, jmM, mrmadades, stewd fruit sau,%'%
fruit g.lttines, fruit .o:hurs, !:v ,re.m, pie fillings, vanilla,
butterscotch and chocolate puddings, carmel custard, whips, dessert mt-s, suc:c asvaIIla, and cream in

powdeed form. Bakery 2ood except plain rolls, crackers, cheese puffs, etc., ch!ps, Wa:ce
sad cookie mix., wallel
mpeac
mxes, acawroi and spaghetti (ccrtin brands).
Mayeinise, salad dressings, catsup (certain brands), muistard, ready md, salaJs -. ith dttssings, raouladek,
bearn.ist and holtridalie sauces, as well as s;%uce:s
su,:h ascutty, fish, ,
to:.-.to t.%,twhite cteam.
Mashed rutabagas, pusses, packaged soups and sorne canned soups.
Canned anchovies, hearing, sardines, fish b3its, caviar, cleaned sdtiitb.
Coored toothpastes.
(b)Purrnttes wcmtisiPg ben.-ok add compm#snd
Soft drinks. elde fruit drinks and ades.
Jelitts, ams, marmalafs, fruit gSzetines, stewed fruit s.Uces.
Cheese, especilly cream cheeses, tow-esoric margarine, slad dressings, remoulad e,hollandaise, bemnalse and
mustard sauces, and readymade salads with dressings.
Refrigerated preterves or herring, satdines, ancthoies, shllfish and fish.
Surface-treated fish (can be rinsed away).

Diet and drags during: the testing period
Fo 3 days before admission to hospital, the patients were requested not to us.*antihistamines or say
other drugs, if possible. The patients with frequent recurrences of urticariA had been o:1 a diet free
from dyes and preservatives before being admitted. All patients were on such a diet while in the
hospital. Fxamples of food without additives which we have found that pat:cnts with aspirin hypersensitivity usuAly can tolerate are: bread, cereals, I'ce, sugar, potatvcs, buu.:-, .Wald oils, Cggs, milk.
cram, meat, including chicken and turl-cy, fish, lettuce, parsley and smluchms. They arc recat-.
mended to drink only rain water. The typ's of food products con ai:aing .j.Xitives which Mlould t.c,
avoided arc shown in Tab!e i. Snull amounts of naturally occurring benzo:ces and saliylates hav:
been found, specially in blue brrics, lingon brrics, bananas, green peas rind licorice (juhlin &M OichM
l Isn,1973). Mny aspirin-scnsitive patients do not tolerate rhubarb, gzap.s, apples, Etiropeja.
red wines and beers, although we have not been tble to demonstate the presence of bien/rtes 0:.
ialicyla te here. Other fruit, and vegetables are allowed one nt a tine after a rcrio.l on the basic di" 'u

Inquiries concerning the amount of dyes and bnzontes in drug hive been sent to all drug ceompanic reptesented in Sweden. Ihe information received tveal. that o:n.tablet ean e.n contain o.01-3 I ;
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o(an are dye. Dru&, free from these c mpounds have bcn listd, s.d are th4 only drus allo.d for
thct Patient" (Juhlin & tichaIsson, 1973). Aspirin, a%well ai uther anti-inains..at-rv anal-e-ic
drugs, arm
not allowed. If an a1nalesic drug has to be given, paracetantol might be tried, although cross
reactions have been described for this drug as well (Smith, 1971 ).
Shuaeaw wed or procaio
The doses, sucural formulae, and colour Indices (CI) of the substances used in the provocation
tests are shown In Table 2. The substances were given In colourless gelatine capsules, %ith lactose
added to complete the filling.
TABLI 2. Substances and doses used rotprovocation.

Substance
Placebo (Lactose)
Tartrazin
C 1340
Colourf: yellow

Dosate (mS)
too
0.20 to 2,
S, lo

structural formula
NaO 3S -

- N=N

• COON

HO

%_,-SO3 Nw
Oil

Sunset Yellow
Cl z~g5$
Colour: )yClow-rcj

a.1,6 1,2,
s, so

New Coccine

0.1,* 1, 2,

Cl ,62$$

Colour: rd
Patent llue V

NaO 3S -

'S03N3
3, so

. N-N .""

NuOjS -(

M. 35ojS,.so 3 N,
5

Cl 42051

C aO S

S,0S
3
i .*S-

-

CAAour: blue

-N*(C 2l15 )2

"C.
(C,lIS)N

Amaranth
Cl ,6,S

NN-L

o.100 I1a

It.)

OH SO3 Na

NaO 3S--.'N-.NN

-.--

Colour: red
Sulphanilic acid

Sodium benzoata

o
50,s25o, s

4-hydroxybenzoic acid 3, too
Aspirin

112N .

0.3,0 t, 5. 0
50, 500, IOO

.- S0 31i
- COONa

IO

C

Ol

(0011
COOCII

Initi-l dosa which iave ben used for those with a history of asthnu.
TEST MMTIIOn
I'rovocation tests were perftrmL-d when thO patients had slight or no symptoms. After alight breakfast,

the %ubstanceto be tested was givcn in the lowest dose at 8 a.m. If no objective re ctios could be
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noted, additional and increased doses were given at zh intervals. When a positive reaction occur
the provocation was stopped and no further doses were given. Only one substance was given per
The doses which were usually used are shown in Table 2. The patients.with a history of asthma Ix
with the lowest dose. As a rule, we used the placebo first and endud with aspirin. The provocai
tests which were questionable and difficult to interpret were usu.illy repzcatcd on another day.,
next test was not made before the previous reaction had appeared. Ifasthm'sticsymptons dcevelo
adrenaline was given so that the reaction wats not prolonged. No therapy waSgiven for urticaria.
Both objective and subjective symptonts uere carefully noted after each test. The symptoms w!
developed are seen in Table 3.
TANLE
3, Sy n )tu s ora Iyp-r iitivity reetiun
Objective silns
Uricis
A gio-oedcmas of the lips, eyelids or face
Reddening of the eyes
Sweating
lcrcased twa secretion
Naal conger ion
Snotaing

Rhinis

Subl4edsv s)Sptor+s
Itchy skin
Eyv-iritation
NaUal congestion
Breathing dikulthis
Iritability
Upset stoil a¢l

Hot Bushes

Senstions of:

Swolletness

Hoarsewss

Tiredacss

Wheezins

Droui wss
Thirst

Stinging in the lips and throat
Pressure across forehead
Heaviness in the head
Sone of the pati, ats who had severe reactions after a provocation did not want to continue with
teas as planned; therefore, it has not been possible to carry out tests with all compounds in cv,
Patient.
Btrdexo of Symptoms.
The provocation results were judged as positive vhen thz patient developed an unquestiona'
uuticaria or angio-odcma after having had an Ltactive perio. before ptovot-ation. Thc reaction,.
pecially angio-ozdcma, sometimes occurred within the first few hours afwr provocation, whereas i
urticada often.did not develop until 6-14 It afterwards.
Other objective symptonu which often appear during the first hours, but which ca.s easily be ov.
looked, include erythcma of the neck and facte, nasl congestion, sneezing, Jt.a1senes,, atl whcezin,
these are listed in Table 3. In sone cmes they occurred witlkut urticaria orangio-otdcma,as show.
Tale 4 under the leading; 'Other objective symptoms'. Such provocation tsults have been design
ed by us as probablyy positive'.,
Subjective symptoms which have been difficult to verify are, for example, itching and a sensation
being swollen or warm (Table 3). Most patient. who d.vcloped urticaria also mentioned th.
symptoms. The number patients who had ito object ve changes, but who Ineationed one or $eve
subj.ctivc symptoms, h shown its Table 4- Their pravocation rotilts have ben classilied by us
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'probably negative'. Comparison of the result from a placebo is essential, however, and may be of
help.in the evaluation.
RESULTS

Thirty-nine of the fifty-two patients tested had positive reactions to one or several sub.amn.-s. "rhe
result%of the provocations of the,- thirty-ninc patients arc sunrmarized in Tablc 4. All except four of
the patients reacted to aspirin with urticaria. The total amount of aspirin which produced urticaria
was z-jo mg in three pAtients, 20-200 Mg in eleven, 400-700 mg in eeven, and Soo-e3oo hig in ten
of them. The four patients without symptoms after aspirin had react'ons to one or both bunzoic acid
compounds and to on,: or several dyes (fable 5). The histories and related provocation with a
single dose of zooo mg of aspirin gave no support for Aspirin hypersensitivity in these patients.
Twegnty-two of thirty-seven patients reacted with urticaria to sodium bcnoate and twenty-one of
them to 4-hydroxy-bcnzoic acid (Tabl. 4). Sixteen developed urticaria to both substances while kven
had urtictria from one or the other. Seven patients had no objective symptoms from any of the
benzoates. In all except three, the highest specified dovz was given.
show the number of patients.
Of the fifty-two patients, thirty-nine reacted with urticarla to one or several
provoctionL. None of the thirteen patients who did not hve any objective
igns are included
TABLI 4. Resulta Of prOVoction tests. The figures

Substance used

Urticaria

Other
obcetive
signs

Only
subjectire

No
reaction

4
1
6

35
17

39
39

it

6

9

27
25

a
17

7
t9

6

symptoms

Tot
no.

tested

(Ta"l 3)
llacebo
Tartrazine
Sunset YcHow

New Coccne
Amaranth
Patent Blue V

Sulphanilicacid
Sodium beaoste
4-OH-benztic scid
Aspirin

0

0

19
so

2

9

0

A
0

z
1
0

o

o

22

2

3
a
2
3

at

3

4

9

8
37
37

35

0

0

4

39

to

Tartrazin caused urtkaria in nineteen patients (Table 4). About two-thirds of those reacting also
had urticaria after other azo dyes and benzoic acid compounds (Table 5). Fifteen of the eighteen
patients who were negative to tartrazine were tested with one or several other dyes. Seven of them
reacted with urticaria to other azo-dye substances. It Table 5 the individual reactions have been listed
for twenty-three patients tested with benzoic acid compounds and four dyes. No define pattern for
the reactions to the different azo dyes was observed. The degree of the reactions varied; in home cases
the reactions were severe after s-2 mg of dye, and even ,,me pronounced than after 5oo mg of
aspirin. In all, twenty-seven patients reacted to somi aro dye. In twelve of the patients, urtica.ria
developed after 1-3 mg of tartrazine, while in the others S- t mg was n.edcd. The doses of the other
o
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avo dyes cnu,ing urticaria were of the same in gtud.. Not'.f th-wptic., r,:.t:d to iPacnt Blue,
which i6 a non-azu dye, or to %u!phanilicacid, si2h is a n abo!itc of ,,ome azo dyes.
Placebo tablets gave no objective symptoms in .iny of the pt-.-nts. Subi:ctive -symptunt were noted
in four patients after the placebo. In patients with only subjctive symptoms after the tst substances,
die number and types of symptoms did not in any case differ from thosc reported after the placebo.
Aspirin hypersensitivity was suspected from the medical history of three of thirteen patients with
negative provocation tests. The three patients improved on a diet free from salicylates and dyes. In the
othcr tcn patients, we found no reason for the urticaria.
TAilLE 5. Comparison of thw inJividult rctions to povocations with pl izebo, aspirin and
five common food onJ dcuS adj..:.ti
Patient Placebo Asjpirin

Sdiumbenzoate

4-01
".;rtr.A'.n-.
benxoic
a:id

Sn-,i'
N,"
YL'ow C.ri,:

Pit,nt
Uluc V

0
0

+
+

+
- 1-

4

.-

+

*-

.*-

-:-

-

o

+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+-

0
0
0

+

0

to

0

t

o
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
+
-:0
"0
0
o
+
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
+

6
7
8
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
+
0
0
+
0
+
+

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2a
3
4

S

12
13

14
15

16
17
is

19
20
2t.
22
a3
Total +
Total (+)
Total o

4-

0
0

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
0
0
0

0
o
23

19
0
4

o
0
0

o

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
()
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
+
+
+
+
14
1

0
0
0
0
+
+
+
(+)
0
0
0
0
+
+
(+)
0

-r
a
0
0
0
0
0
+
+
+
0
o
+
(+)
0
0
0
0
(+)
+

12
2
9

9
a
12

4.

-

o

o
(-,

+

9
!
13

9
0
14

o, no reaction; (-i'), :h.mgobjvcth'e signs; -, prov:c-.,1n not don.;

,

p

0

o
0
0
19
ti e reaction

with urticaria or an:,io-ofdtm.M.

None of the thirty-three subjects ued as controls des o.ed urticaria. Two subi.cts, a mother and
her son, with a history of moderate allergic rtinitis shMoved sign of rhinitik after tartrazinc and
Sunsct Yellow, but not after repeated doscs of awpirin. Subjctive synmptoins, bur no objective ones,
were noted ill three of the Lontrols. They occurred after !'!,ebo, sodium bnzoate, tartrazinc and

New Coccine.
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DISCLSSIOX

Several other accepted
Provocations were only done with :onic of the miot common f'od additi %-;.
dyes have not yet been investig tcd; nevertheless, the number of patients who reacted with urticari3
aftcr provocation was quite large. An investigation of asthma patients in the Pulmonary Clinic of the
University Hospital gave similat-blts (Rosenhall & ZettetstrFm, 1973).
Neither thernechanism behind hypersensitivity reactions to aspirin nor the cross reactions in aspirinsensitive patients to analgesic drugs, such as pyrazolone and its derivatives, are well under.,tood. The
results of provocation tasts in our patients with urticaria demonstrate that these patients not only
react to aspirin but also to benzoa:-s and to coannonly used azo dyes. One possible mechanism for
cross reaction bctwcn pyrazolouc and tartrazine maZght be that the azo-reductive cleavage of tartrazine
in the intestines produces, in add.:ion to sulphatilic acid, z- 4-suphophenyl)-3 curboxy-4-aminopyrazolonc (Ryan, Welling &Wright, 1959). This ca later be hydrolysed to 4-sulphophenylhydazine.
We have not yet tested a.iy of these compound,. For some of the am dyes, a formation of aniline
compounds can be shown ,Valker, 197o). This could be an explanation for the cross reaction with the
tested preservatives.
A variability in respou-ie to various analgesics ,n aspirin-sensitive patients has been reported by
Smith (197). eX'
also found that the pattern for reactivity to the substances tested varies markedly
from one patient to another. We have no explanation for this. It seems that no definite conclusions
can be drawn from a single negative provocation. One might speculate that some tests have been
performed too soon after a positive test, when the patient is still in a refractory state, or there might
have been symptoms and signs which have been overlooked, or inappropriate test doses might have
been used. Another explanation to the sometimes inconsistent pattern is that, despite the diet, the
patient might have shown a possible reaction to some unknown antigen or might have been in a state
of increased reactivity after a preceding provocation. Against such an assumption is the negative
reaction to the placebo, Patent Blue and suphanilic acid.
The doses us-d for provocation are in the amounts which can easily be consumed during a day, with
food or medicine. The choice of provocation dose is based upon our earlier experiences. Thus,
4-hydrox'benzoic acid gave a stronger reaction than sodium benzoate in the same dosage; therefore,
the former has been given in lower doses in our tests and the results of the provocations are not
completely comparable. In several countries both compounds are approved for use in foods in the
same amounts.
Since some of the patients did not have any symptoms until 6 h after provocation, theoretically it
might be more correct to hawva 6 h interval between the doses; however, for practical reasons,
shorter intervals were preferred.
The majority of tG-:-atients with a hypcrsensiti-ity to dye additives also reacted to aspirin. The
reactions after aspirin were oftxn pronounced; theseforc, this test should be carried out at the end of
the investigation, or with a separate provocation a couple of weeks before the others. Negative aspirin
provocation does not, however, exclude a sensitivity to additives. Thus, four ofour patients repeatedly
reacted only to additives and not to aspirin. Some pzzients also had a stronger reaction to dyes than to
aspirin. The fact that two controls also developed nas1 congestion after tartrazine and Sunset Yellow
but no symptoms after rcpated provocations with aspirin, may indicate that hypersen.ity to
additives without a parall:el snsitivity to aspirinis more common than believed. The patients who were
found to be hypersensitive to aspirin were often not aware of this. Only seventeen of our ffr'y-two
patients had correlated their symptoms with aspirin consumption. One explanation may be that some
of them had had urticaria a long time before they had taken any salicylic product and noticed a
worsening even without aspirin consumption.
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The high frequency Of hypcrensitivity rcic~ion to tox.J ;.Jditi., can ito."ily explin why the
patient's urticaria oftcn recurs. In many patient, with rceurrin; s tica:ia of a previously unknown
cause, we hive now, after positive provocutiun tc>ts b.-n cb!e to co:.atc the cxacerbations of the
wticat with the intake of food and drugs containing cettin additives. A dietary tcgintcn i;.there-

fore recommended. Sixteen patients with positive provocations have been kept on a dict without dye
additives or preservatives for 6 months, and thirten of them have ben completely free from uzticaria,
one has obviously improved, and two continued to have urticaria.
Information concerning the occurrence of thc,,c common .,.dt'itives iniboth foxd and medicine is
difficult toobtain. Specifications of dye%and pre trvativt's in nsedicnn at-I cling. The care of patients
senitivc to additives is impossible, however, without thii informntiu... 1'rc:scriptiin of unsvitable
medicines has undoubtedly contri.butcd to the continu.tiar. of th.-cjieaic in scver.l pati-rts. Thcr,fore, on the basis of information obtained after inqitirics, li,ti of Swedish food anid draik.s which are

1973.ua,
x9T.). "TYps Of fo-o,1Vihich are
ore cxemplified in "l-able i.
Lack of information has, in ll probability, cort'rihute.o r!t:: da.v ir- r..A~iz., th t. th esstibstancvhad a damaging c€ffct for a relatively large gtoup of patint-.
free from additives have been published (Juhin &
common in most countries and often contain a.o dyes

Cn.. prescrv.tives
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Aspirin intolerance. 141. Subtypes, familial
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with tartrazine %
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TABLE I. Major subtypes of aspirin intolerance In patients with asthmo andfor rhinitis
Symptoms produced by aspirin
Allergy
diagnosis

Tota
No. with
No. br°ncho%%pam

No. with

%

Asthma with
or without
rhinitis
Rhinitis

28
8

0

0

Total

36*

IS

50.0

(alone)

18

P
value

P
wticerlia/
value angloadema

64.3

8

28.6

No. with both

bronchospasm and
urtlcarl/ingioldemrn
2

<0.005

<0.005
8

IOD

0

16

44.4

2

"kour patients tire not includi.l lit Tal1l. I and II bee"u."e they either did not have A primary
diagno.ti.a of asthma or rhinitis (2), or aspiriht ingestion ri.oteel in x.vere rhinorrhea, only

(2).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Our recent epideuiologie study; L .ljed ltritz,, aspirin-intolernnt patients through
direct lnterviews-An attempt wa. inade to, n.k all roe intients in the iast study to participate
in the pres4et ini't..igntion. lit addition.-.11 nw vctw'., ,,f apirir, intulerauce acquired since that
study either in the Rhode Island llo.iritAI Allergy Clini: or in private Iractice were also asked
to participate in the present investigation. Forty [ittivnt with aspirin intoleraitce it the present
study includes all those who volunteered for this project. Twenty patients had participated
in our Initial study. For a control seri..., 40 normal Inildiviluals with no history of asthma,
rhinitL, chronic urticaria, or aspirin intle.rnnce were natched l by age and sex to the 40
itients with aspirin intolerance.
Almost all of our normnti group were volunte,'rs front our hro.pitar st.ff, including clerks,
aids, nur..es, and physician.. With tie approval (if this study toy our hospital committee on
human research, informed consent wits oltainel froin all ilividuAls who agreed to participate
in this study.
All individuals were clnll.ged in s ,!,ulrle.l-lind itiannter with two typ s of empty gelatin
Capsules. one
(
:oz1ttiiing 0.2,2 Ing of tarrnzine ,li.solv,.,I lit te g0latin chi-li and the other containing a gelatin slill with no dyes. Hout'; typ.. of capsules ire of th. iame .ize and shape and
are a t.tanetlri lrrorhrwt of a mrnufnetrtrr r.Pnrke, lPavis & Co.). After placing these individuals
on a sp-cial diet lhnt elintin;tted all pre-.rvuttivcs nurl color ariblitive,, for about 4S fir, a nurse
challenged thenl first with ast; tell-, eap.ulet nail sit least 24 hr later with the other type
capsule. lit thetce rhalleng,s, euulles were pltrel directly lit the patient's mouth with the
pathrt'm eyes clowel. Neither the suhjet nor tlre evaluating physit-ian knew what type of
eapnulh's were Ink,,n. All stlijt'ets r-e'eive- a .-i-np.sul ,hll,.itge do.we of trtrazine (0.44 tig) at
on" tinn' except fur 2 itsiirii.intol,'rnnt inilivihils. (lte of Ili.-s inrlivithdltz hai an adverse
realit
n i t ris..tl' of Isitl tiitra ti .2
Itigo nal. tlhenfre-, the tlrrul-livni.'uhl. "rliallt'nge
(0.41 i t
ui
tat il tiiiletil. TI., ttl,,.r it,:iVi-hlral dilt Mot
l
'Ai a Ito rtrtitua, the dloulrle-lolinl
Ptu,y Witlr Ih 2.rtli.,dlh. i
orll.,g,,,mtlt
t t,helr..,Isal.tlh. r-halli,.. [tiut of otur iratients
wetn- hllially' rhrlhttgi-r with list- 2.'ratilh. iliaga,.e aithit ltI
ir,.liminary I-ctpsile
.hallhng..
P'ulftrttalrtv frtnl'tltll I-$t-, tirll
eihtl rn:eity eTV(C). fur-'-i r'xlinttrov voeltite in one
mv',istrl I t"lV.1. I-tek lhw rihnt t PF IC':. 111i4lnit ..eratlrr:rlirri Irrw,'h' ,vii '.pule eltnlhr-nge
nil wer, re-l,-ahlt 1 hr after i'tt,'la r'liatl,-,i'. A I'*s." lt,"eartioit wa- n,'¢rloIrer if the patient ex.ri.i-,-,l rh.lieit i.
Kigits
tir nieuli Iortn.'liir,41 nrn, t,;.;,Illrrr will :il hIat it* 201r reelu.timm it all
i Istatlnnnry (tittr Itrlt,.to ilut . lV,.
nunIPrl:). A lorsilit" r.-aetlrittt ans al.An treepted if
tIre. )ratir-iit P-IKwrJli4.i'erl
11rialiuI
.rl s. ,irtla'rits, or ntigirlo-at ori'urri.ng witLin a hr
after flit- urIlrulo thanlleng.. Itli,.tt
ur, ls. i:u1$t,11161 81160
1n
"ay
tyil. of tle-l:tyrtnt itninn.
(hr 0.rii-rin *frr lIli
rgiteoou. r-f u-thta, rlinili., afl
,6iri.l iltulerawe %ere the sants
a4 in lairIwI J1te1tllet
t
fti
a,
.111j1+.h A slingres.6 of a.,llirt11 hwa iPr.io-'iemlif symiptoamss

95-811 0 - 77 - 22
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TABLE II. Age onset, nasol polyps, and major subtypes of aspirin i:molurnnce in politfts
with asthma and/or thinitis
iSifmptems iodued

..

........

ith " im

of

!et

Toital

0
gllery
|lthm.rhinlsi)
and aspirin Intolerance"

%

8roochmpsm

Is

16

89

Unriaroa

16

4

23

2

2

100

36

22

bya sopi

cbhbro.hospasn

andwrkuniaw
aniomferd
ToWsi

P
No. with
value nasal polyps

<0.003

I1

3$.(6

2

12.3

2

61.1

%

14

P

valuo
< 0.01

ton
38.9

bin I yr of Va-h other.
contte1 of clinically reuiler aigit. of wh .zing. shorltn
of loreatl., .ul 4'ough ol it rolurrent ms!ai, tnot flue to any olter orgapie ,lot
la
... A diahgnmii.oof rltduitis mas trattipt,,d if svjnptoms rsnSlAt,, of rMwt04 nsl
M 36111tuf111C0.%
rhtinorrl,.n, a,,! fri-quet 6m
g.iu
oit iamt
-,..Oal
or 8o0.1-.sdaa basis. C(m- of ihw.tiuu,, rhinitis %ten.i-teludhed front thi.4 Ptuy. Vi,asmotor
1blit1S ws clasified with thoa. patli,sit with ritinitis who had negative skin tests. Our crit..ria
for Iatoh,ranee, to aspirin were ncut lbronattls.t., rhsinorrheA, urticarit, angioednna, or .hn-k
ec.urrtng appr'aimitely within 2 hr of ingo tion. Angloeds.aIn was included in the category of
airticaria. A diagnosis of umaual polyl.i* wnmmade by history, physleal examination, or ET
.omasltation.
RESULTS

In the 40 patients with mpirhit iltolt.rmi.tc, there n1l) witat ai alditioal
diagnosis of asthisia in 19, Imoth astltmit ousI rhinitis in 10, rhiiitis alone ii 9, uuad
chrotilt. urticuria it 2. or fhe 3s Iattimita with asthma tid.(or rhititis, 3G hld
t hiX1t,,ry fit r'eactilig to aspistii, hy Vitir llroi(.hlsllhm or itti' iuri. ]it the re. ailig 2 patielits, usprit-i inlgestiol

in
re.ttted
,

vert, rlimitrrliva ontly. The

2 j)atiritst with , rolie tirtivaiilzs flloi its It lrillItry diagnisii r'entetcd to aspiriln
by iperieneing a dramatic exate.rhintioii of their urtieinril.
The 40 patients with aspirin intolerance co. sister or 34 femilath, and 6 ashles
with an uavrage age of 42.6 yr*and ll itgt' rInge of 17 to 73 .yr.The 40 'normial
control subjects aiso incluled 34 fentmale hid 6 idems. The average age of this
*group was 42.2 yr with ia ogo raingo or 20 to 70 yr.
Aspirin ilitolerate wn.; retlp'temdy miuniii'esteal by vitl..r inrtit- sptalsilll or
urtiearin ilt .28 ot our jbillittilIs wilh xlhllla tld hi 8 0Oi thi1e 0i
.li -lihi ui i I'hillitis
atone (Tahle 1). |romllll.Snt.4ltl .ilslt WaS Ht ll.llllilillll . lluiltitt1 tOr ;Stiil
Isiltoleralwe in patietlil wilth lsltla, 64.:3% (/2s). uhilt' little tr nit. Iatisll,.1
with rilhliithL alme expieritltnetl hrolwilti.atl, .lil
0.005). I01svs.A.ly, ail'i:iis

ittgiaot

',lthwilg a impil'ill iligl-slius f p <
%llX fill!. ItI',l-tsiis.sIlt .4Y111l0l.tsslif
ai.-s

piri: ith lerillw o IIlpati,-lt4 witlI rhIllil itt its', l() " (8/$). whihs- 41,I1 "!1.6;,C
(8'28) of isntitiitn with It ,li~l.,s.Mia (of 0stIlal
eli
t'ls18h
liii itllial.Iltgistlilliai

(p < 00115),

We linlllly evuhttusetl mr data hy%Hllh,
liVitli
symptoms irodeed

ty asloirit,

it illil the 2 ilua jsr lylle. of

ilg0t lsts, lInlsl-1-hltsll 1111.11it iL.ni;e,Iilgio.
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FIG. 1. Familial occurrence of aspirin intolerance Ibased on reliable Information obtained
from the proband ofter repeated questioning of her relatives).

edema. If aspirin ingestio pii',lti,'d )rooe.lopem, the age onset of aspirin
Intohra ine was similar (within I yr) to tit,. sige tnst or asthina ill a somjority
or our rm.es, 897r (16/18). I r tlt' .ymptoi procrtwed by aspiring intolerance was
urtienria./uigioedenii, then tilt aige- nn't or aipirin intolerance was. similar to the
tig: oim for thi. ipriailry 41g1t 1 itsi-4. it-l.nima oi" rhiliti.. in only 25, (4/16) of
the aitient.. Thi. diff''mw e ill ug,,.,m.et is stilistivlly sigilficammt (IL < 0.005)
rest.ults n-lt'micda that the mean age
(Table 11). Further oiitliri,,ntium of tl('
was similar
.t'hocsismn
I ns.,et or .ipiri, intomicmitcne, 31. I yr. ill the group with l,
age onset (of nsthima. 32. I yr, ill tills s in group. however, the mean
to the mmemn
rtit arii/mtngi.,stnms group, 30.0 yr. was
age oniist oriampirin Intoleraltee ill t
nlot ax, similar t) tilt! nil l ilt oll.O ItOf 3%thiilim or rhititi.. 34.3 yr.
rlI',mtsmt*,- of s1ii polYlis, 55.67'c (10/18),
1t1til tih'
'Able I I lt.so hit-ll #fratt'S
hat re.sllllIs to in.pirill with
I4 Mi,,llfi.illtly gi.vitt, r I pt < 0.01,1 Iil thlt- girllill
tha',Ii
lhst rslmld., to m.spirint

IbrotWh4WImsltl tlhiall III fhi g
e'lenlwI

with

Ul'tienlria/ iang'-

1.511, (2-16l).

There wit vt'M-lially

t

tlillri;
rhiitii..

#of..t
positive allergy skin
ill ow ri.eii¢
' in eillier lhiv iolln.m'lmlhjnbtisie or the
m.issanill patitsll wilh a.t111 or
-lljiiil jilt

uli 'Jst'll'

tetsm it, it lftery sor ilihmll;aoit
of
,ylil
l,'llt'ltl

allui'gi'll.4"

i'os tihe jlillnedilito
reanlls 1I
illol'4ll111'
,A luo liv , f;l-rily liiluiry s,1 'li'ill
llt't'. OI) ll sthllatic
illti
ii.
isi't. wilhs Ispiil
o." ,'ll
r
rimint.i.4 or -.. 'r; :i.. t
ll
soiftsthinittie
SVltlilovlll im tIlollemIxisamisIs
ll ,i
l't'i .e1
ftillilte %t IIr l 'i
flliwitig a.pirlin ingest.ioIu. Another
I lsA11
s. 11t1-,llnthM.,1iili4'
iiiothitt Vl
8,dllllil

i.

illh. ll

hru'
,

-jl. hjii illraoPt,

simlomlm.l

i.

brirti.hol

smll has

all
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TABLE Ill. Major subtypes of aspirin intoler nce

r
_1 13

aiho spasic

IncfrfJise freequcny in asthma
Inercusci rrelucncy in rhinitis
CorrClatJ '4ith nJsul pol Ipii
Similar.. conset us asthin
Inere-f..
rcqucn,) inoldr a8c groups
Furmitiji ourrencc

V',N
No.
Yes
Yes

type

U~r icdnranaoseidoen.

_

types
_

No
No
,
&%i
•
C-4

n.'thltt:lit. sisterr who. d't'l.Se I o'l.oria angoidt,h,
rIdJh.
, ii lipi
j,
ii .,.s: i.,on.
''le third pamtietnt 1i i lt"ilitle' wl,! lists 'hil|it is andt111m
Ii i ,.i rJti
ri
, iiuethll ;is it
rty"It or i'mpirht inigestionl. Il her rililiI', 5 0itlt tit 9 .ihlilJilgH IitVP ttsIiril illt
i ee (IAig. 1). I'hlCe Siblillgs h\1e thle utLi.iriitgin.ento tylpe of u.'pi:'ii
iltolor.tee and 2 iblilitgs lotve
th.tie htiotlitvttilm.iixt and the ti sio.:tgi,edeis tyipe or itsjviritt intoehrallve. Ill 11,hltiol. tih Iotlr
tf this family i.
portedly tated that .lspiriil Ih, he'
i ".iei"; however, til typev to"syhpitliti.
produced hy uspirin i. utikitow. \lsti one or thie lttitllli ittil' sihlings, 45 years
otf age, hats itt tthinatic mmnt,"2, with tl tie.ri/t
iodensia type of itspis ill
intoleruee. None of lie 40 norliml, matched, itdividtl. il this StutIdy have i

family history of Utspirio intolerant'.
Of our uspirin-intolerttt isndivihmils, 15% (6/40) reacted udversely to the
turtruzitte challenge and not to theilpaceho. Nolle of the 40 normal control stillJiets reacted adversely either to the tortrtzine challenge or to the place. The
adverse reaction to tartriaziie wis siilatr ti the type of reaction aspirin produced
i these ptatietits. ]i 3 out of 6 pit iitm in. whomit
tstrtrazine irotuced syniptoms
of geeralized itc'h or trtivaria, is)iriill l
Irouthucedturtieria. In the remaii|iug 3 littit:t., trtraz.uI prolue.il
',
iltil, hit.hlt.mi.'lt
; ill these patients tisJpirit
uls- produced hronchtlsapiait, exc.'pt il tile
0
.eatse
tt whichh us)itirodueeil
t"
hth
b( :hospasll anduln
rtoll' rinl. t 'r.).,t-reta-tt'
s h(twtte tlirtrazille 8111 isiti itt-

toletnee

'ccurrml essentially equiall• ill each of the two iniajor subtypes of i.spirit

inttolera.e.
The adverse reactions to tatrtrtziie remtponiled well tu. itimmnediate treatment.
The broichmipass rea't ion.h were miioderate a il the tiit h iti rtemt ions were
mild to moderate. There wus one questiolsihle mild delltyed r..'ietion to thill tirtrazito ehallenge, andi this wits vhtssiied s at itegaitive vattion.li,
of these rivers
reactions occurred with file lhot..le-.dio, eaiisue (0.44 t)
of tartrazi-et'xt.eit
ill I patiilt, whos.e prIilo yv Ii,"lgo.is was chrlli"ictii tettit with Itm, hikit-v
of itth t111iitr 1iihiltilis. .14h14
ltnttti' IIi.
i, I
('rsth.
r tortr; izi t' 1(1.22 tml. .

DISCUSSION
We reportted, pr.vi'm.ly tht tll frq.ite..v hfo .iiti ial,.ttr,.e, i .
Itifi illitly gr4aitl'r ill aSt li ti. patietils. 3.,; ) Ililt il. rhi il i or 1i41nitol itdivithl.ls (0.9).I.Y Htti'lhtr to or pt t riorls,"
.
till pIrest'iit 4lhltoh-'a)
tt'ote strute that in iii
r
he .
ttaitth r lartl1s...l:t
o"
nr
ii f.ttnil
giredotllltltitlv ill jitilltts with ,tNt utitiwhil Ithe. .llletit
li ,i" llrltivariat
nltgioiL-iettt, i6 foutlldt Itrrttiliuitly ill Itlitilts %vitI ritil is. (Olit"pIm.4rel'rsl,9'
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who reported 7.5f'5. I lwevir, Ili..st wtitutisrs jiuk.isshl 1 . , 1 -atdI.V* ill susisarv
fornu. lost of thl stuiies
tii. siubjet1t
ntf, 1.'li, , ill a |luullk..hlitsl
11nm1|!er.

The fact that tile ty , of ,viittl

Ii lltteilevI lby 1.it't l'.ilit. wi.4 siiilia

Il t lhat

iproduri,.1 hak-aipiril il lnlvailli tint tilt. ainit. t'tejar or hieatwhiuaa 'l .lintiarit"auy
may he present. This siwilarity or
,.-'ijtiolius
yi *tl.taa st ' a.s s'ia
llit i illi ofl tie
partial croux-reactivit.y betwevl thllsj 2 elhenl,,.s.
ht' lllh.ulill stritlil.e',
ture of tartrazine i6 vastly diflfert'nt than that ot asit*it, atsI tilt t,. etmsicei.hani t of this cro -reavtivity still rnhtim largely "unliiltwI.
Our challenge de. e f tartl'ixil(, was relatively low (0.22 tog to 0.441, wu|).
Other author have us.-d I to 5.nig. amd Ssalltl' 1111d BVr rlortedly u.sed 25 ing.
however, a dose as low as 0.15 rng of tartraziie, as found in Prelnarin, 1.25

mg, has been known to cause adverse reactions to tart razine." Samter and Beers,
who used a 50 times' larger dose thai in our study, did not find a greater frequeney of croms-reactivity. V e emphasize that future studies evaluating adverse
reactions of tartrazine at other food additives should enploy a strict doubleblind procedure and rigorous objective criteria.
We woulsI like to extead our tiaks to Mrs. Ruth Fish, It. X., isud Nr-. 1loth-I Cri,,.d, 1!. X.,
for their cooperation and to John Pezzullo, Pi.)., for his assistance in the statistical procicsing of the data.
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Allergic vascular purpura
Leo H. Crisp, M.D.

Pitlsburok, Pa.

Js instance of Ron tArombaocytopcer c vacular purpara is rcporlcd due to tortra-ien
siaititvty. Trert were ** aPiormol Aematologic fljfings recent. Poisibile jalho.
#ghttioi ,
acli.ms ir..',rd in ths ondition are discussed.

Noithronboenoperie vwcular purpura hus bee reported to )e caused
by allergy to drugs, i .itcts. and inhalunts.2-" We wish to report an instance of
vascular purpura resu:tir.g faom sensitivity to a food additive, namely, tartrazine
,yellow No. 5 dye).
CASE REPORT
- Patient Xf W. If .,
.- r.,d mrried Caueu.-dau female nurse, was first eon bv us In
1988 through the courtesy of D.. Philip BIltk. She hil been troubled for the previous five
years with a,.:to intermittnt bouts of proftuis bleeding muifested by one or more of the
following: me.orrl:aZia, ,,ur-, and/or bleedug from the oar, ties%, gums, and lowel. These
epilsodes were often aceo=-ardjed by chi's aud fever. The bleeding was sufficiently seere at
times to require bosp!saliza on c.d bood transfutions
There was no family h1story of bleeding. Past medical history was contributory only for
bronchial asth=a, pereania! ale:.;i rhinitis, and hay favor. Clinically siguificant positive
Intracttaneous tests were ob:air-I to pollen, house dust, and moldx but not to milk. There
was no temporal correlat:on bt:wein these allergic respiratory manifestations an, the
bleeding episoi.s.
Physical ezaminatlon r-erale! a young woman in distress only during the episodes of
severe bleedi-g when her teem.-ature ranged from 1000 to 1021 F. and her pulse and
respiratory raze were Inertased. Blood pre-niure was 116/60. Purpurle lesions were found
distributed on rarlous bskin areas (Figs. 1 to 3). On one occasion bleeding into the
-les of her feet was observed. -o telan-iectasia *as present. Bleeding was seen at times
the ear canal and mtoeus ,"embranes of the mouth, nose, and posterior pharyx.
CardiorespIrato-. examina:!on was negative. Examination of the abdomen revealed no
orgauomegaly or abdominal masses. Pelvic and rectal examination wero normal except
during the periods of blee.ing. Neurologieal findings were unremarkable.
Extensive a:1 repeated !ahra:ozy studies wvere carried out in, 193jS, 1969, and 1070 in
various laboratories with is-seaaiy normal results. These included urinalysis and blood
chejuistry de:ermi.nations-.-eh
a creatiulue, electrolyits, anud serum protein eleetrophoresis. Bone marrow stdic., multiple lupus crytlhematosus (LE) cell preparations,
antinuclear factor, skeletal -.uiele. and skin biopsies were negative. Stools were .nrkdlpositivo for oeclt bloro.
ag: te active stage of the disease. Agglutination tests for
S. typhosa (H), S. parotdiyl, S. & !/'Armwlleri and Bruc.,lla were neg:,live. Colt. a-luiriU
titer was 3 :32; L
t.r was 110 To.Id unit* wihioi.t rise. &vrologv" i
nonrea,tive. Gastroh.'.,.tial x-ry. s:u,*i. were negative. X-rays of the chest and sinufes and the
electrocardiogram were normal. IL':arenous pffeograun was negative. Blood cultures were
sterile. Cervical srrplng gere .:egat:re.
From the D, .rtment o.!
!..l?., S.-!ool of Medicine, University of Pittlaurgli, a:.0 the
Section on lir... Im':esr...aal
.... ! .lkr' . Veterans Adn znistsation ItoJlital.
Delirercd at l8e Ittertrl1o-.. C,:n;r.s of Allergology, lorence, Italy, October 13, 1970.
lechsed for publ:'tation'-oe. i , 1Mm0.
VoL 4S, Xo. 1, pp. 7-1
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FIGS. 2 and 3. Petchice and purrwa on various skin areo.
ewlnt,:,tanod a 2 per ceut so!u lion of the dye. There were no demonstrable
r.l.heral we!kr
and tho
preeipitin bands over a er.od of 7 day*.
Furthermore .in v.tro invest g' .t ioai failed to reveal tlit tnrtrazine (yellow No. 5) was
toxic to this patzeaat's pltele-. Tim- dye was prepared in concenrations of 1, 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001 per cent. The al.lition of t, part of the-e conceutratiohs of the (ye to normal or the
patient's blood did not affect the subequent clot retraction or 8PT, PT, PTT, PL.T, or TGT.
Platelet-rich pn.n-a Iront the patient and a normal individual was inubated with
minutess
with constant motion (in a platelet ng14o volume of tlhe one I'er cent dye £or 20
gregometer, Chrao-T.,.,4 Co.). No clumping or aggregnttion was observed, and subsequent
addition of ADP produced itormal aggregation in Loth samples.
DISCUSSION

The patient re'poited in this communication gave a history of repeated attacks
of bleeding into the skin and from various mucous membranes. These episodes

wero related to the ingestion of foods containing tartrazine (FD&O yellow dye

No. 5).
Various conditions were considered in differential diagnosis. A diagnosis of
von-Willebrand's disease (hereditary vascular purpura or vascular pseudohemophilia) was made at one time elsewhere because of one suggestively abnormal' factor VIII finding. This disease is eharaeterizedl- 0 by a prolonged bleeding
time, a low antihenmoplilic -globulin (A1IG), low platelet adhesiveness, and a
dominant autosomal hereditary history'. This diagnosis was excluded because
mone of these findings was present on our own repeated examinations. The diagnosis of classical Seh~nlein-lIentoeh purpura was also considered. Ilowvcr, the
abdominal pain; e-rytheina, urticaria, scroms effusionis, renal and joint manifestatibns, and cosinophilia usually associated with this disease were absent in our
In a discussion o?' the patI,-nesis of bleeding, it is desirable to consider the
factors which normally control hlcorling and thenl spfeulate on possible inmnunogenie Causes. Bleeding is controlled by the coagulation components, the platelet
faetors,3 and the vascular component, i.e., the endothelimn. As indicated above,
wo found no evidence of any coagulation or platelet abnormality. This then is
essentially a vascular pulmra associated with increased capillary fragility and
permeability.
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FIG. 4. Chemical formula of tartcazine IFD&C yellow No. 5). Trisodium solt of 3.corboxy-5
hydroxy-l.sulfophonyl ozopyrozole, an aniline dye.

Instances of bleeding resulting from allrgy to various substances have been
reported. SnydeA described a case of nonthronil.-ocytopenic vascular purpura due
to the ingestion of coffee occurring in an atopie individual who showed no abnorneal hematologic findings. Many drugs, including quinine, belladonna. mercury,
penicillin, meprobamiate, aspirin, chloral hydrate, phen-cetin, and oxytetracycline, have been reported to produce nonthrombocytopenic vascular purpura., 2,5,11 We"O have reported nonthroimbocytopenic vascular purpura accompanying a scriun sickness type of penicillin reaction in. three patients who
-had no abnormal heniatologic findings. The purpura sublridcd upon cessation of
penicillin therapy.
Experimentally, vascular purpura has been produced-' 3 by injecting dogs or
guinea pigs with rabbit antisera against dog or guinea pig vascular endothelitun.
Stefunini and MednicoffP obtained precipitin reactions using sera of patients
with anaphylactoid purpura and extracts of human aorta.
Tartrazine (FD&C yellow No. 5) is a pyrazole derivative (Fig. 4). It is tile
trisodiuin salt of 3-carboxy-5-hydroxy.l-suliophenyl azopyrazole, an aniline dye.
It includes heterocyclic rings and acidic group.. It is unfortunate thltt the Food
and Drug Administration, while certifying ,o)me 11 co-l-tar dyes, does not
require packages to indicate the presence of the dye cn the labelir.. Artificial
colors in foods and drugs may cause atopic reactions, suh a4; bron:!:ial ,.a.
:nt followUrticaria has been reported from tartrazine (yellow No. 5) .olori.
ing ingestion of Deronil, Decadron, or Porvc0",rt,, tablets.
.lre oI..
,f yel, w No. 5
Hockey and Draudetlc " have called attenti,:i to the
(tartrazine) in a great variety of products, including dry drintk powders,
carbonated beverages (Tang), colored candy, ai a dye u;('l for ik ltiMati of
solutions of dru-3, in coloring drutg capsules a1d tablets such as ))ronyl,
dexamthasone (Decadron), ad*predni.,one (Paracortol), toothpastes, costactics, hair-waving and hair.rinsing products, face pow, .rs, aind I, ivuy uther
articles.
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The. llevii:
. e-'-,. %w, c.aiased by the ic' sti,,la of tartrazill . TIh.
question theni ar-ii.. ai. to O1w inathogmim.'i of this bceding. Th14 comjleitely
negative hulimotlogie
st.'.s lcr,; report'u rival li ,.i,d eiiue o I toxic, erlelo or
of a lic*:atol,)oic disease : ':-kslmotible fur the liurp'tra. 'ho piuic.. of an atupif:
baek-roumd in tli patkn:t do s jioL ii:evsarily imply an atopie ur izjimuinologie
basis for her condition. Indeed, direct intracutaneous tests with the dyc did not
yield a wheal and flare reaction. Passive transfer tests were negative. The
delayed positive skin test (scratch-patch test) was probably induced because of
the local reaction on blood vessels. And yet, it is possible, though exact proof
is icking, that the dy.'., tai'trazin, may in this ease act as a happen bound
eovaleitly to a pIoteill ri,..r,
au the uildothllial Cells 01Small bi-, ,01ve.ssCIs.
as
Circulating ..-tibudies forced to tlLs eo,,ijtitte, it is postulated, r:-Aet With
tile antigeraie eralnjiunent oi tile c.ndotk.lill or with an anltigenl which has blfonleC
closely a.-Sciated with the Cndothelium which is ht constant contact with the

circulating plasma. The eo pllemont system is then activated, leading to lysis
of these cells. This results in increased blood vessl permeability, which in tuitn
is resputsible for the j'.r-t.tra aw,,l bleedi:. Alternatively, circilating antigen-

antibody coil,)pexcs ri:!atedl to the dye might be deposited on the vascular
endothe-litm. As is true7- oi all allergic reatilos, thiete is all acute onset Ol CXposure, in this ease the ingestion oi tile dye. Complete recovery occurs urOi, its
•withdrawal. Re-expoure causes reappearance of tile bleeding, and the extent
of the blceding is dust 6,:pendc.nt. The positive scratelt-pateh tesis aiud p,'ovocatire tests lend further weight to this sup)sition. However, Samter and leers's
suggest the possibility that, as in the eise of aspirin sensitivity, this dyc may
produce a direct stinu-;!ation of certain vulnerable peripheral chenioreceptors.
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Immunologic studies on asi)irin
Clinical studies with aspiryl-prolein conjugates
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rol,.istr:,itnlit

or lite i*nj'i. s-i'doi m:t ci:

n..,

i :,
"
"
v.iil .'h In .ioli
',
.
Kj,.elol.ld we..Ih,",I. Th wo tilnsl.r oiC :s.,Iryl :;rmi'
-,
:it. :;I5 141. 'ITs r'ism of" A.1 ilI
t ,'mwe
il.a.,,
n:.,
.aj Ie ri ijh.Itsst.iin l ogi l ly l.v
('f; 21..I to :;,) f,.r
:il " to
Ii .. fo.r *A 1,-I1..4 ; I) it; 15 for
.tirrior imelt
for M PII.T,..'Thn activity of alt comjnig'tc4 was e.xitinind by g,.I I.'-!.
and 5 to

JO

.jitSeii.iliC for the :..i
hltMlijit
a
and tann:mI cl'l lc iggitim it'at t't.P ngnit
Thi te.tts were ierfornicl as described 1ircviolmly.t Alt Conjug.tes gave str,.igt
reactions in both tests.
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Skin test
f
, l;t [ A,l.P i.. ,lilut..Il
Fr-hlu " lpr,,i,:lr,'le 4r:*.. i h'. (b" A.cl, II SA, . V
t.:' 4 .3 .
OL all, , ',
',ttS',.l
v,: irte ,vir, u.-'* for tlir:: !H11 ti 't..1t. Tl'h .: c
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, lioh ,,'. ill,: Akin r.?:ofi.
0..11 m-.,. p.r m illii r. Illi ,.r r, ..'ietrlllsi lls 4iPI"'il.-']'he i n t Lust ill Ill,. :atil-''t V;:I's ,''rl'.tiiu''.t byli lth i:ntr:ns 'rn.ra i:t .
itioIivialiai :
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.-illk ,ire r-ii.l a (kr
,g antI 0.2 Ig #)f .a,'h oi.ju. :tle ,I i.02 itl. 'l'e
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Immuno.9uorescent
fonr
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Ilel,

ireeem-oII"1

from'erl:"t::l Itj~ : ll ,l:tolb ,,tI Iro lt .1 v.;i'rilst . 'i.itiro pati.it.4 -.. :. .
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v all inflh','-1,
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.- !-.x
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l'l
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1lllil|

lliqlu¢.

1114x.
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1 ue of lite iI:re-c .eit te.t w'er: iiesril.,t I.:"
cr. Iwe
,li,:,'
'sec us.od for this test't. Tis-uC ..tioii
Two difureiit a.llirvl colnjuil
,G.a-Jrtci
(10 mtag.p-,ermilliilr) itil, after ,.-tahing, w.ere cov'ered] vlit aihor.x''
t klri;ru to 11iliial7i gG (illanl1). Atiotl:'r reL (if liss:ne sections waii iw,-.,',
rbbit(
.A.i-ll(Jt (1i) mgi. .er millililr) .1i1(1tttr l\a.Iniig rovCr17] Witlh A Jltlol(ClLt-ll'.-!ts situdihd for ih,. i"
nitlitertslit to rabbit serti ltii lei)ii,. At additoia.l isut of .:etion
-of Coiilleatnrt With tlim tie of "a i1uorccentlabeled ralbhiLan'.ti-ertum to humant 17,.;(it%
All slides were exaniriiiied iiii'dlately after preparation.

Lymphocyte culture
LYoj'ilho leyh.of 0 pati ints seomitive to tslirht urcra exian't'd lit vitro witlh i1
ii('vren, %:s.pirvlc'njugates. le.:inii4"1 blood of a pntitict wass alla'scal to i-"',iua,
the uil'vern1:stA COlutailiilin the %%Itito ceIs w:as relu veJi. 'ile wlite cel!l. were si'
sMledii 3i99 (C-iaild Is lsl 1)iolominal Couian.y) to a eConii,,tr:ation of oie zillim-:
nuclear Cll.S p.'r milliliter. aur nuilliliteri of the cell suiapensioin isal ilistribilttd in rill-:'"
(Falcon P2It-ties). 'he conjuigates Asp-ISA, A\siiIt-;G1, or A.\,i l'.L were dilute ill i,
199. Each oussndek'l (0.1 lilt.) to stp.ar.ite dssplis-ato setu of tlhs to tfltiil corteentinli .
h'cdt.antI
ansd 2.5 jig ler mnillilirer. Prior to eads test, aeetyl'nlicylie: avid wa di
lssedilint !99 at pHE7.-I andu used ill a final conccniststionl of 2.5 p- 11cr milliliter. C.'li: .
msitnout nipiritt ]relarntions r'ti1 tulbes ennt:ininig 0.1 lilt. of a 1 :100
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Hemaogglulincition 'test
nlglt i nalli I,-t %%il It ,-, -i'
'ito sora, of 17 pat i'nt. we're e-x:imini'ily,,Iv: hlkmitml
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.efosii',lilim
%:.r
t lerU, cent;
11, froil
istal yspi.;ill.
pI l,.4; PR, j.:'imiatalihijili.; IS,Iarmhi r ua-Ii frm
l
q4pir;; P,
urti...ar;in
,,,.tii:I;
.W.
t. Iz.
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II'olyps tutliod by liumm,,llaure.e.t tcliniqmv.
2.Y.: sjp'cfi icor(iorat io'n of triiathd I.ymi.li.'. =- ,.otmt.i uilh nllip.;I/
.;a ral0o o ono
0 (1) i.diete,4 o utimuhton of hIh)pitlii
invurui ralIntl.

',llats (,r rcn-

#Not dtla.
•,urt jrior to tho test were nbtorlx:d wihl tlte carrir jeral,.i... Tilt: co:uted cryti.mvxtr
..:,tr(illt by tso of a rabbit autLrwu to Asp-1Gi vbsorlv. ' witl IW( 1n. :(:(i.

wewre

RESULTS

A brief demcriptiou of the 17 patients studied avd the ro.stlt

of the fi-

".-IlK'!ogie tests performed are given in Table I. All but one ,atiti'it wu.,t over
:Yyearst of age. Ten of the patients were women. Oly (one patieiet had tru.
S I11
.. allergic sImptims and was basieaily eomiier.'d utoi.
(,11t4Cll
of the
•"*iv.uls hand chronic per'emlial a'sthma aml develhop- €le
..
si t tachs of tudhim'
• i nigestiot of a.pirti. Three nlt1l:in.htim:uti
'pitiulds
,
exlperik:w','d -t-'ate-'
ill ,.-l41,c-safter the inge tion or . ijrill. Most patl iulis hall :,e.a.i:h,]l illiiI
,ili.% nasal polyps, .ililluiti.i, alnd pKlil'he'al I',od clsilliopi!ji. Ileleii Jul" ,.,dK 1-'qtired a low dose (5 to
ug.) ofl5 p,.dIi.1,I,•
l
to COlitl mnu. il ,l"
:-.,11.1lia syltiptoim.

'Ihe skillt
%%ilia the :1%pir'yl Jrt'l:ruati(
w-,s
.?li..t iiate or delay d skin micatium4 ,ild IRVu

didI ot i'lii,-h'e :,:" 41(Iilljitt:
imiv s.y'ulphmt.4 w
iz, lutel

The llilfilOl.'ent,
examtilnlt-lioll fitt 11,.11l.1 polyl. did 4,t slow 'l4,('irl'c
•:ill,g either with the Pspiryl .onju:at s or rite ai ,,ist'rilillo..
T'e lymploytl,
e3tlttres of the 1; lalit Ilts ..liuiliil suwrel Ill eVidellee (IC
iIP.'" ilCOllrl.oratioti of trilialco,! t11%llidillo- 0Vjr titm I:olltrus, 11i11 llt.S. 'Tle.
•'.Ihot-yt.* of -ila
t,
mile pativil lsPvdel w1.ll to tile antit't(i P1IA.P,
*"!I,'Mlgthel)Ottleilhl

fir stiillll

ioi.
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litCA.',

U'
17

rr, "Hit .Irbispuan

.1..

''ito tauiedil
'illI li'iti,;.-hili,,:itio i s With
i the
1 lsnisnts'
r4Tshv.I
.
l.'.4itivte i.41iat hjisl,
itaei'sttiual
i,:Itdtoli
atilt li..; to flhe :tsliryl colltlgnt.es ,
sentr. JTimurnuluit :stlti. rtunlt 1A0 -lU
i.'ahd with tile re.x d vVythih..
l i tier of 1 :10"240.
DISCUSSION

Convincing evidence rnr an Immunologic. med.nia.m |i adtverse
reaction.s

n.'sg,'il lism 1,,t yet beivI foulllll. .kin tests with aspirin purfortiUel i ji,
pI..
who are .-. 1%itiv'e W( tt1jsl'ili ilw eit'is.iiy it,.,tjv,'."
Tit aiuolitii,, be.lot
i.
t,.lsi,lt tllu bm
Iitltdii slsits i e.ni In! iiteted by mclh lt.t, lhy .-hulld be iiL'.,,
t'rwiou.t efhate to ll
titl skill M4:4.1tiol. tO Iet1ltill esua6jtilpits5', of ;wi;.:
Iive Iwel'i
lItl'vtes.tul. ]",.illil.rg ind M3lki.l'- used a propsi;ittioti"
mb
huin-itl
etartlll
i
4,0iljug.lal4t
iethe itnilpiiyl chloiail, il direct :itul p)am-ivO It-:.,
t.sts, Im4i. utiv re.,tlls. 3ltilhews, LO:VlIV,
uli ,tisitedoj used m i-a .
tet.. withi were oitasined rulil li0',il J)e1 oi, who li,0
aspiiil. T"
sen s egutuiti
l fromii 10 it) 2.0 /qg per miiililih:r of liicylit
hs, but were in,.:.

i, skin
'ito
ilh tis
julatutes
results

tests. of asi ii.setiitive litiitt..

illliililtto1I,1ts)I'ITlt t(T.sisii'StC, .to 01li klMONVtN.dl,
h.3 iot helt u11i!.
si udivs of pathiitts sviiitive to aspirihi. Autiisdie to tile as iryl
were isOt detected in thle pliatilit.' ti, ;i polyps. li addition, the ue;.
with tile se of l. alltiscriti to ?P,suggestt tOut complement is
iswolved ili the llliogsectsi.e of the )olyps.

'it negative results o ti lllphocyte cultures ag e wil thoso of Cat'.:
sand 0irallo amdllaussoittes t but disigrie with tio./ of lilllewi and assl i.at.
Tho litter authors reported uniforlnily" psitilv Ilt
I
ii ll iItIIoIoyto
)
cu1':.
with tle usLe of i11orlpliolugic criteria to vallilte tle rvsults. of tie cultures. I
studies of Caroi antd (lira lo snaii,ai ciates ind oi own eml)oyed it rudiok.,t
t(Thilicljue to evaillte tle response of lhe cell, which is iiiore objectiv, I.
eounutiig Iyiiiihlasttliike c:c,!s it; was done by I [ilpern.
(tnitutter naiid Atikner"i reported a uppriLon of mpl)Of.e to PHJIA !
aspirin Was failed to lymploeyto cultures. however , in tilo con entrati,,'ahspirin tiial aspiryl colijugigtes used by Its, itero was no s;ipprssiol1 of Il
WeC ,ould itot culture hyltiphocytes frotii thos patients witl)
receiving prenllisonlie treatlint since corticosturoids hiltibit lymphocyto sti.-'.
1ilpi.e.

tiolil1

Tito Iailtte to flida gglutiihitithg siiilh'dies to crythiroeytes Coated wit":

aspiryl cotjitgiitte.
nseiaitel"i

contrast. with tli olsitiVe r'teiltS ft.1tt,d by 1'Ciltl'
viiitill.
se silive'o Ia spirit or jpuraamitosiis.m.ilic'lic aid tl'.\

'lite attat ihet reUtid
A
\'11111
lrpii'el
• iii, ilil l. disa ,ipeat-¢ifter stora....
Swt.,ks :it -it) I.. Citeituagttli
(101
i
il.
iiath iiil,.'' A'usttd
i!
i tmil
at
il
it ith s, It jof alienitit .111 :ts ii..,isii
pallisll s, il.t it i. taaeheir i f
'atiits' senut wtiL
'l ' titiriid with lite carrier itit'is it. e for their-:'
.'t1jIgatC.

If adverse racitivls to aspirtll

hive .te itllitilllogic luntsis, 2 ex.ul~ali:.

ti.m;1e. oflitl for Lutr negtliv, ' restit.. 'i,.r, a lt.ttthli Irtxlllit dif,'e, li'.
that of till asi hyl ontjuis illtiight leit lvoled iti tillergie
actisoniS. T'h.e
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Fig. 1
.\i .a:-rsua| kiiin rc.',psi-r.

for

.tetiig )tients w-'Jmnitiv to dc'i-i- with Juuliil,.. IlletialiC pjillteis
is well
illi.stillted by tile Istl.iit (a.of
Levilil 1iti4 :ia,"siat&
v. '" 6ali 'vikiillhIllvv.a. A.piril
!il.; jillllti lqIdegrall.ili)ii lroduik. aid i lClti. wil iiwtlintl jmtlci.,ii ll 't 11112
t,r of wiys. Oteof much 1rvl'tk iiOiS is til fOr-illi of t malicylialliiet derivative,
:i. pathway that sillivylie iieid Catltot follow."
llotler is Ll
ieiactyl'atoll of

proteiiis, taulh

ai

illbuiin,
lis

shown by hiwkins anid

ais-ai:ilitt'.-

:'a Cildlo aild

sOci,. toSl folild 1i0 lositive lrs lpii;' with tile It-w of uiili-llet'l
ailbuili
i llininiologl o tests of a.pirin-.cisiliv patients, but fuith l"r stilklic.. of Suitli

lprutlucts ari awaited.

A second explnationi for our negative rsulls is tle possilility that the
,tljingites used had lo.t their aeetyl grollps, Siiie.ailtl
iiii might
glalitlln
iot react
uitli antibodies to acetylsalicylic avid. Acetylsalicylic mid
i .Jiit
tti-oLltl y
hydroly7e to salicylie acid. Iiilllutll blil"
this lli V.45 5iiC.IleIlit~l by lan
.i.)'nmutie inaction so that only 25 to 50 per cent of ihp.std ni.'irin circulates
ziflr 30 InillUts as thal iiitact llo]ctic,. We
\
u'l)Cf,..1,d
it
of uir tc.its within
feuw weeks of the preparatilit of the colljiliat s, aut it is l,.-Cible thait tile
pojlucts used did itrio ret itile
ace'tyl 'grou.
Ali lteriativu xphiiiiltiion of th negative r-ltil.s iat coaulhl he a,rl..Mr i.s
Ill-it )ollifllultologiui lit(.lli
l ir
IIarn.p)OilSilCl for adverse rvat.l ibms tLo:ipliil.
"iuter La itlbil
r la\'
ave latOlamed Ot illt llliI
lly'lt.lhisis stiliiil'la.riz.
ill
i.i:. i. 'lhese autthaars j,.aitildIC that 1iai iilcrivillg di.ast
,:ilt,'
kiili ':a.)V tll5o
• 'stlit ill the ling, ii llhallilllari., 1il! iai oIth
tik.ii,,. A pi r i li .vlia ilivl: paIlts i4,ii.1
l .i6.4 ti s, i'r .lai.-i .li i, ill C tal ,
1114301
Olia.1A. il I to
(0ho.0
;-zi-.luited |v kiiiiaa. It is known tha
illm -iin lli,
mli'aiiahaaasjaasi
nd
*asf;:lhil&tiaii ill
i
,.-*. 'T'li ndhalioli
t
of ficllll tty1au
ill; iiil sirin. .lensitive
;,:tllii
l y luliiilly uillteiitd C 11ijiCiilll4l muh u4 illhd,11:la;,:ii1, hiydrll.iili
'Olow, id olhier dri.gs sugglieSt
.
thaitiaiuail
th,
,l
llic
vel Imally' beenay
il-

Sille 1iO dulillnt
: aspirini

pruaaf of alli111ilOg0gic dr
o
iilililliUl)llagie liliili
itsitivity is a ilable, we wish to ofil.r two lolditimiail lly)lmlllisfl.
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ACTIVATION OF
COMPLEMENT

SYSTEM

"CIIcMOrACrIc

"ANAHIIYATOXINS]
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NEUTPOPHILS

EO INOPIILS
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ENZYMES

C30 Cs

MAST CELLS

RELEASE OF
HISTAMINE

Fig. 2
Direct Aq:ivatio, of coumlplelent.

One mcclianiism for the action of aspirin in sensitive patients might be the di;.
activation of complement, conpozient. It is kiiownt3O' 3 that sb'tances sullh
cldotoxin, dextran, atid pl.smin can directly activate conaplvnzent compolll.:.
releasing "nimlmhyltoxins" which then release histamine. No antidi.s ;-1 1
required in tht.e reactions. Activation of U3,9 plasmin, or timue 34prolv....
produces chemotactic factors that attract neutrophils ,lid eosiaopil.j. * 'ji1:..
the possible Iwtivatiom of the complemnt system by aspirin could produce :.
oiIIophilia and local tissue edenma "eii clinically without requiring ;ma i:..
munologie Iletlhalisun. This sequence ot events is outlined in Fig. 2. 'rhe.rd,:.
of anaphylatoxias and histamine would lead to well-known immediate li;..:The attention of iteutrophits and cosinophils might result in the rec.
.ic
lysosomol ez.yntes causing chronic tissue da miage.
We nr. iut aware o( studio of serutt complemtent levels dUiing aClte '..
tions to .s spirit. Our Ji1n1n1ofltorccent studits were done ol
II-oImiq*:g:.
ilnnwld Il'ols and might 310t indicate eve.tIs octcurring during icutt, l'eli,':
Fu rther sudics of the complement system iSeem worthwhile.
irji':
'It
effett
A asttitl hjylthesis we w;. hI to 01'c& Ilt.erlis t
e1'.yzyes anid tiht 1111 hways leading to its 1l ittle plwhrmat;aco|:,.zil c'il.ck. \'!*
in physiologie auonmts a-'Ct' ma number ot emnymu,.c
systemus."I htm.th:,':
drug that provokst
ymoliws It aspirin.slet.itive patients, Can zidliv,
prot vvlie enzyme in rat skin." T'wo zmomii...u,.u.-e diaws that-.m'i.
allergic states are kiown to Ie asociatCd Wilh udiicMeies.. of Cezyime imldili:In hetrdilary amigivlenna there is deliciewy of an ihltihitur to 11m1tllil!.'
•1'jroltl,

,moewtlalure u conselemeat: Bull. W.I1.O. 39: 9W), 191t.
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RELEASE OF

DRC

.-MEDIATORS • ..
HISTAMINE

,

"

•
SRS-A
RCS
PROSIAGLANDINS.

Fi9. 3

*i• ot Cu m e

25 1

ACTIVATION OF
TISSUE ENZYMES
(lack of ;,.hi, te01)

-It

*

ifuo.i,: +llidic'son u.spiri,

TISSUE
DAMAGE

ifhl ilit,,r.

41 ''JThi.re.lkl.( it- the development (,1lilrc Ilitlg
iaoduo",a
thil itvation
i
of kiuinq alnd cumpl,:a,n't.
On 4 iereditury eiiyt ystma ow alpial- I
Iih. ]aIuk of
Cxaiple of a Useast, a.otiated with
.:itlp.
fill d.fiielcy is altithilcl
I.31ne ilil)itur.n 'This disease solautinwvs ]llents its "allr-ie iti'1-iIis."

:.. .*.

I::,.wd on these two examples, it may be suggested that adv,.,e r'aclitom: to
.. ,irin mcCur bmatxis of a deficiCne- o[ al en/ync inlhi)itor nis shrwn in ig. 3.
i'. nctivation. of Iyl)otlhCtical tissue enzymes could lend to tissue dairge uid
further reClease of c1eieal mediators.
Iliper atid Vane" iii a recent provocative article descrilied efft-ets of aspirin
i t nulblr
,
of mediators released in viviphylaxis. Their studies show a Potetn.
'%itikill by aspirin, of slow-reacting sulstanee of amalhiyJ:axis (SRlS-A) aw] ain
'ibitionby aspirin of the release of a new mediator of analltyluxis, rabbit
•.tl--cotracting substunce (RCS). Prostaghtudilis were also shownr to be
•
subsequent to the action of SRIS.A and the kinins. The role of aill these
• ,.iators in adverse reactions to aspirin requires fu'ther study. Collier,": colml*..i1ting on tho work of Piper and Valle, notes that "aspirin and like-acting
: . block a route leading to or fronm'the specific receptors for the agonists
.her than blocking the receptors themselvess"
We suggest that patients sensitive to aspirin may lw-k an inhilitor to an
i.:ymatie
reaction along this route. This lark might
allow the release of kinin-,
aetivation of cniplemeat, or the release of as yet ilknowi, pinteolytic
'.yii.. lIn future studies, it would be aippoprinite to sare-h for IlOllimas ilulnologic, mn]elisis to ex|phill adverse
''JiuIS tO aspirill :aud ot her stuclu elicaalh
urgt, l..

:1:,ogie and enz7y:at ic, :1s well

t1!:tauthorswIish to misess Ite'ir :a-ijtt'ialiol to 11r. TD,en1 R(. T*otrvilh fIor Imw.fir}ning
-;:,'intlluort e.'
tt,
itwlit. i'he htlthors I.:snk
t
It. Mki,,h Il
h %:al' z of
o( lb
II.,. III.-;oi I
a.il'a:nncliym
mite,
. ' ,i ,r-.ity oc xevw v,,ri., tit n lw:a.. fr, r icl
iti
I. r,'iaralikll
-.:,Iirq1- ly-.AOle conjuittv r nnal %liss ).,,64raa JWlton for W.liti:at sa..istatte.
IIE 'NCES
i
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Ta'travin.,: Solid-Phaea
Rad
nair
::o
say
Studies cm!an A:o Dya .-.plicatel in
Allergic P.eactio.ls
(Azo Dyes and A1l}ery)
IMoward V. Johnson Bennett G. Smith and Peter . Xuuffr.an
U. S. Department of Health, Education, ani .elfarc
Food and Dru3 Ad.-instratLon
Cincinnati, Ohio 45226
1

Tartrizine, an FDiC

approved synthetic organic dye, has been increasingly

.plicated in alle:gic reactions that range fron urtic-ria to severe
astli.a (1,2,3,4,5,6).

Recently,

controversy he

arisen over the clain

that tartra ine and some other food and dru' additives, are rosponsibla for
some forms of hyperactivity in children (Een F..FeinZod,
Record of October 30.

the Cong rssional

1973, S. 19736-19742).

The haptenic properties of tartrazine and some structurally' related food
dyes have previously been e:<a-.ined by a quantitative he-.-glut-nation
(7,8) .

This report examines the haptenic properties and

relatlzzships of tartrazine, aspirin, and a pyrazolone inter-edLate of
t-rtra:ne u3ing a solid-phase radio -. unozssay proc dure (9).
deri.'.'a-

&rc7. thes.. studies r.ny provide inform-ion on t-rh. po

->.-'nl

I

.c t,..
.'...1.y

The data
ibla

basis of tnrtrazite -"ne. aspirin seen
".-'vicy.

:'.

.r.. to th., ood, Drug, cnId Cc .z...
the Color AdJilvs
t
.¢
eo.t of 1980.

At v! 1938 as
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Materials and methcds
!a.2tens and rea-ento.

Purified tartrazine (trisodiu-a salt of 3-ca:boxy-5-

hydro:-.-!--sl fophenyl-4-y-suliop!!enylazopyrazole),

FD&C Yellow Lo. 5,

was obtained from Allied Chenical, M-riisto;-n, New Jersey.
-d -:as obtained from Eastman Organic Chc

Sulfanilic

ls, Rochester, !:2,4 York.

A purified preparation of sunset yellour (ID&C Yellow

o. 6)

:as obtained

from the Division of Color and Cos-.:etics, Bureau of.Foods, Foo-I and Drug.
Administration., Aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) ,:as obtained fr .
Col.an, and Bell, Norwood,

The

O'hio.

.onosoditcn salt of i- (4-sul fophenyl)-3-carboxy-5-hydro:.y-pyrazole

(SCIt),

C

tk.

an intermediate in the synthesis of tartrazine, was prepared

previously described (10).

The theoretical values for nitrogen and
respectively. * The synthesized

sulfur in SC*[P are 9.15 and 10.477,
atjre-al ccntained 9.28 and 10.2T',
-.

Further,

respectively.

there was

rea-.!r thnn 99= agrevnent bet-:een the calculated and actvual values for

trac-n

to neutral cquival%!nce.

'rct;.n

oE antisora to tartrazine.
r.-1bbit irauuizati::,

.y

CsI'.A:;Lid('0
sti

atheson,

a conj..,te

('L[:,:
• :. ''-: . v

-_

r th.:,

I'

[-,

a

n5 J..scribhe

ta.:itu

"hei;idi.n..

A ful
,.

Anti-rnrtrrai..

.. ..

ant-bLic. wtzre

proviu--sly (7,S).

and Icyw snrua-,n..i.

d!
." : :'

0-c
,. (';

.

":!

Ine i:uno*,ei

(sge\)

:::.-,J'cl

:

e.
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Tartrazina and SCiZP %erc coupled to rabbit sart..1 rlb...u

1e.u.ao.e$-v.
(RS)

as previously described (8).

for RS-,

Assuni-

a v.olecular veight of 70,000

the ta trazine conjut,ate contaid approxicately 5 M happen/

The SCi.Lc'njugate contained approximately 9 14hapten/M RSA.
=oiety of the conjugates was iodirAted with 4 pCi
T,.olfication of the chloranine-T method (9).

12 5

PSA.

Thi. protein

1/pa protein by a

This method o' iodiLuation

was performed because of the technical difficult-eb assoc-.ted w:ith
direct iodination of the haptens (unpublished data).

Further, direct

iod naton of the haptens ney have altered their reactivity iwith cntir
tartra-ine antibodies.

Solii-phamse radioft-unoassa .
as described (9).

penosphata-bu-.-ir'.d saliue (P.BS)
an

(0.07 -H phosphate; 0.07 'M: aCl), p1[ 7.2,

containing 1% RSA and 0.17. sodium azide, were added to anti-tartrazine-

ve.i
nized

polystyrene tubes.

~ich

w

0.00,

..d o

12

The tubes

_u~of h-ttrin.a.SX

'ere incubated at 37* for 18 hr,
2

or l 1.~?~.~(in 0.1 rl

oa tubes ue.a shal.cn vi:or.usly, ir.-uba-e

•a.; -.,..d.
.:

RadioicJuunoassay ;as carried out exactly

Various concentrations of Ifhibitors (in.I ml) in

o. -,;UL
h 2 r,, oZ P S,

(:: ,- 5320).

'.rndcount d in it Pac!ard

at 37' for 4 hr,
.o -:

a Counter
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The optital concentration of Ciiti-tnlt.a-:inu anib,.-

r

.-

polystyrene tubes for radioit::cunoassay was deermin-d cz..iric-ally.

The

antiserucn pool used in the studies reported tiera

salt-precipitated (9)

.as used at 1:50 dilution, representing "lOjg L.runogibulin protein/.l.

Figure 1 contains the structures of tartrazine, SCi"P, sur.t
sulfailate, and aspirin.

Solid-phase radioi

yello'j,

tn.unoassay inhibition

data with these haptens are presented In Fig. 2.

inhibition data with
presented in Fig.

125

2A.

1-tartrazine-RSA and anti-tartrazine are

The nost effective inhibitor in the syst -vt was

tart .azine, followed by SCIE.

Sunset yellow, which has the y-azobanzene-

sulfonate structure, was a nuch less effective inhibitor,
lacking the d'azo group,

was even less effective.

and sulfanilate,

These results

sug-gest" that the specificity of the anti-tartrazine antibody is strongly
directed toimard the SCUP mioley of tartrazine.

Aspirin vas non-iriibitoc-,-

even at a concentration that was 29,000 Lines greater thai. that of tartrazine,
125_
which resulted in approximately 60% irhibition of
I-Lartrazine-RSA binding.
r-i-diazotied benzidine-coup1ed PSA (S),

10 u-/-Al, .had ;'.o inhibi story effect

on th. ayste., thus indLciti.Z that bis-di-azotized b.,..i:..e F-pecificities
are not involved.

Tartrazinau,

at thu h

coC.nn'N-.i.io:
0ihet
('!-1,Poycd in the

present studies, had ito inhibitory effect on an unrelatr4 solid-phaje
munoassay system. (9).

Only 4 . of the

1

I-tartr

ire-!ZSA lah:

by ;i'ti-varrazine-couted tubes in the' a!'aecc of inhibi.or:;.
probably due to the slow Ce.ese of

xon-cnv.-I'ltly

,x,:-i

"his

rr:';t te

radio-

was bou;d
'esult, as
f
fr.i

thv, ISA.
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:.a -? ..

rnc.Lc

".;:

~

rclga~ c~itii~i~~
results).

'

h G

,-.'-

t.,-r"'.'.:.

ev~'uin the~ prosce

-:u.:

v1- 1

..:,:

-ncd

:.i(ndiua

This effect is probably the reason chot ptsi.Ve h-3 ;u:- L3tion of

tart riane-couplad sheep-re,
in previous studies (7;0).

callo by anti-tartra.ine -;As not possible
Conethelcss, the birding was suffLce:ent

here

to define the haptenic specificities.

*A similar pattern of inhibition (Fig. 23) vao also obtained
RSA as the radiolabel against anti-tartrazine.
most effective irhibitor, foliat.ed by SCH{P.

'w1h1
.-

-SC-o-

Tartrazine w.is again the

These re.-ts

su-gest thit evet

though the SCIE moiety L probably dominant in the haptenic specif city
.of taxtrazine, other fu.ctioaal groups prcbabtT-also contrib.ta to the
specificity.
the

125

Again, aspirin was non-inhibitor-.

1-SCHP-RSA label was bound by anti-tartrazine-co-, ed tubes in the

absence of inhibitors.
1

Twenty-eiZht percent of

The greater biddin" of 1251-SC!-tS! as opposed to

I.-tartrazine-RSA was probably due to the lack of a strong non-covalent

association of SCHP vith fSA (unpublished data).

Thus, a built-in inhibitor,

slowly released frc-m ch* conjugatm, was not present in the conjugato to
diminish the bindrn. .o a.-.Oly-coated tubes.

F.-,erous attcm.pts to pr.
unsucc.ssful,

'''.e anbolies specific for nspiria (1I)

so thia aspect of th

and aspirin was rot ez".

w re

haptenic rolaLo..Shi? o.' "rtra-ine
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(1,2,3,-',5,6).

Thi. 1rclkoE a hapti c relationtilp bu:.,tvur% Lhi t.:o

substances,as studied here, suggests that nechanis-s other' than antiOnantibody reactions are responsible for aspirin and tartrazie sensitivity.
This non-an-tigen-antbo-dy aspect of aspirin sensitivity his been previously
suggested (3).

The data presented here provide irr..,noche.ical support for

such a thesis.

Finally, tsrtrazine has been shovn to undergo reductive scission tin the gut
after oral administration (12).

An important p-oduct of this scission is

1-(4-sulfophenyl)-3-carbo::y-4)-.-ino-5-hydro.

-pyrez'ole,

from l-(4-sulfophenyl)-3-carboxy-5-hydro.y-pyraaole
it

contains an ani-no group.

which differs

(SCUP)

only in-that

Further studies therefore seem warranted

on the biological and haptevic properties of SCUP.

Stne.ary

A solid-phase radio okrunoassay procedure was adapted for the haptenLc study
of tartrazine, an.azo dye implicated in various forms of allergy.

The

specificity of antibody to tartrazine was directed atron1y to-aard a
p::ra:olone interrediate of the ,o! cu*,
hydroxy-Pyrazole.

l-(4-sitIfophenyi)-3-cnbu:.-5-

Aspirin did not cross-r'act t.itirtnti-'artrarine,

sutgesting thzt the clinical nAsociation of aspirin :;cd tartra--ine
sensitivity in patients i.s an run- i.nun.olozici l

.
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Intolerance to Aspirin
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Sofa

Angioedema and rinltls, saml
polyposts, and bronchial asthma

4sinensitive

.. hat develop as

wreacquire

rule, water middle a

in pro-

dominantly nonatople patients. In many Instances,
nasal and bronchial symptoms precede the develop.
meat of intolerance to aspirin by months or even
.. by years. Salcylates other than acetylsalieylic add
* fall to produce symptoms In aspirinseositive paetiets. Exposure to several chemicals, on th other
hand, that ae strcturally unrelated to aspirin .si
Induce comparable " p-in-hlce" symptoms. ji
. strsctral dissimilarity of these compounds I so
... pronounced that immunological erosseact vity up.
pears most unlikely. The substances that have been

found to induce aspirin-lke symptoms have Oo
curatTerIstIc in common-they are strong minor

"analgesics -and include pyrazolones and bido.
. methacin as weji is aspirin. Peripheral analgesics

s'mnight act on peripheiral chemoreceptors and in.
"tate a series of rePfexes that might produce either

.angloedema, or rhinitis and bronchial asthma, or
-:.all of these.

I

_ _ __"-_."_'_

literature (3, 4). Cooke (5)
aspirin-sensitive patients w

tested S of 9

ith salicylic acid,
benzoic acid, antipyrine. sodium acetate,
and methyl salicylate an d noted the ab.
sence of untoward reactionis. Prickman and
Buchstein (6) analyzed th e histories of 62
(40 female and 22 male) aspirin-sensitive
patients: 4 had sinusitis;
11, hay fever; 21.
vasomotor rhinitisJnd n asal polyps; and
43, asthma. Migraine oa urred in 6 and
urticaria (or angioneuroti
ic edema) in 10
of their patients. As early as 1929, Francis
(7) emphasized the risk of polypectomy pre.
cipitating bronchial asthmaa in the "aspirinsensitive*" patient.

di patients

__'"

Received January 1t. 1968: aiccepted January I.
1968.
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TOLERAiCE TO ASPIIN has been known
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tian 511 %cars. rie first de.
scription. by tlir% llcrg (I). appetaredl onlk
:3.)cars after the spnthesis of the drug. Van
' Lecusen (2)dlsscussed its clinical signifi.
cnsce ill 1928. !k.'rsl relmorts of death alter
; '
.
-ingcstion
of aspirin have appeared in the
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Durtim ol asiin sensitivity:
lea thm 5yeu
moet u 5 ymea
Reqastoy symptoms only
Anloeusotic edema sad urticwaa only
Reirstay symptoms and urticaa
Family history of atopy
Positive skin reactions to seasonal sand envirmentsl inhalUnt argerns
Nasal and psranasai polyps
L"dypectomks
First aItk of bmn"ha atbms within 9
months after poypetomy
Brenchial asthma agravated by poly.
pectomy
Asociated sensitivities

46
70
112
14
18
to
40
19
92
72

18

30
42

- See breakdown InTable 2.
Gardner and Blanton (8) made an attempt to determine the prevalence of aspirin sensitivity in 467 patients-more than
one half, asthmatics--and found only 5
patients who reported symptoms when
asked: "Do .you take aspirin?" and "What
effect have you noticed from it?" They also
polled a group of allergists about their
experience with aspirin-sensitive patients:
The returned questionnaires yielded a cal" culated prevalence of 0.2% which, we believe, is lower than the true prevalence of
the disease.
Our studies. which are summarized in
this report. indicate that intolerance-to
aspirin is reasonably common: that the evidence for ant "allergic" response to aspirin.
that is. fO" the formation of antibodies as
a cause of this intoleraice. is inconclusive;
" that the clinical triad of n.asal polyposis,
bronchial asthiua,--and lifc-threatening re*actions to. acci~lhalicylic'acid is a disease

5-1 64 0 - T -24

bs~.

of a syndrome that has not been previousT
datWie

Onet bdosage 3

h~

entity.not a dsmace duter of alks* syMp.
toms and represets in hc. the prototype

and deaves rewpcog~k

NATumL .E

a.,.

Ow

nrds,An

,'

7o Amw,

From 1954 to 1965. we have followed
more than 1,000 "aspirin-sensitive" patients. In the beginning, new patients returned to the Allergy Clinic at weekly intervals for extensive studies and long-term
observation in order to clarify the natural
history of the disease and permit adequate
classification. Since 1959 we have carried
out prospective studies on 182 patients who
were admitted to the medical wards of theUniversity of Illinois Research and Educa.
tional Hospitals. Our conclusions are based
upon our findings in this latter group of
patients: Table I lists their essential clinical characteristics.
Onset and progression of the changes in
skin and respiratory tract which are associated with intolerance to aspirin occur in
a pattern that can be uncovered by history
or observation in more than 80% of our
patients, although Table I makes it evident that every patient does not necessarily
present .every potential component of the
syndrome. Childhood, adolescence, and the
beginning of adult life are not distinguished by any particular disease. During
the second or third decade of life an intermittent "vasomotor rhinitis" develops in
patients of either sex that is-distinguished
by profuse watery secretions and eventually
followed by chronic nasal blockade and
loss of intertnittency.
The swelling of the nasal mucous menbrane tends to become continuous and responds less and less to vasoconstrictors.
Nasal and paranasal polyps develop: 92 out'of 182 of our "respiratory" patients had
nasal polyps. Polyps tend to be bilateral
and respond poorly to therapy. Sixty-eight
patients had multiple polypectomies. some
as often as once a month: Polypectomy

.
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does not control the tendecy of the polyp.
to reform.
,,The firm episode .o bronchial asthma is

.r mvdy related to a wetdefi precipitas4
.Sg factor, but onset or aggravation. d
-. brochial

.'asthma

follow

nasal polypec.

tomy in a suggesdve number of patients.
Bronchial asthma in aspirin-sensitive pazients occurs, as a rule, in middle age. Previous paper-for instance, Leigh and
Rawnsleys review (9) of bronchial asthma
of late onset--suggest "that emotional precipitants are of notable importance in late
onset asthma and that they are, perhaps,
rather more important in the etiological
complex of late onset asthma than of
asthma originating in earlier life." Similarly. Rees (10) suspects that a special per.
sonality type predisposes to "intrinsic"
bronchial asthma. We noted the commo'.
presence of great anxiety that appears to
be associated with obstructive. pulmonary
disease of older patients (11), but we did

not recognize

Vny

specificity.

During the initial stage, bronchial asthma
of aspirin-sensitive patients is distinguished
by (1] its impressive reversibility with bronchodilators and (2] by its response to maintenance doses of corticosteroids that are
considerably smaller than the doses required for the control of immunologically
induced bronchial asthma of comparable
* severity..
Nasal polyposis and bronchial asthma
continue whether or not aspirin is ingested.
Moreover-the first aspirin-induced reaction
may not occur until respiratory manifestations or the disease have been present for
)Cars.
Bronichial asthma iii aspirin-sensitive lpatients has been held to be severe, if not
intractable (12). While it is true that some
of our patients (26 of 182) showed progression, documented by ventilatory function tests during the period of observation.
a surprising number of aspirin-scnsitive patients--including patients who have suffered severely during the early stages of
*5f

SP"

97?

the diseame-usnay impsove and a fcw of our
patients (16 of 182) have become free of
asthma ualess attack am ptecipitated by
aspirin. It is interest t& however, that no
patient under our are has ceased to form
nasal polyp. once the presence of polyp.
had been established.
Since many of our patients had taken
aspirin in the past with impunity, the initial reaction usually unexpected and, in
fact, quite often not attributed to the drug.
No correlation exists between the frequency with which patients have taken
aspirin in the past and the severi-ty of
their reactions. By and large, the severity of
the reaction is a function of a host and
tends to remain the same. It is our impression, however, that patients who have noted
comparatively mild reactions to aspirin but
have avoided it faithfully for many years
might have more severe reactions to the
drug after a long and comparatively symptom-free interval.
Patients who are sensitive to aspirin suffer from respiratory symptoms, or urticaria,
or both. Once they occur in a given tissue.
reactions to aspirin are remarkably similar
in quality but differ in quantity. The natural history-date of onset, severity of reaction, and progressiveness-varies from
patient to patient. Urticaria, for instance,
might occur only after ingestion of aspirin
or may persist even though aspirin is
avoided.
AToPY AND Asrmin: Sr.smvrrr
The incidence of atopy in our group
of patients is low. Each patient was carefully screened for signs of atopic sensitivity
before hospitalization. Screening included
skin tests to seasonal and environmental
inhalants and to suspected foods. Atopy
was assumed to exist when two of the following three criteria were fulfilled: (1] a
positive family history of atopy: [9] an established correlation between exlosure to
an atopic atntigen (allergen) and subsequent
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development of clinical symptoms, regardless of Ain tWsts; and (3] unequivocal posiuive skin reactions to atopic antigens to
"which the patient had been exposed. regardless of symptoms.. Compared with an
,.i expected prevalence of up to 200 in a
*random populatih (13. 14), the aspirin.
sensitive group has an incidence of atopy
of less than 3%. A significant number of
our patients, oat the other hand, have a
family history of atopy; 46 of 182 pa.
tents have children with confirmed allergic
manifestations.
In the occasional patient who is clearly
atopic before "aspirin sensitivity" develops.
the clinical picture is not that of an atopic
penon who has simply acquired a new
sensitivity. Without exception, the whole
clinical syndrome shifts from intermittent
symptoms, with usually dear-cut cause-andeffect correlation, to perennial symptoms
without a pattern that can be recognized.
For a brief time the previously identified
allergens might continue to produce exacerbations of symptoms during exposure, but
this changes rapidly. Clinical sensitivity to
the previously significant allergens is lostit is as though an entirely new, more pro.
found diseas-e has superseded the primary
atopic state.
Serial throat and sputum cultures established that bacterial infection was of only
minor significance in our series of patients.
Pathogens were found less frequently (1:3)
':than in throat and sputum cultures, ob*taned during identical seasons, of non-.'selected -asthmatic patients with cases of
equal severity. We cannot state that initial
infection does not play a role in bringing
about the changes in skin and inticous
:'..membranes which eventually render them

..,.ssnsitive to aspirin. but we can state that
. extensive surgery of the nose and para.
n'asal. sinuses. carried out in eight of our
.p..paiients before admission-Caldwell-Luc
:operation to renive foci of infection and
establish better drainage-failed to alter
..the natural history of the disease.

Toz Rimem
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BnorwcAL AyrMA
The respiratory tract of aspirln.enstive
patients does not present any unique fun&
tonal behavior. Like patients with othw,
forms of "ininslce bronchial asthma, as.
pin-sensitive asthmatics are ssitive to
intravenous administration of histamine
and methacholine (Mecholyl) (15). Pardcularly during the early stages of the disease
bronchial asthma of aspirin-sensitive patients responds readily to bronchodilator
The reversibility of the early bronchial
asthma of aspirin-sensitive patients is inspressive. It seemed to us that it might be
the bronchial equivalent of the initial intermittent rhinorrhea and might provide a
clue as to the pathogenesis of the syndrome
An attempt was made to compare the effect
of histamine -nd methacholine on the vital
capacity of aspirin-sensitive (nonatopk) a
matics and non-spirln-senitive (dearly atopic)
asthmatics of comparable severity. We Infsed
methacholine chloride and histamine phosphaw
intravenously under electrocardiographic control and determined the amount required to
induce a 40% reduction in the 1-ec vital ca.
pacity. Methacholine chloride was given in increments of 25 mg. histamine, of 10 mg (of himamine base). The results are summarized in
Tables 3 and 4: The amounts of the drugs
required to produce a 40%. reduction in vital
capacity in asthmatics .with aspirin intolerance
are signihcantly less (histamine, P<0.001;
methacholine. P<0.05) than those in a similar
group of nonaspirin-sensitive patients with
bronchial asthma of equal severity. In fact, it
was not possible to achieve a 407 reduction
in I-sec vital capacity in the majority of the
"allergic" patients, because side effects-that Is,
violent headache after injection of histamine
and fint-degree heart block after injection of
methacholine--made it necessary to discontinue
the infusion before the end point was reached.
Once, methacholine chloride produced rather a
severe bronchial asthma that was rapidly ter.
minated by intravenous Injection of atropinai.
sulfate.
While acetylsalicylic acid is outstanding
in its ability to precipitate severe reactions,
associated idiosyncrasies occur and are
listed in Table 2. Of foods that were impli,
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cated, fresh pork sweet corn, soft drinks,
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-p-etient-who reported reactions after
-pe .psiiv

Sendtil6* Ia 32
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;,and dheee crcker predominate. None of
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NO. of

Sssitivities to:

skin reac-

?sPatts

t ionsto the food under suspicion. Analysis
of the suspected foods established the pres.
ence of multiple additives in all but two
of the samples. Of preservatives, sodium
benzoate was used most commonly: of coloring matter, hydrazine yellow-"tartrazine"-(Food, Drug, and Cosmetic yellow
no. 5) turned out to be a component of all
but one of the yellows in orange foods. The
ability of hydrazine yellow to induce angioedema and respiratory symptoms in susceptible patients has been previously described
(16, 17), but it had not been shown that
reactions to hydrazine yellow and to aspirin
coexist in the same patients: Figure 1 shows
the structure of hydrazine yellow and of its
metabolites (18).
. The incidence of penicillin and sulfonamide sensitivity in this group is probably
not any higher than in a random population, but morphine, morphine derivatives,
and codeine produce striking and severe
reactions in a limited number of patients.
Reactions to aminopyrine and antipyrine--

26
14

Foods
Alcohol (in various forms)
Tartrazine (Food, Drug, and Cosmec. ye!-

14

low no. 5)

Seasonal and/or environmental inhalants
Perfumes and cors

to

12

Drugs
II
16
4
S
3

Penicillin
Morphine, morphine derivatives, codeine
Antipyrine and aminopyrine
-caine compounds
Sutfonamides

1

Isoniazid

which are not commonly used at presentare comparatively rare but, if they occur,
resemble reactions produced by acetylsali•cylic acid.
SrcIFCndTY oF ITOLIMANCE TO
ACLrYLSAICYLI C ACID

The assumption that patients who can.
not take aspirin are allergic to it is probably due to the peculiar features of the
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TABICt 3. Amounts of Elsrttmine and Methacholtne Required to induce it 40-/0 Drop in v"U
- Capacity In 11 Non-Asptrin-Sensitive Patients Suffering from Bronchial Asthma

Name

Sex

Age

Weight

Ba*al Vital Capacity

Almlute

Yr

If0)
1.2)
1.01
1.20

2.0)
1.25
1.211
1.83

- 14
100"
It)
1lW

3.10
2.15
1.45
3 )
4.0)
5.40

M
F"
1
I

411
37
34
46

52.3
59.1
50
8.2
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2.0

'. S.
C. U.
E. I
V. Z
1. %.
It. L

F
I
MI

50
45
3.
3.1
22
22

61.8
'1.l
91.8
3,.8
I1()
81.8

1.7
2.0W)
1.40
2.34)
2.50
5.15)

1. M.

V•

%1
,MI

13

2.0

Per
Kilogram

1.91
.(,
0.21)
1.46

;A11
44X1t
75

9.94
6.7o
.R4)
3.13

0.29
1.69
1.08
1.58
10.)

2t
250t
450
400
W.)
330

10 1.20

20
ItM)
to
91)o
100
Wean -

1.22

* No Cffectisn vital cApacity-- tilratinn icrminatrI l .'c.su.e ,., vi.,trnt hrai.tcl.,"

t

Absolute

Per
Kilogram

JU4plc

liters

1Ae

.. I'.
It. Z.
II W.
R. T.

Methachotine

Histamine

Total

I-sec

effect on VitAl CflAcity-19t.z1)1 tIrrmi.it'd l,-.cugw -4 h,ft ltdhwk.
NOU

,,'kg

3. 1t
230t

.Mean -

4.50
4.36
4.23
4.M)
7.05
6.U0
4.27

5.23 O.R/kg
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86.5

70.5
63.6
65
47.7
99
54.5
75.7

1.40
3.30
2.90
1.60
2.90
2.80
0.95

F
M

62
59

86.4
58,7

V.P.
F.P.
V.1P.
j.S

F
M
F
M
M
F
M
ad
N1

45
40
47
24
41
19
47
49
51

65.9

V.0.
G.B.
3 P.
F..

RaulVitlCAP"cY

lawsu?g
5
2.20
1.80
1.50
1.90
2.40
3.40

"... "...

IL .
J. J.

S.T.

...

1.10
1.20

2.20
3.70
3.50
3.00
4.25
3.80
2.30

Mean
syndrome: The explosiveness of the reactions makes it attractive to compare the.
syndrome with anaphylaxis, which is similarly explosive.

It is interesting that a significant numbet of patients were not aware at the time
of their admission that they were sensitive
to. aspirin and had to be given aspirin as
part of their clinical survey. The decision
to establish aspirin sensitivity by actual exposre was not made lightly. It requires
"anticipation of severe angioedema, bron.
dial asthma, cyanosis, asphyxia, and. possibly" coma, and should not be undertaken
unless an *anesthesia team is present to
maintain open airways if necessary. On the
other hand, it is obviously safer to adminJstier aspirin to patients with suspected intolerance under controlled hospital conditions than to take a chance that they migbt
obtain it. in one of many proprietary
preparaMtiois. on the outside: but while
- safer, it is not safe.-- Thirty-six patients who maintained that
T
they could take aspirin without ill effects
were given 0.3 g or iitetylsalicylic acid: 34
d.1.leveloped reactions. 'Symptoms may ap'..pear altmst at ume: they begin in thost
patients within 20 nmin but ,crasi, ally

IMmamize
Abee.

Pat.

Abe*-- ' P

pg

pg

20
10'

0.23
0.17

250
200

27
&9

.
45
10
25
50
35
20
20

0.45
0.52
0.14
0.39
0.76
0.73
020
0.36

240
230
10D
200
,o
200
300
350
250

3.49
2.89
1.42
3.14
6.15
4.19
3.03
6.42
2.91

- 0.39 Ag/kg

.

Mesa

- 3.63 p/kg

after an interval of up to 2 hr. The onset
of the reaction is marked by profuse watery
rhinorrhea and, often, by a vivid s:clet
flush of head, neck, upper chest, and ex.
tremities. At times, the initial reaction is
followed by nausea, vomiting, intestinal
cramps. and diarrhea. Bronchoconstriction.
wheezing (without impressive cough), and
cyanosis occur, as a rule, within a few minutes after the nasal symptoms.
Pretre2tment with corticosteroids did not
prevent aipirin-lnduced bronchial asthma, but
corticostero'ds administered after thie onset of
symptoms seemed to shorten the period of recovery: the evaluation of their effectiveness is
difficult, however, since they were used only in
patients who [ailed to wspond to nonsteroid
therapy. As a rule. epinephrine (aqueous. I:
1.000, 0.4 ml intramuscularly) and andnophylline are sufficient to control reactions. Aminophylline is the dtaeg of choice but must be
given by syringe (500 mg in 20 nil. injected
slowly), followed by intravenous infusion (500
mg in 250 ml 5% glucose. every 4 to 6 hr),
Neither epinephrine nor aminophylline had.
any apparent effect on the rhinorehea or on the
cutaneous flush. Most patients recover from
acute reaction within 2 hr. but a general feeling
of mal.ise and excessive bronchial sereton
might iperiist for weral days. We Induced
several elsaiades but did ot encounter shock
oir fat.1litims
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ITNroLZMNCZ TO ASPIRIN

5

a.

A

1

I

F~ruAa 1. 1. .Actylsalicylic acid. II. Sodium sabcylate. III. Indoethadn.
IV. Tartragne (hydrazine 7cItow Food. Dru& and Cosmetic yelkow no. 3).
V. Sulfanilic aid. VI. p-acetamldobenarnesulfonic add. VII. Mcfenamic acid.
Compounds I, IlL, and IV. induce recova in aspirin.senntive padens;
compounds II. V. and VI are inoocuous; compound VII is spected.

Regardless of history. each of the 182
aspirin-sensitive patients was given, in rotation, at least I of the following drugs:
[13 sodium salicylate, (2] salicylic add esters
qra lengthening side chain in the orthoposition, [] tdoline salicylate. (4) thioaspirin, and [5] N acetyl-p-aminophenol.
* Considering multiple tests, each drug was
taken by 40 aspirin-sensitive patients: No
untoward reactions occurred.
.I is certain *that intolerance to acetyliiclic add is not an intolerance to salicylates. Aspirin, however, is not the only
chemical that causes symptoms in the skin
and respiratory tract of aspirin.sensitive
patients. We have previously mentioned
thai tartrazine is poorly tolerated by a sig.
nificant number of patients who cannot
tolerate aspirin. Recently. we observed that

indomethacin--an indele derivative which
has no structural relationship to acetylsaficylic acid-induces severe "aspirin-like"
reactions in aspirin.sensitive patients. Since

then we leave. confirmed this existing
intolerance in' 18 holpitaliied patients
who developed inteise broncho-obstructive
syrfptoms after adlministration of small
flins of indonicthiacill. None of telise 1,m.

clients had previously takei itlotlcilliacin;

and there is no -reason to assume that they
had an opportunity to develop a preexisting immunological sensitivity to the drug

(19).

It should be noted that aspirin and indo.
methacin are effective minor analgesics, and
the structural relationship between hydrazine yellow and aminopyrine is evident
(Figure 1). In fact, it would not be surprising if hydrazine yellow-given in adequate
doses.-would turn out to provide effective
relief for peripheral pain. By the same
token, it is almost certain that the mode of
action of one of the recently synthesized
minor as.algesics, mefenamic acid (Figure
I). is so similar to the mode of action of
aspirin that it must be expected to produce
aspirin-like reactions in aspirin-ensitive
patients.
in=
No'MIMUN.LOCicAL IFACTON3s 1
PAmocaNisis or BnoxcmAL ASTHA

Several investigators have suggested that
bronchial asthma cannot be explained by
an inimtunological seqtwe..e alone but
might be associated with abnormal autonomic controls. Eppinger and Ite.s (20). Nakantniim (21). :Stad "ilfritems (22). for in.
have l~uwled hsmtithi.d asthma a
It;nte.
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"vagoonc disease." More recently, an In.
adequacy of the bewaadrenergic-4-roocho
dil
repors c the bronchial mtsous

The
r. analyst of

and bronchocoarictp

MW Awdap ha led us to codude that.
rhiniss and bronchial asmuna of aspisk.

sensitive petmerns are Initated by periph-

nor Pamypa.nomec reits o@
h"weii ippear to participate in the patho.
genesis of the bronchial asthma of aspirin.
sensitive patients.
Even extrinsk bronchial asthma. is a dio.
ease of multiple factors. The'search for
signlficant mediators of the immunological

sequence, for instance, has yielded signifi.

cant new information, but it is rarely certain which of the substances that have
been identified-for example, histamine or
the slow-reacting,substance of anaphylaxis
(SRS-A) (25)-accounts for the clinical
symptoms In the individual patienL Pa.
tents who suffer from aspirin-sensitive
bronchial asthma are more closely "intrinsic" (to use Rackemann's terminology (26))
than In anj other type of bronchial asthma
(27,'.28: More than 60/ of our patients
-i.sted :sensory stimuli, for example, expo.
sure. to draft, change in weather, contact
-'..with fumes and odors,. as piecipitating
.-factos.
4k T..'he clinical course of "extrInsic' brown.
"..b -asthma. reflects the patient's exposure
.:i inhalant allergens even though the se.,rvivty of the symptoms might vary from
patient to patient or within -the same pati.ent front season to season: The aspirin'sensitive patient, on the other hand. has
:N.ntrinsic" symptoms" that. occur "without
rhyme or reason" (to 'use an expression
that aspirin-sensitive patients seem to favor)
and that are not correlated with seasonal
:",or environmental expitre to allergens.
.1
lthe respiratory symptoms that precede
the development of intolerance to aspirin
in' aspirin.sensitive patients are not the
result offan immunoligicql sequece they
'Must he dtie to the actions of nonimntums.
ij"lcal' in'diator, ow chenmorereptors that
can cause' avouti.,, secret
( muUs.
, A'-:.."
..

eral.

d

t had' no been.

known to paricipate in the control of res-.
pramlL It Is likely that these tcepmo
are kinin receptors since kinins-for exam.
pie, the nonapeptide, bradyinin-have
been identified in recent years as mediators
of noxious stimuli In skin and respiratory
membranes (29-S1). Receptors that are
stimulated by kinins may initiate an axon

refle, that Is. wholly peripheral vascular
response. or transmit stimuli to thedorsal
root ganglion and beyond.

.Our observations suggest an unusual responsiveness of the chemoreceptors of the
nasal and bronchial mucous membranes of
aspIrin-s mitive patients. Unusual respond.
sivess alone, however, does not explain
the unusual effect of aspirin on the skin and
the respiratory tracts of these patients. Re.
cent studies have clearly established that
aspirin is an antagonist of bradykinin (32.
33). In aspirin-sensitive. patients, on the
other hand. it has a paradoxical effect that
we attribute to a preexistinginjury of the
chemoreceptors in skin, or mucous mesa.

branes or both (19): The antagonism ha

become an agonist and produces the stimuli
that it ordinarily prevents.
If our interpretation is correct. it may
become understandable why other analgesics which, like pyrazolones and indometh.
acin. act on the same receptors. induce com
parable reactions.
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Drugs containing tartrazine dye
Laure J. Smilt, M.D., and Raymond G. Slovin. M.D. NI. Iot.-
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DRUG COMPANIES WHOSE PRODUCTS DO NOT CONTAIN TARTRAZINE
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HiellA ia. 'liiaranvi
isgall

vi.l.iln CeI.rg ..srnt i
Ii.lw,
i

L.'Ieenrtorica

lite.
,

Stnr I'hartatsoulisaLi

Tt1.

(Alr!

Ioritc.4

#1. 19. lls,.rli.it Lalms.mI.ri0..- '

DRUG COMPANIES WHOSE PRODUCTS CONTAIN TARTRAZINE
* t.lshtlli-'l
VI
.~ai.'sant.rn.~,.I.t l'ihsslnts 1.14. I
* 'emt.*Ieis*taie
ii.., assj~
lhauaiil.*sa

95-16 0 -

7-- 35

..''t5

~em~

Vihliiltilatulet 2.30 rog

(
itel u' Vli ngl

V".l.lillin V OlI .Nu-itrus.lull
" tlll
Creiips0 ll .4
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Todrozine. dye

NUMBER
4,

ilOtl
kCryvlhrm.l i.ieill.
Hiarranrni' 11.1mg Taloh,0
Ihiwrt Fo°rov-5110( Flth

Ptiiilltli
,.;:. il
t Lila
iit', It' lil*, "l'iilal'i"
le,.4t

I

I-.Lor I'uivlt.r 1.1 ml',I tonal -I ol. ,1
XO•i-16llritl yrej U
ihhtl ilin. hlhh.
haIA
I
Oiget. 0.112 "ral,.. natl
I'nnwnrfn Tit.let,, 7.5 ing
)llrtitalku
Cuoisules 3011Intg

459

.ulatha-h;shiahtr.

T itr*-I;lJ)
411raa
. lo
sit I'.erl,'
li;ara~~
'11 . .l
t*j. a'.
' t.l.:lrll,,..
l6l0 *l ill
Nie.,l.d "

a
.

I',vdintuyein 400

Plarislyl 7050 flg ('ls.4ulh"
Ekslinil

iff.. IIho 14.Biolohllhlat

%4111611,,
'lit rli

|lavorell

Tri 25 nagFilnitab Tlait.4
Vi.Tstylit. with Fluoride Chewaeta~Tahelt
Aintfre-Grant, J aie.
Rtiocap

Tablets,

4 -as Cn.ulei
Nl. joro.is Tyntcapg
Nitriwa, Tahlst ,
Prefort :ijalihId
Zymagest Tablhls
.Ards I.Ahlarntories (Le.ai-lloia, Caupliay)
Lemon Tuia Alitnteid Tatlilkts
Armour Pharan
eutical Coniiaklty

Letter 0.0j, 0.2, 0.3 mg
Nicohid

iisolar

/

* Thyrolair 11j,2, 3
Arnar-Stone Lalboraturies, In,,.
lklbarh No. 2 Tablet,
Entesert No. 2 Ile'tal Suppository
)[a.scode Strong Tabhlet
ltaaecode Ti'hlet'h
Isoclor Expectorant Elixir
hoorlor Tiih~tt
Im-' "- Ti::etul.. i Catpsule h. hcl)
ij,
Tnhlatis 73, 130, 300 lllg

'AycrstLaboraitorie., Ili'
Atronih3-S Ceaisulese
Ileittail 500 Cnj'aules
- ...
nma! Fortified with iron anol Liver
* Cluah'ol Utepstiles

(luuvol Clow Talileta -ttdernl Talletl 10. 41. 9o iig
Kerodex (realn
Melnjil rhi. Cp.-eule.
)fyiaoh. l
.els..,
ioti
riM) 200 Tllets
Pik ght? Tahhetm

ri'll,i

I'tPemnlrl
Prelc

.

l1t Talallas .0.0.3lug, 1.13 Ig
Veietral (..u

db'eont imakl."

Mmia
l

PIa't'o.Niu'
.iJlih

0.3

tg

.alt-viliaa ixT bhleth
rThernlax Ttal-lieha
veleriaaeryi.hill,

Iil

Pet
Tlilltip.

Itioeraft La:loarttorit's, Inc.
t:iliernte )Ointmnt
llIfehrin*ii Tigellita. ..

.

Altal.tl Tlht
20 iug
Iult-ulex Talito 5 mg
lra-litalia Endrurct 75 nag
Phlrtalils Ttkietm 25 nig
ireon ielai:ratori,
Ic.
.ergo.
Talts .ii
Btristol J.Plaontoriia (11ristol-"Myeraa
panty)

Aothrex Caphsules
flrihtat-yelure a ts .psu
i
rlhstaiayiin Tablets
Iywwtue- Oral ut8ea'ption
Poly]illill a psul e.
I'rAsttttlliaCejiul'
alduterin Tablets
Syniillin, Traetors
TAgoptx Capsules'
l'ilil
Talaliau
Telr
tw amsuiles
Tetrelti11n
ahlta
IaI't.ltt
li ir(ll,
l,

r

-

,
.,

~'ersauaett Olsfaitel".
Iiurr(IJ-l' 1Altaaiuaapav
Avr-eial~l.aizaetaariee
Syrupit a
(rTI.L
.Tetr.x i

D

i.

h.

-

Cal-
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*s'ii,,.
ol-ol

811,r144-il Alir. ltloa No.. I 1119alNo. 2
,vt-ric i4 K'littir

Ceni'ttrtal 1'lo~rsaatl (sivltatoy~a.
*%tinaalina Gehat
AM:r (UireltilA)
ll-It

Waris.sil.Fa-itlrz Ttzlp'nlti Xiii. I an14dNo. 9
Stah.rnalili al
Ttrnn~.narll )4aagar.Uotatra Tgtl~'l-

'laafnofra I'lM.75, 140, 12.5,anot 150mg
llill:alValitsl PMrinli

N~ifrnl

lireitall

+Tafrnslil Niat , r-11 i:1tel TlU l, h.a
Tinsaiu.'t.al iasmajl'hls al~hnrhaial~
Tablel-i+
(Cir,.h. l'h.anraaaaulhi~.a.. Is111.
Clirriti -T Tii fle,

rh~~
Ts'bl|,'my

'ruil.'litt Castiga Hyritis
llrolpaiaiti. TalIta a
Culat l"utrltieaal Ludtssjliaali- I-a'.
lhatdg Iiliiliint
Ctli'arlc',, Tal-lth
KtIl-1.e I al-l,h'
Nittithlolux "ill.

Iei,t.
Talit
4
lli ilkiN
Mn
'-plida Tnlats
Taloetts
tlartaloiaaa't

Coojliar Ilatlaturis'., Iia'.
Atiwiloltr IDura.Titly.4

Il~C'ltiltk Tbh't

NIrih

earcitil

il

Mvitt o

Aadysio. DIIC
(.'tex "atlakt.a

I'lraet.
TnIln
014aiftatx
2%
TaaluletlaolaedRI A.
Tit
lalPlntt.
ihh
Ilsiill t
. l l Table~t;
h
Mifnphyl'r'ate-6
A
KyaazoliitiL , Flrnth Ttl hlet
Buzli- Itl

2

Dinihorl Tat
tixynpi TabltbdO

Jecnicositte Tahfr.tz
Itoxyclitl AS
Elixoallylllha K

.5 nTaletM
i5tia

Ergonasar Taletlst
Ferrunord Tablets

T risaulfazlna Tlbh'tt
(,'a:tylita. lndwastrle; Inc.

Ortlaa'lne
Cilti-tiiy Phlamaccuthcaals l)aiad1ion
]lhld-1ihi
"viAinturassSmi
i00 gIIII
F4.111all 1 111llvcgh
nI.
Aarailalinat'l'dlaps ti 1alnal 10t-

NzUillstilurn-Tilh.4
Persistita Tilaiet s
Vitron-C I'iu Ttvblet.4
])&-rnt-Art t l.Utorhrie'ti (atie Marlon)
t

l)izita P radlaa.ts Conillmny (set. Eli Lilly)
I)iOtr Luiloratoriari, l1a'.
lulaiei E yruja
l aritln Tit Tlu'lctsi
81o-Feelrin 30 Gyroceaps
Slu-rlrin 60 Gyroealwo,

)11ulxlhzn
Jittt7Ulialhti Film.Cazaka Tnll'ta

PlsI-T

•I)ilnalhol

1100

ltidl't

2fg
2.5 ad 5 aug

Wzihlrlx T:11i.ltt
1i) g
Itlrliel Td
a 31ya
1

14loa.reilrin A30 (lyruorn'p
ASO+.t*~iri
; !tirt,
p.%

n

lPa'rttaik l.shorlatnrh,, ite'.
vialliaxul.' aslt vialluxill.- Ile. [.otkilas
l)4r-,.-y l.0llura
nuri.h

aarhsit 'la tl,l,,l+ I nag
Ilutaalii Tulhhlh'Il it)na
.'aIat, . sIilaaal I .iiig~lwtsl III sag

J'tl ilaJlaIill Iltalaazt

t

.hltatl Fair

~ta
ValI

I'yril.,nai~aaahta'l.,l'alldl+ SI) uiag
Ilila ,in.,uig.'tlaa~
. a
lillllaiua.°r lhl, ' llI itii

~la's

.,

+l,,ri.aaI-si'
ala
Trhalllii. FXXi1-6,.-i6 ilt
Tii:siiihe NIsX- .tsrasiat will
Trinniii Ttl~it'ht
l
lajsaiaasiniv Tadla Its
('I55Iha11al
ls 11ataa'sahial
Nai telli'iaa I'iEliir
Naalnh i.trna tn F:Ml.httrtanta

I

f

Codi'ine
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Tortrozisti dye

Nni~higji.,' I.P'

hoholts~l;.s:,i,
m

(11111h.
"1"lt.i ' llt su.*1'2.1111
Il I l'l.rk F
%I-,,,
i
tMix

(1'. It. Mv.e

* Ih.lNsmrk Milk Shmke-1
Nlh . otll. Flawsr
it.ssmrk Qh'mlk 'ro.tsy I'slulitog Ili
vowillit "si lltutttt.ru lch lhlsy.tr
IN-linark quirk Ctaol:,.

('oulsslit,
unit
IlistIvrssd..llsh
Eltzvorj
)lnglrk Quic.k Dl)lilh tkilitll, .Nix

Tmijss.a Pa.tlmhlig .lix

Di);:ll*.P \'I.ilh FIhVOr
Ml-,rinlix Ito-,II ;k~g (111itlrn'

'.istes I-,ii Nog Flavor
• *"
141]'tIlith Nitroge. Did'
.
.6io.o-l.iI Iist, Ornte, IA'mSumi,
'1l)
lrti,l-

l.,io-ssIm. o') 'sI|.rSml
l'.:..,Iror~l (i'.loh.
Tsh.l.
I:lhll

lahxs"tilt.e

I

i.I

I

.

43?61solji 2 simm.!
i foug
Syllhtlse t (1.1 111slI1.:; .
,i

t:YI.r )s'oag.'yt:sst ('sIl 'lIIs.l
oltly) I
Orny. lan.:w-11ii.d VU111,..lly

(shl lt

G. It. Il'r,.p lI'sall-iol
(iusrliui (hliv' .n'l Crjsorr i ,
jsllh,.jlnill TnhS1.1'mli'
0.2 gill grVs. Isls')

lucl:hl

0.5 get orange,

INh.hit ]ls.irmveuhta, In,.
IDoxi,:,t, ('nItsies.; 60 anrs240 lug
[olla|l|-X;11ttos Ce.s|jse.y, an,-.
-"
xyltmristv Nolutios
I koy. Ialishratorhs
ltirigard .[out lIlr.,
l.itritih' I)rups
I.ttril' 'Ihlss iJAmoi itminl.inio -'l:av'ers,
t'less-lr Ritom- Siupipi-ruaitt Mutie Fii'eur
'l'lr--'Ilur (hel-)roos
"
IC. l'lnitll:a1.h'l.v , 1.,'.

1',
H.o-Iistimi
lMqui1 (Greu .lisll)
]':nmh,f.itl, rw ria.'s , lie.
Arojn Capsult1e 25,000 tal 50.ii4(I
Cryiethllii,. Couilimi

I*

]sye. (hilr.i'as Aspi rins

tlso, bl,'.)
All (:hlorust-,tic Prods.ths
Iuroxoi.. "ilt iOts
10) tug
jre,.en Iuill

~

. I,'.

Julh r |,tliirshorio,. II.
Clysirel l'hnelhnh to.:
UIsal.hrook i.5.14sratol,1rh..

'

Lime Flimr
Eakin,. Iabo~rninrii,.4 (Mort
rhn-N ormh.h

I'ms"i

g .s..

issllim,.r'

V'alilhn, kiniml.

js'ssitsn.

Isli,.ark Q .ik

'ssIm..'si
g*g ,

461

l'hiblits 7.5 ang

limossei-yrul
- [-tmn.('.m,,i l, Tnl,!,.it
-i '-pi .'N: ;,a~rri,.e v u

(1cslorplsvsiirnstsim-s

malvtI.

rol..A.vid

P'r,.,ilislut-ll '1'a h.,s

T.I). ('old C.sui'-s
]ugrant I'hrnsto.utivnl Compaieny

.)It Wpin PiU Tieh|,'ts

Percodsn Tadlet.

. Tiix Porte C:ap.ilshs

P ers-.Ais. Tathtx
No-.ais., Tahlet.s 3 ing

*N',hium Warfarri Tnb.t,
#yntn.. trI Csspsul. s

Ivis i.alier;tuoi, .l'
(ytostmimul
'l'.hIlI Jin ug
Isor'lil .N'Ilitszs T.l
'u ,! 2.5 Isg

7.5 Ing

Isnrdlil Ttl'hil.4 l'.0l. 4 .110Ing
.iotanset & .&hloitstit
ClIte'-(. lral
'it:ainu
'
4.'e:alols."i';thtl-l.
.n msel .inmis f*'lsvs r
Itiri.
1rsil
Ir
a rt;vIi tisl Ii-1m.
Ntutar l.lmortori'

Va.Ipin Flixir

Wlsin Pit TsJhI.
o"s'4'rl i l
Ormosst)

"Co u i

t:e,'ml

(.nrj,€rntiii

.11111 to fli im

t.

(se

l .. m.el o"

1
itill lit toplt tmark
ir t r knssjhty
la'-ti4 is ye'aly foss'ros''or iirks'?.

. Ir
No.
+ .z.."lItw
j'usii

to la'sii i mio,

.*

e
..

ysis

,x . iino

hs.i.
. 'dsm'
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Il.vlerhiet.. 510Dg
Key. u e, ,I~cnls. Ife.
14.nl l i 'i',.
le I'' ee.. I s,\
Knll I'h;aravetl'c.vtdlac jioei

0, ,,gfid .100
t,,hil.kiate 'rht.-,
l'.qiiee! (iii1eile..
I'-mi.'in
('istlo-,.
.11-1:
l'eueilniec 17111

Ifuli,;, Volgh Hll)

Tlueolirn Telilet.
TI'eki. TnelIe1,i
Vita Metf.jiir l Ti.hIe'
l.nkvhh, alornlurt-4

14fresJ9,itop4

f4trev-Ih

ills

TIri IIeeei', I101)
'Tnilisle itase Simspens.ion

Calitil with 1i1-11.1.,d,11 ihIlluh
catill witl, hlllrlt
!rll.
cillitl
l'I°u'l ee

Vellrielscc ()reid *'LitIhct.

ciccl il %%ith I'lopnaelcrlcitiot 'ritlltv
Calctil Taletht
Ilcetiheitlts',11 I.'ihn.('rntlid
tndTSigar

F.II l.111Y g1111C111itlV
collpan~y)

( ri'4tn

Product,

Anisi.Ihylline aiis, Anevtal l'uivules
Am.no,.u;licylvll

Coated1
I teeni

Ase.ihtelitii
gr

j' n'lc.ts

Ircocs TRIdetis~
etieh)'drh Taihts 2 iiil f' Sig
?M!tu1te,si, T0,aIhts ' flg
Nurprntulun 25'"nd .51)flog
Pijitai lTilets
lDiileiL Cotpjeany, Inc.
A.(.!. Corn inuel Titlit, gre-en

rlt
10ot) Ing pink
.\t1,.volrun Ttlt
2 mug pink
.S.A. 5 util 10 gr
\venty1 1IIuloVulutih
10 ni

* h1ionolIr it'iel "lil ih
I'llrim
nig

mg/.

1,,
t

25 mg

J1ilncn Pulvules 15 nil 300 Ing
C'sestrt T:eil t N.F'. 5 gr rhoroltte-eolored
Clpeti.: lydruhelorileln Holution 0.5%
(e-,.o. lin)in
Co;Itnritie l'ulvtilpm 25

nig
l)inu..lhydrinatc Tahlele 50 aig
*)frie''ii
xpeci',iriint

lPhe0111fromlTalsh-hs 4

-

lll~t~llloom-nl
nanl
rometin. cir

Ceetolhm Coneentrate yellow
P)extro.Ampheticino Sulftte . Tubletu 5

I nucel~'.

nnd 15

I h viiti
Taict umeinc'I
ruiroie
I 'otie isil hi
aihl C Pu'vi les
Itc*Ihdit I ie,I,,iiii1 T'iclvu.e.

25 nig

Million Titihlcts :15 Ing
I'e'ntrvlc.
withs lIcw.uereurblitil 'rthh~ct

500 nig

ialeIt. 7 ,

A rI11t0

A.p.e'oniji Tublcl.

Aqutx Tablets 4 Ing
Btitkncehol Chloride Tbtlt.

A041 Tl'pi

Chlorildu

olegtigl Liiuid

(Nsiliren l'ulvul0es
.Nu.

o

co.P' rouil P',lvule.4

cryuitieigii 'rnhh.oct
Itrvoln..

.15
mrig yellow

Ivilt ,\.R..

hIarvon-N%" Tu~il~llII)'1

r

rlnrbl Tadblets grein 11jgr it1,.! 15

IkcrvwcN T10610 100 nig
)iethylhstillo.4trul "rnblets 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
1.0, 3, awl 25 ing

&sditnitl Illulstlrltiltl Tilslhl
%'cllnine 'l':eeht . .I tug
I .e'el.rhe.
ve.ll I.:el
. ill ,er1"\ iieel.. il

301 mgl

ligigh:4;4 TaAt moga:tr.conted green
Islv'howr ':oIi
500 :cg yellow
U':joh',hi.,' ,.1,I Aittla'hilolesh.'
F:ljt:c.e I *ih'irh..c
V'rre Il,.clie 'l':e,hel erhm'cl:,te-cov.rd

cAebereeeeevn lo' S ru 1 .
A.ri-li esell I 'Ialthal.e 2. I, 14111I4 111g,
Acceceereya-i u 11V1 50) mig
IF~Ill
.eleleyeio
illsills'll-s
Ill'.11 a. 75.
31M eug
4.kII
.. I))50.111-i
0,I:l/

~l

c1hti.
*r:e hleIs 5 gr red, gre.n,

t'rrreitii

TAI.Ih, I mg p .lo
II.,gi..e, iii 'l'al~c!
11hh1,1.

li61.- 4,110l6:1.' I'lIvle.
h'lt
I'ilil.-1,e I I'
'40i 11. ';le~'. I
j-',lyre, I ncl .ciee
Oh. .I l I *i.

Il i.h,,I.
I1fi
,is I)' .g-4

1ie're:ll 1' I '1l t1194
ilh'vrilh Tulll,'l s
II}yllnmo\ Is' °lohht.

Ili i;,ll

A.*.# .4.A. 0e.of

Il
sine

Flleh,'rino

mlilt 1'cvules
lydrochlorilde

NO..I tenet Nil. 2 'Icavil.-c1
II lielyl !'iillstts's 2..) andc,50 Ing
l11h's.40 l

N.P. I541 lg

114Y40116,
I'lllvulh'

T'101u.I,,.
I
., ,121 In g &ill
12.5

ad 2,511 Ing1
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Tontozine dyo

Ilusup T.tblt N..

51ltig
I.Sedrinl 1'llnil 1F-lt1um
l{omla:x for l's-slitrh" I li.
1011lot--,
Kvdv.x lalvul,.s 23511ig
Lextrot aul I . xtrfio l'rr,..
IPth'uh.l
Mli-Clshri. Tdalata yellow
Mli.Celori. T Tihlait or..age
Multicbrin TaIlliuvt
Z o'ncelrin Chewable Tablt yellow
Notacelarin with Fluoride, ('ihw alaI
Tablet araig
Nuvrttul witlh A."A. l'ulvul-,4
lvrad 1'lvuleh 50 anl 100 aug
Ox le Extratct 5 gr
Pancreat*In, triple strength a gr
vert Pho~jphlnte and Anlyi '.'ablot
green
Potissluu Chloride Tdulet 300 mug alnd I
Potasilu Iodide 300 mg
Prunlcodeizle
.Quinine Sulfate Tablet 5 gr chocola -tu
colored
Reticulex Pilvuhs
lainitia, Tablet full-strwagth .loolato.
colored
Bandril Tablet 0.2, nag green
8evonaaal Soliuna 100 nag
lecold Sodium P'ukulu, 30, 00, and 100
Sedutuslu
Salium (.hlori,. Tablut 151/1 Ir
go-lih.a ilh' 'ylat,:Thllete 5 nad 10 igr
Tfas.Tapaa

(

•*Tl,.ruaa! Tr .ats 311,Cao,120. tiaaal200 pr
rhi...,m :atmalTria..,,oaa 't l'Nahrules
.ulua l'ulv...4 510,100, aaaI 20 Inag
T'hu.aril Tuhlt grea
Ultrala Iulval.a :I00 Ig
Ultrau. Tablet 200 nig lig at gra
V.Cilliu K Pediatric for Oral 6olutiou 250
Ing
Whit Pine nacl 4\aaiaaoaiulaa Chrlde Com.
,laiue l'aa. C:oll, aiaal.yral,
White Pin. (omlmutill SyroIe real

nala.

lhlallinkroult
lo. ll ,, l'hauaart.aaialt )'rdtl.a 'a l)i
finai
JaRrhidoaaa Elixir
larlidnnit ,N. 2 Tnhlohi
Covanaiae Tllm.tu.
CovrAtg,si. Liquil naal Tu
)aiie KI Tiadulalt
t

"Company pli s to diseoartiuua

K I ..% 'I'lhlIs
l.111lh,1 El'I; 'li.ir*
l.11 sllilo I:I;
tlh.l
T"4
l'.valaa
Iaiaa,,. 2..,l.il,,ud
Wll ltpa VIC

ror

Oral Hialutleau 2051 a /g

till
(iIh11. (;aSUlf-.. 250 a81 ilO) ajig
Ryaa'IIa'III."aaIa tia ;xpe.oraant Thal.tau
ltyllatu, Peoliutric Stilpt.aslo.a
Vrtavis 'Jadhlct
Marcou loimmitaorict, Inc.
OsAonDle.tPlu Oral
Marloa
tlaoratorleu, Inc. (Drmt.Arte Lab.
oratory)
Os.Cal l'orta Tadbat
O.Cal (iesic Tablets
Od.Cul Tableths
Os-Peo Vint Toblet.,
Ptotta Tablots
Triton Tal ls I nnd 2.5 iag

McKesson l,,alaoratorieb
Axon Cold Tallets
FIlly Riun
IeUMs.Myein Tahleta
Lady Exthor Dry Skin Cream

Oral BMouthwash yellow alad red
Predalisoloue Tablets
MlaNail Laborjitorles, Inc.
'Rutiloe Elixir
ilutimli Capsules 30 and 50 mg
Blutigti. Tnlhletsa
ilut,,arf'iale Tith,.:l, 125Jr.otalbs
latistill S,,ilium aTnlhl.ta ':,I -ufa150 a g
llutiidl. Tthlts 2.3:.lift 5
t
("Iilauill) T:alll.t
Clisthi M':litw,.lori,
.syrtil.
Clistin Tailah.4 I., oa
Co.TylIol ('olli Y.-iaula Tuhl.tu
lMaldol 1,l.0 I unl 5 1aa"
Xaat isal 1'ollha'
lnfa'aal'nrt, ,
1%h.1,ls
Reewrioa i-le Tnlshh. 2.'5
Cylhan.a 25 anl 'IIII,,

ar.g'na 2-1 tilao
lPerl,lau. I'*ala t' Vl.,uil..e

hliaa
(Junilaroa (:.i, uh.,a"
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N= Santer, 1I.D.

VISITOR:

FDA:

Personnel:
Mr. II. R. Gittes
Hr. R. J. Ronk
Mr. C. L.. lcCotfin

==lI~T:

IWDC Yellm., lVo. 5

Professor of Kicne
Grant liospital of Chicalo
Chicago, llinoia
HIFF-152
RFF-330
1117-334

Proposal for epidemiological survey

0

(J

, 03

Dr. Samter tated tat
he lad reviewed an F,-1 for conducting an epd(=iological survey of FM&C Yellow lo. 5. Ue considers the proposal as being
utiiorl-ablc since it will probably not provide good date concerning the
true incidence of individueals sensitive to M"&C Yellow lio. 5.
I

S

He had foubd th at those individuals sensitive to aspirin or FD&C YeLicrw
No. 5 had a predisposition. The problem of aspirin sensitivity appears
to be related to an alteration of collagen. He noted that from 5 co 30Z
of aspirin sensitive individtu2ls are also sentitive to MLC Yellow No. 5.
flloever, he rantioned tlht those individuals who are sensitive to asp.riu
are also ser.itive to a large ntnbar of related analgesics. lie believes
that it vould be profitable to Investigate the causes of se-usitivity to
IM36C Yellow io. 5 rather than conducting a survey among physician'a patients
le mentioned his findings that the
to determine who has a reaction to it.
form In u-ch DW Ye:lov No. 5 is taken has a definite effect upon whether
a reaction occurs. lIo found that Its presence In food does not appear to be
ie speculated
as likely to provoke a reaction as when It Is used in drugs.
that one reason may he that the individual taking drugs nay have a disease
condition which predisposes his being sensitive. H mentioned asthma as be-int;
one instance where drugs with FD&C Ye.llow: No. .5 should not be prescribed.
Ile said that, of 8 nillon asthmatico in the country, up to 400,000 could
be aspirin sensitives.
As relates to the use of the color in food, he felt that the low potential
for a reaction could vake avoidance of such foods by iapir-In sensitives an
unnecessary reasure.
I'r. 1,on1: supplied 115n %.-thcopies cf the SCOCS reports on Gto Arabic,
Gt= Tragacauth, and Gum Steiculia. Fie nsled for ,is opinion on the
Dr.
approach dice~rsed in the preartie to the relation for these gmu.
Stuter stated that drurs should be givon the first consideration since these
are the uses ?here reactions are r.st likely to occur. Its an exnple, he
mentioned that FDC Yellov: No. 5 should be removed from use in drugs for
nosth tico and those suffering fre. hives.
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June 12, 1975
VISITORS:

Dr. lax Samter

Grant Eopital of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

FDA Personnel:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
lr.

-

A.
C.
D.
F.
R.

C. Kolbye
J. Kokoski
L. Archer
Cordla
J. Ronk

-

"

tr. J. J. McAuliffe

"

-.

P-334

Mr. G. L. McCowin
SU3.TECT:

.'

UFF-100
1rF-152
HFF-124
EFF-103
117-330
REF-334

E.lh.C
allovfo.5, Tartrazine
Hyper3ensitivity

£.-

Dr. Santer discussed briefly the occurrence of allergic responses. Hie
noted that many such responses can be due more to suggestion than actual
physiological reasons. le mentioned that there are very few instances of
true allergic reaction to food. Although such responses may occur in the
infant, allergic reactions to food often disappear by the age of two. lie
added that occasionally some people do continue to be allergic to certain
foods. He discussed in detail the various causes for allergic responses
noting:
1. A person rliibe allergic to a substance but never show synptoa.m
A3 an e:.auple, nnproxinatel7 20 percent of the people are atopic
and illzuric to ra
flo::a',r, only 15 million people show
I'low.rd.

syz,)toias of r.T..,e'

-Aller-y

%i:%r,.-.aa

are positive on shIn tasting.

n.pro: i ately 60 million

2.

A person allergic to one substance may not necessarily be
allergic to other substa nces normally considered to be allergen*.

3.

Tnirn are other substancPs i,hilch will break-up the heparinhistamine conplax in the n:m3t cell and release the histamine
into the system.

lie discussed with Dr. Archer the relevance of cytotoxicity testing for
sensitivity. His opinion wns that such testing was not suitable for
dia nosing a reaction as allergic.
"
In discussing Dr. Felngold's findings, he noted that there were Inmdequate
controls for the study. T.e further coumented that many such children show
improvement largely because of the increased attention siven them.
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lie noted that there vera
1.

,2.

three types of sensitivity respajses:"

Allergic responses (xrumnolo&.icl)
a.

Immoral

b.

IgE-ant.igen-antibody frytion and release of bistafine.
.
This leads to an :mmodite. reaction. .,.

c.

Cellular sensitivity. This is a delayd_type of reaction
of lipoproteis rather than a direct action of the cells
vith the antigen; i.e. poison ivy.

1on-Imamnooacal responses

a.

Uast call degramulation, releasing histmnine by a
replacing action.

b.

Enzyme activation where histamine is released.

lie mentioned that there was no problem with showing the occurrence of
an allergic response. This camn be tested through the Raueh skin test

for detecting antigens.
3.

"Bypass" reactions
These are non-allergic responses where ISE compliments are

*formed.

These compliments may have the effect of causing

a lysis of the cells.

Since our last meeting, Dr. Samter said they have boon requesting that
people be refrred to them who were considered to be allergic to food.
They have found that out of 35 patients referred to them, only 3 could
be shown to be actually sensitive to food. He mentioned that, accordingly,
any investigation of sensitivity to food additives =at include a food
additive clearance and consultation center. Such a center would gather
the data necessary for subrtantiating claims of sensitivity to food
additives. Thie observations from the various subjects could be evaluated
by computers. After collation and evaluation of the data, it would be
necessary to verify the type of reaction involved. This %tld requi: o
Identification of whether they are allergic or non-allergic responses.
Dr. Samter stated that tartrazine sensitivity appeared to be the result of
a disease condition which leads to an intoleratiou to the color. 'Je noted
that aspirin seosltivity in the respiratory tract iLsdue to an antigenantibody formation. He added that it appeared that the urticaria and
angioedem caused by aspirin appeared to be an antigen-antibody reaction.
Be noted as evidence of this that an individual who has a respiratory
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effect to aspirin will not necessarily be sensitive to salicylate ihile
one who han a skin reaction to aspirin very likely ,jill also be sensitive
to salicylate. He noted that many people do not become sensitive to aspirin
until they have suffered an attack of asthma. The asthma my lead to a
connective tissue (collagen) disease and the formation of polyps. They
have formed the following theory:

L. Astha is a disease of the "air conditioning" system of the
body, e.g., cold air =ust be warmed, moisture added, and intake
slowed down before the air can be breathed into the alveoLia.
In asthmatics, there is a difficulty in reversing this system,
e.g., the bronchial syaten will not dilUate once it has become
constricted.
2.

The aspirin sensitivity is a response to receptor site in the
nose. These receptor sites are probably kinase receptors. When
there is pain or other impulse at the nose this results in the
release of kinase which causes the typical asth-itic action of
the "air-conditioner."

3. Aspirin is a peripheral pain releiver and an antagonist to the
effects of kinase. If the receptor sites are damged, the aspirin
will cause the opposite effect and will lead to constriction of
the bronchial tubes. This also occurs %4th other peripheral
pain relievers.
He noted that tartraziue would appear to be a superior pain reliever.
Rtementioned that metabolism of the tartrazine results in release of
the pyrazol fraction.
He added that apparently the sensitivity response to tortrnzine depends
largely upon the form of the food containing the tartrazine. The possibility for a r"action a?.ears to dapewd upon the litellhood of the tartrazine
reaching the rtcptor nita. They ordinarily d. n't ree people reacting to
tartrazine when it is with food as a color additive. U also rinntion.d
that they had never seen any tartrazine sensitive individual who were
not also sensitive to aspirin. He noted that tartrazine appears to have
relatively mild effects. Only around 20Z of aspirin-sensitive individuals
get reactions with tartrazine.
lie neat discussed the relationship of tartrazine to bleeding tim e. He
mentioned that snll amounts of aspirin will interfere vith platelet
aggregation resulting. in a legtheiing of Sleeding time. Tartrazine
vii1 alro lead to increased blaedig times in sensitive individtuAs,
but much larger amounts of tartrazine are required. This phenomena seepla
to support the theory th3t aspirin and tartra:zine sensitivity are. related
to collagen diseases of the connective tissue. He noted that effects are
not always observed in tho tartrazine sensitive individual upon exposure
to tartrazine.

95-866 0 - 77 - $8
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The above cor-.jients on tartrazine were limited to re, -rntory problems.
j'e added that tnrtrazine could also have a true allergic response In
causing dermal effects In some few IndivIduals, as is the cae.with most
substances.
Dr. Kolbye surged up the meeting by mentioning the several questions that
he believes face the Agency:
1.

Do food allergies relate to hyperkinesis?

2.

Axe there any other food problems that relate to hyperkinesls,
e.g., lead and learning disorders?

3.

Are food additives related to any other allergic responses,
e.g., tartraz1ne?

Gerad L. HcCoalu
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'PROPOSEDmULES
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Food and Or AdesotrnWAto
[21 CFR Parts 145, .0, 172, 190, 1".
$10,430, 510 Ug, and 700]
SACCHARIN
ANDITS SALTS
Proposed Rule Mald&g
AGENCY: Food and Drug Admnktrtion
ACTION: Proposed rule.
_tfdMAlY:The Commissioner of Food
"b.DrUs is proposing to revoke the
interim food additive regulation under
which saccharin and Its salts (sccharin)
are currently permitted as Ingredients in
prepackaged foods, such as soft drinks,
and as tabletop nonnutritive sweeteners.
The Commisioner is also inviting coinments on a proposal to accept and
pfOtVy review new drug applications
for the marketing of saccharin as a
single-ingredient drug, available without
a physician's prescription. If approvable
under the requirements of section 505
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cometic
Act (21 U.5.C. 35), such products would
be required to bear a conspicuous warnng- about the risk of cancer. The Commissioner is also proposing to prohlb!t the
use of saccharin In cosmetics that are
likely to be ingested, to amend the standards of identity that provide for the use
of saccharin and to prohibit the use of
saccharin in animal drugs and animal
feed.
The Commissioner's determination
that saccharin must be banned as a food
additive is based on a series of Scientific
studies conducted in accordance with
currently accepted methods for determing whether compounds can cause
cancer. The most recent of these studies,
conducted by Canadian 'scientists under
the auspices of the Canadian Government. confirms what earlier American
studies have suggested: that saccharin
poses a significant risk of cancer for
humans. Under these circumstances, conscientious concern for the public health
requires that FDA prohibit the continued
general
use of saccharin in foods.
. This conclusion
is also dictated by the
so-called Delaney clause of the Federal
Food. Drug, and Cosmetlc Act (21 U.S.C.
348(c) (3) ), which prohibits the use in
food of any food additive which has been
shown, by ingestion or other appropriate
tests, to cause cancer In laboratory
animals.
The Delaney clause does not apply to
human drugs, however, and It therefore
does not prohibit the approval of a drug
that has been shown to ca
cancer
in laboratory animals it the drug provides medical benefits that outweight the
potential risk. For many individuals, including diabetics who must limit their
intake of sugar and other carbohydrates,
the availability of a nonnutritive sweetener, may serve a legitimate medical
need. The Commissioner is therefore proposing to permit the submission of new
drug applications for the marketing of
saccharin as a single-ingredient OTC

drug, which sprllcatlons must be acorm- the traement of Intestinal Infectional,
peied by legally sufficient evidence of chronic gastritis, cystit. and numerous
the effectiveness of saccharin for Its other diseases proved rmsuocwfuL By
labeled indications.
1907,however, canners of fruite and
DATES: Comments on this proposal may vegetable in the United States had dean interest in
using saccharin to
be submitted by June 14. 1M7.Published vaioped
their products. In i$;2, a Board
elsewhere In this Issue of the FznAL sweten
Scientific Advisors to the Secretary of
ltesau Is a notice of an Informal hear- of
Agriculture,
appointed
by President
ins before the Commissioner to be held Theodore Roosevelt, concluded
that 0.3
on May 18 and It. 1977 to hear oral
gram/day osaccharin was safe and that
comments on this proposal.
higher levels of intake, especially above
ADDRESS: Written comments should be I gram/day, caused disturbances of
sent (preferably in quadruplicate) to the digestion.
Hearing Clerk (HFC-20), Food and Drug
In numerous toxicological studies in
Administration, Rm. 445, 5600 Fishlr- experimental animals during the period
Lane, Rckville. Md. 20857.
1920 to 1950. no findings were reported
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON- that raised serious questions about the
safety of saccharin as then used. In
TACT:
Europe, during World Wars I and II, the
GENERAL: Ronald J. Wylie, Compli- consumption of Saccharin greatly inance Regulations Policy Staff (HIC- creased, with no apparent adverse effects
10), Food and Drug Administration, among consumers, though no adequate
Department of Health, Education, and epidemiologic studies were conducted at
welfare. 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, that time,
Md. 20857, 201-443440.
Saecharin use today Is widespread. ApFOODS: John J. McAuliffe, Bureau of proximately 6 to 7.6 million pounds of
Foods (HIP-354), Food and Drug Ad- saccharin were used In the United State
ministration, Department of Health. in 1970.It is used In food and beverses
Education. and Welfare, 200C St. SW., cosmetics, drugs, animal feed, and indusWashington, DC 20204, 202-472-6690. trial processes. Food and beverage uses
by fjr the most extensive, counting
HUMAN DRUGS: Paul elhnel,Bureau are
of Drugs (HPD-30). Food and Drug for over 70 percent of the saccharin
Administration, Department of Health, ued.
The soft drink Industry accounts for
Education, and Welfare, 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockille, Md. 20657,301-443- about 74 percent of the saccharin consumed in food and beverages In the
3640.
United states, Other dietary uses, which
COSMMTICS: Heinz Elermann. Bu- account for 14 percent of the saccharin
reau of Foods (IFF-440). Food and consumed, includepowdered Juices and
Drug Administration. Department of drinks, other beverages, sauces and dressHealth, education, and Welfare, 200C ings, canned fruits, dessert topping,
St. SW., Washington, D.C. 20204,202- cookies, gums, Jams, candies, ie cream.
245-630.
and puddings. About 12 percent of the
consumed is as a sweetener
VETERINARY DRUGS:
Edward saccti-r
Ballitch, Bureau of Veterinary Medi- in place of nutritive sweeteners (esg.,
cine (HFV-231), Food and Drug Ad- sugar) in coffee and tea and on cereal.
Although saccharin's predominant use
ministration. Department of Health,
Education. and Welfare, 5600Fishers is in foods, It is also used In drugs-both
Lane, Rockville. Md. 20857. 301-443- prescription and OTC--epecaIlly those
intended for pediatric use and for use by
3336.
diabetics. Saccharin is also found in A
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
variety of cosmetics, including lipsticks,
I. SACCHARIN
ASA FOOD N0RsDIgENTdentifrices, mouthwashes, aftershave lotions, moisturizing skin preparations.
A. HISTORYOr THg U5 ANDSAPSTYPV hair tonics, skin cleansers, bubble baths.
SACCUTZIF
colognes, face powders. and douches.
Saccharin is a nonnutritive, artificial Saccharin is also used to a limited exsweetener that is approximately 350 tent in animal feed and animal drugs.
times sweeter than sugar. Following the
One of the first chronic toxicity studies
discovery of saccharin in 1879,commer- of Saccharin was reported by Fitzhugh
clal Interest was initially shown It 4te et al. in 1951 (discussed below). The
possible usefulness as an antiseptic or as findings of that study were inconclusive
a preservative to inhibit fermentadon In and there continued to be debate among
foods, but from the beginning, qt.,stons scientists about the safety of saccharin.
sboot Its safety existed. In 1886.workers Accordingly, in 1955 the Committee on
in Europe noted no effects In human sub- Food Protection of the National Academy
Jects who had been given single doses of of Sciences reviewed the literature bearsaccharin up to 5 grams. In 1888, a ing on the safety of saccharin and conFrench scientist reported no harmful ef- cluded that the "maximum probable
fects in diabetics who ingested 5 grams tolerance level for saccharin in the huper day for 5 months. During the suc- man diet is at least as great as 1.0 gram
ceeding decade, several reports both en- per day." The National Academy of
doring and criticizing the use of Sciences (NAB) committee further consaccharin in diabetics noted evidence in cluded that the substitution of saccharin
some patients of lose of appetite, nausea, for the average daily consumption of
and pressure in the stomach. In the sugar in the United States would amount
meantime, attempts to use saccharin In to about 0.3 gram of saccharin, and that
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(5) Nooneat te time ma tal how much
the srotm a In chimney swee Is usually
or how little of a caecnogen would be recited as marking the beginning AI statie
to produce caner In any human
In envircamontal eareinoga l (Ref. quired
bens.
or bow longto would lke the emc*r
1). It wa not until the late lth century, to develop.
howtve, that the amsocation between
(5) Th effect ofceetaschemicalcarcinoexposure to aronltio &mine. and the Be manbe markedlyIneased by other
production of bladder cacer among caapounde with Uttie or no car Lngents
workers In the German dye industry was power.
(7) The accumulated evidence suggests the
established, and only In the early pet
of the caneoroun response once
of %his century that the production of Irreverslbillty
has bean Inltl4ted and further esugeat a
kin ca cer by X-radlatiOn and radium It
cumulative aftct.
became evident.
(5) The mcwt potent careeno.is, by their
Modem research on chemical carol- very aicenth, ae almost eue o be dsovnogeneals dates from the clusic studies ered clnOly. It fa assuredly the 3mespotent
that Iec
moatImportant Inhuof Yaniagiwa and Itchiklwa (Ref. 2). cafClnogee
ancer and provide the ral problemfor
They eucessfully induced cancer by man
of experimecA Major obJectiwo
applying coal tar to the ears of rabbits evaluation.
tWlmelnognals , therefore, the blosaty
and thereby produced the first experi- for the promeweof weak c .tnogecs.
mental animal analogy of a type of
(o) hemicel on ation alone cannot
chemically Induced human cancer. The be VOe 40 predict tse ability of a new cocawork of then Japanese Investigators An pound to produceancer.
(10) PONmOlon(by A substanoe) of a bl.
1311waa quickly followed by diminag In0105106leffect, known to be aselte with
vestigations InI Many laboratories an
type of cancer production. may
culminated In the lactation from coal abepcticuier
of Importance in easing potential cartar of the carcinogeni polycycli hydro- cine"
alolty. I.mplces me: eatregeno Citlcarbon bensofalpyratee by Kennaway
7, 5oUCrogtniActivity,production of liver
and Cook (Re. 3). But it was only in cirrhiss.
1038 that Huepe expernmetany proTh special attention given to the preduced bladder caner In dole by admin- vlaotin
cancer Inreflected in the Food
Itration of p-naphthylsmine (Ref. 4). Additiveeof Amendment
of 108 and Color
The known causes of human c er AddiiO AmenmnMOt Of IN0. Zn Prininclude phyaicel, chemical, and bl- cIple, both las recogni1e that all subclogiAl agents. Aoordtng to Boyland stances have a potential for herm and
(Ref. 5):
that, converely, there are conditions
21eMscble estimates are that not more under which most substances may be
than $%cc human cancer Is due to vsuse used Saely. However, beth lawe oso provide that under no ocuditions are cancanowin maIs therefore de to chem bels,cer-produ
snubestaee to be omdhtwe do net knew how much to uet
ered eafe. This Congreseional expression
Of concern about cancer-producing
gnut indleats the need to know about
(WHO.13w) has Concludedtst at leat
half of all ancee in man is due to 9-viran- the cancer-productng potential of food
Menta f"actr
is should therefore be addmvs.
pos bibleto prevent a peat deal of human
To
TRaTsTO iXNIicYRUSS8
macsr by ending and removtn chemical VU OPANIMAL
HUMAM
X.ALT
ereinegen from the environment.
Testing for acute txic effects in an.
In 10, Dr. 0. B. Mlder prepared for
a committee of the United Statee Imala has long been and rlaemaie today
Congress a summary of the current state the primary bale for evaluating the
of sclentifc knowledge about the causes safety of food for humans. Now, howof cancer (Ref. 6). Despite major sub- ever. scientists also test substances in
sequent advances in our understanding animals to seem their long-term, or
of the role of mlcroeomal ensyme chronic effects, Including their potential
metabolism In the action of carcinogens. to cause cancer.
The firt chronic tnimal studies were
In molecular biology. In virolo. In our
knowledge of the Immunolgical aspects conducted In the late 13th century, after
of cancer, and in the development of in it wa found that certain diseases wer
amociated
with lack of certain essential
vitro models for carcinogfenesl, the
summary of the causes of cancer pre- dietary constituents. For example, vits.
pared by Dr. Mider more than a decade min C deficiency, which leads to scurvy
and niscln deficiency, which causes pei.
sgo Is still essentially correct:
legr, were extensiy studied In an(1) Although canoer-oso be caused by
after scientists diecoverd that
extraneous agents. aot ail membersof the imals
diseases could be mimicked in
exposed population will develop Cancer. these
Thoe who ar most auscpbl
can be animals. After It became apparent that
laboratory
animals were useful in studyIdentified only by experlonce.
(.) gIwen
a powerfu carcinogen requires Ing nutritional diseases. scientists
weeksor months to el1cftcaner In mice or quickly concluded that animal expert.
rats and probablyrequtes yearsIn man.
ence mighi also be useful In predicting
(3) NOchan" needbe ree tLble In the the long-term effects in man of ngestiom
organ or %lIsbdestined to become canroon of emaUlamounts of chenia. In the
before tle cLnc itself appeal s
early lM's, IDA scientists Initiated
(4) Itpe.tInce In the laboratory dos not Same of the first long-term, or lifetime
predict unequivoelly the reectioneo hun"" chronic feeding studies an substances
to
to the ems0 agent. On the ether had those which humSa USiexposed, These studfew chamicai and physical &Mag known In
les-o lead arentO petcd&* ld in
produce
canon
In
m
with
the
poessie
en.
20 yar so, of the rauo
p be- option of inorganic erAnl
1340,to th establishment of limitations
compounded
te
expoer to soot and cancer of habe elicited cace, In animase.
on the use of lead arsenate.

-11e maiMal amount of saccharin likely
eDnaumed was not hmsotus."
to be
Ineeased use cc
BeSme t iea
sccharin and cyclamate. another nonnutrtve sweetener, a wel as dreetk
changes In the patterns of their callsumption during the I30", In 1317MD
requested the National Academy of Octencee again to evaluate the safety of
these nonnuiitive sweeteners. In respone to this request an ad hoc committee was formed under the NABCommittee on Food Protection. In IN6. the
committee iseued an Interim report in
which it concluded that the intake Of
leram or lose per day of saccharin by
an adult should present no hard. However, the committee also reconised at
that time that the existing carme
eale studies on eacchsrin. Judged by current standards, were inadequate, and it
therefore recommended that contemporary studiedbe undertaken.
Durn the late 1O10s, saccharin was
being widely need ocopettie or In
combination With clamte., Consequently, when the me ol ecyclmate was
banned by PDA In 1W, it was slitolpaled that the daily Intake at saccharin
by users of nounutrltlve sweeteners would
Increase substantially. An a4 hoe subcommittee of the NAB ConDfmttee on
Food Protection was one again requeeted by FDA to review eli available
toxicity data o saccharin in the light
of the projected sharp tncreazs in oe.
The NAB subcommittee ised ite al
report in JMlyI,0.It arrived at conclusio
regarding the safety o fsharin
ver similar to the asements of 1353
and JU
he&subcommittee asan recommended that chroen toxicity atudes
designed according to modern protocols.
be emp eted. It further recommended
that: (a) epidemiologic studise should
be carried out with emphasis on the
disbeto segment of the population and
in relation to pregnenoy; (b) compareUv metabolism stodia should be done
In man and In armals: and (e) toxico10t Interatiof with other selected
chemical should be explored.
Although the then existing studies
raised some question about whether saccharin could cause cancer, no fim conclusions could be reached on the basis
of the data. In 1972, because of the
questimt about the safety of saccharin,
PDA removed saccharin from the lit of
subetanCO generally recogniseod as safe
(GRAB) and Imposed limits on the use
of atcarin to discourage general use
by consumers and to Inhibit an increase
In Its we by the general population. At
that time, FDA also leaned an Interim
food additive regulation to permit conUnued limited use of eaccharin pending
0mpletion OfstudM to resolve the quetconcerning the safety of saccharin.
In timing the interim regulation, PDA
concluded that the continued limited use
of sacchai Ad not constitute a signifient risk to public health.
oW cL
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Since these early days of toxicology,
the use of tete in laboratory animals
to predict the long-term chronic effects
of chemicals In man has been accepted
by virtually li scientists and Is today
used by every technologically advanced
country In the world. In the United
State, many Federal agencies In a0dtion to FDA,such as the Environmental
Protection Agency and the National
Cancer Institute, rely on these anisnal
tests to sam the safety of a variety of
coMpMMd. In 1954, the National Academy of Sciences/NatIonal Research
CounciU(the Academy) published a re.
port entitled "Principles and Procedures
for Evaluating the Safety of Intentional
Chemical Additives in Foods." This report updated pamphlets published In
1951and 1952on the safe use of chemicals in foods. The 1954report and subsequent publications by the Academy describe the widely accepted approach of
animal tests for evaluating the safety
of chemicals added to foods. The World
Health Organisation has also espoused
the use of animal tests to assess the
safety of food Ingredients.
The difculty of Identifying chemicals
that may cause cancer has been considered may tinamin the last 15years, and
distinguished expert committees of the
World Health Organization, Food and
National
Aricutural Organisation,
Academy of Sciences/National Research
Council. and Department of Health, Education. and Welfare, as well as FDA.
have published reports setting down
principles and guildelines. Again the accepted test model is the chronic test in
laboratory animals. As Berenblum (Ref.
8) has pointed out, our existing knowledge does not provide a bess for firm
agreement on the optimal conditions for
carcinogenicity testing, but merely allows
the setting down of minimal requirements for animal tests for carcinogenicIty. These minimum accepted requirements include: (1) more than one species
of amqmal should be used to demonstrate
lack'6f carcinogenclty; 2) continuation
of testing for the "practical" lifetime of
the animals to establish a negative finding; (3) use of test doses close to the
pharmacologically active range, several
orders of magnitude above the actual use
level: (4) maximization of numbers of
animals on test, recognising the practical
limitations on population size: (5) use
of routes of administration analogous to
those by which humans will be exposed;
and (6) whenever possible, commencing
exposure during pregnancy and continuIng exposure in the offspring for a lifetime. The three principal tests of saccharin on which the Commissioner is
basing the accompanying proposals generally meet these basi criteria.
Even with the best tet system, it must
be recognized that a positive result only
labels a substance as a suspect human
carcinogen-.at the ame time, a negative
result does not necessarily exclude the
possibility that the substance Is carcinogenic for man. Furthermore, It should be
remembered that absolute demonstratin of nonearcinogecltY, ewen in the
species tested. is impossible. As J. Cornfid has indicated:

apession of esults as eoaftnen limits under controlled dietary and envirorather than sa a Ctswog eaes Is to be
conditions with animals of
i-ated, atnes rsvawhe the loe ood- mental
genetic background, while
donse limit Is betow sM and ma postive homogeneous
evidence exists, the upper lImit may well be humans live under diverse conditions and
heterogeneous, and are
are
genetically
nero
and
this
will
siee
as
nt
above
to include subpopulatherefore
likely
reminder that failure to uncove poduve
evidence of carelnogleity Isnot the sameas tions of unusual susceptibility.
a poslUive
demonstration of noncarlssgenlcAnother popular misconception about
Ity iHe. 3).
the use of high dosages In animal carQuestions are frequently raised about cinogenesia testing is the belief that any
the signficance of carcinogensis observed substance will induce cancer in animals
in animal experiments based on the be- if fed at sudiclenty high levels. Exceslief that the high dosages to which ani- sively high levels of most substances can
mals are eustomarity exposed have no induce toxic effects in animals, but only
relevance in the assessment of human -a small number of such substances can
risk. Indeed, such questions have been produce cancer. This fact is illustrated
raised about the findings In the WARP. by a study of 120 pesticides and IndusFDA, and Canadian studies that saccha- trial chemicals reported by J. R. M.
rin causes bladder cancer. The Commis- Innes, et al. (Ret. 10). The compounds
sioner therefore believes that It is im- were selected on the basis of toxicity evidence suggesting potential harm to man.
portant to clarify this crucial issue.
It should be recognized that, general, widespread use, or chemical structure
only high dosages will produce tumors in suggesting possible carcinogenicity. In
animals under the experimental condi- this study, both sexes of 2 hybrid strains
tions that must customarily be employed. of mice were orally administered maxi-'
In setting up model experimental sys- mum tolerated dose of the 120test omtems, scientists have no choice but to we pounds starting at the ageof 7 days. The
relatively small numbers of animals in authors found that administration of
comparison to the human population only 11 of the compounds unequivocally
likely to be exposed. In order to obtain induced a significantly elevated Incidence
meaningful, cormistent, and reproducible of tumors.
results, studies must be designed to pro- D.CARclNOOSMNI
T T5TIN Or SACCHARIN
duce a significant number of cancers in
The first long-term study to evaluate
the aninls under test.
Even a low an incidence of cancer as the chronic toxicity of saccharin in the
10 percent In a group of 100experimen- diet of rats was reported at PDA in 1951
tl animals, which would approach the by Fltzhugh, Nelson, and Frawley (Ref.
limit of reproducibility, would exceed any 11). Various levels of saccharin were fed.
acceptable human risk. An incidence Of some as high as 5 percent of the diet
0.01 percent would represent 20,000 out to 10 male and 10 female rats per
of the total U.S. population of 200 mil- dosage level. At the conclusion of the
lion, and would certainly be considered study, the authors reported:
unacceptably high. But to detect such a
No pethological effectwhatever couldbe
low incidence in experimental animals attributed tosacehartn at levelsof 10 percent
using dosage levels comparable to those or I*. At 5 percent only one effect was noted.
administered to humans would require In the latter part of the experiment. namely
Increased- incidence of the ordinarily unliterally tens of thousands of animals. an
condition of abdominal lymphosarFor this reason, scientists administer common
In the 8 percent group there wets
large does to relatively small groups of coma.
seven animals with lymphosroomas: this
experimental animals and then extrap- number is not out of line with the incidence
olate the results to estimate the risk of in comparable groups of rats, but the fact
cancer at low dosages.
that in four of the sYen rats abdominal
Several methods for making such cal- as well as thoracic lymphosearcom were
culations of risk have been employed. present is unusual, since ordinarily the ratio
about I to iS-20. Three of the" tour
but based on present knowledge and ex- is
occurred in animals on experence, the Commissioner believes the combinations
one hundred and two or monre
proper conservative approach Is to periment
weeks.
assume a direct proportionality between
In 1969, FDA pathologists reevaluated
the size of the does and the Incidence of
tumors. For example, If a dailydosage of the findings from the Fitzhugh study
I gram per kilogram (kg) fed to experi- (Ref. i2). They concluded:
mental animals over a 2-year period pro'e
only effect of treatment during life
duces a 10 percent incidence of tumors, %as retardation of growth at 1 percent. in
PDA would assume that there would be a regard to pathological changes, our diagnose
of
Individual
were almost Identical
1 percent incidence with 0.1 gram per kg to those of Dr.lesions
Nelson. However. there were
dose, or a 0.1 percent Incidence with a
5t opinionas to the role played
0.01 gram per kg dose. Using this method differences
saccharin. Dr. Nelsen stated in his 151
of calculation, the agency would esti- by
report and also in the paper previously
mate. conservatively, that if a substance mentioned that the only pathological effect
produces a 10percent incidence of cancer of saccharin w"p an increase In the incidence
in the ret at a dose of t gram per kg. It of the ordinary uncommon condition of abwould produce a 0.01 percent incidence, dominal lymphesarcona. While we were not
by this, OUTexsunation of the
representing 20.000 persons out of a total Impressed
data and the micrOalise led as to
population of 200 million, if ingested by written
conclude tt saccharin had induced2 leman at a dose of 1 milligram per kg.
sions, and possibly a third. (1) Papillary
It is important to recognize that such exersceoe from the papilla and papillocalculations may indicate only a minimal calyceal junction of the kidney in 13 of the
risk. Experimental assays are conducted 17 rats with kidneys sections micrccopically
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st ejp"st, 5/la at 1 percent. "4 1/1 studes wen earried out In a variety CC bi t cear
whether carbonate Is an a-xrmto
Th
laboratory anbotiqIncluding rate. ago.
anion for this particular study.
of~ iaeeasse
000's' and hamsters. woof thess modern
sudAs previously ePklad the raUoeOf
,rfmatita of th
m
eCCateso at. Us YIOWd notable and oling Msults. sama teti for pool" carcimenic
the seiau mpie eebiai apsuse- to Maboth of these stadles, diets ec Utainln hasarde to man conemla s maxhute s111,4
u1o" or tMaguoal t,.
saccharinwere fed to male snd female Ing the smitivity of the bliessay,sym.
eameumOsmpesluon.
sad in a ftw lostanse. rate (reon weaning. At the proper age. requiring adminlstnUo of the highest
pblebthwomboss. (I hinerassedesliulauity these rate wer bred and their osi
dose along with appropriate
at the bees,mavw at 5 parent. ( W
wh l e carried to lifetime. Thus. those odapig tolerable
we havepresentedewidene-which 801eewt we exposed to sacarin In there diets lower dose. Become acharin has a low
dose lovelyas high as 1 to 7.5
etif
t ma
h avlar"t
hun
s
frneth
tie of coreptim until death. toxicity.
percent of the diet wo fed In the FDA
Omphowoome whih ous @PontJThem two studMs Wer conducted by and WAIR studies. As of 1'74. tumors
ly InMhe rt and was vay common i ,DA PDA and In the laboratories of the WIt- bad bes asoeiated with saccharin teed-.
rais at Uteims et study Wasperformed, Onen Ahlmni Research Fotdation ing only st these high levels and In only
the dat re inocelusive. A oodnsarstlon (WARP).
two toman studiee-4hose conducted by
of Ohit.the Pesenos of the renal
Th7eFDA study fed doses of 0.01,.0.1, 1. FDA and by WARP. This result raised
athe
lackyofladder
we asectd wh
. anid 7.5 percent saccharin to the lab- uncertainty as to whether saccharin Ita*
mn
bladdoewao
two-year -oratory anlumals. There were 50 mals
self was the carcinoma, or whether the
and
G0 females in each doe soup
asnd bladder tumors we Inducd by an Imcon lntm
c
16000i
€orol animals animals not fed ac- purity In the saccharin (orthetoluenesulA second long-term test of soc
in
charn).
The
study
was terminated whem fonamide) that was present at a detectby oral administration to rate was oem- the number of survivors
to a stet 9iNp
dc.swhem high levels of soccin
pleted In I0 by ase (Ret. 1). As fell to S0 percent of the statb* number. able
wee fed.
In the eus "Mhugh study, raU were
Serialsacrifices weo performed at 14
addition, the high eaveeof acchafed somorin for 24 moanthe t levels up and is months. Of the 23 melee fed the rinDifed
were thought to raise the probto 1 percent of their diet Twenty male sacc rin diet at the 75-peroent level
Of OSlculus formation (ReL 10). Caland 20 femle rats weO used per Soup. which we exmned. 7 devoted blad- lem
Leeel incldtd a posUve-ontrol stoup der tumors. No tumors We found at cull were associated with the occeurence
of
bladder
tumors in the study by licl
to determine the susceptibility of his rat o
at &I. (I t. 17). Otholonenolnto the development of thi lo or type,.xmie e h curlde eeoe
Is a carbonic anhydrase inhittor
which he felt resembled the/ ympboer- a wadder tumor. Of the female rats, mide
which can Increase urinary pH. prodbcma noted by Fitshugh 4 al1.limed bl adder tor
we foundtnlo 1 ato calculus formation. Clayson
found this type of tumr among the var- wined slmial fad the 7.8 -pereent diet posing
om tumors noted In both coltole aid None were found In the control femuls found that bladder tumors due to certain
treated animals; however, he did not lid nor in female rate ted the S-percent or sulfonamMes were eliminated by feeding
NHC to give an aold urine (Rot. 18).
the Incidence of tumor In the raft to lower levels at saccharin.
smcharin alone may cause
be allrd by the Preesoc Of saccharin
The WARP study followed esetlely lurthermore,
calcul (Rd. 19). This was
In the diet even at the highest level the ome protocol as the DA study,ex- bladder
thought to be potentially important, be(0 Percent) fed.
cet there we 20 males and 20 females cause there
Is evidence that bladder
In I . a re-study of the urinay bad- per poo and the study was termnated
de of sme rat from the L sed study at 100 weeks. in the WAI tet bladder stones may Play a determining role In
wn undertaken; however, all of the rate tumors were fumd in 7 of iS mal rate the appearance of bladder tumors In the
were not examined and the Procedure fed the diet containin S percent sac- rate. Occurrence of bladder stones and
Increased urinary PH associated with
used In the fxing of the urinary Madders c
No M
tumors wer found I
would not be regarded as adequate by the female rats at any level of saccharin saccharin feeding we not investigated
In the PDAor in the WARP study. It was
qualified spefrte. On grow obsevation feeding.
of the rats, bladder abnormalities were
In the FDA study, the rats fed the thought that this phenomenon may be
notedatsllfeedinglevels.Fivemales and higher dos levels (5.0 and 7.Apercent) critical In the embryo or newborn rat
three fences at the A-peoont level e- tended to growlees well than did control that Is-posed to saccharin.
It should be emphoa
that In both
hb-ted these abnormalities. The author or those fed lower levels of saccharin; a
the FDA and WARP tests the offspring
conchuded that saccharin promoted the body-weight deficit of about 15 peret
formation of bladder atn which In turn prevailed throughout the tet Period. All (F.) generation of rate, I.e. those that
led to the bladder lesions (Ref. i4).
other measurements of well-being were we conceived after the parental sonl
In 1970, at the request of FDA. the normal, however, Including survivel and eoUon had ber placed on the samhadiets, wer held and obpreviously described studies and other organ welsht/body weight raUe. In the rin-containing
for manifestaton of toxicity. The
data en the safety of saccharin ws WARP test, the high level (a percent) served
high sensitivity of experimenevaluated by 1A8/NRC. At the couclu- ascartn-fed rate laged -behlnd the relatively
tal
animals
to
traneplac tel exposure
sin od Its review, the Academy made other groups during the period of rapid
carminogss has become obvious tn
the following recommendation:
growth, but as adults revealed no dif- to
recent years (Ref. 20). A number of carXxog.tanmstudies 6esn sooordmngto ferenoe in body weighL Indeed. the
cie
have been shown to be affective
pesent-day peciooos a imuding adequate trol group ws the lightest amongconthe at very low levels by the tramnplaental
laveeUeton of elects on reproduction males on test but the weight range
esuid be completed in t least two speWs. amon the various groups was remark- route. Frequently, exposure of the pregnant female Is associated with the relaia view o the onsen shout edcts Onthe sbly narrow.
tively early appearance oLtmors in the
sIduld gny
u
baddert,sea
l
atio
The high dietary sodium (Na+) level offspring. Despite tles Important implio
bte"
Organs
Intromduced
by
feeding
high
levels
(S
to
a.5 percent) of sodium Saccharin (sbout catiom, Information about tspilaeBased on the data available In 170, I percent Na+) was taken Into sount ta carcnocgene is Is limited. Fr extho Ad-Hoc Sub
committee on I-oDutti- in the FDA study by adding an equivalent smple. the doe level to which the fetus Is
tv Sweetelers of the NA0Commttee On level of Na+ as N&XCOto the diet of a exposed Is often unknown, nor is there
an understanding of the importance of
Food Protection accepted 1 Percent As a group of rts fed the beos (no "cohs.
"no-a ect" level of saccharin In the diets rin) diet However, no test was made c developmental state, metabolic csImmune competency. and factors
of rate and mice (Ref. iS).
Na+-fm saccharin as opposed to solu- paity,.
Between 1970 aNd 1M. additional life- ble saccharin. This lean Important Isue, related to tetal pharmacology.
Even with these uncertainties, how.
time chrolc feedingstudiee
of saccharin since, for example, the metabolic diapo- ever,
the P,-P, fesdIng procedure Is conwe conducted in which the compound
eltonof secharin may be altered by
usfed to laboeatory animals either at a higher We+ levels: the question is not sidered to be an appeopriate and sme.
se'
or multiple-doe level. Them accounted for by the NsaC control, nor til test because samharin may be onsumed by pregnant women as well a in-
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dIvIduals 01 anlgs
"wi
tchiueofl
ute exposure In
e tetin Ihas
been reomnmonded by an expert on oar.
cinome
c the DA Advisory Committee on Protoock for Safety UvahmLIon. J. Tox. and APPL Pharmacol.
20:419-4M8
(1971),The panel recognized
that exposure of an animal to a chemical
early In life, even during pregnancy, may
be important In influencing expreeslon of
carclnogenels later n life. The panel
stated that "since one of the important
purposes of the chronic toxicty tots Is
the detection of carcinogenic potential, it
would seem desirable to begin the exPOsUreas early In life, I.e., as closeto
conception as possllle."
The International Agency for Research on Cancer of the World Health
Organisaticn (IARC Scientifc Publica.
tlone No. 4) has also endorsed the need
to consider In utero exposure in the
study of carcinogenees potential. The
ZAR report noted that 'experimental
studies have Indicated the Increased susceptfllty of neonatal animals to the
caroinoIel Insult. The log"c developmet of studying the effect on the rodent
fetus ormaternal exposure to a chemical
carcinogen has made It clear that this
pathway could well be operative n the
human fetus."
UWortunately, in neither the WARP
study nor-the FDA study werethe rate In
the parent (P.) generation continued for
long-term carcinogenicity testing of mecharin: thus no comparative data on the
susceptiblity of F. and F, rats In an In.
ternally controlled experiment were obtained. Therefore, at the conclusion of
these studies, doubt remained about
whether the concurrence of transplacental exposure and of bladder tumors
was causally related.
Because of the continuing questions
about the carcinogenlcity of saccharin.
in June 1572, PDA once more called upon
the Academy to review the results of all
experiments on the Issue. To be able to
provide FDA with 'a complete and upto-date report, the Academy delayed
completing Its review until several studlee, Including the PDAstudy, then underway. were completed.
The Academy's report was receivedby
PDA In December 1974.The report's prImary conclusion was that the data then
available had "not established conclusively whether saccharin is or Is not carcinogenc when administered orally to
test animals."' This conclusion was based
in part on the uncertainty about the role
of orthotolueneulfonamlde (T)
in the
Induction of tumors. The Academy reeommended that additional research on
saccharin be conducted to determine
whether saccharin Is a carcinogen. The
Academy recommended further that
FDA recosider the question when a substantial portion of the additional data
became available.
3LCANADIAN
MTY
The recenly reported Canadian study
was Initiated In Ferary 1974under the
sponsorship of the Department of Health
and Public Welfare of the Canadian Gov.
emiment (Toxicity and Carcinogeniclty

Study of Orthotoluenseultotamide and
Saccharl
ProJeot%.M/408g). Two
gnrton of tet animas (the F. a d
F. generations) were fed 0TS and OTefree saccharin to evaluate the txRcity
and carclnogenlclty of these compound.
'lb Study on saccharin was the third
experiment In which rate were exposed to
saccharin during their period of development in the uterus and then throughout
their entire life spawn.Both the earlier
FDA and the WARP studies had shown
en Increased Incidence of bladder tumors
In male rate, but had left unresolved the
question whether the tumors were caused
by saccharin Itself or by 08. The Canadian study wa designed to clarity this
question by testing the 01 by Itself As
well as by testing purified saccharin contafnlg onl mInimal amounts of the Irpurity. he Canadian study was thus designed to resolve the uncertainties noted
by the NAB in Its 1074 report.
SIx group. Ot 60 male and 50 femal
rate were Included In the study: a control
group, dose levels of 01'S at 2j, 25. and
250 mIllIgrams per kilogram per day, a
group receiving 6 percent saocharin
(100 mlligrams per kilogram per day)
In the diet, and a group receiving 260
millirams per kilogram 0T8 per/day
and 1 percent ammonium chloride in the
drinking water. The doses of on1 Ino.
porated the amount of OT, ranging
from 0.e to 27 millgram per kilogram
011 per day, which may have been consumed by animals In the FDA and WARP
studies on saccharin. OTO. a weak carboni anhydrase Inhibitor, may have a
tendency to produce a slightly alkaline
urine, possibly resulting In an Increased
incidence of bladder atones. Therefore.
ammoniura chloride was added to the
drinking water of one O1S group to prevent this effect by producing a more
acidic urine. The rate were observed
dally, their weight and food consumption were recorded weekly. and 10 males
of each geneftilon of controls, saccharin
treated, and high-level OT treated animals with and without ammonium ohioride had urine examined at $-month
Intervals for microscopic calculi and
parasite eggs.
Th results of the Canadian study have
been evaluated by expert pathologists,
Including scientists from FDA and other
Institutions in the United States, from
Great Britain. and from other European
countries, as well as from Canada. The
flndin4 %indicate unequivocally that saccharin causes bladder tumors in the teat
animals. Specifically, 7 male and no
female rate In the F. generation developed bladder tumors. Twelve male and
two female rats in the F, generation developed bladder tumors. Thus, of a total
of 200 rate fed saccharine, 21 developed
bladder tumors.
In sharp contrast, of 100control anlmal--those not fed saccharine or OTSonly I developed a tumor. Moreover, the
low incidence of tumors in the animals
fed OTS clearly resolves the earlier
speculation&. based on the FDA and
WARP studies, that 015 and not saccharin may have been responsible for the
cancers In the test animals. No evidence

of bladder parasts was found In ay of
the rats. MIercople crystals were found
In the uine but the distribution did not
seem to be related to tretment. Two
grosaly visible bladder Moneswere found
In rats beam teMor, an* receiving sccharin and the other receiving oTe,
while aIx were found In animals of varlous group without bladder tumpr. There
was no significant Increase in bladder
tumors In any of the group treated with
0T.
r. AUXsmUveNrOr RUMANaUXa
An important question raised about
the animal studies on saccharin is their
relevance to human beings. Public retion to recent publicity about the Canadian study suggests conslderable misunderetanding about the nature of toxIcity testing in Animalsand the Interpretatlon of results For example, It has
been widely publicized that the dose of
es chain found to be carcinogenic in
rat i about 1.000 times that Ingested
by a human In a single diet beverage
(when both doe are adjusted for the
dlffereno In body weight between rats
and humans). Since this amount of saccharin would clearly never be ingested
chronically by any person, some have
suggested that these results have no Pertinenc whatever to human risk. In
the judgment of FDA, this conclusion
Is not valid for the reasons to be described In this section.
Before dealing with the saccharin data
specifically, however, the principles of
apprasing the risk of chemical Carcinogenic substances should be explicitly
slated. Those principles are as follows:
1. Certain substances
can be shown In
validly controlled animal experiments to
increa e the incidence of benign and/or
malignant tumors. This result does not
occur with all chemicals, only with certain ones.
2. Those substances that cause benign
or malignant tumors in one species often
also do so in other species.Therefore,
any substance that causes such tumors
in any species must be considered a potentlal carcinogen In man.
3. Chemical carcinogens, like other
toxic substances, generally demonstrate
a dose-response relationship. Le., the
the greater the dose the greater the tendency to produce tumors, and vice versa.
The predominant opinion among experts
in the field of carcinogenesis is that the
dose-response principle extendedto verylow doses of the carcinogen-that is. that
there is no dose, however small, at which
one can be certain there is no risk. In
other words, there is no threshold dose
below which a carcinogen may be considered safe in the absolute sense.
4. Estimation of the risk of a low dose
of a carcinogen in animals requires that
one test the carcnogen at a doe high
enough to produce tumors In the group
of animals tested and then calculate
what the risk Is likely to be at A very

small dose. The intent of animal toting
is not only to Identify potential riski such
as erenogenese but also to estimate
whether such an effect is likely to oOM
with a frequency, es., of 1 In 100, 1 In
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1,0. 1 In 10.00, 1 in a 100.000. 1 in a
million. eot. ince We actual measuremnt Ofe single event once In. e.g.. 1.00
timee requires Several thousand animals.
It Is evident that direct measurement of
low frequency events cannot feasible be
dne because CClimitations on cost. the
difficulty of handling large numbers of
S&msk. eto. The problem is thus currMty solved. albeit Imperfectly and not
without difference of opinion among
experts- by conducting tests with a
feasible number of animals at high doses
end extropolsting the results to low
doeft.
S. The method of extrapolation of results obtained at high doe to low does
should be a "consvtive" method, Le.,
It should err In the direction of overstating risk rather than understating It.
Two accepted methods that meet this
principle are the linear extrapolation
method and the Mantel-Bryan procedurIn the dose range under considertion. Whetwo methods give similar results
for sacchar. The line extrapolation
method has been used In the FDA. calculation on saccharin because It is eaiser
to explain end understand.
S. The results of animal tets and their
extrapolation to low does provides an
estimate of the risk Of developing a
tumor In the specIm tested. If one Is to
assume that such results are directly applicable to man, oe must assume
that one lifetime In he test animal
to equal .to a lifetime in men and
that the test -nl
and human are
equally senive to the carclnogen. These
assumptions are clearly open to debate,
but In the absence of data to the contrary. the opinion of most experts is
to asume Wet they are applicable. in
the cae of some carcilnogens, wide variation among species in thel sensitivity
to the chemical has been demonstrate.
The current view of experts Is that these
differences
are due, at least In part. to
specie
differences
In the way the ercinogen is metabolieed. In the case of
saccharin. We drug Is metabolsed little.
If at all, in either Wherat or man. This
fact support the sOMiption that results
from testing In rats are applcable to
human rk assessment The FDA risk
estimates are then based on the principle
that risk estimates in the rat are dlreely applicable to man.
Current scientific methods are not
capable of deternng the exact risk
to humras of a chemical found to be
carcinogenic in animals. However. techniques are available for estimating the
upper limits of the risk. The Food and
Drug Administration estimates that the
lifetime Ingestion of the amount of accharin in one diet beverage per day
results in a risk to the individual of
somewhere between meroand 4 In 10,000
of developing a cancer of the bladder.
I this risk Is transposed to the pWltion at large and If everyone in the
United States drank me such beverage
a dsy. this would result tn anywhere betwe sero eand1.00 additional ce of
blder cancer per year. These estimates
are Identical to the estimates recently

presented publicly by representatives of
the l oo ed Drg Administration ad
of the Netional Cancer Inattuto (NCI)
in bearings before the ieath Suboommitts of the Houe Committee on Interstate nd Foreign Commerce. The approech Ued in their calculation is doscribed In the following per graphs
In the Canadian study. a 24 percent
incidence of bladder tumors (12 of 60)
wee noted In the
geeration MAle
second
rats fed saccherin In a doe of 6 percent
of the diet. 7ths we the most sensitive
groupIn the study to the cac
effect of secohrin. Thus, In the ebse
of evidence that factors Involved In Its
sensitivity we not relevant to the human population, this group Is used to
estimate the upper limit of human risk.
There were no bledder tumors In an untreated control group of comparable also.
Al uh W served Inciden of blea.
der tumwe wee 24 percent. the upper
limit of risk in this study e'the 0 percent confidence level is 3 percent. A
5 percent dietary level of saccharin in
te rat is equivalent to 2,00 mllgrem/
kilogrem/d y of sacerin. If a 00kilogram human (approximatetv 132
pounds) wer to Ingest 160milligrams/
day of saccharin Me,. 2A0mlara/
kllosran/day ovea a lifetime, be or she
would thus redve the equivalent of one
one-thousendth f the rat doe per day.
his dose is approximately that on-,
tsmed In on large diet beverg drink
(12 ounces) per day.
Since late fed 2.0 mlligreme/kllogram/day may hve as high u XSS percent Inodence of bladder tumors, Ingsto by rats of we one-thousendth
of that dose could ield. by lIe etrs polation, an Incidence af 0.030 percent
or 4 ee per 10.000.
The lifetime risk of bladder cancer in
humans In the United Mstts Is 1.5 perCent; that Is. of ever 10,0 person. It Is
expected that IS0 will develop bladder
cancer sometime during their lres. ztrapolating from tWeCanadian rat study.
and If one ssumes a direct corelation
between the estimate of maximum risk
of saccharin In ra end In humans, If
a human ingests 100 mllilgrsms/day of
sccharin for a lifetime, he could Increase Wherisk of bladlder cancer by sONe
percent. for a total risk of approximately
104 percent. That Is. of ever 10.00
pereoae 1 4 might deveop bladder canca (if the all we 160 mIlllgrams/day
of saccharin) end if the assumptions are
The risk from ue of 100 rl-llgrams/
day at saccharin over a lifetime can be
asmeed In another fashion. The annual
cae rate of bladder camer In te United
States is lven by the NCI as ap*roximaiely $0A If everyone In the United
states Inested 1S0 nlligrame of asecharin per day (e.g from mnelarge diet
drink) over a lifetime, and If the other
assumptions ra correct, there could be
approximately an addlUonl 1.200oases
per Year (or an inereae In risk of 4
percent over the beg rdb. I enly half
tWePopulation Ingested 100 mIlligrom
of saccharin per day over a lifetime, an

additinal 600 cases per Year oud occur
(or an Increase In risk of 2 percent over
the basal risk).
The estmaed Increase risk from this
moderate we of saccharin cannot be dstotted In human epldemlcl iosalstudies.
Such studies usually can enl detect Increased risks of 20 to 3* Percent MIe..
2to 3 times Whebaeine rate) or greeter.
Xws the best feasible eedesmlologlo
study Is not likely to detect an Increased
risk of only 2 to 4 percent over background Incidence. Thus. for example, the
author of one epidemoogc1 study of
bladder cancer in consumer o artof"c sweeteners (Kessler, I. I. J. Urology.
115:143-144. 10,6) noted that "The
sampe skies ued here would permit the
detection of an 00 percent mrese In
bladder cancer owning to nonnutritive
sweetener we
0." This study would
not. then, have detected any ncrease In
bladder cancer doe to sccharin consumption f he risk is at the Iv suggested by WheCanadian study In rate.
As discussed previously, cancer has a
long latent period requiring S to 00 Years
before it san be detected. Although accharin has been used In foed for over
107yars. it is only in Whepast 10 to 20
years that Its nehas become substantial.
Thus, It Is probably too erly to ascertain
from human ildemllogicel stlis the
number of bladder anoea soctatad
with saccharin consumptin This necluslon was reached by the authors of
one of the eptdemologlcal studies on
saccharin (Armstrong. B. and I. Doll,
Bit. J. Prey. aoc. Med.,28:22 -40, 1074)
who pointed out that "If the minumn
time necessary to se a signMint number of bladder canesm Indueed by sccherin Wremmtan thirty yOs 0
It would be too early to me an Me of
saocharn consumption on mortality
rates."
In a third epidemiological study on
saccharin consumption (Armrng. B. et
al.. Brit J. Prey. Soc. Med. 10:161-157.
1076) only about 00 of the 'diabses
etudied had consumed saccharin for more
than 35 Year. This number Is far too
low to detect Whe level of risk from
saccharin consumption suggested by the
experimentw In rat. The fact that these
epidemlocal studies In patients with
diabetes who used saccharin for prolonged periods revead no detectable Increased In bladder cancer Is thertoe
compatible with Wheavellabe animal
data. A ommon feature of anl ree
eptdioloceil studies is their comparative insensitivity, which could permit a
sharply Increased inciec of bladder
co
attributable to consult
n of
sccharin-on Wteorder of more than
20.900 ata pen year In the American
populaton-to go undetete.
By contreLt We risk of lung cancer
from cigarette smcki (which FDA has
no authority to reguhe) Is now readily
detectable In human epidemiological
studie. However, eve though cigarette
smokers have been shown to Incur a risk
of developig long cancer that Is so0 to
2.00 percent greater than Wherisk ci
lung cancer incure by uceamookere, depending on how much they smobs. it
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took many years to recognize and document the Increased risk. The first suggestions of an association between elgaratto smoking and lung cancer were not
made untilthe late 1930's (Muller, P. H.,
Z. Erebeforach, 49:57-44, 1939). Several
epidemiological studies reported an association between cigarette smoking and
lung cancer in the early 1950's, but widespread acceptance of the relationship did
not occur until publication of the 1964
report to the Surgeon General entitled
Smoking and Health.
The Food and Drug Administration
thus considers the animal data and the
human epidemlological data on saccharin
to be compatible. The estimated excess
risk to the individual of developing badder cancer from lifetime use of. e., 150
milligrais of Saccharin per day, Is believed to be somewhere between zero and
4 per 10.000. The estimated population
risk in the United States, assuming such
use by each individual, is somewhere between wo and 1,200 cases per year.
Although the risk from consumption
of saccharin Is small compared to that
of 6ther health haeards, e.g., cigarette
smoking, saccharin is only one of a potentially large number of hazards present
in our environment. The Commissioner
believes that reduction of prolonged, general exposure to a number of weakly
carcinogenic subetance in our environment as they are discovered may be essential to reduce the total incidence of
cancer.
rORACTION
0. LEOAL sArS
Press reports of the announcement
of FDA's intention to withdraw approval
of saccharin as an ingredient in foods
and beverages have given the impression
that the Commissioner Is acting reluctautly, based exclusively on the Delaney
anticancer clause of the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 348
(c) (3)(A)) and, further, that the agency's action was triggered solely by the
findings of the Canadian study. Neither
impression is accurate.
As should be clear from the foregoing
discussion, questions about the safety of
saccharin have persisted almost from the
date of its Introduction. Serious doubt
about Its potential for causing cancer
in laboratory animals arose much later,
but this concern. too, is not new. Before
the Canadian study, two scientifically
sound and generally well-conducted
studies had suggested an Association between saccharin and bladder cancer in
animals exposed to high doses of the
sweetener. The Canadlan study unequivocally confirms this ssocistion and
lays to rest speculation that the causative agent may have been OTS. There can
no longer be any doubt that saccharin
causes a sharply Increased incidence of
bladder cancer In test anlmslS.
The discussion in the previous section
makes clear that the human risk of cancer indicated by these findings is sirnificant and cannot be ignored, The Commissioner believes that conscientious
protection of the public health Is not
consistent with continued general ue In
foods of a compound shown to present

the kind of risk of cancer that has been
demonstrated for sacchasio-regardless
of the asserted benefits of its use for
some individuals In the population.
Section 409(c) of the act (21 U.S.C.
348(c)) requires that any food additive
must be found to be safe for human consumption before it can be approved or,
in case of an additive already approved.
continue to be used in foods. Based on
the accumulated evidence of hazard associated with Ingestion of saccharin.
culminated by the Canadian study, the
Commissioner concludes, that the finding
required by the statute can no longer be
made, and that the interim food additive
regulation approving the use of
saccharin should be repealed.
PDA has previously prohibited the use
in food of ingredients found to cause
cancer in laboratory animals to which
the Delaney clause was not applicable.
For example, In January 1950, before
enactment of the Delaney clause, FDA
prohibited the use in food of two artificial
sweeteners as "poisonous substancess"
T1hisconclusion was based in large part
on the finding of liver tumors In rat
studies, In May 194. FDA prohibited the
use in food of the flavoring agent, oil of
caamus, based on a finding of carcnogenicity in animal studies. Oil of calamus
had been used in food on the determination that it was generally recognized as
safe: thus, the Delaney clause did not
apply. There are a number of other
examples. In short, although FDA has
acted on a number of occasions to remove carcinogenic substances from the
food supply during the past 25years, only
two previous actions-both involving
minor indirect food additives--have been
based on the Delaney clause.
Those actions, like this one, were based
on certain well-recognised postulates
about chemical carcinogenesis: (1) there
is reason to believe that those substances
which cause cazicer in animals may also
cause cancer in man; (2) animal hate,
despite inadequacies, provide the best
evidence currently available about the
potential of chemicals to cause cancer in
humans: (3) there is no reliable basis
for concluding that there is a completely
"safe" level of a carcinogen, i.e..a threshold level that will not cause cancer in
some members of the population; and
(4) cancer appears to be an irreversible
process, in both test animals and in man.
It is of course true that the present
law would afford the Commissioner no
choice but to prohibit the marketing of
saccharin as an ingredient in foods even
f he were not persuaded that the scientifio evidence independently warranted
such action. The Delaney anticancer
clase specifies that "iNlo additive shall
be deemed to be safe if it is found to induce cancer when Ingested by man or
animal, or if it is found, after tests which
are appropriate for the evaluation of the
safety of food additives, to induce cancer
in man or anml * * 0." (21 U.S.C. 348
(e) (3) (A).) There can no longer be any
question that Saccharin does cause cancer when ingested by laboratory animals.
in this instance in tests that the Com-

mimloner would In any event regard as
appropriate for the evaluation of
carcinogenlty.
Therefore, under both the general
safety requirement of the Food Additives
Amendment of 1958 and the Delaney
' ticancer clause, the Commissioner concludes that saccharin may no longer be
approved as a f('xi additive. This psoposal is issued to .oiply with the procedural requirements of Section 409(h) of
the act. The Commissioner welcomes
comments on any facet of this proposal, including the reasonableness of his
judgment about the safety of saccharin
under the law. lie feels constrained to
point out. however, that the wisdom of
the Delaney clause is not at issue in this
proceeding. FDA could not ignore that
provision even if the Commissioner were
persuaded that the risks to human health
were less than they appear, He further
notes that under the provisions of the
law relating to food additives, FDA is not
empowered to take into account the asserted benefits of any food additive in
applying the basic safety standard of the
act.
The Commissioner does recognize.
however, the potential medical value of
permitting saccharin to remain available
for individuals who may depend on a
nonnutritive sweetener to maintain a diet
free from sugar, provided such products
can meet the standards of the drug provisions of the act. This subject is addressed in the following part of this ireamble, on which the Commissiloser
specifically invites comments from
specialists in the treatment of diabetes
and obesity.
in Daos
U. Ust or SACCuARIN
USsOf SACCHSRN
a. sISTOsy OFDsUG
In addition to being used in foods.
saccharin has been used in drugs for a
number of years as a sweetening agent
to Improve the taste of oral drug products. Thus saccharin is used extensively
in such drugs as pediatric liquid preparations, chewable tablets, and mouthwashes
and toothpastei with drug claints. When
used as a sweetener in a drug product.
it is usually used in conjunction with a
nutritive carbohydrate sweetener, such
as sucrose or sorbitol, to mask the bitter
aftertaste often experienced with accharin. Saccharin is a pharmaceutical
41d in liquid pediatric products where
palatability is Important to induce small
children to take the medication. The
volume of sucrose needed to provide acceptable levels of sweetness in some of
these products has posed problems of
incompatibllity in the formulation in cer.
tain products.
The quantity of saccharin used as a
flavoring agent in drug products covers
a wide range. For example, of 12peniil.
lin V potassium products for oral suspension that were examined, the concen.
ration of saccharin ranged from a low
of 5.2 millIgrams per teaspoonful to a
high of 42. milligrams per teaspoonfuL
If a pediatric liquid oral preparation
contains 40 milligrams of saccharin-per
teaspoonful (one dose) and the maxi-
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mum daily doseis '2 teaspoonfuls four This Is particularly true becausein- adequate &bowing that there ae* no
times a day, a child ould consume 30 dividuals do not have the opportunity to technically feasible alternatives to saemilligrams per day of saccharin from choose whether or not to take such a chartn, or ea adequate showing that the
this one drug. Obviously, if other prod- risk If saccharin were to remain avail- drug product containing saccharin proucts containing sccharin were&a being able as an Inactive Ingredient in drug vidM a .UbetsntlaI health benefit that
consumed,the daily Intake of saccharin products.
would not be available without the use
would be much higher. It should also
In 0210.514.the Coauissioner pro- of saccharl. or example, the product
be noted that drug products can be used pose that any holder of an approved Is one specifically formulated for diafor both the treatment of acute and newdrug applicaMon for a drug product betles; and (3) copiesof the proPosd
chronic condition. Thus,. f a drug prod- containing saccharin as an inactive in- labeling specifyig the saccharin content.
uct containing saccharin Isadministered gredleit be required to submit to FDA
Whether or nft the drug product Is
daily for the treatment or prophylauis of within 9 months of the date of publim- subject to the reiulrements for an apa chronic condition. such as rheumatic tion of the final regulation, a supple- proved new drug epoilcatlon or for antifever, the patient could be exmed to a mental application providing for a new biotic certification, under the proposal,
daily amount of saccharin equivalent to revised formulation removing saccharin a drug Product contining saccharin as
that contained in oneor more diet soft as an Ingredient The revised formula- an Inactiveingredient shall, unlessexdrink.
tion may not be marketed before the empted, not be manufactured after 15
Saccharin is also marketed In tablet. receipt of written notice of approvalof months and shall not be Initially shipped
powder, and liquid forms as a so-called the supplemental application by FDA. Into interotate comzmnce
18months from
"tabletop sweetener" for use In condi- Any sponsor of a "Notice of Claimed the date the final relpuations are pubtions In which nutritive carbohydrate Investigational Exemption for a New lished in the Isess Reovma. Initial
sweetenersIn the diet must be avoided. Drug" (IND notloe) for a drug product Introduction into Interotate commerce of
Certain of thee products meet the stat- containing saccharin as an ingredient a drug product for pure of this reguutory definition of a drug in that they shall amend the ID notice within 9 lation meaN the first shipment of te
are recognized by the U.S. Pharmaco- months of the date of publication of the final owae form of the drug product
poeia or the National ormular In ad- final regulation to revise the formulation into interest commem pursuant to a
ditlon, they, %veat onetime or another removing saccharin a an Ingredient. sale or consignment to sa Independent
beentacitly recognized byFDA as drugs. Under the proposal, the Commissioner
wry. Since then date* are applicable
In recent years, however, such products would initiate action to withdraw ap- to
all drug products, flmts submitting
have been marketed and regulated s provalof an application Or terminate an supplem- tal new drug aiivications or
food additives.
IND notice If any current holder of an amendments to antiblotic drug fies
approved
new
drug
application
or
sponIn light of the recent Canadian study's
should sure that they are complete
Unequivocal demonstration that saccha- sar of an IND notice falls to submit a when they are submitted.
rin causesmalignant bladder tumors in supplemental appliation or to amend
A ENGLZ-ACvtg55
C.succMauss
test animals, the Commissioner has ex- an IDD notice as set forth, and within
/]IOIIUIDI DRUG
amined the usa of saccharin In drug the time periods provided for. in
products, both as an Inactive ingredient 1310.514.
Sacchari has beenavailable for many
A period of 9 months for the submis-" years in slngle-actlve-lngrediont prodand as an activeingredient In his judgment, the safetyconsiderations Involving son of supplemental applicatioas is ucte for Use by Individuals who must
the use of saccharinin drug products being proposed to allow manufacturers control their caloric intake. Thse proddiffer from thoe regarding its use in time to reformulate their products and ucts can t of tablets, liquids, or powfood. Moreover. the Delaney clause does perform the stability and bloavallabalty ders containing saccharin as the prinot apply to drug products. An tngre- studies where necesary. Depending mary sweetening ingredient. nsome
dient that is clearly unjustified for gen- Upon the type of product i.e.. tablet or are popularly known as "tsletop
eral use In foods for humans may be liquid, and the amount of saccharin cur- uweetener." For the most part, thee
suitable for use as a drug when there is rently In the product, reformulation to products have bee regulated bcr the
a legitimate medical needthat outweighs maintain palatebility may pos problems. agency as food additive. and moat rethe risks of poolble adverseeffects.The For example, attempts to raise the con- cenOy as special dietary foods (ae 21
Commissioner is thus permitted under test of nutritive sweetenersto mask the CFt 108.79,formerly 21 CPR 125.7selor
the drug provisions of the law to eval- bitter taste of a drug Is limited by such to recodificatlon published In the nlauate the risk of using saccharin com- physical factors as solubility. Further, zsL Raotras of March 15. 1977(42 FR
Pared to the benefits at its use as a because of the Increased nutritive wmeet- 14m02)).
ener content, a prMervative mayhave to
drug ingredient
These products have also histortaly
be added. Likewise, as of July 7, 1977, been roogrisd as drugs. The Rete .e
B. S&ccxiam Ar An IsYAcvz
firma, will O hakveto comply with the Board of the United state Department 41
Ifoulssx nruDeo PaoDcvn
blcavailablIty requiremts a at forth Agriculture, while onldering the safety
With respect to the use of saccharin In 11320.1 and 320.12(31 CFR 20.21 of saccharin In foodsIn 1912.stated, -The
as a pharmaceutical &i the Commls- and 320
.1) of the regulations. Similar Pood and Drug Act provide that any
stoner has tentatively concluded that the provisions, applicableto antibiotic drug substance which Is intended to be used
risk of such ue In mot drug products Products, a setforth in a new 1420.300 for the preventon. cure, or mitigation of
Is not outweighed by the benefits. and that the Commissioner proposesto add disease
isa drug, and a product containthus, saccharinwill not be permitted as to Part 480 (21CPR Part 490) of thereg- Ingsaccharin and plainly labeledto show
an inactive ingredient unless it affords ulations.
the mixture is Intended for the use
that
an overriding benmit. The Commissiner
Becauseof the potential need for of those personawho. on account of
therefore proposes to add new 1310.514 speciallyformulated drugs for diabetics disease, must abstain from the use of
to Part 310 (21 CPR Part 310) of the or for special situations In which ae. sugar, falls within the clas of drugs
new drug regulations, declaring that any charin may be necessary for the product S* ." This satemet by a board of
drug product for human we containing as a pharmaceutical aid, the Commis- scientif advicom indicate that, even as
saccharin as an Inactive Ingredient is a aloner Is also proposing a specific pro. early as 1913,saccharin was recognized
new drug and Is misbranded unlesssuch visionund
whieh a petition may be " a drug whenoffered for salefor use
Product Is specificallyexempted from submitted to
&DA
requestin that a speperson with a medical 6ed to limit
the regulation. The commisener base Of useof saccharin as an Inactive In- by
In their diets.
sweeteners
this proposal on the fact that the useof gradient be permitted. 2V support such nutritiv
The United State Pharmacopoeia has
saccharin In met drug products as an a Petition, the Person requesting the ox- recognized
Saccharin
as a pharmaceeiInactive Ingredient produces no direct emption mut sa*m* the following in- cal am ebm
at leas lox. M current
therapeutic beneft. IUM
e possible
(1) the ammt of sacchriun edition of the NationalFMuar recrisk associate with the ue at saccharin formation:
In the drug product: (3) Is saccharin is ognim saccharin o&IMUnbseccharin
for such purpose Is medically unjustified. included as a pharmctia aid, an sodium, and saccharin sodiumtablete. By
ISDssAL
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have the effect It purports or is repreThe Commissioner believes that the
sented to have under the conditions of new drug application Is a mere approuse preecrbed, recommended, or $s- priate mechanism for considering the
gented in the labeling or proposed label- Issues related to the marketability of
saccharin-containing sweeteners for use
ing thereof (21 U.S.C. 355(d) (5)).
Individuals who for medical reasons
Finally, if a drug Is otherwise market- by
must limit their intake of nutritive
able, the Oommissioner must determine sweeteners.
He therefore invites comwhether It should be considered as a preon a proposal to add a new
ment
scription or OTC drug. The app iable 1310.514(b)
the regulations which
standai (21 U.S.C. 363(b)(l)(B)) re- would permit to
the aubmisaion of new drug
quires that a drug must be dispensed by applications for
products. TKlausuqi
Its
toxicity
of
If,
becausee
prescription
would be Hmited to considor other potentiality for harmful effect, thorizaton
of tabletop sweeteners in packor the method of its use. or the collateral eration
for use by Individual
measures necesary to its use, (it] is not aging appropriate
The agency will not entertain
safe for use except under the supervision patients.
this proposal new drug applisof a practitioner licensed by law to ad- under
that are clearly
products
for
any
tions
minister such drug."
foods sweetened with saccharin, eg., diet
The Comisioner recognizes that soft
etc.
fruits,
canned
drinks,
Available
product
saccharin is the only
The proposed regulation requires that
on the market for use as a nonnutrtive any manufacturer wishing to s a sinsweetener and that such use may be Imo gle-active-ingredient sweetener containportent to the proper dietary manage- ing saccharin in interstate commerce
ment of individuals who must control would have to meet the following contheir intake of nutritive sweeteners. ditions after publication of the finl
These include individuals with conditions regulations:
such as diabetes, obesity, reactive hypoI. Within 180days, submit a new drug
glyceml@aand eabohydrate-induced by- Application
product, meeting the
perilpemia. Whether such use is properly requirementsforofthe1314.1
of the regulaconstrued as a drug use under the law tions.
depends upon the claims made by the
the product
2. Within 120days, l"
and is reasonably open to
manufacturer
a new drug.
debate. The Commissioner is prepared to with the following Interim Indications
Although single-ingredient tabletop onsider the possfbilty that such single- statement: "For use s a nontalorle
In
the
saccharin
sweeteners containing
sweeteners may be masket- sweetener when a suar-restrilcted diet
form of tablets, liquids, or powders have ingredient
As drugs, even U the same formula is medically indicated, Asin patients with
bee subject to regulation as foods, the able
might not be approvable as a food addi- diabetes" and with a warning statement
Comunisioner believes that such Pro- tive. The CommIssioner believes, how- concerning the risk of cancer. The Comducts may be considered as drugs, de- ever, that the proper context for consid- missioner proposes the following warnpending upon the claim made for them. ering such a use under the drug laws is ing statement, and solicit. additional
The essential criterion for determining
reviewing new drug applications for suggestions: "Warning: Saccharin Causes
whether a product is a drug is whether in
bladder cancer in animals. Use of sacproducts.
it meet. the definition in section 201(g) individual
In
reaching this tentative conclusion. charin may Increase your risk of cancer."
(I) (B) and (C) of the-act, a "articles the Commissioner
Any manufacturer not meeting these
exspecifically
has
Intended for use in the diagnosis, cure. cluded the possibility of reviewing the conditions would be subject to regulatory
mltigation. treatment, or prevention of matter further as part of the OXVre- ction,
a disease in man or other animals," and view. This review is fundamentally inThe Commissioner proposes that these
"articles (other than food) intended to
to Identify those conditions under manufacturers whose products meet the
affect the structure or any function of tended
which specific ingredients cal: be gen- requirements of this section will be perthe body of man or other animals."
recognised as safe and effective mitted to market their products while
Once determined to be a drug. a Pro- erally
OTC use within the meaning of se- their new drug applications are under
duct must meet the standards of the for
201(p) of the act. There is no real- review. Such marketing is permitted for
drug provisions of the act, among them Uon
however, that such a de- a marketed drug which is newly declared
prospect,
the safety id effctiveness requirement. istic
can be made for saccharin as a new drug provided the Commisof either section 2t(p; or 506. Section termination
has no history Of sioner determines it is or may be mediSaccharin
drug.
as
a
new
drug
is
a
a
drug
01(p) states that
in the United States as a drug cally necessary (loffman-LURoche, Inc.
ff It is "not generally recognized, among marketing
for effectiveness under the V.Weinberger, 425 P. Supp. 890 (D.D.C.
experts qualified by scientific training approved
Amendments of 1962:general rec- I976)). The Commissloner has deterand experience to evaluate the safety and Drug
of effectiveness under these mind that the continued marketing of
effectiveness of drugs, as safe And effec- ognition
seem to be precluded, saccharin as a single-tgredient drug
conditions
tive for use under the conditions pre- even thoughwould
effectiveness vel non may meets this criterion, at least for purposes
scribed, reconsnended, or suggested in be demonstrated.
Similarly. the Cana- of permitting further consideration of
the labeling thereof." rf a new drug, the dian study represents
new evidence re- the data and information in new drug
law requires among other things "sub- fleeting on the safety of the product applications, since saccharin Is the only
stantial evidence that [iti will have the which the commissioner considers suf- remaining Aweetener on the market for
effect it purports or is represented to ficient to remove It from the markt as patients on sugar-restricted diets.
have under the conditions of use preapproved food additive. In the face
The foregoing determinations should
wrmbed, recommended, or suggested in an
this new evidence, general reogni- in no way be construed as committing
the proposed labeling thereof" (21U.S.C. of
tion of saty does not appear to be a
Comissioner to approve any new
35(d) (5)). Such substantial evidence reasonable possibility. For these reasons, the
applications submitted either for
means "evidence consisting of adequate the Commissioner ,-ocludes that sac- drug
interim Indication proposed or any
and well-controlled nvestigations, in- charin Is not a suitable ingredient for the
Indication. Approval will depend
other
cluding clinical investigations, by experts review by the Miscellaneous Internal on whether
a labeled meet
qualified by scientific training and ex- products Panel of Oe OTC Review, and the definitiontheofproducts
a drug and whether the
penc to evatate th effectiveness of the cal at August 27, 1976 for submis- evidence presented
In these applications
le drug halved, n the bask of which sion of Information en sweeteners to this meets the criteria for
approval set forth
it could fahly an respond ay be cmin the statute and in the regulations.
eluded by R
gh sxperts Slat the drug Will panel to hereby rescinded.
virtue of the recognition of those pioducts in the official compendia, and depending on their labeling, they may ftll
within the definition Of"drug" in section
201(g) of theact (21 U..C.l32()).
Saccharin was reviewed in the mid1950's under the new drug provisions of
the act u an active Ingredient of a new
drug product in combination with a
cyclamate salt, but the new drug application for shkv product Is no longer approved. In addition, as recently AsAugust
FDA published an
27, 1975(40 P 311179),
amended notice requesting data and information on saccharin for review by its
OTC Mscellaneous Internal Products'
Panel. This publication was a part of
the agency's ongoing review of OTC drug
products for human use currently marketed in the United States. Saccharin
win included in the listing of Ingredients
under the product categories of sweetwere and weight control products. The
Commissioner note, however, that In
response to the August 27, 195 notice.
no submlssons of any type were made for
any product containing saccharin as an
active ingredient. The Bureau of Drugs
of FDA thus hasWnorequest before it at
any manufacturer
the present time 6somn
to market saccharin either OTC or by
Prescription, under the OTC review or as
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The Commissioner- tentatively con, beginanew. By keeping
the standards on

20005

effective date of the final regulation
eludel that, Itf saccharin-containing the books, the Comuissioner will avoid would bepermitted to be Sold The addtsweetenersare labeled as drugs and If unnecessarily expending scre agency tion of sa charin In the manufacture of
they ar deemedto be otherwise approv- resources The Commissioner *mpha- food, further processing, or repakine,
able under the new drug provisions of SIM, however, that his electionof the after the effective date of the final regu.
the act. they may be marketed OTC. amendment approach rather than revo- lation will cause such products to be
This oncl son is based on the lack Cation should not be teken to be an |m- adulterated within the meaning of the
of toxicity (other than risk of cancer. phedprediction that FDA will soonap- act and subject to regulatory action.
for which It will be labeled), the lack prove another artificial sweeteneras a
e. SACCKstAsN
Ss INMUWADOUGS
of other collateral measuresnecessary replacement for saccharin. The amendfor its safe use.which would require a menteare being proposed
as a matter of
When a final regulation Is Issued.
preserlptio and the long history of ste administrative convenience, not as a holders of approved new drug applica0T0 ue of the product without a physi- harbInger of future approval of any ar- tions for a drug product contains saccian's prescription. The Commissioner tfila sweetener.
charin S an Inactive Ingredient and
invites comments on thts tentative 'V. USaOrSACCHARN
INAWItALDaV" sponsorsof IND notices for a drug prodconclusion.
uct Containing saochirin as an Ingreso Aiam FADe
have 9 months to file a suppleIl Us1Or S*ccitAe as A CoommIC
The use of saccharin as an Ingredient dient Will
application (NDA) or amendINOsosiew!
in animal drugs or animal feed for food- mental
mamt (D notice) to revise the formuSaccharin Is currently usedas an in- producing &nimal require a demon- lation removing saccharin
gradient in a number of cosmetic prod- stration that no resldue will be found in dient. Similar requirements an an inre•uct, principally to affect taste. Many of food from the edibleproducts derived for antibiotic drug products.ar proposed
thus products, such as dentifrices from those animals, either by an assay Petitions may be submitted to FDA
(toothpastes) and mouthwashes, as well designated in acOordmnos
with the prothat a specific use of sacchaaslipst cs a Ilkely to be ingested un- visos to the anticancer clausesof the act requesting
s an inactive Ingredient be permitder normal conditions of use.Although (sectione 409(0c)(3)(A), 512(d)(l)(H), rin
Such a petition must include the
the risk of exposure to significant and 706(b) (6) (B)) if It is carctnkOge, ted.
specifed in section rIB. of
amounts of saccharin from Anyof these or by an assaydesignated under sections information
preamble.
products may not be large, the use of 409(b) ()D),512(b)(7),and 700(b)(5) this
Manufacture of any drug products
saccharin affords no benefit sufflcient to (A) (lv), in accordance with the general containing
saccharin
a an inactive inwalft the acceptance of ay increased safety provisions of the act. No such as- gredient would
prohibited after 15
risk. The Commissioner therefore pro- Say has been submitted, nor, to the months from thebe
pose to determine that the use of sac- knowledgeof the Commissioner, dos final regulations date of publication of
in
the
Psea Rounms
chain in any cosmetic product that is such an asay exist, Accordingly, the
of drug products coniLkelyto be ingested and which is manu- Commissloner prqpose to ban saccharin Intlual shipment
saccharin as an Inactive ingrefWtUred more than 10 days after the for all uses in food-producing animals. taining
dient would be prohibited 18 months
dais of publication of a final regulation
since saccharin is aio an ingredient
the date of publication of final regwill result In the product beingdeemed in someanimal drugs and feedsintended after
ulation in the fsui Ratrsu.
to be adulterated under section 601(s) for use in non.food-producing anis.
This proposal invites comment on the
of the act (21 U.S.C.301(a)).
the Commissioner proposesto disapprove
appropratenw% of Permitting the marIV. USXor SACCHosan
I SANDARarzz
S thi use aswell. Saccharin provides no keting of saccharin as singis-ingredlent
therapeutic benefit to animals and has
FooS
for use by Persons who must reSaoehzin Is listed "as mandatory in- not beenshown to provide any overrid- drug
acdlct in nine sted asds of idanty for Ing benefit to a measurable animal treat- strict their intake of SUear, available
gradieally nenetenedfrsit products. in ment population. For these reasons,the without a physician's prescripUon. If the
action two etendfrds, 21 CPRucts.I Commissioner concludes that any risks final regulation should permit such mar16.111 to anials from the ue of saccharin in keting,any manufacturer wishing to ship
a saccharin-con.
and 144.121(formerly 21 CFR 27.128and such drugs outweigh any theretical ben- in interstate Commerce
prior to recodification published in- sfit allegd from Its continued use.
taining tabletop sweetener would, within
27.103,
180days after the date of publication of
the FXssSAltsoav of March 15. 1977
(42 PR 14302)) list a a mandatory inthe
final
regulation,
have to submit a new
VI. COscLIANCX
POLICY
gredlent "One or more of the artificial
drug application for the product and
0M-weetning
in nts l
in and ComAn important aspect of this proposal cOMplywith the other requirements set
plying with Parts 170through129of tis is, quite obviously, the compliance policy forth In proposed 1 310.814.
tthat
FDA intends to adopt as part of the
Chapter
Tabletop sweetenersCurrently being
regulations on saccharin. Matters marketed
would be permitted to conThe Commissioner proposes to amend final
of interest
to consumers and manufaetinue to be marketed as orer-the-coMter
thse standards of identity for artificl- turers and usersof saccharin alike:
ally sweetenedfruit products that re- When will the bn take effect? Will it drugs, pending review and motion on the
now
drug
applications. The Commisquire saccharin to be used as the artifi- apply to manufacture or shipment of
C0l sweetener by deleting the reference saccharin containhiw foods?
Is a recall sioner cautions against substantial
to socharin and replacing It with more contemplated? When must new drug ap- changes In the packaging format of sacgeneral languagerequiring the ue of plications be submitted? This section charin as a single-ingredient product
"One or more of the artificial sweeteners summarlSeeFDA's intended compliance during this period. Within 120 days
listed in and complying with Part 170 policy when final regulations are issued. after publication of the final regulation,
and 189"of Chapter I of Title 21 of the
however, those Products would have to
Codeof Fderal Regulations.
be labeled with the statements prescribed
-. ecAcCusaN
UM IN oos
When the ban on saccharin as 0 foodOnder section 409(e) of the act (21 in 1310514 (b) (2).
aditive takes effect, the marketing of U.C. 348(e)), the final regulation reC.SAccHaIs VS IN COSUgTICS
regular
fodad
the)nte
yokin the
It standards vokins
coveredThby the
the foods
reguis-additive
interim food
omaoo
wilbe
unlawful.
A final regulation prohibiting the use
Willteunlawful. The Commissioner h
ton for saccharin (1 C R 130.37)shall
opted to amend the standards rather be effective on publication in the Fan- of Saccharin in cosmetics that are likely
The
bi lgru.
C m ioner in- to be Ingastod will be effective 30 days
than revoke them to coserve agencyresources..
tide. in the final relulaton, to prohibit after publication of a final regulation
tg
. The addition
If the standards were revoked an an-. te Addition of saccharin to any food in the PMas Pl
that are likely
artificlalesweeter wesaubequently 00- (e...a tdrinks) after the effective date of saccharin to Cosmetics
prord for we by PDA. the process of of the final regulation. Foods that have to be ingested after the effective date
establishing standards for as
bee,
heal
proceed and Pagsa for of Afinal regulation would be prohibited.
sweetenedfruit products would hae to sale to consumer r irttutions on the Cosmetics Containing saccharin that are
already on the market and those prod.
m
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ucta that are fully proceeiad packaged for sle to n
or battutime
before the fia regulation ikes effect
will be permitted to be ad. The prohibition
comieticr
applyontosaccharin
products In
that
are not does
likelynot
to
be ingested (eg., hair tonics).
•sccDe 11511 I A1
35005 A
r,/z
.

All DA reulalki con rning human or: Recent Slde
and a Dlscuesloo of
food were reorganized under Subchapter So00 Qu~vu~ona-Journal of the National
38I"-=, o0.
ptlio-pub. Cb 1utu.2.;
B-lod for Human Colum on.
ahed in the FeamaA. anamna of
10.aneW J . 3 ,3 wivsend.MaRon
0.
March
1, 1977
(42reader,
lFR 14302).
For the A.
J.
lsruo
, Miell
L. lobeln.
convenieme
of the
the following
A.J.a
otBl, 3I.
M. J.3.Poett.J.rt,
table lists the former designation of the "Bioassay of Psucides and Industrial
sections; In rod
d Subehapter B Chemicls ior Tumorlienlty to Mice: A Prowhich would be amended by this pro- iminary Note" Journal of the National CanI)&L
off batituts, 22(0):1101-1114. June I6.
13. Finhugis. 0. 0., A. A.Nelson.andy.
The
oheffinall regltion prohibing the Nowsection:
Old
srlics
Frawley.
Journal of t0e
useof accarn
I anina fod illbe
1465.119------------------2t7.
14
coutical Assocition,
Vol Amena
40, No. 11.o91ring.
effective on publiatoeI in the FEnEA
148.12 ...................
27.84
1so"eview of Tumor in Rate Treate
IL
iasmeza. The Commissioner ntends. in
14531------------------W12.27.7
Retha
hrin a
ionoBate used In
the Ana regulation, to prohibit the ad146.180...................
7.4
Studis on Artifewil swotenes.a
dlon of saccharin to &W animal feed
146.171-----------------7.6
Xlor L. Long. M.D, and Re-bortT. waberafter the effective dalteof the regulation.
146.176................... 27.24
mamn, D.V.M.,Pathologist&.Bureau of SetC. Division of Pharmacology and Toni145.181------------------ 2 7.87
The final regulation prohibiting the
oolosy,Pathology Braneh.
37.128
146.11 -----------------use of sccharin in animal dregs will be
effective 30 das after public&e 0 InY"
tthe
14121
...................
27.108
Is. Leel,
B, "A Two-TeswTrial on
160.141
--------------3....4
Scchlin
for Carcinogenic
Activity." Unpub.
NutalL.
Rsoina. After the effective
150.161...................
219.8
Ished report No.1014.biol. Div, boots Pure
date, It will be unlawful to manufacture
172.185................... 11. 106
Drug Co.,Ltd. 1559;unpubllshed Report No.
an animal drug containing saccharin.
172.N ...................
ll. 1s
I
P456. an addendum to Report No. 1014
Holden of approved new animal drug
104 ....................
131.4011
D.
applications for products that contain
10l18 ---------------. 121,100(d) 14. '"Sfety of Saccharin for Use F0oods,"
Food Protection ommttee. Food and Nunt will
T
saccharin as an Inactive Ing
Comisioner his carefully con- trltion Board,National Academyof SoienceW/
be required to fe a supplemental appli- ilTe
-sideredthe environmentaCeffects of the Natioal Rearch Council. July 1970.
cation within 9 months of publication of proposed
regulation and, because the
iS."Safety of Saccharin for Usein Foods."
final regulations.
Propose action wil not significantly Ad Moe Subcommittse on Nonnutritlvs
affect the quality of the human environ- awn tenors. Conatitte en FoodProtection.
K.SKcAi OF aCCUARIN-COXTAU911,1O
noDUcrS
ment, has concluded that an environ.
atdUon.
snpudhnd.
The Commissioner has concluded that mental impact sttenelt is not required.
16. Ball.J. K. W.X.N.. F. Field. J. C. Roe.
the
the fpublic health does A
as- and M. Waters. -Th Car inoenlo and Conot protection
require the of
recall
soemnentof istheonenvironmental
file with theImpact
Hearing
Carcinogenie
ffci
cio
Parsfiln
wax
Peiate
notrquire therellfo the market of Clerk, Food and Drug Administration.
and Giass Neads In the MouseB sdder"
food, drugs (ha n end animal), SanimlPal
British Journal of Urology.36:2-1287. 1964.
feed, and cosmueticathat contain acRsm05
5
17. Ris, R. U., St. J.. Wakefield. and
chari or the destruction of products
I. Potts. P., "Chiruelcal Observatlons J. ChOwanieo."Co-Oweinogsolo Actionof
that are fully processed and packaged Relative to the Cataract, the Polypueof the saccharin in the Chonlial Induction of
for Sale to consumers or Institutlios N-. the Cancer at the Scrotum, the Difer- Bladder Cances," Nature. 248:947-44, 1973.
when a final regulation in Issued. Thus, ent Kinds of Rupture, and t e Mortlfiatlon
15.Clayson. D. B. (In Pres) '"ixperlmenat this time, no recall is contemplated of the Toes and Peel,'t,"sw. Clark* and tal Bladder Cancer." In X. R. Cooperand
2. Williams, (oede.):Blackwell.Oxford.
177.
Lndon.,K.,
on coltlon.
contain
saccharin
prodUctsorathat
and mrkuts
the
f
oc ai
n d ackB. Taneewa.
and K.Ichikawa. "n2pert. R.19.
Clayson, D.B. (In Prs) "Ziperlmen.
the market or fully processed aod pack, mental Study of the Pathogeneei of Carol- tal Bladder Cancer." In Z H. Cooperand R..
aged for sale to consumers or institutlons none." Cancer Research.3:1-;9, 118.
WIllIas (ed.); Blackwell. Oxford.
when a fnal re station is Issued would
. Kennaway. . L.. "Bxpertment on Can20. Tomats. L. And V. Mohr. (94.)
be permitted to be sold.
cor-Producing 8ubtzances," Brltlsh Medical "lranoplacental Carctonolesesls" Ocent flc
As discused earlier in this preamble, Journal. t:l-4. 1925;and Kennaway, 3. L. PubL No. 4. Int. AgencyRoe.Center, Lyon.
the Commissioner believes that pro- 'Furthsr EXper4imntson Canor-Producing 192.
under
BlocheinlealJournal, 24:491- Therefore,
In fubstanoe"
eerlFod o.
longed
unerte the Federal
Tboer,
1900
drinks
such "sofsoftaccharin
ordinaryconsumption
oinary foods,
foo, uhan of drinks, and
4. Hu.
W.0. and V.D. Wolfe."Enporl- Drug, and Coeetie Act (e8. 201(a),
exposure to saccharin fr0o other prod- mental Production of Aniline Tumors In the 301, 401, 402. 409, 502., 05, 812, 601(a).
ucis (I.e., drugs animal drugs and feed. Bladder of Do-s, American Journal of 701 (a) and (), 82 Sat. 1042-1042 AS
and coametica) Pons a significant risk Pathology, 11:66-487. 1n?.
amended, 1046-1047 as amended, 1050of cancer and should not be permitted
5. Boland. K, "To Correlation of Kxpert- 1055an amended, 70 otal 919, 72 stat.
In the future. However, the potential risk mental Carelnogenese and Cancer n Man." 1784-1188 as amended. 52 Stat. 343-351
of human cancer from sacharin b in 'Isporlulntai Tumor Raa h," P. 30m- (21 U.S.C. 221(s). .31, 141. 342,348, 352,
cumulative; though signIficant, It is nt- burge and S. Mrr (eds.), pp. 222-224, 355,360b, 36108). 371 (a) and (0))and
16D.
the sense that the exposure Basal.
in to
Immediate
authority delegated to the Con5. Mdr. B.."The Roleof Certain Chin
of
connmers
saccharin must be hal
halted
l and Physlcal Agents in the Causation of under
misionr (21 CR 8.1). It is proposed
at once. The relaittely short period of Canoe.," n hesaringsbefore the Com=1tt
that Chapter I of Tile 21 of the Code of
time in which products containing sac- on Interstate end Foreigncommerce. Douse Federal Regulations be amended as
-sharin already on the market win be of Rpresentatives. oth Congress,2d Bes., follows:
sold. does not, in the Commiusioner's on DR7 I0. Jan. 2. 01970.
pp. 45.-o.
Car.
PART145--CANNED FRUITS
judgment significantly threaten the c7. 8hubtk P., and J. sire, "Chemical
public health.
rinogenls
as16:728-742,
Chronic Toxticlty
Teat." Can- 1. In Part 145:
ra
Research,
19".
The Commissioner emphasizes, how8. Berenbluim
I., "TheKxpertmental Boes
a. By revising i 145.114(a) to read as
ever, that there is a Significant potential for Carcogenlelty Tatng"' ProceedIngsof follows:
risk of cancer from prolonged consumpthe European Society for the Study of Druga
tion of saccharin. His judgment is that Toxicity. Vol. M, 1964: tvaluatlon
of the §145.116 Artiefly sweee raiute
oprcots.
Auon of a Drug,pp.
a recall-with all the attendant costs to Potential CarelnopeAo
the Industry and cons mers-is not re- 7-I4. International Congrie Sori55No.is.
(a) Artlcially sweetened canned apquied
o rotct
hepubichealth;
but
ed.).
lxmt
"oCnari"Sl
Amsterdam.
ricois
Is the food which conforms
to the
this judgment
should
constUmed am In.
MO
' "Cliec
*D
olai o"-;st
Vol
" definition
cie3oane
ldos
this not
o beecntudasBrnlm
e) "ohia
Tugetaol
and standard of Identity
pirerefloat
a lack of concern about the so.
ascribed for canned apricote by
cumulative risk assoclae with the rou0. Corfstd. Z., W.
nsaal. K 0. 1145.115(a), except that In lUu of a
tinerslponl s of Saccharin bi the nammondA. u. Linourfed.
3.3B. IbisNni
packing
medium
specified
In
generawlpopulation.
and K L, Wyneer. "Bonokingand Lung Ceo- 8 143.118(a) (3). the packing medium
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usediswatersweetenedwlthoaeorme
of the arti with sweeteners
complying
Parts 110lted
thogIn snd
188
of th W WhthPuts 0
medium
may be thickeoe with pectin and may
contain any mixture of any edibl orenic salt or salts andany edible orgao
acid or asN as a flavor-enhancin
agent; in a quantity not more than is
reasonably required for that purpose.
*
b. By revising,i.126(s) tread
follows:
1 145.126 Arifihcially sweetened canned

. By rewising 1lO.i1l(a) to rad as
b. By revishg I 150.161(c) to read as
follows:
flows:
145.171 Aifcially sweetened eanned § IS5.161 Aifleially eveesed trait
-. .
9
ad/am..
(a) Artifically sweetened canned
pnics is th oed which conforms to
(a)
e artificial sweetening ingrethe definlon and standard of Identity dients referred to In Paragraph (a) of
prescribed for canned peaes by this section are one or mor of the arti1146.170(a). or
that In leu of A €id sweet.enr listed in and complying
packing medium specified In I 14811(a) with Parts 170through 185of this chap(2). the pecking medium. used Is WaWter.
sweetend with oi or more of the
sartifcil sw e
listed tnsnd om.
plying with Parts 170through 1lS of this
chapter. Buehpecking medium may be PART172--fOOO ADDITIVES
PERMITTED
(a) Artificially
sweetenedcnn n
with pectin mad mayoontai
FOR DIRECTADDITIONTOFOODFOR
(a)h
rtifitheald sweeten
ed
t thickened
any mixture
of any edible organic "it
HUMANCOIUmPTIOI
cherr e the food which conforms o or sIlts and any
edible orgnile acid or
the definition and standard of etiY acids as a flavor-enhacig agent, In a
3. In Per 112:
prescribed for canned cherries byq
I 145.12(a), exept that in lIe of a qmitntpnotmothanisr
lyre[Aaesded]
s... .
in qulred forthat Prps.
a. By aning | si2-s3 DluooIumi
I14.125(a)(3). the packing nmd1um
paragraph (h(S).
deleting
ZDTA
by
used Is water sweetened
I. By revising 114.170(s) to read as
with one or more
I
sing
117.81 byre
b.
By
amending
of the artificial sweeteneri listed in a
follows:
(hI and (c) to read as folcomplying with Parts 170through 18 of # 145.176 Artllflill sweetened canned paragraphs
lows:
this chapter. Such packing medium may
pears.
be thickened with pectin and may con172l-81 Glycine.
(a) Artificially sweetened canned
tain any mixture of ny edibleorganic
salt or mit and any edible ormlo acid pears is the food which conforms to the
additive s used or intended
or solds as a flavor-enhaminci agent in a defintit and standard of identity pre- for(b)useThe
as a stablllser in mono- and
quantity not more than is reasonably re- scribed for canned pears by1 145.19(s) diglycerids
prepared by the glyerolyss
except that in leu of a packing medium
quired for that purpose.
specilWdin 1145.175(a) (3). the packing of edible fats or oils In an amount not to
medium used Is water sweetened with exceed 0.02 percent of the mono- and
c. By revising 1 145.131(a) to read As one or more of the adrtilcial sweeteners digylcerides.
follows:
(c) TO aeure safe use of the additive,
listed in and mplying with Parts 170
189 of thi chapter. Such p ck- In addition to the other Information re1 145.131 Artifiealy sweetened enned through
quired by the act, the labeling of the
ing medium may be thickened with pfigs.
Un and may contain any mixture of ay additive shall bear adequate directions
(a) Artificially sweetened canned fg
edible organic salt or site and any edible for the use of the additive in compliance
is the food which conforms to the defi- organic acid or ackis as a flavor-enhanc- with the provisions of this action.
nition and standard of Identity pre- ing ag1ta in a quantity not more tha ti
1 172* 20 (Atenaded]
scribedfor canned tip by 1 145.110.ex- reasonably required for that purpose.
oept that in lieu of a packing medium
c. By amending I 1 22;O Polyethylene
specified In I 145.10(c). the packing me(mean molecular weight 200g.Byrevising 114,.101(& to read a glycol
dium used is watersweetened with oneor
9A00). by deleting and reserving pare.
more of the attficial sweeteners
listed in follows:
graph (c ().
and complying with Parts 170 through
S145.181 Arilifelaly sweetened canned
IS) of this chapter. Such packing mePART180-FOO ADDITIVES
PERMITTED
plnenpple.
dium may be thickened with pectin and
IN FOODON AN INTERIMBASIS
(a) Artificslly sweetened canned
may contain any mixture of any edible
pineapple
is the food that conforms to
organic salt or salts and any edible orgenie acid or acids as a flavor-enhancing the definition and standard of identity S180.37 (Revoked]
4. In Part 150, by revoking I 180.37
agent. in a quantity not more than is rea- prescribed for canned pineapple by
1148.180(a), except that in lieu of a Saccharin. ammonium sacharin, cal.
sonably required for that purpose.
packing medium specified In 1 145,180(s) cium saccharin, and sodium saccharin,
(2), the paking medium used is water which had permitted saccharin and its
d. by revising I 140.136ta)to read as sweetened with coneor more of the artifl- 1altsIn food on an interim
basis pending
follows:
culd sweeteners listed in and complying additional study. ,
1 145.136 Artiflielal., sweetened canned with Parts 170through 115of this chapter. Such packi medium may be thickfruit cocktil.
PART 1BB-SJUSSTANCES P.1HIBITED
(a) Artificially sweentened canned ened with pectin,
FROMUSEIN HUMANFOOD
fruit cocktail is the food which conforms
11.In Part 180,by adding new 1 189.18
to the definition and standard of hlentity
prescribed for canned fruit cocktail by PART 180-FRUIT IUTTERS JELUES. to read as follows:
PRESERVES
1 145.135(a),except that in lieu of a
ANDRELATED
PRODUS
1 189.185 Saccharin
and lis alte
Packing medium specified in I 145.1535(a) 2. In Part 180:
(3). thb packing medium used is wastr
(a) The food dditive saccharin is the
a.
By revising j 10.141(c) to read as
sweetened
with oneor more of the artf- follows:
chemical. 1.2-benDS1sthltsoln- -one- 1,
cIal sweeteners listed in and complying
1-dioxide (CHjO,8). Ammonum sac.
with Parts 170through 18 of this chap- I 1S0.141 Auliflelaly sweetened fruit chain,
calcium sacchazn and sodium
ter. Such packing medium may be thickJelly.
saccharin are produced by the Additional
ened with pectin and may contain any
neutraliltion of saccharin with the
mixture of any edible organic salt or
(c) The LrtiJ1icl sweetning ingredi.
base to yieldthe desired alt. Sacsalts and any edible orgalc add or ads ents referred to In paragraph (a) of this proper
and the named as hve been
as a flavor-enhancin agent, in a qum- section aM O or more of the artificIal charin
uaed as sweetening agents in food.
tIty not moe than isreasonably required sweeteners it
in and complying
with (b Woodcontaining any added sacfor that purpose.
Parts 170through 188of this chapter.
mit is deemedto be
charin or saccharin
0
0
a
#
•
.
adulterated in violation of the act
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asay or other control procedures used ucts, such as pediatric liquid Oral prePain manufacturing the drug product, or ratio=, cough sirup, chewable tablets
that the assayand other control proce- end toothpaste with medical claims. Scdure arerevised to make them adequate. charf has alo been med In the managetill) Data to establish that thestability ment or mitgation of diaetes and other
of the product Is not advereel affected conditions in which the availablecarboec is drug products.
the revised formulation. If the data hydrate and/or c&ie of a patient must
by
many
for
used
been
has
Saccharin
(a)
too limited to support a toncualosn be controlled. Information now available
ysM aasa faring A t In drug Pro. am
that Saccharin cuses mate, auth " pediatric liquid oral Prep- that the drug will retain Its declared demonstrates
bladder tumors In test animals
tablets. petenq for a reasonable marketing pe- lignant
artc. coush drupe, chewable
and toothpaste with medical claims. Sac- riod. a commitment from the applicant: and has a potential for causing cancer
cA) To test the stability of marketed in humans. The potential risk in hucharin hs also been usedIn the man.
mans outweighs the benefits of nontheragement or mitigation diabetes and batches at reasonable intervals;
(9) To submit the data as they become apeutic use of saccharin. on the basisof
other conditions in which the available
this new evidence, saccharin ha not
carbohydrate and/or calories of 4--a- available; and
(C) To recall from the market any been shown to be safe for UseAs en Intient must be controlled. Information
with certain exnow available demonstrates that sac. batch found to fall outside the approved active drug ingredient,for
in paragraph
ceptions
as provided
chai causes malignant bladder tumors speclftleast for the drug.
(3) The revised formulation shall not (e) of this section.
In tes antmais spd therefore his a po(b) (1) Any manufacturer or other
tentlal for casing cancer in humans. bemarketed before the receipt of written
The potential risk In humane outweighs notice of approval of the supplement by person who holds an approved antibiotic
drug file providing for a product that
the benefits of nontherapeutic use of sac- the Food And Drug Administration.
socharin shal sumbit an
(e) Any sponsor of a "Notice of contain
charin. On the basi of this new evdcnoe,
amendment on or before (9 months after
saccharin has not beenshown to be safe Claimed Investigationel Xxemption for a date
of final regulation)
of
publication
(IND)
for
a
drug
product
New
Drug"
for use as an inactive drug Ingredlent,
for-.a revised formulation rewith. certain exceptions as provided for containing saccharin as an Inactive In- providing
gradient shall amend the IND notice moving saccharin as an ingredient.
in paragraph (fMof this section.
(2) The amendment shall contain:
(b)(1) Any drug product that con- before (9 months after date of publica41) A full list of Articles used as cosntains saccharin, or one of its salts, as a tion of final regulation) to provide for a
and a ful statement of the comangle-active-ingredient product in liq- revised formulation removing saccharin ponents
position
of the drug product.
uid, tablet or powder form for use a a as an ingredient.
(tl) Data showingthat the change in
( If the holder of an approved new
tabletop sweetener is a new drug within
doesnot interfere with any
the meaning of seclton 201(p) of the act drug application or sponsor of an IND composition
or other control procedures used.
and requires an approved new drug ap- notice falls to comply with the provi- assay
slone of paragraph (d) or e) of this sec- in manufacturing the drug product, or
plication for marketing.
and other control procethat
the
assky
(2) Buch products currently being tion, the Commssioner will initiate acare revised to make them adequate,
marketed may remain on the market as tion to withdraw approval of the appli- dures
to
establish that the stabit(II)
Data
In
accation
or
terminate
the
IND
notice
(i)
Proefd,
over-the-ccunter products:
Ity of the product is not adversely afA new drug application complying with cordance with the applicable provisions fected by the revised formulation. If the
the requirements of 1 $14.1of this chap- of section 505 of the act and Parts 312 data we too limited to support Aconter Is submitted within 150daysof the and 314of this chapter.
(g) Any person may file a petition In clusion that the drug will retain Ite dedate of publication of a final regulation;
potency for the period allowed by
till All products labeled after (120days accordance with Part 10 of this chapter clared
apiration date, a commitment frm
after date of publation of a final regu- to amend pararph (c) of this section the
applicant:
latin) shall have the following state- to specifya use of saccharin in a drug the(A)
To test the stability of marketed
mente displayed prominently on theprin- product as not being subject to the mis- batches at reasonable Intervals;
cipal display panel and on any other branding provisions of that paragraph.
(S) To submit the date asthey become
labeling, unless revise upn approval of The petition must be supported by the available: and
following Information:
the new drug application:
(C) To recall from the market any
(A) "Por useas a noncaloric sweetener (I) The amount of saccharin con- batch found to fall outside the apwhen Asugar-retricted diet;Is medically tained In each doseof the drug;
(2) An adequate showing that there proved specifications for the drug.
indicated, as in patients with dabetts."
(c) No batch of antibiotic drug prod(Mi "Warning: Saccharin causesblad- are not technically eadblealternatives uct containing saccharin asan Ingredient
der cancer in animals. U of sacclhrin to the useof saccharin in the drug prod- will be certified or released after (18
showing
that
the
uct,
or
an
adequate
may Increase your risk of canor."
provides a substantial months after. date of publication of final
(C) Any drugsproduct that contains drug product
benefit or other public benefit regulation)
saccharin as an inactive ingredient is a health
(d) Cl) Any sponsor of a "Notice of
be avallabie without the Claimed
that
would
not
of
section
meaning
the
within
new drug
Investigational Exemption for a
30(p) of the act and Inmilbranded and use otsaccharn; and
New Drug" (IND) for a drug product
($) A copy of the proposed labeling
subject to regulatory action under secasicharin as an ingredient
clearly specifying the saccharin content containing
tons 301, 02, and 505of the act.
shall
amend
the DD notice before (9
(D) Any bolder of an approved new and its Intended use.
months after date of publication of final
drug application for a drug product conregulation) to provide for a revised fortaining saccharin as an inactive ingremulation removing saccharin as an InPART430--ANTIBIOTC DRUGS;
dient shall submit to the Pbod and Drug
gait.
G NERAL
Administration on or before (9 months
(2) If the sponsor of an IND notice
after date of publication of final regula7. In Part 430, by adding new Sub- f6lis to comply with the provisions of
4ion) a supplemental application pro- part P-lgredents No longer Shown To paragraph (d1)l) of this section, the
viding for a revised formulation removing Be Safe,consisting at this time of 1430.- commissioner will initiate action to tersacharin" an ingredient.
minata the UMW
notice in accordance with
300, to read as follows:
applicable provisions of section 507of
(1) The IMpplement application shall
SbatF-trngredleetta No Longe Shown the
the act and Parts 312 and 433of this
contain:
ToBeSafe
chapter.
(1) A full list of articles used as comSociarinal use asan ingrMi(e) Any person may file a petition in
ponents anda full statement of the com- J 430.300
eat in astilsteic drug products.
accordance with Part 10 of this chappogul= f the drugProduct.
Ca) saccharin has beenusedfor many ter to amend paragraph (c) of this sec(l) Data showing that the change in
tion
to specify a use of saccharin In a
coBnpeltJon does not interfere with any years as a flavoring agent in drug prodPARTSlO--NW DRUGS
$. In Part 310.by adding new 1 310.114
to read " follows:
5310.314 Saelstar; malas an inpredi.
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drugprodt*C
NOW ilhiepein
rtsaie
orratd which
the produ40%
mats he supote by the followIng
tnformation:
(I"*2Wamount Of eearn cotained
In eeh dooC the dr
a;
(2) 'An
t hi
tt
ther
alternatives
feasible
lelmtoll
arethnous
to
of asechein Inthe drug Prodlookoranadequate
showing
thatthe dnug
WWdprtovides a substantial health
bnftor other publicbenefi that VWl
not beavailablewithout the useof sesham:' and
(S)
o A p at the propod lbed

*

reosua)

. . Aft

a

olmed

for a "eie

eppMlahen
formulaion re-

itmal drug Slolation fito
oeouf
wth th provisimes Ci Peraraph (d) 4f
thi Ietion, the Commissioner will IVAtto atoUn to withdraw approval ci the
m In aetooran" with te ap povistionsof section o ci the
act.
PA~rT1O-UGSTWAM

-NMIOrATH

PRDR*STIE

gedient tlat Is Ikely to be -led is
desesed to be adultered ad is suet
trs~
a~ct~ion
undr sectionsS1
1(
the ederal ood Dru
and Ocsetio Act.
DhItrstd pesm may, on or before
June 14. 1S77. subomltto the Heering
CletE Fod and Dn Adiinistratio
Jim "-I, MO"Vishers Law. Rockvflls.
Md.I06. written comments (Pee
in quadrUat. a1WIdentified with the
Haring Cleft do"ret number fcund in
bracket. In the heading of tis douent) reading this proposal. The en.
"lope Containing the- ommomt(s)
should be prominent red o"C
CHAR.- Roeved Comment.my he
m In the aboveCO between the
hours of 9SALse and 4 pm, Monday

AN MAN
0. By addinga newPart W5. cnslstand us Intended e
w
wegat this tim cI &WI.1, to teed a
foUows:
PART510-441W ANIMALDRUG
oake.
SInPart
, adding new 10.414. § 59.183 seeehrl ad isM
Wood633,1Dis Adasalostaico
(a) The foodadditivesaccharin Is the MOWa.-MISh
to eda follow
hasdetrmned abm ti doenmmnteatas
chemical,
1,2-benalsothlslln-3-ons-1,1* 12.414 Sebre
a nMajo
preopesltreubte
rea
else
did
(O
OSl.
mCt-m
cha
lts"ia tape stteat under Seutve
odum a.
(a) There are no approved or dcci- rb, Calciumsaccharin.
Order11U1ed 01 Glsse A-10 ad
mented rues of saccharin as an tapeo- chain anr produced by th adtiona seres ht seam heet
sttmoso
dist in animal dreg Intended for we In neutralsalou of sachari wim the has bae peePies A scs" 5 th Indetis
fcod-producing aninls. Inonnaion proper hes to yield the desired salt. Imposetsss is .aL with the aser.
040% iced sAdDres Administrato.
accharin and the Dnmed salt. have W4g
owr available demonstr t
that sachat cuses malignant bladder umne been wed as sweetening agents In huDated: April 12.l1lT.
in teat animals and therefore has a nmanfood and m have bee we " a
DoerAlsKmaiM,
Mt fA food or feed for
for causing cancerin humane. B
tqtlal
food-producing
animals,the we CC
Coumaisw C/ Food eod Drug.
seohasin asman ingredient in animal
(b) information now available dem,Ira
Doe.7.-111
P
d4 drugs o animal feedrequires a demon- onstrate tha sachari Causesmaligatration that no residuewill be found nat bladder tumor In tt animals ed
infondfrom the edibleproduct. derived therefore has a potia for Cawsins 121 CPRk
Past 14516.72
0.1.
from those animals, either by an assay cancer In humans. For this reason It has
310.430,5
no Mied
5003
designated In accordance with the pro- not beent
shown to berafe for use In food
IDes. No. 77X-OcosI
vis to the anticancer clauses of the or feed for animals other than man. i
act it it is a barclnogen or by an assay food-producing animals, the useof AND fI gALTS
SACCHtARIN
chw A an Inlredlent In animal feed
o y provisions of the act. Nosh
reqe a demonstration that no residue
assay has been submitted. nor, to the will be found in food from the edible AOENCY: coodand Drug Administraknol d1 01 the Commissioner, does product. derivedfrom those animals, tion .
such an as exist. On the basisof this either by an assaydesignated in accord- ACTION: Notice of Public Hearing,
vdence, sacchar has not been shown ance with th proviso to the anticancer
to be sat for use as an native Ingre- clause of the at If It Is 4 Carcinogen. SUMMAY: noecnUmmlaon *I pood
dient In anima Ors intended for use or by an sa designated In accordance and Drugs announces that a public hear.
In food-producing animals.
with the geora ety proviiosO Of the lg will be held on Ia 18 and 15, 1977
(b) Saccharin has beenusedas an In- aL No such assayhas been submitted. to receive Information and views from
Iredilt in some aimal drugs Intended nor. to the knowledge of the Commis- interested personson the proposed
.
oiuse in non-food-producing animals. slcner, doessuch an ~ae exist.
leticca regarding saccharin pubbW
Saccharin provids no thorapetitic bane*- (o) Food or feed for animals other elsewherein ths sue of the PU
fit to animals end has not beenshown than man o
tntaingens added saccha- R"%,
to provide ens overriding benefit to a rin or sochafrn salt Is deemedto be DAT: The public hearing Will be held
measurable animal treatment popula- adulterated in violation of the act.
or. AlW 18 aN 1t1 I7
at S aJ A
ion. icr these reasons,the Commiswritten notice of participation must be'
ator concludes that any ricks to anfied by Ma S, 1077.
PART700-4NIERAL
llnals frrmu the useor saccharin in such
drugs outweigh a%0theoretical benefit
10.In Part 700.byadding a new 1 700.- ADRS:
Written notices of perallege from it. continued use.Accord- 22,to read s follow.:
ticipation should be snt to the Hearing
ingly, on the basisof the new evidenc
1700.22 Use of ssehbertas a Ingredi- Clerk (HiC-O, VW and Drug AdminilstrStion,
Rm.
4-,
400 FiUh
saccharin has not beenshown to be sale
eanIsncametle predtes.
for useasan activeor inactiv Ingredisnt
Lima. Rockvllle, MD
2M/.
in animal drugs Intmndedfor use in non(a) Saccharin and Its alt. have been
INFORMATION CONused a an Ingredint In cosmetic prod- POXt PURT
food-producing animals.
Wc Any drug product that contains ducts. The Ingstion of s ahain has TACT:
Mr. Ted Hermn, Compliance Regulasaccharinas an inactive Ingredient Is a beenshown to Indute cancer of the badnew animal drug within the Meaning of der In rat. The Commssiotr concludes
rood and
tiono P0110Staff (R-10),
Section 201(w) 01 theact, and is Umiaw- that, on the basiscithese findings, sacDrug Administraion. Department of
ful and subject to regulatory action un- charin Is a deleterious substance that
Health, Uducatlon. and Welfare, MOO
may
render
Injuriom
to
users
ay
ofder sections
301end512of the act.
FihMs lan,
ockvills MD 20867
(d) Any holder of an approved new metic product that Contains saccharin or
($01-44030).
animal drug application for a drug prod- a saacharin It asan Ingredient ond Is
uct containing saccharin
as an inactve lkely to be Ingested under normal Con- SUPPLUMIITARY INFORMATION:
Ilsewhere In this issueof tl Pman
Ingredient shall submit to the Woodand ditions at use.
Dru Administration on or before (S0 (b) Any cosmetic product containing Rsmns, the Commissioner is proposing
mout*3 after daisof publication CCfinal saccharin or a saccharin salt as en In- to revoke the Interim food additive reguIosa SWIWi VOL 42, NO.7i-aAY, A0211
I,, It"
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PRtOPOSE

tattoo 31 Cim 160,3 (tomercpn
121.401. pelor to rewodlfltm pushed
tn the hman. ltesa of March is.
11"m(42 FR 1402)) Under which sacehsrin AMd
It &at (mchadn) are cur.
reni pmaitted as Ingredient In prepackaged food such as sol drinks. and
as 1t1l4op nonutrntive meeteners. The
Commisstoner Is ao proposg to accept
and promptly review ne dru applieattm for the marketing of saccharin as
a sInge-Ingredlent drug. available withcut a physician's prmerlptton. The commnloer t aO proposing to prohlbtt
the ue of saccharin tn coutes that
we Molto be Ingsted, to amend the
s
of Identwitythat provide for the
Ma of saccharin and to prohibit the me
of mchartn In animal drugs and animal
feed. Comments on the proposal mW be
submitted mtil June 14. 1IM. Became
of Wheboad public Interest in and coeu ahout smachari the Commissioner
has determined
thas.
in additi to tin
normal So-day comnmt peglod for receipt of written coomfenta. an infomal
public hearing Should be held regrdn
the proposal. lbs pepom e W m&lhearing ts to provide an open forum
for the presentao of ina action A
view concerning all aspect, of the proPOe by Interested per1 . be they con.

RULES

sumers. aclentleta. or representatives of
manrfacturere of regulated products.
In preparing a final regulation,. the
Commlesloner will consider WheAmInletrative record of " hearing along with
all other wittm moments received doIng the comment perid speifed in the
ft hearing will be held on 1W It and
it, !
hi the auditorium located on the
first floor in the HIW North Building.
390 Independece Ave. 6W. W htn.
DO 20301. The hearing will begi an
.. Seh day. 7U pre ing ofor Will
be Dr. Donald rmKoaft. mmlseo.
of boedand Drugs.
A written notice of participation must
be fled pumant to 1 CPS . 6(f1rmar1y 31OM 2.131prior to recodliloation
published in the Fkat
nion O1
March 32,I 77(4 IR 16683)) with e
Hearing Cark (C-). Fod and Drug
AdmInIsatont
ROt. 446. 6m50l14l
Ia. wok"" MD 30"1 not War than
Mail. 10. nb oveope Conta'=ng e
no
f participai
h d
pmanl~y machad Wocharin Heartng
lbs notice o1 partlaton tself must
atalo the Hearing Clerk Doelt
07114-00f
the mine addrw ind taleplume tAte a Shemmero deim gto
no.s allaliton. a inmar of 20 ONO

of the prmntati
and We approxmate
smCumt of Ue belin requested for the
Pmentaa. A schedule for the hearing
wm be mailed to each person who Ale a
notice at ParicipatioN the schedule wil
also be avSlSe hkmethe FDA Rearing
CLk Individuals and rawalsatloo with
common interests are urged to oeaolldate or cocrdlinate their presentations.
n the event that the rmoepme to this
notice of hearing are so numeru that
ienl tiwe tosavaulble to acommoa
the fu amount of tme requested
n the notes of participation received.
the Commissioner will aloste the avalable tm among the peOM making the
oral presentation to be Wd as they wish.
Format written sIasotn (preferably
tn quadruplicate) my be preented to
the presding oilelro May 1 ad 1 for
bncluso In the administrative record.
T21heaIng will be open to the public.
Any Etetd
person who e a writte notice of participation may be heard
with reet
to matte relevant to the
Idaues nde consideration.
Dated: April 12,1977.
DoALo Kssmsr,
.Mn
to
ofTII
j Food ad Drops.
IFS 130677-111111
fled 4-14-77.6:46 a)

MImesU
scourig, VOL12,
o.
No. S-ioIAY, AM is. t
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INTERIM REGULATED SUBSTANCES
TAB K
Interim Regulated Substances

1 121.40001 Saccharin; ammonium, calcium, and sodium.
Use:

-Sweetening agent only in special dietary foods

1970 Production:
pounds per year
for food use

Saccharin

Calcium
saccharin

4,400

94,880

Ave. Consumption:
milligrams per day

78.1

Previous
Regulatory status:

353.8

Ammonium
saccharin

Sodium
saccharin

33

1,473,730

1.6

335.7

GRAS

* 121.4004 Brominated vegetable oil
Use:

Stabilizer for flavoring oils used in fruit flavored

beverages1970 Production:
pounds per year
for food use
Ave. Consumption:

No record

mi1ligiams per day 0.0225

Previous
Regulatory status:

GRAS

1 121.4005 Mannitol
Use:

anticaking agent and free-flow agent, formulation

aid, firming agent, flavoring agent and adjuvant, lubricant
and release agent, nutritive sweetener, processing aid,
stabilizer and thickener,finishing agent, and texturizer.
1970 Production:
pounds per year
for food use

2.89 million

416
-2

Ave. Consumption:
milligrams per day
Previous
Regulatory status:

4,216

GRAS
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION.

AND WELFARE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

oocVtcvm.
MAnyAD -s

Ms. Judy Robinson
Professional Staff Member
Subcommittee on Migratory Labor
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

20857

JAN 3 1 1977

Dear Ms. Robinson:
During the hearing before the Committee on Small Business on
January 13, 1977, Senator Nelson and Acting Commissioner
Sherwin Gardner discussed the status of the color additive
FD&C Yellow No. 5.
I am enclosing two documents, which will be published in the
Federal Register on February 4, 1977, pertaining to labeling
and restrictions on the use of the above color.
If I can be of any further assistance, please let me know.
.. Lncerely yours,

Office of Legislative Services
2 Enclosures
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RULESAND REGULATIONS

Yellow No- .
WThe
Ommkiweon. In
evalustisg the stn eo VDW Ire]ow
No. 5 for external cos tis le. Coaeludes that such actim k in tlare
pending seeIpt of the na data from
chroul studies with FDW YedlowNo.
A.
Accordingly. the commllssoer Is announcla in sccrdanos with section 701
(el (2) 0 the Fededrl Fod. ea snd
Cooom e Act (21 USC. 371 (s)tW).
that the effectiveness has besn stayed
for the order listing VIDW Yellow No. S
for use In externally applied cosmetl.
Therefore, under the MrdealFod.
Drug. and Cosmetic Act. (sm 701(o).
706 (b). (e). and dl. 70 Stat. 910. 74
Stat. 39-90 E2 U.Sc. 871(e). 576 b,
(0). and (d1)) andunder authelir
delegated to the Commnlaoner (11 CIFR
5.1) (recodtflcatlon published In the
fsunoL RArga of June 1. 1076 (41
lboeaet NO.7m-o0ml0
PR 24202)). notice Is siven that the offective date of arch 32, 1074 for th5
PART --COLOR ADDITIVEI
order amending Part 8 by *ddlg new
Listing of FO&CYellow No. 5 for Cosmetle Subpart 0 consisting of 18.7355 is
Use Subect to Cotficalto, Stay of stayed by the filing of timely and vslld
Effectiveness
objections.
The Food and Drug AdminIstratIon
Until further notice. FIDW Yellow o
(PDA) Is announcing a stay of the effee- * wi continue to be provisionally listed
tUveneasof the order listing FD6C Yellow for use In cosmetcs. generally. aud in
No. 5 for use In externally applied externally applied drugs.
cosmetics.
DatedrJanuary 28. 1077.
In the FnOSail RerlsTes of January
21. 1074(39 PR 2358). the Commissioner
Ssl-ww O sm.
of Food and Drugs Issued an order listActeng Commisioner of
ing FD&C Yellow No. S for use In
I Food and pris".
externally applied cosmetics other than
IrR Doe71- 7 Filed14-7ate sIl
hair straighteners, permanent waye
preparations, and depilatories by adding
new I 8.725' (21 CFR 8.7255). The continued use of these three types of products has been permitted under the provisional listing of yMC Yellow No. S.
Timely objections to the order were
received from a manufacturer of colors.
a manufacturer of cosmetics. and a trade
assoclatlon. Two of the letters objected
to the ordered exclusion of the we of
FDC Yellow No. S in Ingested cosmetics.
Both letters claimed that'such use should
be Included In the order end cited findings from teratological and mulUreproduction studies u supporting evidence
for their safe ue. It was also cited that
the color was already listed for use tn
food and ingested drugs. Two 'of the
letters objected to the exclusion of the.
use of the color In hair stralghteners.
permanent wave preparations, and
depilatories. One letter objected to the
omission of a final listing of lakes made
from FID& Yellow No. 5. One letter obJected to the omlslon of the use of PD&C
Yellow No. S In externally applied drugs.
The filing of these objections automatically served to stay the effectiveness
of the order because they involved its
pr-imary aspects.
A proposal was published In the rm9UAL REGISTER
of September 23. 1076 (41
PR 41580) to postpone the closing dates
for the provisional listing of certain
color additives beyond December 31.
1975.One of the requirements that the
proposal would Impose Is the submission
of new data from chronic studies with
certain color additives. Including FD&C
f1OteAt

atix$.t, VOL 41. NO. 24-eFIsDAY, "MiAeY 4, IM.
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121 CFRParts1.. 200. 201)

disorders, including bronchial asthma.

IDocket No. 771-0001

nasal polypos., vasomotor rhinith. and

skin allergies to various substances, has
been known for over 80 years. The ispirin reaction is manifested byasthmatic
symptom,. urtlea wsoedema, or
nasal symptoms. 7U overall incidence
Human Drgs
of aspirin intolerance In the United
The Food and Drug Administr&tion States Is unknown.
and Beer
(PDA) Is proposing to require the label (Rof. 1) cited a reportanter
by Peerso on a
declaration of PD&CYellow No. 5 when large asthmatic population
In which 2.2
usedto color foods and ingested drugs percent were oid to be aspirin
and to prohibit Its use bi certain drugs ant. Chafee and Settipane (Rof. intoler2), on
for human use. These restrictions are the other hand. reported an Incidence
considered necessarybecauseat mount- 43 percent in their large population of
of
Ing evidence of allerglc-type reactions asthmatics. These figures were obtained
to FD&CYellow No. 5. Interested persona solely on the basis of clinical history.
hae until April S. 1977to submit com- Chafe and Settipans found that among,
ments.
patients with rhlnits, 0.7 percent
In the f stAL,Rzo~svae of May 8, 1969 their aspirin
ntolerant
(84 PR 7447).the Commissloner of Food were
n has also long beenknown that some
and Drugs Issued an order liting FDC
persons
ar sensitive to organic chorlYellow No. 5 (also known 8 tarirulno cals. However,
the first person to report
when not certified by FDA for use in an association between
PD&CYellow No.
food, drugs, and coemetles)for use in 5 and allergic-type reactions
was Lockey
food under 1 T.275
(31 Cft 8.275) and (Ret. 3. In 1969,Lackey reported
for use In ingested drugs under J 8.4175 eraltzed u rticart In.6hree patientsgen(21 CM 6.4175).This action was sup- ter Ingestion of one or more tablets afported by safety data in a color additive a corticoeterold containing PDC of
Yelpetition (CAP 23) and other relevant low No. S. The Patients were an athmatdata The petition ws submitted by the
a patient known to be very sensitive
Certified Color Industry Committee. c/o It,
drugs of coal tar origin who was takHaleton Laboratories, Falls Church. VA to
(now the Certified Color Manufacturers ing a steroid for a skin rash due to a
Association. 90017h St. NW., Washing- topical mercurial, end a Patient with a
diseasewho wasknown
to be
ton, D.C. 20000): )notice- of filing wee collagen
I
published In the FRDZeAL
Ross1raZof aspirin intolerant.
Since the IM's, there ha been InMarch 27.1995 (30 PR 4083).
creasing
numbers
of
reports
establishing
No specific restrictions wereplacedon
the use of PD&C Yellow No. 8 other that there is a stro(Anassociation between
than the requirements of batch certifi- aspirin ntolerance and FD&CYellow No.
cation by FDA, The color is provisionally 5 Intolerance. Chafee and. Settipans
listed for usein externally applied drugs (Ref. 4) described an asthlastic patient'
and In cosmetics under 18.501(a). The with aspirin sensitivity (angloedema)
closing dpte for this provisional listing whose chronic asthma and acute attacks
is Jsnuaty 31, 1077.A proposal was pub- were exacerbeled after taking certain
lished in the F'xsoaL ReoxSTr of Sep- antlasthmatic drugs, vitamins, premarin,
tember 23, 1976(41 FR 41860) to poet- and certain foods. In double-blind studpone this closing date to December 31. los, she was reported to be allergic to
1980, conditioned up on the timely sub- PD&CYellow No. 5 and, mildly, to FD&C
mission of reports from new chronit tox- Red No. 4. Drugs containing FD&C Yelicity studies. Regulations finalizing this low No. 5 could provoke symptoms with
proposal are expected tobe published in a single dose.On the basisof these findings, the authors recommended that
the
future.
. Annear
order
listing FD&C Yellow No. 5 FD&C dyes be required to be listed on
/
for use in externally applied cosmetics food and drug packages. .
The precise Incidence of intolerance of
under 1 8.7256(21 CPIR8.7255)was published in the FIDSAL Rrcisree of Jan- PD&C Yellow No. 5 in the total populauary 21. 1974 (39 PR 2358). However, tion or even in aspirin-intolerant pathe effective date of that order was tlents is not known. Over an l-year pestayed by the submission of objections riod, Bater and Beers(Ref. 1) followed
to. among other things, certain restrsc- over 1,000 aspirin-intolerant patient.
tions that wereto be placed on use of diagnosed on the basis of history. The
the color. Published elsewhere in this hospitalized for study 182of these sissue of the FtDeseAL
RZGasis is a notice pLrin-intolerant paUents. All were asthannouncing the stay of the effective date matle. but they had had vasomotor rhin.
itis and nasal polypsfor years before
of that order.
developing athma. Of the 182aspirin.
DIscUsSic' o t PaOsLZs
Intolerant patients. nine (5 percent)
Since PD)*C Yellow No. 5 was listed were intolerant of tartrazine, Ft&C Yel.
for use In food and ingested drugs, evi- low No. 5. In a double-blind study using
some
of these'patents, 2 .o 40 aspirindenceof allergic-type responsescaused
by ingestion' of substances containing intolerant patients (7.5percent) recelythe color has accumulated. These re- ing 25 milllgrans of tartrazine developed
sponsesto FD&CYellow No. 5"oceur prl- symptoms,
narily In patients who also have aspirin
Juhlin et al. (Ref. 5) found that seven
Intolerance, although an absolute asso- of sevenaspirin-intolerant patients decation has not been'established. The velopcd asthma or urtlcaris to only 1 to 2
phenomenon of aspirin Intolerance In milligrams of tartradne. One of the
certain personswith underlying allergic seven reacted only slightly to 2 mniU#050 YELLOW
NO. 5
LabolngI Rooden Drug's~
foHma

FEDERAL
REISTER,VOL. 42, NO. 24--FeOAY, FERUAey 4, 197,
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gram but reacted strongly to 5 mli- Uce is indicative of the relaUve incidence and cosmetics Is not considered to programs of tartraine. Thus. theseauthors of asthma vs. allergic rhinitis, there are 2 sent a likelihood of •liergic-type re.
found a 100-percent Incidcne of tartra- to 4 million patients with silergic rhini- spouses. Cosmetic article such as
zine intolerance tn their limited studies. Us.of whom 14.000to 28.000could be s- mouthwashes, dentlfrioss. and lipsUcks
Although the test was single bind, there pirS intolerant. Thus, a total of 04000 are also unlikely to Induce allergic-type
were Do reactors to a placebo. One of. to 388,000 know aspirtn-intoerant pa- responses because of the very small
If.it Is further amount of the cosmetic that may atthe patients had beentaking an antihis- tients could be sasumed.
tamine containing only 30 micrograms of assumed that 80 percent of sapirin- tually be ingested. Furthermore. a of
tartraine per tablet for a month in an intolerant patients are intolerant to Msy1, 117, all newly ordered labels
attempt to relieve urticarla which began PD6 Yellow No. G. usig Mlchalason for cosmetics bave been required to deafter taking an aspirin tablet. There and JuhliWs urticara and alrioedema clare the-hpecif colors present. Under
was no Improvement in the urtlcart un- population (Rf. 6), then there would be these circumstances, persons who are hytil 5 days after the patient stopped talk- 47.000to 04,000PD&C Yellow No. & in- persenslUve to FD&C Yellow No. 5 will,
by careful review of the product labeling,
tolerant patients.
ins the antihlstamlne.
The amount of FD&C Yellow No. 5 in- be able to avoid cosmetc products conMichaclsson and Juhlin (Ref. 6), in a
studyinvolving provocstion tests with ested is undoubtedly important in the training the color. The CommIssloner con.
ITn
eludes, therefore, that no furtlier action
a
reaction.
of
provocation
used
potential
aspirin, ao dyes. and two commonly
food preservatives in patients with re- many cases,however, it 4#not possible Is required as to cosmetics in general.
current urtlcarla or angioedema, found to ascertain the amount of FD&CYellow or for externally applied drugs.
that 20 of 52 Patients developed a read- No5 ingested bythe people who reported
P O L..ens Foose
tion to something--e a., 35 of these had the allergic-type symptoms to their phyPersons who know they are intolerant
urtlcaria to aspirin; 1 to tartrasine (12 sicians and, accordingly, the thriehold
cases after I to 8 milligrams, the rest -value for provocation of a reaction to of FD&C Yellow No. 5 are likely to be
after 5 to 18 milligraml; and 22 to so- FD&CYellow No. 5 has not beendefined selective in the types of foods that they
dium bensoate (42 percent). There were in the literature. The determination of useand, with appropriate label declaraalso 10 casesof urticarla due to Sunset the threshold amount may be particular- tion would be able to avoid the potential
Yellow (PI.WCYellow No. 6) and some -ly difficult in those persons who show hazard from alleric-type reactions to
of thes were not sensitive to lrtrazine. allergl-type reactions to FD&C Yellow the color in food by readiir the label.
It is not possible from this paper to as- No. 5 only after having Ingested the color Accordingly, s label declaration of* the
certain the precise percentage of spirin- additive in foods or drugs over a pro- presence of FD&C Yellow No. 5 in food
intolerant patients who were also In- longed period. Sainter and Beers (Rot. for' humans, whether added as the
tolerant of PD&C Yellow No. 5, but.it 1) tested one dose of 25 milligrams of straight color, anxture, oralake, would
VD&CYellow No. 5 in 40 aspirin-intoler- enable persons intolerant to PD&C Yelwould appear to be about 50 percent
Settipne and Pudupskkam (Re. 7)- antpatients, three of whom reacted posi- ;ow No. 5 to minimize exposure to the
recently performed a tartrazine-placebo- Uvely. Juhlin et al. (Ref. 5), on the other color.
controlled double-blind crossover study hand, reported that.' iome patients' .The basis for the proposed action Is the
In 40 Patients who had a history of aspi- promptly showed allergic-type reactions provision of section .706(b)43) of the
rin intolerance and in 40 normal con- after a single inestion of as little as I Flderal Food. Drug, ond Cosmetic Act
trots. Most of the aapirin-ntolerant-pa- milligram of tartrazine (pD&C Yellow (21 U.S.C. 378(b)(3)). which provides
that regulations for the listing of a color
.
tients had asthma, the remainder had No.),
The Food lnd Drug Adihinistration additive shall "prescribe the conditions
rhinitis and rhinorrhea. Many of these
also had urticara. The patients were has long been concerned about allergies under which such additive may be safely
challenged with'0.44 milligram of tartra- involving food, drugs, and cosmetics. The employed for such useor uses(including,
zine or placebo (except for two who re- Commssioner recogntzes that many sub- but not lnted to * * I and directions
celved 0.22 milligram). Six (15 percent) 'stances to which man Is exposed.includ- or other labeling- or packaging requireof the 40 aspirin-intolerant patients ing those occurring in nature, may elicit ments for such additive)." FD&C Yellow
given tartrazine developed urticaria or allergic-type reactions in someunusually No. 5 has clearly been shown to produce
bronco s sm, together with at least a susceptible or- Idiosyncratic individuals. illergic-type responsesin humans and
20-percent reduction In three pulmonary A great variety of materials hasbeenim- thus a requirement for label declaration
function tests. There were no reaction plicated In allergic-type reactions eg of the color Is Justfled. The evidence that
to the placebo, and none of the-normal dusts of various kinds, pollens, feathers. other color additives may elicit sLintlar
is limited and accordingly, the
controls developed any reactions.- - ' insect fragments, bee stings, seeds-dan. responses
at similar
Commissioner conclude
It is not possible to state precisely the druff, and a number of foods. I
cidene of Intoeranc to D&C Yl- hypersensitive persons may react by ex- labeling requirements should not be exto other color additives at this
anuberortended
hin
ngted
Staes
is.aa broad
broth range
lowerein
there
of
degree
o
In
mynclude
angioedem,
urticaria,
otheramendment.
than lq &C
Under th.0colors
proposed
which foods
time. containing
number
of responses,
hibi-n
.d e re
tolerance, some patients reacting to a bocilatmpruritis,
food cotanngcoosuterlhnar.
fraction of a mlligram and othersra- bronchial asthmas,r snd vauuar Yellow No:5 can continue to be labeled
in accordance with the requirements conqulrlng 5 milligrams or more (the dos- purpua.
In evaluating the s sports described coming the label declaration of color adagesfound in foods). Using the incidence
of 4.2 percent aspirin intolerance In a above, the Commissioner Qoncludesthat diUves prescribed by section 403 (1) and
population of asthmatics and 0.7 per- there Is no evidencein the available (k) of the act (21 U S.C. 343 (I) and
cent in a population with rhinitis. asre- information on FD&C Yellow No. 5 that k)) which permuld declaration collecported by Chafee and Settipae (Ref. 4) den., trates a significant hazard to the Uvely ss artincl l, .Aor.
There is no evidence that any color,
in their large practice involving over genemi population when the color "- used
9.781 patients with these diseases.cal- at current levels and in the manner cow including 70&0 Yellow No. 3, elicits iculstions of the incidence can be estl- practiced. However, becuse of the ei- lergic-type reactions in animals. Accordmated. In Chafes and Settipane's report, dence of a causal relationship between ingly, label declaration of Fi&C Yellow
about half the patients had allergic rhi- PD&C Yellow No, 5 and serous'allegic- No. 5 I animal feeds and pet food would
niti, only. The other patients had asth- type responses in certain susceptible in- not be required. -.
The Commissioner concludes that Isma alone or asthma plus rhinitis. The dividuals. the Commissioner concludes
Incidence of asthma in the United States that action must be taken to limit the belin for food Droducts should berevised
is estimated to be I to 2 percent. 'lius, If potential for exposure Of such Perons' a soon as possible to include the decsreYellow No. simOg the 111t
there are 2 to 4 million sthmatis in the to th colorthrouh.inetlon of food or tion of
:..:.' -. ' -of ingredients. Therefore, he propose
'
United States and about a 4-percent in- drugs.cadenceof aspirin intolerant* in sth- - There are no report of reactionsto that the effective date for this portion
matics there could be 80,000 to 160,000 pD&c Yellow No. a from external so- of the final regulation be 1 year after it casesof aspirin ntolfacid among sth plication and, accordingly, the useof the date of publication in the FzasL- RamatiL It Chafeeand SetUpanes prac- color additive in externally applied drugs srs. The Commissioner believes this
4,197
u0fsAL t sIut' VOL 41..NO. 2--1iAv, FUstUAIY
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will provide uffjcent time to permit s
of curret stocks of labeling sandrevision~
at labeling to Include a decarationof the
no. A. ManuaYellow
IFof
faetrilm could of coursrevie their

quently. listing of IDW Yellow NO. 1
may give an Incorret Isupresalco that it
y. there
Is an Active Inrdlent. f
iclans who are unaware that
may be
o . s may alit allergiVD&C

ow
NO. 1 have other basic Sllergli
Y
prownswm-Iincluding, in many ease. a
seeoltuviti to aspirin. Thi. druis sed to
problem -maw be used
treat alleg
.DC
widely by perscw intolerant of

euste1tptiIn- Yellow No S. However, I a person tlabeling btore the effective date of the type resones In certain simple
ltng tolerant o FDC Yellow No. a is admlnregulatlon and the Cemmis-loe on. dividuals and for whom a

would be Inadequate.
For the reasons. th# Commissioner
onclude that the use of FD&CYellow
V
Teueof olor additives In Itested No.5 In drup should be declared In the
*drugs for human use Is an old.accepted form ofg Pecautionary statement. Ie.,
practice In the pharmaceuticl Industry. "his product contain PD Yellow NO.
The use of Cokr additives In drugs serves 5 which may cause allergic-type ra neos sry public health function be- actions in certain susceptible indivl4.
.
cause It permits drugs of identical ain uals".
This above decision would, of oure,
and shape to be distinguished. The ditintion provided by the use of colors be subject to modification If new Inforprovides an importapL quality control mation becomes available indicatngtthat
tool In the dispensing of drugs to prevent the only way to protect sensitive per
"mlxups betwmn otherwise similarly W1. would be to prohibit the usa of U&
. .
peering drugs. The ability to distinguish Yellow No..
Although a total prohibition against
among different. products Is alo' very.
important to persons taking many drugs, the We of FDW Yellow No. SIs no
concludes
Commissioner
the
warranted,
think.
who
may
especially to the Patient
In terms of taking a drug of a partculr that some action must be taken to liit
color rather thah by We name of the the potential for exposure of thus senddrug. Color additives In dugs also assist tre individuals to drugs cotalntng
In the Identification of adrut in casesef FDC Yellow N6 . To achieve this obe. the Commissioner Is proposing
I - .J
.
.
accident&l overdose.
Decause yellow le primodcolor!.ItIs two alternative approaches for both
widely used as a color aditlve In dius. Over-the-cointer '(OTO) and prescripOf the three yellow color additives avall- tion human drugs. In. dditlon to comable for use In Inated drugs. FW ments on the proposals themselves, the
yellow No.5 is the most widely used. It Commissioner requests views Concerning'
I used to produce not only typically yel- the advantages and disadvantages of the
low shades but also variations of great, two alternative approaches,
OTC Da,, Paons I.""
brown*. orange, and other relatedcolors.
It Is estimated that approximately 60
The first Proposal applicable to OTC
percent of all colored drug tablets for
human We sold In the United tes cots- drugs 'would amend the color additive
regulations (21 CPR Part 8) to require
-. .
*tains FDC Yellow No.
Thus. In view c the extent o use of that the presence of FOW Yelow No. a
esuragee them to do so.

FDW Yellow No.

Tellow
Istered a drug containing P
No. a to treat an existing s alle psabIsm. severe af vetso of the basic
In
further,
result.
may
condition
allergic
the haste of treating a serious allerlo
Problem a drug containing PDW yellow
No. &could be taken by a person who
knows he Is Intolerant even though thp
drug is labelei as containing the e"ol
additive. UkewlC a drug containing
rD560 Yellow No. &could also be taken
by a sensitive person to treat a serious
the per 'sain-'
alergic problem Wiefore
tolerarne of pD&CYellow No. 5 had been
eert1nd.
- Another possiblllty which would notbe
resolved by the OTC Drug Proposal I is
that all available drugs of a particular
class that are used to treat a seusitve
persdn allerie condition might contain
lDW Yellow No. i. Alternatively, the
only drugs In,&clas which ame ifeoire
for a person might all contain MW
Yellow No.; thus. It could be Impossible
to select a drug free of pDW Yellow
:
.
.I
No. ., .
In view of these' conideraton, the
Conunimioner is offering, as aq alternative to OTC Drug Proptoa L a second
proposal applicable to O'- drug producla. This second proposal would include
the labeling requirements of the first
proposal plus a requirement that would
prohibit the use of FD&CYellow No. 5In
certain classes of drug$ that are ingested,
is well ashose that may be administered

asubetantial number be declared on the labels of all OTC drugs rectally or vagInally. The classes of OWO

of drugs would hate to be reformulated
if the color addltlve'were prohibited In
drugs for human use. further , while reto elianate
formulating their
ht
S. so" fr
If. prouctS
decide to eliminate all color additives,
The considerable time and effort neces%ary to reformuate drug products and
t loss at product Identification woul4
be unimportant If considered necessary
for the protaflon of public health and I
course
no suitable
were Hower.
there
the
on alternative
the basis of
action.
of
current Information available concerning
the nature and extant of th problem of
Yellow No. S. the
Intolerance of PODJW
Commissioner believes that prohibiting
all drug uses of PDOLYellow No. 5 is not
necessary for the protection of patients
who ar Intolerant of PD&CYellow No. S,
and that a labeling requirement similar.
Sto that for foods will be'satisfactory.,,

The tmmisaloner conludes, howem

that are Ingested as wells those that drugs that would not be ermitted under
may be administered rectally or vaal- this proposal to contain '?pD Yellow
nally. A declaration of the presence of No. S ara analgesic, antihistaminl. cough
cold. oral nasal
of these
the label
No.5 on
F
Ybllowwould
the
These are and
drug deconsestant
who and
antlasthmetlo
persons
enable
drugs
&MrFD&C.Yellow
know they ar Intolerant of PD&C Yellow classes of OTC drugs that are most likely
Intolerant o
N6. 5 to avoid drugs containing this rolot to be taken by perns
additive. Further, by having the presence P05C Yellow'No. 6 to treat an allergic
declared on the label. physicians would problem or s a substitute for aspirin.
more easily be able to Identify persons
Pset4sWiox Dave Psoroi Iintolerant of POLO Yellow No. 5. .
to proapplicable
proposal
The first
dis- sclpton
the prinlpal
this of
proposal,
Under
requirement
is a labeling
drugs
containing
OT drugs
panel
Play
t
that a Instd, st lar to that proposed for
well as those that may be administered In addition to a declaration uf the presrectally or vaginally, would be reulred t " ence of P5CC Yellow No. 5 on the label
(as
well
drugs
contain the statement 'This product of all Ingested prescription
contains FP0C Yellow No. 5 which is -s those that may be administered ret.capable of producing allergiec-type rec- tally or vaginally) containi this COl
tio" In certain susceptible persons'. 7%e additive. the labeling required by 1201.100(d) (21 CP" 201.100(d)) would be
quantityofPD&iCYellowNo.5wouldnot
requireA by proposed 184175 (21 CPR
haveto beagven. .

-. "o07 D'

lps,6 1r

8.4175) to contain the statement "This

product contala PD0 Yellow No. .I--.
. ..
: Persons intolerant of PTC Yellow No. whcb may cault aleTygtype reactions This
take a in certain uw(eptb p2#r5OA'S,
N tof nsredlenip would not providea . like many other person sma
to appear.
sufment eftgusd for the person in- variety of 0TC drugs at one time or an- statement would be required
tolerant of PJ[O Yellow No. 5. Gen- other to-releve or triat conditions or on the label and in the "How Supplied".
emily. thae is no uniform proclsdure for symptoms of a disease. Sonie of the drugs seton of the package Insert, if Presnt.
Although persons Intolerant o FDWO
the declration lf Ingredients on drug that may be taken ar used Jo treat
see the labeling on.
labeling: therefore, susceptible Indi-- allerai or allergic-type conditions, In- Yellow No. 6 may notthey
could remind
viduals might overlook such a Usting. TIe eluding those aqergic-type conditions prescription drugs,
lilting of Ingredient for Ingested drug that may arie ask result of ingestion of their physicians of their ntolerace '711
products has traditionally been used to PVIb Yellow N. 5. As previously dis- physician could then arold prescribing
designate active Ingredients: cobs&e- cussed, most persons reacting toIFP050 a drug containing P05CCYellow No.50 fo
that tai drums a simple listing of th;
oplor a POw Yellow No. 5 amqng e

"e. io t taimfl. VOL 41, NO. 24--#tOAY. retUAmt 4, 197
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senstive patients. In addition. as with
OTC drugs, having the presence of FD&C
Yellow No. S declred on the lae would
enable a physician to IdenWy mor
eay peron ntolent of PD&CYellow NO.S.
?s*caRDrlo DRUGe
Paniosal U
scripio drugs would include the I&Wel
Ins requirements ONthe first prescription drug proposal and a prohibition
ainst the use of FlAC Yellow No. a in
seven claise of drugs. he following
classes of ingested prescription drugs, s
well as those that may be administered
rectally or vagtnally. would not be permitted to contain PFDC Yellow No. 5:
anslgelc drugs, antihistaminle drugs
cough ard cold drugs, oral nasal decongestant drus antlathmatlc drugs. non.
steroidal nti-inflomuatory drup. and
.
glucocortlcoid drugs.
The reasons for this proposal are the
same as those set forth under OC Drug
Proposal 3L.
-

in the piposed drug regulations st

forh blow. the Commissioner has de,
cIded to propose only the seond apProech for both OTC and precpto
drugs for human wsebecause It provides
an optimd degree of Se condits of
we for the color. The second approach.
while Includh the, proviaions of the
first, would be more restrictive Therefore. the Commissioner believes that the
proposed chaisnm to Parta and 201that
would be made If the first proposed apprsecb (i.., i labeling reaulreinent for
all drugs containing FDW Yellow No. 5)
were finallsed are readily apparent snd
do not require Presentation, Veenthough
only the second approaches are set forth
In the proposed regulations, the Commissioner requests comments on both the
OTC and prescription drug proposal.
Th Commissioner Is iso interested in
receiving comments on the availability
of drugs that do not contain PD&C Yellow No. 8 within the five OTC drug
classes and the seven* prescription drug
cliasse included in the proposal sat forth
.
"
below..
a with the food labeling proposal.
the Commissioner believes that the effectlve dale of the find regulations s It
pertains to labeling drugs for human we
should also be I year after the date of
their poblIcton In the Feagar RmoaTia. He believes this will provide sr.
clent time for manufacturers to obtain
new labdel. Rah drug for human use
containing Foac Yellow No. 6 labeled
afteIr year after the dt of publication
of the final regulations in the FED""
teosais should bear a Ub Indicting
of IW
Yellow No. 0.. ;ItheIfpresence
the second proposal were adopted
the effective date of the labeling portion
of the Mal regulation would be I year
as stated above. With respect to the
classes of drugs that would have to be
reformulated to remove FDW Yellow
No. 5. the Commissioner proposes to
make this portion of the final regulations

ULs

effective" months after their date of 600 Fishers Lane. Rockville. MD 2085?,
between 8 am. and 4 p.m.. Monday
public m In the PFiesau Ioais.
After the effective date of %his portion through"Friday.
•
of the final regulations, the use of PD&C
Tellow No. 6 In the manufacture of any
sem ,*concir(11)"Mn, lad I.
drug among the classes of drugs pro.
t* Aspr
intWfea 1007.
of 40:201-203.
No"
%e of
Yelw
Journal
Allergy.
hibitld from containing FD&C Yellow
IS) cstes. . n. sad 0. A. Setupene
No. S. would render the drug adulterated
within the meaning of the Firal Pd -Asp inItoleran. L Fquency in an AlDrug. and Cosmetc Act (1 U.S.C. 501 lergic Populatio.", journal ot Alle and
t seq.) and subject to regulatory ScUon. ClinS Immunolegy, 53:111-10, :575.
1) Lockey.& D.. "'AllergtoIceaciM de
Further. the Commissioner proposes that
an Aolthe distribution by a manufacturer of to FAC YellowNo. 5. "lrta.idn,Idetifying
any drug prohibited from containing line DyeUsed as a Coloring and
Annase,o AlPOCYellow No.1 eighteen months after Agent inVarious S.t
(4 Mtes, r. X. et o. A. 6etUpMe.
the date of publication of the final regutatn will cause the product tobe adul- Ashma Caused by MISC Appmeo Dyes."
.
terated and subject to regulatory action. Journal of Allergy., ses .
" 0.
L. 0. Mieh"semso.ard
()'jlubll
The prohibition of 70D&CYellow No. 8
eUrticri
nd Asthma tnduedm
would apply to its use as a straight color Zetlertrom.
a lake, or mixtures of straight colors. The by Food-and-Drug Addtuves In Ptients with
Allers
Journal
of
Hype*renltity."
Commissioner Is not proposing to recall Aspirin
60:02,17s.
0l
ad ClmnoImmunogy.
from the market any drugs containing
Wim Uvs and D e Adbysbo
PVW Yellow No. 8 f they were manu- eai Induced
Dbyp,"' ritish JouAld
months 90tv tn coodsd
factured or In procem ithinof 6the
.
itis.
drus.
.
uta
n
'i
Anal
publication
of
of the date
) Settipans 0. A.and K.I. Pudupx-.
regulations or were distributed for "
within 18 months of the data of public" as, -Aspirtn Jntolersaoe. Ill. Subtypes.
simtlalOccurronee of Cros Reactivity with
cation of the final rulato. • "
Tartrasine." Jourenl of Allergyand Clinical
Manufacturers of Ww drugs contaif
.
Ing 1DMOYellow No.8 may review their lmmunololy. 54:21. iris..
&S PUsLAIcOMs
OvmM AAvmXSa
labeling to co~lorin fa this proposal sit '
the earliest possible time after the effec(I) Spew, a. ssansgemsnt of Childho
.oi
tive data or the final regulations and Asthma. . springhid:. CharlesC. Thomas.
. .' • . ."
should not wait until their supplemental 1L
applicatim subW.tte4 under I$4A (214. '1ja Cus -: X, tAIlge VaWcA PuarCPR 214*)'ha# been approved. If the pure." Jounal of Allergy and Clini. 1second proposal werp adopted, a manu- munoog7. 45:7. 1,..
ill) Yurellh " .lmmunologie studies
facturer of a new drug contining W
Yellow No.l5 Usone of the clawe of with Aspirin.CUnicasStudies with AspIryldrugs that would be prohibited from cot.- protein fCoejgts" . Journal of lrgy.
N. . a 51..
}
taiing the color additive would be al- 40:u2ninIl
lowed to either delete the ue of my color Slid.phrae R domnunousss studies of
additive or substitute other color addli en As DyeImplocatd In Alergic Rettlos
tives in accordance with 12i44(d)(3) (Ass dyn sd Allergy)," (unpublished
and (a) Pertaining to supplemental new Paper).
i) Samuir. M. and I . serM"Inoledrug applications.
To be in compliance with 114. the acm to Aspirin. Clinical studies add 0o-of
505 51." Asuals
I of II&
um
hoder of a now drug application would '
lses.
edtums
MA *.8.essi73-se.
5)
be required to submit data prvdn t
(....oh.
'Tar.rasi.s RevisIted."
new composition and showing that he Drug Inteilligene sad Cliaoal sarrac.
. -19•
e:s0 as.
change In composition does notberner
with any amz or control procedure used L
V.
TI *1 A. 3. elasla. -l
in manuacturing the drug or that the
io5 Dye. Journal 11Al
V5dtt5n
ssay and any other control procedure Ceriy
have been revised to make them ads-e
a
i
muog.
,
.
"4usts. The supplement. would be reThe Commissioner has carefully conquired to include data available to estab- sldered the environmental effects of the
became the
lish the stability of the revised formu- proposed regulation
wW not significantly
laion. If the data are to limited to sup- proposed aicu
port a conclusion that the drug will affect the quality of the human envh'm- retain ts declared potency for a reason- ment. h*4 concluded that an environable-marketing period, a commitment to ment impact statement is not riqulred.
test the stability'of marketed batches at A copy of the environmental ilpact asreasonable itervals and to submit the gspsment is on Me with the Hearing
data as they become available is re- Clerk. Food and [irug AdrintstatL
quired. Additionally, there must be a-- Therefore, under the Federal fo
commitment to recall from the market Drug. and Cosmetic Act (secs. 501. 09t
01 708 Zbl, te). and ,l. 52 Stat., 104
any btch found to fall outside the ap910as amended. 1055-1065as amended
proved. specfiostbo Tor the dru' .
Te articles std publications cited in 74 stat. 390-401 (l U. .C. 351. 31. 871.
)) and under authis preamble are listed below In addi- 870 (b), (c),
tioni other articles and publksoh& used" tbority delegated 'to the Cosomlssion
in support of this proposal re lstEld. 11 CPR 6.1). (recodflcatUon published'
Coples.of the Journal articles and other -in the FiosasmiR leStr of June 1S.1878
information forming the bsts for the 117 24262)), tIsproposed t
proposed actions are on public display
In the oflec of the Neart Clerk. Food ter I of Title 21 of the Code Of Federal

and Drug Administration. nm. 4-es. Refulatiepa be amended as follows:

ORALt
tolMr~a VOL.42, NO. 2i--tIiAY, #115UAIY
4, 197.
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which may causeallergic-type reactions
In certain susceptible ndividual" ast*quired by 18,417 6of this chapter.
(8) If a container Is too sma or otherwise unable to accommodate a label with
spacbuttoIs bea?
ail thewithif
required
auliclent
Information
packaged
an
outer container from which It Isremoved
for dispensing or use.the Information required by paragraph (b) (2). (2). and
(51 of this section may be contained in
(ft A statement of artificil flavoring,
other labeling on or within the package
artilicial coloring, or chemical preservefrom which it Is, to be dispensed.'the
Uve shall be placed on'the food, oron Its
information referred to in paragraph (b)
container or wrapper, or on any two or
(1) and (7) of4his section maybe placed
all three of thus, as may be necessary
on such outer container only. and the Into render such statement likely to be
formation required by paragraph (b) (6)
read by the ordinary person under cteof this section may be the crimp of the.
tomary conditions of purchase and useof
such food. The specific artificial color
dispensing tube. .
.
used in food shall be Identified on th,
"s"
'jt . s . .
when so required bi Its listing
labeling
in
Partt 8 to assure
of
personsma, on or before
foPr
aee
a cot safe conditions
n
n
us
April S. 1977.submit to the Hearing
for the colok additive..:
PARiT2W0 ENERAL
Clerk, Food and Drug Administration.
t*-- 4. in Subpart 8 by adding new Rm 4.45. 5600Fisher& lane, Rockvlle,
PART ""
-"V
200.55
.
to8 read as follows:
MD20857, written comments (preferably
PARTS-COLOR ADITIVE
6200.55 tred
fo"
in quintuplicate and Identified with the.
2.In 18.275(d) by redesignatn the
200.SS Drugs for human use not per. Hearing Clerk docket 'umber foqnd in
FDAC
Yellow
No.
fo.2l1(ds
be
riedenaing
e
milled
to
contain
text
Inat
"
s.. -,
",
"" brackets in the headingof this docutest that follows the lolkirfed heading
met) reeardth this proposal. Received
.
•......
.
as paragraph (d) (J) and by adding new
paragraph (d) (2) to read as follows: .. Althouglh 1 8.4175 of this chapter pro- coniments may be seenIn the aboveofto
? Od. fvdea
or the useof FT Yellow No. 5 between the hours of_9 m and 4 pm.,
- ...
18-275 FD&CYellow4o..
.
In most dru& It prohibits PD& Yellow Monday through Friday. /.
.
re-''he Food and Drug'Admnstratlon
No. 5 from being used in certain categories of systematically administered has det4rmln~d.that this document doe not
(d) Labeling requirements. (1)
12) Foodsfor human use that contain drugs for human use. If a drug wfihn contain a malor proposalrdquLringprp.
FD&CIYellow No. b. including butter, one of the categories of drugs for human elation of an Inlation impeAt statement
Geutir.Order11*31endO1 Circheese, and idb cream, shall specifically use listed In I 8.4175 of this chapter con. under
epy
of the Inflationimpl
A
declate Its presenceby listing the color tains any quantity of FiO Yellw No. 5 culer A-107.
t Is *onile t" the ierlof.rar.,
the drug is deemedadulterated and sub- 43uisn Du
additive in the list of iigredlents...
Administrln'..
an
T.
ect to regulatOry action.
_
.
.
S . .
Dated: January 28,1977...
3. In 0 8.4175by revising paragraphs
GADNaae
SHlWIN
"
PART201-LABELING
.I
(b) and (C) to read as follows:
Actingf
Commissioner
of-,"
18.4175 FD&C Yellow No.S.
5.In subpart 6 by adding new
")Food
and Drugs.
•
|ra
am).
I. noe.77-521
7\
l 2ie
2-- 7T.S:41
...
t
16201.64to read
as follows: ' ".-•
""
201.64 Declaration of presence of
(b) Usesand resfriclons. (1) Except
.
- ....
'
.
,
FD&C Yellow No.5,
for the categories of drugs for human use
The labeling for each ingested overIn paragraph (b) (2) of this section.
FD&C Yellow No. 5 may be used for the-counter drug for human use cono.
5 as e as
coloring ingested drugs in amounts coq- taininer Yel
n.s
ella
sistent with goodmanufacturing prac- taian FD y Ye
thugethat may be administered rectally
I
tice.
t(D)FD Yellow No. 5 may not be used or valnally) shall, as requiredby j 8.4175
In the following categories of ingested of this chapter. bear the statement "This
prescription drugs for human use as well product contains FD&rCYellow No, 5
may causeallergic-type reactions
as those that may be administered- which
n certain susceptible Individuals". The
labeling statement shall appear on the
Analgesc drugs
.
principal display panel of the OTC drug
product, A statement indicating the
Anttistamlnte drugs
presence of FU*C Yellow No. 5shall also
ough and ec
Old rvesattons
"
"
'appear on any labeling on or within the
Antl ethmatlsgt
PART I-REGULATIONS FOR THE ENOF THE FEDERALFOOD,
FORCEMENT
DRUGAND COSMETIC
ACTAND THE
FAIRPACKAGING
AND LABELINGACT
paragraph
revising
1.12
by
.
In
rea
prrp
to to
read alowyrs:
asfollows
S1.18Food labelingt spkes. Iavorlngs.
colorings. and chemical preservalivs

or In part for coloring purposesshlU
-conform to the requirements of 1 S32.
(2) Ingested drup for human use (a
well as those that may be admnistered
containing FD&0
or vaginally)
rectally
Yellow
N.
5 shall
bear
the Yellow
statement
No.
"Thi'prouct
contains
P080
6 which may causeallergic-type reactIons in Certain susceptible Individuals"
on their label and In the labeling on or
within the package. If any. For prescrption drugs containing P7)8 Yellow No.
S. the labeling required by 1201.100(d)
of this chapter shall bear the statement
"ThIs product contains FDWCYellow
No. 5 which may causeallergic-type reactions n certain -suscepUble Individuas". This statement shall be set forth
In the "How Supplied* section of the
labeling.
s

*

package. Nonstaroldal anti infltmzatory drugs
. In 6201.100by revistng paragraphs
Ol•eocortimld drugs
t bem (b)
be(6)
bytoadding
new
paragraph
ll D.Ylw
•(ill InFD&
Yellow No.
5-may
inot
(7) and
and 48)
read as
follows:
categories
of Inused
theC following

gested OTC drugs for human useas well 1.201.100 "Prescrlilon drugs for hu:1.. '
may be administeredman
use. . .7
.
as thoseor that
.
. , I.
.
vaginally:
rectally
Analgeic drugs -.

Antlhistimnle drugs
Cough and cold preparations
Oral nasaldecongestats
Aststlsmatizncs.

'.

-

"cp Labeling requirements., (1) The
label of the color additive and any mix(ures prepared therefrom Intended solely
.

(b)'

i. 0

.

- ,* "

16")An identifying lot or contiol num" ber from which It Is possible t6 deter'mine
the complete'manufacturing history of the package of the drug.-'
(7) For all Ingested drugs containing
7080 Yellow N6. 5, the statement "This
product contains FEWIOYellow NO. 5

FDRA
aot I(o,$s, VOL41,2NO. 11e-lODAv, rSUAsv 4. 1977
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21 February 1977

The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
U. S. Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Attn:

Miss Judy Robinson

Dear Senator Nelson.:
I have received a letter from Robert C. Wetherell, Jr., Director,
Office of Legislative Services, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare dated February 14th, along with a copy of the Federal Register
of February 4, 1977 concerning the proposed regulations regarding FD7C
yellow #5 food color.
May I give you the thanks of the many patients who have allergiclike reactions to this dye. We thank you for your help and attention
in the development of these new regulations which will help these
patients avoid this dye when necessary.
Sincerely youry

Allergy Unit
Department of Internal Medicine
Marshfield Clinic
RMH:mk/31
CC:

Dr. Ben Lawton
Dr. Ray Hansen
Dr. P. Chotiwutvinit
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NATIONAL JEWISH HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH CENTER
800 EASTCOLFJ AVNU

a

COLOAO6
ENVER.

DEPARTMENT
PUBLICRELATIONS

January 17, 1977

The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Nelson:
We understand consideration isbeing given to banning
Yellow Dye No. 5. You may be interested in the attached
article from one of our recent hospital newsletters,
which indicates the dangers associated with the dye.
Sincerely,

"
Del Harding
Director of Public Relations
DH:pb
Enc.
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Yellow dye can trigger asthma
A dye which may trigger asthma
and other adverse reactions in some
individuals is widely used in the
manufacture of anti-asthma medication, two National Jewish Hospital
investigators have reported.
D. Richard S. Buswell and Pharmacist Martin S. Lefkowitz identified
the dye as tartrazine, designated FD
and C (foods, drugs and cosmetics)
Yellow No. 5 by the Food and Drug
Administration.
Writing in The Journal of the
American Medical Association the
investigators reported tartrazine, used
as a coloring in a variety of food,
drugs, and cosmetics, has been implicated in adverse reactions including
bronchospasm and urticaria (hives)
in tartrazine-sensitive individuals.
Among drugs frequently colored
with tartrazine, the authors said, are
oral bronchodilators containing theophylline or theophylline-related compounds, drugs commonly used to
control asthma. A survey of 149 such
drugs on the market disclosed 29
(nearly 20 percent) containing the
dye, they said.
Sensitivity to tartrazine has been
particularly noted in patients with
aspirin sensitivity. The authors cited
a 1967 study which reported tartrazine
sensivitity in 14 (8 percent) of 182
aspirin-sensitive patients. Later inves-.
tigators found the incidence far higher,
with a 1972 study reporting tartrazine
sensitivity in seven of eight patients
sensitive to aspirin.
"it is well documented that many
patients with asthma have adverse
reactions to aspirin," the NJH researchers said. "A number of these
same patients will have similar reactions to tartrazine.
"It seems reprehensible that a substantial percentage of theophyllinecontaining or -related bronchodilators
contain a dye capable of causing
bronchospasm and other adverse reactions," they concluded. "It would
seem that, at the very least, all tartrazinc-containing oral bronc'hodilators
should be clearly labeled as such.
Perhaps it would be more appropriate
to remove tartrazine from bronchodilators altogether."
FDA regulations do not now re-

quire manufacturers to list additives
used for coloring on the labels of
their products.
The authors noted that some companies have voluntarily removed the
dye from bronchodilating drugs, and
a few others indicate they plan to
discontinue use or make it known that
their product contains tartrazine.
"it actually has been known since
about 1959 that tartrazine can cause
adverse reactions in some asthmatics,"
Dr. Buswell said. "Numerous cases
and studies have been reported since
then. In view of this, it is hard to
understand why some drug companies
still use it."

From-Sprng-Summer 1976 issue of NJH Report,

the quarterly newsletter published by the
National Jewish Hospital and Research Center,
3800 East Colfax Ave., Denver, CO 80206.
NJH is the only accredited hospital in the
nation specializing in treatment, education
and research in chronic respiratory diseases
and immunological disorders.
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SUMMARIES OF GAO STUDIES

REPORT OF THE
COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Need To Establish The Safety Of
Color Additive FD&C Red No. 2
Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

The Food and Drug Administration has permitted the use of FD&C Red No. 2, a color
additive, in food, drugs, and cosmetics for 15
years without making a final determination of
its safety although the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act requires that color additives
used in such products be determined to be
safe.
During this period, scientific studies have
raised questions about the safety of FD&C
Red No. 2. Permitting continued use of the
additive before resolving the safety questions
exposes the public to unnecessary risk.

MWD-76-40

el C1_K.'0 ,.1975
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COMPI ROOLLER GENERAL 0OF THE U ITED STATES
WASHINGTON C0C. 20340

B-164031( 2)
The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Dear Senator Nelson:
In response to your January 30, 1975, request, this is
our report on the need for the Food and Drug Administration
to establish the safety of color additive Food, Drug, and
Cosnfetic Red No. 2.
As requested, reports on saccharin
and aspartame will be forwarded separately as our reviews
concerning them are completed.
The Administration is part of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. As requested by your office, we
have not obtained the Department's written comments on the
matters in the report. However, we have discussed these
matters with Administration officials and have considered
their comments in the report.
We invite-your attention to the fact that this report
contains a recommendation to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 requires the head of a
Federal agency to submit a written statement on actions he
has taken on recommendations to the House and Senate Committees on Government Operations not later than 60 days after
the date of the report, and the House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations with the agency's first request for appropriations made more than 60 days after the date of the

report.

%

We will be in touch with your office in the near future to arrange for copies of this report to be sent to
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the
four Committees to set in motion the requirements of section 236.

srnlpy youj i

(4

Comptroller General
of the United States

A
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS
Since Jqly 12, 1960, the FD&C Act has required FDA to
review the safety of color additives used in food, drugs,
and cosmetics and to issue regulations prescribing their
safe use.
Color additives, such as Red No. 2, that were
commercial established at that time could continue to be
used in these products on an interim basis for a reasonable
period, pending completion of scientific investigations
needed to determine their safety.
FDA, however, has permitted the use of Red No. 2 in
food, drugs, and cosmetics for 15 years without making a
final determination of its safety. FDA has repeatedly
extended the interim period for using Red No. 2 in food,
drugs, and cosmetics on the basis of rf' uests from manufacturer or industry associations to allow time to complete
scientific investigations concerning its safety. In some
cases, however, the requests did not identify investigations
underway or indicate when they were to be completed.
Moreover, since 1970 several scientific studies involving animals, including some performed or sponsored by FDA,
raised questions concerning the safety of Red No. 2 in food.
In some of these animal studies Red No. 2 or amaranth was
shown to be either toxic to reproductive systems or carcinogenic. Because of its concern about the safety of Red No. 2,
FDA in July 1972 issued a proposal to limit human exposure
to the color additive. As of September 1, 1975, FDA had
not made a final determination on the safety of Red No. 2
or restricted its use in food, drugs, and cosmetics. Permitting its continued use for an extended period while
questions concerning its safety remain unresolved results
in unnecessary risks to the public health. To minimize such
risk, FDA should act promptly to establish the safety of
Red No. 2 or take appropriate regulatory action.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the Secretary, HEW, direct the Commissioner, FDA, to act promptly to establish the safety of
Red No. 2 or take appropriate regulatory action to prevent
its use in food, drugs, and cosmetics.

25
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REPORT OF THE

COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Regulation Of The
Food Additive Aspartame
Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

On July 26, 1974, the Food and Drug Administration published a regulation approving the
use of aspartame, an artificial sweetener.
Later, questions were raised regarding adverse
effects of the additive on health.
Before these questions were answered, preliminary results of an agency investigation indicated discrepancies existed in the data submitted in support of aspartame's safety.
On December 5, 1975, the regulation approving the use of aspartame was suspended.
Aspartame has not been, nor will it be,
marketed until all questions about-its safe
have been answered.

MWD-76-1 11
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNrTEO grATES
WASf4IN@TON.D.aO

de

B-164031(2)
The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Dear Senator Nelson:
In your letter dated January 30, 1975, you requested
that we review the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA's)
methods for determining the safety of thr-ee additives-Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Red No. 2; saccharin; and
aspartame--for use in food. You asked that we furnish
separate reports on the three additives and that the
reports focus on
--the history of FDA's regulation of the additives,
including in-house and outside tests leading to a
change in their regulated status;
--the current status of testing the additives and
FDA activities affecting their status;
-- the extent to which FDA has examined alternatives
to the additives' if their safety is questioned; and
-- whether the regulaEory action taken by FDA on these
three additives, based on the scientific evidence
available, complies with the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, as amended (21 U.S.C. 301).
We were also requested to determine FDA's legal authority
for allowing a food additive regulation to remain in effect
when scientific evidence has raised questions about the additive's safetyThis report on aspartame is the second of three reports
to be issued. Our report entitled "Need To Establish The
Safety of Color Additive FD&C Red No. 2" (MWD-76-40) was
issued October 20, 1975.
In our review of aspartame, we concentrated on the period since February 1973, when a petition for its-use was submitted to FDA for approval. We reviewed pertinent legislation, regulations, and practices relating to FDA's regulation
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of food additives; examined FDA records relating to the
regulatory status of aspartame; and reviewed documents
submitted by its petitioner in support of the additive's
safety. We interviewed officials of FDA; Canada's Food
and Drug Directorate, Ottawa, Canada; and G. D._Searle
and Company, Chicago, Illinois.
REGULATION OF FOOD ADDITIVES
Since enactment of the Food Additives Amendment of
1958 on September 6, 1958 (Public Law 85-929), the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act has required FDA to establish
regulations prescribing the conditions under which a food
additive may be safely used.

-

The act (21 U.S.C. 348(b)(1)) provides that any person
may file a petition with FDA proposing the issuance of a
regulation prescribing the conditions under which an additive
may be safely used.
A petition must contain:
-- The name and all pertinent information concerning
the food additive, including, where available, its
chemical identity and composition.
--A statement of the conditions of the additive's
proposed use, including all directions, recommendations and suggestions for its proposed use, and
specimens of its proposed labeling.
--All relevant data on the physical or other technical
effect the additive is intended to produce and the
quantity of the additive required to produce such
effect.
--A description of practicable methods for determining
the quantity of the additive in or on food and any
substance formed in or on food be-cause of its use.
--Full reports of investigations made about the additive's safety, including full information on the
methods and controls used in conducting the investigations.
In determining whether a proposed use of a food additive is sate, the act (21 U.S.C. 348(c)(5)) requires FDA
to consider

2
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REPORT OF THE
COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Need To Resolve Safety
Questions On Saccharin
Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

In February 1972, the Foodand Drug Administration published an interim regulation to
allow the continued use of saccharin in food
for a limited time, to resolve the question of
its potential to cause cancer. Resolution of
the question is not expected before mid-1978.
Allowing an interim food additive regulation
to remain in effect for about 6 years while
safety questions concerning the additive are
being resolved seems contrary to the Food
and Drug Administration's intent of permitting use of such additives for a limited time.
Extended use of a food additive, such as saccharin, whose safety has not been established
and for which a question of carcinogenic (cancer causing) potential has been raised could
expose the public to unnecessary risk.

HRD-76-156
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The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Dear Senator Nelsons
This is the last of the three reports you requested on
January 30, 1975. It is on the need for the Food and Drug
Administration to resolve safety questions on saccharin. Our
reports "Need to Establish the Safety of Color Additive FD&C
Red No. 20 (MWD-76-40) and *Regulation of the Food Additive
Aspartame" (MWD-76-111) were issued October 20, 1975, and
April 8,'1976, respectively.
The Food and Drug Administration is part of the Department of Health, Education; and Welfare. As requested by your
office, we have not obtained the Department's written comments
on the report. However, we have discussed it with Food and
Drug Administration officials and have considered their comments in the report.
We invite your attention to the fact that this report
contains a recommendation to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in chapter- 5. As you know, section 236 of
the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 requires the head
of a Federal agency to submit a written statement on actions
taken on recommendations to the House and Senate Committees
on Government Operations not later than 60 days after the
date of the report and to the House and Senate Committees on
Appropriations with the agency's first request for appropriations made more than 60 days after the nate bf the report.
We will be in touch with your office in the near future
to arrange for copies of this report to be sent to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and to the four Committees to set in motion the requirements of section 236.

atmciyours

'Ad

Comptroller General
of the United States
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
CONCLUSIONS
In February 1972 the Food and Drug Administration published for saccharin and its three salt forms an interim food
additive regulation because certain animal study results
raised questions about their potential to cause cancer. Additional animal study data has since raised similar questions
concerning saccharin's safety. The question of saccharin's
carcinogenicity is not expected to be resolved before mid-1978.
Allowing an interim food additive regulation to remain
in effect for several years while safety questions concerning
the additive are being resolved seems contrary to FDA's intent
of permitting use of such additive for a limited period.
Extended use of a food additive, such as saccharin, whose
safety has not been established and for which a question of
carcinogenic potential has been raised could expose the public to unnecessary risk.
Moreover, permitting, under the interim regulation, the
continued use of saccharin at the same level used as a generally-recognized-as-safe substance, with a safety factor of
30 to 1 rather than the conventional 100 to 1, seems questionable. Potential hazards from the use of saccharin could be
further minimized by reducing the levels of o-toluenesulfonamide in saccharin to the lowest level practically achievable
under present manufacturing technology.
Because saccharin has been used under an interim food
additive regulation for about the past 4 years and because
safety questions about it are not expected to be resolved
for about 2 more years, FDA should reevaluate the justification for saccharin's continued use pending resolution of the
safety questions.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Secretary, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, direct the Commissioner, FDA, to
promptly reassess (1) the justification for continued use
of free saccharin and its three salt forms under the interim
food additive regulation and (2) the need for issuing a permanent regulation or possibly discontinuing their use in foo4._
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If continued use under the interim regulation is justified, consideration should be given to the need for increasing
the safety factor to the conventional level set forth in
FDA's regulations and to reducing the permissible levels of
OTS in saccharin to the lowest achievable levels.
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Senator NELsoN. Our next witness is Dr. Sidney Wolfe, and he is
accompanied by Ms. Anita Johnson.
I understnd that M& Anita Johnson is not here today to give her
expert advice to you, Dr. Wolfe, so you will have to struggle along
without your very able associate.
Dr. Wolfe represents the Public Citizen's Health Research Group.
Dr. Wolfe, we are pleased to have you present today.
I regret that we are going to have to squeeze you a bit more on time
than we would like.
First, I would like to. ask that, if we have questions, which I am
sure we will have, to submit to you in writing, you would be willing
to respond for the record, so we would at leasthave a complete recor,
because we will not have time to ask the questions, and then your statement will be printed in full in the record, and if you are comfortable
with it, I think it would be helpful if you would take the main points
of your testimony, and summarize them, and if you wish to comment
on any of the testimony the GAO and the FDA gave, on any of their
points, you are free to do so. I mi ht say to the GAO, the FDA, and
Dr. Wolfe, the committee would e happy to accept for the record
any additional commentary each of you may have on the testimony
of the other, because we are intending to get as complete and accurate
a record as possible.
STATEMENT OF SIDNEY WOLFE, M.D., PUBLIC CITIZEN'S HEALTH
RESEARCH GROUP
Dr. WOLFE. Thank you.
While the subject is still fresh in the air, I would like to make a
couple of additional comments about Yellow No. 5.
The estimated incidence of allergies in the United States to Yellow
No. 5 is figured out in the following way: Approximately 0.2 percent
of the population is allergic to aspirin.
Senator NELsoN. Point 2?
Dr. WOLFE. Point 2 percent of the population is allergic to aspirin,
that makes about 400,000 people.
Senator NELSON. Did you say 0.2 percent?
Dr. WOLFE. Yes. The number you estimate of 400,000 is I believe
the correct one.
Of these, about 70 percent, according to the authors of a recent study
also have allergies to Yellow No. 5. About 70 percent of aspirin allergic people, are also people allergic to Yellow No. 5. This shows up
as hives or urticaria. The authors of the study were concerned enough
about the possibility of asthma being induced in these people, when
they did their study, they used even smaller amounts of Yellow No. 5
in those people that had the history of asthma.
I think it is important to point out that the amount of Yellow No. 5,
that is consumed, by the public on the average is considerably higher
than the amount that it takes to provoke these allergic responses, according to a memo from the FDA, which we have looked at as part
of our review of all of the FDA data on the so-called safety and food
color.
The average intake of Yellow No. 5 was 7 milligrams per day, the
average per person for the whole country; the amount it takes to
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provoke the allergic response is anywhere from 0.1, or a tenth of a
milligram, to 2 milligrams. So we are -talkingabout an ordinary person consuming as much as 70 times more per day than it takes to
provoke an allergic response.
The idea of everyone having to shuffle through the office of an allergist to identify the cause of their symptoms is ridiculous. The
idea of solving this problem by putting on the label of those foods
that they contain Yellow No. 5--s the FDA is about to proposeis irresponsible.
There are some circumstances in which the consumer does not see
the label, so that will not be an adequate solution even for those who
have already identified their allergies, sudh as eating in a restaurant,
eating at a ?riend's house, eating any of the FDA formula foods that
do not require any listing on the label. So when a food color provokes
an allergy in about 300,000 people, 70 percent of the 400,000 that are
allergic to aspirin, it should have been -banned along time ago.
Senator NE~soN. What is the function of Yellow No. 5.
Dr. WoLFE. The function of Yellow No. 5 is to make the consumer
think that foods contain a quantity of naturally-yellow ingredients
when they do not; for example, Yellow No. 5 is added to a lot of ice
cream and beverages that are called "lemon." Lemon soda, lemon ice
cream, rarely have lemon in them.
The function of the dye, in short, is to deceive or defraud the public.
In addition, it produces an allergy in over 300,000 people. Under
the circumstances, there is no usefulness.
Senator NELSON. No safety, no preservative?
Dr. Woir. None.
Senator NELSON. No emulsifying, is that correct?

Dr. Wor~. That is correct, and that is certainly true of all of these
substances in the category of food colors.
We have stated that many of the food additives, not just the colors,
would be better called food cosmetics, and not food additives.
The only ingredients many of them add to the food product are
ingredients of cost and risk unaccompanied by any nutritional or
other health benefit.
The two items we reviewed in the testimony. I will go over these
briefly because of the need to conclude the hearing, are the review of
generally recognized as safe food additives, the so-called GRAS review, and food colors.
In brief, we looked at all of the studies available on the substances
FDA plans to reaffirm as generally recognized as safe, about 50
chemicals.
On page 2 of the testimony, we review the information available on
these substances. Now, the information available is merely whether the
study was done or not, not whetherit was positive or negative, and
not whether the study was competently designed and performed. If
there is a plus (M) on the chart, it merely means that some study
which is arguably of that type, has been performed. A plus (+) does
not mean that the study is a reliable one.
Of the over 50 GRAS chemicals we looked at, 72 percent had not
had mutaeenic testing. 5& percent had not had reproductive studies,
70 percent had not had long-range studies.
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The percentage that had not had cancer is even larger than 70 percent, because some of the long-range studies did not look for cancer
but looked instead for other long-range effects.
Eighteen percent of the substances proposed for GRAS status had
not even had ac te toxicity studies.
This review, which has been going on for some time, has been very
slow, and if these 50 chemicals are any indication, the studies FDA
adjudges to support safety are very inadequate.
Substances-not tested for some of the most important toxicities are
bein proposed to remain as generally recognzed as safe.
Wi include in our testimony the details on which type of studies
have not been done on all 50 of these GRAS additives.
Mr. GowDoN. Dr. Wolfe, who proposed these studies; is it the FDAI
Dr. Wodm Yes.
I will now briefly review some of our findings as far as food coloring is concerned.
We made a freedom-of-information request for all data in FDA
possession that had been used to substantiate the finding of safety, for
the six permanently listed coal-tar food color additives, the three provisionally listed coal-tar dyes, and a number of nonsynthetic food
colors. As amended, the Food and Drug Cosmetic Act requires the
FDA to clear every color for safety, and requires consideration of
consumption levels in the diet, considering the fact it is taken not
alone as in animal studies, but with 10, 20 or 50 other additives,
cumulative effects of any such additive, and so forth.
Under this law, the FDA has approved six coal-tar dyes for foods,
Citrus Red 2, Blue 1, Orange B, Red 3, Yellow 5, and Red 40.
Our review of all the data in FDA's files on these colors, including
review of microsCopic slides in the cancer stidy of Red 3, which was
done by a consulting pathologist, shows that in each instance, there is
either a very clear Eding of carcinogenicity, or suggested evidence of
crcinogenicity. The two in which there are positive findings are: (1)
Citrus Red 2, which the World Health Organization recommended
should not be used as a food additive, but is used in increasing amounts
every year to make people think that Florida oranges are California
oranges by rutting more orange in their skins, and 2) Red 40, which
is also on the market, and is the subject of a petition to ban by the
Michael Jacobson Center for Science in the Public Interest.
The other four, Blue 1, Red 3, Yellow 5 and Orange B, are at the
least suspect carcinogens, to say nothing of the fact that Yellow 5 is
a very powerful allergy producing chemical.
To review the other ones, Orange B, has been shown to cause socalled hyperplastic nodules in the livers of dogs fed this dye for a
number of years. These nodules according to standards of 1976 or 1977
are thought to be precursors of cancer, and it is difficult to understand
how the FDA year after year allows these substances in the food
supply.
We are talking about consumption of 5 million pounds of dyes
every year by the American public, twice as much as 10 years ago.
According to the FDA's own estimates, there are about 4 million
children in this country, 10 percent of the children between ages 1
and 12, who will have eaten over I pound of color dye by the time they
are 12, some will have eaten as much as 3 pounds.
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Many other food colors have been previously banned, because they
have long been known to be carcinogens.
How much longer is the American public, or the Congress to
tolerate this kind of shoddy incompetent work that has been done by
the FDA, that has allowed these chemicals to stay on the market,
chemicals which give no benefit to the public.
A recent survey by Redbook Magazine of housewives found that 69
percent thought all food additives at d only cosmetic value should
be banned outright, without even considering the need for doing tests,
so the sentiment of the public is clearly in this direction.
Dr. Schmidt, former FDA Commissioner has said repeatedly, if
we thought the American public wanted tlis, we woul do it. The
American public apparently does want it, but the action is still not
forthcoming from the FDA.
Senator N Nw. Do you have a list, or does the FDA have a list
of those additives that are purely cosmeticI
Dr. WoLmn. The FDA does. All of the colors, of course, are purely
cosmetic, and they have broken other additives down into categories,
which would be identified by use.
Let me summarize.
With all its faults, the safety testing of drugs-in which there are
benefits in a far greater proportion of cases-is far ahead of the safety
testing of food additives which, in many instances, confer no benefit
to the consumer.
I do not mean to give the impression that FDA's drug program is

very good.

We asked the FDA 7 months ago to renew its warnings because
a half million women were given drugs which cause birth defectsprogtstins--as yet the FDA has done nothing. They have mumbled
about doing things, but they have done nothing about it.
With respect to food additives, we propose the following:
1. Remove all coal-tar dyes from the market immediately. The six
permanently listed ones and the three provisionally listed colors are
a blight on the food supply.
2. Eliminate the present concept of generally recognized, as safe
(GRAS). All substances should be considered potentially dangerous
until complete and adequate tests prove otherwise.
The burden should not be in the direction of giving the benefit of
the doubt to safety despite the fact that 70 percent had never been
tested for cancer.
3. Disallow the marketing of any new food additive unless it has:
a. Been thoroughly teste( for all types of toxicity-largely being
done at present;
b. Has evidence of more than a cosmetic benefit to food; and
c. Is better than an existing food additive of the same category.
There should be no further food additives which offer only a cosmetic effect.
It should be of real benefit, as you, Senator Nelson have proposed
over the years for drugs, why should a new food additive with even
less value be allowed on the market, unless it performs some function
not already performed by existing additives.
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4. Disallow further testing of food additives by industry. They
should pay the bill, but reliable and closely monitored third partiessuch as academic centers-should do the testing
5. There needs to be a housecleaning at F A Bureau of Foods.
The FDA officials who have allowed the American public to be exposed to these massive amounts of dangerous or untested food additives by their lack of adversarial attitude to the food industry must
be replaced by people with more critical scientific faculties.
I thank you. I will be happy to answer any questions.
Let me say that we will submit for the record in addition to our
testimony, our recent petition for the FDA to ban the six permanently
listed colors, and a statement from Dr. Leo Friedman, now deceased,
of the FDA stating quite clearly that this whole variety of studies
should be done for 1ood additives, not just the hit and miss approach
that they have right now.
Senator NELSON. What is the petition I

Dr. WoL
The petition was a petition to ban all six of the permanently listed food colors.
We are submitting that along with the testimony.
Senator NELSON. = the petition argue the merits of the issue?
Dr. WoLFm. Yes, the petition is based on a review of all documents
in the FDA files, supporting the so-called safety.
Senator NELSON. So you are summarizing in your petition the

arguments?
Dr. Woirz. All of the studies in the files.
Senator NLSON. Is that all there?
Dr. WoLFF Yes, we are submitting this whole petition.
Senator NELSON. Let me say that-I would be happy to have your
response to the GAO or the FDA, so we see the points at issue, and
the &rguments on both sides, so the record will be clear.
Dr. WoI n. I would just like to make one comment. In listening,
and reading the rest of the 31 pages of testimony submitted by the
FDA this morning, I think that what they are doing is describing a
process of doing something without doing anything.
The FDA, in a shorter press release handeda out this morning, says
that as of this March, they will start doing things like reviewing
colors.
In several hundred hours of our time, including that of the consultant working for us, we were able to review the files, and conclude
there were serious questions of safety of all of the nine coal-tar colors
that are allowed on the market.
The FDA is buying time, and is allowing more and more consumption of these dangerous food colors. Ms. Carter stated very succinctly,
a month or two ago, that if there are really any questions about the
safety of these kinds of chemicals, they should go off the market during
review.
We would agree fully. We will be seeing, unless something other
happens, another year or two before these colors go off the market.
The record will attest to the merits of the issues raised by Dr.
Michael Jacobson of the Center for Science and Public Interest, on
Red No. 40, and Orange B, and the issues we have raised. Unfortu-
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nately, it took 5 years from the time we petitioned to ban Red No. 2, for
FDA to enact the ban to take place. Of course, there is also this waste
of time going on with this $18 million reviewing the GRAS list, et
cetera
has
I submit that instead of protecting the food industry &-DA
done. these food additives should go off the market, and that the public

ho d be protected.

Senator NnlsoN. Thank you very much, Dr. Wolfe.
Your prepared statement will be made a part of the record.
This record will be open at least for 30 days to receive additional
comments.
Tomorrow the hearings will resume in the caucus room, in the old
building, the Russell Office Building, room 318, at 9:30 a.m.
The committee stands in recess.
[Whereuon, the committee was recessed at 12:10 pxm.]
[The prepared statement and supplemental information submitted
by Dr. Wolfe follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY WOLFE AND ANITA JOHNSON
PUBLIC CITIZEN'S HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP
BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS
HEARINGS ON FOOD ADDITIVES
J-ANUARY 13, 1977

The Health Research Group is a consumer research and advocacy
organization funded by voluntary donations to Public Citizen, Inc.
The group performs oversight on the activities of the Food and
Drug Administration in addition to its activities in health care
delivery and occupational health.
"GENERALLY RECOGNIZED AS SAFE" FOOD CHEMICALS
The 1958 Food Additives Amendment to the Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act requires all chemicals added to food to be approved
by the Food and Drug Administration on the basis of scientific
proof of safety, e
for food additives which are "generally
recognized as safe GRAS)."l "Generally recognized as safe" are
additives which are
"generally recognized, among experts qualified by
scientific training and experience to evaluate its
safety, as having been adequately shown through
scientific procedures (or, in the case of a substance used in food prior to January 1, 1958, through
either scientific procedures or experiences based
on common use in food) to be safe under the conditions of its intended use."
321 U.S. 201(s).
Contrary to what the term "generally recognized as safe"
connotes, the GRAS chemicals are those which are exempt from the
requirement of petitioning FDA with proof of safety. Shortly
after the Food Additives Amendment was passed, FDA compiled in
this way a list of additives which were GRAS:
three FDA employees
compiled a tentative list in 1958 of 189 substances they thought
might be GRAS. This list was based at best on educated hunches.
No literature searches or tests were conducted, and no explicit
estimates of consumer exposure to each substance were made. This
list was sent out to 900 scientists, asking for comments on whether
they recognized the substances to be safe. Only 324 scientists
replied. Of these, only 69 commented on specific substances.
FDA records show that the 69 comments which questioned the safety
of specific substances on the list were summarily dismissed with
written determinations such as "critic not qualified" and "safety
established." Again no tests, literature searches or calculations
cf consumer exposure were performed when views critical of the
proposed GRAS substances were rejected by FDA. Even at that stage,
the pure hunch approach to GRAS status prevailed. Internal FDA
memos in 1959 and 1960 criticized the carelessness of the procedure.
Nevertheless, further lists were formed in the same way until over
600 substances were adjudged GRAS. Basically, GRAS meant to FDA
that no one had proven the substance unsafe.
Over the years, several substances were removed from the GRAS
list as information became available about their lack of safety.
Among them were cyclamate, removed after a host of adverse information on gene mutations, birth defects and cancer; saffrole, the
flavoring in root beer, because of its carcinogenicity (cancercausing properties); NDGA because of abdominal cysts and kidney
lesions; oil of calamus because of carcinogenicity.
1. Exempt from the Amendment are pesticides and color additives,
and chemicals which were sanctioned by FDA or USDA prior to
passage of the Amendment.
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As use of these GRAS substances soared in the '60s with the
boom in use of processed foods, and substances were banned once
tests were conducted on them, the GRAS additives became a matter
of public concern. The Presidential consumer address to Congress
in 1969 called for a review of the GRAS list. FDA is now conducting
this review, with the aid of an outside group, an advisory committee
connected with the Federation of American Scientists of Experimental
Biology (FASEB). This time around, literature searches are being
conducted before the GRAS designation of an additive is re-determined. On the following pages is a table of the substances for
Which GRAS status has been proposed by FDA or the advisory committee,
together with the types of toxicological studies available on each.
The chart includes all reported studies, many of which are of poor
quality.-To repeat, many of the studies represent a "+" on the table
are inferior and in some cases ludicrous. Sometimes animals were
fed a substance and then examined only for total weight, rather
than for effects on individual tissues and body processes. Sometimes only a few animals were used at doses so low that toxicity
would not be noted; sometimes the identity and amount of the
substance fed was in question. Anything that could conceivably
A long-range toxicity test
be called a study was marked by "+".
if the animals were exposed for a long period
was marked "+"
of time even if the study lacked examination for cancer-causing
properties. Therefore, not all the substances which have had
"long-range toxicity studies" conducted on them have been examined
for carcinogenicity.
PROPOSED GRAS SUBSTANCES LACKING ANY STUDY
OF TYPE DESCRIBED
Kind of Study

Number Lacking
Study

Acute toxicity
Intermediate toxicity
Metabolism
Long-range-including cancer'
Reproduction
Mutagenicity

-

Percent Lacking
Study

9/50
25/50
17/50

18
50
34

35/50
29/50
36/50

70
58
72

'Leng-range studies on only some chemicals included
cancer tests, so the percent of chemicals lacking
cancer studies is more than 70 percent.
Clearly, the toxicological properties of these substances
are not well known, even though FDA is about to re-affirm them
as GRAS. Nothing is known about the long-term safety of the
majority of these substances; half of the substances lack
information on safety within a several month period. Nine
substances do not even have acute studies.
Even the advisory committee has expressed concern about the
lack of scientific data:
"There is a paucity of information on the biological
effects of dill...
"In view of the prevalence of allergies to gum arabic...
additional studies should be undertaken ....reported to
to be toxic to pregnant animals..."
Oil of rue data, "meager."
Paraben, "dearth of closely controlled experimental
data." "Few reports of experiments have been found

STUDIES ON PROPOSED GRAS SUBSTANCES
Acute
Toxicity

Intermediate
Range
Toxicity

Sodium Benzoate
and
Benzoic Acid

+

+

Proz l' Gallate

+

+

Guar Gu7

4-

+

Gu,7 Ar tz

0

+

Gum 'hatt.

0

0

Gun Trazs--nth

0

+

Sterculia GUn

0

+

+

+

Garlic

+

+

Oi

+

0

of

INetabolism

Long-range
Toxictv

ReDroduen[o

Mut -=-'
1-,..
Mut a:*-! n, z,--Reprodu :7;ion

+

+

+

C

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

+
+

+0

+

+

+

+

+

0

+

+

0
0

I

0

Puza

No tests.

Paraben

+

+

+

+

+

0

Sorbitol

+

+

+

+

+

+

NOTE:

Chart includes

The prinzi 1e inzredlent has oeen tested to sc:e extent.

studies as reported by FASEB; many are poor studies.
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,xpressly designed to determine the oral toxicity,
mutagenicity, teratogenicity or carcinogenicity of
the various carbonate compounds. Knowledge of
specific toxic levels and effects of long term
feeding is lacking."
A paper by the late Dr. Leo Friedman, Director, Division of
Toxicology, in FDA By-Lines (January 1974), submitted with this
testimony, delineates what toxicological information is deemed
adequate for proving the safety of a food additive. Needed are
acute studies in two animal species, middle-range studies including
physiological measurements and mi roscopic examination of tissues,
long-term studies In two species,i including studies for carcinogenicity, repruduction studies to monitor for birth defects ?r
loss of fertility, and studies for adverse effects on genes.
The gap between what FDA believes it needs to assure the
public that an additive is safe, and what it has on each substance
is enormous.
These substances should not be called "generally recognized
as safe." They should be called generallyy recognized as unknown."
They are being re-endorsed not because they are in fact safe, but
because nothing in the scientific literature proves that they are
hazardous, 3no matter how little actual information either way is
available.
For GRAS substances, the vast bulk of food additives,
FDA has assumed the burden of proving harm. FDA's approach to
GRAS has effectively undermined the food additives law, which
was intended to assure consumers that they were not eating
additives of unproven safety.
1. Unless toxicology tests have been run on a chemical, its
effects are largely unknown. While a substance with immediate
toxicity may be identified by ordinary use--particularly if
the toxicity is bizarre--other effects cannot be identified.
A consumer will not ordinarily associate effects of intermediate
duration; for example, a headache or a kidney malfunction with
a portion of ketschup used several weeks before, even if a
ketschup preservative caused it. The possibility of tracing
cancer or cataracts to an additive a consumer ingested ten
years before is virtually nil. Thus, the fact that an additive
has been marketed for many years without anyone noticing any
adverse effect is irrelevant to all but the most unusual
immediate effects.
Teenage cancer of the vagina was traced to the drug diethylstilbestrol (DES) because the type of cancer was very rare and
the chemical was taken in drug form that would be remembered
and documented as different from other people's experience.
In contrast, a consumer who contracted breast cancer from
DES in beef liver would not associate the cancer with DES
exposure years ago. Doctors do not even ask their patients
about foodstuffs they consumed yesterday, much less years
ago. Most intermediate and long-range effects are identified
in animal tests. In the rare case where long-term effects
in humans are noticed and documented by scientists, they are
confirmed by laboratory animal tests.
2.

It is possible that safety could be assured on some additives
without every test being conducted, but exceptions would be
made only for specific reasons, such as that closely related
compounds had already been thoroughly tested and enough information Was available to show that both compounds had the same
properties.

3.

Several GRAS substances have, on the basis of very positive
information, been taken off the GRAS list. For example, mannitol
was removed because female rate fed the substance over & long
period of time developed benign thymomas, abnormal growth of
thymus gland tissue. However, once off the GRAS list, these
substances have not been limited; they are merely given "interim
food additive" status by FDA, for an indefinite period of time
during which studies are supposed to be conducted while they
continue to be sold.
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FOOD COLORS
The Color Additives Amendment to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act explicitly requires FDA to clear every color for safety and
requires consideration of:
(I) the probable consumption of, or other relevant
exposure from, the additive and of any substance
formed in or on food, drugs or cosmetics because
of the use of the additive;
(ii)

the cumulative effect, if any, of such additive
in the diet of man or animals, taking into account
the same or any chemically or pharmacologically
related substance or substances in the diet

(21 U.S.C. 376 (b)(5)
Under this law, FDA has approved six coal-tar dyes for food:
Citrus Red 2, Blue 1, Orange B, Red 3, Yellow 5, and'Red 40.
Exposure to coal-tar dyes in the food supply is enormous.
Approximately 4 million American children (10 percent of children
ages 1-12) will have eaten over one pound of coal-tar dyes in food
by the time they 1are 12 years old. Some will have eaten as much
as three pounds.
Studies in FDA files show that two of the approved coal-tar
colors, Citrus Red 2 and Red 40 cause cancer in animals. Citrus
Red 2 is used to color oranges orange, and may be ingested by
children who chew or such oranges, or in any recipe which calls
for orange peel or rind. Red 4 is added to a wide variety of
orange, red, purple, and brown foods, including ice cream, candy,
and baked goods.
While the other four permanently approved coal-tar colors
are not proven carcinogens, the long-term studies on these dyes
in FDA files are substandard by any toxicological standard of the
last 25 years, and, moreover, provide suggestive evidence of

cancer-causation.

The dangerous qualities of these dyes should-ohme as no
surprise.
A number of the coal-tar colors have been banned by
FDA earlier as carcinogens, 2suspect carcinogens, or in connection
with other serious injuries.
Although these data have been in FDA files for some time,
we found little evidence that the studies had been subjected to
critical scrutiny by FDA officials. To the contrary, the dyes
seem to have been approved in a perfunctory manner; when safety
concerns were raised within the agency, they were dismissed, often
for spurious reasons. Our report of January 11, 1977, "Hazards
of Food Colors," contains more details on these dyes and how
they were handled at FDA.
Even if studies were required to be conducted by FDA, the
intention of the law can be subverted by allowing shoddy studies
and ignoring positive-evidence of harm when it does occur. In
the case of colors, the law has been systematically destroyed by
bad administration over the last 17 years.

1. These figures are based on a July 1976 study by the FDA
Division of Consumer Studies.
2. Examples are Red 1, Red 32, Butter Yellow, Green 1, Red 2,
Red 4. Some other members of the family, such as Blue 1,
Blue 2, and Green 3, are banned in Europe but permitted by
FDA (the latter as "provisionally listed" dyes).
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-8In the case of most of the non-coal-tar colors approved by
FDA, there Is little toxicologicaT-Information of any kind. The
situation is, If anything, worse than with the GRAS additives.
FDA does not appear to believe that toxicological studies
are Important. Moreover, when, as with the coal-tar colors,
studies are conducted, FDA has displayed an absence of critical
faculties, approving dyes on the basis of third-rate data. Since
most of these studies are sponsored by the manufacturers, a keen
sense of scientific skeplicism is critical for public protection;
yet FDA officials lack the sense of adversariness that a critical
scientist must have. Our informal impression is that FDA officials
in the Bureau of Foods believe that it is ungentlemanly to question
what the manufacturers submit; therefore, they do not.
For the future, mechanisms must be developed to transfer
scientific protocol planning and data collection Into the hands
of competent, disinterested parties, or to foster a healthy
scientific adversariness necessary to examine data properly and
insist on only the most reliable. We believe that FDA leadership
must be replaced by leaders who believe that the burden of proof
of safety lies on manufacturers, as the law states.
CONCLUSIONS
Americans are exposed to over 5-million pounds a year of
coal-tar dyes all of which are either clear-cut or suspect cancercausing chemicals aside from having other health risks.
In
addition, and often in the same foods, are hundreds of million
of pounds of other GRAS food additives, generally unlisted.
Most of these chemicals would better be called "food cosmetics"-not food additives. The only ingredients many add to a food product
are the ingredients of risk and cost unaccompanied by any nutritional
or other health benefit.
With all its faults, the safety testing of drugs--in which
there are benefits in a far greater proportion of cases--is far
ahead of the safety testing of food additives which, in many Instances,
confer no benefit to the consumer. The standard for food additives
should be stronger, not weaker, than for drugs.
We propose the following:
1.

Remove all coal-tar dyes frim the market immediately.
The
six permanently listed ones and the three provisionally listed
colors are a blight on the food supply.

2.

Eliminate the present concept of generally recognized as
safe (GRAS).
All substances should be considered potentially
dangerous until complete and adequate tests prove otherwise.

3.

Disallow
hau:
a.

the marketing of any new food additive unless it

Been thoroughly tested for all types of toxicity (largely

being done at present); and
b.

Has evidence of more than a cosmetic benefit to food; and

c. Is better than an existing food additive of the same

category.
4. Disallow further testing of food additives by industry.

They
should pay the bill but reliable and closely monitored third

5.

parties--such as academic centers--should do the testing.
There needs to be a house leaning at FDA Bureau of Foods. The
FDA officials who have allowed the American public to be exposed
to these massive amounts of dangerous or untested food additives
by their lack of adversarial attitude to the food industry must
be replaced by people with more critical scientific faculties.
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FDA BY-LINES NO. 4
JANUARY 1974
TOXICOLOGICAL METHODS AND TRENDS IN TOXICOLOGICAL RESEARCH
-fl

Leo Friod,&an, Director, Division of Toxicology

Toxicological methods dealing with problems of chronic exposure
have received their greatest development in connection with the
evaluation of the safety of food additives and of toxic contaminants
and agricultural chemical residues in food. These procedures for
safety evaluation are designed to estimate the "maximum no-effect
dose." This requires an estimation of the potential of a substance
to cause injury and the development of enough data to enable a
conclusion that the levels of exposure are so low in relation to
the harmful dose that there is a practical certainty no harm can
result. Such information can usually be obtained only by studies
in animals, and since the emphasis is on the detection of subtle
long-range effects deriving from chronic low-level exposures,
suitably designed chronic or lifetime studies are the basis for most
decisions regarding safety.
The problem of designing animal experiments include two sources
of uncertainties: (1) the uncertainty whether the animals chosen
for the laboratory studies are appropriate models from which to
extrapolate the results to people, and (2) the uncertainty of whether
effects that may occur only in very low incidence in the population
can be detected with the numbers of experimental subjects that are
practical in laboratory investigations. Since the goal of safety
evaluation is to insure the least possibility of harm to man, the
experimental studies should be designed to detect any and all toxic
effects. We do not have available a single ideal animal which has
a high susceptibility to every possible adverse effect and in which
the induced adverse effects are comparable to those observed in
people; thus the inherent limitations of animal studies and the
consequent difficulties are evident. These difficulties represent
scientific challenges of great practical significance and require
that the maximum creative competence be harnessed to solve these
problems.
For practical purposes, the Food and Drug Administration over
the years has been asked to make and has made specific recormiendations as to how safety evaluation data should be obtained. The first
of a series of such recommendations appeared in Industrial Medicine,
Vol. 12, pp. 55-59, in 1943. Later and more comprehensive articles
Presented at meeting of U.S./U.S.S.R. Environmental Health Delegations,
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Federal Research
Triangle, N. C., January 22-26, 1973.
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by Arnold
published
in 1959,
require a

J. Lehman and his colleagues at FDA were compiled and
in 1949; this publication was revised in 1955 and again
Since 1959 there have been many developments that would
new revision of these old guidelines.

In the years since 1959 we have seen many advances in procedures
and analytical techniques for metabolic studies, a greater availability of radioactively tagged substances, and a clearer understanding of the microsomal enzymes and their role in metabolic conversion.
Advisory committees have made reports emphasizing the importance of
reproduction, teratogenesis, and mutagenesis data in safety
evaluation, and car-c-inogenesis testing has been reviewed by several
national and international committees.

-

Essential to the success of a safety evaluation study are
proper experimental design and proper interpretation of results.
Essential also is the maintenance of good laboratory management and
practice so as to prevent or minimize contamination of air, food,
water and equipment, to minimize the incidence of intercurrent
disease, and to assure adequate records of, and the preservation of,
important experimental material. In designing the studies, basic
minimum requirements should include observations on growth, food
intake, clinical examination, hematology, blood chemistry, urinalysis,
gross pathology and histopathology. Additional observations or tests
should be included either as a direct result of observations made
during interim sacrifices or as a result-of prior knowledge based on
---- structural similarities to compounds studied previously or on earlier
screening studies, either acute or subacute.
It is clear that safety evaluation studies -should be done under
the guidance of qualified scientists who, by'training and experience,
are competent to respond to unforeseen toxicological manifestations
noted during the course of the study by initiating reasonable
additional experimental procedures or modifications of established
protocols. An earlier decision to follow a certain protocol cannot
-- in any way obviate the requirement for data to answer new questions
raised by the experimental results of the original protocol when
these questions are pertinent at the time of the final evaluation for
safe use in food.
The following kinds of specific studies are usually required:
1. Acute toxicity should be determined in several species of
experimental animals with emphasis on providing a full and complete
description of the effects observed, including observations at
necropsy. This information not only gives an indication of relative
potency and tho types of injury that may be expected, but is also
an essential guide to the determination of dosage and the design of
protocols of the chronic studies.
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2. Cumulative toxicity studies should be made during
a period of intermediate duration. This has been the
classical subacute 90-day toxicity text. We now think
of it as usually extending from time of weaning of an animal to
time of sexual maturity and including reproduction according to
protocols designed to give valid data on indices of reproductive
performance, including teratogenicity and mutagenicity. As has been
true in the past, the data should be derived from more than one
species of animals including at least one non-rodent species. Full
and complete observations should be reported, including gross and
microscopic examination of appropriate tissues either at death or
at sacrifice. To give vaiU, data on indices of teratogenicity and
mutagenicity, it is practically essential that the study be terminated
by sacrifice of the pregnant animal before term and examination of
the pregnant uterus for viable and dead fetuses and for resorption
sites and counting of corpora lutea. It is also important to
establish the fertility of the males. It should be noted that,
although in most cases the preferred mode of administration is
incorporation of the substance into the food of the animal, there
are exceptions: in teratogenic studies and in some cases where it
may be anticipated that a usage will result in high intakes of a
substance in a very short time interval, administration of the dose
by garage, as in acute studies, may be appropriate during certain
kinds of subacute experiments. However, in most chronic experiments
it is appropriate that the test substance be incorporated in the
food.
3. Data are needed on changes that may take place in the
additive due to interactions with the food during storage and
preparation for consumption.
4. It is always desirable, where possible, to hive data from
both acute and chronic administration in several species of animal
on the substance's absorption, distribution, metabolic transformation,
excretion, and accumulation in tissues.
5. When the toxicological data in animals indicate that human
beings may be treated safely with tracer amounts of the substance
under test, studies to determine the nature of the metabolic conversion patterns should be carried out in humans for comparison with
similar studies in animals. Such studies are, of course, always
indicated with drugs. They are useful in helping choose the species
for the chronic studies. Ideally the test animal should respond
similarly to man and the choice should be made so that the test
animal should be the one with the metabolic pattern closest to that
of man. However desirable this may be, it should be recognized that
at the present state of our capability, such a requirement might
very well delay the critical chronic toxicity test unduly; in any
case, such data may not be as definitive as we think, since the
determination of every metabolite, even a major one, is not a simple
matter, and the assumption implicit in this recommendation is that
the absolute metabolic patterns cattbe established.
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6. The crucial study involves lifetime administration to
animals.
The classic chronic toxicity test has usually started with
weanling animals. It is our present belief that exposure should
start at time of conception. In these lifetime studies, animals
should undergo at least three cycles of reproduction according to
protocols designed to give valid teratogenic and mutagenic data.
The design should provide enough animals for interim sacrifice and
study. One may combine the lifetime or chronic toxicity test with
the 3-generation reproduction test and use the F1 generation for
the lifetime study so that the. exposure has started at conception.
Our current protocols define lifetime as the point when only 20%
of the starting group is still alive. To establish negative findings
as valid, move than half the starting rats or mice should have
survived at least 18 months.
7. Whenever indicated, more specific tests should be carried
out. For example, in the case of organophosphate and carbamate
pesticides, cholinesterase inhibition and demyelination studies must
be made.
In the cas. of aromatic nitro compounds such as nitrophenol
derivatives, cataractogenic studies should be included.
It is important to point out that there are other areas of
interest where suitable protocols are not available, or are-in early
stages of development and should not now be recommended for "routine"
testing purposes. These areas of interest include allergy, sensitization, photosensitization, the whole area of food products made
from new and unusual raw materials or by.new processing techniques,
and the area of infant foods where protocols using neonatal animals
would be indicated.
Also required are new approaches to the evaluation of experimental
data with a view to a more rational estimation of potential hazard
under various conditions of use, that is, safety factors should be
chosen on a less arbitrary and more rational basis.
In the past -- and we still believe it appropriate -- we have
adjusted our suggested requirement for data to different daily levels
of exposure. We feel that for any substance, no matter how negligible
the amount that enters the food, acute toxicity data are needed to
be certain that we are not dealing with a substance of very high or
exquisite toxicity, and to provide a basis for dealing with accidental
poisonings. For known biologically active substances, we are following
an earlier National Academy of Sciences recommendation according to
which 1/2000 of the amount found not to produce a deleterious affect
in subacute studies in two species of laboratory animals, provided
there is not more than 0.1 ppm in the food, is toxicologically
insignificant, except when reasons based on chemical structural analogy
or other data indicate the need for more extensive study.
For levels of intake greater than what may be considered
toxicologically insignificant, lifetime studies have been considered
necessary in most cases. When biochemical studies indicate nonabsorption from the GI tract or when they show complete conversion
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to products normally present in body pools or for some other similar
reason, it has not been necessary to do all the studies ordinarily
required. In general, acute toxicity studies in several species, a
6 or 12-month study in a non-rodent species, and a lifetime study
in two species of rodents, all preceded by suitable range-finding
tests, have been required. Our current thinking about chronic
studies is that:
(1) They should include a study of animals which have been
exposed to the test substance from time of conception;
(2)
An essential parameter for study is the ability of these
animals to produce normal offspring;
(3)

An important test of normalcy is ability to reproduce;

(4) A lifetime study should continue until an 80
mortality has occurred in the test group;

cumulative

(5) At least 507. of the animals (usually rats and mice) should
have survived at least 18 months to establish valid negative findings.
This means that we start with a parent FO generation which must
be treated for some time before breeding (usually from weaning), so
that the Fl generation is exposed from conception. The Fl generation
must produce a normal F2 generation, which should be tested for
normalcy by breeding an F3 generation. Exposure to the test substance
should ordinarily he continued throughout the course of the entire
study. The F1 generation may also serve for the lifetime test, The
FO and the F2 generations should be permitted to breed a second litter,
which can be terminated by sacrificing the pregnant female before term.
Examination of the pregnaivt uterus for resorption sites, early and
late fetal deaths, and counting of corpora lutea provides valuable
data regarding dominant lethal effects, and examination of soft and
skeletal tissues of the viable fetuses and newborn gives useful
information on teratogenic potential. It is understood that data on
reproduction, fertility, fecundity, litter, viability, lactation, etc.,
are recorded. In all subacute and chronic studies, it is expected
that at least 3 dose levels and 1 untreated control would be included,
and that one of the test levels should produce a toxic effect. This
has been recommended many times in the past. We have suggested that
the reproduction aspects be incorporated as an integral part of the
chronic toxicity test.
When the comparative metabolic studies indicate that a non-rodent
mammalian species is closer to man than the rodent species, this nonrodent should be studied for at least 2 years, during which time there
are at least two estrus cycles and one mating. The numbers of animals
at the start of the study should be large enough to assure an adequate
number of survivors at termination.
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In our view, a chronic study in rodents is not valid to
demonstrate a "no-effect" level, if most animals fail to survive for
On the other hand, in the case of unusually good
18 months.
survival or of a long-lived strain, the study should not be terminated
until the mortality rate rises and a total mortality of 80% has been
reached in a test group, so as to make possible useful longevity
comparisons. Survival may vary for different strains of rodents, so
that the numbers used are contingent on the judgment of the investigator. He should also consider that statistical "confidence intervals"
are determined in part on the number of animals as well as the uniformity
of the data. There is always an advantage to having a larger number
of animals, especially if it should be necessary to extrapolate to a
no-effect level.
Toxicologic data on man should be furnished to the extent
available, regardless of how small the anticipated daily intake will
be. Human data may come from industrial exposure or accidental
poisonings, epidemiological studies, and controlled experiments
including metabolism studies. Availability of human data or experience,
based on common use in food, may reduce the animal safety data required
or may reduce the safety factor. Likewise, where strong or alarming
biological effects are observed in test animals, it may-be- necessary
to have additional animal studies beyond those ordinarily indicated
before an acceptable intake can be set.
Additional information which may be required includes the following:
1. The background exposure may be needed from all sources, not
only that in food. In the case of unavoidable contaminants present in
the environment this would require analytical methods of great
sensitivity, established accuracy, and specificity.
2.
It is important to know the chemical form or forms to which
man is exposed, since the chemical form is very important in determining
biological activity particularly in the case of metals.
3. The bibavalability and/or biotoxicity of each form and the
biological half-life of each form, including the dynamics of absorption, tissue distribution, and excretion, should be established. The
need for this kind of information is illustrated by problems-with
heavy metals such as mercury and methylmercury compounds, the
polychlorinated biphenyls, and-the like.
The approaches discussed indicate that there are certain
assumptions on which the toxicological studies are based, as follows:
-

1. That there is usually a dose-response relationship;
2. That there is a no-adverse-effect or threshold level for
each biological effect;

/ /, ",'
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3. That the need for a sensitive bioassay system can be
supplied with the appropriate animal model;
4. That in order to demonstrate a hazard, it is necessary to
have empirical evidence that a biological effect has been produced,
i.e., that logical inference alone is insufficient for a conclusion
that a biological effect exists. This last assumption is important
to repeat again and again as we get into the area of biochemical
toxicology. There we have the possibility of determining very
marked changes in biochemical parameters, but unless they are
correlated with physiological changes, their significance in
toxicology is not demonstrated. The fact that an effect can be
demonstrated does not mean that a hazard exists.
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(FDA Advisory Comittee)
Internal Analgesi." Report
Draft No. 6 (10/22/76)
page

3. 7
October 1976

(a) Incidence of adverse effects.

The Panel concludes that

these adverse effects occur in a significant proportion of the population.
They can he serious and even life-threatening in some instances (Refs.
4 through 6).

Although very rare, death has occurred within minutes

following ingestion of only one or two' aspirin tablets in individuals
who were known to be hypersensitive to aspirin (Refs. 5 and 6).

The

incidence of hypersensitivity reactions (dermal and pulmonary) has been
estimated to be about 0.2 percent of the general population (Refs. 8
and 9).

A much higher incidence of hypersensitivity is found in some

subgroups.

Six to twenty percent of asthmatics are sensitive to aspirin

(Refs. 10 through 13).

About twenty percent of patients with chronic

urticaria will experience exacerbation when given aspirin (Refs. 14
through 16).
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January 11, 1977

Acting Commissioner
Food and Drug Administration

200 C St., s.w.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:
Enclosed is our report on the color additives permanently
approved by FDA as safe for use in food.
After examining the scientific data in FDA files which are
supposed to prove the safety of the six coal-tar colors,
we have concluded that proof of safety is absent and, in
addition, that there is positive evidence of hazard. A
summary appears on page 13.
We are also dismayed to learn that FDA has granted permanent approvals for a number of non coal-tar colors on the
basis of little or no scientific information.
Therefore, we are petitioning you for an immediate revocation of regulations 21 C.F.R. 8.201 to 8.275, the effect
of which would be a ban on these six dyes until they are
proven safe by credible evidence. We are also asking you
to institute full and competent toxicological studies on
each of the non-coal-tar colors.
Yours truly,
Anita JOOO

Si -.
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feO M.D.

N.W.. WAMSINGTON. D.C. 20036
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HAZARDS OF FOOD COLORS

The health Research Group ha examined the sclentl'ic data
on the 29 l'ood dye- pormine.ntly approved by the Pood and Drug
Administration.
These data have been submitted to FDA by dye
manufacturers or, less often, (lone by FDA itself, and are supposed

to-demonstrate safety.

In fact, the data do not demonstrate

safety and in the case of the permanently listed coal-tar dyes-Citrus Red 2, Blue No. 1, Orange B, Red 3, Red 40, and Yellow 5--they
showed positive evidence of harm sufficient to warrant banning.1
Weak FDA officials have undermined a strong consumer protection
law, the Color Additives Amendment of 1960 to the Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act.
This law requires all food dyes to be proven safe.
It provided for a "provisional list" of dyes already on the market
which could be marketed for 2-1/2 years or longer pending the
completion of scientific studies essential to prove safety. Over
the years, FDA has permitted a number of dyes admitted to lack
safety proof to be added to food under the "provisional list";
some "provisional" dyes such as Red No. 2 and Red No. 4 have-been
challenged on safety and banned. Three (Blue 2, Yellow 6, and
Green 3) still remain. FDA has granted other dyes--Blue 1, Orange
B, Citrus Red 2, Red 3 (erythrosine), Yellow 5, and Red 40-permanent approval after determining that they have been proven
safe. According to our review, there is no evidence that the
permanently approved dyes are safe, let alone safer, than dyes
still on the "provisional list."
Both groups lack proof of safety,
and permanently listed dyes, like the dyes still provisionally
listed, raise the spectre of mass long-term poisoning that the
statute was designed to prevent.
Many food dyes are coal-tar dyes, a suspect family of chemicals,
some of whose members have been anned by FDA for their ability to
cause cancer and other injuries.
Approximately 4 million American children, 10 percent of
children ages 1-12, will have eaten over one pound of coal tar
dyes in food by the time they are 12 years old. Some will have
3
eaten as much as 3 pounds.
1.

New FDA Freedom of Information regulations allow the public
to examine files on food additives, including color additives.
The Health Research Group made a Freedom of Information request
March 19, 1976, and was granted access to the data at convenient
times from April to September.

2.

Examples of coal-tar food dyes previously banned by FDA are Red
No. 1, Red No. 32, Butter Yellow, Green No. 1, Red No. 2, Red
No. 4. Some other members of the family, such as Blue No. 1,
Blue No. 2, and Green 3, are banned in Europe but permitted
by FDA.

3. Based on U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Cbnsus population
estimated figures for 1976. Amounts include only coal-tar colors-those colors required to be certified for purity of color by FDA
as "FD&C colors."
The intake of non-coal-tar dye artificial
colors
is unknown.
HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP a 2000 P STREET, N.W., WAVIINGTON, D.C. 20036 * (202) 872-0320
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These figures are based on a July 1976 study by the FDA
Division of Consumer Studies.
ESTIMATED INTAKE OF COAL-TAR FOOD COLORS
IN ONE YEAR BY CHILDREN. IN POUNDS
Age 1-5

Age 6-12

Average

.047

.060

90th Percentile

.097

.117

Maximum

.250

.254

No. of Children,

15.9 million

25.3 million

1976
According to FDA estimates, some children eat as much as 1/4 pound
of coal-tar dye each year. The FDA estimates are based on a 1965
USDA Survey of Food Consumption (the latest available) and 1967
industry figures on dye concentration, and are extremely conservative, since the production of FD &C dyes and-of processed foods
has increased greatly. The average consumption per person of
soft drinks, a major dyed "food," for example, Increased from
259 bottles per year in 1965 to 439 in 1975,1 an increase of 69
percent.
In 1965, FDA certified a total of 2,606,499 pounds2 of
FD&C dyes, whereas in 1975, 5,309,750 pounds-were certified.

Artificial food colors pervade our food supply. The FDA
study noted that some children had diets comprised entirely of
foods containing coal-tar dyes. 95-99 percent of children eat
some food containing coal-tar color. Many foods which contain
artificial color are required by FDA to label: "artifical color."
However, artificial color is difficult for consumers to avoid
altogether, not only because it is added to so many products but
also because some foods such as cheese, ice cream, butter, red
potatoes and oranges, may contain dye which is not labelled at all.
Food dyes offer consumers no real benefit. They are added
by manufacturers who believe that the true colors of their products
are unappealing to consumers. A Gallup poll commissioned by Redbook
magazine and conducted in March 1976 found that 59 percent of women
surveyed said they favored banning food additives used only to
improve the appearance of food.3
1. National Soft Drink Association, 1975 Sales Survey of the
Soft Drink Industry, p. 16.
2. Certification figures from FDA apply to the coal tar dyes
approved for food use but also approved for drug and cosmetic
use. There are no certification figures for food use alone.
The U.S. International Trade Commission estimates that 2,909,000
pounds of FD&C colors were produced in 1964, while 5,725,000
were produced in 1974.
3. Nutrition: The Redbook Nutrition Report, May 1976. The exact
question was: "Would you favor or oppose the banning of all
food additives used only to improve the appearance of food
even if such foods as fruit gelatins, bacon and ham would lack
color?" 59 percent favored, 31 percent opposed, 10 percent
didn't know..
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COAL-TAR COLOR ADDITIVES
Citrus Red 2
This is an azo dye which causes bladder cancer in animals
and should be banned immediately under the Delaney Clause. It
is used to color Florida oranges more orange, to equal the natural
orange of the California fruit. The color was approved in 1959,
after he vy industry lobbying secured special legislation to permit
its use, heading off a ban under the old law which had been used
to ban its equally toxic predecessor, Red 32.2 After passage of
the Color Additives Amendment, FDA gave it permanent approval as
safe in 1963. Use of Citrus Red 2 has been increasing: 2,330
pounds were certified in 1965, while 12,172 pounds were certified

in 1975.

Citrus Red 2 is permitted in relatively low levels, but it
poses a hazard to workers who produce the dye or dye the oranges,
to children who chew or suck the outside of oranges, and to anyone
who eats grated orange rinds in recipes or orange peel in cocktails.
At the time FDA permanently approved Citrus Red 2 as "safe,"
on July 21, 1963, it had three long-term "chronic" studies:
1. Hazelton Laboratories, 1957: 2-year rat injection studies.
a. Routine microscopic examinations were only done on 20
percent of all animals in the experiment.
b. Bladders were not routinely examined.
2. Hazelton Laboratories, 1957: 2-year dog feeding; bladders
not examined,
3.

Hazelton Laboratories, 1957: 2-year rat feeding study.
a. Less than 10 percent of bladders examined microscopically.
A subsequent review of this study on November 1, 1972, by
FDA pathologist Dr. S. Levin stated: "The insufficient
sampling and examination of urinary bladders from the test
animals do not allow for a proper evaluation of the carcinogenic potential of Citrus Red 2."

A June 25, 1958, memo from FDA Director of Division of Pharmacology
Dr. A. J. Lehman concluded that the color is a toxic substance.
As evident in other FDA memos from the late 1950s, there was
concern about possible bladder carcinogenicity of Citrus Red 2
because of its chemical structural similarity to known bladder
carcinogens such as betanaphthylamine. Despite this conc-ern,
bladder pathology was grossly inadequate in all of the above studies.
In 1962 a study published by Dr. S. L. Radomski, 3 University
of Miami School of Medicine, clearly demonstrated that Citrus Red 2
was metabolized by rats to a compound very similar to a metabolite
of the known animal and human bladder carcinogen beta naphthylamine.
This compound itself was demonstrated to be a bladder carcinogen
in 1956.q The author concluded in 1962 that this "suggests the
possibility that this (Citrus Red 2] dye may produce bladder cancer
after prolonged ingestion."
1. Public Law 86-2.
2. Radomski, Ann. Rev. of Pharmacol., 14 (1974) 127.
3.

J. Fhnrmo and Exp. Therapeutics 136, 378-385, 1962.

4.

Brit. J. Cancer 10, 531, 1956.
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THE FDA PERMANENTLY LISTED CITRUS RED 2 IN 1963 DESPITE THE
KNOWLEDGE THAT ONE OF ITS METABOLIC PRODUCTS WAS LIKELY TO BE A BLADDER CARCINOGEN AND DESPITE THE KNOWLEDGE THAT NONE O THE
CHRONIC ANIMAL STUDIES SUBMITTED BY ITS MANUFACTURER--AMERICAN
CYANAMID--HAD ADEQUATELY TESTED FOR BLADDER CANCER.

In the years immediately following the permanent listing
of Citrus Red 2, further experimentation--a series of experiments
all done not by U.S. industry or FDA but by foreign scientists-established the bladder cancer causing properties of Citrus Red 2:
1. 1965 - Mouse and Rat Feeding Studies. 1 Hyperplasia and benign
tumors of the bladder were found in Citrus Red 2 treated mice
and rats and bladder cancer in mice.
2.

1966 - Mouse Injection Studies. 2 A statistically significant
increase in malignant tumors (including one case of bladder
cancer) was seen in female mice given Citrus Red 2.

3.

1968 - Bladder Implantation. 3 A statistically significant
increase in bladder cancer was found in mice with Citrus Red
2 treatment.

World Health Organization Opposes Use of Citrus Red 2
In 1969, because of the aforementioned studies, the WHO4
recommended that Citrus Red 2 "should not be used as a- od
additive."
FDA Whitewashes the Danger
Despite the WHO position and all of the studies cited above,
a "review" of the studies of Citrus Red 2 by FDA produced a
memo (dated January 11, 1971) which can but be described as a
total whitewash of dangers of Citrus Red 2 concluding that:
"We feel at present that thcre is no carcinogenic risk to the
consuming public from currently regulated and restricted use of
Citrus Red 2."
This cover-up of FDA's previous mistakes of permanently
listing the color in 1963 and failing to ban it in 1969 after
the WHO recommendation is further compounded by the most recent
international declaration on Citrus Red 2.
In 1975, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC),
in a monograph on the carcinogenic risk of dyes, 5 concluded that
"Citrus Red 2 is carcinogenic in mice and rats" and stated that:
"Following its oral administration it produced hyperplasia
and tumors of the bladder. Given subcutaneously, it produced
adenocarcinomas of the lung and lymphosarcomas in female
mice. Its administration in mice by bladder implantation
prodded carcinomas of that organ."

1. Proc. Univ. Otago Med. School _, 31-33, 1965.
2. Food Cosmet. Tox. 4, 493, 1966.
3. Brit. J. Cancer 22, 825-832, 1968.
4. FAO/WHO Nutrition Meeting Report Series

No. 46A.

5. IARC Monograph on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risk of
Chemicals to Man. Monographs are funded by National Cancer
Institute (U.S.A.). Volume 8.
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Thus, a group of 11 internationally known cancer experts--whose
views are represented in the IARC monograph--conclude that Citrus
Red 2 is a carcinogen while FDA allows It to stay on the market.
Although limited to use in coloring orange skins, its human
consumption will likely fall heaviest on the young children who
are often seen chewing on oranges with other consumption as a
result of grinding oranges up and using them for marmalade, cakes,
other baked oods, and other edibles which call for orange rind.
By allowing Citrus Red 2 to be used, FDA is clearly violating
the Delaney Amendment of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act which
disallows the use of known carcinogens as additives to the food
supply.
Blue No. 1 (Brilliant Blue)
1
Blue 1 is banned in the United Kingdom and In EEC countries.
The FDA-blessed ingestion of 150,000 pounds a year in this country
is yet another needless exposure to a probably dangerous chemical.
It should be banned.
Blue No. 1 is used mainly in beverages, candy, and baked
goods. Its use has risen from 85,485 pounds in 1965 to 158,539
pounds in 1975.

Blue 1 was permanently listed as a food color in 1969. A
January 10, 1968, memo from Dr. Charles Kokoski, Division of
Toxicological Evaluation, FDA Bureau of Foods, had reviewed all
toxicological studies and concluded that:
"The results
ingestion of
this dye for
and ingested

of toxicological studies pertaining to
FD&C Blue No. 1 demonstrate the safety of
general use in food, vitamin supplements,
drugs."

We shall examine some of the studies cited in Dr. Kokoskil's
review as supporting "safety" of Blue 1.
1.

1966 - 2-year Rat Feeding Study. Done at FDA and published
in Tox. and Appl. Pharm 6(l), 29-36, 1966. Dr. Kokoski
concluded that the dye had "no effect" on tumor formation
or any other disease process. Examination of the data
upon which Dr. Kokoski's conclusions are based shows-the
following:
Mallgnant
3 out
6 out
17 out

tumors were seen in
of 24 control animals
(12.5 percent)
of 24 lowest dose Blue 1 animals (25
percent)
of 96 of all Blue 1 animals
(17.7 percent)

(An additional part of the above study involved injecting
other rats with Blue 1. 89 percent of such rats developed
tumors--but none of controls--at the injection site.)
This FDA feeding study is the only one with adequate numbers
of animals, done for a long enough-period of time, and not
plagued by serious problems in the animal colony.
2.

1958 - Mouse Feedlng Study. This study was done during World
War II, during the occupation in the Netherlands and, according
to thq authors, many mice died during the experiment from
infectious diseases
or had to be killed before the end of their
2
span of life.

1. Chemistry In Britain 6, 12-22, 1970.
2.

Acta Physiol. Pharmacol. Neerlandica I, 35-55, 1958.
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Animals were fed low doses--i milligram per day--of Blue No. I.
Looking only at animals surviving more than 400 days after
start of feeding, as the authors did, the following incidences
of lung tumors were found:
Control males
0 out of 92
0 percent
Blue 1 males
6 out of 27
22.2 percent
The tumors were "solid adenomata" or papillary tumors.
3.

Other Subcutaneous Injection Studies (original data not available; summaries reviewed).
a.

1953 FDA (Fed. Proc. 12, 397-98). 76 percent of Blue 1
rats and no control animals got injection site fibrosarcomas of "low to moderate malignancy."

b.

1961 Germany (Zeitschrift fdr Krebsfarschun 64, 287-304).
No injection site tumors in control animals but unspecified
number of injection site fibrosarcomas and "metastasis to
other organs occurred in several instances."

Only one properly conducted feeding study was done at the
time this food dye was permanently listed and it was suggestive
of carcinogenicity not entirely negative as Dr. Kokoski stated.
The Netherlands study--with all its problems--is valid or
not. If valid, the statistically significant increase in lung
tumors cannot be dismissed as Dr. Kokoski has done. If not valid,
it cannot be used to support the safety of Blue 1. Nor can
dismissing, out of hand, several positive injection studies be
used to support the safety of Blue 1.•
&Ince 1969, when Blue I was permanently listed, no further
oral feeding studies have been done. This dye has not been
adequately tested but those teSts which have been done certainly
are far from negative.
Orange B
This color--used exclusively for casings of hot dogs and
sausages--was permanently approved by FDA in 1966. 56,t93 pounds
were certified by FDA in 1966; certification decreased to 31,161
pounds in 1975.
Earlier this year, Dr. Michael Jacobsen, Center for Science
in the Public
Interest, asked FDA to reexamine the safety of
Orange B.2 Two reasons were given for his request:
1. A metabolite of Orange B is identical to one of the
metabolites of Red 2, now banned; and
2. The long-term feeding studies of Orange B to mice and
rats were inadequate because few animals survived to
two years and only a fraction of animals were examined
1.

Hueper, Chemical Carcinogenesis and Cancer, Charles Thomas,
1964, defends injection studies noting that arguments against
their validity were first raised "rather recently after environmental chemical carcinogenesis had become a serious practical
and economically important issue."

2.

Letter to FDA Commissioner Schmidt, February 25, 1976.
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microscopically.
These reasons were dismissed by FDA on t e basis that this was
the way people did studies in the 1950s, and the FDA rejected
Dr. Jacobsen's request for action on Orange B.
Our examination of the FDA Toxicological Evaluation Report
on Orange B, shows that in studies on a third species of animal,
conducted at the same time, all slides were examined. The results
raise serious questions about the safety of Orange'B. The following
excerpt from the FDA report describes findings in the liver of
dogs sacrificed after seven years, having ingested Orange B since
age three months.
"In the livers, there were numerous scattered grayish-white
nodules ranging in size from 2 mm to 1 cm diameter on the
surface and within the livers of both controls and Orange
B dogs. The number of these nodules was greater in test
dogs and appeared to be roughly related to dietary level
of Orange B ....
One female dog fed 5 percent dose showed
distorted architecture; the pathology report stating this
as 'suggestive of neoplasia' (tumor)."
Although the significance of hyperplastic nodules of the liver
was a subject of debate in the 1960s, it is now generally thought
that hyperplastic nodules should be called neoplastic nodules,
indicative of the fact that they represent tumors. It is further
thought that hyperplastic nodules are a stage in the development
of carcinoma of the iver and that, with time, they will likely
develop into cancer. i
The Health Research Group requested these slides for
examination, but was informed that FDA does not have the slides,
even though they were a basis of the approval decision, and does
not know where the slides are.
Efforts by the Health Research
Group to locate the slides in private hands were unsuccessful.
By today's thinking, Orange B is strongly suspect as a
carcinogen and should go off the market until the doubts are
resolved.
Yel'1w No. 5 (Tartrazine)
Yellow No. 5 is the most extensively used color for food
use in the U.S. as of 1975. 1,391,000 pounds were certified for
use in 1975, up from 773,000 pounds in 1965. Its largest uses
are in baked goods, candy, dessert powders, ice cream, and pet
foods, but it is used widely in virtually every other category
of processed foods.
First used for food in 1916, it became permanently listed
in 1966. The FDA Division of Toxicology reviewed all of the
studies submitted to support the "safety" of Yellow 5 in 1965,
and recommended its permanent listing as a food additive.4

1. Memo of Dr. Kokoski of meeting with Dr. Jacobson, January
19,

1971.

2. Dr. Kokoski, October 5, 1965.
-3.
4.

J. National Cancer Inst.

4, 697-723; Gann, Monograph on Cancer

eserch 17, 301-342, 1975; Cancer Research Z., 321"-3233, 1975.
Memo of Dr. Kokoski, November 1,-1965.
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Carcinogenicity Studies. As with Blue 1, only 2 chronic feeding studies
exist
in which animals were exposed to the dye for two years-the minimum time for adequate exposure to test for caroinogenicity.
A brief summary of the findings is as follows:
1. 2-year Rat Feeding Study Done by FDA. 1 Only a fraction of
the animals were completely examine microscopically, the
author defending this--in Catch 22 fashion--by stating that
"the number of rats examined in detail is small since this
was part of a study on three other FD&C colors, run concurrently, with similar survival and relative lack of effect."
(emphasis added)
Despite the fact that only few animals were thoroughly
examined microscopically and that the total number of tumors
was the same in control and experimental groups, there were
some disturbing findings in Yellow 5 animals not found in
control animals:
If we exclude benign mammary f~broadenoma tumors-... commonly found in rats---the total number of breast
tumors is as follows:
Control
Yellow 5

0
8

in 18 rats "examined"
in 90 rats "examined"

(all doses combined)

It is of interest that 4 of the 8 tumors were adenocarcinoma or duct papilloma--the other 4 were not examined
microscopically. A similar failure to examine breast
tumors from experimental (dye-fed) animals was seen in
the case of an early FDA Red 2 study. Why do the control
breast tumors get examined microscopically but not the
experimental or dye-fed tumors?
Because of the inadequacy of examination of all tissues and
the increased breast tumors found in those which were examined,
this study cannot be used to show lack of carcinogenicity of

Yellow 5.
2.

2-year Mouse Feeding Study.2 This study and its problems
have already been referred to in the section on Blue 1. There
was, however, an increased incidence of lung tumors with
Yellow 5 based on the following results in animals surviving
more than 400 days after feeding of Yellow 5 was started:

Control (male and female)
Yellow 5

1 tumor in 143 animals (0.7%)
8 tumors in 59 animals (13%)

As with the FDA rat study cited above, this study cannot be
used to support the lack of carcinogenicity.
Allergic Problems
approved Yellow 5,
of human allergic
more studies have

With Yellow 5. At the time FDA permanently
in 1966, there was already published evidence
reactions to Yellow 5. Since then, several
shown the same result: that extremely small

amounts of Yellow 5 (well within the amount which could be

ingested) can provoke a rash, swelling or other allergic problems
such as runny nose, wheezing, or reddening of the eyes.
1. Tox. and Appl. Pharmacol. 6, 621-626, 1964.

2. Acta Physiol. Neerlandica

7,

35-55, 1958.

3. Annals of Allergy 17, 719, 1959.
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In the most recent study,1 39 known allergic patients with
uticaria and 39 nonallergic patients were given small oral doses
(0.1 to 2 milligrams) of Yellow 5 with the following results:
Control patients
Allergic patients

0/39
19/39

with rash after Yellow 5
with rash after Yellow 5

According to Dr.-Kokoski's memo affirming the safety of Yellow 5,
the average daily food intake of Yellow 5 is 7.4 milligrams per
day, considerably more-than the .1 to 2 milligrams which provoked
allergies in the above study. The maximum daily intake, including
drug and cosmetic ingestion--according to FDA--may be 69.6 milligrams per day. The same authors report that 70 percent people
with allergies to aspirin are also allergic to Yellow 5.
Although there have been plans to require labeling of all
Yellow 5 containing products with specific information about this
dye--as opposed to the current "artificial color"--such plans havenot been made a requirement. Even if they were, the common
circumstance (restaurants, parties, dinner with a friend) in
which the allergic person does not see the label argue strongly
against its continued use.
The allergic problems alone should be grounds for banning
this disease-causing food dye but the additional unresolved question
of its carcinogenicity further emphasizes the need for this
regulatory action.
Red No. 3 (Erythrosine)
Red No. 3 is widely used as a coloring in drugs, cosmetics,
and foods, including candy, puddings, cake frostings and cookies.
Approximately 337,144 pounds were certified for use this past
year, compared with 96,141 pounds in 1965. It was first listed
for food use in 1907, and was permanently listed in 1969. The
FDA Division of Toxicology evaluated the dye in 1968. "The results
of the various toxicological studies carried out with FD&C Red 3
(Erythrosine) demonstrate the safety of this dye or general use
in food, vitamin supplements and ingested drugs."i However, this
conclusion was made before the completion of one important study,
and despite serious flaws in the studies completed at that tilne.
Carcinogenicity Studies. Since this dye has been tested more
extensively for carcinogenicity than other currently marketed
food colors, since FDA unfortunately approved it (permanently)
before the last study was complete, and since mi-croscopic slides
of these latter studies were available at FDA, we had a pathologist,
working as a consultant to Health Research Group, evaluate the
studies.
The complete report of our consultant, Dr. Melvin Reuber-also consultant to the Environmental Protection Agency and now
working at the National Cancer Institute-funded Fort Detrick
Cancer Research Center--is included as an appendix. His review
of two of the studies included review of microscopic slides.
1. Brit. J. of Dermatology 88, 525, 1973.
2. Those allergic patients with a history of asthma were given
only .1 milligram to avoid provoking an asthmatic attack.
3. Dr. K6koski, memo of October 9, 1968.

f
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The results of the studies suggest that Red 3, like other
coal-tar colors, is carcinogenic, but they do not definitively
prove that it is carcinogenic. Certainly, the available studies
cannot be used to demonstrate that Red 3 is not carcinogenic,
as FDA has done.
As noted in Dr. Reuber's review, there are increased numbers
of malignant tumors in several groups of rats when these groups
are compared to animals not ingesting Red 3.
Thus, the available evidence on the carcinogenicity of Red 3
suggests enough of a hazard so that its continued approval as a
food dye is not a safe idea.
Mutagenicity. Two studies on utagenicity are cited by WHO in
a monograph on food additives.T They show a slight but statistically significant mutagenic effect on bacteria.
Thyroid Effects. A recently published FDA study 2 (in gerbils)
showed that Red 3 "produced a dose-related change in the thyroid
reminiscent of human nodular goitre" (1, 2, or 4 percent Red 3
concentration in the diet was used).
These latter two effects of Red 3, when combined with the
findings suggestive of carcinogenicity, demand a ban of this dye.
Red No. 40

This dye was permanently approved in 1971. Its use has
increased rapidly from 892,2-2 pounds certified in 1972 to
1,500,760 pounds last year (replacing many uses of Red. No. 2,
banned February 10, 1976). Manufactured by Allied Chemical
Corporation, it is used in red, brown, purple and orange foods,
including soda, ice cream, candy, and baked goods. The dye was
approved by FDA on the basis of one grossly inadequate long-term
rodent study--rather than the minimum of two recommended by
scientific bodies--in which more than half of the animals died
from a respiratory disease, and the study had to be terminated
early. After the dye was approved and spread throughout the food
supply, a second long-term study (on mice) was instituted, which
showed early-appearing lymphomas (cancer of the lymph glands).
These results have been duplicated in a third study. This dye
should be banned immediately.
Red No. 40 has been the subject of a petition to ban from
the Center for Science in the Public Interest, Washington, D.C.,
since February 25, 1976, and details of the studies can be
obtained from that group.

1. Tox. Eval. of Some Food Additives, No. 55A, FAO Nutrition
Meeting Report Series, 1975. Studies cited are: Z. Lebensmitt
Untersuch 122, 157, 1960; Path. et Microbiol. 26_, 206, 1963.
2. Food Cosmet. Toxicol. 14, 233-248, 1976.

3. See also 41 Fed. Register 236, 53546 (December 7, 1976).
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NON-COAL TAR COLOR ADDITIVES

FDA has permanently approved most of the 23 non-coal tar
color additives on the basis of little or no information. Some
of these colors, such as carrot oil, are of natural origin;
others, such as titanium dioxide, used in candy, chewing gum,
desserts, etc., are synthetic. Tests should be conducted on
additives of natural origin as well as synthetic additives, since
even colors of natural origin may pose a hazard, particularly if
they are extracted with synthetic organic solvents, contain heavy
metals, are stored in harmful preservatives, etc., facts which
would be identified in properly conducted toxicological tests.
The amount and quality of scientific evidence underlying FDA
approval of these colors varies widely, not with the source,
structure or use of the color, but apparently at random.
These colors are not certified by FDA. FDA has little or
no information on the amount produced, the amount used in the food
supply as a whole or the amount used in different types of products. Knowledge of level of exposure would seem to be a rudimentary prerequisite to any competent toxicology assessment.
Unlike the coal-tar colors, there is little positive evi:._
dence of harm contained in FDA files~on these colors. The files
are objectionable because they contain little evidence of any
kind. They make a mockery of the Color Additives Amendment.
FDA appears to have concluded that the majority of these
colors are "safe" not because they have been demonstrated to be
safe but because there is an absence of evidence of either safety
or harmfulness. These color additives, in the view of the FDA
officials in charge, should be deemed safe unless they have been
proven harmful. For example, FDA approved corn endosperm oil,
added to chicken feed to color egg yolks and chicken skins, without normal toxicological data. The only available test was an
8-week study where chickens were fed only low levels of the color.
Toxicological tests normally involve feeding relatively high
levels of a substance to laboratory animals, in addition to low
levels, so that adverse effects, if any, are sure to be detected.
The only toxicological measurements used in the corn endosperm
oil study were weight of chickens and level of corn endosperm
oil in the blood. Tissue examinations by microscope, study of offspring, etc., considered important by most scientists, did not
occur. FDA concluded that corn endosperm oil was safe because
"this preparation has been in general use as a component of animal feed for over 20 years with no e-vidence-of adverse effect.
This extensive 'in use' experience serves in large part as a
demonstration of safety." (Memo of Dr. Kokoski, May 24, 1965)
In fact, middle term and long-term safety--and much of shortterm safety--cannot be demonstrated by 'in use' experience because
consumers cannot detect subtle or gradual adverse effects and, if
they could, would be unlikely to associate them with any one environmental chemical. No evidence of adverse effect would be
available unless someone had looked for such effects. The only
value of 'in use' experience is in detecting effects which are obvious, unusual and immediate."*'*Indeed, FDA put a limitation on amount usable on a similar color,
apo-carotenol used in French dressing, because studies on this
color were conducted and showed an ability to produce testicular
atrophy at higher levels.
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Only four of the 23 colors have studies, for long-term safety,
canthaxanthin, iron oxide, apo-carotenal, and annatto. For apocarotenal and annatto, the quality and true results of the chronic
studies were difficult to assess from.the.sparseness of the data
in FDA files.
Five colors had middle-range or "subacute" studies but no chronic
studies, tagetes, caramel, azanth, cottonseed flour, carmine*
The fact that subacute studies were conducted on these colors
does not mean that they were good studies or that they were
critically examined by FDA.
For example, in the subacute study
on Azanth, rats were fed Azanth for 90 days at levels four times
the amount added to food, but at the end of the study microscopic
evaluation of the organs was not performed.
For the color cottonseed flour, twenty seven humans were
fed the substance for eight weeks. The report of the study concluded that the color was safe. However, there is so little
information available on this study, that the effects, if any,
could not be assessed. Subacute animal studies for toxicology,
with full physiological test and microscopic examination of organs
would have shown far more about the safety of the color than
superficial observation of humans. Cottonseed flour is widely
added to baked goods to make them reddish-brown.
Two colors were-approved on the basis of acute studies alone,
titanium dioxide and ultramarine blue. These acute studies
are themselves shoddy. The only measurement performed in the
small short-term rat study conducted on titanium dioxide
was weighing the animals. For ultrmarine blue, rats were observed for appearance and behavior, and organs were examined
by eye, but no physiological or microscopic examination occurred.
The remaining thirteen colors were permanently approved by FDA
without toxicological testing of any kind. Turmeric,' for
example, was approved without data merely because it had
previously received "Generally recognized as safe" staStus from
FDA as a flavor additive (memo of Dr. Kokoski; April 8, 1970),
a status in itself conferred without studies. The file on
grape skin extract, used in beverages, contains no scientific
information.
All these colors lack metabolism information or stability
information. Without such iinformation, it Is not known whether
the colors breakdown in the body or in the food itself, into
other chemicals which may be harmful.
On several occasions,
FDA raised questions about the toxicity of contaminants caused
by processing but the questions were dropped, such as with
Annat to.
Two examples of FDA indifference on these colors: (1) The
American Spice Trade Association submitted information to FDA
that cayenne, a spice used also for color, was stored In "wellclosed containers, adding a few drops of chloroform or carbon
*FDA
nent
1-2%
soup,

knew that carmine was an extensively used dye when permaapproval was granted.
Carmine is added at concentrations of
in cough medicine and mouthwash, in addition to its use In
liquor, candy and baked goods.

I
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tetrachloride as preservative." '-Voth of these chemicals are
highly toxic, but there, is no eviden-ce in the-file'that
anyone ever questioned their contribution to the safety of
f
cayenne.
(2) In a Nov. 20, 1963 memorandum on cottonseed flour, an
additive used to make baked goods brown, Dr. O.J. Fitzhugh, an
FDA scientist of senior status, noted that there had been two
studies in which cottonseed flour caBed cancer when fed to
fish, and also conceded that the second study "reasonably -substantiates the earlier conclusion that the cottonseed flour is implicated in the production of hepatoma in the trout." However,
knowing this, Fitzhugh went on to approve the color, dismissing
the two studies because he had no information on the purity of
the cottonseed flour used and because "The cottonseed meal is not
the usual diet for fish...The extensive use in human food in this
country alone has indicated that this is a good food." Since
FDA approved cottonseed flour, the toxicity of the substance has
been credited by other scientists to aflatoxin, a contaminant
What is alarming for the conin the substance produced by mold.
sumer, however, is the fact that FDA approved the color in full
knowledge of the fish results, by-reputable scientists, and
ignored them for spurious reasons.
Several colors such as canthaxanthin, have reasonably
complete toxicology data. However, most of these non-coal tar
colors, have been permanently approved in almost complete ignorance of their toxicological properties. These colors may
in fact be safe; but they have not been demonstrated to be so.

CONCLUSION
The Health Research Group has reviewed all data in FDA files
with particular emphasis on chronic feeding studies or injection
studies to assess carcinbgenicity. For each of the six permanently
approved coal-tar dyes, there is at least one of the following
findings:
(1) Definitive finding of carcinogenicity:
Red 4o.
(2) Suggestive evidence of carcinogenicity:
Yellow 5,_Blue 1.

Citrus Red 2,
Orange B, Red 3,

(3) Other pathology: allergic reactions: Yellow 5 (humans)
goitre formations: Red 3 (gerbils).
All six coal-tar colors had inadequate carcinogenicity studies,
making it impossible to make a determination that any are safe.
In addition to these six colors, three coal-tar colors are provisionally listed:
Lbs. certified in 1975
84,840
Blue 2
9,157
Green 3
1,084,284
Yellow 6
By definition, FDA has been unable to resolve safety questions on
these three. Some of the problems associated with these colors are:
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Blue 2: Increased numbers of tumors in Blue 2-fed animals.
Green 3: Injection study positive for cancer (Banned in
United Kingdom and EEC countries).
Yellow 6: Allergic problems similar to Yellow 5
Mutagenic Effect (Dominant Lethal test in rats)
A long-term rat study was conducted on this dye,
6
but it was inadequately reported (IARC Monograph
#8, Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risk to Man, p. 263).
In summary, not one coal-tar color added to American food has been
proven safe, seventeen years after the law requiring proof of
safety was passel. All appear to be hazards. FDA administration
of the Color Additives Amendment is a disgrace, and the Health
Research Group does not believe that consumers will receive proper
health protection if the Amendment continues to be administered
by the same officials.
As HEW spends close to $1 billion per year -- through the
National Institutes of Health alone -- on cancer research, FDA
has allowed the public to eat millions of pounds per year of
cosmetic dyes which are carcinogens or suspect carcinogens.

January 11,
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APPENDIX
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE EXPERIMENTAL CARCINOGENICITY
STUDIES FOR ERYTHIROSINE (RED tW. 3)
The purpose of this study has beeh a review of more recent studies
on the oncogenicity of erythrosine, and not a review of all studies or
of the published reports. The data from two 1969 FDA rat and two FDS
gerbil studies on erythrosine have been reviewed in detail. histopathologic sections from the rat studies were also examined. The results from
these studies are given here. The data from two other recent FDA rat
studies and a dog study were also briefly reviewed.
1. FDA Rat Intubation Study

2

Osborne-Mendel rats, 100 days of age, were housed individually and
given food and water ad libitum. The basal diet was Purina Laboratory Chow.
Five groups of rats were intubated twice weekly with erythrosine (certified
as'FD & C Red No. 3) at dose levels of 0, 235, 750, or 1,500 mg/kg for 86
weeks. Solutions were prepared indistilled water at concentrati-ons to
give a uniform dose volume of 10 ml/kg body. weight.
Each group consisted of 25 males and 25 females.

Animals were continued

on the experiment for two years. At autopsy, organs appeared normal and
weights were not recorded. All rats were autopsied and some without gross
lesions were discarded.

Insome cases, pathological examination was

limited to the trunk and limbs, but in the majority of rats the entire body,
lHansen, W.H., Davis, K.J., Graham, S.L., Perry, C.H., and Jacobson,
K.H.: Long-term toxicity studies of erythrosine. I.
Effects on hematology
and thyroxine and protein-bound iodine in rats. Fd. Comet. Toxicol. 11:
535-545,i1973..
2
FDA memorandum entitled "Patholngy report on rats receiving erythrosine,"
from K.J. Davis to W. Hansen and S. Graham, dated May 18, 1970 (P-54-69),
51 pp.
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including the head, was examined.

In addition, at the end of the 2-year

study a fairly complete series of tissues from some rats inthe 1,500 mg/
kg andcontrol groups were examined microscopically for any minor morphological changes which could be attributed to long-term toxicity.

In other

present), and
autopsies, histology was limited to liver, testes, tumors (itf
other organs with abnormalities.
The numbers of female rats receiving erythrosine with carcinomas and
sarcomas isgiven inTable 1, and total number of all rats receiving
erythrostne with malignant tumors inTable 2.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF. FEMALE RATS GIVEN ERYTHROSINE BY
INTUBATION WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS

Dose (mg/kq)
0
100
235
750
1,500

No. Rats with
Carcinomas

No. Rats with
Sarcomas

1/24 (4%)
2/25
2/25 (8%)
8%
6/25-( 24%)
1/21 (5%)

1/24 (4%)
4/25
3/25 (12%)
(12)
3/25 12%)
1/21-15%)

Total No. Rats
with Tumors/
2/24
5/25
5/25
9/25
2/21

(8%)
24%
20%)
(36%)
(10%)

TABLE 2. TOTAL NUMBER OF FEMALE RATS GIVEN ERYTHROSINE BY
INTUBATION WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS

Dose (mg/kg)

No. Rats with
Carcinomas

No. Rats witrv
Sarcomas

Total No. Rats
with Tumors

0
100-1500

1/24 (4%)
11/96 (12%)

1/24 (4%)
11/96 (12%)

2/24 (8%)
22/96 (24%)

The incidence of female rats with malignant tumors was increased in
rats given 100, 235, or 750 mg/kg erythrosine by intubation (24%,

20%, and

36% respectively), when compared with the 8% incidence incontrol rats.
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There is a three-fold increase inmalignant tumors (from 8% to 24%) when
ail,1teated rats were grouped together in one group.
The carcinomas and sarcomas were found most often in the reproductive
system. Some sarcomas were subcutaneous.
The number of male rats receiving erythro!sino with carcinomas and
sarcomas is given in Table 3 and total number of all rats receiving
erythrosine with-malignant tumors in Table 4.
TABLE 3. NUMBERS OF MALE RATS GIVEN ERYTHROSINE BY,
INTUBATION WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS

Dose (mg/k'i)

0

100
235
750

1,500

No. Rats with
Carcinomas

0/21 0%
0/24 (0%)
4/24 (16%)
1/24 (4%)

0/22 0%

No. Rats with
Sarcomas

3/21 (14%
(25%

6/24
3/24 (13%)
2/24 (8"sa

2/22 (93)

Total No. Rats
with Tumors

3/21
(14%)
6/24 (2.%r
7/24 29%
3/24 (13%)

2/22 (9%)

TABLE 4. TOTAL NUMBER OF MALE RATS GIVEN ERYTHROSINE BY
INTUBATION WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS

Dose (N/kg)
0

100-1500

No. Rats with
Carcinomas
0/21 (0%)

5/98

No. Rats with
Sarcomas

Total No. Rats
with Tumors

3/211T4F

3/21 (14%)

13/98(13%)--- - 8/98 (18%)

There were more sarcomas inuntreated male rats than inuntreated
female rats. Therefore, the differences in incidences for the various
groups are less remarkable. The Incidence is increased inmale rats
given 235 mg/kg erythrosine for rats with carcinomas (0%versus 16%),
and for total numbers of rats with malignant tumors, I.e., 14% for
controls and 29% for treated rats.
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Sarcomas inpale rats generally were reticulum cell sarcomas in the
lung or subcutaneous sarcomas; whereas, carcinomas tended to develop in

endocrine organs.
In summary, there were notable increases in the incidences of malignant tumors in adult female rats given three dose levels of erythrosine
by intubation. Malignant tumors tended to develop in the reproductive
system. There is insufficient data Available to determine why the Incidence was not increased at the fourth dose level; however, that dose level
may well be toxic.
It should be noted that in the results previously reported inFd.
Cosmet. Toxicol. rats in this study were not separated by sex; and rats
dying during the first few weeks were not excluded from the results.

-

2. FDA Rat Feeding Study -3
Osborne-Mendel rats, 100 days of age, were housed individually and
given food and water ad libitum. The basal diet was Purina Laboratory
Chow. Five groups of rats were fed diets containing erythrosine (certified
as FD & C Red No. 3 and containing 95% pure dye) at 0, 0.5, 1.0, or 4.0%
*for 86 weeks. Each group consisted of 25 males and 25 females except for
the control (0%) group, which consisted of 50 males and 50 females. At the
end of the treatment period, the animals were fed the control diet until
the experiment was terminated at two years.
At autopsy, organs appeared normal and weights were not recorded.
All rats were autopsied and some without gross lesions were'discarded.
Insome cases, pathological examination was limited to the trunk and limbs,
3
FDA memorandum entitled "Histologic examination of tissues from rats
fed erythrosine for two years," from K.J. Davis to W. Hanson and S. Graham,
dated March 11, 1970 (P-88-69), 23 pp.

.-
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but in the majority of rats the entire body, including the head, was
examined.

Inaddition, at the end of the 2-year study a fairly complete

series of tissues from some rats in the 4% and control groups were examined
microscopically for any minor morphological changes which could be attributed
to long-term toxicity. Inother autopsies histopathologic examination was
limited to liver, testes, tumors (ifpresent), and other organs with
abnormalities.
Growth inhibition occurred only in animals given the two highest levels
of erythrosine. At the end of one year, male and female rats given the
4% diet and female rats given the 2% diet showed significant growth
inhibition,
The numbers of female rats ingesting erythrosincrwith carcinomas and
sarcomas isgiven In Table 5 and total number of all rats ingesting
erythrosine with malignant tumors inTable 6.
TABLE 5. NUMBER OF FEMALE RATS INGESTING ERYTHROSINE
WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS*

Dose ()

No. Rats with
Carcinomas

0
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0

1/45(2%)
1/24 4%
2/23 (9%)
3/24 (13%)
1/24 (4%)

N.o.
Rats with
Sarcomas
6/45(13%
5/24 (21%
4/23 (17%
8/24 (33%
5/24 (21%

Total No. Rats
with Tumors
7/45(15%)
6/24 (25%)
6/23 (26%)
11/24 (46%)
6/24 (25%)

*Tumors of the mammary gland and pituitary, which occurred in
similar numbers of untreated and treated rats, were not
included here.
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TABLE 6. TOTAL NUMBER FEMALE RATS INGESTING ERYTHROSINE
WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS

Dose (%)
0
0.5 4.0

No. Rats with
-Carcinomas-

No. Rats with
Sarcomas

Total No. Rats
with Tumors

1/45 (2%)
7/95 7%

6/45 (13%)
22/95 (23%)

7/45 (15%)
29/95 (31%)

The incidence of female rats with malignant tumors was increased in
rats ingesting 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0% (25%, 26%, 46%, and 25% respectively), when compared with the 15% incidence inuntreated rats.

The most

striking increase was infemale rats at the 2% dose level, where the
incidence of carcinomas or sarcomas were also increased. The Incidence
of malignant tumors when all treated rats were grouped together inone
group was 31%compared to 15% inthe untreated female rats.
Female rats generally developed carcinomas and sarcomas of the ovary
and uterus, reticulum cell sarcomas of the lung, as well as a few
hemangloendothelial sarcomas.
The number of male rats ingesting erythrosine with carcinomas and
sarcomas isgiven inTable 7 and total number of all rats ingesting
erythrosine with malignant tumors inTable 8.
TABLE 7. NUMBER OF iALE RATS INGESTING ERYTHROSINE
WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS*

Dose (%)

11o.
Rats with
Carcinomas

No. Rats with
Sarcomas

Total No. Rats
with Tumors

0
1/50 2%)
10/50 (20X)
11/50 (22%)
0.5
1/24 (4%)
2/24 (80)
3/24 (12%)
1.0
3/23 (13%)
3/23 (13%)
6/23 (26%)
2.0
3/24 13%)
4/24 16%)
7/24 29%
4.0
2/25 18%)
5/25 20%
7/25 28%1
WTuors of the mammary gland and pituitary, which occurred in
similar numbers of untreated and treated rats, were not
included here.
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TABLE 8. TOTAL NUMBER MALE RATS INGESTING ERYTIIROSINE
WITH CARCINOMAS AND SARCOMAS

Dose ()
0
0.5-4.0

No. Rats with
Carcinomas
1/50 (2%)
9/96 (9%)

No. Rats with
Sarcomas

Total No. Rats
with Tumors

10/50 (20%)
14/96 15%)

11/50
23/96 (22%)
24

The incidence of sarcomas, particularly lymphosarcomas, which was high
in the untreated male control rats was not increased inthe treated rats.
The incidence of carcinomas inboth the 1 and 2%dose level male was 13%,
compared to 2% in the control rats.

Carcinomas tended to develop in

endocrine organs (other than pituitary).
In summary, the inidence of malignant tumors was increased inadult
female rats ingesting four dose levels of erythrosine. This Increase was
most striking inthe 2% dose level with an incidence of 46% compared to
15% inthe untreated controls. Malignant tumors generally involved the
uterus, ovary, or lung.
It should be noted that inthe results previously reported in Fd.
Cosmet. Toxicol. (see 1), rats inthis study were not separated by sex;
and rats dying during the first few weeks of the study were not excluded
from the results.
4
3. FDA Rat Study

Charles River male and female rats, of unstated age, given 0 mg, 10 mg,
or 20 mg erythrosine two times weekly, were killed after 104 weeks. There
were nine rats in each group.
4

FDA memorandum entitled "Pathology report on Charles River rats given
erythrosine. Path, 01637-1960," from K.J. Davis to W. Hansen, dated Dec.
5, 1969 (P-91-69), 10 pp.
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Five rats from three groups died at 33 weeks from cardiac puncture, and
others from pneumonia before the end of 52 weeks. Most of the high level
rats were dead by 78 weeks, and most of the low level and control rats by
104 weeks.
The incidence of female rats with tumors isgiven in Table 9.
TABLE 9. NUMBERS OF FEMALE RATS GIVEN ERYTHROSINE
WITH BENIGN OR MALIGNANT TUMORS
Dose
(mg/kg)
0
10
20

No. Rats with
Benign Tumors
2/9
3/9
4/9

No. Rats with
Malignant Tumors
0/9
2/9
1/9

Total
with
2/9
5/9
5/9

No. Rats
Tumors
(22%)
(56%)
(56%)

The results of this study only suggest that the numbers.of tumors in
female rats given erythrosine was increased. Tumors were found predominantly inmammary gland and pituitary.
4. FDA Rat Feeding Studys
Groups of 12 male and 12 female weanling Osborne-Mendel rats ingested
diets containing erythrosine (FD & C Red No. 3)at levels of 0, 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, or 5.0% for 104 weeks.
Tissues were examined histologically by the authors. as described under
Sections 1 and 2.
Growth depression was observed inmale and female rats given the 5%
level.

Spleen weights were decreased inmale rats given the 0.5, 2.0, or

6.0% dose levels and infemale rats given the 5%dose level.

Slight

5
Hansen, W.H., Zwickey, R.E., Brouwer, J.B., and Fitzhugh, O.G.: Longterm toxicity studies of erythrosine. I. Effects in rats and dogs. Fd.
Cosmet. Toxicol. 11:527-534, 1973.
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caecal distension occurred inrats given erythrosine at 1%and increased
with increasing dose levels.

The incidence of chronic nephritis was

increased approxiamt ly two-fold in rats (not separated by sex) ingesting
0.5% erythrosine, compared with that in the control rats.
The incidence of male rats with malignant tumors isgfven in Table 10.
TABLE 10. NUMBERS OF MALE RATS INGESTING ERYTHROSINE
WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS
No. Rats with

Do9ea ()

0
1.0
2.0
5.0

Malignant Tumors

1/12 (8%)
2/12 (17%)
6/12 (50%)
3/12 (25%)

The results of this study suggest that the numbers of malignant tumors
in male rats ingesting erythrosine was increased. Tumors were predominantly
lymphosarcomas.

Chronic nephritis developed inthe rats ingesting the 0.5%

dose level, and may be responsible for the absence of malignant tumors in
those animals.
5. FDA Gerbil Intubation Studys
Male and female gerbils, 6 months of age, ingested 0, 1.0, 2.0, or 4.0%
erythrosine (D & C Red No. 3) in laboratory chow for approximately 19
months.
All tissues were evaluated histopathologically from animals ingesting
the highest dose level and from the untreated controls.

A lesser number

of tissues (partial screen) was examined from gerbils ingesting the lower
6

Collins, T.F.X. and Long, E.H.

Fd. Cosmet. Toxicol. 14:233-248, 1976.
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dose levels of erythrosine,

Thyroid glands were examined from gerbils at

all dose levels.
"Effects induced by erythrosine which may be regarded
as somewhat deleterious were: (1)anemia at all 3
levels in the females, and at 4% Inthe males also,
(2)dose-related-inhibition of growth, and (3)a
two-fold, dose-related change inthe yroid at all
levels of treatment, consisting of an-n-r-ase in
size of the large follicles lined by simple squamous
epithelium with a concomitant proliferation of small
hyperplastic follicles containing sparse colloid and
lined by simple cuboidal to simple columnar
epithelium."
The histopathology was performed by Long for the FDA. Her conclusions
were:

"There was no evidence of an effect of erythrosine on tumorigenesis,

as there was no significant difference in regard to the incidence of either
total tumors or any single type of tumor among-the four dosage groups."
There was 17% (4 of 30) malignant tumors ingerbils given 1%erythrosine, compared with 0 of 59 (0%) controls. Three of the carcinomas in
treated gerbils were intestinal.

The incidence of gerbils with malignant

tumors is given inTable 11.
TABLE 11, TOTAL NUfMBER OF GERBILS GIVEN ERYTHROSINE
BY INTUBATION WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS
Dose

)

Total

0

0/59 (0%)

1

4/30 (17%)

2

0/28 (0)

4

2/29 (6%)

TOTAL

6/87 (7%)

Tumors

1 carcinoma kidney
1 islet cell carcinoma pancreas
1 Intestinal carcinoma
1 granuloma cell carcinoma ovary

2 Intestinal carcinomas
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Tissue sections from this study have not been reviewed.

Conclusions

made from this study are for 6-month gerbils and not for younger gerbils.
It is strongly recommended that young animals be used for chronic
carcinogenicity studies.
6.

FDA Gerbil Intubation Study 7
Male and female gerbils, approximately 6 months of age, were given

intubations of erythrosine (FO & C Red No. 3) two times weekly for approximately 19 months. Dose levels were 0, 200, 750, or 900 mg/kg. Those on
the 900 mg level actually received 1,200 mg/dose for the first three months.
All tissues were evaluated histopathologically from animals given the
highest dose level and from the untreated controls.

A lesser number of

tissues (partial screen) was examined from gerbils receiving the lower dose
levels of erythrosine.Thyroid glands were examined from gerbils of all dose
levels.
The histopathology was done by Willigan for the FDA.
were:

His conclusions

"Changes attributable to erythrosine were not observed in any of

the tissues evaluated microscopically."
Tissue sections from this study have not been reviewed.

The gerbils

were 6 months of age at the start of the treatment with erythrosine;
therefore, conclusions made from this study are for 6-month old gerbils
and not for younger gerbils.

Itis strongly recommended that young animals

be used for chronic carcinogenicity studies.
7. FDA Dog Feeding Studys
Young beagle dogs ingested 0, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0% erythrostie (FD & C
Red No. 3) in laboratory chow for 104 weeks.

There were 3 males and 3

female dogs at each dose level.
NWilligan: Erythrosine Toxicity Study. Summary of Histopathological
Observations. Project P-180-70.
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Dogs were killed and autopsied. Most tissues were evaluated histopathologically from the 6 dogs ingesting 2% erythrosine and from the 6
control dogs. "Although these 12 dogs received the more thorough
microscopic examination, tissues from other dogs were also examined."
The authors concluded that "there were no compound-related histological
effects, and only minor incidental abnormalities were seen."
Histologic sections from this study were not reviewed. Two-year
carcinogenicity studies indogs are inadequate, and the numbers of dogs
used were small.

Referring to age of the dogs as "young" is not satisfactory.

8. Comments
The FDA rat intubation and feeding studies of erythrosine (Sections I
and 2) are the best designed and carried out studies; therefore, the
results can be considered as the most important.

The incidence of malignant

tumors was increased inadult female rats ingesting erythrosine, particularly
in the reproductive system.
The workers analyzing the data failed to separate the results by sexes.
They did not separate benign from malignant tumors. Small numbers of
histological sections were examined from lower dose treated rats thereby
overlooking microscopic tumors.

The criteria for distinguishing between

benign and malignant tumors are not acceptable by today's standards, i.e.,
tumors need not have "invaded surrounding tissues or metastasized to more
distant locations."S
The other FDA rat studies (Sections 3_and 4) are not adequate studies
because of the small numbers of animals per group, incomplete histopathologic
examinations, and inadequate examinations of the results. These studies do
not demonstrate the carcinogenicity of erythrosine.

Furthermore, they do
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not show that erythrosine is not carcinogenic. They do not show that
erythrosine Isnot toxic as concluded:

"most results have been negative."

The studies mostly were concerned with the carcinogenic effects of
erythrosine in adult rats.

The results in the gerbil studies are applicable

only for 6-month old gerbils. In view of the enlarged thyroid glands,
studies in young gerbils would have been indicated.

The duration of the

dog studies was not long enough to rule out carcinogenicity.

Data concerning

carcinogenicity inweanling rats would be desirable; however, only one inadequate study used weanling rats (Section 4).
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LETTERS; ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY SUBMITTED FOR
THE RECORD; ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
January 31, 1977

FOOD CHEMICAL NEWS

FDA REGULATES HALF OF BACKLOGGED CHEMICALS IN NC! TESTING PROGRAM
notituta's Carcinogen
Of the nearly 200 chemicals b
126 arerreuted b h odatifnnAmnstaini?
y
a4U Program,
.aIW
additives, ot-"rct and indirect, as ingredients of color additives, or as now
animal drugs or ingredients of animal drugs.
According to an analysis of the chemicals in the NCI program for which studies
have been completed but not yet reported, FDA has some regulatory control
over more than half of the substances. Thirty-seven of the chemicals on the list
are pesticides regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Other chemicals on the NCI list are used in dyes, cosmetics and other substances which have no direct use in foods, and have the potential to contaminate
only through accidental or environmental routes. Few are believed to have the
potential to become serious food contaminants.
Only nine on the list are regulated as direct food additives. These are:
(1) L-Tryptophan regulated under 5121. 1002; (2) Calcium disodium EDTA under 5121. 1017;
(3) Disodium £DTA under S121. 1056; (4) Tetrasodium EDTA under $121. 1088; (5) BHT under
5121. 1034; (6) NTA under 5121. 1088; (7) Trisodium NTA under S121. 1088; (8) 1,2Dichloroethyene (ethylene dichloride) under S121. 1040; and (9) Sodium nitrite under
5121. 1064 and S121. 1230.
In addition to the additives directly added to food there may be residues from the
use of other additives which are on the NCI list.
Azodicarbonamide (§121. 1085), which is used in flour, reacts to form biuro,
which is the dimer of urea. Urea is on the NCI list.
Thiourea intermediate4 arabinosylcytosine used as a food adduct, and some solvents
used in processing are also on the NCI list. Indirect additives Include:
(1) Dioxane -- permitted for use in adhesives; (2) NTA -- permitted as a boiler water
additive; (3) Tetrachloroethylene -- permitted as a foaming agent for polystyrene; (4)
1, 1,2-Trichloroethane -- permitted for use in adhesives; (5) A-Nitrostyrene -- basic
polymer in paper for dry food; (6) Iodoform -- permitted for use In adhesives; (7) Piperonyl
butoxide -- permitted for insect control in paper begs for dry food; (8) Phthalic anhydride-permitted for use as a modifier for rosins, reactant for polyurethane, reaction control
reagent, retarder for rubber articles; (9) Toluene diamine -- permitted for use as an
,anioxidant in rubber articles; (10) BHT -- Prior sanctioned for use L-polyolefin and saran
coatings; (11) Ethyl tuads (Tetraethylthiuramdisulfide) -- permitted for use as a rubber
accelerator;, and (12) Dibutyltin diacetate -- permitted for use as a catalyst, which may
be used as the food-contact surface of articles intended for contact with bulk quantities

of dry food. No food uses.
Drugs for which NADA's have been approved include (1) 2-Amino--nitrothiazole; (2)
Daraprim;(3) Dichlorvos; (4) Dibutyltin dilaurate; (5) Prednisone; and (6) Nlathizide.
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Components of animal drugs on thd NCI list include: (1) Chloroform; (2) EDTA (3)
Uidifirn; (4) Carbon disulfide; (5) Hexachlorophene; (6) Urea; and (7) BHTi.
Among the ingredients of color additives on the NCI list are: (1) Aniline; (2) EDTA:
(3) o-Anthranilic acid; (4)Phthalicanhydride; (5) Sodium nitrite; and (6) Urea.

PPI DENIES INTENTIONALLY FATHERING ACIDIFIED FOODS GMP's
The Pickle Pack., International has protested that although "the record will reflect
'that this proposal had Its genesis in a petition submitted by PPI," the Food and
Drug Administration proposed good manufacturing practice regulations for acidified
foods "differs greatly in two major respects,"
'Pickled,
"First," PPI explained, "it proposes that the GMP's be applicable to niU
Fermented, and Acidified Foods' rather than to pickled vegetable products only;
Second, it enlarges the concept of GMP's to encompass not merely protection of the
public health, but also the 'cosmetic' aspects of food production."
PPI recommended that the "only feasible and necessary GMP is the control of pH,"
adding: "There is no need to talk of salinity, or specific gravity, or heat, or cold,
or any other method of preservation."
As for applying the emergency permit provisions to acidified foods, PPI suggested
that FDA not Impose these requirements "until the Congress grants the Commissioner
the power ... "
"Since 1938, the Congress has seen fit to give to the Commissioner of Food and
Drugs varied, and ever-increasing power," PPI admitted, continuing, "The Congress
has not, however, seen fit to give the Commissioner the power to require:
"(l)Registretion of food processing plants; (2) Establishment and filing of 'scheduled
processes'; (3) Maintenance of records of equipment calibration and testing; (4) Specific
food manufacturing processes; (5) Product coding; (6) Maintenance of processing and
production records; (7) Setting aside and reworking certain batches of product; and (8)
Sending supervisory personnel to 'approved' schools."
"Successfully exceeding one's authority once Is not a license for doing so again,"
PPI commented, arguing that while a temporary emergency permit regulation may be
issued, ",.. the Commissioner cannot proceed beyond that and impose requirements
that have no relation to-the public health."
"No person in tlls country has ever been made Ill because a food manufacturer failed
to register, or to file a scheduled process, or to keep detailed records of various
plant activities," the group maintained.
"... even if some such requirements could be deemed necessary, that Is only

one-half the requisite finding," PPI Insisted, continuing:
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December 16, 1976

Dr. Paul F. Hopper
Acting Executive Director
Food Safety Council
c/o General Goods Corporation

250 North Street

White P24ins, New York

10625

Dear Dr. Hopper:
The Senate Small Business Committee has scheduled hearings
on January 13 and 14. 1977, on the marketing, regulation
and safety of food additViVes.
The Committee would be grateful if you would appear at
9:30 a.m. on Friday January 14, in Room 1318 Dirkson
Senate Office Building to discuss the objectives of the
Food Safety Council as they relate to the following
subjects: a) testing of food additives (the state of the
art); b) independent testing systems; c) the desirability
for now statutory suspension authority for regulatory
agencies to utilize when safety questions about additives
arise; d) benefit-to-risk considerations in reaching
regulatory decisions; e) besearch into alternatives for
existing additives that pose safety questions; and
f) any other aspect of the subject that you believe will
be helpful to the Committee.
We would appreciate receiving 2S copies of your statement
by January 7. 1977, and 75 copies on the date of your appearance before the Committee.
If there are any questions or if our staff can be of
assistance, please don't hesitate to contact Benjamin
Gordon at the office of the Senate Small Business
Committee, 284-8489.
Sincerely,
GAYLORD NELSON
Chairman
GN:bgk
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FOOD

SAFETY

COUNCIL,

INC.

Columbia, Maryland

December 29, 1976
Senator Gaylord Nelson, Chairman
Select Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator:
Thank you very much for your kind invitation
inviting the Food Safety Council to appear before
Small Business Committee on Friday, 1/14.
As you
the Food Safety Council is a new organization and
recently (11/17) elected its Board of Trustees.

of 12/16
the Senate
may know,
has just

While we would very much like the opportunity to appear
before the Committee to discuss the goals and objectives of
the Food Safety Council, we reel that the organization is
still so new that it would be premature for us to participate
at this time.
We would, however, appreciate the opportunity to submit
a brief statement for the record and perhaps if the hearings
are continued at some future date, the Food Safety Council
would be in a better position to appear before this committee.
Again, thank you for the invitation to participate bn
1/14; we will be following the progress of your hearings and
reporting on them to our Trustees.
Vey ruly yours,

*P.
F. Hopper
Interim Executive Director.
PFH:pms
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Robert W. Harkins
Vice President,Scientific Affairs

February 24, 1977

The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Nelson:
Enclosed is our statement on the use, regulation, and
safety evaluation of food ingredients. We respectfully
request that this statement be included in the record
of the January 13-14, 1977 hearings held by the Senate
Select Committee on Small Business.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit this material
to the Committee.
Sincerely,

Robert W. Harkins, Ph.D.
Vice President
Scientific Affairs

RWH/ew
Enclosure
cc:

Members of the Select Committee
on Small Business
Judy Robinson
Benjamin Gordon

Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc., 1425 K St,

.W., Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 38-6100
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. HARKINS, PH.D.
VICE PRESIDENT, SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS
GROCERY MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA, INC.
FOR THE
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS
FEBRUARY 24,

1977

The Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc.

(GMA) is

a national trade

association representing the interests of approximately 140 manufacturers of
food and grocery products sold throughout this country.

As such, GMA and its

membership are interested in all phases of the marketing,
safety of food ingredients.

regulation, and

We appreciate this opportunity to contribute

the viewpoint of the regulated industry on the use of food ingredients.
Overview
It

is

important, at the outset,

of the Federal Food,

to understand the statutory provisions

Drug, and Cosmetic Act under which the Food and Drug

Administration regulates the various components of our food supply.

For

purposes of regulation under the statute, there are basically two types of
food:

(1)

unprocessed agricultural products and (2)

An unprocessed agricultural product --

processed food.

such as raw milk, and fruits and

vegetables which are washed but otherwise not processed --

is subject only

to the safety provisions in section 402(a)(1) of the Act, under which it may
lawfully be marketed unless it contains a "poisonous or deleterious substance
which may render it injurious to health."

If such a substance is not an

added substance, the food is not considered adulterated if the quantity of
the substance does not "ordinarily" render it injurious to health.

As long

as raw agricultural produce remains unprocessed, it isonot subject to any
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of the statutory provisions relating to food additives.

Thus, unprocessed

agricultural products are required to meet a relatively low statutory standard
for safety.
In contrast, once any agricultural produce is processed in any way or is
inc .-rporated in any processed food -- for example, when raw milk is pasteurized
or homogenized or dried or made into butter, or when apples are made into applesauce, or when any fruit or vegetable is canned -- far more complex and stringent statutory provisions apply.

The status of each component of the resulting

processed food must then be analyzed to determine compliance with sections 402
(adulterated fogd), 406 (tolerances for poisonous ingredients in food), and 409
(food additives) of the Act.

Of major importance, coach component of the food

must be analyzed to determine compliance with the food additive requirements.
The agricultural produce component of the processed food is subject to analysis
under the food additive requirements to the same extent as any chemically
synthesized component.
In order to be included lawfully in any processed food, every component
must meet the statutory requirement of:
safe (GRAS),

(1) being generally recognized as

or (2) being subject to a sanction or approval for use in food

granted by FDA or USDA prior to September 6, 1958, or (3) being subject to a
food additive regulation promulgated by FDA, or (4) if used for color purposes,
being approved by FDA for provisional or permanent use by a color additive
regulation.

This statutory requirement does not distinguish between natural

and synthetic components.

And since most of the food that we eat today

(except fresh meat, fruit, and vegetables) is processed in one way or another,
it means that virtually all components of our food supply, whether produced
by nature or synthetically, are subject to the same legal standards for safety.
The present legal requirements are undoubtedly not well understood.

people believe that ccmponenWesof our food supply that are derived from

Many
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agricultural produce are in iome way exempt frm ompliance with the food
additive requirements of the law.

This simply is not true.

Although an

apple is not subject to the food additive requirements when sold as fresh
fruit, it is fully subject to analysis under the food additive provisions of
the low the minute that it is processed in any way, for example, when it is
made into applesauce.
In discussing food safety, it is important that the term "food additive"
be used properly, in the way that it has been defined by Congress in section
201(s) of tVe Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

A "food additive" is any

food ingredient -- including, as we have already noted, any food ingredient
derived solely from natural origin as part of agricultural produce -- which is
not either GRAS or subject to a prior sanction.

A food additive may be either

natural or synthetic in origin, just as other food ingredients which are not
food additives may be either natural or synthetic in origin.

The term simply

encompasses all those components of the food supply which have not achieved
the status of general recognition of safety or were not approved by FDA or
USDA for food use prior to 1958.

Many synthetic chemical. used as food ingre-

dients are, of course, not food additives; and a Amber of natural components
of our food supply are regulated as food additives.
Indeed, it is a paradox that we have less knowledge about the safety of
food components that are not food additives than we do about the safety of
food additives, because the statute requires specific testing of food additives
before they may be approved for use in food whereas specific testing of other
food components is not required.
vidual chemical substances.

Every food is composed of hundreds of indi-

The composition of each complex chemical mixture

which we call a "food" is imprecisely known, and the toxicological manifestations of these individual chemicals, let alone the combination, are simply not
available for most food components.

The common conception that food components
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which are not food additives are somehow "better" or "safer" than food
additives is therefore demonstrably false.
The popular belief that chemically synthesized food ingredients are
inherently less safe than those of agricultural origin is
The list

of natural poisons is

equally false.

impressively long, and many synthesized chem-

icals have been proved to be-"ntirely safe for food use.
Modern chemistry has permitted the food industry to produce by synthesis
many chemicals that are also produced in nature.

Perhaps the best examples

are the vitamins that are so commonly consumed today.

Virtually all vitamins

added to food or consumed as pills are chemically synthesized, but are equally
effective and no less safe than their natural counterparts.

It is

likely that

well over 99 percent of all chemically synthesized food components are identical
to chemicals that are also found in food of agricultural origin.

Nan adds only

a relatively few substances directly to food which are not also found in nature.
The "GRAS"

List

Particular emphasis has been placed,
"GRAS
1960.

list"

in recent years, on the so-called

published in the Code of Federal Regulations by FDA in 1959 aiir

This is an extremely limited list

itself acknowledged.

of GRAS food components,

as FDA has

Section 121.101(a) of the FDA regulations states:

It is impracticable to list all substances that are
generally recognized as safe for their intended use.
However, by way of illustration, the Commissioner
regards such common food ingredients as salt, pepper,
sugar, vinegar, baking powder, end monosodium glutamate
as safe for their intended use.
The regulation then goes on to state that the GRAB list includes some, but
obviously not all, GRAS ingredients.
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In April 1958, in

testimony before the House of Representatives during

consideration of the legislation that later became the Food Additive Amendments of 1958,

the then Comissioner of Food and Drugs included in a list

of

"chemical food additives" the following substances which FDA would regard as
GRAS for use in food:

25

Brandy

Lemon Juice

Butter

Margarine

Coffee
Corn Oil
Cream
Dry Skim Milk
Lard

Molasses
Mustard
Olive Oil
Wine

None of these illustrative GRAS food ingredients appears on the FDA GRAS list
or in any other list

of GRAS substances.

Similarly, peas, carrots, potatoes,

apples, beef, and other common food ingredients of agricultural origin that
are also GRAS do not appear on the FDA GRAS list.
exactly how long a GRAS list

would be if

it

It

is

impossible to determine

were to contain all of these GRAS

food components.
Beginning in 1969, the Food and Drug Administration undertook to review
the safety of the food ingredients on its published GRAS list.

Since there

are so many GRAS food ingredients, this decision reflected the practical conclusion that any review of GRAS substances must begin somewhere, and the published GRAS list

was as good a place to begin as anywhere else.

As part of its

review, FDA contracted with the National Academy of Sciences to survey the
industry for use levels of the substances on the-published GRAS list.
Continuing Support for the Orderly Review of Food Ingredients
G;4A and other major food-based trade associations have given vigorous
support to the review of the safety of food ingredients on the published FDA
GRAS list.

In May 1971,

twenty-one trade associations joined together to

pr-ote and sponsor a briefing session at which the National Academy of
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Sciences launched a user and producer survey of GRAS substances. Mr.
William 0. Beers, President of Kraftoo Corporation, said at that time:
We need a comprehensive, orderly review of GRAS
substances not only to assure the continued safety of
food ingredients,

but especially,

to forestall condi-

tions which could lead to a loss of public confidence
in our food supply.
Therefore, we all have something to gain by assisting
in this review. We will not only benefit by an accurate,
scientific assessment of the safety of food ingredients,
but we will also reassure the public that both industry
and government are working toward a comon objective -that of continuing protection of the well being of the
American consumer.
Industry remains fully supportive of an orderly, systematic review of
the safety of food ingredients.

In preparation for the survey currently

being undertaken by the National Academy of Sciences on the use of food ingredients (Phase III of the GRAS list survey), GKA participated in a briefing
program in December 1975.

The text of this presentation was published under

the title "Incentives for Further Industry Cooperation and Participation."
The first reason invoked for participation in the survey was "a deep sense of
corporate responsibility."

While there are other significant reasons for

participation in the survey, the continued protection of the public is far
and away the most important justification for this activity.
Nber of Food In~redints Used in Food Production

For many years, questions have boon raised about the number of food ingredients that comprise the food supply.

To the best of our knowledge, a single,
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comprehensive listing of all of the individual food ingredients does not exist.
In the Code of Federal Regulations, the Food and Drug Aiainistraticn lists the
following numbers of GRAS food ingredient., food additives, and oolor additives
for direct use in food production:
GRAS Food Ingredients
251
223
26

nonflavor substances 3
natural flavorings ad spices 4
synthetic flavorings

500

total GRAS Food Ingredients

Food Additives
6

187
3

nonflavor substances
7
nonflavor substances (interim basis)

190

total Nonflavor Additives

131
728

natural flavorings 9
synthtic flavorings

859

total Flavoring Additives

8

Color Additives
10

31

permanetly approved color additives1 1

37

total Color Additives

3 provisionally listed color additives
11
3 provisionally listed color lakes

The Code of Federa l Regulations also lists some, but not all, ingredients
that are indirectly added to food, i.e., those substances permitted in food
packaging materials, food contact surfaces, and other applications where they
may become a component of food.

FDA has referred to an estimated 10,000 indirect

additives,17 but this appears to be largely speculative and the number could
actually be much larger.
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Thue, the nuber of substances which oamprse the food supply in quite
large -- more than 1000 agricultural products, approximately 2000 food components, and 10,000-plus indirect additives.

It would be a formidable task

indeed to subject each of these 13,000-plus substances to detailed toxioological testing and analysis at this time.
Level of Use of Food Ingredients in Food Production
According to figures from the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the U. S.
per capita consumption of food totaled 1297 pounds per year -- or 3.6 pounds
or 56.9 ounces per day -- in 1973.30

Recent data permit the following approx-

1
imate breakdown of this daily food oonsumption: 8'

29

Per Capita Use
(ounces/da,)
Major food ccmponents of natural or
agricultural origin, including
the following categories

Percentage
of Diet (C)

56.42

Apples, potatoes, meat, eggs, et.
Sugar
salt
Corn syrup and dextrose

50.72
4.47
0.66
0.57

99.2
89.2
7.9
1.1
1.0

32 comon food ingredients*

0.40

0.7

All other functional ingredients of
natural and synthetic origin
added at low levels

0.04

0.1

TOTAL

56.6

1.

•Those ingredients and their functions are listed in Appendix A.
Although flavoring agents are the most numerous ingredients used in food
production, such substances are used in very small quantities.

Many are, of

course, of natural agriculturalorigin, and others are chemically identical to
natural flavors.

Results from a 1971 survey conducted by the Flavor and extract
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Manufacturers Association on cver 1400 flavors indicated that 71 percent of
these flavorings were used in food processing at levels less than 1000 pounds
annually, or less than 2.7 pounds per day.16 This national use level corresponds to 0.000000013 pounds or less per capita per day.
increased Complexity of Toxicological Testing Rqu&irements
Over the pest several decades, the requirements for toxicological evaluation of food chemicals have become more complex and elaborate.

In 1940 it

was not uncommon to call a study of 30 days' duration a chronic toxicity study.
Total testing of safety of food chemicals and drugs was commonly conducted in
a few rats, a few rabbits, and a few mice, which was considered an adequate
toxicological data base at that time. 12
By the late 1950'a, safety testing of food chemicals had become more
elaborate and more formalized.

A 1958 World Health Organization (1510) report

distinguished between three types of toxicity studies,
long-term (chronic).

21

acute, short-term, and

Acute toxicity studies included testing both sexes in

three species of animals (one a non-rodent species).

Numbers of animals

required were relatively small and were based on the statistical precision
desired in the estimated LDSO for the substance tested.

Short-term toxicity

studies required two species of animals (one a non-rodent), 10-20 animals of
each sex at each dosage level in the test, and usually a 90-day observation
period.

Chronic toxicity testing was usually conducted in the rat, with 25

or more animals of each sex at each dosage level in the test.

The total

period of observation was usually 12 to 18 months.
In 1959 the staff of the FDA Division of Pharmacology published a major
review of the then existing requirements for toxidological testing of chemicals. 14
This review incorporated the principles of the WHOreport of the prior year and
provided additional information on the techniques used in the interpretation of
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toxicologic findings in animals.

It was a major milestone in toxicologic

testing in the United States and served as a guideline for such testing for
a number of years.
Throughout the 1960's and 1970's further elaboration of toxicological
testing has taken place.

Chronic toxicity testing sometimes included both

rodent and non-rodent species, and the period of observation in non-rodents
frequently extended for half a decade or more.

Further attention was directed

toward appraisal of teratogenicity, mutagenicity, and embryotoxicity.22 A
National Academy of Sciences report gives a good summary of the status of the
general requirements for toxicologio testing of food chemicals as of 1970.15
Because of the complexity of this type of testing, increasing emphasis is
being placed on the development of rapid, in vitro screening tests, particularly
2 20 23 24

in the testing for carcinogenesis. '

,

,

It is clear that the past 35 years have seen a major change in the accepted
requirements for toxicologic testing of food ingredients, from relatively simple
testing to a very complex battery of testing procedures.

These current proce-

dures are designed to elicit not only the conventional adverse reactions that
can occur to a chemical or drug but also the more subtle and complex expressions of toxicity that may only be observed over the entire life span of the
animal, for example, in carcinogenicity testing or in the multigeneration
reproduction studies.

We anticipate that the next 35 years will produce

similar improvements in toxicity testing.

Toxicology is, of course, a very

dynamic field, and we doubt that new types of testing will ever cease to be
discovered.
The battery of testing procedures currently utilized in the testing of
food ingredients requires both a considerable period of time (minimum of three

years) and substantial funding (approximately $500,000) to complete.

It is for

these reasons that rapid and less costly in vitro screening procedures are
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receiving so much attention at the present time, not just in an effort to
reduce the time and cost of testing but also to utilise the available testing
facilities of the country most effectively.

The screening tests, however,

are not now capable of replacing in vivo studies in animals.

Their use in

regulatory decision making should be as a supplement to, not replacement for,
conventional studies.
National Constraints on Safety Evaluation
There are several limitations on our country's capability to undertake
safety studies on all food ingredients.
(a)

limited number of qualified scientists, particularly pathologists,

(b)

The major limitations ares

26

limited number of qualified laboratories, both
inside and outside goverrmenti

(c)

competing priorities for testing other substances,
and

(d) economic burden.

An examination of the limitations on cosmetic safety testing, which are
analogous to those affecting food ingredient safety evaluations, is illustrative.

Arthur D. Little, Inc., conducted a study26 to evaluate the impact of

legislation pending in 1974 that would have required safety testing of 411
cosmetics and ingredients used in cosmetics -dients than are used in food.

a much smaller number of ingre-

Based upon the estimated 1340 qualified pathol-

ogists practicing in the United States in 1974, Arthur D. Little concluded
that safety testing of the more than 25,000 cosmetic products and ingredients
on the market would take at least 30 years at an estimated cost of $6.5 billion.

This proposed legislation would have resulted in a staggering use of laboratory
animals -- a minimum of 60 million mice, 38 million rats, 6 .llion rabbits,
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and 0.5 million dogs.

The report concluded that this proposed cosmetic safety

testing "would thus almost certainly have a serious adverse impact on other
major research activities, such as the cancer and heart programs, new drug and
food additive testing etc., which compete for the same relatively liait4
number of qualified scientific personnel and facilities."
The severe limitations imposed by shortages of trained scientists and
facilities, which can only be slowly corrected, are reasons why the impracticality of testing every food ingredient in every possible toxicological test
protocol poses a major societal dilemma.

Safety judgments can be based on

experience with common food use and on known toxicity information without
requiring repeated, periodic studies of food ingredients with the newest
toxicological testing procedures.
Cost is also a significant factor.

FDA has estimated that the total cost
17

of the GRAS list review program has been approximately $18 million to date.

For this expenditure, FDA has been able to reach, in its judgment, the half-way
point in the review of 43i nonflavor GRAS substances, a program initiated in
1969.

One needs to compare the $18 million expenditure, the seven years, and

roughly 220 compounds reviewed with the total number of food ingredients already
discussed above.

If FDA could complete the review process for the remaining

compounds in half the time that it took for the review of the first half of the
GRAS list, and at the same rate of economic cost, it would require more than
our lifetime and hundreds of millions of dollars.
By and large, the work done to date by government and industry in reviewing

-the safety of existing food ingredients is based on a compilation of available
data.

The generation of new laboratory data -- for example, chronic feeding

studies in rats, dogs or other species --

will add significantly to the costs

of the review of the safety of food ingredients.

Recently, FDA outlined a
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omprehensive program to resolve the status of provisionally listed color
additives.

13

Appropriate scientific investigations must be undertaken on about

30 color additives and data must be submitted to FDA according to a prescribed
schedule before final decisions will be made on the status of those colors.
It is estimated that it will take four years and $3.2 million to conduct
chronic toxicity feeding studies on just eight of these colors, each of which
has already been evaluated in at least two species during earlier tests.
The "Food Lag"
According to the President's Science Advisory Cosmittee report, there has
an overall decline in the number of new chemical entities introduced each
29
The reason for this "food lag" is the
year as intentional food additives.
be"

increased regulatory requirements (i.e., the Food Additive Amendments to the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act) that must be mat for approval of a new
food ingredient.28

Few companies are willing or able to spend upwards of

.1500,000 per compound to conduct, over a period of three to ten years, the
required series of toxicological tests needed to support a food additive
petition.27

Unless a company receives a patent on a particular chemical,

once the substance meets FDA approval any company is free to manufacture it.
Furthermore, once a company makes such a financial investment on toxicological
testing, there is still the possibility that FDA will delay acceptance for
months or years or reject the food additive petition.
At a time when the world is deeply concerned about its ability to feed
an ever-growing population, we should be very concerned indeed about national
policies that discourage innovation in food technology.

This is the time when

new methods of food production and processing should be advanced as a national
priority.
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Esentiality of Setting Priorities
wen setting priorities for safety evaluation of food ingredients# two
broad overlapping areas of concern must be reocognizeds

(1) the total universe

of chemicals in man's envirorownt of which food ingredients are a small and
relatively well-defined segment, and (2) the relative potential hazard of the
individual food ingredients.
Foods, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, toxic chemicals, pesticides,
environmental contaminants, and an enormous number of consumer produOts all
pose a risk of hasad to man.

society must sat a priority-to' food safety

evaluation within this broad oontext, taking into consideration the available
resources for toxicological evaluation -- qualified' soientists, testing facilities, and fwids.

Unfortunately, there is today naorganized effort within

government or society at large to rank these hazards in order to set priorities
for toxicological testing and evaluation.

In an effort to 'test first those

materials which may pose the greatest risk to man, we need an overall assessment before national coemitents are made for food ingredient safety testing.
Achieving a comprehensive, orderly review of the safety of food ingredients and reassuring the public that both industry and government are working
together toward a common objective are mutual goals to ithich the Congress and
the food industry need to strive.

We appreciate this opportunity to submit

comments to the Committee on the use, regulation, and safety evaluation of
food ingredients.
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APPENDIX

A

FUNCTIONS OF 32 COMMONLY USED FOOD INGREDIENTS

Flavoring Agent/Flavor Enhancer
Monosodium glutamate
Mustard
Black pepper
Hydrolyzed vegetable protein
Stabilizer/Thickener - imparts or
maintains the desired texture, consistency and thickness in foods
Sodium caseinate
Acacia
Modified starch
Leavening Agent - produces a gas
that lightens dough or batter
Yeasts
Monocalcium phosphate
Sodium aluminum phosphate
Sodium acid phosphate
pH Control Agents - controls the
acid-alkaline balance in foods

Emulsifier - permits dispersion of
tiny particles or globules of one
liquid in another liquid
Lecithin
Mono- and diglycerides
Preservative - inhibits bacteriological spoilage of foods
Sulfur dioxide
Firming Agent - produces desirable
crispness or texture in foods
Calcium chloride
Processing Aid - assists in filtering
or remving unwanted color
Calcium sulfate
Effervescent - causes bubbles when
escaping from a liquid
Carbon dioxide

*Sodium carbonate
*Calcium carbonate
*Dicalcium phosphate
*Disodium phosphate
Sodium bicarbonate
Hydrogen chloride
Citric acid
Sulfuric acid
Sodium citrate
Sodium hydroxide
Acetic acid
Phosphoric acid
Calcium oxide

*Also acts as leavening agent

Humectant - retains moisture in foods
Sodium tripolyphosphate
Coloring Agent
Caramel
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February 23, 1977

The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
Chairman, Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty
and Migratory Labor
221 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Nelson:
I wish to present some comments on misrepresentations and important omissions in
the statement submitted to your committee by the Food and Drug Administration.
The statement that the Wisconsin study 'was a carefully designed study which
represented the first systematic attempt to test the hypothesis in well controlled
settings" is inconsistentt with the record, while the statement "the preliminary
findings of the researchers show no significant overall effect from the Feingold
diet as measured by classroom behavior and by parents" is contrary to the data
reported by the Wisconsin investigators.
The first controlled study was that funded by the National Institute of Education
under a contract awarded to Dr. C. Keith Conners of the University of Pittsburgh.
The Conners study reported in Pediatrics, volume 58, number 2, August 1976, pp
154-166, states the following:
lthe results of this study strongly suggest that
a diet free of most natural salicylates, artificial flavors and artificial colors
reduces the perceived hyperactivity of some children suffering from the hyperkinetic impulse disorder."
To label the Wisconsin study as "well controlled" is contrary to the facts. None
of the children in this study in the 6 to 12 years of age group were under supervision or control to assure dietary compliance at school.
In support of this fault in the experimental design of tie Wisconsin study, I
submit the following statement by Mr. John Wacker, a member of the National Board
of Directors of the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities (ACLD):
I accidentally discovered that aspirin gave our LD daughter some severe behavioral
problems, so I did considerable reseljrch
on the Feingold theory. Using my
company's WATS line, I talked to dozens of parents and professionals over the
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USA and was amazed to hear of the sometimes almost miraculous results of the
Feingold diet with hyperactive children.
I prepared an article entitled "Eliminating the Additives" based on some of
these interviews. However, before it was published, I came upon a report in
the Medical World News which described a "primarily negative" report on
Feingold's theory by J. Preston Harley. Copy of that report is attached.
Since 14 fathers and 13 mothers -- or about 37 percent -- rated their sons
as improved, the "negative" terminology seemed strange. Even Dr. Feingold
claims the diet will only help from 30 to 50 percent of the children. The
article mentioned that the 'Tood Research Institute" had funded the study
so I tried to track down the Institute through Washington and New York sources.
Unsuccessful at that, I called Dr. Harley. He said the Institute was part of
the University of Wisconsin and was funded primarily by the food industry. I
asked him about supervision during the schoolday of the 6 to 12 year old participating children to insure adherence to the diet and make :ertain they did
not drink soft drinks, trade lunches, eat items from vending machines, etc. -any of which, of course, would have negated the research effort. He said no
one supervised them and the research program relied entirely on statements
made by the children each night as to what they had eaten during the day. I
noted that lying is a frequently noted symptom of learning disabilities.
However, Dr. Harley said that all the children were very interested in the
study and were considered truthful. Further investigation on my part led me
to the attached news item, headlined "public nutritionists' ties to industry
told", which mentions the University and the Institute. I also have read
Feingold's rebuttal of the Wisconsin "negative" report, summarized in the
attached article from food Chemical ew,
I went ahead and printed my article,
and a copy is enclosed. The first case history noted is that of my daughter.
The FDA report fails to indicate the following very important conclusions reported
to the Assistant Secretary for Health:
It is the opinion of the group that these studies have neither proven nor
disproven the hypothesis that a diet free of artificial food colors and flavors
reduces the symptoms in a significant number of children with the hyperkinetic
behavior syndrome. The group feels, however, that the evidence taken as a
whole is sufficient to merit further investigation into the relationship of
diet and the hyperkinetic syndrome.
A study restricted to children I to 6 years of age, focussing on the colors only,
has been funded under a contract with the FDA. This program is in progress under
the direction of Dr. Hicks Williams, Chief of Pediatrics at the Santa Clara unit
of the Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care Program; Dr. Sheldon Nargen, professor of
human nutrition at the University of California at Berkeley, California; and
University os Rochester,
Dr. Bernard Weiss, professor of behavioral tvX1.alwgy sL lite
New York, as coinvestigators.
Dr. Conners is continuing his studies at the University of Pittsburgh under a
grant from NIhH.
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A pilot study reported in the Medical Journal of Australia for July 17, 1976 is
appended.
A letter to the editor of the Medical Journal of Australia by Doctors Cook and
Woodhill, supporting the ethics and morality of clinical application of the KaiserPermanente Diet is also attached.
I am enclosing a reprint of a recent report in the Journal of Learning Disabilities
in which I extend the application of dietary intervention to individuals with
seizures, retardation and autism.
Approximately 100 parents associations have sprung up in this country, organized
spontaneously by parents whose children have responded favorably and oftentimes
dramatically to dietary management. A similar movement is in progress in Canada
and in Australia. The parents meet once or twice a month for the exchange of
experiences, as well as menus, recipes and lists of permissible foods in the local
markets. The parents groups are already exerting considerable influence upon the
school luncheon programs as well as the general food supply.
The parents associations are not only instructive and supportive for the parents
but also for the children for whom picnics and parties are scheduled. The awareness that other children also have a problem of dietary restrictions is extremely
helpful in encouraging compliance.
A program has been funded by the Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care System for the
indoctrination of parents and training of resource personnel required for instructing parents in dietary management in various communities of this country.
I would appreciate it

if

you would incorporate this report into your record.

With best wishes,
Sine rely,

Ben F. Feingold, M.D.
Chief Emerius
Department of Allergy
BFF/mm
Enclosures
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CAPCINOCENS ARE f'UTAGCNS:
A SIMPLE SY T[.1 FOR DFTICTION

iruce N. Anes
Professor of i3ioch mistry
Biiochemstry P ,;.artrient
University of California
Berk.eley, California £-'720
ABSTRACT:

About 300 carcinogens and ron-Larcinogens of a wide variety

of chemical types have been tested for nutagenicity in the simple'
/mLmnc/r,
icro .oioe test.

/

The test ases bacteria as sensitive indica-

tors of DNAda:-,c]u, and nmdnmalian livE.r extracts for metabolic conversion of carcirogens to their active mutagenic forms.
correlation

between carcinogenicity and mutagenicity:

There is a high
907 (157/175) of

the carcinogens were mutagenic in the test including almost all of the
known human carcinogens that were testd.

Despite the severe linita-

tions inherent in defining non-carcinogenicity, few "non-carcirogens"
showed any degree of mutagenicity.

Damage to DNA by environmental

chemicals and radiation is likely to initiate most human cancer and
genetic defects.

The raZmc..I

gram of prevention:

test can play a central role in a pro-

to identify mutagenic chemicals in tho cnvironment

(all indications are there are many) and to aid in the development of nonIiutagenic products to prevent future human exposure.
Wehave been involved over the last ten years in the development of
a simple test 1 -17 for identifying carcinogens (chemicals which can cause
cancer).

The test detects these chemicals by means of their mutagenicity

(ability to damage DNA, the genetic material).

SabnoniZIa bacteria are

used for measuring DNA damage, combined with tissue homogenates from
rodents (or humans) to provide mammalian metabolism of chemicals.

The
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test isvery sensitive and inexpensive and the results can be obtained in
two days.

One of the main results to come out of this work, inaddition to

the test system itself, is that 90% of the carcinogens tested in' the system
can be detected as .utagens whereas very few non-carcinogens are n~utagenic.
As a result of this work we have supported the theory, now enjoying a
rebirth, that almost all cheinical carcinogens cause cancer by mutation.

A

mutations damaging a normal regulatory mechanism in a cell could result
inuncontrolled growth inthat cell ed in its descenJants, thus giving
rise to a tumor.
The test measures back mutations ina special set of histidinerequiring tester strains of SaZmoneZI1

bacteria.

These histidine-

requiring mutations used were chosen after screening many hundreds
of histidine-requiring mutants to obtain those most sensitive to reversion by a wide variety of different mutagens. A number of other genetic
modifications were then introduced into the mutants to increase sensitivity.
About I billion bacteria of the mutant tester strain are treated on a single
petri plate and the number of bacteria which are reverted back to ability to
grow without added histidine are measured by counting, the colonies appearing on the plate after an incubation of 48 hours.

Many carcinogens

mutate the bacteria because they are directly active, while many other
carcinogens are not mutagenic directly. These latter carcinogens are
metabolically converted, inanimals, but not bacteria, to active forms.
We have been able to detect this class of carcinogens as mutagens in the
in vitro test by adding to it rat (or human) liver homogenates for metabolic

conversion of carcinogens to their active forms, thus incorporating in
the test an important aspect of mammalian metabolism of chemicals. The
compound to be tested, the bacterial tester strain, and the liver homogenates
are combined directly on the petri plate, and the plates are then incubated.
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Wehave also suggested another approach to the analysis of mamnalian
metabolites:

9
to examine mutagenic metabolitcs in urine '

20 21

'

-; We

are developing methods for the screening of concentrates of human urine
for mutagenic activity.
My colleagues (J. McCann, E. Yamasaki and E. Choi) and I have
recently published extensive data on the validation of the test with
12
over 300 chemicals 14,15 , under standard conditions . 90 percent (157)
of 175 carcinogens tested for mutagenicity were shown to be mutagens, and these
157 carcinogens cover a wide variety of classes of chemicals known to be
carcinogenic. Also, almost all of the tested chemicals known or suspected
to be carcinogenic in humans were shown to be mutagenic.

These include

4-aminobiphenyl, chlornaphazine, B-naphthylamine, benzidine, cigarette
smoke condensates, bia-chloromethyl ether, aflatoxin B1 , vinyl chloride,
4-nitrobiphenyl, and cyclophosphamide. We tested 108 "non-carcinogens"
(including 46 coniiun biochemicals, none of which were mutagens).

Despite

the severe statistical limitations in defining "non-carcinogenicity" in
the conventional animal tests which use small numbers of animals, few (13%)
of the "non-carcinogens" showed any degree of mutagenicity.

The test is also

highly selective in discriminating between carcinoges and closely related
"noncarcinogenic" analogs 14.15
Therefore, there is an extremely high probability that chemicals found
to be mutagenic in the SaZmonelZa test will turn out to be carcinogens.

In

fact, many chemicals in the environments which were found to be mutagenic,
subsequently were tested in animals and found to be carcinogenic, among
22
and the widely
these are the major Japanese food additive AF-2 (now banned)
2 14 15
used industrial chemical and grain fumigant ethylene dibromlde ' ' .

Two

hair dye components, which we found to be mutagenic6, have been shown to
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cause cell transfo-mation and to break mammalian chromosomes
(thorough cancer tests are still under way).

23 24

'

Fractions of cigarette smoke

condeiisate first z.cwn to be mutagenicI0 have also been shown to cause
cell transformati-,

25

.

the test can play a central role in a long-term proWe believe tr.Bt
gram of cancer pro ention aimed at identifying, and minimizing human exposure to, enviro'-ental carcinogens and mutagens.

It is a ccnmplent

to traditional ani-al carcinogenicity tests (which take 2-3 years and cost
about $100,000) as it can be used in a variety of ways not feasible
with the animal tests.

1) Chemical and drug companies can now afford to

test routinely all new compounds at an early stage of development so that mutagens can be identified and this information taken into consideration before there is a large vested interest in the compound.

The Salmonezla

test is now being used by over 60 major chemical and drug companies.

2)

If a drug is found to be mutagenic, a variety of derivatives can be syn-

thesized to find a non-mutagenic form26 ' 27 . 3) The mutagenicity of a
chemical may be due to a trace of impurity and such knowledge could
save a useful chemical (R.Gustafson, American Cyanamid, personal communication).

4) Complex mixtures or natural products with carcinogenic activity

can be investigated, using the test as a bioassay for identifying the
10
mutagenic ingredients; e.g., cigarette smoke condensateis mutagenic

and tobacco companies are trying to identify the chemicals responsible.
5) Human feces (W. R. Bruce, personal communication)

9 20 21
and urine ' '

can be monitored to see ifingested products or drugs are giving rise to
Outagens. 6)The variety of substances that humans are exposed to, both
pure chemicals and mixtures, are being assayed for mutagenicity by hundreds
of laboratories:

e.g., water supplies; soot from city air; hair dyes 6 and

cosmetics; drugs; food additives; food; mold toxins; pesticides; industrial
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chemicals; fumigants. 7) The active metabolic forms of chemical carcinogens,
and their metabolism, can be determined using the test as a bioassay 13
8) The test system is useful in clarifying basic mechanisms of mutagenesis
by chemical carcinogens, e.g., the demonstration that many aromatic
carcinogens are reactive frameshift mutagens with particular base sequence
specificity1 '5'1 '8'19, and the clarification of the role of different
repair systems in mutagenesis by various carcinogens 7,11 . 9) The sensitivity
of the SalmoneZZa test may make it particularly useful for detecting
chemicals which have weak carcinogenic activity and would be difficult to
identify in animal tests because .,f statistical limitations.

Weak carcin-

ogens could be of great importance to the human population where millions
of individuals could be exposed.
It has been estimated that environmental factors initiate on the order
of 80%28 of human cancer and itisbecoming increasingly apparent that the
causative agents in these environmental factors are likely to act by
damaging DOA, e.g., cigarette smoke, asbestos, ultraviolet light, X-rays,
known human chemical carcinogens.

Itseems clear that many more chemicals

will be added to the list of human carcinogens, as we are being exposed to
an increasing flood of chemicals that have not been tested before use for
carcinogenicity or mutagenicity, from flante retardants inour children's
pajamas to pesticides accumulating in our body fat.

Ingeneral, the approach

to this problem has been to ignore it and even very large volume chemicals,
involving extensive human exposure, have been produced for decades without
adequate carcinogenicity or mutagenicity tests, e.g., vinyl chloride (2.5
billion kg/yr, U.S.A.) and ethylene dichloride (3.5 billion kg/yr, U.S.A.)1 3 ,
and a host of pesticides.

A small fraction of these chemicals is now being

tested in animals, but for the vast bulk of them the only experimental
animals are humans, and epidemiological studies on humans are impractical
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In most cases cecause of the 1 to 3 decade delay between exposure and the
appearance of -Iaman cancer.

An explosive increase in the incidence of

birth defects and human cancer may be the outcome if too many of the
thousands of new chemicals to which humans are exposed turn out to be
powerful mutage-is and carcinogens.
Damage to DIUA
by environmental mutagens may be the main cause of
death and disability in advanced societies 29 . We believe that this damage,
accumulating during our lifetime, initiates most human cancer and genetic
defects and is ;uite likely a major contributor to aging30'31 and heart
disease 32 '33 as well.

The solution is prevention:

mutagens and minimizing human exposures.

identifying environmental

Rapid, accurate, in vitro tests,

such as the Sa.-voneZla/microsome test, should play a crucial role in
realizing this goal.
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Hyperkinesis and Learning Disabilities
Linked to the Ingestion of Artificial
Food Colors and Flavors

Ben F Feingold, MD

The historical background of hyperkinesis and
learning disabilities (H-LD) is reviewed briefly
and followed by a discussion of food additives.
Focus on artificial food colors and flavors as
important etiologic agents is explained and
supported by the favorable response of 30 to
50% of various samples of H-LD children
managed with the Kaiser-Permanente (K-P)
Diet.

brain dysfunction" (MBD) in which hyperactivity is absent or not prominent. During the
18th, 19th, and early 20th centuries terms such
as tanzruh (dance mania), fidgety Philip
(Hoffman 1864), St. Vitus' dance (Abt 1929),
and chorea minor (Gibson 1937) were often
applied to clinical descriptions closely similar to
the hyperkinetic syndrome or MBD.
The epidemic of encephalitis that occurred
during World War I left in its wake a number of
The hyperkinetic syndrome, commonly labeled cases with true brain damage characterized by
"hyperactivity," has captured public attention signs and symptoms that are now identified
in practically every developed country. Whether
with hyperkinesis. Following the collation of
this public interest represents a greater
the clinical experience of this period by Cohen
awareness of the problem or reflects an actual and Kahn in 1934, it became common practice
increase in incidence is an often debated
to label all patients presenting a similar clinical
question. However, among those who deal with pattern as having brain damage (BD). Abetted
children, particularly educators and teachers, as by the reports of Strauss and his collaborators
well as thousands of beleaguered parents, the (Strauss & Lehtinen 1948, Money 1962, Strauss
consensus favors not only a real increase in the & Kephart 1955), the practice of labeling
incidence of hyperkinesis but a prevalence of individuals as organically brain damaged
epidemic proportions affecting approximately
without adequate substantiating evidence con5,000,000 children in this country.
tinued into the 1950s.
The increased frequency with which
In the early 1960s, to mitigate the stigma
hyperkinesis is encountered has led to-a
associated with the diagnosis of brain damage,
common impression that the condition is a new the word "minimal" was introduced. Later the
syndrome, although it is perhaps as old as man. diagnostic term was further tempered by subA search of the literature discloses clinical stituting "dysfunction" for "damage"; this led
to the commonly encountered term, "minimal
patterns described as early as 400 BC (Benton
1964-65) that were quite similar to those cur- brain dysfunction." In 1957 Laufer and
rently labeled as "hyperkinesis" or "minimal
Denhoff suggested the term "hyperkinetic
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well as hypotheses suggesting the etiology or
underlying biological disorder.
A number of etiologies have been proposed
for hyperkinesis -see Table I). Causal factors
ftw"'N include toxemia, hemorrhage, and drugs during
pregnancy; anesthesia causing asphyxia
neonatorum and trauma during delivery;
psychological and emotional factors; environmental pollutants of the air, water, and food
supply.
One of the most widespread and critically
important, yet not fully recognized, group of
VV 9W
WP790
pollutants in the environment is food additives.
Food additives may be classified as intentional
or nonintentional. Nonintentional food additives are the chemicals and substances that
accidently gain entrance into the food
supply - e.g., insect parts; animal hairs and
impulse disorder" which, through usage, has feces; soil, water, and air pollutants; packaging
been abbreviated to "hyperkinesis" and fre- materials, etc. Intentional additives represent
quently to "hyperactivity."
the chemicals that are deliberately introduced
During the last 50 years, a considerable into the food supply for specific functions or
literature has accumulated which reports at- purposes.
tempts to categorize the kaleidoscope of signs
The classification of intentional food addiand symptoms representing this condition into tives in Table II lists 13 categories consisting of
specific clinical entities (Bax & MacKeith 2,764 compounds compiled from data gathered
1963). Depending upon the orientation of the by the National Science Foundation in 1965.
observer and the dominant characteristic This is not a complete list. The precise number
presented when the patient was examined, of intentional additives may approach 3,800 or
numerous labels were invented for variations of even 4,000. The exact number is not known.
the identical problem (Clements 1966). Many
Of all additives introduced into foods,
times the descriptive classification carried with synthetic colors and flavor are perhaps the
it a proposal for treatment and management, as most common. By virtue of this, synthetic
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colors and flavors are the most ccmmon cause
of adverse reactions, affecting pra ctically every
system of the body (Table Ill). It isbecause of
this comparatively high frequency of reactions
attributed to the added colors anI flavors that
we have focused our attention upon these two
classes of additives. This does noit imply that
the remaining categories do not c;ause adverse
reactions. No chemical is exemptit, since any
compound in existence, whethe r natural or
synthetic, may induce an adverse reaction if its
consumer has the appropriate genetic profile,
i.e., predispbsition. This being truee, it becomes
essential to evaluate each compou nd or class of
compounds for its benefit compa red with the
risk associated with its use.
In addition to being the most c common cause
of .adverse reactions, the syntheti c colors and
flavors have no nutritional value. Their function
is purely cosmetic, so that deletin g them from
the food supply would cause no sig nificant loss.
Accordingly, on balance, the risk associated
with synthetic colors and flavorrs outweighs
their benefits.
Of all observed reactions to such cornpounds, perhaps the most drama tic and most
critical are the behavioral disturbances.

Initially, it may be surprising that food additives can cause behavioral disturbances. Closer
analysis allays surprise. Except for terminology,
there is no difference between certain compounds when they are used as medicines or
when they are introduced into foods as additives. Both are low molecular weight compounds. The availability of be'havior-modifying
drugs is common knowledge. There are drugs
that stimulate, drugs that depress, and others
that modify the subject's mood. It is not remarkable that among the thousands of additives
in the food supply there .may be compounds
with similar effects upon behavioral and
emotional patterns.
It is surprising indeed to recognize that none
of the thousands of chemicals introduced into
food as additives has ever been subjected to
pharmacological studies such as those that are
required for a compound before it can be
licensed for use as a drug (Schmidt 1975).
Certainly, there is little knowledge of the behavioral toxicology of these additives.
The patient who first attracted my attention
to the possibility of a link between behavioral
disturbances and the ingestion of artificial food
colors and flavors was a 40-year-old woman
who reported to the Allergy Department because of angioedema of the face and periorbital
region (Feingold 1973). Her food intake was
restricted according to the K-P Diet (Table IV)
and her angioedema cleared. During the initial
interview, the patient had failed to report that
she- had been in psychotherapy for two years
because of a behavioral disturbance characterized by hostility toward her husband, inability to socialize with her peers, and conflict
with her coworkers. While she adhered to the
K-P Diet, her behavior improved. She also
noted that any infraction of the diet induced an
immediate recurrence of both the angioedema
and the disturbed behavioral pattern.
Having been alerted to a possible link
between food additives and behavior, we observed other adults with a similar association,
and also children with the apparent same relationship. Since the children were reporting to
the Allergy Department, their primary cornplaints were somatic - e.g., pruritus, urticaria,
angioedema, localized skin lesions, nasal
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TABLE IV. The Kalser-Pernmente (K-P) Diet.
Omit the following, a indicated:
Foods containing natural salicyltes

1.

Mint flavors
Nectarines
Orange
Pe~hs "
Plurm or prunes
Raspberries
Strawberris
All te
Tomatmos
Oil of winterie.

Almonds
Apples (cider & cider vinegars)
Apricots
Mlackberries
Cheries
Cloves
Cucumbers and pickles
Curnts
Gooseborries
Grapes or raisins (wine & wine vinegars)

The salcylate-containlng foods may be restored following 4 to 6 weeks of favorable r9ponse
provided no history 6f aspirin sensitivity exists In the feoinf.
II.

All foods that contain artificial colors and flavors

Ill.

Mielaneous itm,
All sWrln-contning compounds
All medications with artificial colors and flavors
Toothpaste end toothpowder (substitute salt and sode or unscented Neutroge)snsoe)
l perfum.es

Note:
.

4

Check all I" of food itear and drugs for artificial coloring end flavoring.' Since permissible'
foods without artificial eolkrS and flavors very from region to region, It is not prectIcel to
compile a list of permisible foods. Eath individuAl must loam to reed the Ingredielts on tho',
label. When added colors and flavors are specified, the item is prohibited. If In doubt, the food
should not be used. instead, it is eMsble to prepre the substitute at home from ,r h,

symptoms, and at times gastrointestinal complaints. Early in the course of these observations, none of the parents volunteered information that a child was experiencing behavioral
disturbances, often associated with problems at
school. After the K-P Diet was ordered for
treatment of the physical complaint, the
parents would report not only control of the
physical problem, but also a-marked change in
the child's behavioral pattern (Feingold 1975).
To test whether the observations of the
parents would be confirmed, we arranged for
management by the K-P Diet of children whose
primary complaint was a behavioral disturbance, usually labeled MBD or hyperkinesis.
Using the Conners Rating Scale (Conners
1969), ratings were made prior to the initial
visit and periodically following dietary management, initially at 2-week and then at 4-week
intervals. We were soon able to confirm the

parents' earlier reports. Children with a history
of signs and symptoms* usually leading to a
diagnosis of MBD or hyperkinesis, when managed with the K-P Diet, experienced a marked
change in behavioral pattern within 3 to 21
days, depending upon the age of the child.
Children who had been receiving various
behavior-modifying drugs could discontinue
these agents, while the behavioral pattern continued to improve. When rated by teachers on a
quarterly or semester basis, children who had
had difficulty at school showed a marked adjustment to the classroom environment and

*The history developed at the initial visit covered all
developmental periods - prenatal, perinatal, infancy,
nursery school, kindergarten, elementary and secondary school. For older patients, performance before and
after puberty was stressed.
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rapid improvement in scholastic achievement.
Any dietary challenge, inadvertent dr-deliberate, induced a recurrence of the behavioral
disturbance which persisted for 24 hours to
four days, so that a child experiencing an infraction only twice a week could have a persistence of the clinical pattern.
A double-blind crossover study funded by
the National Institute of Education and
directed by Dr. C. Keith Conners of the University of Pittsburgh (Conners, Goyette, Southwick, Lees, & Andrulonis 1976) has confirmed
that dietary management favorably influences
hyperactivity at the .005 level of significance
on a teacher-rating scale and at .05 on a parentrating scale. The subjects of this study initially
comprised 57 children who were reviewed in
advance of the investigation. Through attrition,
chiefly failure to comply with the structure of
the study, the group was finally reduced to 15
children who fulfilled all the requirements of
the protocol. Five of the 15 children demonstrated unequivocally that dietary management
influenced hyperactivity as long as there was
full compliance with the diet.'Any infraction or
challenge was followed within hours by a recurrence of the behavioral pattern.
The Food Research Institute (1976) of the
University of Wisconsin conducted a doubleblind crossover study on 36 boys of school age
(6 to 12 years) and 10 children who were three
to five years of age. In the school age group,
four children in the sample showed significant
improvement as rated by both parents and
teachers and/or on several of the objective
measures employed. The younger children (age
3 to 5) showed a greater positive respond to
the experimental diet as indicated by parent
rating. All ten mothers in this group rated their
child's behavior as improved as did four of the
seven fathers in this sample.
The numerous variables of the hyperkinetic
syndrome coupled with the many environmental variables do not permit valid statistical
conclusions on the basis of the short-term,
segmental observations employed in both the
Conners and the Wisconsin study. These studies
merely confirmed that the K-P Diet influences
behavior.
All our clinical observations have been repli-

cated in a pilot clinical study (Cook & Woodhill
1976) in Australia, directed by a psychiatrist
with the Sydney Ministry of Health, and the
chairperson of Prince Henry Hospital's Department of Nutrition at Little. Bay, New South
Wales.
Both the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare in this country and the Medical
Research Council of Australia are funding
further studies of the problem.
RESPONSES TO MANAGEMENT
WITH THE K-P DIET
Five separate programs, representing a total of
360 children managed with the K-P Diet,
showed favorable responses ranging from 30 to
50% of the sample, depending upon the mean
age of the children and the presence or absence
of a history suggestive of neurologic damage.
Precise determination for the percentage of
responders to dietary management will require
large samples, perhaps 1,000 subjects or more,
studied longitudinally over a period of several
years. At this level, it is important to recognize
that dietary intervention does influence the
behavioral deficits of the hyperkinetic syndrome and, particularly, hyperactivity.
All of the deficits associated with the hyperkinetic or MBD syndrome listed in Table V are
not observed in every child. Not only does each
child have his own mosaic of deficits, but for
any given child, the pattern may vary from day
to day, and at times even from hour to hour.
Hyperactivity is usually the dominant feature
of the pattern, but it is not always present. One
child may exhibit features of only a single
group listed in Table V; in other children,
various combinations of deficits drawn from
one or more of the three groups may characterize the behavioral pattern. At times only a
single deficit may be observed. However, if this
deficit is a critical one - e.g., an auditory perceptual or a visual perceptual disturbance severe learning disabilities may result.
Although we have observed the response to
dietary management for five years, we are still
unable to predict from history, physical.examination, and neurologic and psychometric
tests the ultimate response of the individual.
Similarly, assumptions regarding the speed and
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degree of response to dietary management
cannot be made on the basis of estimates of
neurologic damage, previous use of medicines,
or age of the child. Children with a history
suggesting a possible cause for neurologic
damage may experience a complete recovery on
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Correction of the behavioral pattern may be
followed rapidly by improved muscular cosowpotb spth
ordination (Table V, Group II). Improvement
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of the gross muscle involvement corrects
awkwardness in gait and permits participation
in sports, such as swimming, ball games, and
bicycle riding. Improvement of the fine muscle
coordination leads to improved writing and
drawing skills and, in some children, improved
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speech.
Cognition and perception (Table V,
Group Ill) are next to respond; improvement in
these permits increased scholastic achievement.
Sainve
old"
Learning ability may show a slow improvement
over months or even years. An improved behavioral pattern always precedes the correction
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in coordination, cognition, and perception. The
latter deficits do not improve unless behavior
responds to the diet. Cognitive and perceptual
deficits are those that persist most commonly,
causing learning disabilities even after a marked
improvement in behavior and muscle
coordination.
Age influences the speed and degree of
response to dietary management. Usually, the
younger the child, the more rapid and more
complete the response. In early infancy improvement or reversal of all signs and symptoms
may occur within 24 to 48 hours after elimination of pediatric vitamin drops, a rich source of
synthetic colors and flavors. The two- to fiveyear-old child may improve after five days,
while the five- to 12-year-old child may respond
in 10 to 14 days. In some children, particularly
those who have received long-acting drugs, e.g.,
dextroamphetamine Spansules® or large doses
of behavior-modifying drugs [amphetamine,
methylphenidate (Ritalin®), Stelazine®, Mellaril®, Tofranil®, Elavil®, Vistaril®, Cylert®],
the response may be delayed for 3 to 5 weeks.
Very often, following such delays the improvement may occur abruptly rather than develop
gradually.
The older child, postpubescent or adolescent, usually requires a longer period, frequently several months, before improvement is
noted; even then, the response is not always
complete. The highest incidence of failure to
respond to dietary management is observed
among patients treated during adolescence.
As the child passes through puberty, a spontaneous improvement in the behavioral pattern
may be observed. If the deficits persist, the
adolescent cannot perfoFm to his full potential.
This makes it difficult for him to cope with his
environment, leading to frustration resulting in
withdrawal, antisocial behavior, lying, stealing,
and ultimately, in many cases, juvenile
delinquency.
BEHAVIORAL TOXICOLOGY
The behavioral disturbances with learning disabilities attributed to the-ingestion of artificial
food colors and flavors represent a small band
in the broad spectrum of the newly emerging
discipline of behavioral toxicology. Accord-

ingly, the variety of clinical patterns observed
can best be interpreted relative to some considerations that are basic to this discipline.
Since molecules of almost any substance
can cross the placental barrier, it must be recognized that any environmental compound,
whether ingested, inhaled, or injected, has the
potential of being toxic to the fetus. The
developing organism does not have the same
capacity as a fully developed person to
metabolize and detoxify potentially toxic substances. Accordingly, the fetus, particularly
during the stage of organ differentiation, is
highly susceptible to the insults of any substance crossing the placental barrier.
The teratogenic damage which may be manifest as either overt or covert alterations in the
organism is governed by the genetic profile of
the individual, the nature and doses of the
offending compound, and the stage of organ
development at the time of the insult. It is conceivable that substances of low toxicity or in
small doses can induce covert alterations in the
organism which can later manifest as behavioral
disturbances without gross functional impairment or structural birth defects. The overt
damage to organs and to the nervous system is
usually obvious, and its patterns are well
known.
It is not generally recognized that the disturbances caused by such alterations are not
necessarily obvious at birth, but emerge as the
-child grows older. Nor is it commonly appreciated that teratogens which have an affinity for
developing brain centers may induce subtle
alterations which may manifest in later life as
behavioral disturbances and learning disabilities.
In 1968 Nair and Dubois reported that a
morphological or biochemical lesion may remain dormant and not be manifest as a behavioral disorder or functional impairment until
later life. This may explain the delayed onset of
the behavioral disturbance and learning disabilities so frequently noted when the history
suggests possible intrauterine damage.
Relative to the mode of action of artificial
food colors and flavors, there are two possibilities to consider. The food additives may
play a primary role as the sole etiologic agent.
Or, they may serve as irritants superimposed
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upon a substratum created by any one of the
commonly cited causes of neurologic damage
(Table I). In either situation, the toxicants may
be ingested by the mother during pregnancy or
encountered by the patient during extrauterine
life.
Although it is possible that the artificial
colors.and flavors ingested by the mother may
play a primary role in the induction of teratogenic alterations, there is as yet no supporting
evidence for this concept. The primary extrauterine role is suggested by the complete reversal of all deficits, both behavioral and learning, following the elimination of the colors and
flavors from the diet. The completeness of the
favorable response- and the ability to induce a
rapid recurrence within hours indicate that this
isa functional disturbance.
In addition to the functional disturbances
induced by the artificial colors and flavors, it is
conceivable that irreversible neurologic damage
may result, particularly- from continued exposure to the chemical over many years. Such
damage could explain the persistence of various
degrees of muscle incoordination and learning
disabilities when a dramatic improvement in the
behavioral pattern follows dietary management.
Since the higher association centers are the last
to differentiate, they are the most susceptible
to neurotoxicants. In the human, these centers
are not fully developed at birth and are ready
targets for damage which can be manifest as the
hyperkinetic syndrome. It is conceivable that
the high incidence of failure to respond among
adolescents may be attributed to irreversible
neurologic damage.
As secondary agents acting upon pre-existing
neuropathology, the synthetic colors and
flavors can produce a variety of clinical patterns
- e.g., the hyperkinetic syndrome, seizures
labeled as petit mal, mental retardation, and
learning disabilities. The secondary role is suggested by a history positive for neurologic
damage attributed to other causes, and improvement of various degrees in response to
dietary management.
For example, the elimination of colors and
flavors may be followed by improved behavior
but persistence of muscle incoordination with
perceptual and cognitive deficits. Seizures may

be controlled without the use of drugs; but
muscle incoordination and learning ability improve only partially or fail completely to
respond. In retardation the clinical response
may be dramatic, as evidenced by improved
behavior, better coordination of both fine and
gross muscles, and improved learning ability. All
of these gains induce a marked transformation
in the patient, whose expression becomes more
alert and bright, his social adjustment improves,
permitting him to function as a self-sufficient
person who does not require one-to-one attention or instruction. In most patients labeled as
"retarded," however, the level of learning
ability usually remains below the normal
estimated for age.
At times, residuals may persist with nothing
in the history to suggest a cause. Behavioral
toxicology is not yet sufficiently developed to
provide guidelines for correlation of behavioral
patterns and learning disabilities with all of the
potential neurotoxicants in the ecosystem.

CONCLUSION
Artificial food colors and flavors have the
capacity to induce adverse reactions affecting
every system of the body. Of all these adverse
reactions, the nervous system involvement, as
evidenced by behavioral disturbances and learning disabilities, is the most frequently encountered and most critical, affecting millions
of individuals in this country alone.
The K-P Diet, which eliminates all artificial
food colors and flavors as well as foods with a
natural salicylate radical, will control the behavioral disturbance in 30 to 50% (depending
upon the sample) of both normal and neurologically damaged children. - Allergy Department, Kaiser-Permanente Medical Center, 2200
O'Farrell Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94115.
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Ms. Judith Robinson
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Senator Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
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Dear Ms. Robinson:
I am enclosing a copy of the manuscript including the comments to which
I referred in our telephone discussion. This is thetextof the remarks
I made at the Bicentennial Conference on Food and Nutrition sponsored by
the New York Academy of Sciences in November of last year. This will appear
in an Academy monograph to be published this July.
I believe that this statement fairly outlines my feeling on the subject
of food additives. This is a difficult and emotional area which has not, in
my opinion, been reasonably approached by industry, consumer advocate nor
legislator. I hope that your Committee will see fit to break with tradition
and make a realcontribution to the solution of these problems. Please feel
free to callon me for any future services.
Sincerely

loursQ Q

Sanford A.JMiller, Ph.D.
SAM/lcb
Enc.
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ADDITIVES IN OUR FOOD SUPPLY
Sanford A. Miller, Ph.D.
Department of Nutrition and Food Science
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
For a civilization to flourish, it must, in some way,
establish and maintain control over the environment In which it
exists.

One of the major factors in the environment is food.

Food has always been a determinant of-civilization.

The first

need mankind had to satisfy, even before shelter, protection and
defenses, was his need for food.

Eight thousand years ago,

neolithic man was able to develop the arts of masonry, pottery and
weaving only after he had become a food cultivator rather than
a hunter and food gatherer.
But mankind had to move a step further before his culture
could truly begin the long march to civilization.

For farming

alone did not-remove all of the uncertainties of a food supply.
Insecurity of weather, agricultural pests and diseases and, most
of all, the lack of a stable distribution system and an inability
to store food against the future still kept man locked to the soil,
existing from year to year with no sense of future security.

More

importantly, this sustenance level of food production could not
permit any significant number of people to do anything but produce
food.
The first step to modify this situation was in the area of
crop improvement.

Plant varieties such as wheat and barley, foods

that were readily stored and transported, were developed not by
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by pure chance alone but, conceivably, as a means of protecting
against future famines and freeing man's mind from the drudgery
of the soil.
The introduction of processing techniques such as drying and
baking were also important contributions to the process of increasing
storage life, permitting development of reserves and allowing
The discovery

transportation of food over significant distances.

that the addition of several chemical materials such as salt or
vinegar could also permit longer storage and better distribution
..

was one of the most significant contributions to this process.

The result of these developments in storage and distribution was
the rise of the great civilization of the past, for when all man
did not have to raise food for individual needs, when only a
part of the population was required to maintain a consistent food
supply, the remainder were free to use their minds for other
purposes, to congregate, interact and found cities.
Thus,

early in

his existence on this planet,

man had learned

a fundamental rule of reciprocity still in existence today:
as man is able to control the production, storage and distribution
of foods, so is he able to enhance the arts and sciences.

And

as he advances the arts and sciences, so is he able to control
better his food supply by improving the production, the storage and
the distribution of foods.
The capacity to produce "surplus" food,
it

store and transport

and the need to supply increasing "urban" populationsled

to..
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the development of and increasing dependence on a third party
in the food chain, intermediate between producer and con-sumer.
Originating as millers and transporters of grain, the foodprocessing industry really became of significance with the introduction of new preservation methods and the discovery of chemical
additives.

With these, greater variety and amounts of food could

be supplied over a greater distance providing for the consumer
potentially more nutritious and more easily handled products.
Thus it is not surprising that the first great merchants of the
past were millers and later brokers of food.

Even more importantly,

the control of this aspect of the food system was earlier, and,
in the middle ages played a major role in the religious communities.
Thus it seems clear that the introduction of chemical additives
was not only an important step in mankind's attempts to control
his environment and thus a contribution to the growth of civilization, but also was an action that was almost as old as mankind
itself.

As shown in Table 1, early man had several options open

to him.

For example, he could preserve hts flesh foods by smoking

thus introducing a whole series of organic materials to his
food.

He could dry the product or add alcohol by fermentation or add

salt, or vinegar.

In the classical period, the use of spices.

and herbs to prevent spoilage and improve palatability added new
dimensions to his armamentarium of approaches.
In more modern times, the development of thermal processing
techniques at the end of the eighteenth century gave new.impetus
to the drive to control this aspect of the environment.

With
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the later introduction of economical and reliable refrigeration
and freezing techniques, the capacity of the industry to store
and distribute food products expanded enormously and lead, in
part, to the increasing movement of people to the cities as well
as increasing dependence of people on the industry to provide
them with this most basic of needs.

On the part of the industry,

these new techniques demanded new means of preserving quality or
With the rise in organic chemistry, new

improving efficiency.

additives became available for this purpose in response to the
need.
In the future, techniques already in the lab or pilot plants
offer not only the possibility of even greater available food
supplies but also the need for even more additives of new
capability.
The rise in the capacity of the food industry to do its
job is unquestionably one of the most dramatic examples of
technologic success.

But this success itself has given rise to

the set of problems faced by the industry today.

In general,

these problems are concerned with the questions of safety and
wholesomeness of foods.

The public is beginning to question its

food supply based on an increasing feeling of uncertainty.

Are,

"chemicals" we add to our "pure" food safe?

they ask, the

Will

they cause cancer, produce monsters or, perhaps, cause my hair
to fall out?

The result of this uneasiness has been the rise 6f

consumer activis

av4etry and increasing demand for greater

control over the industry.
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is

there reason for this concern or more importantly perhaps

why has the perception of food and its associated industry fallen
There are perhaps several

in the precipitous manner it has?

factors that have contributed to the problem.
First is the question of time.

As shown in Table 1, the

introduction of new techniques and, more importantly, new additives,
took centuries in the past.

Thus, society had extensive experience

with them and since few were introduced at a time, dislocation in
prejudice was relatively slight.

Even more importantly, greater

experience in terms of hazard was possible based on direct human
4

-Al5a.aca.

Thus,

relatively few people were harmed by an

acutely toxic product and tW~s it could be removed before general
introduction.
In more recent times, the time scale of introduction has been
contracted even further.

Decades or less are all that 4-s.necessary

for the exposure to new materials to become widespread.

The time

for experience has become short, too short to be used as a basis
for judging hazard.

These perceptions of the problem led,,in

my opinion, to the establishment and proliferation of-the food
regulations in this country and to the development of the concept
of toxicity testing in animals.

It is important to note however

that the testing approach was originally designed to deal with
acute effects, and; even today, is concerned largely with the
elucidation of clearly definable toxic responses.
The problem will become even more acute in

the neai future

when the time of introduction becomes even shorter as a result of
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better communications and distribution.

Under these conditions,

no reliance can be placed on "experience" since before any such
"experience" can be obtained it is probable that major portions of
the population will be exposed to the new material.

Moreover, the

nature of these new products, for example fabricated foods, offer
increasing problems of combination and amounts of additives that
have not been considered in the past.
Second is the problem of the exponential rise in numbers and
diversity of such additives.

For the first 90% of the time of their use,

the number of additives generally in use probably did not exceed
50, including spices and flavorers.
over 2000' (1).

Today they represent a number

Their variety and functional use is legion and

of equal importance they represent an enormous volume of use
(Table 2).

Thus,

the number and quantity of such materials has

increased so enormously that actual levels of exposure become
important criteria in determining safety, based not only on a
single use of the substance but on multiple uses in multiple
products.
The third problem is concerned with the perception of the
concept of "toxicity".

In general, the industry and the public

tend to view toxicity of additives in the pharmacologic sense,
i.e. a substance that demonstrates potential to adversely affect
health (2).

The problem lies in the definition.

For the pro-

fessional and the industry, this is related to a clearly
definable abnormal response capable of being quantitated'aind
compared statistically.

For the public, this may mean something

considerably less precise, more associated with a feeling of well
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being rather than with any specific pathologic lesion.

This is

largely the result of our increased lifespan and control over some
aspects of our health environment.

The general availability of

food, the decreasing lack of danger from such acute environmental
hazards such as infectious disease have led to the decrease in
the concern over lifespan and an increase in demand for a better
way of life in which health and happiness are equated.

When this

concern is extended "even unto the future of generation", the
problem facing the development of model systems to test these
possibilities becomes awe inspiring.

It is this difference in

the perception of safety that, I believe, lies at the root of
the problem dividing professional and public.

The professional

offers safety from hazards he can measure based upon traditional
approaches to relatively acute known pathology; the public demands
safety so that their life and that of their descendants can be
healthy, happy and complete.

For them the question is not whether

they will live to 90 but rather how they will live to 90.
The matter is made even more complex by the phenomenally
rapid development of knowledge in molecular biology and other
areas associated with the exploration of life processes.

These

have, in part, based upon the incompleteness of our knowledge,
given rise to fears and questions concerning the subtle effects
of additives in food on these most basic aspects of life without
offering reliable methods of studying these effects ard predicting
accurately their importance to human welfare.

Thus it presents

another amorphous contribution to the disquiet of the consumer.
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In large measure then, the public is asking for measurements
of safety that begin to approximate the noise level of the
system itself, that is, levels equivalent to and perhaps surpassing
the toxicity of naturally occurring materials.

That these Jbstances

themselves can be diverse and widespread is suggested by the list
shown in Table 3, itself representative and by no means complete.
Nearly every food has in one way or another a toxic substance.

It

must be pointed out however that these are generally of low
activity in their respective classes and that they are often
inactivated or removed by processing.

What is important however

is that, for the public, they represent a basal level of acceptable
risk and for the toxicologist should represent a goal towards
which technology should strive.
The traditional approaches to the judgment of safety of food
additivesare shown in Table 4.

With few exceptions, it is the

list of techniques used to evaluate new substances.

It is clear,

I believe, that they do not completely approach the question raised
by consumers concerning their perception of safety.

Accepting this,

one may ask if their application 'f the past several years has
offered any degree or assurance of the safety of food additives
at any levels.
For the past five years, the Select Committee on GiAS
Substances of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology has, under contract from FDA, been reviewing the safety
of GRAS substances.

These compounds designated as "Geneially

Recognized as Safe" occupy a unique positionjrnthe list of food

95-866 0 - ?7 - 35
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additives and are among the most commonly used of these substances.
The result has been the most comprehensive review of the safety
of any group of environmental compounds yet performed and have
offered to the Committee members a unique experience in this
field.

One result of this review was the development of a document

outlining areas of concern and suggestions for future actions
based on this experience (3).

Some of these conclusions bear

on the questions raised earlier in this report.
First, there is no evidence of acute, major toxicological
problem associated with the use of any of the additives reviewed
by this Committee.

This is not to say that questions were not

raised about several of these substances but rather, in each case,
the problem was not knowing rather than conviction of hazard.
Since, in the general opinion of the Committee, a conservative
approach was prudent, suggestions were made for limitation of
use of such substances or, in a limited number of cases, elimination
frotuthe diets of special groups in the population.
Yet, in spite of this extensive review, many questions
remained.

In part these were generally associated with the lack

of information on several substances.

For example, the number

of references associated with specific compounds ranged from
20 or less in the case of carnauba wax to over 20,000 in the case
of vitamin A and glutamic acid (3).

More importantly,

important

areas were not covered for many compounds particularly the socalr
4for examp e

..

4PH

3tes.
eX-JUInformation was deficient

or more than four-fifths of the substances reviewed.

This was a particularly important consideration in view of the
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probability that most GRAS substances are consumed by at least
some pregnant women.

The matter is made more complex by the fact

that most traditional multigenerational studies designed to test
such compounds do not permit the observation of long-term effects
in succeeding generations inasmuch as the test animals are usually
killed when they are six months of age.
Information concerning the hazard to the neonate and infant
was also lacking for nearly all substances.

The neonate stands

peculiarly at risk when exposed to substances that may offer
only minimal hazard to the adult.

For many xenobiotic substances,

major shifts in toxicity have been found between neonate and adult
(4).

In addition to the fact that many such substances pass

readily into milk (5),

the modern tendency to early weaning and

the introduction of the infant to table foods during the first
months of life (6) has increased the urgency with which studies
of the direct effect of such additives on the neonate must be
performed.
The problems of evaluating carcinogenicity hazard are another
major area of concern.

Not only is

there lack 9f agreement among

professionals concerning the adequacy of test protocols but more
importantly there is a central conceptual issue concerning the
threshold effect for such-substances.

Is there a "no effect"

level for carcinogens as there is for other substances or are
these unique in that the presence of any number of such active
molecules offer danger to cellular organization?

Thus the

conclusion of carcinogenesis is a difficult judgmental matter in
which the lack of agreement among "experts" has led to increasing
public concern.
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Although practically all guidelines for toxicological testing
for food additives call for teratologic observation (Table 4),
the translation of results from experimental animal to human
experience is still in a primitive state.

For example, in a

recent compilation of over six hundred agents producing congenital
abnormality in animals, only approximately twenty are known to
cause human defects

(7).

Not only do different species react

differently but even different members of the same litter are
dissimilar in reaction.

When these uncertainities are combined

with the newly awakened public concernn over the welfare of future
generations, the question of teratogenic hazard becomes an important
and significant contribution to uneasiness.
Additional questions may be raised about many other issues
such as the problem of estimating exactly how much of each additive
the public is exposed, what margin of safety is to be used and
so on.

In each case, however, these all are important in the

evaluation of two essential points.

First, how much risk is the

consumer assuming by the use of the substance and for what benefit?
This concept of risk-benefit ratio has become an institutional
magic phrase that appears to suggest some quantitative way of
automatically determining whether or not a substance should be
used in food.

While of great value in

peutic and prophylactic agents,

its

assessing the use of thera-

application to the problems

of food additives is much more difficult.
levels of hazard in

The fact that the

the use of such materials is

so low,

and,

for many substances information is lacking, and that there are
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are no good techniques for evaluating health as the public probably
views it makes the assignment of an order of magnitude for risk
difficult.

On the other hand, agreement on the relative value

of the various benefits resulting from the use of such substances
is also difficult to attain.

Thus the establishment of adequate

quantitation of dach of the terms of such an equation is really
not favorable at the present time.

The acceptance of the concept

in general terms does provide a framework, however, vague for
judgmental considerations.
The second part concerns the question of how much regulation
is required for the industry.

In the first place, the unique

position of the food industry as a principle maintainer of
urban civilization and concomitant dependence of the public on
its activity makes unquestionable the need for public control of
its actions.

In addition, this increasing dependence is coupled

with decreasing freedom of choice on the part of the consumer in
excluding particular ingredients in their food also supports the
argument for governmental control of the industry.

In contrast

to these arguments is the danger that.increasing restriction of
options for the industry leading to rigorous control will also
lead to reduction in innovation, a commodity much in demand in
this world of increasing pop-ilation and limited food.

It should

also be pointed out that, for biological systems, the ultimate
in rigor is death.

The determination of the proper amount of

regulation to satisfy both of these needs requires accurate
estimation of hazard to man.

Without them, prudent bureaucracy

will respond properly with greater and more severe restriction.
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EvAn if all of these questio.,s were answered or answerable
and even if the public and professional agree on the definitions
of risk, benefit and hazard, there would still exist a major
problem of credibility of the industry.

Beginning from a position

of the highest status andone in which public trust was implicit,
the industry today occupies a position in which
claims are accepted by the public.

of its

few

Moreover, this reputation has

so spread that individuals associated with or supported by the
industry come under suspicion.

Perhaps, the problem began at

the turn of the century when it became more important to determine
what to say about a food product rather than to become concerned
about what was in it. or for what it was to be used.

The growth

of merchandising and marketing influence on food company policy
has, in my opinion, led to many of the problems of trust and
confidence that the industry faces today.
The current public concern over the use of additives in'our
food supply is then based upon several considerations:

The reduced

time for introduction, the increased number and amount of each in
use, the growing dependence on the industry and the concurrent
reduction in freedom of choice, the change in emphasis from questions
of survival to those of a better life not only for ourselves
but for our future generations, the lack of information on many
materials and the lack of agreement among experts are all contributors to the problem.

To argue that many of these are based on

public ignorance or "activism" begs the issue.

In the end, it

is the public that must decide its future and its needs and it is
--the responsibility of the industry and the professional to
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satisfy these requirements.

The public must also decide whether

it wants to pay directly or indirectly for the development of
techniques adequate to fulfill its expectations and desires and,
if so, to insist that its legislators honor this request.
The problem of industry credibility is also one of concern.
To solve it, the industry must begin to develop a greater sense
of its own responsibility and importance to the community.

The

question must not only be one of satisfaction of legal requirements but more of satisfaction of public responsibility not only
in toxicity testing but also in advertising, merchandising and
public information.
The fact is that the provision of a safe, constant and highly
acceptable food supply requires the conscientious efforts of both
public and industry working together as partners, not adversaries.
We have perhaps permitted legalistics to interfere too often
of consumer and industry.
with this natural alliance% The establishment of a center,
operated by a board of trustees consisting of industry, government, academic and legislative and consumer representatives, whose
function would be to establish and perhaps perform new, unique and
innovative evaluation of the safety of food additives could go
a long way towards solving these problems of mutual trust.

More-

over such a center supported by both government and industrial
funds, staffed by the best people in the field, whose entire
activity was public, could provide a new basis for ensuring the
future of our food supply.

In the end, it is this last--goal that

may prove to be the most important sustainer of our civilization.
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TABLE 1
CONTROL OF THE FOOD ENVIRONMENT
PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES
TIME FOR GENERAL
INTRODUCTION

A. PAS 11
1. DRYING
2. SMOKING
3. FERMENTATION
4, SALTING

5. PICKELING
6, SPICES
B. PRESENT
1. CANNING
2. REFRIGERATION AND FREEZING
3. SYNTHETIC ADDITIVES
4. PACKAGING

C. FUTURE
1. RADIATION
2. FABRICATED FOODS
3. NEW ADDITIVES

CENTURIES

I

IF

If

it

It

DECADES
If

IF

II

YEARS
If

II

I,

I1
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TABLE 2
MAJOR CLASSES OF FOOD ADDITIVES (1967)
AND THEIR USE IN U.S.
QUANTITY
LB/MILLIONS

VALUE
$ MILLION

PRESERVATIVES

37.0

14.9

ANTIOXIDANTS
SEQUESTRANTS

15.5
0.3

20.5
0.1

SURFACTANTS
STABILIZERS--THICKENERS
ACIDULANTS

162.5

46.6

306.5

86.9

101.5

25.0

LEAVENING AGENTS

113.0

ITEM

FOOD COLORS
NUTRIENT SUPPLEMENTS
FLAVORING MATERIALS
FLAVOR ENHANCERS--POTENTIATORS
BASIC TASTE MODIFIERS
ENZYMES
FUNCTIONAL PROTEIN ADDITIVES
'MISCELLANEOUS (INCLUDING SORBITAL,
ANTICAKING AGENTS, YEAST FOODS.
AND DOUGH CONDITIONERS)

TOTAL
AVERAGE/LB

8.6

81.1

19.4

19.4
174.5
43.8
2.7
N/A
222.0

10.1
140.0
22.5
5.0
19.7
37.1

68.7
1,348.5

472.4
35

TABLE 3
NATURALLY OCCURRING TOXIC SUBSTANCES
SUBSTANCE
A. GOITROGENS
B. "ESTROGENS"
C. TUMORIGENS AND CARCINOGENS

1, ERGOT (C.PURPUREA)
2. YELLOW RICE (P.ISLANDICUM)
3, AFLATOXIN (A. FLAVUS)
4, SAFROL
D,
E.
F.
G.
H.

HEMAGGLUTINIUS
STIMULANTS AND DEPRESSANTS
PRESSOR AMINES
CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITOR
SEAFOOD TOXINS

ED
TURNIP, RUTABATA, CABBAGE
PALM KERNEL
RYE
RICE
PEANUTS
SASSAFRAS
LEGUMES
NUTMEG, COFFEE, TEA, TOBACCO
CHEESE, PINEAPPLE JUICE, PLANTAINS, BANANAS
EGGPLANT, VALENCIA ORANGE
MANY

01n
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TABLE 4
S_ MU
ABDTOXICOLOG AL EVALUATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

ACUTE (7DAYS--HIGH SINGLE DOSE)
CHRONIC (LIFE TIME--CONiTINUOUS EXPOSURE)
REPRODUCTION (2-3 GENERATIONS--CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE)
MUTAGENESIS (SPECIAL PROTOCOLS INVOLVING BOTH IRUM
AND INVIVO TESTING -- (?))
5. TERATOGENESIS (EXPOSURE DURING CRITICAL PERIODS OF
FETAL DEVELOPMENT)
6. CARCINOGENESIS (RELATED TO MUTAGENESIS STUDIES BUT ALSO
SPECIAL TISSUE EXAMINATION DURING CHRONIC STUDIES)
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The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Nelson:
Thank you for your letter of January 24 concerning research by
Dr. Raymond J. Shamberger on the possible carcinogenic effects of
malonaldehyde.
The National Cancer Institute (NCI) has not yet tested malonaldehyde for
carcinogenicity. However, in November 1976, the chemical was tentatively selected for testing in the Institute's bioassay program. According
to scientists in the Carcinogen Bioassay and Program Resources Branch,
it will be 2 to 3 years before data are available on this chemical.
As you may know, the NCI's Division of Cancer Cause and Prevention
conducts an extensive bioassay program to test environmental and industrial
chemicals for carcinogenic activity. Several hundred suspect chemicals
are being investigated, including pesticides, food additives, drugs, and
natural substances. A description of the chemicals under test and
selection of compounds for bioassay is found on pages 24 and 25 of the
enclosed book, The Carcinogenesis Program, Fiscal Year 1976. I have
also enclosed a list of drugs currently under study in the bioassay
program. Malonaldehyde is listed on the last page.
The NCI is currently supporting a study by Dr. Kelly H. Clifton of the
University of Wisconsin in Madison dealing with the role of malonaldehyde on radiation-induced cancer. This investigation is part of a
larger study entitled "Multidisciplinary Program in Radiation Oncology
(grant number CA 19278)." The principal investigator of the Program is
Dr. W. L. Caldwell; grant funds awarded by the Institute total $746,379.
I hope this information is helpful.
further assistance at any time.

Please let me know if I can be of
Sincerely yours,

Robert G. Schonfeld
Chief, Program Liaison Branch
Office of Cancer Communications
Enclosures
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GI Tract Ca Unked to Carcinogen InBeef, Poultry, Pork
By KaraTIMWtTrT
Spe.d T,"h
--- Co-,v .
W
CLveLAr-A forelable carcinogen,
present anmay of the mainstay foods
a the average Aenrscan's dit, can be
reduced by cooking and soaring foods
property, nd as carimoven
actow
may be thwarted when the diet includes enouth foods high in si-oiddants, according to Cleveland Clinic
biochemist Raymond J. Slamberer,
Ph.D.
Dr. Shamberger haa found thu
malonaldeyde, a 3-carbon di-aldehyde pradced by peroalaive La
metabolnm, is present i dnteurbl
quacnties in many common foods.
cheeseburgers to peanut butler. He estimates that the typical American consumes about 1.1trams of the chemical
every year
Since Dr. Shamberer's experiments
have shown that 6 mg of malonawtlehyde applied to the skin of a 30-gram
moue produced cancer, he believes
that the 75 gram of malonakdhyde
consumed i a human lifetime may be
a key factor m causing cancer in th!
gastroistesital tract, Proportiay,
it's a much higher dose. he nose.

P

3nufIsthiad ,wdathe hie ktel nOmofuddeMail
13 1 , a
hk emudene.
seema ats
ClevehInd lhiehenhe Rayatsmed
J. Smhnrgsr, Ph.D. Careia.
grile acla mea be ahwaaliswho d4k et
n hfg
i hiiahig
-ossdmia.

Concentrations varied among diffeteat samples of the same foods. and
small changes in cookmig methods
made great differences is the antot
of malesaldch*
present in the food
when preparation was complictic. An
amnaka lpak chop contains 1.2
Inof Is ninho
"Beef i the food with do ilhm ag of maulomdehyde per gram conttined only 0 4 mg/gram alter it was
level of malonaldehyde, while poultry.
cooked in hour at 425 degrees F. bun
pork, and non-ody fish contain ess,
say Dr. Shamberger. -Eacep for a virtually identical chop, containing
1.3 mIg of malonaklyde per gram
Amerncan
cheesemostdairyproductswhen
raw, contained 8.1 mg per gram
are free of malocaldehyde while fresh,
after being cooked for the same kngth
fresh-froen, and caned fruits 4d
of
time
at the same easperature but
vegetables contain lk or none.- ,
with a crumb coating.
But the cancer-causng activity t
These differencesare sesall, but, rematkoaldehyde is apparently blocked
peated throughout a lifetane, they may
when the dirt contains enough antoxidants. such as vaamus C and E. cir determine whether an individual wtll
develop cancer or noL NMalonaldetraes of selenium, says Dr Shambethyde is present a feces, so we know
get, whose extensive research on tie
cancer-preventing properties of anti- that the entire human digestive system
oxidants has attracted much attention. is exposed to it,' says Dr Shamberger.
'Furthernore. we know that the inctMalonaldehyde. which is a chemical
cosmin of glycoealdehyde and beta- deoce of many types of human cancer
increases with age Possibly digestive
peopeolactone, hot,, recognized carcaoeos. forms when ur breaks down tract cancers are due to a dose-repolyuemarand fats. The process is sponse effect. t at is, an accumulation
encouraled by warm temperatures. of malonaldehyde's actions in the
Thus, ftreshy-slaughtered meat con- body.'
In ha exernments with oice, Dr
taies tess maonalcehyde than ag
meat, frozen food develops less mabo- Shamberger discovered that malonal.
nuldehyde than that which is simply dehyde reacts quickly %ith air and a
refrigerated. and food in air-tight wrap- oxidized to malons acid Within t0
ping contains less mabooaldehyde than minutes after it had been applied to
the shaved and prepared Akin of the
food exposed to air.
Dr Shamberger found that a srlon * aismas, the chemical had timed the
pM t" wnewd. ssitaiegt .4 mg' skin a bnghi orange color, probably
of malonaldehyde per gram of neat. reacting with protein and DNA to
When roasted, the level jumped to form Schoff bose complexes which
270+mg/gram Ground round steak. could sfa-M-M cancer process After
raw, contained 3.8 mggram; brliled, an hour, less than 2% of the maimala contaived 104 mggram. A freshly debyde iseamed on the skin
'Since malomaldehyde is so reactive
opened jet of peanut butter contained
no makonaldehyde, but after it had %ith the air, the mice we used in these
been opened and in use for some time, experiments were actually exposed to
very little of the chemical," Dr Shamit contained I 2 mg/gram
It's unpredictable stuff We know berger says "In the body, of course,
enough about malonaldehyde to know malonaldehyde is not exposed to the
that it's a threat but we need to do a ai, thus the entire GI tract is continulot more research on the food-scienoce all) in contact with much higher conaspects of malonaldehyde before we cetratons of the chemical 'Dr Shamcan understand how to deal wuh the bergerwants to proceed with additional
threat," says Dr Shamberger Among eupenmeznts to determine the direct
other puzzles,he found that while raw effect of malonalde yde on the G1
chicken and turty are low in male- tract
naidhyde. cookinguscetam the caaMalonadehd may tarn ou to be
cenatartt of the carcmogen.
the tank between GI cancer and diet

whick has heen strongly suggested by'
epidemiologic cvdence. Dr Shambergee besses For example. the incidence of death from GI cance i much
higher among people who cat a lot of
meal than among vr9rur
ad
grous like the horeoem sd Srsenth
Day Adventists whose meat intake i
limited Countries with high beef cousumptiac, such as New Zealand and
Argentina. have the itighest rates of
bowel cancer. European countries
whick have less refrigratioa have a
higher rate of death from stomach c ncer ma countries where refrigeration
is widely used. thereby nbibiting the
development of malonaldehyde in
mea&s And in the US. where northee
eat much more beef than southercben, northerners suffer from higher
rates of bowel cancer In each of these
cases, the higher rates of cancer could
be due to greater exposure to malonlContinued on pore 14

'O,.rwb~ming'Evidence
Is mulonaldehyde carcinogeic in
hurt",s.
"The evidence is really overwhelmtg. although I think more
iestiag ceitanly needs to be done,"
says Dr Shambrger
"l really looks rather bad "'
Surprniigly, although Dr Shambergtr's paper. "Initiating Activity
of Maloaidehyde as a Carcinogen."
,was ' -ls.J in the Journal of (he
Ndanal Cancer IntJitute in De.
crmber, 1974, the NCI has neher
included the chemical on its list of
caalsoge=
nor, says an NCI
spas speeso. are there plains for
further testing of its possible carcintioicity in humans
'Dr. Frank H Mukai, at New
Yorl University, established that
maknaldehyde s a mutagen, aod
that strongly suggests that t's a carcaopea nght away, since over 90%
of mutagets arc akso carcinogens,"
says Dr Shutmberger
"Maloaldehyde is similar in
structure to glycadaldehyde and pro.
prioliaeso.
but it has aldchyde
groups on both ends of the mol.
cule It just screams. I'm
caurciorn!'"
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GI Tract Cancer
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
ROCKVILLE MARYLAND

2M2

•JAN K171

James S. Turner
renter for Study of Responsive Law
1156 19th Street, N.W.
1.1ashington, D. C. 20036
Re:

Petition to Halt the Use of the Food
Additive Brominated Vegetable oil.

Dear Mr. Turner:
Brominated vegetable oils, derived from olive, corn, sesame, cottonseed, or soybean oil, have been used in food for almost fifty years.
They are used to adjust the density of the flavoring oils in the
manufacture of ice cream and bakery products and to stabilize the
cloudy suspension in fruit-based beverages.
In 1959, BVO was included
on the GRAS list
(21 CFR 121.101) because scientific studies and
experience based on its common use in food provided a basis on which f
the Food and Drug Administration concluded that the substance would be
generally recognized among qualified experts as safe for its intended use.
In 1969, new toxicity studies with BVO at the 0.5% and 2.5% level were
reported by the Canadian Food and Drug Directorate. These studies revealed a variety of deleterious effects including degenerative myocardial
changes. From that data we concluded that the then current level of use,
approximately 150 parts per million (ppm) in beverages, could no longer
be generally recognized as safe. On January 27, 1970, notice was published in the Federal Register deleting BVO from the GRAS list (35 F.R.
1049).
Thereafter, a food additive petition, submitted pursuant to 21 U.S.C.
348(b) by the Flavor and Extract Manufacturers' Association of the
United States, proposed the issuance of a regulation permitting the use
of BVO in a quantity not to exceed 15 ppm. The Food and Drug Administration carefully reviewed and evaluated the petition and the available
scientific data. The data included the results of two unpublished studies
that were conducted by the Canadian Food and Drug Directorate subsequent
to the original study. In these studies, rats were fed brominated cottonseed, corn, olive, and sesame oils at 0.5%, 0.1%, and 0.02% of the diet
for 105 days. At the 0.1% level, enlargement of the heart was not observed for any of the oils fed.
In the case of the brominated sesame
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oil, lesions that could be classified as degerative myocardial
changes were seen in 2 of 15 rats. For the other r brominated oils,
no lesions were seen at the 0.1% level. There is question that a
statistically significant effect could be attributed to this treatment, and, in fact, the Canadians have considered 0.1% as being without significant effect. At 0.02%, there was no noteworthy effect
reported. Based on their tests, the Canadians have established a
tolerance of 15 ppm.
The FDA also received reports of studies in England using rats and
However,
pigs. These studies do not reveal effects on the heart.
studies of the animal tissue revealed tightly bound storage of organic
bromine residues which did not disappear even upon starvation of the
animals. Similar organic bromine residues were found in human tissues
at levels much higher in countries using brominated vegetable oils
(England and Holland) as compared to countries where these oils are not
used (Germany).
This tight binding in the fat depots prevented mobilization during starvation and indicated probable physiological inertness of this residue.
On the basis of the available evidence, together with BVO's long history
of human use without report of harm and its anticipated levels and
patterns of consumption, the Agency concluded that a "no effect level"
could be established at approximately 0.1% (1000 ppm). Even if 0.02%
is used as the "no effect level", an intake of one ten (10) ounce bottle
of a beverage containing 15 ppm BVO would provide a safety margin of
approximately 50. Considering the conservative interpretation of the
available data and the long history of human use without report of harm,
the Agency concluded that the additive is safe in an amount not to exceed
15 ppm in the finished beverage. A tolerance at that level was promulgated on an interim basis (21 CFR 121.1234), and notice was published in
the Federal Register on July 28, 1970 (35 F.R. 12062).
In accordance with your petition, our Bureau of Foods has re-examined
regulation 21 CFR 121.1234. They have again concluded that the available scientific evidence, together with BVO's long history of human use
without report of harm and its anticipated levels and patterns of consumption, establish the additive to be safe when used as specified by the
regulation.
We have recently received an interim report from the Food and Drug
Research Laboratories concerning a study where rats and dogs were fed
brominated sesame and soybean oil for 90 days at levels of 40, 80, and
This equates to approximately 800-3200 ppm for
160 mg/kg body weight.
the rat and 1600-6400 ppm for thi dog. This study has revealed no adverse effects to this date.

95-866 0 - 77 - 36
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We do not agree with the statement that the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act does not permit the interim use of a food additive pending
further toxicological studies. Section 409(c)(1) of the Act, 21 U.S.C.
348(c)(1), specifically permits the Secretary to establish regulations
that prescribe the conditions under which the additive may be safely
used.
This allows the Agency to consider the safety of short term use
while more definitive data to support long term use is in development.
The Act does not require proof beyond any possible doubt that no harm
All that is required
will result undec any conceivable circumstances.
is proof of a reasonable certainty that no harm will result from the
Here, the evidence available to us demonstrates
use of an additive.
with reasonable certainty that no harm will result from the interim use
of brominated vegetable oil and that the public health is being protected.
Based on the foregoing reasons,
Commissioner.

your petition has been denied by the

Sincerely yours,

Sa/mND.Fine
Associate Commissioner
for Compliance
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The Delaney Anticancer Clause: A Model
Environmental Protection Law
James S. Turner*
I.

INTRODUCTION

In October 1969, the artificial sweetener cyclamate was banned
from sale in the United States by Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare Robert Finch. To justify his action legally Finch chose to rely'
on the so-called Delaney Anticancer Clause of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act of 1938. Consequently, the Delaney Clause, with its
requirement that any substance producing cancer in animals be removed
from the American food supply, 2 became an immediate center of
controversy. The Secretary himself criticized the Clause as an undue
restriction on administrative decision making and as an unscientific
limitation on scientific dis-cretion.3 When asked if the Delaney Clause
should- be modified, Food and Drug Administration Commissioner
Charles C. Edwards reflected Secretary Finch's view in replying:
I think the scientific community is rather well split on this issue. There are those
who feel that it is just what it ought to be right now. My personal view and that of
the FDA is that we have to have more flexibility of interpretation or we are put
into the position we were with cyclamates--all or nothing.'

Member of the Ohio and Washington, D.C. Bar. B.A. 1962, Ohio State University; J.D.
1969, Ohio State University College of Law.
I. "i have acted under ihe provisions of . . . the so-called Delaney Amendment, enacted
eleven years ago, which states that any food additive must be removed from the market if it has
been shown to cause cancer when fed to humans or animals . . . because I am required to do
so." Announoement of cyclamate ban, Press Release of Secretary Finch, Oct. 18, 1969, at 3.
2. "[Nbo additive shall be deemed to be safe if it is found to induce cancer when ingested
by man or animal, or if it is found, after tests which are appropriate for the evaluation of the
saifty of food additives, to induce cancer in man or animal ..
Food Additives Amendment
of 1958, § 409(c)(3)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 348(c)(3)(A) (1964).
3. "But who is to say that using Fresca or some other diet drink . . . isn't better for you
than the problems of overweight or diabetes." Finch Takes Position Against Delaney Clause. FOOD
CHEMICAL NEws, Nov. 10, 1969, at 3.
4. Interview with Charks C. Edwards, Commissioner, Food a Drug Administration, in U.S.
NEws A WORLD REPORT. Apr. 19, 1971, at 52.
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The contrarypoint of view was reported to the Surgeon General in 1970
by an eight-member committee of scientists with a staff of six senior
scientists from the National Cancer Institute. After reviewing the state
of cancer research and its relation to the Delaney Clause, the committee
stated:
It is essential to recognize that no level of exposure to a carcinogenic substance,
however low it might be, can be established to be a 'safe level' for man. . .. The
current legislation in the Field of food additives, with its 'anti-cancer clause', is
based on this principle.$

Although the Delaney Clause has faced criticism from some
quarters, careful analysis of the Clause reveals that it seems to serve
well as a vehicle for the proper balancing of administrative discretion
and scientific independence on one hand with public protection on the
other; because of the analogous policy conflicts that arise in many areas
of consumer concern, the Clause represents a valuable model for all
environ mental protection legislation.

II.

THE STRUCTURE OF PROTECTION UNDER THE FOOD, DRUG, AND

COSMETIC ACT OF 1938
-.
Prior to the enactment of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of
1938, a food was considered adulterated, and therefore excluded from
interstate commerce, if it contained any added poisonous or deleterious
ingredient that might render it injurious to health.6 This state of the
law proved to be upacceptable because, before a food could be barred
from the national market, the Government had the obligation of
showing affirmatively that it contained an added poisonous or
deleterious substance which might be harmful under normal conditions
of use. 7 In passing the 1938 Act to alleviate this problem of proof,
Congress altered food protection law in two ways, changing both
essential definitions and basic operating procedures. First, section 402(a)
redefined adulteration:
A food shall be deemed to be adulterated. . . . (2) if it bears or contains any added
poisonous or added deleterious substance which is unsafe within the meaning of
section 406. .... I

An unsafe substance was defined in section 406(a):
5. National Institutes of Health &National Cancer Institute, Evaluation of Environmental
Carcinogens, Apr. 22, 1970 (Report to the Surgeon General, USPHS, by the Ad Hoc Committee
on the Evaluation of Low Levels of Environmental Chemical Carcinogens).
6. Food and Drug Act of 1906, ch. 3915, §§ 2. 7, 34 Stat. 768.
7. 1933 FDA ANN. REP. 14.
8. Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938, ch. 675, § 402(a), 52 Stat. 1040.
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Any poisonous or deleterious substance added to any food, except where such
substance is required in the production thereof or cannot be avoided by good
manufacturing practice shall be deemed to be unsafe for purposes of the application
of clause (2) of section 402(a). . ..

Secondly, procedures were prescribed that for the first time allowed
poisonous or deleterious substances to be added to the food supply if
the amount was within tolerances promulgated as safe by the Secretary.10
The new definition of adulteration, however, did not resolve the chronic
burden-of-proof problem. Under the [938 Act the evidentiary issue was
simply moved back one step, and the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) found itself compelled to show affirmatively in the first instance
that a particular chemical was poisonous or deleterious."
The difficulty in the application of section 406's test to various
chemical substances arose because the drafters of the section attempted
to define an acceptable level of human risk by utilizing the constructs
"safe" and "unsafe." From the legislative history of the Act it clearly
is demonstrable that by using the words "poi_ onous" and
"deleterious'' 2 Congress sought to designate all unsafe substances.
Understood in this way, sections 402 and 406 form a legal non sequitur.
9. Id. § 406(a).
10. Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938, § 409, 21 U.S.C. § 348 (1964). In approaching
the problem of control from this angle, one Senate Committee Report stated: -[T]he amount of
added poisons can be so allocated to different foods, in accordance with the practical necessities,
that on the basis of the probable consumption of the various foods consumers will not receive an
aggregate quantity of poisons sufficient to jeopardize health." S. REP. No. 493, 73d Cong., 2d
Sess. 4 (1934); see C. DUNN, FEDERAL FOOD, DRUG, AND COSMETIC AcT 113 (.1938). In addition,
the Senate Committee Report commented on the tolerance provisions as follows: "In promulgating
such regulations this section requires that there be taken into account the extent to which the use
of the poison is required in the production of the article, .as for example, poisonous sprays in
producing certain fruits and vegetables, and likewise, the other ways in which the consumer may
be affected by the same or other poisonous or deleterious substances. This authorization will permit
the establishment of comparatively liberal tolerances for any food where poison is unavoidable
or is required by the necessities of production, and less liberal tolerances or complete prohibitions
where it is practicable to limit the amount of poison in a particular food to [very] small quantities,
or to eliminate it completely. It will likewise afford adequate control of those situations where
irresponsible manufacturers, for some fancied or real commercial advantage, add dangerously toxic
substances to foods, as, for example, the addition of maleic acid to fats and oils to prevent rancidity
when preservation can be accomplished by observance of sanitary conditions in manufacture and
packaging and by use of refrigeration for the finished product." S. REP. No. 493, 73d Cong.,
2d. Sess. 4 (1934).
II. "Under the law as it was. . . [after 19381 the FDA could not stop the use of a chemical
simply because it %as questionable, or had not been adequately tested. It was necessary to be able
to prove in court that the chemical was poisonous or deleterious." T. CHRISTOPHER, CASES AND
MATERIALS ON FOOD AND DRUG LAW 468 (1966).
12. WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY (2d ed. 1957) defines "poisonous" as
havingig the properties or effects of poison;" i.e., "fany agent which, introduced . . . into an
organism, may chemically produce an injurious or deadly effect." It defines "deleterious" as
"hurtful," "noxious;" i.e., "unwholesome."
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The circular nature of the food protection device becomes evident when
the word "unsafe" is substituted for the terms "poisonous" or
"deleterious" as they occur in the Act. Section 402(a)(2) would read:
"A food shall be deemed to be adulterated . . . if it bears or contains
any added unsafe substance which is unsafe within the meaning of
section 406." Section 406 would read: "Any unsafe substance added
to any food, except where such substance is required in the production
thereof or cannot be avoided by good manufacturing practice shall be
deemed to be unsafe for the purposes of the application of clause (2)
of section 402(a)." Manifestly, Congress attempted to devise a formula
for establishing tolerances for poisonous--unsafe-ingr'edients in food.
Just as clearly, however, by defining circularly the term "unsafe,"
Congress forced the FDA to prove in each instance the poisonous or
deleterious nature of the chemicals. Often this placed the FDA in the
position of attempting to answer legally, scientific questions
unanswerable in the laboratory. The Food Safety Panel of the 1969
White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health underscored
the problem, stating: "it is not possible to determine with absolute
certainty the safety of the ever-.increasing number of chemicals added
to or present in our foods."'" Because of its definitional difficulties, the
1938 Act, like its predecessor, proved to be ineffective and food
protection problems increased."
Faced with the nearly impossible task of establishing safety for
every controversial chemical, the FDA once again sought changes in
the law. Between 1950 and 1953 New York Congressman James J.
Delaney conducted a series of hearings into the nature and use of
chemicals added to the food supply's From these hearings three major
pieces of legislation resulted: the Pesticide Amendments of 1954;1 the
Food Additives Amendment of 1958,'1 of which the Delaney Clause is
13. WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON FOOD, NUTRITION AND HEALTH, FINAL REPORT 130
(1969).
14. The definitional problems could have been obviated if the section had been drafted
without reference to the notion of safety. For example, it could have read "no chemical substance
shall be added to any food, except where such substance is required in the production thereof or
cannot be avoided by good manufacturing practice." The tolerance-setting procedure under this
language would be used to determine whether a chemical was avoidable or was required in food
production. This was apparently the very concept that Congress intended to introduce into the
law. At this stage the FDA could defer to scientific judgments of safety when they existed.
15. See Hearings on H.R. 74 Before the House Select Comm. To Investigate the Use of
Chemicals in Food Products. 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (1951).
16. Act of July 22, 1954, ch. 359, 68 Stat. 511 (now 21 U.S.C. § 346a (1964)).
17. Act of Sept. 6, 1958. Pub. L. No. 85-929, 72 Stat. 1784 (codified in scattered sections

of 21 U.S.C.).
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a part; and the Color Additive Amendments of 196 0.1' The originally
-.straightforward prohibition of unnecessary or avoidable poisonous or
deleterious substances from food became the complicated prohibition
of:
(A). . . any added poisonous or added deleterious substance (other than one which
is (i) a pesticide chemical in or on a raw agriculture commodity; (ii) a food additive; or (iii) a color additive) which is unsafe within the meaning of section 346...
or (B) if it is a raw agricultural commodity and it bears or contains a pesticide
chemical which is unsafe within the meaning of 346a(a) . . . or (C) if it is, or it
bears or contains, any food additive which is unsafe within the meaning of section
348 .. . .Is

Each piece of inserted language, covering pesticides, food additives, and
color additives, represents an involved regulatory system spelled out in
detail within the Act. The administrative discretion granted by this
machinery requires the FDA to weigh the value of each proposed
chemical use on a scale that balances the rights of the chemical producer
against those of the general public; however, proof of safety remains
the objective of each part of the Act.
The pesticide, food additive, and color laws all contain essentially
the same regulatory structure, consisting of a chemical-by-chemical
analysis by "the Secretary." This authority has been delegated to the
Commissioner of Food and Drugs for food and color additives and to
the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency for pesticide
chemicals. In each case the process begins by the filing of a petition
seeking a ruling by the Secretary that either allows the chemical to be
used, or bars its use, in the ways sought by the petitioner. The decision
of the Secretary comes in the form of an order that specifies the ways
in which the chemical may be properly used. Detailed procedural rules
govern the process that the Secretary and all interested parties must
follow from the time the petition is filed-until the time of a final order
and dictate the way in which the appeals from the final order are to
be brought to the attention of the courts." It should be noted that the
complex statutory apparatus leaves unsolved the definitional problems
inherent in the use of the word "unsafe"-the same problem that caused
18. Act of July 12, 1960, Pub. L. No. 86-617, 74 Stat. 397 (codified in sAmtered sections
of 21 U.S.C.).
19.
20.

21 U.S.C.
21 C.F.R.

§
§

342(a)(2) (1964).
120 (1971) (pesticides); 21 C.F.R.

* 8 (1971) (color additives).

§

121 (1971) (food additives); 21 C.F.R.
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the 1906 and 1938 food protection laws to founder.'

111.

THE PROOF-OF-SAFETY PROBLEM-UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS To

SOLVE IT
The Food Additives Amendment of 1958 contains three distinct
attempts to alleviate the FDA's burden-of-proof problem: (I) the
Generally Recognized As Safe (GRAS) approach that resulted in the
GRAS list of chemicals approved by the FDA for addition to foods;"
_(2) the Delaney Anticancer Clause that bans from food any substance
which causes cancer when fed to animals;23 and (3) the administrative
structure that emanated from FDA regulations designed to evaluate
item-by-item any chemicals which do not fall into either category one
21. One commentator described the Food Additives Amendment--and would probably say
the same about the other 2 amendments-as "an example of law seeking to meet the problems
that arise as side effects of scientific, economic and technological progress." T. CHRIS'rOPHER,
supra note II, at 130. Actually it might be more accurate to say that these 3 amendments are
examples of legislation seeking desperately to deal with the problems created by poor legislative
drafting.
22. Section 201(s) of the 1958 Act reads: "The term food additive means any substance
. . . not generally recognized, among experts qualified by scientific training and experience to
evaluate its safety, as having been adequately shown through scientific procedures . . . to be safe
under the conditions of its intended use ....
" A parenthetical insert into this section set up a
different standard for substances used prior to Jan. I, 1958, saying "or, in the case of a substance
used in food prior to January I, 1958, through either scientific procedures or experience based
on common use in food." 21 U.S.C. § 321(s) (1964). Essentially the same provision exists in both
the Pesticide Amendment and the Color Additive Amendments. Section 408(a) of the 1954 Act
reads: "Any poisonous or deleterious pesticide chemical, or any pesticide chemical which is not
generally recognized, among experts qualified by scientific training and experience to evaluate the
safety of pesticide chemicals as safe for use . . . shall be deemed unsafe . . . unless ....

" 21

U.S.C. § 346a(l) (1964). Section 606(b)(4) of the 1960 Act reads: "[A] color additive shall be
deemed to be suitable afid safe for the purpose of listing under this subsection for use generally
in or on food, while there is in effect a published finding of the Secretary declaring such substance
exempt from the term 'food additive' because of its being generally recognized by qualified experts
as safe for its intended use, as provided in Section [32 1(s)).
... 21 U.S.C. § 376(b)(4) (1964).
23. The Delaney Clause for food additives is contained in § 409(c)(3)(A) of the Food
Additives Amendment of 1958, 21 U.S.C. § 348(c)(3)(A) (1964). It is also repeated in the Color
Additive Amendments of 1960, § 706(b)(5)(B), 21 U.S.C. § 376(b)(5)(B) (1964) that reads: "a
color additive (i) shall be deemed unsafe, and shall not be listed, for any use which will or may
result in ingestion of all or part of such additive, if the additive is found by the Secretary to induce
cancer when ingested by man or animal, or if it is found by the Secretary, after tests which are
appropriate for the evaluation of the safety of additives for use in food, to induce cancer in man
or animal .... " Whether the Delaney Clause applies to pesticide chemicals is a more difficult
question about which there is considerable controversy. The Secretary's Commission on Pesticides
wrote as if the clause could be interpreted to apply to pesticide chemicals; however, the definition
of food additives expressly excludes "a pesticide chemical'in or on a raw agricultural commodity
....
" Food Additives Amendment of 1958, § 201(sXI), 21 U.S.C. § 321(s)(1) (1964). Since
there is no anticancer clause in the Pesticide Amendment, it would appear that pesticides do not
fall under the prohibition of the Delaney Clause.
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or two.' Each of these three legal stratagems endeavored to circumvent
the problem of scientific uncertainty, but only the Delaney Clause
succeeded. Before detailing the accomplishments of the Delaney Clause,
the reasons for the failure of the other two mechanisms should be
outlined for comparative purposes. Legislation that effectively controls
chemical contamination of the environment must seek to block the use
of substances that present undue risk without putting unreasonable
restraints on chemicals that provide important benefits to the public.
To initiate the GRAS procedure, the Food and Drug Administration
asked 900 scientists to comment on the safety of the first substances
proposed for the GRAS list. Rather than achieving the scientific
consensus assumed possible by the GRAS theory, the FDA harvested
a scattering of opinions. Of the 900 scientists questioned, 350 replied
with only 194 or 21 percent of the total group ratifying the entire list.
The performance of the FDA in accurately predicting the safety of
specific chemicals, even after some doubt had been raised, was similarly
imperfect. The FDA, for example, dismissed the complaints of a number
of scientists against safrole,2 vitamin D, and most notably cyclamate,
only to find it necessary to act against the challenged chemicals in
subsequent years. Thus the GRAS list mode of procedure proved to be
ineffective in discriminating between safe and unsafe substances because
the system presented the same problem of scientific choice that the
earlier acts had been unable to deal with. Where the Agency earlier-had
tried to choose which chemicals and which foods were safe, it now
foundered trying to choose which scientists were the best judges of safety.
An FDA memorandum spelled out the guiding principle of this choice.
In 6ur final evaluation of the safety of a substance we have taken cognizance of the
fact that all opinions are not of equal value and thus have weighed most heavily the
opinions of scientifically recognized and often world-renowned experts."

Under this pick and choose procedure the basic GRAS list grew to
approximately 700 items with various loopholes and exceptions allowing
as many as another 1,000 items to be treated as on the GRAS list by
the FDA. Food manufacturers, faced with a minimum of an estimated
24. This is the regulatory procedure outlined above and is essentially the same for pesticide
chemicals, food additives, and color additives.
25. "'Safrole" is the ingredient used for flavoring in root beer.
26. FDA Div. of Pharmacology a Food Memorandum, Sept. 2, 1959.
27. The details of this situation are spelled out in J. TURNER, THE CHEMICAL FEAST, THE

KRALPH

NADER STUDY
ADMINISTRATION 153-59,

GROUP

REPORT ON FOOD PROTECTION AND THE FOOD AND DRUG

162-63 (1970).
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two years of study 3 before gaining permission to market a new additive,
sought to achieve recognition of their chemicals through the loopholes
in the GRAS list procedure. By the end of 1970 the situation had become
so unwieldly that the Agency moved to revise the entire GRAS
procedure by attempting to reintroduce suspect chemicals currently on
the GRAS list into the chemical-by-chemical investigation
As previously noted, the chemical-by-chemical procedure relies on
the ability of scientists to distinguish safe from unsafe substances. That
portion of the Act authorizing this approach states: "No. . . regulation
shall issue if a fair evaluation of the data before the Secretary-(A) fails
to establish that the proposed use of the food additive, under the
conditions of use to be specified in the regulation, will be safe. .. ".
All parties to the discussion of the 1958 Food Additives Amendment
accepted the assumption that safety or the lack of it could be established
in each case, and accordingly, the FDA issued a regulatory definition
of safety that said, "'Safe' means that there is convincing evidence
which establishes with reasonable certainty that no harm will result from
the intended use of the food additive." 3' Faced with reviewing the GRAS
list that contained many items for which scant, controversial, or no
evidence existed, the FDA, interestingly enough, moved to redefine
"safe." "' Safe' must be understood to connote that the Food and
Drug
Administration, after reviewing all available evidence, can conclude
there is no significant risk of harm from using the substance as
intended. 32 This second definition allows untested or only partially
tested chemicals to be added to the food supply, while the former
definition required the initial presentation of some convincing evidence
of safety. The change in definition represents a significant erosion of
the safety concept, one of the unfortunate side effects that results when
a regulatory agency expected to enforce policy is required to resolve
scientific conflicts. The Surgeon General's committee on low-level
28. Hearings on H.R. 8112 Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, 85th Cong., Ist a 2d Sess. 60 (1957-58) (remarks of FDA Comm'r Larrick).
29. Food Additives, 35 Fed. Reg. 18,623 (1970).
30. Food Additives Amendment of 1958, § 409(c)(3)(A), 21 U.S.C. § 348(c)(3)(A) (1964).
31. 21 C.F.R. § 121.1(i) (1971) (emphasis added). Commenting on the safety provision,
Charles Wesley Dunn. the General Counsel for the Grocery Manufacturers of America stated:
"Such (al requirement is basically a pretesting one for new food additives. . . . Whereas the FDC
Act now prohibits a food that is unsafe, this prohibition normally applies after the food is sold
and consumed, and its enforcement may be long delayed for various reasons. . . . moreoverr in
such an enforcement proceeding the Government has the burden of proving that the food is unsafe,
whereas this requirement would instead compel the manufacturer of a food to prove in advance
that it is safe." Hearingson H.R. 8112supra note 28.
32. Food Additives, 35 Fed. Reg. 18,623, 18,624 (1970) (emphasis added).
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carcinogens demonstrated the folly of the FDA's new safety definition.
It reported that bioassays are incapable of detecting carcinogenic effects
below the ten percent level, and therefore so-called negative data are
grossly inadequate to give assurances of safety for man.Y More
importantly, leading .scientists3l are increasingly making this same
argument about the chemicals related to genetic problems, birth defects,
and mental retardation. The current FDA attempt to revise the GRAS
list and its redefinition of safety concede the difficulty of giving empirical
meaning to the term "unsafe" while the whole area is the subject of
scientific controversy. This difficulty is further demonstrated by the
FDA's new interim regulation policy.
If after a responsible and substantial question of safety has been raised regarding a
substance previously listed as GRAS the main weight of the scientific evidence
still indicates safety (at least within certain limits), an interim food additive regulation will be proposed. This will permit further scientific investigations to define
the conditions of safe use for a food additive regulation of indefinite duration."

This statement seems to be at variance with the provision of the Act
that requires that "no such regulation shall issue if a fair evaluation
of the data before the Secretary-(A) fails to establish that the proposed
use of the food additive, under the conditions of use to be specified in
"3 The FDA, however, argues that
the regulation, will be safe ....
an interim time period serves merely as one more condition of use under
the law, and this interpretation has been upheld in federal district court.3
The practice of issuing interim regulations further erodes the assumption
that the food supply contains only safe chemicals.
The FDA, after 65 years of failure, still struggles to solve scientific
controversies about safety with legal tools. One apparently overlooked
fact underlies this struggle. When scientists agree that a chemical is
either safe or unsafe, no controversy about its use erupts. Only when a
scientist challenges the label of "safe" attached to a chemical or class
of chemicals by other scientists does the FDA engage its balancing
mechanism. Otherwise chemicals enter the food supply virtually
33.
34.

National Institutes of Health- National Cancer Institute, supra note 5.

Examples of scientists who are concerned with chemicals causing birth defects and genetic

damage include Dr. Samuel Epstein of Case Western Reserve University, Dr. James Crow of the
University of Wisconsin, Dr. John W. Olney of Washigton University, and Dr. Marvin Legator
of the FDA.
35. Food Additives, 35 Fed. Reg. 18,623, 18,624 (1970).
36. Food Additives Amendment of 1958, § 409(c)(3), 21 U.S.C. § 348(c)(3) (1964).
3-- The oral opinion of Judge Gerhard Gesell was reported in FOOD CHEMICAL NEWS, July
12, 1971,at 17.
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unnoticed. As a result, whenever it enters a controversy the FDA
overrules one set of scientifically supported arguments with a legal or
regulatory judgment.
The twisting and turning of the food and drug laws since 1906
resulted from using the word "safety" to denote two distinct concepts.
First, it includes the scientific observation that a chemical additive or
food does not cause damage to humans. Secondly, it includes the policy
judgment that even though a chemical might cause injury to a human,
the damage it causes is outweighed by the benefits it imparts. Only the
Delaney Clause of the Food and Drug Act escapes this pitfall by
avoiding any reference to either concept of safety. Instead, it allows
scientists to ascertain the degree of risk presented by the use of a
particular chemical and assigns policy makers the task of judging
whether the scientifically defined risk is acceptable to society. For this
reason it serves as a model for all other environmental protection
leislation. Despite the simple logic underlying the Clause, and despite
its ready applicability to other regulatory fields, this Clause has often
been misunderstood by regulators and the public alike.
IV.

THE

DELANEY

CLAUSE:

A MODEL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION LEGISLATION

A.

Misunderstandingthe Delaney Clause

Food and Drug Commissioner Charles C. Edwards restated
accurately the misunderstanding of the Delaney Clause when he said
of it:
My personal view and that of the FDA is that we have to have more flexibility of
interpretation or we are put into the position that we were with cyclamates-all or
nothing. And it becomes a highly emotional issue at that point, allowing no discre_tgn on our part or anyone else's.3

This statement implies that but for the Delaney Clause the FDA would
have allowed cyclamates to remain in the food supply in some amount
even though this chemical causes cancer in rats. The Commissioner's
characterization of the Delaney Amendment as a usurpation of
administrative discretion is incongruous because other parts of this food
protection law, although operating more slowly than the anticancer
clause, also would have required cyclamates to be completely banned
from the food supply. At the onset of the cyclamate controversy, the
chemical was generally recognized as safe by the FDA. After a
38.

See Interview with Charles C. Edwards, supra note 4.
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substantial safety question was raised, the Secretary officially removed
cyclamates from the GRAS list. At this point the law, absent the
Delaney Clause, requires that the chemical be shown to be safe before
a petition can be granted allowing its addition to food.'9 In view of the
state of scientific knowledge about cancer causing substances, it is
unlikely that cyclamate could have met this burden of proof; therefore,
the chemical could have been removed from the food supply without
reference to the Delaney Clause. In fact, some of the most vigorous
critics of the Delaney Clause call it an unnecessary duplication of
I
already existing authority.
When the Commissioner asks for "discretion" to decide when a
chemical that causes cancer in animals can still be used in food for man,
he is asking for the discretio-n to decide an issue that thousands of cancer
researchers have been unable to resolve. The dangers of this position
were put forth accurately by former Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, Arthur S. Flemming:
The rallying point against the anticancer provision is the catch phrase thatirTakes
away the scientist's right to exercise judgment. The issue thus made is a false one,
because the clause allows the exercise of all the judgment that can safely be exercised on the basis of our present knowledge. The clause is grounded on the scientific
fact of life that no one, at this time, can tell us how to establish for man a safe
tolerance for a cancer-producing agent.
As I pointed out in my original testimony, the opposition to inclusion of an anticancer clause arises largely out of a misunderstanding of how the provision works.
It allows the Department and its scientific people full discretion and judgment in
deciding whether a substance has been shown to produce cancer when added to the
diet of test animals. But once this decision is made, the limits of judgment have
been reached and there is no reliable basis on which discretion could be exercised in
determining a safe threshold dose for the established carcinogen.*

The fact that the country's highest food and drug officials still believe
that this kind of discretion should be granted demonstrates the need for
more effective policy setting by Congress.
39. Food Additives Amendment of 1958, § 409(c)(3), 21 U.S.C. § 348(c)(3)(A) (1964).
40. Hearings on H. R. 7624 Before a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce. 86th Cong., 2d Sess. 501 (1960). The members of the committee that reported
to the Surgeon General on low levels of environmental carcinogens considered the arguments made

by Secretary Flemming so important that they inserted the entire statement of the former Secretary
in their report. Following the statement they added this note: "The scientific basis on which the
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Expanding the Delaney Clause to Other Areas of Environmental
Protection Legislation

From the FDA's experience in attempting to differentiate between
safe and unsafe substances, it seems apparent that in order to shield
the environment from further chemical contamination, the policy issues
and the scientific issues, although interrelated, must be approached
separately. The report to the Surgeon General on environmental
carcinogens clearly defined the problem and divided the scientific and
policy responsibility. "While science can provide quantitative
information regarding maximum risk levels, the task of ultimately
selecting socially acceptable levels of human risk rests with society and
its political leaders."" The role of the scientist is to describe physical
phenomena-this chemical caused lesions in mouse brains under these
conditions; that chemical caused cancer when fed to mice in certain
quantities; those chemicals caused birth deformities when injected into
chickens in designated amounts at certain ages. Scientists can offer less
definite but still important scientific opinions on the degree to which
damage to man can be predicted from damage to animals. Without
knowing the levels of risk that society will tolerate, however, scientists
cannot effectively differentiate between "safe" and "unsafe"
substaitces.
Congress, on the other hand, taking into consideration the certainty
or relevancy of the scientific findings, must set broad policy guidelines.
Several issues suggest themselves as important for the consideration of
the nation's policy-makers. Which purposes served by chemicals are
worth the apparently increasing risk of their use in foods? Resolving
this issue involves a reassessment of the "required for" or "unavoidable
in" food production concept of section 406. If additional uses of
chemicals are found necessary to improve the food supply, these
concepts could be expanded. 2 In addition, Congress must determine
Government's position was established in 1960 remains valid. The progress of knowledge in
carcinogenesis in the last decade has only strengthened the points made in Secretary Flemming's
testimony." National Institutes of Health a National Cancer Institute, supra note 5.
41. National Institutes of Health & National Cancer Institute, supra note 5, at 14.
42. The Food Safety Panel of the White House Conference suggested some additional criteria
that Congress might consider: "[That) no additional chemicals should he permitted in or on foods
unless: They-havebeen shown with reasonable certainty to be safe on the basis of the best scientific
procedures available for the evaluation of safety and meet one or more of the following criteria:
I. They have been shown by appropriate test to be significantly less toxic than food additives
currently employed for the same purpose.
2. They significantly improve the quality or acceptability of the food.
3. Their use results in a significant increase in the food supply.
4. They improve the nutritive value of the food.
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which extrapolations from animals can be made to man. In the cancer
area it is policy that if a chemical affects animals it will not be given
to humans.a This practice was adopted because under the present state
of scientific knowledge a safe tolerance for man of a substance that
produces cancer in aninials cannot be established."1 What chemicals
should be added to the "zero tolerance" list now containing only
carcinogens? Already chemicals causing birth defects and genetic
damage in animals have been suggested for addition to the list. Congress
must collect and review the evidence that other irreversible biological
damage can be caused by chemicals and set a "zero tolerance" policy
for these areas where necessary.
The Delaney Clause can serve as a model for environmental
protection legislation because it delegates to scientists the responsibility
for making scientific judgments and to Congress the task of making
policy decisions. The scientist, after an analysis of all technical data,
specifies the degree of risk that would result if any amount of known
carcinogens were allowed in the nation's food supply; Congress, after
considering all other relevant information, determines that the risk is
unacceptable. The FDA is then charged with the responsibility of
removing carcinogenic chemicals from the food supply. The procedure
outlined for developing a new food protection or any other
environmental protection law should not include any effort to define

"safety." Rather, scientists should describe a degree of risk as
accurately as science allows. Congress then should decide whether that
risk is worth taking. To begin the development of a more effective food
protection law, the report to the Surgeon General enunciated one
additional fundamental point. "Chemicals should be subjected to
scientific' scrutiny rather than given individual 'rights': they must be
considered potentially guilty unless and until proven innocent.""s The
authors of that report directed their comment at carcinogens, but the
same observations may now be made for chemicals relating to genetic
damage or birth defects.
V.

CONCLUSION

The nearly uninhibited addition of chemicals to the environment
for the last several decades lies at the heart of the so-called
5. Their use results in a decrease in the cost of food to the consumer."

WHITE

HousE

CONFlENcE ON FOOD, NUTRITION AND HEALTH, supra note 13.

43. Food Additives Amendment of 1958, 1 409(c)(3), 21 U.S.C. § 348(cX3)(A) (1964).
44. National Institutes of Health a National Cancer Institute, supra note 5, at 15.
45. Id. at 15.
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environmental crisis. To control this use of chemicals requires a new
combination of scientific expertise and legal policy. The drafters of the
Delaney Clause of the current food protection law were successful in
writing into that legislation a proper-balancing of the policy function
and the scientific function. Congress heard scientists describe the level
of known and unknown risk associated with cancer causing chemicals.
It set the policy that no chemical known to cause cancer in animals
would be allowed in the food supply. The regulatory agency was assigned
the scientific task of distinguishing those chemicals that cause cancer
in animals from those that do not. The Delaney Clause sets clear public
policy and allows complete scientific freedom.
Congress, by setting the public policy concerning cancer causing
chemicals itself and by assigning the scientific implementation of that
policLto the agency that regulates food, established a procedure for
effectively weighing environmental dangers and acting to prevent them.
All chemicals -whether they be pesticides in or on foods, industrial
chemicals that contaminate the water or air, hazardous substances that
are used in the home, or any one of hundreds of other environmental
pollutants used in this society-must be subjected to I rationalized
policy. Congress, guided by the state of scientific knowledge, must place
limits on the risks to be assumed by society; the appropriate regulatory
agency, again guided by scientific research, must not allow that
established risk to be exceeded. This is the principle of the Delaney
Clause, and for this reason the Delaney Clause serves as a model for
other environmental legislation.
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Center for Science in the Public Interest
1757 S Street, N.W. * Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 332-4250
December 21, 1976

Ms. Judy Robinson
c/o Senator Gaylord Nelson
U. S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Judy:
As per your request, enclosed is a self-explanatory
document that lists current problems and suggested remedies
in the arCd of food additives.

I hope this will be helpful

as you develop plans for hearings on food additives.
Sincerely,

Michael Jacobson, Ph.D.
Co-Director
Enclosure

95-866 0 - 77 - 37
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Center for Science in the Public Interest
1757 S Street, N.W. o Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 3324250

Food Aditivest Qnvrnt Problens and Suqggestod Statutory hamges
1. Particularly questionable food additives includes sodium nitrite

(ca.cinO

gm) &bd No. 40 coloring (carcnaogen)

Orange S (Iuado,.ately

ttod), caffeine (possible teratogun)v Yellow No. S coloring (allorgn)

sacduarin artificial mietsner (possible carcinoges).
2.3rd Party testing of additives: a major pvablen of food additive
regulation Is that the comply that seeks to proft fr=m the manu.
feature of the additive is also in charge of the testing of the
chemical the natural inceative is to do laiaml testing and overlook
possible problem.

Inserting an Intermediary between the mnufacture

mnd the testing laboratory, and developing appropriate standards for
laboratories and their personnel, would help insure that the testing
is done mre honestly end without as peat a coaflict of interest.
S. Jur4diction of roulations: 7hough FDA has jurisdictim over the
bulk of food additive regulation, UDA and BATP (uesu of Alcohol,
Taboco, and Firearms; Deaprmmt of the Treasury) reulate the use
and labeling of additives in mat-containing prodts end alcoholic
beverages, respectively.

FDA should be given specific statutory

Jurisdiction over all food additive regulatims, Inamua

as, in theory

at least, only PDA has the qimlifications and Independence to regulate
fairly on behalf of the pubUc's best interests.

FM caN do little

to pt USD to tighten regulations on the use of nitito In cured
mats, and DAYT/Industry have stymied FA's desir to require all
ingledients to be listed om alooholic beverage labels.
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4. Pwhe testing of approved toed dditivess Ones a chemical is
approved fr ue as a teed additive, it is difficult for FD to
rweIur t

bhor testing of it or to limit or ban its me. Ormige

a oe, In points it t

is

abyssally tested synthetic food oolorin,

yet PDA camot baa it* becuse It hoaono evidence of hazard.

In a

letters FM said it would not require. 6ther testing less soneos
provided video

of hazard.

tm other woldst ones 8 Chemical is listed

the -mufaurr is hon scot fro.
heeding this problem,
require

There are several possible vws of

(1) PD should be give the legal authority to

ufbcters to conduct ftwther tests " n

potential

problems are recognized end a testing stodards are raised; ftuthoer
tostlag would no be cmridered maindictment of a chemical, but merely
Me updating of the informatim on hand. _(2) A much moe effective
way of solving this problem would be to license a fod additive for a
gives peoed, sa So 70A10 years, at which tim the Mauaturor would
hae to renew Its application, supplying my now teat data that would
be needed to br n the toot data up to curet standaTdsI this would
insre that long-used additive, are as well tested as nw
is poably the mt imqrta

es. This

now legislation that could be adopted.

5. Ingredient laboliagi Shy ood for which standards of identity have
boom adopted are not required to boa full ingredient listings on their
lsbels; additionally a Pdorl Court In Ketucky hold that
Pk

had Jurisdictio

TAP,net

ovro the labeling of aloeholic bovesgea, so such

odae-do wt bea Ingredient listings.

Artifielal oolorings, flavorings,

and spoess are generally me listed by ase,

Current lws should be
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3changed to require all Ingredients to be listed on standardizsd foods

and alcoholic beverages,

Artificial colorings should be listed by

specific name (Red No. 3; beet juice extractl *to.).

6. Artificial Coloring labelisng In the past several years it has
bee o

quIt. clear that artificial colors are the most questionable

category of food additives.

Violet No. 1, Red No. 2, Red No. 4, and

Red No. 40 have all ben called Into question.

There is also s me

evidence that dyes contribute to hyperactivity in children.

Tha presence

of synthetic dyes should be called to the buyer's attention more
effectively than simply by being listed in small type on the Ingredient
listings.

All foods containing synthetic dyes should bear a prominent

symbol, perhaps a black square with the words "artificial coloring°"
placed above or below the symbol.

This Informative mark would make It

easier for people to select or avoid foods colored with synthetic dyes.
7. Imminent hazard: If the Commissioner of FDA determines that a
particular chemical is carcinogenicamd proposes a ban under the Do. aney
mandment, industry can employ a variety of legally provided delaying
measures to-postponte the actual ban.

The delaying measures include several

30-60 day periods for comment, having a committee of the National Academy
of Silences evaluate the evidence, holding an administrative hearing.
This lengthy process could be shortoCircuited, if FDA chose to consider
the presence of a carolnoggo-ja our food. an "emergency".and used the
appropriate portion of section 706(b) to outlaw the chemical immediately.
PDA appMtly believes that a carcinogen is not an "imminent hasard"

because the carcinogenic effect is not observable for many years, or even
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decadess after exposure. The Court of Appeals has held that
earcmnogenie postisides do represent Imminent hazards.
define a carcinogen as epr
a. Uonly to

Inting -

The ln should

imminent hasard to the public.

l-Mey mendmt: The Delmy andment currently applies

It is possible that rodent tooting systems are

Yerioge

now va11ble that would pemit this sotion of the lw to be applied
to matagems.

The bDlneoy meMdent should not be revised to include

teratogema.

S. The Coumt hsa.

whed Pb's
whthooity

"Interim app vel" gatoen

to put additives in n

that is not specified In the low.

prble with this cateoy is that it perits the

bi

The

to be ex4osod

to diemicals that are not adequately tested and fts which some evidence
of hazard mijat oist. If PM is

going to continue using this question-

able legal status, the lw could require Interim stetus additives to
be identifie

ma

.m

e

bela, A label might read& "sodium

seacaain (U. 8. (bvtt. Does Not Consider This Additive To to Adequately
TesteQ~u
10. Cnsusr advocate within FDA: In the last ton years, may

Inadequately tested or apparently hazardous food additives (nitrite.
Violet No. 1, Red No. 2, Red No. 40, caffeine, BVO) end pesticides
(aldrin, dieldrin, heptachlor, 2. 4, S-7) have been identified and

brought to the public's attention not by government or industry, but
by privately fuded public interest groups.

The reason these groups

have been effective is because they have seen their goal as ferreting
out dangers to the public's health, and because they have not boon
encmbered by lumbering bureauCracts0 or by the need to cover-up past
mistakes; It would make n interesting inexpensive experiment to
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.S.
have a fwl-tin "fod additive eW within i"; tuig pesoa would
be iadepeda in tho sm that he o abe would wok directly La
the offiee of the Director of the Awreau of Poods md would be
chiwged with bniaglug
public detention.

t-

t

or svessod fndings to the
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CENTER for SCIENCE in the PUBLIC INTEREST
1757 8 Street, Northwest; Washington, D.C. 20009 - (202) 332-4250

May 6, 1976
Aleander Schmidt, MD.
Commissioner, Food and Drug Adainistration
Parklawn Bldg. - 5600 Fishers Lane
Rock ille, HD 20852
Dear Dr. Schmidt:
Thank you for taking the time to respond to my letter urging PDA to ban
two inadequately-tested food colorings, Orange 8 and Red Noe 40, It seems,
though, that the Bureau of Foods and you completely ignored or missed the point
I was making* Your second paragraph begins: "I would agree with your eval ation that the data available to support the safety of these dyes do not med
present day standards." In fact, what I contended in my letter of February
25th was that "Red No. 40 was not tested In the number of species used by FDA
itself or recoamended by several authoritative comutteeas
Some of these recommndations had been made prior to the testing of Red No. 40."
As I noted in my letter the Food Protection Committee of the National
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council recomended back in 1959--long
before Red. No. 40 was even a gleam in a chemist's eye--that tests-M-olve
feeding the test substance to rats and mice for their normal life spans and to
dogs for at least five years.
Although the tests on Orange B started out well,. they ended up a disaster.
So many animals died that the experiment was stopped prior to the intended two
years Only four (11)rats per test group were examined at the end of 22 months.
This was a lousy study by today's standards or by 1950s' standards.
Believe that if FDA wished to protect the consumer it could and should
outlaw these dyes, though to do so would require admitting past mistakes. A
further reason for banning Red No, 40 immediately is the fact that In the current study on Red No. 40, as you wrote, "six of the animals had developed
premature and unexpected malignant lyvqhomas," The fact that other animals
sacrificed by Allied Chemical did not have tumors did not mke the six tumorladen animals healthy again.
Sincerely yours,

Michael P. Jacobson, Ph.D.
Co-Director
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CENTER for SCIENCE in the PUBLIC INTEREST
1757 8 Street, Northwest; Washington, D.C. 20009 - (202) 332-4250

February 25, 1976
Alexander Schmidt, M.D.
Commissioner
Food and Drug Administration
Parklawn Bldg.
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, HD 0852
Dear Dr. Schmidt:
An FDA study revealed that the food coloring Red No. 2 may be linked
to an increase Inmalignant tumors inlaboratory animals. FDA has banned
the coloring pending substantiation of its safety. Itishow urgent that
FDA re-examine the safety and regulatory status of two other artificial
fopd colorings, Red No. 40 and Orange B.

"RedNo.' 40
Red No. 40 isthe most recent artificial coloring to be permitted in
the food supply (1971). Itwas not widely used until studies suggested that
Red No. 2 might not be harmless, at which time many manufacturers switched
to this coloring. Until 1973, Red No. 40 was mixed with Violet No. 1 to
create a color quite similar to that of Red No. 2,but FDA banned Violet
No. 1 in1973 because of a carcinogenic hazard. Red No. 40 isnow mixed with
other colors and is one of the major colorings inour food supply. Infiscal
year 1975, 788,000 pounds were certified for use, making it the fourth most
widely used coloring. Barring unforeseen developments, this poundage can
be expected to increase dramatically inthe next year as food manufacturers.
shift from Red No., 2 to Red No. 40.
Although Red No. 40 was one of the first, ifnot the first, coloring
to be tested for its effects on the reproductive process, tests for possible
carcinogenesis are woefully inadequate. Infact, so fi:adequate are the
tests that the Canadian government has never authorized the use of Red No.
40 and the manufacturer, Allied Chemical, has had to initiate further long-term
feeding tests.
Red No. 40 was tested for carcinogenic effects on only one species, the
rat, despite the recognition that testing only one species does not provide an
adequate basis for evaluating safety. A two-year study was conducted on
dogs, but this isnot a lifetime feeding study that could be relied *pon to
detect carcinogenesis. The "Report of the Secretary's Commission on Pesticides
and Their Relationship to Environmental Nealth" (page 467) recommended in 1969
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that tests involve:
Adequate numbers of animals of at least two species and
both sexes with adequate positive and negative controls,
subjected for their lifetime...
In 1959 the Food Protection Committee' of the National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council recommended:
Continuous feeding of various levels of the test substance
to rats and mice for their normal life spans and to dogs
for at least 5 years ("Problems inthe Evaluation of Carcinogenic Hazard from Use of Food Additives," Publication
749).
Sinilarly, the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives recommended inits "Evaluation of the Carcinogenic Hazards of Food Additives"
(Technical Report Series No. 220; 1961):
Both sexes of each of at least two species of animals should
be used inthe tests throughout their life span.
FDA itself conducted safety evaluations of several food colorings inthe
early 1960s, long before Red No. 40 was tested by its manufacturer. As
summarized in"Food Colors," a pamphlet published by the National Academy of
-Sciences, FDA conducted short.term feuding studies, which, inturn, were
used to determine dosage levels for the examination of chronic
effects. These latter studies performed with two or three
species...All animals inthe chronic study were maintained
on. experimental or control diets for a minimum of 2 years..,
Itisclear that Red Mo. 40 was not tested inthe number of species used by
FDA itself or recommended by several authoritative connittees. Some of these
recommendations had been made prior to the testing of Red No. 40.
Inaddition to the deficiency of having tested only one species of animal
intests designed to detect carcinogenesis,many of the rats developed respiratory disease beginning inthe sixth week of the test, resulting Inthe premature death of many of the rats incontrol and experimental groups. An
antibiotic was administered to the rats inthe 56th week, a further disturbance
of the protocol. Because so many animals succumbed to the disease, the "twoyear" study was terminated at 21months. Apparently, only about 19 aninals
inthe high dosage group and 20 animals inthe other groups were still alive
at that time--half as many as planned. Thus, the safety of this coloring is
based on 19 animals of one species tested for 21months. Considering that
Red No. 40 will be one of the two or three major colorings in our food supply
and that over the years artificial colorings have been the most hazardous
kind of direct food additive (butter yellow, Green 1, Orange 1,Orange 2,
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Red 1, Red 2, Red 32, Sudan 1, Yellow l,Yellow 2, Yellow 3, Yellow 4.
and Violet 1, which were once permitted inour food supply, have been deemed
unsafe by FDAand banned), the manufacturer's tests supporting the dye's
safety are woefully inadequate.
The inadequacy of the "long-term" feeding study has been recognized by
FDA's Acting Director of Toxicology, H. Blumenthal, who recommended to Allied
Chemical, that if the company conducts additional tests, itshould concentrate on chronic feeding studies, rather than reproduction studies. According
' to a memo (January 23, 1974)written IBlumenthal regarding a conference he had
with Allied Chemical representatives:
Weall were aware, for example, that their chronic rat study
had been plagued by disease and, therefore, the rats did not
live as long as one might have hoped. I would rather see
resources put into repeat of this kind of study or new kinds
of work rather than to back track over data which has been done
by.the FDA and found to raise no questions.
Prior to final approval of Red 40"by FDA, Allied Chemical was touting
its new color inthe trade literature, and leading industry to believe that
Its safety testing was extraordinarily thorough. For example, according to
a May, 1971 article inSoftdrinks,
According to Allied sources, Allura Red AC has undergone
one of the most extensive batteriestesting ever used
for a food colorant. The screening included two series of
feeding tests (one lasting two years; another lasting five
years).
The "two-year study" apparently refers to the 21-month rat study. No reference
to the five-year study was included in FDA's February 7, 1972, "FD & C Red
No. 40 - FDA's Summary of Toxicological Evaluation," and itmust be concluded
that no such study was done. At a time of great concern about the safety
of food additives, this kind of information in the trade literature probably
contributed to the food industry's quick acceptance of this new coloring.
If the safety of the American public were the paramount consideration,
the most prudent course of action would be for FDA to begin proceedings to
rescind its previous approval of Red No.' 40 and to warn the public to avoid
artificially colored foods.
Orange B is a coal tar dye that ispermitted at levels up to 150 parts per
million insausage casings. Approximately 20,000-30,000 pounds are certified
for use each year. Orange B is an azo dye, and closely related to Red No. 2.
2 are
Red'No.
of Orange'B
two i"O.
primary smetabolites
one I-fof the
SIn'facti
there is and
a fifty
percent
identical.-DAC--ed
-Scarcinogenic,chance tha Orange B isalso carcinogenic.
The tests on which the safety of Orange B was judged were conducted
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twenty years ago, and although they undoubtedly looked adequate at the time
and may have seemed good according to the contemporary standards, they look
woefully inadequate in light of current standards and the new findings regarding
Red No. 2.
Long-term feeding studies were conducted on rats, two strains of mice,
and dogs, The value of these studies is severely reduced, because very few of
the rodents survived to the desired two-year mark. For example, of the rats
whose diet contained 2% Orange B, none survived to two years. At 22 months,
the following numbers of animals in-te various dosage levels were given a
histologic examination, which itself was not thorough:
dosage level
controls
0.5%
1%
2%
5%

number of animals examined at 22 months
4
4
3
4
4

Carcinogenicity would be undetected in this rat study, if as many as one out
of five animals develops cancer, when fed Orange B at a level of 5%of their
diet, One would have liked at least ten times as many animals to survive to
at least two years.
In the 8th quarterly progress report filed with the manufacturer of
Orange B (Stange Company), Prof. K.B. DuBois wrote:
The feeding of Orange B to rats at levels up to 5% does not
appear to have produced any adverse effects on the histoathological appearance of the tissues studied. It should
e emphasized, however, that both the number of tissues
examined and the number of animals sacrificed in each group
are relatively small and do not, therefore, permit definitive
conclusions. (page 149 of petition)
The long-term feeding studies on mice suffer the same limitation as the
rat study: very few animals survived to two years. Thus, after eighteen
months, the mice whose diet conLained 5% dye, only 8 were examined microscopically, and only 4 mice from the 1% group and control groups were examined.
This is a wholly unsatisfactory number, particularly in light of Orange B's
close structural relationship to Red No. 2 and the cloud of doubt which surrounds all coal tar dyes.
The inadequacy of the Orange B studies was apparently recognized even
by FDA. In 1971 I talked with FDA's Dr. Charles Kokoski about Orange B.
A January 19, 1971, memo prepared by Dr. Kokoski after the meeting noted:
Dr. Jacobson asked why there were so few rats and mice actually
examined histologically. I explained that these studies were
completed in the 1950s, a time when most investigators examined
microscopically only a representative sample of tissues unless
unusual toxicity or lesions became evident. All animals...
were examined grossly for tumors or unusual lesions.
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In that same memo, Dr. Kokoski noted that:
Further support of safety is the fact that the two metabolites
(products of azo reduction) are the same with FD & C Red 1Io. 2
and FD & C Yellow No. 5, both extremely studied and found to
be safe.
Now that an FDA study has shown that Red No. 2 may cause tumors in rats, this
same reasoning argues against, rather than for, the safety of Orange 3.
In determining to what extent a food coloring shall be permitted in
the food supply, Congress has instructed HEU.(section 706.b-8 of the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act) to consider "the relative marketability of the articles
involved as affected by the proposed uses of the color additive.. .and the
relative dependence of the industries concerned on such uses." The nonessentiality of Orange B is indicated both by its new-ness and by the fact

that most sausage manufacturers do not find it necessary to dye the surface
of their sausage products.
Considering the inadequacy of lohg-term tests, the chemical similarity
to Red No. 2, and the fact that Orange B serves only a cosmetic function,
FDA can best protect the public's health by outlawing this coloring,
pending better substantiation of its safety.

So many artificial colorings have been outlawed after once having been
admitted to the food supply, that prudent people would reduce their exposure

to these chemicals to an absolute minimum. That colorings are used primarily
in relatively non-nutritfous foods, such as candy, soda pop, hot dogs, and
other foods high in sugar or fat, is a further (and perhaps more important

reason)to avoid this questionable group of additives. Also, colorings
serve only a cosmetic function in food. More narrowly, as described in this
letter, there is particular reason to ban--until further testing is done-Orange B and Red No. 40. Section 706 (b)(4) of the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act states that a color additive shall not be permitted in food,
If the data do not establish that the use of the coloring will be safe.
The data available are so inadequate, as judged by criteria set out by
authoritative committees, that they cannot be considered to establish the
safety of Orange B and Red 11o.
40. I urge you to investigate this matter

and commence proceedings to ban these colorings, under section 701 of the
Act.

If you choose not to initiate proceedings to ban Red No. 40 and Orange
B, I hope you will consider mounting a publicity campaign urging people to
avoid artificially colored foods for the two reasons cited above: there is
inadequate data to substantiate the safety of three colorings (Red No. 40,
Red No. 2, and Orange B) used in our food supply; and colorings are used
primarily in foods of relatively low nutritional value.
I hope you take this opportunity for leadership and encourage the public

to consume a safer, more nutritious diet.
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MUTAGENESIS*
I. INTRODUCTION
The results of exploratory experiments, initiated in the late
1960s, to determine whether chemicals in widespread distribution
might possess mutagenic activity has revealed a variety of active
compounds In all chemical classes (Environmental Mutagen Society,
1975).

Tests on a wide variety of organisms under experimental con-

ditions clearly indicate a problem of magnitude sufficient to necessitate screening on a much broader scale, as exemplified in the numerous papers in the Journal, Mutation Research.

The recent de-

velopment of short-term tests for mutagenicity provides a battery
of techniques that can be used on large numbers of chemicals to
provide a rapid, inexpensive and comprehensive screen (de Serres, 1975,
1976).

The high correlation between carcinogenic and mutagenic acti-

vity revealed by these short-term mutagenicity tests further indicates that positive results may signal potential carcinogenic risk
to man (Brookes and de Serres, 1976; McCann, et al., 1975; McCann
and Ames, 1976).

Short-term tests can also be used to establish pri-

orities for further testing of specific chemicals in higher organisms.

Such additional testing is required both to confirm and

extend the original data from screening programs and to provide
an appropriate base for extrapolating such data to man and for
conducting associated risk assessments.
Rapid developments in this fleld clearly indicate the presence of
hazardsfor the present human population as well as for succeeding
generations.

The major problem areas have been clearly identified

and resources must row be allocated to provide additional test
*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Frederick J. de
Serres. Other contributors were John W. Drake and Thomas H.
Roderick.
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methods that can be extended to humans.

There is also a need to

increase our capability to extrapolate from experimental test
systems to man and to evaluate the risk of exposure in terms of
birth defects, genetic disease and cancer.

The number of trained

workers, however, is totally inadequate to cope with a rapid
resolution of these broad problem areas, and serious thought needs
to be given to various mechanisms for stimulating and facilitating
research in Important problem areas.
A potential increase in the frequency of various genetic
diseases in man as a result of exposure to mutagenic environmental
agents is sufficiently important to justify extensive investment
of resources in each of the following areas,

screening, popula-

tion monitoring, interrelations between mutagenic and other toxic
effects, basic mechanisms, extrapolation of laboratory data from
organisms to man, risk assessment and training of research scientists.
II.

RESEARCH NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Screening
1. Nonmammalian Test Systems

a. New Test Systems
The development of new nonmammalian test systems should
be encouraged to make it possible to detect all types of genetic

damage. The specificity of chemical mutagens necessitates the
development of highly sensitive indicators of gene mutations, chromosome breaks and rearrangements, and non-disjunction.

Even though

the mechanisms are poorly understood, similar attempts should be
encouraged with regard to mitotic recombination and sister-chromatid
11-2
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exchange.

In addition, studies on unscheduled DNA synthesis and

differential growth-inhibitory effects on wild-type and repairdeficient strains need further exploration.
To further maximize the detection of genetic damage leading
to gene mutations at specific loci, the development of forwardmutation systems at specific loci should be encouraged (especially those which can detect both point mutations and Interstitial
deletions)

in order to more closely mimic the human situation.

In addition, research should be encouraged to detect specificlocus mutations (in the form of recessive lethals) over a substantial fraction of the entire genome.
A variety of techniques should be explored to maximize the
sensitivity of such assays; these include increasing the permeability of strains as well as determining the effect of various
repair-deficient mutations.
Since nondisjunction is a major factor in producing birth defects and genetic disease, development of specific short-term tests
should be encouraged.

Environmental chemicals which cause nondis-

junction may not cause other types of damage such as gene mutations
or chromosome breaks/rearrangements.
Finally, new test protocols must be developed to permit evaluation, not only of chemically pure compounds but also of technicalgrade mixtures and of formulated products as well as product constituents.

Separation of product ingredients into artificial cate-

gories such as "active" and "inert" has lead to numerous mistakes
in the past and has shown that toxicologic

evaluation on the

basis of chemical structure alone can be highly unreliable.
11-3
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sure the highest possible safety to the human population, testing
protocols should be designed to evaluate chemicals as they are
commonly used in order to discover possible synergistic and antagonistic effects.
Recommendation 11-1:
Research should be encouraged to
develop new nonmammalian screening tests for mutagenicity,
such as those with mutational endpoints of mitotic recombination, sister chromatid exchange, and especially tests which
can detect both point mutations and interstitial deletions.
b. Validation of Extant Systems
An effort should be made to validate existing assay
systems by using them to test large numbers of chemicals from
different classes which are known from other evidence to be mutagenic.

This approach, which is similar to that used with Ames'

Salmonella system (McCann, et al., 1975; McCann and Ames, 1976),
will demonstrate whether there are marked differences in the level
of ascertainment as a function of chemical class.

Comparisons

should also be made between different test systems to determine
whether there are
in response.

either quantitative or qualitative differences

This approach will provide a data base, derived from

tests on chemicals which are known to be mutagenic, which can be
used to select those assay systems required to develop a comprehensive screen.
Recommendation
systems should
chemicals from
evidence to be
2.

11-2.:
The general utility of existing assay
be validated by testing large numbers of
different classes which are known from other
mutagenic.

Mammalian Test systems
The general classes of known mutational events are point

mutations (including base-pair substitutions and frameshifts);
11-4
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chromosomal breaks resulting In deletions, translocations, inversions, ring chromosomes, etc.; and chromosomal nondisjunction resuiting in monosomics and trisomics.

The class of point mutations

is of utmost concern because its genetic damage may be initially
invisible and may only show serious consequences many generations
later.

The specific-locus test is an example of the test needed

to determine point mutations in mammals.
coat colors and morphologic

In this test, mouse

markers (seven specific loci) are

used to estimate forward mutation rates.

Treated wild-type males

or females are bred with non-treated mates homozygous for the
seven recessive genes.

A viable mutation at any of the seven loci

can be seen in the offspring and an estimate of the rate of induction of recessives can be made (Searle, 1975).

This test provides

a direct measure of recessive mutations in mammals and is the
basis for most of the present risk estimates in mammals, including
man.

Another specific-locus test in mice uses isozyme loci

(Valcovic and Malling, 1973).
Recommendation 11-3:
The Subtask Force recommends that efforts be made to develop a more efficient indicator for point
mutations In mammals.
Such tests do exist in sub-mammalian species and have been
widely exploited, for example, in Drosophila.

The availability of

sl.nilar t~sts in mammals would permit: (1) measurement of recessive
mutations, which are a significant fraction of the genetic damage
of consequence to human health and fitness; and (2) detection of
these effects over a substantial fraction of the genome.

The

ability to detect these effects would not only increase the sensitivity and efficiency of the test but would also permit accurate
generalizations because the mutational effectn can be ascertained
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at many loci and chromosomes simultaneously.

Such systems in

other organisms employ inversions which reduce recoverable recombinants and thus permit the tracking over generations of a sizeable segment of the genome from the mutagenizer ancestor.

Several

paracentric inversions are now available in mice (Roderick and
Hawes, 1974; Evans and Phillips, 1975).which may lead to useable
test systems.

But other recombination Inhibitors could be used

as well, either separately or in combination, including translocations, deletions, Robertsonian metracentrics, and certain systems
such as the T-locus mutations, all of which are available in mice.
Recommendation 11-4:
More research effort should be
directed to the development of tests that will detect recessive detrimental and lethal mutations over a sizeable
portion of the mammalian genome.
An implicit assumption in present risk estimation is that all
individuals have an equal probability of incurring a mutation depending solely on the dose of mutagen received and the duration
of exposure.

But this assumption is undoubtedly not true because

(1) individuals differ in their metabolism and thus probably differ
in their ability to activate or break down chemical mutagens in
their bodies prior to the delivery of the toxins to the germinal
tissue; (2) furthermore, some individuals have specific genetic
diseases, such as xeroderma pigmentosum, which make them less able
to repair certain kinds of induced genetic damage.

These are only

two possible mechanisms that would make different individuals respond to mutagens in different ways; there could be many more.

It

is possible that this heterogeneity of response is large enough to
reduce significantly the value of present estimates of risk.
genetically independent inbred mouse strains as well as single
11-6
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gene mutations exist where such studies could be done.
Recommendation 11-5:
Efforts should be made to determine
the extent to which certain mammalian genotypes are more
sensitive to mutagenic effects.
Previous human mutagenesis risk assessments have been based
rprimnarily on males with the assumption that the female contribution
to the mutational load is negligible because of the low frequency
of mutations recovered after irradiation of the dictyate oocyte.
Recent studies cast doubt on this assumption and suggest a greater
contribution from females (Abrahamson and Wolff, In press). Because
the meiotic resting stage in mice is different from that in humans,
other mammalian species should be studied as well.
Recommendation 11-6:
More studies should be initiated to
investigate mutagenesis in female germ cells.
Mutation-detection systems employing somatic cells either in vivo
or in vitro will not by themselves provide estimates of mutational
risk to succeeding generations, but they can be used together with
tests which detect heritable mutations to provide important information on risks.

Most importantly, since such somatic cell systems

simultaneously screen large numbers of cells, they provide an efficiency and sensitivity in detection that sexually transmitted mutation tests cannot now provide.

Somatic tests, therefore, could pro-

vide an important first-level assessment of the mutagenic potential
of a larger number of compounds.
Recommendation 11-7:
More work should be devoted to devising
mutagen-detection systems in mammalian somatic cells.
B. Population Monitoring
There is a great need for knowledge of the naturally occurring
genetic burden and the spontaneous mutation rate in humans
11-7
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the detection of increased mutation rates in unknown but high-risk
subpopulations.

The British Columbia and Irish studies (Trimble

and Doughty, 1974; Stevenson, 1959) make a significant first contribution to the study of the naturally occurring disease burden
of genetic origin.

Some new work (Neel, In press) is underway to

assess mutational events at several loci which specify chromatographically detectable gene products.

If this study is successful,

it may provide one method needed not only for assessing human mutagenesis in high-risk populations but-also for monitoring thepopulation as a whole.

The nationwide standardization of vital records

of easily recognized birth anomalies and causes of death would be
a significant further step in assessing the burden and monitoring
population groups.
Recommendation 11-8:
Efforts should be expanded to survey
genetic characteristics and mutational changes in large
segments of the human population.
C. Disease Consequences of Mutation
1. Carcinogenesis
Due to the correlation which has been observed between carcinogenic and mutagenic activity in tests for mutation-induction
(McCann, et al., 1975; McCann and Ames, 1976), unscheduled DNA synthesis (Stich and Laishes, 1973) and differential inhibition of
growth of wild-type and repair-deficient strains (Kada, et al., 1974;
Slater, et al., 1971), further studies are required to validate
the use of mutagenesis assay for predicting carcinogenic activity.
Experiments should be encouraged to determine the mutagenicity of
large numbers of carcinogens in different chemical classes to determine whether the level of ascertainment varies markedly as a function
11-8
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of chemical class (e.g., nitroso compounds vs. halogenated hydrocarbons).

Since the level of ascertainment may well vary as a

function of class, the development of different effects should be
supported.

These data will make it possible to determine which

test systems should be used to develop a comprehensive in vitro
screen for carcinogenic activity.
Recommendation 11-9:
The correlation between carcinogenic
and mutagenic activity which has been observed in exploratory
experiments for mutation-induction, unscheduled DNA synthesis and differential inhibition of growth of wild-type and
repair-deficient strains should be further validated with
research on compounds from different chemical classes.
Although a high correlation has been observed between carcinogenic and mutagenic activity in selected samples of known chemical
carcinogens, scant data are available on the reverse correlation.
As mass screening programs are developed, selected samples of compounds which give positive test data should be evaluated for carcinogenic activity in mammals.

This approach will provide the

data required for a critical and objective evaluation of the efficacy and general utility of applying various short-term tests for
mutagenicity for the detection of carcinogenic activity in mammals,
including humans.
Recommendation 11-10: Selected compounds which have shown
positive results in in vitro tests for mutagenicity should
be tested in animals-Yor carcinogenicity.
The development of new test systems, which can not only detect
the mutagenic activity of chemical carcinogens but also predict
quantitative relationships, should be explored.

Comparative studies,

using different assay systems, should also be supported to determine
whether there is a qualitative relatioaship between mutagenic and
11-9
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carcinogenic activity for certain classes of chemical compounds.
The general use of highly sensitive assay systems requires further
evaluation of the effect of mutations on both the quantitative
and qualitative relationships determined with respect to carcinogenicity.
Recommendation 11-11: The development of new test systems to
relate potency of mutagenic activity to carcinogenicity should
be given high priority.
2.

Contribution of Other Disease Categories
While the apparent role of somatic mutation in carcinogenesis

is now under vigorous investigation, the further possibility of a
strong contribution by somatic mutation to the etiology of other
major classes of disease should be explored.

There is some overlap,

for instance, between mutagenic and teratogenic agents; and while
mutagens are unlikely to constitute the major class of teratogens,
they may form a substant

l minority.

The steady accumulation of

somatic mutations has long been considered a likely contributor to
the process of aging, and the technologies required to establish
or refute this hypothesis are rapidly becoming available. The results
of very recent investigations (Benditt and Benditt,

1973; Pearson,

et al., 1975) also suggest that mutation may contribute critically
to the initiation of atherosclerosis.

Looking further ahead, it

is clearly possible that somatic mutation, particularly in embryogenesis, may also contribute to other diseases of obscure etiology.
Recommendation 11-12: The role of somatic mutation in the
etiology of diverse types of human disease should be explored,
with special emphasis on teratogenesis, aging, heart disease
and mental disease.
11-10
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D. Fundamental Mechanisms
The technologies, necessary for protection of the public
from environmental mutagenic hazards and for possible-future
reversal of genetic damage already present in the population,
require a thorough understanding of the fundamental aspects of the
mutation process and of the structure and expression of the gene
itself.
1. Eukaryotic Gene
The successes of molecular biology during the past three
decades have revealed many properties of gene structure and function in simple bacterial and viral systems.

Technologic

ad-

vances now make similar analyses possible in higher animal systems,
including man.
Recommendation 11-13: Research on the analysis of eukaryotic
gene structure and function should be expanded.
2. General Nature of the Mutation Process
Although considerable information is now available concerning the interactions of certain simple mutagens with the genetic
apparatus, this knowledge does not extend very far in the case of
numerous potential environmental mutagens.

It is also becoming

clear that the mutation process depends not only upon the primary
genetic lesion

but even more importantly upon the biochemical

fates of such a lesion.
Recommendation 11-14: Research into the nature of spontaneous
and induced damage to DNA should be expanded.
Recommendation 11-15: Research into the biochemical fates of
premuatinI lesions should be expanded, with particular
emphasis on the relevant enzymologies of DNA replication and
repair.
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3. Special Aspects of the Mutation Process Relevant to
Environmental Mutgnesis
a.

Mutagen Activation and Disposition
Evidence indicates that many chemicals only become

mutagens when biochemically transformed within the body, while
other chemicals which are mutagenically active in simple microbial
test systems are far less active in higher eukaryotes.

Evidence

also indicates that certain organs and tissues are at greater
risk than others and that these patterns vary among different chemical agents, perhaps because of specificities of mutagen transport
and biochemical processing.
Recommendation 11-16: Research should be expanded into the
nature and genetic.determination of the biochemistry of mutagen activation and deactivation, with special emphasis on
human tissues.
b. Mutagen Interactions
Experiments performed In refined microbial systems have
revealed a number of complexities of the mutation response, such as
occasionalmultiple-hit kinetics and interactions between mutagens
and other agents which may or may not themselves be mutagens.
These interactions may occur at low exposure levels

and can be

either synergistic or antagonistic; they may involve perturbations
of enzymologic

avoidance and repair

processes.

Recommendation 11-17: Increased research should be directed
to evaluations of the extent and nature of mutagen interactions, with special emphasis on fundamental interaction
mechanisms and on their significance for environmental mutagenesis.
c.

Gene Specificity
Some genes are more mutable than others, and such patterns

can vary with different mutagens.

11-12
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the organism also vary markedly among different genes.

A reasonably

good understanding of the underlying basis of this variability is
now available for simple model systems, but not for higher organisms.
Recomendation 11-18: Research should be undertaken to
analyze the molecular basis of differential gene mutability
in eukaryotic systems.
d. Fundamental Aspects of Specific Screening Systems
A variety of mutagen screening systems are now in
actual

use, but not all of these are well understood.

There is

great concern about the abilities of some screening systems, particularly those applied to the mammalian systems, to detect a broad
spectrum of mutational damages.

The mouse specific-locus system,

for instance, displays a suspiciously high spontaneous mutation
rate

and appears insensitive to certain chemical mutagens active

in numerous other systems; furthermore, the nature of the genes
employed in this system remains obscure. Rodent dominant-lethal
"mutations" are even more poorly understood and may represent a
special class of genetic or pseudogenetic damage of minimal significance for humans.
Recommendation 11-19: Genetic structure, regulation and expression should be elucidated in detail for specific-locus
systems designed to be employed in mutagen screening. The
ability of any proposed screening system to detect the several
known classes of mutational damage should be fully assessed.
A number of mutagen screening systems have been proposed which
depend upon the detection
recombinational event

not of heritable mutation but of induced

which may also arise from DNA damages.

The

applicability of such systems will depend not only upon empirical
correlations with mutagenicity tests
of their basic mechanisms.
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Recommendation 11-20: Research should be encouraged into
the molecular basis of recombinational processes relevant
to mutagen screening, with special emphasis on mitotic recombination and sister-chromatid exchange.
E. Extrapolat.oni and Risk Assessment
The detection of heritable mutations in humans is presently
a difficult matter.

The reason for this difficulty is not because

there is doubt that mutations can be induced in humans, but rather
because the studies which have been possible in humans have either
been retrospective and therefore not critically designed to make
unequivocal inferences

or have involved insufficient numbers of

individuals to demonstrate a
mutation rate.

statistically significant change in

Defining a human mutagen will, therefore, require

experimental systems with strong homologies to the human condition.
This will require increased comparative mutagenic studies employing
several species, including mammals, and knowledge of the correlation
of effects from different kinds of mutagenesis tests.
Recommendation 11-21: Continued support should be encouraged
for studies which permit quantitative extrapolation to man
of induced mutation rates measured in lower systems and which
further permit assessment of risks due to these extrapolated
rates.
For assessment of mutagenic consequences in mammals, it would
be extremely difficult to test every new compound in a mammalian
system

designed to detect sexually transmitted mutations.

fore, it

There-

is important to determine if certain classes of compounds

have a similar spectrum of mutagenic consequences in lower forms.
Such studies will not only reduce the need for testing in more timeconsuming and costly mammalian systems, but they may well lead to
an understanding of the relationships between chemical structures
and mutagenic effects.
ll-14
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IUI.

TRAINING

It is clear that there will be a marked increase in the need
for' scientists well trained in mutagenesis research, both In
test development and in test application.

Since new programs

at the undergraduate or graduate levels cannot meet this need
in the immediate future, postdoctoral retraining is probably the
most efficient mechanism for developing the necessary manpower.
causee there are now fewer professional opportunities for scien*.ists educated to the doctoral level, there may be a number of
..Il-qualified individuals who would be receptive to this type
of training and the subsequent professional challenge.
Recommendation 11-22: New postdoctoral fellowships should
be made available to train scientists in the areas of mutagenesis and mutation testing.
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METHODS FOR DETECTING CARCINOGENS AND MUTAGENS WITH
THE SALMONELLA/MAMMALIAN-MICROSOME MUTAGENICITY TEST*
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ITRODUCTION

We have previously described a very sensitive and simple bacterial test for
detecting chemical mutagenss-4'',1 which has recently been reviewed". The compounds are tested on petri plates with several specially constructed mutants of Salmomlla typhimurium,'."" selected for sensitivity and specificity in being reverted
from a histidine requirement back to prototrophy by a wide variety of mutagens.
The test has been adapted for use in detecting chemicals which are potential
human carcinogens or mutagens by adding homogenates of rat (or human) liver
directly to the petri plates thus incorporating an important aspect of mammalian
metabolism into the in t~ro test. In this way, a wide variety of carcinogens requiring
metabolic activation can be detected easily as mutagens4., .
There is considerable evidence, much of it obtained using this test'''. 1 4 .".,.
that with few exceptions carcinogens are mutagens. This supports the desirability of
using this type of rapid and economical test system as a screening technique to pinpoint potentially dangerous chemicals among the thousaInds (of chemicals to which
humans are exposed.
The test is highly efficient in detecting carcinogens as mutagens. Many carcinogens and non-carcinogens have been tested and we are currently compiling results
obtained using the test in this and many laboratories throughout the world (MCCANN
g al., in preparation ). So far about 85% of the carcinogens tested (135158) have
been detected as mutagens. These include a wide variety of carcinogens such as direct
alkylating agents, nitrosamines, polycyclic hydrocarbons, fungal toxins, aromatic
amines, nitrofuran carcinogens, a variety of antineoplastic agents, and antibiotic
carcinogens such as adriamycin, dauno-mycin, and mitomycin C. Also the known human
chemical carcinogens which have been tested arepositive. These include P-naphthylamine, benzidine, cigarette smoke condensates, bis-chloromethylether, aflatoxin B1 ,
vinyl chloride, 4-aminobiphenyl. Thi. and other evidence that a high percentage of
carcinogens are mutagens is-most easily explained if these carcinogens cause cancer by
somatic mutations-s.
* This work was supported by ERDA Contract AT(o 4.3)34 P.A. 156.
*' Postdoctoral Fellow of the California Division of the American Cancer Society.
Abbreviations: MNNG, N-methyl-N'-nitr-N-nltroogiaiidine; furylfuramide, a-(a-furyl)-3-(5nitro- z-furyl/iwrvhm id,.
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To date io6 non-carcinogens (chemicals negative in tests for carcinogenicity)
have been tested, many of which are close relatives of carcinogens. Extremely few
(< xo%) are mutagenic in the test, and for several of these carcinogenicity tests have
been extremely limited and there is some doubt as to the classification of these chemicals as non-carcinogens. Many hundreds of common chemicals of unknown carcino.
genicity have also been tested, and in general very few chemicals are positive. We feel
that chemicals to which humans are exposed which are clearly positive in the test
should be considered potential human health hazards, and should be thoroughly
tested in animal systems, and where extensive human exposure has occurred, appropriate epidemiologic studies should be done.
The economy of the bacteiial/mammalian-microsonial assay suggests its usefulness as a tool in rapidlyobtaint na information about tile potential mutagenic/
carcinogenic activity of uncharacterized compounds in complex mixtures. Because
quantitative information is obtained from the test (linear dose-response curves are
usually observed) the test is quite valuable as a bioassay in identifying and purifying
mutagenic components in complex mixtures. This has been useful in a detailed study
that has been made of the mutagenic activity of cigarette smoke condensate and 12
standard smoke condensate fractions 1'. (The condensate from less than o.ox cigarette
could easily be detected). Recently, considerable mutagenic activity has been found
in most commercial hair dyes$, and several of the individual mutagenic components in
the hair dyes have been identified. We have also shown that there is considerable
mutagenic activity in soot from city air (with D. STREITWIESER).
We describe in this paper the general methods for using the Salmonella/microsome test as a mutagenesis screening system. The methods described include the
standard plate test, the use and storage of the bacterial tester strains, preparation and
use of the liver homogenates (S-9), and the methods of inducing the rats for elevated
microsomal enzyme activity. The application of this test system to screening large
numbers of compounds, and the interpretation of test results is also discussed.
METHODS

The bacterialtester strains
The strains used for mutagenesis testing are shown in Table I. There are several
standard bacterial tester strains containing different types of histidine mutations.
One strain (TA1535) can be used to detect mutagens causing base-pair substitutions
and two (TAx537 and TAI538) to detect various kinds of frameshift mutagens. The
molecular basis of the frameshift mutations in these strains has been investigated.
Frameshift mutations occur by shifted pairing in repetitive sequences of DNA and
frameshift mutagens can be very specific for the particular sequences they mutate.
TA1538 has a repetitive -C-G-C-G-C-G-C-G- sequence near the site of the histidine
mutationz--; and is reverted particularly well by many carcinogens, such as 2-nitrosofluorefie. The other frameshift tester strain, TAI5 37 , appears to have a run of C's at the
site of the mutation' and, is reverted well by carcinogens such as 9-aminoacridine. In
addition to the histidine mutation, each tester strain contains two additional mutations
that greatly increase its sensitivity to mutagens: one causes loss of the excision repair
system and the other loss of the lipopolysaccharide barrier that coats the surface of the
bacteria'.

95-866 0 - 77 - 39
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TABLE 1
G3NOTYPx OF THE TA STAtHS USED FOR MUTAGIN TESTING*

Histidi i, mutation
hisG46
hisC3o76

Additional mutatio"s
hisD3osa LPS
Repair
R factor

TA153
TA too

TAI 5 37 "* TAr538
TA98

ffa
rfa

(TA1975)

(TAI9 7 7) TA1978

vfa

hisG46

hisC3o76

hisD3o52

TAi

"rA 4 o
''A3 334

II

I"
Auvrfl

+R
-

--

4uVrB

+R

TAgj

'TA195O
TAJ41o
'IA 153)
TA2631

TA 1964
TA26 4z

AuvrB
AuvrB

-

+R

4-

-

Use
Standard tester strains and
R factor strains; recommended for general mutsgenesis screening
Used in combination with
the standard tester strains
in the repair test*"*
Additional related strains
available

AuvrB
Agal
Agal
AuvrB
+R
TA263 7
rfa
AutwB
+R
*A11strains were originally derived from S. typhimurium LT2. Wild-type genes are indicated by a
+. The deletion (A) through uvrB also includes the nitrate reductase (chl) and biotin (bio) genes.
The Agal strains (and the rfa uvrB strains) have a single deletion through gal cil bio uvrB. The rfa,
repair+ strains have a mutation in galE. R - pKMioi. The standard tester strain TAI536, originally included in the tester set' and all other strains containing the histidine mutation hisCao 7 have
been deleted as they are reverted by only very few mutagens and these can be detected well by the
other tester strains.
**A new tester strain is under development which will, with its R factor derivative, .replace TA1537.
***The TA1538/TAI9 78 pair is recommended.
TA 1332

We have recently developed" two new tester strains (TAioo and TA98) by
transferring a resistance transfer factor (R factor) to our standard tester strains
TAI535 and TA1538 respectively. These new strains are extremely effective in detecting classes of carcinogens that we previously had not detected with our original
strains, and they are much more sensitive to a number of carcinogens we had previously detected only weakly" (MCCANN et al., in preparation). These carcinogens
include aflatoxin B1 , sterigmatocystin, furylfuramide (the nitrofuran food additive
AF-2) and other nitrofuran carcinogens, acetylenic diarylcarbamates, methyl methanesulfonate, nitroquinoline-N-oxide, benzo(a)pyrene, 7,1z2-dimethylbenzantihracene,
bensyl chloride, X'-acetoxysaf role, and a variety of polycyclic hydrocarbons.
For general mutagenesis testing we recommend that the three standard tester
strains, TA1535, TA1537, and TA1538 be used in combination with the two new R
factor strains, TAioo and TA98. For screening purposes TA1538 may be deleted, as
TA98 appears to be more sensitive than TA1538 for the detection of all mutagens we
have tested so far on the two strains"s. The other frameshift tester strain, TA1537, is
still useful, though we are developing a considerably more sensitive strain and its R
factor containing derivative as a replacement. We recommend that TA1535 be used
in addition to TAioo because it has a considerably lower spontaneous-mutation rate
and is thus more convenient and sensitive for the detection of mutagens that do not
preferentially revert TAxoot.
Strain TAi 97 8 can be used in the repair test in combination with TAI538','.
This test is not a mutagenicity test, but indicates whether an agent is killing bacteria
by damage to DNA that can be repaired by the uvrB excision repair system'..
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We are also developing several new tester strains which will be useful for thli
detection of special classes of mutagens! (r) a new tester strain with normal excision
repair designed to detect certain DNA cross-linking agents such as the carcinogen
mitomycin C" (withE. Choi), and (2) new tester strains lacking nitro-reductase enzymes. Many nitro carcinogens, such as nitrofurazone and furylfuramide, are activated
directly to mutagens by bacterial nitro reductases. Mammalian nitro reductases can
also activate this class of carcinogens. Bacterial nitro reductase mutants have been
isolated by others (Ref. 22; T. KADA, personal communication from T. MATSUSHIMA),
and in collaboration with M. VoRE we are isolating nitro reductase mutants in our
tester strains. These new strains will be useful for comparisons between bacterial and
mammalian nitro reductase activities:
We would prefer that tester strains be obtained directly from us. We kee) a list
of people who are using the strains so that new developments in the test can be
communicated. We also request that results obtained using the strains be sent to us,
as we keep a running compilation of the chemicals tested on the strains.
\
Checking out the tester strains
We recommend that upon receiving a strain that a nutrient broth (8 g DifcoBacto nutrient broth, 5 g NaCI/1) culture be inoculated and grown up. (The culture
should also be streaked on a nutrient agar plate for storage until the liquid culture is
checked out and found t9 be satisfactory.) A frozen permanent should be made from
the nutrient broth culture as described in the next section, and.the culture should also
be checked in the following ways:
x) Histidine requirement. Streak the cultures on minimal plates both with and without histidine (spread o.r ml sterile o.r M L-hIistidine on the agar surface). For strains
containing the uvrB deletion, biotin (o.i ml of 0.5 mM per plate) is also required for
growth.
2) Strains having the deep rough (rfa) character should be tested for crystal violet
(and/or deoxycholate) sensitivity'. A sterile filter paper disc containing crystal violet
(io yl of x mg/ml) (or 2 mg deoxycholate) is placed on a nutrient agar petri dish containing o.1 ml (about ioe bacteria) of the nutrient broth culture to be tested in a thin
overlay of agar (top agar). After 12 h incubation at 370, a clear zone of inhibition
around the disc (about r4 mm diameter) indicates the presence of the rfa mutation,
which permits large molecules such as crystal violet to enter the bacteria and inhibit
growth. Wild-type strains, or strains containing the gal deletion (Table 1) are not
inhibited.
3) The new tester strains with R factors (TAioo and TA98) should be checked
routinely for the presence of the ampicillin resistant R factor, as R factors are somewhat unstable and can be lost from bacteria". A simple way to do this is to streak a
small amount (io pl of 8 mg/ml in 0.02 N NaOH) of an ampicillin solution across the
surface of a nutrient agar plate. After the streak-is dry, cultures to be checked are
cross-streaked against the ampicillin, and after incubation for 12-24 h git 37', strains
which do not contain the R factor will show a zone of growth inhibition around the
ampicillin streak. whereas R factor containing strains will not. Experiments confirming increased mutagenesis Iwithimethyl metlhanesulfonate and aflatoxin ij compared
h
to TA1535 and TA1538 are also recomniended". We also routinely include "IZE
positive mutagenesis controls when using these strains.
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4) The uvrB deletion is quite stable and is not easily lost from bacteria, however its
presence can be easily confirmed by checking the UV sensitivity of strains containing
the uvrB deletion'. Cross-streak the culture to be checked on a nutrient broth agar plate
and irradiate half of the streak for 6 sec (8 sec for strains containing the R factor) with
a G.E. 15 W germicidal lamp at a distance of 33 cm. After incubation at 370 for 12-24 h
the UV-sensitive strains will grow only on the un-irradiated side of the plate.
5) The spontaneous reversion rate should be checked and should be approximately as
indicated in the section on Mutagenesis assays on plates. An abnormally high spontaneous reversion rate may indicate contamination. We discuss diagnostic mutagens for
each tester strain in a later section (Interpretationof Results). These can be used for
confirming the reversion properties of each strain."
To reisolate a strain, streak out on a nutrient agar plate and after incubation
pick 5-io single colony isolates and grow them up in nutrient broth. A new permanent
can be prepared (see below) from the isolate with a low spontaneous reversion rate
and with a good growth rate which should then be checked further as described above.

Storage of R factor and standard tester strains
This is at -8o0 after freezing on dry ice a fresh nutrient broth culture (o.8 ml)
with dimethylsulfoxide (o.o7 ml) in 2-ml (o.5 dram) sterile, glass screw-capped vials
with rubber-lined screw caps. We prepare duplicate frozen cultures of each tester strain.
One is stored as a master copy and is only opened when we need to regenerate our frozen
stocks. The other is used routinely to obtain fresh cultures for mutagenesis testing by
scraping a sterile wooden applicator stick over the surface of the frozen culture (which
is notthawed), inoculating nutrient broth (5ml), and shaking overnight (z6h maximum)
at 37*. Fresh cultures can be kept in the refrigerator for a week. It is not desirable to
subculture the tester strains because of selection for rfa revertants to wild-type and loss
of the R factor. Strains not carrying R factors or rfa mutations are usually stored at
room temperature as permanent stab cultures in 2-Ml glass vials containing 1.2 1 soft
agar (Difco-Bacto nutrient broth, 2 g; agar, 1.5 g; distilled H3O, 250 ml) sealed with
paraffin. This method can also be used for the tester strains (where a freezer is not
available) if the cultures are checked out frequently.
Induction of rat liver enzymes for carcinogenactivation
For general mutagenesis screening we recommend using liver homogenates
(S-9) (9ooo g supernatant) from rats induced with a polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
mixture (Aroclor z254)1,1815,'s,?. The induction procedure' is similar to the method
of CZYGAN et at.'$. We use male rats of about 200 g each (Sprague-Dawley/Bio-z Strain,

Horton Animal Laboratories). A single i.p. injection of Aroclor 1254 (diluted in corn
oil to a concentration of 200 mg/ml) at a dosage of 500 mg/kg is given to each rat five
days before sacrifice. The rats are given drinking water ad libitum and Purina

Laboratory Chow until 12 h before sacrifice when the food is removed. On the fifth
day of induction the rats are stunned by a blow to the head and then decapitated.
Liver homogenates (S-o) are prepared as described inthe following section'.
Although we have, on occasion used other tissues (see later section), we find that,
ingeneral, rat liver is the most convenient source of activating enzymes. It is essential
for efficient detection of a wide variety of carcinogens requiring metabolic activation
that .S-o x obtained from induced animals. We have used various induction proce-
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dures, 1 0 and find that liver from Aroclor-induced rats is the most efficient for detecting different classes of carcinogen.-. To illustrate the relative efficiencies of the
different induction procedures, we have compared directly uninduced, phenobarbital,
3-methylcholanthrene, and Aroclor 1254 induced rat liver S- 9 fractions for the activation of two polycyclic hydrocarbons (benzo(a)pyrene and 3-methylcholanthrene), and
- 2;acetylaminofluorene, an aromatic amine carcinogen. The results (Table II) indicate
TABLE II

INDUCTION OF RAT LIVER ENZYMES
Induction
IAIS-9/plate
method

Aroclor 1254

Phenobarbital

50 pg
3-mdhylchol-

50 Ig

Benzo(a)
pyrene

anthrenr

amini/lhforen "

50

127
318
443

75)
3320
96oo

100

189

37
71
2o6
349

150
to

146
-

10
20

20

3-Methyl-cholanthrene

Uninduced** (corn oil)

Revetlants of TA 1538 per places

15 P9

297

85

,-artd.v

3420
4280

io5

-

136

3020

50
100

45
23

150

- 17

256
356
207

13,700
14,700
12,200

-

o

15

20
50
100
150

! 21
296
287
223

49
33
52

50
1o
150

31
43
3

to
17
16

59
620
2045
787

5640
2344
5824
7184

The assays were performed as described in Mutagenesis assays on plates using S-9 samples which
were prepared from 200 g rats as shown in Induction of rat liver enzymes.
*The number of spontaneous revertants (<30) have been subtracted from the approlriate Cxperimental values. Assay plates were incubated for two days at 37" and then scorel.
**The controls were 1oo g rats which were injected with the vehicle, corn oil, which waSl used for
the Aroclor 1254 and 3-methylcholanthrene induction. Induction with mium phenobarbital
(o.1% in the drinking water) and 3-MC (80 mg/kg; i.p.) was as described previously'.

that, for the three compounds tested, induced rats are superior to uninduced animals,
and of the three induction procedures, Aroclor induced S-9 is the most efficient,
overall, for the detection of all three carcinogens. Although phenobarbital is a generally effective inducer and can be used for the efficient detection of 2-acetylaminofluorene,
and many other aromatic amine carcinogens', it is very inefficient for detection of
certain polycyclic hydrocarbons.
It is also important to note that for optimum mutagenesis with a particular
compound the 'amount of S-9 per plate is critical and can be different. Too much as
well as too little S-9 can drastically lower the sensitivity. We routinely check this
variable when optimizing mutagenesis with a particular compound. We also routinely
check each new S-9 preparation with several compounds, such as benzo(a)pyrene and
an aromatic amine, e.g. 2-acetylaminofluorene or 2-aminofluorene, and aflatoxin B, to
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find the optimum amount of S-9 for general screening. In general, we find from Aroclor
induced rats that ao-204 1 of S-9 per plate (o.o4-o.i nil of S-9 per ml of S-9 mix) is a
good amount for general screening.
Preparation of liver homogenat fraction ("S- 9 ")
We have used basically the procedure of GARNER u al.1,. All steps are at o-4*
using cold, sterile solutions and glassware. The livers (rat livers are about zo-z5 g
each) are placed in beakers (pre-weighed) containing o.x5 M KCI (approx. i ml/g wet
liver). After weighing, livers are transferred to a beaker containing 3 vol. of o.15 M
KCI (3 ml/g wet liver), minced with sterile scissors, and homogenized in a PotterElvehjem apparatus with a Teflon pestle. The homogenate is centrifuged for omin at
9ooog (87oo rev. /min in SS-34 head of Sorvall RCa-B) and the supernatant, which we
call the S-9 fraction, is decanted and saved. x ml of S-9 fraction contains microsomes
from about 250 mg of wet liver; protein concentrations were fairlyconstant frompreparation to preparation (about 40 mg/ml: LowRy). The fresh S-9 fractions are distributed in 2-ml portions in small plastic tubes (2-mI liquid nitrogen storage tubes/4Shore-USA, La Jolla, Calif.), quickly frozen in dry ice, and stored at -8o* in a
Revco freezer. As required, sufficient S-9 fraction is thawed (at room temperature)
and kept on ice; the unused portion is discarded at the end of the day. The extent of
bacterial contamination of the S-9 should be determined: if necessary the S-9 mix
may be filter sterilized (see following section).
S-9 from other tissues and animals
Microsomal preparations can be made from various tissues of different animals.
We have compared rat and human autopsy liver,s and rat liver and lungt'9and also
made preparations from mouse liver and mammary gland (J. RICHARDS, unpublished).
The preparations were similar to that from rat liver except for problems of sterility
(with lungs) and homogenization difficulties with lungs and human liver. Because of
the fibrous nature of lung tissue, the lungs were homogenized at o-40 fbr 5 min in a
Polytron tissue homogenizer (Brinkmann Instruments, Westbury, N.Y.) rather than
the Potter-Elvehjem apparatus used for the liverN. (This homogenizer would probably
be useful for any tissue that is fibrous or difficult to homogenize.) The S-9 fraction
was then prepared from the homogenate in the same manner as the liver fraction.
Although liver preparations are usually sterile, lung preparations contained bacterial
contaminants. These were removed by passage of the lung S-9 mix through a sterile
Swinex Filter unit (Millipore Corp. Bedford, Mass.) equipped with a Millipore filter
(0.45-/m pore size). Nalgene disposable membrane filter units are used for larger
amounts. (S-9, before dilution into the mix, clogs the filter and it is better to filter the
S-9 mix.)
It should be emphasized that in order to compare quantitatively two different
.- 9 prelmrations for activation of a carcinogen (this can be for different tissues of the
same animal, the same tissue from different animals,-or different conditions of induction) a one point comparison is not sufficient (e.g. Table H). As in any enzyme assay
the activity (in this case histidine revertants) must be proportional to the amount of
cnzyme (S.-) added in order to determine specific activity. Thus a multi-point comparison is necessary. It is also advisable to do the comparisons at several concentrations of carcinogen. As can be seen from Fig. zA if one did a one point comparison of
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Fig. x. A and B. The number of spontaneous revertants (varying from <30 for TA £538 to i() for
TAroo) have been subtracted from the revertant values plotted against amount of carcinogen.
Freshly prepared solutions of the carcinogens, and where indicated; S-9 mix, were incorporated
into top agar aq described in Methods.
*

aflatoxin activation at any concentration above 0.3 Plg of aflatoxin the more active
S-9 preparation might appear as less active.
There have been suggestions that in general screening of chemicals several S-)
preparations from different tissues or different animals should be used. We have seen
no data so far that convince-s us that the considerable extra work involved if this
procedure is followed will in fact result in detection of mutagens that would not be
detected using rat liver Aroclor-induced S-9 following the standard procedure we
have outlined above.
Preparalionof S-9 Mix"
S-9 mix contains per ml: S-9 (o.o4-o. ml) (see Induction section), MgCl (8
moless, KCI (33 pmoles), glucose-6-phosphate (5 pmoles), NADP (4 moless, and
sodium phosphate, pH 7.4 (soo pmoles). Stock solutions of NADP (o.z M) and glucose.
6-phosphate (z M) are prepared with sterile water in sterile tubes and stored at -so'.
The stock salt solution (0.4 M MgC, z.65 M KCI) and phosphate buffer (o.a M. pH
7.4) are autoclaved and stored in the refrigerator. S-9 mix is freshly prepared each day
and may be kept on ice several hours before use.
Mutagens and carcinogens
Solutions are prepared in disposable sterile polystyrene screw- cap tubes. We
generally dissolve compounds which are not water soluble in dimethylsulfoxide
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(Schwarz-Mann, spectrophotometric grade, sterile as is). Less than 0.5 ml per plate
does not interfere with mutagenesis, or with microsomal activity. We use fairly small
bottles of dimethylsulfoxide (zoo ml) which we only entei with sterile pipettes and
which we keel) dry by closing the top immediately after use. p-Dioxane or ethanol
can also be used as solvents, and up to xoopl of either solvent can be incorporated into
the top agar overlay without inhibiting the !awn of bacterial growth. Most mutagen
solutions can he stored at -2o" in the freezer or tn the refrtserator for extend. period.
Solutions of highly reactive compounds, such as alkylating agents, however, should be
freshly prepare(].
Top agar and petri plates
Top agar (o.6% I)ifco agar, o.5% NaCI) is autoclaved and stored in bottles in
volumes of zoo ml at room temperature. Before use the agar is melted by heating the
bottle in a steam bath, and zo ml of a sterile solution of o.5 mM L-histidine. HCI-o.5
mM biotin is added to the molten top agar and mixed thoroughly by gentle swirling.
The trace of histidine in the top agar allows all the bacteria on the plate to
undergo several divisions; this growth is necessary in many cases for mutagenesis to
occur. The slight background that grows up also allows any inhibition by the compound
to be seen. Further increase in the amount of histidine on the plate enhances mutagenesis, but also causes heavy growth of the background lawn that obscures the
revertants.
We use plastic or metal caps (Belico, Vineland, N.J.) for both the tubes and the
agar bottles. These can be removed easily and are more convenient than cotton plugs
or screw caps.
The petri plates (zoo× x 5 mm style, Falcon Plastics, Oxnard, Cal.) contain
30 ml of minimal-glucose agar medium. We use 1.5% Bacto-Difco agar in VogelBonner Medium E" with 2% glucose, but other minimal media would presumably
also serve. The plates can be stored at room temperature for several weeks. We have
been informed (M.NAGAO, personal communication) that plastic petri plates sterilized
by the mutagen ethylene oxide can give rise to a high "spontaneous" rate for strains
TA1535 and TAioo if there is residual ethylene oxide in the plates, though we have
not had difficulty with this problem with the plates we have used.
Mutagenesis assay on plates'.4
The following are added (in order )to 2 ml of molten top agar at 450: o. ml
of an overnight nutrient broth culture of the bacterial tester strain, the sample to be
tested (usually in o.i ml or less), and o.5 ml of the S-9 mix (if required). The bacteria can remain at 450 for a few minutes without harm, but the S-9 mix should not be
left at this temperature for more than a few seconds. The contents are mixed (by
rotating the tube between the palms) and poured on minimal glucose agar plates.
Uniform distribution of the top agar on the surface of the plates is accomplished by
gently tilting and rotating the uncoverediatc and then setting the plates down to
harden. The mixing, pouring and distribution should take less than 20 sm- and the
lates should hw left to harden for several minutes. It is important to follow these time
limits. If the top agar starts to harden in mid-operation a stippled plate surface will
result which makes scoring of revertants difficult. We cover the plates promptly to
avoid any light effects on photosensitive chemicals. Within an hour the plates should
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be put in a dark, 370 incubator. After 2 days the colonies (revertants to histidine
prototrophy) in both test plates and controls are counted, and the presence of the
light background lawn of growth (due to the trace amounts of histidine added) is
confirmed. Spontaneous revertant colonies on control plates without mutagen and
S-9 mix are about (at 48 h): 20 (TA1535), 7 (TA153 7 ), 25 (TA 1538), (x) (TAioo), and
40 (TA98). Slightly larger numbers of spontaneous revertant colonies arise on plates
containing the S-9 mix'.
When mutagens are to be tested in a spot test the mutagen is left out of the top
agar and instead is applied to the plate surface after the top agar containing the
bacteria and S-9 mix is poured. The mutagen can be added to the agar surface as
crystals, or a micro drop (about ioju!). We also have used sterile 6-mim filter paper
discs, though, some chemicals, such as daunomycin, are detected much less efficiently
on discs, possibly due to adsorption. The plates can be stored at room temperature for
up to an hour before applying the mutagen, but as tlie bacteria will begin to grow, it is
best to add the mutagen promptly after the top agar hardens.
Testing of volatile compounds in the plate test
The testing of volatile, relatively water insoluble compounds, whether gas or
liquid, cannot be done quantitatively in the manner described earlier for pour plate
incorporation of solutions of chemicals. By a modification of the plate test, RANNUG
et al.' were able to demonstrate the mutagenicity ,f vinyl chloride, a gas, by exposing
petri plates havingTA1535 and S-9Mixin thesoft agar overlay to known vinyl chloride/
air mixtures in a io I dessicator for various lengths of time. BATSCH et al.1 also tested
vinyl chloride using this method, and later showed the method applicable, to the testing
of vinylidene chloride and 2-chlorobutadiene".
Establishing desired concentrations (v/v) of the compound in air can be accoinplished in several ways:
(a) Evacuating the dessicator, introducing a known volume of the gas to be
tested, then allowing air to enter until atmospheric pressure is reached.
(b) Using a manometer attached to the dessicator by a 3-way valve, remove a
known volume of air, then allow the gas to enter until atmospheric pressure is reached.
(c) Using manometers, or flowmeters, measure the flow rates of the gas and
compressed air into a-mixing flask which then feeds the mixture into the dessicator.
(d) For liquids, the calculated weight to give a known volume of vapor is frozen
and placed in the dessicator. The dessicator is partially evacuated and sealed, allowing
the solid to vaporize. Then air is introduced until atmospheric pressure is reached.
A magnetic stirrer should be included in the sealed container to maintain a
homogeneous mixture. The incubation is carried out at 37*. After tile desired time of
exposure, the compound is removed by three evacuations and refillings with air.
Further quantitation can be attained by analyzing a sample of the gas/air mixture by
GLC. After 48 h of total incubation time, the plates should be scored for revertants.
(We are indebted to H. BARTSCH for contributions to this section.)
ntrprctation of results: plaft incorporation
iassa y
Ill his ,tllho
the nlt1cagenl is adt'd directly to tilt, molten top agar and is
li'lred lt tht, platter along with tit S-) mix and bacteria. This is the standard method
that has been used for validating the test using hundreds of chemicals. For initial
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of a chemical we recommend testing concentrations over a wide dose range
(say o.2. 2, 2o and 500 ug per plate) both in the presence and absence of the standard
S-9 mix (see Inducaiops and Preparation /S-9 mix), using the tester strains TA1535,
TAxoo, TA 1537 and TA98. A positive or questionable result should then be confirmed
by demonstrating a dose-response effect using a narrower range of concentrations. A
few dose-response curves are shown in Fig. i. In general, we find that for most mutagens a concentration range exists when there is a linear dose-response, and the
revertants per plate reported for any mutagen should be taken from this region of the
curve. (We have occasionally obtained dose-response curves that are not linear: with
9-aminoacridine, MNNG, diethylsulfate and ethyl methanesulfonate"). Excessive
bacterial killing by a mutagen causes a decrease in the number of revertants on the
plate, and it can be seen (Fig. x) that if one were to test just one concentration on the
downhill part of a curve one could easily obtain a misleading result as to the quantitative activity of a particular mutagen.
Routine examination of the background lawn of bacterial growth resulting
from the trace of histidine added to the top agar (see Top agarand peariplats)can be
an aid in determining the presence of toxic effects. If massive cell death has occurred,
the background lawn on the test'plates will be sparse compared to control plates. In
this case more histidine is available to the individual surviving bacteria and they
undergo more cell divisions, consequently appearing as small colonies which can be
mistaken for revertants if the absence of a normal background lawn is not noted.
Although the standard amount of S-9 recommended for general testing should
permit detection of a wide variety of chemical mutagens requiring metabolic activation, to maximize reversion it is advisable to determine the optimum amount of S-9 in
the S-9 mix required for activation, as this varies with the type of compound tested
and its concentration on the petri plate (see Induction section).
In each experiment we routinely include positive mutagenesis controls using
diagnostic mutagens to confirm the reversion properties of each strain. The characteristic reversion patterns of the standard strains to some diagnostic mutagens are
shown in Table III. Positive controls using chemicals requiring metabolic activation
confirm that the S-9 mix is active. For this purpose 2-aminofluorene or aflatoxin Ji
can be spot tested, as indicated above, but the polycyclic hydrocarbons, such as
benzo(a)pyrene (5 pg should be sufficient for activation) which do not diffuse in the
agar must be incorporated directly into the agar overlay. Sterility controls (solutions
screening

TABLE Ill
DIAGNOSTIC MUTAGUNS: FOR CONFIRMING REVERSION PROPRUTIE.5 OF TESTER STRAINS

Mulagen

Amount S9
spotted

Methyl methanesulfonate
4-Nitroquinoline-N-oxide
MNNG
9-Aminoacridine
Daunomycin
2-Aminofluorene
Aflatoxin B,

2 /A
10 jg
20g
1o pg
50g
io.pg
Iflg

TA 1535 TA zoo

.
-

+ ++
+.+ +
+++

-

+- ;-4
-

-

+ +

.-

-

-

+
+

TA 137 TA98

-

-.
-

+ +4
+ +

-

-S

+
+
+
+

TA 1538
-.

+

-+
+ +
+

All chemicals were dissolved in DMSO except for 9-aminoacridine which was in ethanol
_, <2o; -f,, >1oo+ + +. >5oo colonies in the spot test.
* We have combined slight positives with the negatives for the purpose of this table.

-

+ + +
-_
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Fig. 2. The spot test. FEach pctri plate contains, in it thin overlay of top agar, the tester stiaiii
TA9X, and in the ca-te of plates C ml I), it liver microsonial activation system (S-o Mix) from
aroclor-induced rats, (se. text). Mutagens were applied toO mm filter paper discs which were theii
placed in the center of each plate: (A) spommtanuonis revertnts, (11) firylhiramide (A I.-) (I ig).
(C) aflatoxin 11, (i ig), anl (I)) 2-aminflrnviit (it) /ig). Iitagen inuced revvrtaitts appear as a
ring of colonies around each disc.

of new test chemicals, and S-9 mix) are also routinely included in each experiment. It
is important to do a control plate without the test chemical and with S-9 mix and
bacteria as the small amount of histidine in the S-9 mix can influence the number of
spontaneous revertants.
We would consider a chemical to have a negative response in the test if at least
5oopg had been tested on the plate (or the maximum non-inhibitory level) and if the
number of induced revertants compardd to the spontaneous was less than 2-fold. For
compounds of low mutagenicity it is important to obtain reproducible lose -response
curves.
Interpretationof results: spot tests
Spot tests are the simplest way to test compounds for mutagenicity and arc
particularly adaptable for the initial rapid screening of large numbers of colmlpunds
in a short period of time. A few examples of spilt tests are siowi il Fig. 2. We have
tested 169 different hair dyey for mutagenijity using this nnth,I. We have also used
it in student laboratory experiments. "Iere are several alvantgeS Of tl' Spot test
and it is often useful to test all new compounds by this methol Ix fore doing the
standard plate incorporation test. It is not necessary to prepare solutio-s of the
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chemicals to be tested, as a few crystals (or ul of a liquid) can be put directly on the
agar surface; also, as the compound diffuses out from the central spot a range of concentrations are tested simultL eously. The spot test affords a preliminary indication
of the toxicity of the chemical for the bacteria by the size of the zone of inhibition of
the background lawn of bacterial growth around the spot and an indication whether
the S-9 mix is necessary for mutagenicity, and in the case of a positive result, which
tester strain should be used for the dose-response curve. The method can also be used
to test samples which are not completely sterile, provided the colonies directly under
the spot (or touching the paper disc) are not counted.
The spot test is primarily a qualitative test, and although very useful, has
distinct limitations. It can only be used for the detection of chemicals which are
diffusable in the agar, and thus most polycyclic hydrocarbons and other water
insoluble chemicals are not easily detected by this procedure. It is also much less
sensitive than the standard plate test (see above) as only relatively few bacteria on the
plate are exposed to the-chemical at any particular dose level.
A positive result in a spot test should be considered adequate evidence for
mutagenicity only if there is a large increase in colonies (many times the number of
spontaneous revertants) well away from the spot. In general, however, we believe that
mutagenicity should be confirmed by demonstrating a dose-response effect using the
standard plate incorporation assay.
Mutagenesis tests in liquid
The original experiments of MALLING" on dimethylnitrosamine activation and
mutagenesis of the Salmonella strain hisG46 (the mutation in TA1535) were in liquid
suspension, and in fact detection of dimethyl- and diethylnitrosamine in the Salmonella test requires preincubation with the S-9 mix and the bacteria in liquid suspension before plating. An efficient and simple procedure is to follow the protocol
described for the standard plate incorporation assay with the slight modification that
the top agar is added last, after pre-incubating the other components 20 min at room

temperature (T. MATSUSHIMA, D. R. STOLTZ, personal communications). It is important
to add the carcinogen in the minimum amount of DMSO, or other organic solvent, so as

not to inactivate the bacteria or S-9 during the

20

min. This slight

modification of the

standard plate test may be included as an addition to the screening protocol for
completeness. However, at present liquid suspension procedures have several serious
disadvantages for general mutagenesis testing, and should only be used as an adjunct
to the standard plate test. Relatively few mutagens and carcinogens have been tested
in. iquid suspension tests, so the ability of this type of test to detect a wide variety of
carcinogens is by no means clear. In fact, of the few chemicals so tested dimthyl- =W
diethylnitrosamine are more efficiently detected in liquid suspension than in the
standard plate assay', 1?,31, and almost all others. tested, of which we are aware,
including other N-nitrosamines such as dibutylnitrosamine and polycyclic hydrocarbons (H. BARTSCH, personal communication) which are efficiently detected in
the plate test, are very inefficiently or not at all detected in a liquid suspension test.
It is not unreasonable that liquid suspension procedures would be relatively
inefficient compared to a plate test for detection of many mutagens. Liquid mutagenesis procedures usually require incubation of the suspension at 370, and at this temperature the microsomes are active for a relatively short period of time, whereas in the

!
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agar overlay in the plate test they remain active up to 9 h at 370 (rcf. lo). We think
this is due to stabilization of the immobilized enzymes in the agar layer. In addition,
for many frameshift mutagens efficient mutagenesis requires growing bacteria for
both induction and expression of the mutation. This is accomplished oin the plates by
having the bacteria undergo several generations growth on the trace of histidine
incorporated in the top agar. Liquid suspension procedures designed to determine
mutagenesis relative to killing usually involve exposure to mutagens in the absence of
bacterial growth and plating of bacteria directly on medium lacking any histldine"4.
Under these conditions the degree of mutagenesis observed can be severely reduced.
Detection of mutagenic metabolites in urine
A wide variety of metabolites of drugs aid other ingested compounds appear in
the urine and we would like to expand the Salmonella test method as a general screening procedure for the detection of mutagenic metabolites in urine. We, and others,
have reported procedures for the detection in urine of mutagenic metabolites of 2acetylaminofluorene'2."1. The addition of commercial fl-glucuronidase to the petri
plates along with the urine, liver homogenate, and bacteria allows detection of metabolites of these carcinogens which are excreted in urine primarily as fl-glucuronide
conjugates. By this method mutagenic activity is readily demonstrated with urine of
rats administered as little as 200 pg (1.6 mg/kg) of 2-acetylaminofluorene"4. We have
recommended that testing urine for mutagenicity be done routinely in the casts of
experimental animals given a chemical in toxicology testing,". This would be a
worthwhile addition to any mutagenesis screening program using the Salmonella test
system. The urive test has been shown to detect several carcinogens requiring metabolic activation for mutagenic activity which are not efficiently detected using the
standard in vitro liver microsomal methd of activation. These are dimethyluminoazobenzene (butter yellow)"J.,.loaLa"d", and safrole (H. ROSIENKRANZ, personal
communication). This method is Ixtentially of great value and should be adaptable
for the screening of human urines in order to detect mutagenic metabolites of drugs
and of dietary components, and for testing urinary metabolites of drugs and fool
additives in experimental animals. However, as recently discussed', there are several
technical problems which must be surmounted before any large scale application of
the method for humans is justified. Of primary importance is the determination of an
optimum extraction procedure for the detection of a variety of metabolites, and the
need for, as in the case of liquid assay procedures (see above) validation for efficiency
in detecting a large variety of carcinogens.
Disposalof carcinogen and mitagen waste
We recommend using disposable test tubes, petri plates and micropipettes
in order to avoid re-circulation of these items with the rest of the laboratory apparatus. The disjosal of these mutagen/cartinogeii-'contaminated materi, ls is by cmitra't
with the firm which disclose of radioactiw waste from our halriteiy.
Safety precautions in the handlingof carcinogens/mulagens
Every effort is made in this laboratory to isolate the areas where carcmogens/
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handling of solid and volatile liquid compounds is done during the preparation of
solutions or during an experiment when the carcinogen&/mutagens are'breorporated
in or spotted on the top agar overlay. The investigator wears disposable plastic gloves
for these manipulations and all weighings are done by weight difference determination in order that the container of solid ot liquid compound is not opened in the
laboratory outside of the hood. A 370 incubator is used only for carcinogen/mutagencontaining petri 'plates. It has been adapted with a hose connection to a fan which
draws a slight flow of air through the incubator to the hood. The fan motor is activated
by a microswitch on the incubator door so that it operates whenever the petri plates
are moved in or out of the incubator. This precaution is coupled with the use of
deselcator jars in which the petri plates are incubated whenever dangerous volatile
compounds are assayed.
Safety precautionsin the handling of the Salmonella tester strains
Salmowa typhimurium can cause diarrhea and food poisoning. The particular
S. typhimurium strain, LT2, the parent of all of our tester strains, is used by geneticists
all over the world and is not very virulent. The deep rough mutation (rfa) present in\
the standard tester strains (see Table I) lowers virulence by orders of magnitude and
these strains should be relatively harmless. The pKMiox plasmid, with one antibiotic
resistance marker for ampicillin, and contained in the tester strains TA98 and TAioo
should be a minimal hazard. Plasmids are extremely common in the enteric population
in nature and most of the RTFplasmids isolated from Salmonella in hospitals contain
many antibiotic resistance genes. Nevertheless, as a matter of routine with any
Salmonella strain we use plugged pipettes and autoclave any material containing
Salmonella before it is Washed or disposed of. (The material containing carcinogens
as well as Salmonella is not autoclaved and is disposed of as previously described.) It
is also a laboratory rule not to keep any food material in the same refrigerators or
area with carcinogens or Salmonella.
It may be prudent to keep the Salmonella away from mouse colonies.
Chemicals
Benzo(a)pyrene, MNNG, and 2-acetylaminofluorene were from Aldrich. 3Methylcholanthrene was from Eastman, and Mallinckrodt was the source of sodium
phenobarbital. 2-Amino-anthracene, 2-aminofluorene, and 4-nitroquinoline-i-oxide
were from Schuchardt (Munich) and 7,x2-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene, daunomycin,
and 9-aminoacridine were from Sigma. Aflatoxin B, was from Calbiochem. The
following were gifts: furylfuramide [z-(2-furyl)-3(5-nitro-2-furyl)acrylamide: trade
name AF-2] from T. SUGIMURA (National Cancer Center Research Institute, Tokyo);
benzo(a)pyrene-4,5-oxide from P. L. Grover and P. Sims (Chester Beatty Research
Institute, London); and niridazole from E. BUEDING (The Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore). Aroclor 1254 is available in 50 ml samples at no charge from W. B. PAPAGEORGE, Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63166, and is also available commercially from Analabs, Inc. (North Haven, Conn).
Cost of determiningmutagenicity
We estimate that once set up and working regularly one person ougi. t to be
able to test thoroughly several compounds a day and that the cost should be in the
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range of Soo to $3oo a compound counting time and material but not overhead.
This would include testing on four tester strains and, after the initial spot tests and set
of concentrations, doing dose-response curves with those compounds that are positive.
Spot testing only would miss some compounds but would of course be much cheaper.
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Judith Robinson
Professional Staff Member
Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty
and Migratory Labor
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Judy:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Food and Drug Administration Appendix I, "State of the Art of Mass Screening for
Mutagenicity."
In their presentation there are numerous errors. Their discussion
of systems is incomplete, and inmany cases inaccurate. Additionally, they do not realize that the methodology we have inthis area
is probably as good, ifnot better, than we have inmany other areas
of Toxicology. The fact that we are always changing, hoping to
improve our methodology, isa reflection of the dynamic field of
mutagenicity testing, and isone that should not be viewed as a
deficiency of this area of toxicology, but something that should
also be carried out wherever toxicological procedures are utilized.
I know that time is pressing, and therefore I do not have the time
to address myself specifically to the errors inthe document and
also try to synthesize what I consider a more meaningful critique
of the state of the art of mass screening for mutagenicity. I
have, however, prepared recently a chapter for an upcoming book
entitled "The Chemical Environment and Mutagenesis." The material
from page 10 to the end of the manuscript expresses most of my
views on the subject. Ifyou could include for the record the material
on page 10 under Roman numeral II,"Chemical Mutagenesis Testing",
and starting with the second paragraph: "The growing awareness ... ,"
I believe that this isrelevant material which I would like to have
inserted into the record.
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1would of course be pleased at some future date to appear in
Washington at a hearing or, indeed, just simply to discuss chemical
mutagenicity testing with you.
Thank you again for giving me the opportunity to present some of
my views for the record.
Yours truly,

Marvin S. Legator, Ph.D.
Professor & Director

MSL/vc
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II. CHEMICAL MUTAGENESIS TESTING
A.

COMBINED TESTING

The growing awareness that it isno longer possible to introduce
new chemicals into the environment without toxicology testing in the
area of mutagenesis makes it imperative that we examine the relevance
of these existing procedures as compared to those techniques that
are commPonly used inother areas of toxicology. Mutagenicity studies
should not be considered simply as a means to identify a potential
carcinogen, but also as a means of preventing genetic abnormalities
whose importance to man may well eclipse all other areas of combined
testing. The so-called tier approach (42), or

orliminary screens,
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based on microbial studies are inadequate and toxicologically naive for
evaluating potential mutagens:

The use of in vitro microsomal preparations

combined with microorganisms or other indicators as an exclusive primary
screen isan approach whose deficiencies must be recognized. An invitro
microsomal activating system cannot reflect the complex dynamic processes
that are carried out in the intact animal.

Indeed, it isimpossible to

devise a standard in vitro activation system that can be used generally
to screen potential mutagens and carcinogens.

Even if such an invitro

system could activate all compounds that are metabolized by microsomal
enzyme systems, the fact that many materials are either potentiated
or detoxified by other routes, e.g. intestinal flora, would argue
against the use of the system as an initial screen test. Thirdly,
an important class of chemicals that induce nondisjunction by affecting
spindle mechanism, one of the most important categories of cytogenetic
abnormalities, would be missed by bacterial studies.
Inevery category of chemicals inour environment, there are
examples of carcinogens and mutagens that would not be detected by
such microbial procedures, with and without activation. Urethane,
the insecticidal group represented by Dieldrin, Cycasin (the naturally
occurring toxins), and halogenated purines are a few of the many examples
of compounds that would not be detected by this simplistic approach (43).
In the literature, one can find data suggesting that the correlation
between microsomal activation procedures and known mutagens and carcinogens
is between 70 and 90 percent (44).

These correlations, which in them-

selves are not adequate to justify invitro procedures as a primary
screen for detecting potential carcinogens and mutagens, are questionable.
For instance, quantitative data and levels of significance have not been
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stated; inmost cases, selected compounds, rather than randomly chosen
materials, were evaluated.

Ingovernment sponsored research projects,

a failure to code the materials, i.e. tha investigators knew beforehand
if the compound was a suspected or confirmed carcinogen or mutagen,
has led to an overestimate of this correlation (43).

In fact, a re-

cently completed study indicates that only 65% of known carcinogens are
active in Salmonella testing strains, with or without activation (45).
All responsible scientists share the goal of identifying mutagens
and eliminating them from our environment. It is essential, however,
that we do not adopt indefensible, toxicological procedures in attempts
to achieve our goal.

The crux of the matter is not the Identification

of active compounds by microbial procedures, with or without activation,
but the fact that w- may miss potent carcinogens and mutations by screens
that cannot be considered as preliminary screens for detecting active
materials.

Industrial toxicologists and other interested individuals

should not be lulled into a false sense of security and assume that the
chemicals are not nutagenic when the compound is found not be to active
by existing microbial procedures (46). Inan in-depth study of chemical
mutagens, one would first select those test systems that have the capability of indicating the various types of DNA alternations produced by
chemicals that are active per se, or those which are activated by enzymes
of the tissues or intestinal flora of the host.

Inprincipal, with an

unknown chemical, one would start with the best available animal systems,
including those tests that evaluate metabolic products of the intact host.
Since there isno single test for detecting chemical mutagens, a complete
testing protocol would utilize a battery of tests carried out inthe
intact animal.

The integration of the results from these systems should
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offer the optimum opportunity of identifying mutagens that are potential
hazards to man. The subsequent studies of an active compound would rely
on refining procedures to isolate and identify the active compound and,
subsequently, to characterize the genetic lesions induced by the
chemicals under study. This approach iscontrary to tier approach
which uses invitro systems and then advances to animal tests; such
an approach should be reserved.

In the field of chronic toxicology,

available methods are used to evaluate new compounds before and after
they are introduced into the market place as well as to evaluate currently
used materials. Although, inmany instances, these procedures are
time consuming and expensive, no one would suggest that they be
abandoned until more suitable methods are developed.

Inlike manner,

to postpone the evaluation of chemicals for mutagenic activity, or
to settle for short-term procedures that may indeed yield misleading
information, is to diminish the importance of this area of toxicology.
Furthermore, it represents a failure to recognize the fact that currently
available procedures for mutagenic evaluation are less time-consuming,
less expensive, and probably more meaningful than many tests that are
available and presently used inthe field of toxicology. Indeed,-ifone employs a battery of tests that would detect compounds which cause
point mutations and chromosomal aberations, including nondisjunction,
the total cost would be only a fraction, approximately one-third, of the
$100,000 that is presently allotted for a single carcinogenic evaluation.
B.

TESTING PROCEDURES (47)

Procedures for detecting and characterizing various types of
genetic lesions include the following:
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(1) Detection of "premutational lesions":

repair studies in experimental

animals.
(2) Detection of "point mutations":

Host mediated assay, and body fluid

analysis in experimental animals, using various indicator organisms as
well as in vitro studies,with and without microsomal activation.
(3) Detection of chromosomal change in experimental animals:
a.

Dominant lethal test.

b. Translocation studies.
c.

Micronuclei test.

d.

Direct cytogenetic analysis with both meiotic and mitotic
cells.

e.

Sister chromatid exchange studies.

While collaborative studies have rarely been conducted in the field of
toxicology, it is noteworthy that already in the field of genetic
toxicology the dominant lethal test and in vivo cytogenetic analysis
have been subjected to collaborative studies (48). The utilization
of all or most of the above procedures should characterize the majority
of mutagenic agents. Additionally, these studies combined with invitro
procedures will inmany instances classify the induced genetic lesion.
Existing procedures are as good as, ifnot better than, existing methods
in the field of chronic toxicology; furthermore, we have the ability to
gain insight into the molecular basis for the genetic alteration.
C.

INDUSTRIAL MONITORING

The industrial environment provides a unique set of circumstances
for detecting and characterizing chemicals that induce chronic effects
tuch as the induction of mutations.

Inmany instances, we can identify
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employees who are exposed to a variety of chemicals, some of them
unique to various industries, while others, representative of exaggerated
exposure to what may be occurring inthe general populatio.

Itis

encouraging to note that some of our more progressive corporations
have embarked on a comprehensive program to detect chemical mutagens (48).
In the context of an industrial program to characterize mutagenic
agents, there are three aspects that one can consider. First, we can
deal with experimental compounds that have yet to be introduced into
the market place, or those agents that have not been adequately tested
for mutagenic activity. These chemicals should be thoroughly investigated by a variety of available mammalian procedures, as previously discussed. Another aspect would be the evalution of chemicals to which
workers are exposed. Again, one can rely on cytogenetic analysis
and the investigation of the blood, urine, and semen (when available)
of these workers to lcok for potential mutagens; evaluation of these
body fluids can employ the indicator organisms. A third aspect would
involve classical epidemiological studies. Unfortunately, the epidemiological studies come rather late in the game; if indeed they are positive,
significant adverse effects inthe human population have already occurred.
D.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Toxicology as well as pharmacology isoften criticized for not

being a more quantitative science. (Facetiously, ithas been said that
conventional procedures for carrying out chronic toxicity studies include
counting the dead, weighing everything that can be removed, slicing everything that can be sliced, and feeding everything that could be fed
for two years.)

Actually, the importance of the quantitative data and
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the various factors that can influence a biological response inanimals
has long been appreciated by toxicologists and pharmacologists.

The

route of chemical administration, the chemical's distribution in the
tissues, the nutritional state of the animal, and, especially, the
biotransformations of chemicals entering the circulation are some of the
more obvious factors contributing to the variation of biological results
in the same, as well as indifferent,animal species. A given chemical
at different rates may be esterified in the rat, conjugated in the dog,
and acetylated inman. All of these factors will influence assays
for mutagenicity as well as measurements for any other toxicological
effect.
The importance of a dose-response curve, the concept of a threshold
effect, and the difficulties of extrapolating from animal data to man,
especially in the area of carcinogenicity, have been the subject of many
reports (49). As far as can be determined, the carcinogenic hazard
never disappears with a diminishing dose but rather becomes infinitely
small. A further complication of establishing a threshold concentration
in carcinogenesis is the possibility of co-carcinogens (50) being present
in the environment, further obscuring even the possibility of obtaining
a no-effect level. The concept of a threshold response inmutagenesis
is hardly different from that in carcinogenesis.

Inthe case of X-rays,

a direct linear relationship between dosage and genetic effects in
various biological systems gave rise initially to the "single hit"
interpretation of X-ray effects (single hit and ionization of DNA).
This single hit causes a permanent alteration of DNA (mutation), and the
effects are usually additive when doses are applied intermittently. A
number of substances (e.g. 1, 2-dithioglycerol) are known to modify the
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lethal and mutagenic effects of X-rays.

The existence of compounds that

can modify the mutagenic effects of X-rays has cast some doubt on the
target (single hit) theory and has led to the a.sumption that the genetic
effects of radiation may be a more indirect result. As in carcinogenesis,
a direct effect or an effect modified by environmental agents inmutagenesis ispossible.
In mutagenic studies, a dose-response curve for interpreting animal
results should be a prerequisite. Mathematical models that take into
account the size of the animal population studies, as well as the doseresponse in extrapolating to a large population exposure, are presently
under investigation (51).

Therecision of the test used for mutagenicity

should be such that a doubling of the control level of mutation would
be statistically significant at the 5 percent level.

A substance should

be considered as a potential mutagen if one or more of the procedures
carried out in the intact animal are positive. Ina given experiment,
failure to establish an existing effect with a chemical is generally
referred to as a type II or beta (o) error.

It is essential that in

all mutagenic studies sufficient animals are used, enough slides are
read, sufficient implants are analyzed, etc., to minimize the 0 error.
A casual examination of the literature in this field frequently reveals
that the studies conducted would preclude assuming a negative response.
IV. PRIORITY FOR TESTING
The assigning of priorities to environmental agents and their
subsequent in-depth screening and characterization offers the possibility
of eliminating the most important deleterious environmental agents.

At

first glance, the task of screening environmental agents for mutagenicity
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seems overwhelming. No data are available for most of the thousands of
compounds introduced into our environment over the last three decades.
The appreciation of this formidable task led to a search for a simple,
economic screen to detect mutagens. As stated heretofore, it is not
logical to utilize simple systems, such as microbial procedures, insuch
a screening for potentially active compounds; in fact, the most meaningful
screen would rely on a battery of tests carried out in intact animals.
Inview of these considerations, we must establish priorities for testing
environmental agents and then proceed to screen the selected compounds
ina meaningful manner. A comprehensive screen using a combination of
available methods in animals, including testing-of metabolites produced
in the intact host, isstill comparatively rapid and economical when
compared to the conventional carcinogenicity screens.
A selection of compounds for testing should be based on the following
criteria:

(1)usage pattern, i.e. the exposure of a large segment of our

population, especially people of child-bearing age, (2)length of exposure,
(3) chemical's persistence inthe environment, and (4) structureactivity relationship for mutagenesis*. Employing usage pattern as the
criteria, what seems like an overwhelming task reduces to a reasonable
number of chemicals whose testing does not present an enormous financial
burden. Illustratively, 200 prescription drugs control 69% of the market;
this translates into 190 separate active ingredients (28). The nonprescription, or over-the-counter (OTC), drug market sports as many as
500,000 products (3). Although Congressmen were told that this plethora
boils down to 216 active ingredients (53), our survey indicates that at
*Such a vital relationship is in the process of development at the
Environmental Mutagen Information Center, Oak Ridge, Tennessee (52).
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least another 30 "real" active ingredients, not of the ilk of oatmeal,
cottonseed oil, etc., should have been on that list of chemicals that
can appear in OTC's; while a final number of active substances was not
determined inour survey, it isfelt that the number does not exceed
300 (28).

On a positive note, a third of these are probably uninterest-

ing as they are comprised of such presumably non-mutagenic items as
vegetable oils, salts, and alcohols.
Once again, a variegated and voluminous market as that of the
pesticides can be managed by concentrating on the market leaders:
19 fungicides, 37 herbicides, and 31 insecticides control 94%, 98%,
and 93% of their respective markets (6).
With the banning of F. D. & C. Red No. 2 in February 12, 1976, only
ten synthetic colorings remain approved for use infood.

Regarding

food additives in general, a priority list for thn undoubtedly exists
in the FDA since that body was ordered by the President in 1969 to
review the safety of food additives; this was inresponse to the
banning of former GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) additives, the
cyclamates, due to their carcinogenic property.

Disclosure of such

a list is of paramount importance if the thinking behind the Toxic
Substances Control Act is to work.

In general, a lot more statistical

information is needed of the government, including the kind that will
allow the development of a meaningful priority list for industrial and
miscellaneous chemicals.
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V. BENEFIT-RISK ANALYSIS

In past cases, concern for the mutagenic activity of a compound
surfaced prior to a comprehensive evaluation of the suspected product.
Inalmost every instance, regulatory agencies and various expert
committees were asked to make decisions on the continued use of a
product with incomplete information.

Polarization frequently occurred

between consumer advocates and the manufacturer of the product.

With

a minimal amount of information, consumer groups advocated the restriction of the product, while the manufacturer usually questioned the
reliability of the incriminating data and took the view that more
definitive work is needed prior to taking any action.

The Government

usually vacillated between the two extremes. Itwould be the hallmark
of the Toxic Substance Control Act if it reduces this situation.
Though it is doubtful that we will ever have enough data to satisfy
some manufacturers, on the other hand, we should determine minimal
requirements before concluding that a chemical ismutagenic. Regardless
of the intended use of the product, no decision on the restriction or
the elimination of the chemical should be made solely on the basis of
non-animal testing.

A compound should not be considered non-mutagenic

if the o error is of such magnitude to preclude 'detecting of a minimal
mutagenic effect.

The experiment should be constructed so that a doubling

over background rate (cytogenetic response, increase in point mutations,
etc.) is significant at the 5%level.

A positive response in any of

the animal systems should be sufficient to Characterize the compound
as a mutagen.

This positive finding will be sufficient to eliminate
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a non-nutritive food additive or non-prescription drug from the market
place. The elimination or prudent exposure to other positive compounds
such as drugs, pesticides, and industrial chemicals will depend on the
use-benefits outweighing the potential risks.
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Figure III. U. S. Quantity of Sales of Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Colors,
1940-1970 (4).
Insert:

U. S. Quantity of Sales of F. D. & C. Colors per Person, 1940-1970.
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